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Finder & Applications

Our group is doing four kinds of projects for Big Bang.

First of all, we're doing user interrace, bug fix, and cosmetic improvements to existing
software. This includes updating LaserWriter Font Utility to support the Kanji LaserWriter
(LaserWriter Font Utility 2.0), imrpoving CloseView for sighted users (CloseView 1.1),
MacroMaker with an improved user interface (MacroMaker 1.1) and new versions of vari
0us desk accessories.

Second, we're doing support for specific hardware. This includes the Esprit control panel,
the Battery desk accessory, and the Topanga video control paneL

Third, we're doing to major projec
Installer 3.0 and . T
few moments wit the Macintosh a
span more than e ~"'-1:JJ.l~aJ;w~

Some of our specifications. are more complete than others, but I hope you'll find most of
them interesting.

Darin
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Introduction

This document describes the :new Installer version 3.0. This new Installer has three main goals: 1)
to allow for multi-disk installations, 2) to address complaints that customers have with the current
Installer, and 3) to enhance the Installer y ovidin I I in e. A fourth goal would be
to make structural chan es to the code itsel makin it easier for a new user·nterface or other new
enhancements to be inc rporated in future leases

This document firs
approximately in order
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Requirements

To accomplish our three main goals, we have addressed many different issues. Here is a summary
of the areas we have changed for the Altair System release.

Multi.Disk Installation - System Tools releases will soon be larger than what fits on a standard 800K
floppy disk. Because of this, the driving requirement for a new version of the Installer is the
ability to install files and resources from more than one disk. The novice Macintosh user should
have available a simple, painless way of installing all of the system software (including printer
drivers) from 2 or more floppy disks onto his or her new system. Version 3.0 must support this
requirement.

Reduce Disk Swappine -If installing System Tools Version 5.0 on a Mac Plus with a single floppy
drive, over"300 disk swaps are required for the operation. In order to decrease our liability,
(Macintosh Owner Goes Stark Raving Mad - Sues Apple) Installer version 3.0 will maximize
utilization of system memory to minimize th ber of disk swaps needed for installation.

Context Intellieent Installation - As the number of different types of Macintoshes and hardware
configurations increases, machine or hardware specific installations will also increase. The
Installer should be smart enough to know what the target machine will be, and provide appropriate
defaults for that machine.

Installation Over AppleShare - We should allow users to run the Installer from an AppleShare file
server. At the very least, the application should be "sharable," the scripts should be able to handle
finding sources on an AppleShare volume, and the source files and resources for an installation
should be able to be placed on an AppleShare volume. If time permits, it would be nice if the
Installer could update running systems over AppleShare. This is a difficult problem.

_Provide More Information - The frrst time Macintosh user doesn't need to know exactly what is
being installed, but the more experienced user probably will want to know the versions, creation
dates, and sizes of the files and resources which can be installed. Some of this type of information
is available with the current Installer. The new Installer should provide more of this type of
information.

Leveraee Qff New ROMs - It is assumed that new versions of the Installer will run only on machines
with new ROMs and HFS. Much of the current Installer code can be streamlined and optimized
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for this environment.

Provide More Help to the User - The new Installer should provide more complete help to the user of
all screens.

Provide Tools For Future Installers - Everyone and their mother has ideas about what the installer
of the future will look like and do. There are two parts of the installation pie - the user interface
part and the "guts" part. If we can reduce the coupling between these two parts, and provide a
robust and semi-complete set of routines to access the "guts," it will be much easier to develop
new and better user-interfaces.
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Terminology

A new term that we are introducing as part of our proposal is the term package. A package is a
logical group of files and resources that the user can choose to install. Examples of packages are "Mac
II System", "LaserWriter IISe", "AppleShare". These roughly equate to a script file under the current
Installer. The files and resources that make up packages are all defined in scripts. (See section on
scripts.)
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-"User Interface Description

Our changes to the user interface support the goal of providing a leveled interface where we 1)
provide a simpler interface for the novice user which consists mainly of choosing a disk and clicking
Install; and 2) provide the current Installer interface with minor improvements for the more experienced
user. In both of these interfaces we will provide the user with more help.

The screen shots that we are presenting represent the Human Interface recommendations for the
Installer. They incorporate the ideas and feedback from many brainstorming sessions, ERS review
meetings, and Human Interface User Testing using Hypercard prototypes.

Initially, when the user runs the Installer, a splash screen comes up giving the user helpful
information about what the Installer does and explaining the difference between the screens. This screen
is not fixed by the Installer, it comes from a 'PICT' resource in the script file. We encourage script
developers to take advantage of this splash screen to introduce the user to the software being installed.
(See section on scripts for more detail.)

Installation
start up int

h needs to
wo options:

____.....o;;.oS...-- P your sy ith the
appropriate l2J system and~ printer
software for your Macintosh and puts
it in your (§] System Folder.

• Custom Install

3.0d1

Rllows you to select which software
you want to put into your System Folder.

fi OK D

The simpler screen, which we are calling the "Easy Install" screen, only comes up if there's an
appropriate "default map script" available (see section on scripts). Apple's Installation scripts for
System Software will always have default maps and we will encourage third party developers of
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Installer scripts to also take advantage of the leveled interface by providing default maps for their
scripts.

Easy Install

r..·..·~~;~~~·~·:·:~·;·:~:·:~;~~if~:;:···:::·::·:· ..~~;::::: .._ !

Uersion 6.0.2
• ImageWriter Printer Software K Install »

on the floppy disk named

[g) blah
: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 ••••••••••••••••••••• lD ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••, :

( Eject Disk )

3.0a6
Quit )

Using the "default map" the Inst e etennines (based on the selected disk and the hardware
configuration of the current machine) which are the default "packages" to install. The description of
whatwill be installed is displayed (in this case "Universal Macintosh System 7.0" and "All Printers") in
the form of instructions to the user ("Click on Install..."). This screen lets the user select which disk to
install on, however it does not let the user install other than the default packages.

TO install something other than the default, the user needs to click on the "Custom... " button. This
will bring up the "Custom Install Screen":
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Custom Install

Mac II Family System Software
Macintosh SE System Software
Macintosh Plus System Software
Macintosh Family System Software
Minimal Mac II Family System Software
Minimal Mac SE System Software
Minimal Mac Plus System Software
Minimal Mac Family System Software

[Q

n I ns1 <lH D

(g) blah

to ( Eject Disl< )

( Switch Disk: )

...................................................

Help )

Easy ...

Quit )

ckages to install, possibly get more
n.

This level is similar e current I er but with orne no ble differences. The names associated
with each of the script files no 0 er appear in the scroll box, instead the names of all the packages that
the Installer found in the script file are displayed. To select -a package for installation requires selecting
that package by clicking on it. This interface supports multiple, discontiguous selections by using Shift
click to make selections. It also lets the user drag the mouse to select multiple contiguous selections. .
Any or all of the packages listed can be selected. Unlike the current Installer, the user is never told the .
amount of disk space that will be taken up as a result of an Install. The sizes are always figured butit is
put off until the user clicks "Install". At this point if the Installer determines that all the selected items
won't fit, the Installer will alert the user.

There is no Remove button on the Custom Install screen. It was decided that the Remove option
was rarely used and was only used by advanced users. To remove a package or packages, hold down the
Option key while clicking the Install button. When the Option key is pressed, the Install button becomes
a Remove button (only on Custom Install screen).

The Get Info feature allows the user to get more information on a particular package. Whenever
only one package is selected, the Get Info information is displayed in the message area in the lower left
corner of the screen. This info is similar in format to the Get Info information available in the Finder.
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Custom Install

( Eject DiSk)

( Switch Disk J

Quit

Install

[g) blah

I
Macintosh SE System Software
Macintosh Plus System Software
Macintosh Family System Software
Minimal Mac II Family System Software
Minimal Mac SE System Software
Minimal Mac Plus System Software
Minimal Mac Family System Software

Mac: II Family System Softll'are ~

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I_I ' Hac II Familg Sgstem Software

~ Pactage Size: Need to figure sizes
Release Date: Thu, May 19,1988

Release Version: 6.02.....----,
This package contains a omplete set of Syste Softw re for
use on the Macintosh II. t also contains the m nimal s ftware___--.011---....,.
needed to startup on all ers e acm osh.

. .. .
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Easy Install
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••CI ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••· .· .· .· .· .
: Click on Instoll to place: :

• Mac Family Minimal System Software
Uersion 6.0.2

• ImageWriter Printer Software n Install II

on the floppy disk named

(g)blah
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................:

( Eject Disk)

( Switch DiSk)

( Custom... )

( QUit)

,....------ .

If you want to install on a different disk,
click Eject Disk or Switch Disk to
f1 nd the correct di sk.

Help will be impl

3.0a6

or messa e nd status me sa es w 11 be in alerts put up in front of either
screen. During installation, th.e s s Information will be similar to that of the Finder when files are
being copied. It will have a cancel button, it will show a status bar, it will show the percentage
completed, and it will show which file or resource is currently being copied.
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Installer Script Modifications

The following section describes the modifications to the format of an installer script needed in
version 3.0 to support the new user interface. We are making the following basic changes to scripts: 1)
the addition of a whole new type of script resource that specifies which defaults appear in the "Easy
Install" screen, 2) a change to the current script's format so that files and resources are specified in the
form of "atoms" and lists of these atoms are broken down into packages and 3) we will work from only
one installer script file. This one script file will contain all the information needed to install fronl a
multiple disk software release.

A script is a list of instructions (in the form of resources) for the Installer. In earlier versions of the
Installer, scripts were wholly contained in resources of type 'insc.' In version 3.0 of the Installer, several
new types of resources are used for these instructions. In a typical script, these resources might logically
be arranged in a hierarchy like this:

The first of these new resources is the default map or 'indm' resource. The purposes of the default
map are to provide information to the "Easy Install" screen interface and to give default software
requirements for specific hardware. It can be thought of as a mapping between a specific hardware
configuration and a set of software to be installed. First time Macintosh users do not want to be
concerned with knowing the configuration of their systems. A default map defines the sets of files and
resources ("packages") that are most likely to be installed on a specific machine. It also provides sonle
of the text used in the "Easy Install" screen. An example default map might specify that on the internal
hard drive of a Mac IT with 2 M of memory, we should install the Mac II system software, and all printer
drivers.

Default maps specify the set of files and resources to be installed by specifying a set of packages
(resource type 'inpk'). Packages contain lists of related files and resources. Packages have nanles,
associated comment resources, and a list of components including file atoms and resource atoms.
Typical packages might be: "Mac II System Software or "EtherTalk Files and Resources."

In addition to atoms, packages may also contain subpackages in their list of components.
Subpackages are identica1 to packages. They are provided for the convenience of the script developer
since several packages may use the same subpackage. Several packages such as "Macintosh II System"
and "Macintosh SE System" for example, might both contain the subpackage "MultiFinder" which in
turn contains the file atoms "MultiFinder," "DA Handler," "BackGrounder," and "Finder StartUp."
Fri, Jan 13, 1989 Installer 3.0 ERS page 10
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In the hierarchy of new resources, atoms (resource type 'infa', 'inra', and 'inbb') are at the lowest
level. Atoms come in three flavors, file atoms, resource atoms and boot block atoms. These specify
single resources or files to be installed or deleted as part of an installation or boot block values that need
to be changed. Note that atoms are not visible to the user of the Installer program, therefore all atoms
will be contained in either packages or subpackages. In earlier versions of Installer scripts, the atoms
were listed together in either the "File List" or the "Resource File List." In version 3.0, each of these
files and resources is specified in a separate atom. This allows more flexibility within packages (several
packages may share the same atom) and it will be easier to modify individual atoms. The information
contained within the file and resource atoms is basically the same as that found in the old Installer script
File·Specs and Resource File Lists.

The information in the following sections will be important for those interested in writing scripts.
Those interested only in the user interface can safely skip them.

Default Maps

~rmtfttll'fttteft!;','"ft"'!'!e"~",eof Installer Script
The purpos of an 'indm' resource is to

at Version, the Default Map Flags, the
olume Requirements, a User Function

The Installer chooses the appropriate packages to install by going through an ordered list of Default
Maps. The Installer searches through the default maps (lowest resource ID to highest) until it finds a
map which matches the hardware and software configuration of the machine it is running on, and the
size of disk that has been chosen by the user. When the first match is found, the User Description field
of the map is displayed on the Easy Install screen. If the user then clicks on the "Install" button all of the
packages listed in the map's Package List will be installed. Whenever the user chooses a different disk,
the list is searched again from the beginning for a new match.

Because the list is ordered by resource ID, the most stringent requirements for an installation should
be put in maps with lower resource IDs. For example, if a special set of packages is available for
Macintosh lIs with an MMU, and a different set is to be used on machines without one, the default map
for the MMU installation should have the lower resource ID.
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Default Map

Default Map Format Version (2)
Default Map Flags (2)
HW Requirements

SW Requirements

Target Volume Requirements (8)

User Function Resource ill (2)
User Description (pstr)

Package List

HW Requirements

Package List

Number of Packages

IPackage ID

SW Requirements

(2)

Number of Machines

Machine Type

Number of Processors

Processor Type

NumberofMMUs

MMUType

Number of Keyboards

IKeyboard Type

Re uires FPU

Requires Color QD

Minimal Memory

Figure 1. Default Map

(1)

(1)

(2)

Number of System Resources (2)

(4)
(2)

Default Map Format Version
The Default Map Format Version field (2 bytes) is an unsigned integer indicating the version of the

Default Map script format. It is currently O. If the Installer encounters a default map with a version
higher than it knows how to handle, the map will be ignored.

Default Map Flags
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The Default Map Flags field (2 bytes) consists of 16 bit-flags. They are currently unused and should
be set to O.

HW Requirements
Infonnation about the minimal hardware needed to install a specific package is contained in the HW

Requirements field. There are seven fields in the description of the hardware requirments, four of
which are lists.

A value of 0 in any of these fields, or a list of length 0 indicates that you don't care about that
configuration. For example, if an installation does not depend on the type of Keyboard being used, that
list should be empty.

The description of these fields is as follows:

Number of Machines:

Machine Type:

Number of Processors:

Processor Type:

Number of MMUs:

MMUType:

Number of Keyboards:

Keyboard Type:

Requires FPU:

The number of machines in the Machine Type list.

The MMU .Type field is list of 2 byte values which
specify the MMU for this default map. The values for
this field are as follows:

0: GMMU
1: 68851
2: 68030

The number of keyboards in the Keyboard Type list.

The Keyboard Type field is list of 2 byte values which
specify the keyboards for this default nlap. The values
for this field are the same as found in the
keyBoardType field returned from SysEnvirons.

The FPU field is one byte, whose lowest ordered bit is a
flag that specifies whether an FPU is needed for this
default map.
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Requires Color aD:

Minimal Memory:

The Color QD field is one byte, whose lowest ordered
bit is a flag that specifies whether color QuickDraw is
needed for this default map.

The Minimal MemoryType field is a 2 byte quantity
specifying the minimal amount of RAM (in MBytes)
needed for this default map.

SW Requirements
Some installations may be dependent on the existence of certain resources in the System file. For

example, when updating a system, it is necessary to know the patches which have been previously in
stalled on the target system. The Installer looks at the System file in the blessed folder on the chosen
target volume and compares the following fields to the values found in the System's resource fork.

Number of System Resources:

System Resource Spec:

System Revision:

Country Code:

AppleTalk Version:

The number of resource specs in the System Resource
Spec list.

e minimal system revi
189) needed for this de-

untry C
wh' version 0

ust be found i em for this default map. This
number has the same format as in the intiOVers field of
a IntlORec record. This information will come fronl the
'vers' resource in the target volume's System File

The AppleTalk Version field is a 2 byte field which
indicates the lowest numbered version of the AppleTalk
drivers needed for this default map. It has the same
format as the System Version field.

Target Volume Requirements
The Target Volume Requirements field (8 bytes) contains information about the requirements for a

target disk drive. It contains 2 fields:

Minimal Target Size:

Maximal Target Size:

The smallest size disk (in k) this default map will use.

The largest disk (in k) for which this default map is ap
plicable.
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To match any size disk, the minimal and maximal target disk sizes are both zero. If the Minimal
size is greater than zero but the Maximal equals zero, then only the minimal requirement will be used.

User Function
The User Function field contains the ID of an "infn" resource. This type of resource is an

executable Macintosh function which returns a Boolean value. We pass to this function the volume ref
erence number of the currently selected target disk. The declaration for such a function and its
parameters would look something like this in Pascal:

FUNCT ION My INFNevRefNum: Word): BOOLEAN;

If this field is non-zero, the infn will be executed and its return value"anded" with the hardware
requirements and target disk type results. If the field contains zero, no infn will be executed. We
anticipate that this user defined function might be used to determine the existence of specific hardware
such as accelerator boards, video cards, or network interfaces. .

on the extern'Ul'n~".",~~

isplays on the "Easy Install

The description s uld i installed. Examples might be: ". Mac
II version of System 7. CR>· All prin 'or "the M II colo monitor version of MegaPaint" Note
that no parsing of this field 1S onnatting such as carnage returns are desired, they must be
inserted into this string where appropriate.

Package List
The Package List field is a list of all the packages associated with this default map. It contains the

number of packages in the list, and the resource IDs of the packages.

Packages

Packages are used to group logical sets of resources and files to be installed. These sets are seen by
the user in the Custom Install screen. Every default Map contains a list of packages. Packages have a
resource type 'inpk.' The format of a package can be seen in Figure 2.
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Package Parts List

(2)

Part ID

Number of Part Specs

IParts Spec

Parts Spec

IPart Type

Package Format Version (2)
Package Flags (2)
ICMTID (2)
Package Size (4)
Package Name (pstr)

Parts List

Figure 2. Packages

Packages are listed in the Custom Install screen in the order that they appear in the resource file. A
package contains 5 fields, a Package Format Version fiel9., a Package Flags field, the Package Name, an
identifier for an Installer Comment, and a Parts List.

a higher version

only the high order bit is
ailable on the CustOlTI Install

Package ICMT
The ICMT ID field (2 byte ntains the f the Installe nt resource which will be

displayed when one package is selecte In e Custom Install screen." If the value in this field is 0, a
default Installer Comment is created using the name of the package, the creation date of the script file,
and the package's size, but without a version, or comments. (See the ICMTS section below for a fu"rther
description of this resource.) Note that if the packages is not going to be visible on the Custom Screen
(according to the bit-flag in Package Flags) there is no need for an ICMT.

Package Size
The Package Size field (4 bytes) contains the size all the files and resources that are to be copied as

part of the installation of this package. The value for this field is the sum of all of the atonl size fields in
the resource and file atoms which have their copy bit set. We are providing a script preprocessor that
will figure out the value of this field. This field is used to display the package size in an ICMT.

Package Name
The Package Name field is an even-padded Pascal string that the Installer displays in the list of

packages available in the Custom Install screen. It is also the name that appears in the informational
rectangle in Custom Install. The Package Name should indicate what the package contains and the
version number. Examples are "Macintosh SE System 7.0" or "LaserWriter lISC 8.0."

Parts List
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The Parts List is a list of all the file atoms, resource atoms, boot block atoms, and possibly other
packages associated with this package. It consists of a Number of Part Specs field followed by one or
more Part Spec fields.

Number of Part Specs
The Number of Part Specs field (2 bytes) is an unsigned integer specifying how many Part Specs

follow it.

Part Spec
A Part Spec specifies either another package (subpackage) or a file, resource, or boot block atom to

be deleted or installed. It consists of two fields: a Part Resource Type and a Part Resource ID.

Part Resource Type
A Part Resource Type (4 bytes) specifies the resource type of the part. The resource type should be

either an 'inpk' (indicating a subpackage), an 'infa' (indicating a file to be copied or deleted), an 'inra' (a
resource to be installed or removed), or an 'inbb' (a boot block parameter that needs to be changed).

Part In
A Part ill (2 bytes) &eeetftes-ffte-!~ru

Installer Comment

Many times users
proposing that users be

The format of an installe IS shown in Figure. n 'icmt' contains four fields, the Version
Release Date, Version number, an Icon ID, and Comment Text.

Version Release Date (4)
Version (4)
Icon ID (2)
Comment Text (pstr)

Figure 3. icmt Format

Version Release Date
This 4 byte field contains the date in GetDateTime format. It will appear in the "Release Date" field

in the Get Info message area.

Version
The Version field (4 bytes) contains the version number of this package. It has the same fonnat as

the systemVersion field of a SysEnvRec record.
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Icon ID
The Icon ill field (2 bytes) contains the ID of an ICON resource. This icon will be displayed in the

upper left corner of the Get Info message area.

Comment Text
This even padded Pascal String contains the text which will appear in the comment section of the

Get Info message area.

Atoms
Atoms are at the lowest level in the hierarchy of default maps, packages, subpackages and atoms.

Atoms come in three flavors, File Atoms ('infa'), Resource Atoms ('inra'), and Boot Block Atoms
('inbb'). Each atom represents a single file or resource to be installed or removed or a boot block
parameter to change. Atoms cannot be installed by themselves, they must be part of a package or
subpackage. Both File and Resource Atoms contain respectively a File Size and a Resource Size field.
We are providing a script preprocessor tool to fill in these fields of the scripts.

File Specs
Both File Atoms and Resourc
is going to be copied or the til
ID in the resource and file ato
the script writer to specify the a
just refer to the file spec's id henev~-.u.

File Spec

File Type

tion on the file that

File Creator

Creation Date

File Spec Flags

File Name

Figure 4. File Specs

(4)

(4)
(2)

(pstr)

File Type
The File type field (4 bytes) specifies what the file's type is expected to be. This field may be

ignored based on the value of the type and creator must match bit flag of the File Spec Flags. This field
is to help ensure that the correct file is being used.

File Creator
The File Creator field (4 bytes) specifies what the file's creator is expected to be. This field may be

ignored based on the value of the type and creator must match bit flag of the File Spec Flags. This field
is to help ensure that the correct file is being used.
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Creation Date
The Creation Date field (4 bytes) specifies what the source file's creation· date is expected to be. If

this field is 0 then the Creation date of this file will be ignored. If this field is non-zero~ the file on disk
will not be recognized as the correct file unless its creation date matches the date in this field. This field
is to help ensure that the correct file is being installed. For a target file specs this field is ignored.

File Name
The File Name field is an even-padded Pascal string that specifies the complete pathname of the file.

Specifying the file's name andpath is different depending on whether you're specifying a source or tar
get file. For a Source File Spec, the File Name field should contain a complete pathname of the file be
ginning with the volume of the given file and specifying the folder names in the path to the file.

of the File Name field are a bit com-
plex. Customers may hard disks and want to install froll1
there, or they may have rna up copies of t disks provided by Apple and expect to
be able to install from those. In either case, the pathname specified in the File Name field of the Source
File Spec will probably be slightly off (e.g. the backup disks may not have the same nan1es as the
originals) so we need to be somewhat flexible when searching for a specific source file. In a Source File
Spec, the full path name (including volume name) must be given in the File Name field, but it may not
be used by the Installer exactly as given.

While the Installer is flexible as to exact volume names, it requires that disk contents be the same as
what is specified in the script. The Installer uses the scripts to make a list of the volun1es that will be
needed for the Install and the files that should be on each volume. All the files that are supposed to be
on the same volume~ must be on the same volume. But that volume's name can be different from the
name given in the script. In addition we will relax this condition only slightly to allow for hard disk in
stallations. You can have more than one volume's worth of contents on the Installer disk. We will
allow these files to either be relative to the root of the Installer volume or relative to the Installer's direc
tory. For example if the Installer is in the folder "Installer Folder" on the hard disk "My HD" and the
script wants files from the folder "Utilities 2:System Folder Additions" then that folder could either be
exactly where specifed, on the root of the "My HD"disk, or in the "Installer Folder" on "My HD".

The disk that the Installer is on is a special case in our requesting disk and disk content strategies. Most
of the disks are requested in alphabetical order, but the Installer'sdisk is always the first disk that we
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copy files and resources from. Also the contents of the installer disk is checked for correctness before
anything is deleted or copied. We recommend scriptwriters (especially for system releases) have the
most important files and resources to be copied on the Installer disk, since that's the only disk that we
can guarantee that the user has. Otherwise, the Installer could start the installation which includes delet
ing all the appropriate target fues and resources, ask for a disk that contains a crucial file, have the user
cancel out of the dialog since that disk for some reason is not available thereby aborting the installation
leaving the user worse off than before (e.g. a system that no longer boots).

Sometimes it is desirable to update a file on a target disk, but its location may not be known. For
example, we may need to update a utility application, but it could be anywhere on the target disk. To
meet this need, one of the bit-flags in the File Spec Flags field is a search flag. If this flag is set, the
Installer will look for the file fIrst in the given pathname. If it is not found there, a search of the entire
volume will be performed for that filename. The search stops when an instance of the file is found or
the whole disk has been searched (therefore the first found will be the only one affected-this flag
should be used with care). If the flag is not set, the file must be found in the given pathname.

File Spec Flags
The File Spec Flags field is a 2 byte field co . ing 16 bit flags. The meaning of the bits is

described below.

Figure 4. File Spec Flags

bit 0: type & 'creator must match; if this bit is 1 the file type & creator of the file on disk must
match what is specified in the file spec of script.

bit 1: search for file; if this bit is 1 then the file should be searched for if not found in the given
path. See description in above paragraph. This is always 0 for source file specs.

File Atom

The format of a File Atom is shown in figure 5. It contains six fields.
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File Atom

File Atom Format Version (2)
File Atom Flags (4)
Target File Spec ill (2)
Source File Spec ill (2)
File Size (4)
File Atom Description (pstr)

Figure s. File Atoms

File Atom Format Version
The File Atom Format Version field (2 bytes) is an unsigned integer indicating the version of the

file atom format. It is currently O. If the Installer encounters a File Atom Format with a higher version
number than it currently knows ~ow to h , the atom will be ignored.

Target File Spec ID
The Target File Spe

should be created or rep ace .

Source File Spec ID
The Source File Spe

copied onto the target n,·,.-__

ile to be installed or deleted. This field is used
e are providing a script preprocessor tool to

File Atom Description
The File Atom Description field is an even-padded Pascal string describing the atonl. Possible uses

for this field include showing it as part of the status feedback, including it into a log resource that shows
the history of what was installed, or having it linked into the Get Info mechanism.

File Atom Flags
The File Atom Flags field is a 4 byte field containing 32 bit flags. The meaning of the bits is

described below.
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Figure 5. File Atom Flags

bit 0:

bit 1:

bit 2:
bit 3:
bits 4-27:
bit 28:
bit 29:

bit 30:

bit 31: ser clicks Remove then the
isk then this bit will be

Resource Atoms
The format of a Resource Atom is shown in Figure 7. It contains 10 fields. The meanings of the

fields are described below. In this Instaler, any file may be used as the source or target of a Resource
Atom.
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Resource Atom

Resource Atom Format Version (2)

Resource Atom Flags (4)

Target File Spec ID (2)

Source File Spec ID (2)

Resource Type (4)
Source ID (2)

Target ID (2)

Resource Size (4)
Resource Atom Description (pstr)

Resource Name (pstr)

Figure 7. Resource Atoms

Source File Spec ID
The Source File Spec 1hI.~!QJ~~e-:

copied into the target file.

indicating the version of

ne.£QI~wiskthat contains the resource to be

Resource Type
The Resource Type field is a 4 byte field that specifies the resource type (e.g. 'PTCH') of the

resource referred to by this resource atom.

Source ID
The Source ID field (2 bytes) specifies the resource ill in the source file. This field will be ignored

if we're finding the resource by name (the find by id bit is 0) or if we're not copying the resource (the
copy bit is 0).

Target ID
The Target ill field (2 bytes) specifies the resource ID in the target file. When copying a resource,

the Installer will try to use this ID in the target file, but if there are ID conflicts the Installer will choose
a different ID. If the ID of the resource doesn't matter (e.g. most Desk Accessories) then this field
should be specified as 0 and the Installer will pick an ID for the resource in .the target file.

Resource Size
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The Resource Size field (4 bytes) is a longint containing the size of the resource to be installed or
deleted. This size includes any resources that belong to the given resource (owned resources). This
field is used by the Installer in figuring the sizes for an installation. We are providing a script preproces
sor that will figure out the value of this field.

Resource Atom Description
The Resource Atom Description field is an even-padded Pascal string describing the atonl. Possible

uses for this field include showing it as part of the status feedback, including it into a log resource that
shows the history of what was installed, or having it linked into the Get Info mechanism.

Resource Name
The Resource Name field is an even-padded Pascal string that gives the name of the resource. If the

resource is being found by name (find by id bit is 0) it must be non-empty. To help ensure that the
correct resource is being installed, the name of the resource in the source file must match this field if the
resource is being found by name. Also the name of the resource in the target file must match unless the
name must match is O.

,.w.........~~....."""'""........iiliiWoIo·~lg of the bits is
need to be specified

~

§'
(1)

0-

i' 0- ~
~ s: g.

~ ~
~

·15 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

CD = S = lI';" c=< g 3 CD 'B.g 0- 0- .g
~

CD ~

::.; s § CD S
~ Q; ~. !CD ~

0
~.

~ =:to
S 3 =[ ~ (7Q

~

no
=-

Figure 8. Resource Atom Flags

Resource Atom Flags
The Resource Atom Flags fiel."PM·a..a.;;iWoII:~""""'~
described below. Many of the
as unused for other resources.

bit 0: update only; if this bit is 1 and the resource does not exist in the target file then the resource
will not be copied to the target file.

bit 1: keep existing; if this bit is 1 and the target resource already exists then the source resource
will not be copied to the target disk.

bit 2: name must match; if this bit is 1 the name of the resource in the target file must match the
name in the Resource Name field; this field is ignored if finding by name (find by id bit is
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·~oliHW!I~i-iH~.tar file and the user clicks
ore the resource is copied

et file then this bit will be

bit 31:

bit 30:

bit 29:

Boot Block Atoms

0).
find by id; if this bit is 1 then the resource will be found in the source file by using the id in
the Source ill field, otherwise it will be found using the Resource Name field.
need not exist; if this bit is 1 then the resource need not exist on the source disk. If the
resource does not exist then the resource atom will be ignored.
even if protected; if this bit is 1 then the resource will be deleted from the target file even if it
is protected in the target file.

bits 6-15: reserved; should be specified as 0
bits 16-22: Currently these flags are only used when specifying a FOND resource and should be 0 for

any other type of resource atom. They are used to specify which styles need to be included.
*** Bruce- explain this.

bits 23-27: reserved; should be specified as 0
bit 28: deferred delete; if this bit is 1 and the user clicks Install then the resource in the target file

will be deleted after the file copies take place. This allows copying entire files and pruning
them down rather than having to copy a file resource by resource just to exclude a few re
sources. The resource specified need not exist in any source file (Just specify a source file
spec id of 0).
copy; if this bit is 1 and the user clicks Install then the resource in the source file will be
copied to the eso rce m .. if need not exist (bit 3) is
O.
delete on ins 11; p:;if~hi~""'-l~-'MI'"""

Install then t e r
from the sou ce
ignored.
delete on re v If this bI is 1 an he resource e Ists i the target file and the user clicks
Remove (opti '-Install) the the res urce will If the resource
does not ex' t in t target Ie then is bit will

bit 5:

bit 3:

bit 4:

Boot block atoms are used to write or change the parameters in a target volume's boot blocks. Boot
block atoms are different from file and resource atoms. They can indicate something to be copied or in
dicate an individual parameter that needs to be changed.

To cause boot blocks to be written to a target volume, include a Boot Block Atom with a key of type
'bbUpdate.' The parameto this type of Boot Block Atom is an integer which indicates the ill of a file
spec in the script. The file indicated by this file-spec should contain a 'boot' resource. A copy of the re
source is written to the first two blocks of the target volume.

The format of a Boot Block Atom is shown in the following figure. It contains five fields.
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Boot Block Atom

Boot Block Atom Format Version (2)
Boot Block Atom Flags (2)
Boot Block Value Key (2)
Boot Block Value (variable)
Boot Block Atom Description (pstr)

Figure 9. Boot Block Atom

Boot Block Atom Format Version
The Boot Block Atom Format Version field (2 bytes) is an unsigned integer indicating the version of

the boot block atom fonnat. It is currently O. If the Installer encounters a Boot Block Atom Format with
a higher version number than it currently knows how to handle, the atom will be ignored.

Figure 10. Boot Block Flags (low word)
bit 0: change on remove; if this bit is 1 then the change will only happen if Remove (option-Install)

was clicked.
bit 1: change on Install; if this bit is 1 then the change will be made if Install was clicked

bit 2-15: reserved; should be specified as O.

Boot Block Value Key
The Boot Block Value key field is a 2 byte field that specifies which boot block parameter is
being given a value in the Boot Block Value field. The key can correspond to any of the parame
ters which are changeable in the boot blocks. The possible keys for this field are:

-1 Copy over boot blocks from a 'boot' resource found in the file whose file spec 10 is given in
the value field (word).

1 The value in the Boot Block Value field updates the boot blocks ID (word)
2 The value updates the boot block entrypoint (long)
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3 The value updates the boot block version (word)
4 The value updates the page 2 usage flags (word)
5 The value updates the name of the system resource file (string)
6 The value updates the name of the system shell (string)
7 The value updates the first loaded debugger's name (string)
8 The value updates the second loaded debugger's name (string)
9 The value updates the file name of the startup screen (string)

10 The value updates the file name of the startup program (string)
11 The value updates the file name of the system scrap file (string)
12 The value updates the number of FCBs to open (word)
13 The value updates the size of the event queue (word)
14 This boot block field is no longer used
15 This boot block field is no longer used
16 The value updates the size of the system heap on a 5I2K Mac (long)
17 The value updates the absolute size of the system heap (long)
18 Thie boot block field is not longer used
19 The value updates the minimal additional system heap space required (long)
20 The value updates the the frac . of memory available to be used for the system heap (long)

Boot Block Value

The Boot Block Va
was specified in the bvv..-.-.,..,
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Network Installation

We are receiving feedback from customers that the ability to Install system software over the net
work is very important. Ideally we would like allow people using the Installer to update the system they
are currently running on. This is not a simple proposition. It is much simpler to update a non-boot disk.
At the very least, Installer 3.0 will allow non-boot disks to be installed on and updated from an
AppleShare server. The Installer, scripts, and all of the necessary files will all be able to be placed on a
server. This way if someone mounts an AppleShare volume, they will be able to run the Installer from
the server and update any non-boot disks.

If we have time (or possibly for version 3.1) we would like to implement the ideal, and allow the
boot system to be updated. We propose doing this in the following way:

1) Make a copy any files we will update.
2) Move the originals into a well-known folder off of the root of the volume.
3) Update the new copies as we normally would.
4) Install an init which will remove the well-known folder and its contents at boot time.
5) When we are done installing, force th er to reboot when quiting.

nning under

Software Guts Descriptio

One of the secondary goa
may want to swap out the inte described h and put in a hole ne whiz-bang interface to the
Installer. Since this is a very real pOSSI 11 y, we are structuring the code so that it is more modular and
therefore more easily modifiable. The most obvious and highest level change lies in separating the user
interface from the "guts" (grunt work) of the Installer. But each of these areas can be further broken
down into potentially useful modules. The "guts" part is being broken down into pieces including
modules for package handling, atom handling, InstalllRemove, and default map processing. The user
interface portion is broken into modules handling the various screens. Routines that all of these modules
need are factored out into a library utilities module.

See the interface sections of each of the code units for more detailed information about each of the
modules.

Localization Issues

Splash Screen
As mentioned before, th~ Installer's splash screen is stored as a PICT that can be changed/edited by

any scriptwriter or localizer. The Installer will look first for a PICT resource for the splash screen in the
Installer script but if none is found it will then look for a text resource that it will display instead; this ac
commodates those countries where no facilities exist for editing/creating PICTs without downgrading
the US version. It seems a shame that on a graphics computer like the Macintosh, we can't assume that
Fri, Jan 13, 1989 Installer 3.0 ERS page 28
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facilities will be available to manipulate and localize graphics. But this is what we currently have to live
with. *** Exact descriptions later. ***

Help
We will provide same capability for the help text that we are providing for the Splash Screen. First

attempt will be to find a PICT (which allows for us to store styled text) in the application resource file
and if that fails it will look for plain text resources. *** Exact descriptions later. ***
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Open Issues

Here's a list of some of the issues and enhancement ideas that have not made it into this version of
the Installer, but should be considered when writing future versions.

• Network options

• Backup of system fil~s that we can go back to if an error is encountered mid-way into the installation.

• The creation of a log resource that has a detailed description of what happened in the install (what files
and resources were copied, replaced, deleted, etc. and what boot block parameters were changed).
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ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT
This is the Friday, January 13, 1989 version of this document.

The purpose of this document is to describe the important differences
between the interfaces of the current Finder (hereafter called the"old
Finder") and the Furnishings 2000 Finder (hereafter called the "new
Finder"). Accordingly, many details of the interface that remain un
changed from the old Finder will be left unstated. In general, assume
that the interface to the new Finder is the same as the interface to the old
Finder except where stated in this document.

The design is still in progress. Meanwhile, comments about the
human interface are very eagerly solicited and should be directed (via
the media of your choice) to:

John Sullivan
MS: 27-AO
AppleLi
VAX emai:
telephone:



FINDER EXTENSIONS

The new Finder is constructed in a modular fashion, so that users can
configure their Finders to meet their needs. For instance, users who are
using floppy drives may want to keep the Finder as small as possible,
whereas power users with hard disks may want to include as many fea
tures as possible, possibly including homegrown features. Non-essen
tial, removable pieces of Finder functionality are called Finder
Extensions.

It is not yet certain which components of the Finder will appear as ex
tensions to the user. Preferences and Mover are two candidates (more
on these later).
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CLASSES OF FINDER OBJECTS

There are five classes of objects in the new Finder.

• Applications-the tools that provide the capabilities that users
buy computers to use.

• Documents-the files that are created by Applications to store the
user's data.

• Containers-objects for storing other Finder objects inside.

• Desktop Services-"applications" that perform actions on Finder
objects which are dropped into them (as though they were
Containers).
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ApPLICATIONS

Applications are the class of objects having the characteristic in common
that they open to provide access to environments tailored to provide
specific functionality or mechanisms for the presentation of data. The
class of Applications has been expanded to include other things that
will be changed to behave like Applications such as DAs, cdevs (now
called "Panels" or "Control Panels"), and perhaps some Finder
Extensions.

All Application icons will be based on the standard application icon
graphic of a hand with a stylus writing on a diamond.

.P.A~.

Panels are al component ontrol Panel DA, each of
which provides a mechanism to set a related class of Finder and Systenl
parameters. Each Panel will have an Application-like icon and will
open to a window containing the controls that are currently found in
the Control Panel.

The Control Panel DA could cease to exist but will not in order to
maintain compatibility with the old Finder. It will continue to work as
it does today; Panels in the System Folder will appear in the Control
Panel DA when it is opened.
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DOCUMENTS 0
Documents have not changed from the old Finder. They are the reposi
tories of the users data developed inside of Applications.

Documents are represented by icons based on a piece of paper with
the top right corner folded over.
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STATIONERY

The new Finder borrows from Lisa the concept of Stationery. Stationery
objects are a special class of Document objects. The only difference be
tween a Stationery Document and an ordinary Document is that open
ing a Stationery Document does not open a window presenting the con
tents of the Stationery Document; instead, opening a Stationery
Document creates a new Document with the same contents as the
Stationery Document, and then opens a window presenting the contents
of the new Document. Thus, opening a Stationery Document is like du
plicating a Document object and then opening the copy.

Any Document can be turned into Stationery by selecting the
Document and then choosing "Make Stationery" from the File menu.
Turning a Document into Stationery appends "Stationery" to the
object's original name.
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CONTAINERS

The Desktop, Disks, Folders, and the Trash Can are all members of the
class of Containers. The distinguishing characteristic·of all Containers is
that they are used to store Finder icons in an inactive manner; dropping
objects into a Container or opening a Container does not result in any
action taken on the contents.

Disks in the Finder are a representation of any physical storage media
that contain computer-readable information. Not all such media are ac
tually disks in the physical sense; this category also includes other
media such as tapes. Disks are represented on the Desktop by an icon
that shows the physical media of the Disk.

.f.Ql.4.e.xs..

Folders are the only Containers that users create. Their purpose is to
enable users to organize their Finder icons in whatever manner is most
convenient for them.

Folders have an established visual identity-a tabbed file folder. The
basic appearance should be preserved but should be modified to have a
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3D quality by representing the folder as an oblique view.

In the new Finder, the Trash is emptied only when the user selects
the "Empty Trash..." menu item. The confirmation alerts that users
currently get when they put Applications or System Files in the Trash
are replaced in the new Finder by a single confirmation alert when the
menu item "Empty Trash..." is selected.

There are 17 items in the Trash for a total of 917K.
There are 5 Applications in the Trash.
There are 2 System Files in the Trash.

Empt in Trash will remoue these foreuer. Are1I.. ....t"JI

you sure yo want 0 do this?

There are 8 items selected for a total of 37SK.
There are 3 Applications selected.
There is 1 System File selected.

Deleting the selection will remoue these foreuer.
Are you sure you want to do this?

(Delete Selection) n Cancel n

(rough draft)

The Finder's Preferences includes a way to disable these confirmation
alerts, for the power user who knows when he/she wants to throw
things away. When the alerts are disabled, the menu item changes from
"Empty Trash..." (or "Delete Selection...") to "Empty Trash" (or
"Delete Selection").
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Without automatic emptying, the Trash in the new Finder behaves
more like a Folder than it does in the old Finder. However, it still re
tains some of the behavior that distinguishes it from a Folder, including:

• Users may put multiple objects with the same name into the Trash.

• Applications in the Trash cannot be opened.

• Documents in the Trash cannot be opened.

• The "Put Away" menu item may be used to move objects from the
Trash back to their previous location.

Without automatic emptying, users have to be more aware of the
state of the Trash. This is eased as much as possible in the new Finder
by reminders that there are objects in the Trash when disk full problems
occur.

When the Trash or a Folder in the Trash is opened, the appearance of
the resulting window should differ from non-Trash windows.
Otherwise, users may be surprised by unexpected behavior (icons put
up alerts instead of opening, "Empty Trash..." menu item gone, etc.).
*** We need to find an attractive way to do this. Here is an unattrac
tive way:
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((0(([([[([ ((( [( [([ [( Leuitz )])))]]] )) ]]]) lJ] lJ] ))) 0])
97,426K in disk 2,371 K .av.ai1.abl~

•MPW

22 items

LJ
folder of doom

97,426K in dis:~_~==~=~~====:r:T"::J::+=-t

<ii7
Word 3.02

22 items

((0[([((([(([[(([([([ Trash))

Another possibility is to choose a different appearance for all icons in
the trash, perhaps the / -line" style or the ''bar-through'' style:
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DESKTOP SERVICES

Desktop Services are an independent class of objects that are a cross
between Applications and Containers. They accept objects dropped on
them and then carry out some action on those objects. Containers
perform no actions on the objects inside them and so can be opened to
remove the objects inside-a Desktop Service has an active and less
predictable consequence on the objects dropped on them than simple
containment.

Desktop Services are essentially a graphical way of representing
verbs in the new Finder. As such, they should be used instead of
Applications only when the behavior they represent makes sense as a
single-function Finder verb rather than as an environment. .Electronic
mail, backup devices, fax machines, and printers are all examples of
facilities that seem to work well as Desktop Services ("send", "backup",
"fax", and" rint" are t sociated verbs)....................-------...

ash Can,

ill definitely be in the
icon onto a printer

o that printer.

Visual , rvice icons sh ct the fact that other icons
can be dropped on them. This can be done as it is for Containers, by
giving them an oblique view.

~
.... :

L::J5.\ :=:
~ ..

(these are ugly)
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SOFAS

.D.efi.J1.i.ti.Qn

Every file (including Applications, Containers, and Documents) is made
up of three elements-an icon, a name, and the data in the file itself.
Users see only the icon and name in the Finder. To see a representation
of the data in the file, the user must open the icon.

A Sofa is a special, new kind of Finder object that is a copy of a file's
icon, a copy of that file's name (initially), and a pointer to (but not a
copy of) that file's data. Only one instance of the data in a given file
exists, but any number of Sofas for that one file can be created.

.D.e$.igp...A.$.~.q.mp.tiQus..

• Sofas can

• Sofas can

• Sofas can
files. This

• All Finder objects can have Sofas made for them. This includes all
Applications, Documents, Containers, and Desktop Services.

• When a Sofa document is opened from the Finder, the Finder
passes the target of the Sofa to the appropriate Application.

• When a Sofa document is opened within an Application from
Standard File, Standard File passes the target of the Sofa to the
Application.

.Use$..
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A Sofa gives the user a Finder object that they can manipulate
independent of the object it points to but which opens to reveal the con
tents of the target object.

easier to traverse the file
ently used Folders to ap-

•

•

Sofas are provided as a convenience for users. They provide a facility
to fulfill the desire of many users to have multiple copies of individual
files while maintaining the constraint that all the copies remain identical
to each other when anyone of them is modified.

• Sofas would, for example, allow an Application (and all its
ancillary files) to be located together in a Folder while allowing
the user to keep an icon for the Application on the Desktop so it
can be opened conveniently.

• Multiple copies of files would allow users to find them easier in
their Folder hierarchy just by virtue of the fact that there would be
more copies of the sought-after object (as though you were
looking for your I ar keys in the house but there were three
s eys in you ne).

n c...~+fiI"""""""l'!'IPIts ouldenabIe
y. or example, there

• Multiple copies of the Trash Can would allow users to see that
icon in MultiFinder, for example, even though the Desktop was
covered with open Documents and Folders.

• A consequence of allowing Sofas to point across Disks and
Networks is that users will be able to have (apparently) local
copies of the latest versions of remote objects, without having to
worry about updating their local copies.

We have yet to decide upon the appropriate name for what we here call
"Sofas". The best solution would be a word for which the noun is the
same as the verb (e.g., "a clone", "to clone"). This would make the
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menu items much easier to specify. Some possibilities are:

possible

Links
Tokens
Fakes
Aliases
Pointers
Substitutes
References
Stand-Ins

unlikely

Markers
Alternates
Surrogates
Shadows
Phantoms
Likenesses
Clones
Ghosts
Virtual Objects

Visual Design for Sofas

With the above discussion in mind, the visual representation suggest
ed for Sofas is to use the same icon as the target object and to add an
outward-pointing triangle to the file name. The triangle character is not
editable, although the name is. The triangle character can be thought to
indicate a "pointer" to the real file and so hopefully will be less difficult
to remember than a completely arbitrary symbol.
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Putting the triangle character at the end of the filename has the
advantage that the first "real" characters of filenames in list views and
Standard File are aligned.

Sofas are created by selecting an object (or multiple objects) and
choosing ''Make Sofa" from the File menu. (A menu item name will be
specified that is consistent with whatever we decide to name Sofas.)
One Sofa for each selected object appears in the same Container with a
variant of the original name ("Sofa of <object name>" with the triangle
symbol added).

If a Folder is selected when the ''Make Sofa" menu item is chosen, a
Sofa of the Folder is created but Sofas for the contents of the Folder are
not created. This implies that part or all of the file system hierarchy
cannot be made into Sofas in ac sing t ''M f " m item.

An example of the usefulness of doubly indirect Sofas is for updating
the Apple Phonelist stack. The Phonelist author could have a Sofa on a
publicly accessible file server that points to the current version of the
stack. Each user could have a Sofa that points to the Phonelist author's
Sofa on the file server. When the author wanted to update the stack
they would only have to change what file their public Sofa pointed to.
Each of the users with their own Sofa pointing to that public Sofa would
not have to make any change to their local environment but would
automatically have a Sofa pointing to the latest version of the stack.

..Q.p.e.nJng..s.Qf.~~.

Opening a Sofa Application, Document, or Container opens the real
Application, Document, or Container. When an Application or
Container is open, all Sofas for that Application or Container will ap-
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pear open as well. It would be nice to do this with Documents as well,
but this is currently technically impossible.

.P.r.Qppi.ng..Q.P.tQ...S.Qf.~s..

Dropping a Finder object onto a Sofa Container or Desktop Service has
the same effect as dropping the object onto the real Container or
Desktop Service.

.S.t~.p.g.aJ..g ..FUg.

Sofas are visually distinct in Finder text views and in Standard File.
When an Application opens a Sofa from Standard File the effect is the
same as opening a Sofa in the Finder (i.e., the object that the Sofa points
to is opened).

.CQpy.i;ng..~.p.g ..Rqpli~.~.tjng

When copied (by dragging to another Disk or by option-dragging
within the same Disk) or duplicated (via the "Duplicate" menu item),
Sofas act the same as any other Finder objects, except for the special case
when a Sofa and its target object are copied at the same time. In this
case, the new Sofa will point to the new target object. (If a Sofa is copied
or duplicated without copying or duplicating its target object, it will
continue to point to the same target object as before, even if across
Disks.)

Therefore, with Sofas, copying two objects at the same time is not
necessarily the same as copying the two objects one at a time. This will
probably cause some confusion for some people. Our hope is that in
general this behavior is natural, so that most users will not even notice
it; the Finder will simply "do the right thing."

.Re.p.~mi.pg
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Sofas can be renamed the same way and with the same restrictions as
any other icon in the Finder, except that the triangle symbol cannot be
edited. A consequence is that it will be possible for the user to forget
what object the Sofa points to. The target object's name will be dis
played in the Sofa's Get Info box to help alleviate this problem.

Clicking on a sofa's arrow symbol opens a window containing the tar
get of the Sofa, scrolls so that the target is visible (if necessary), and se
lects the target. If the target cannot be found, the broken sofa alerts are
used (see below under "Broken/Orphan Sofas").

In Standard File, clicking on a sofa's arrow does the Standard File
version of the same thing: it opens the folder containing the target of
the sofa, selects t s i neces visi-
ble.

Option-clicking on 's ar ymbol move t of the Sofa to
the window containing the Sofa. If the target is on ~ different disk, it
copies the target rather than moving it.

Note: This feature may prove to cause more problems than it solves,
due to the copy/ move distinction. It will be implemented and tested
and (like all other features) if it turns out to be non-useful it will be
junked.

Since Sofas are visually distinguished we can assume that if the user
drags one to the Trash Can that it is their intention to delete the Sofa
and not the object it points to. If the user has the Sofa but wants to
delete the target object then they need to use one of the command for
finding the target object of a Sofa to get to the target object and then de
lete it.
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.Br..Qke.n.lQ.r.p.b.~.n...sQ.f.~$.

There are several potential causes of broken (dangling?) Sofas (Le., Sofas
that point to nothing).

One cause of broken Sofas is that a Sofa points to an object on a Disk
that is no longer mounted. In this case, when the Sofa is opened the
Finder will attempt to mount the needed Disk, either automatically (for
connected but unmounted Disks, possibly for AppleShare Disks) or by
asking for the unmounted Disk by name. For ejectable media, the exist
ing disk swap alert will be used (but with a Cancel button); for non
ejectable media, the following alert will be presented to the user:

The target file "Sofa Target II is on
the disk II Annulus".

Couldn't find the target file
"Sofa Target II •

Finder HIS
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.Rg$..tQ.r.ing..~r.Q.k.g.n ...sQ.f.~$..

Since the Finder (like most Applications) is idle a significant part of the
time, there is an opportunity to have a background process that
searches for Sofas and upon finding one confirms that the pointer is
valid. If the Sofa is broken the target object can be searched for on all
mounted Disks. The drawback is that this is not an instantaneous event
and so the user might still try to open Sofas that are broken but can be
restored by a search of the mounted Disks. In that case the user will
have to wait while that search is preformed in the foreground.

When the Finder finds a broken Sofa it should change the visual
appearance of that Sofa to reflect its broken-ness. (One might suggest
deleting it but automatically deleting previously-visible files, even use
less ones, Js not in the Macintosh spirit of things.)
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VIEWS

.P.e.f.i.nit-iQJ1.

Views are ways to present the contents of a container. The new Finder
allows the user to create new, custom views in addition to using the ex
isting views (known here as standard views).

.P.e.~j.g.n..A$~JJ..ID.p.tj.Qn~.

• Views will be customizable in place, in a manner such that drag
ging icons, launching applications, etc. still work as normal.

• The aspects of a view that are customizable are limited by the con-
straints inherent i first assumption above.

.U~.e.~.

•

• Allowing users to mix and match icon sizes with additional textu
al information combines the quick visual recognition of icons with
the preciseness of text/numbers.

• Some information that was previously hard to get at (e.g. the com
ment in the Get Info box) can be made visible quickly.

.S.hQW/Hi.Q.e..YJ.e.w..IQ.Qls..

There is a new item in the View menu that toggles between "Show View
Tools" and "Hide View Tools". When "Show View Tools" is chosen
from the menu, the view-customizing tools appear in a HyperCard-style
floating windoid. In addition, clicking on a field of the selected icon
puts a drag outline and grow handle around that field. Dragging from
the drag outline moves just the chosen field with respect to the other
components of that icon. Dragging the grow handle resizes the chosen
field.
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fo ld€'t" of doom

Selecting "Hide View Tools" returns the active window to its normal
state and closes the view tools windoid. It is important to note that all
normal Finder operations (dragging icons, launching things, selecting,
renaming, etc.) still work even when the view tools are visible.

Since the standard views are not editable, when a standard-view win
dow is frontmost the tools in the view tools windoid are inactive, and
no MacDraw-like handles appear.

The differen bet
liNew View" crea a view an akes visible or modifying
the new view, whereas II ow View Tools" makes visible the tools for
modifying the existing frontmost window's view but does not create a
new view.

There will be a method to delete any custom view. This will remove the
custo~ view from the menu and all directory windows that formerly
used that view will instead use the standard view from whichthat view

.was derived. This action will be Undoable so that no confirrn:ation alert
is necessary.

*** What is the method for deleting a custom view? Menu item?
Button in the windoid?

.MQ.4Jfylng
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When the view tools windoid is visible and active, the view in the front
most window can be modified. Any changes that are made to the view
in the frontmost window become part of the definition of that view, and
any other windows using that view will be appropriately updated (ei
ther in real-time as the view is being edited or when another window is
made frontmost).

The simplest of the several ways to modify the view is to rearrange
and resize the visible information. As mentioned above, when exactly
one object in the window is selected, clicking on a component of that
object puts a drag outline and grow handle around that component.
The grow handle is used to reshape/resize that component, analogous
to the grow box in a window. Some items are constrained to a single
line, whereas others (e.g. the comment) can be shaped arbitrarily. The
icon when reshaped will snap to any of the defined icon sizes (there are
currently three, but there may be more later). The drag outline is used
to dra the com onent new position relative to the other fields of
the sel cte Icon.

components of
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CONFIGURING THE ApPLE MENU

In the new Finder, users have control over what appears in the Apple
menu by the use of a specially-designated Apple Menu Folder. Every
icon in the Apple Menu Folder will appear in the Apple Menu. This
happens instantly (not only at startup), so that if a user drags an icon
into the Apple Menu Folder and then pulls down the Apple menu, that
icon appears in the list.

Selecting one of these items from the menu is equivalent to opening
the icon. This is true regardless of what kind of icon it is (Container,
Document, Application, Sofa, Desktop Service, etc.).

Desk Accessories in the System file will appear in this list as well.
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PREFERENCES

Many aspects of the new Finder will be customizable. These include the
Apple menu and Views, as described elsewhere. The interface to sever
al other customizable features will be bundled together under the name
Preferences.

*** It is undecided how the Preferences interface will be accessed.
There may be a menu item, there may be a stand-alone openable icon
(a la Panels), or the Finder file itself may open into the Preferences in
terface.

A user's Preferences will be saved in a document so that they may
easily be transferred from machine to machine.

The list of things that can be set with Preferences has not been fully
decided but may inclu .

***
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MOVERU
In the current arrangement, users must use a separate and somewhat
mysterious application (Font/DA Mover) to move Font and DA re
sources in and out of the System file. Other resources can only be
moved with ResEdit (not for the faint of heart) or specific third-party
applications such as the Sound Mover. With the new Finder, users can
manipulate movable resources directly, in much the same way as they
manipulate files and folders.

Mover is not an application; there is no double-clickable Mover icon.
Instead, "Mover" is a term used for the new functionality of being able
to directly manipulate fonts, DAs, etc.

*** If Mover is implemented as a removable extension it may have an
icon***

.Q.p.~.ning ..thg..SY$t~.m ..f.u.~.

Helvetica Palatino
0l

Times 14

The suitcases are very much like folders in most respects, except they
can contain only Mover icons, including suitcases (if other icons are
dragged into a suitcase, they will zoom back from whence they came).
All Mover icons can be dragged back and forth between the System file
and the Finder's file hierarchy and they behave exactly the same in any
location, with the exception of special properties that come from being
in the System file (e.g., DAs show up in the Apple menu automatically,
fonts show up in Font menus, sounds show up in the Sound panel).

Note that although suitcases can be dragged back and forth from the
System File to the Finder's file hierarchy, this is not true of other
Containers. Folders can not be dragged into the System file. Only
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Mover icons can be put into the System file.

When the user opens a System file that has never previously been
opened, it will arrange the contents in some reasonable fashion, such as
putting all sizes of a font together in a suitcase, and perhaps putting all
font suitcases together in another suitcase. However, users are free to
reorganize the Mover icons inside their System files in any way they
want to, without affecting behavior. For example, a suitcase may con
tain a few sizes of Helvetica, a few sizes of Times, and some DAs.

.Q.p.e.p.i.!1g..MQygr...l.~Q.P.S.

All Mover icons are openable. Opening a suitcase creates a window
displaying its contents in just the way opening a Folder does. Opening
a DA icon opens that DA just as if it were selected from the Apple
menu. Opening a sound icon plays that sound, and then closes the icon.
Opening a font icon probably displays a sample of that font in a win
dow. These behaviors r whether the Mover icon is in the Systen1
file or i e erarch.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV~YZab

cdefghijk1mnopqrstuvvxyz1234567890! @#

$%"&*0-_=+[{ }];:''',.<>l?aI~a'f@)""6°...,j.1
0m:e@Br""'L:$If¥QAlC;I~itO E:O.(~'-"0n a:,A
1£EQ"(JA0 i'IM£ltoo§1f.!2-:lI:/a<>ftfUO .,-::i:
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HELP

The software support underlying the help described here is intended,
ultimately, to be included in the ROM as a Help Manager. Given that,
help in the Finder will ultimately be implemented by making calls to
that Help Manager. Meanwhile, help will be designed for and
implemented in the Finder as an example to application developers of
the way that help can be implemented in an application and to suggest
to developers that help should be implemented consistently across all
Macintosh applications.

A focus on users' help needs has led to a "modular" design for help, in
which different types of help are provided to address different types of
questions.

..G.Q.~l...H.~.lp.

r...,.: 6.0 La,.,.. ....... st." Br_
S9S'•• : 42 01H7 ""'.. c..,.tw .

!i1l'indtr 774K .:.:::.:::-:.:::::.:.:.:::.:.:::::::::::::.:::::::::.

!i1s."stMl 2~ _

"What Is ?" Hein...................................__ ··r··

"What Is __?" help allows users to click on objects or menu items in
the Finder to get a short piece of descriptive information. The
information will appear in ''bubbles'' next to the objects and menu
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Folder
Contains documents I

applications I or
other folders.

items.

There are two ways to access this help information. The first is
designed for new users who are using help to explore the Finder
environment. Access is readily apparent through a menu titled "?" in
the menu bar. The user enters a "help mode" by choosing the "What Is
_?" item in the? menu. While in this 'What Is _?" mode, the cursor
is a question mark and the appropriate help bubble appears whenever
the user clicks on an object or drags through a menu item. To exit from
the mode, the user to he menu item or hits an (as et to be deter-
mined) ey.
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"How Do I ?" Hein...........................................__ ~.

"How Do I _?" help provides step-by-step instructions for common
Finder tasks. When users choose "How Do I _?" from the? menu, an
access screen showing a list of tasks appears. Users can choose a task to
see the related subtasks. The subtasks will appear to the right of the
main tasks. Choosing a subtask causes the procedure for that subtask
to appear. (Choosing a different main task causes a new list of subtasks
to replace the previous list.)

Use the mouse

Use a lications

Manage documents
Manage folders
Manage applications
Manage disks

Changing window size
Moving a window
Making a window active
Closing a window
Using the scroll bats

Changing window size

1. Position the pointer on the size box
and drag it up and to the left. i i
(The window gets smalle:.~~

2. Position the pointeron the zoom box
and click. (The window zooms out.)

j~EeE:!ljl

3. Click the zoom box again. (The
window returns to its fonner size.)

The zoom box lets you use every
square inch of the screen for what
you're currently worldng on and.
with single click. brings you back
to your fonner view.

FlIU
R.eJaW Topics:

• Size box
• Zoom box

p.31
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Clicking the zoom box toggles between the two-page and one-page
formats. (This allows users with small screens to see the help text and
their application at the same time.)

!D~ How Do 1..1 ~.JiliiJiriliiBJiiii

Changing window size

t. Position the pointeron the size box
and drag it up and to the left. i i
(The window getssmalle:.~

2. Position the pointer on the zoom box
and click. (The window zooms out.)

!~_E!Jlil

3. Click the zoom box again. (The
window returns to its former size.)

I Find l I Topics D V

I Browse JI

IBootmort!
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CHOOSER

Choosing external devices, particularly network devices, is very
difficult using the Chooser today. A simple first step to improving the
situation would be the implementation of permanent address objects
that can be saved and reopened. This would mean that users would
only have to use the Chooser once to gain access to each
network/external service. After that initial connection the address
object/icon would be saved (on the Desktop or in a Folder) to be
reopened when needed.

The"off-line and clos rm of the icon stores t e evice address.
When it is opened the device is mounted, a window displaying the top
level contents of the device appears, and the icon changes to the "on
line and open" form. Closing this window changes the icon to the "on
line and closed" form. Unmounting the network device changes the
icon to the "off-line and closed" form.
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STANDARD FILE

Although the MultiFinder environment makes Standard File less impor
tant than it has been in the past, the day is not yet here when it will go
away entirely. Therefore, it should be kept up to date with changes in
the Finder, and remaining flaws in its design should be fixed where this
does not introduce major incompatibilities or user confusion.

There are four changes to Standard File:

• An additional, topmost, level in the hierarchy (the Desktop) has
been added

• The "Drive"-button has been changed to a "Desktop" button

• The Trash is visibl . e any other container.

In the new Standard File, the topmost level in the hierarchy is the
Desktop level. This is analogous to the way the Finder presents the file
system hierarchy. At the Desktop level are all mounted volumes (which
appear on the desktop in the Finder), along with any files that the user
has stored on the desktop. Therefore, in the new Standard File, the user
can see at a glance all of the available disks, and choose the one he/she
wants in a single click.

Also visible at the Desktop level is the Trash (more on this below).
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- I I

.Thg..Rgs..k.tQ.p...~.q.UQ.n.

c;:::) Mojo

U Open D
( Cancel)

The Trash is vis hIe fro the esktop vel and
, with t exceptio

cannot be opened . , or can items ~!iiflJII~ into the Trash
(from PutFile). Even though the Trash in the new Fjnder is similar in
many ways to an ordinary Folder, we want to reinforce the idea that it is
in fact a repository of unwanted items and not just another Folder. This
is to prevent people from accidentally deleting important files.

l!!r Trash

D Bye-Bye Folder :B
f:.) H(~j(~( h~d

D Unlol~(~d

C) Unw<m1Hd

l!!r Trash

Desktop

K Open D
( Cancel)
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.s.Qf.~.s. ..i.;J1...s.tang.~xd ..Fjl.~.

Sofas in Standard File behave analogously to Sofas in the new Finder.
When a Sofa is opened, the target of the Sofa is opened. Thus, opening
the Sofa for a Container will display the contents of the target
Container, and opening the Sofa for a Document will return (to the ap
plication) the name and path of the target Document. Also, as in the
Finder, clicking on the arrow symbol of a Sofa will display the contents
of the Container containing the target of the sofa, and highlight the tar
get.
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QUICK FIND

Quick Find is a mechanism to quickly locate an individual Finder
Object. It is as simple as possible to solve the 80% of the cases in which
a user wants to quickly locate a file. Selecting the menu item "Find..."
from the Edit menu brings up the following dialog:

system~===..I

( Cancel ) € OK »
Find:

The last window opened (not merely brought to the front) with
"Find..." or "Find Next" will be closed the next time either of the Find
commands must open a window.

An outstanding problem is that of objects found on the desktop, which
can obviously not be brought to the front. Two potential solutions are:
(1) make the Find dialog a modeless window with some space for a
message. When an object on the desktop is found, the message"<file
name> found on desktop" appears in the window; (2) put up an alert
saying "<file name> found on desktop". Quick Find must be imple
mented in both of these ways to determine which is better.
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MOUNTING & UNMOUNTING

Fear of erasure has prevented many a user from dragging their device
icons to the trash in order to unmount devices. However, many other
users are quite happy with doing so, especially since it is so quick and
direct. We need to provide an alternate way to unmount devices, with
out discontinuing the trash method.

The obvious and simple but not completely elegant solution is to add
an "Unmount" menu item to the Special menu. When this item is se
lected, the Finder attempts to unmount all selected disks, or the disk
owning the frontmost window if no disk icons are explicitly selected.
Of course, disks with busy files cannot be unmounted, just as today.
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MENUS ( " File Edit ? Uiew Special Color

About the Finder...
Set Aside Finder

(Open Objects]

(Other Entries]

About the Finder...

Each Application that the user opens will be listed in this section of the
Apple menu.

[Other Entries]

The user controls which Applications, Containers, Sofas, and
Documents are in this menu by putting icons in a specially designated
Folder. Selecting an item from this menu is equivalent to opening the
associated icon.
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New Folder 3€N
Open 3€O
Print
Close Window 3€W

Get Priuileges 3€P
Get Info 3€1
Duplicate 3€D
Make Sofa
Make Stationery
put Away

Make Sofa

If one or more objects are selected then this menu item will be enabled
and, if chosen, will create a Sofa of selected object or objects.

Make Stationery

If one or more Documents are selected then this menu item will be en
abled and, if chosen, will turn the selected Documents into Stationery
Documents.

Put Rway

This item continues to work as it did in the old Finder. When it is cho
sen, selected items on the desktop or in the Trash are moved to their
previous non-desktop and non-Trash locations. With the changes in the
Trash, it may be more commonly used than it was previously.
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Print Window ...

This menu item has been changed from Print Directory ... for clarity.
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Undo

Undo

Cut TeHt 8€H
Copy TeHt 8€C
Paste TeHt 8€U
Clear TeHt
Select All 8€A

Show Clipboard

Find... 8€F
Find NeHt 8€G

Find NeHt

Find Next searches for the next occurrence of the text last specified in
the Quick Find dialog box (see Quick Find section above).
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About the Finder...

What is_1
How Do 1_1
Did You Know __1

The placement of this menu is still being debated by the people who are
writing the Help Manager for the toolbox. It may end up after the Edit
menu, before the File menu, or after all the other menus. If you are con
cerned with influencing this decision, contact Kate Gomoll (x3562) or
James Sulzen (x3142).

See the Help sect~·~*+~-eteet:r1n

these menu item .
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.Yigw...M.~.J:IU.

By Small Icon
By Icon
By Name
By Date
By Size
By Kind
By Color

New Uiew
Show Uiew Tools

Sho

Selecting . item b . up the view ing tools windoid. The
menu item text c anges to "Hide View Tools." Selecting "Hide View
Tools" makes the view-customizing tools and controls invisible, and
changes the text back to "Show View Tools."

By Custom Uiews

This section automatically includes any views created with the New
View menu item, as well as any views moved into the Finder with the
Mover.
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.Sp.e.~.i~l. ..Me.n.u.

Clean Up
Empty Trash ...
Erase Disk ..
Set Startup ..

Mount RII
Unmount

Restart
Shutdown

Empty Trash ........----.....,
Selecting this ite
Trash and confi

Erose Disk ...

Setup," so that i
floppies.

Mount RII

When the user selects this item, the Finder checks for directly attached
Disks that are unmounted, and mounts any it finds (so their icons show
up on the desktop).

Unmount'

When the user selects this item, the Finder attempts to unmount any se
lected volumes. Obviously, selected volumes with busy files cannot be
unmounted.
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
........................................
~ .

Prototypes have been built in the Human Interface Group exploring the
use of color to display Finder information such as age or size of a Finder
object. The Finder group does not plan to include any of the results of
this work in the new Finder. For additional information about this
work, m n (x4-~f.i/ttJ-. ---....
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External
Reference

.Specification

89

About This Do

This document, and the a rs that accom y it, descri
Finder. Furnishings 2000 Hum ace Specification Iope-sc~n"""'s many new Finder features from an
user's point of view, while this document addresses some issues for applications and system software.

Other documents that have been used in the design of the Furnishings 2000 version of Finder include
NewNewFinder and Extensions: External Reference Specification, an earlier ERS, and NewFinder and
Extensions: External Reference Specification, an even earlier one.

In addition there are a number of HyperCard prototypes for various features of Furnishings 2000.
These can be found on the "Finder++" AppleShare server in the "Gasseeville" zone.

Comments to Darin Adler, MS: 27-A], x4-3621, AppleLink: Adler4.
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Why a New Finder?

There are three basic reasons why we are rewriting the Finder, and implementing new features:

Simplification and Consistency
Stability and Ease of Modification
Competitive Advantage

not be
(th application is bUSy

Competitive Advantage
The Finder is the cornerstone of the Macintosh interface.
Furnishings 2000 attempts to consolidate our advantage and ex
perience with direct manipulation, not by adding flashy new fea
tures, but by refining existing concepts, enhancing ease of use
through simplification and consistency, and introducing a limited
set of new concepts.

ase of Modification (Extensibility)
The old Finder was written in assembler and C. It is difficult to
make major changes to the existing Finder. The new Finder is
written from scratch in C++.

We are also·creating an extension mechanism. This allows us
to create removable feature sets for the Finder. These share rnuch
of the Finder's code, but do not require a new version of the
Finder.7

6
5
4
3
2
1 
0-

SpE'akE'r
Volumt

"'1'"........
o· -.

O@O
Slow Fast

RatE' of InsE'rtion .
Point Blinking

@ 12hr. o 24hr.

TimE' C9
1:48:52 AM

DE'sktop PattE'rn

RAM CachE' 1128K I (II @ Ono Off

Menu Blinking

o OO@ DatE' Ifn]
Off 1 2 3 1/14/89

This is changed so that panels a d
desk accessories can be opened by a
menu item or double-click: just e
plications, folders, documents, r any
other Finder object

Simplification and Consistency
The most important aspect of the project is improving the Macintosh experience by increasing the consis
tency of the Macintosh interface (more use of the desktop).

The Finder provides a way to manipulate files and start applications. Macintosh users generally like its
intuitive feel, but much of the rest of our software does not have this kind of interrace. Files and folders
are manipulated directly, but fonts and desk accessories are manipulated via lists in a modal application
("Font/DA Mover"), and system preferences are set with a desk accessory ("Control Panel"). With this
Finder, more system utility functions (choosing printers, installing new software) use a direct manipula
tion interrace. We also make it ·easier for applications to have a Finder-like interrace by making Finder
code accessible.

In today's Finder, applications and documents can be opened by menu item or double-click.
Unfortunately, many other objec,~~""-~~=I==~~~~~~~~~t=======;;;;;;;;l
the user can see cannot be ope
Currently, you get the following
when you try to open the "Gen
panel:
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Configuration

The new Finder works on any Macintosh with at least 1MB of memory and Mac Plus or newer ROMs.
The main target machine is a 1MB SE with a hard disk. This is the machine that we will do most perfor
mance testing and tuning on.

The new Finder requires a new MultiFinder. In particular, the enhanced desk accessory support is
closely tied with MultiFinder, and some features that were formerly implemented with desk accessories
(Control Panel, Chooser) will be done in the Finder.

Memory Strategy

In addition to using fixed heap space for the Finder data structures, we use system heap memory and
MultiFinder temporary memory. This means that the Finder partition size is small, but that more memory

. is used if many windows are open with lots of items in them. The key strategy here is graceful degrada
tion. If there is less memory, the Finder will do the same things, but more slowly.

Names

An international script number is stored w'
ate font to display a forei n file name in. So
specify the script for a fil while renaming it

Icons

In addition to the 32x32 i n
for the smaller views. We w'

Trash

The trash is implemented as a directory on each volume, and emptied less often. Note that this means
that applications can move files into the trash. In addition, trash on MFS volumes is always emptied right
after you drag a file in and an ominous dialog appears (because there are no directories on MfS vol
umes). In the old FInder, the trash is emptied at various times automatically. The new trash is only emp
tied when Empty Trash is chosen from the Special menu.

Desktop

The desktop is implemented as a directory on each volume. This allows applications to move files to the
desktop. In addition, Standard File will be modified to recognize the Desktop, and to display files in the
same hierarchy as on the disk.
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Menus

The Apple menu is user-configurable. Any Finder objects in the "Apple Menu Folder" will appear in the
menu, and they are opened when the menu item is selected. This includes desk accessories, applications,
documents, folders, etc. Note that this feature works particularly well when combined with sofas (see
below).

Clipboard

The Finder will remain the standard place to display the clipboard. Our clipboard display will support
'PICf', 'TEXT', and 'styl' (styled TextEdit) data from the clipboard.

Disk Format

The old Finder maintains specific. additional information about the files on each volume. This is kept in a
resource file for HFS and MFS volumes, and is maintained by a special call set for AppleShare volumes.
The old Finder uses the resource file (named "Desktop") to hold three things (note that the name has·
nothing to do with the gray desktop of the Macintosh):

Icon Database
"Get Info" Comment Databas
Application List

The icon database associates ico
"Get Info" window. The applicat
location on disk (for launching).

The icon database contains" es" whic have en extract iles with the bundle bit set.
These associate icons with spe ic file type/cr ator pai s. The co atabase contains a comment for
each file that has one. The reso rce I of th comme is stored the fe's Flnfo storage (in the catalog
entry for each file). The applicatl list as the si ure and fo er of e ch application on the disk, to
make searches for applications (suc ocument is do ed) fast.

All three of these are maintained by the old Finder. AppleShare introduced a new call set that re
placed these three "databases" for some volumes (those that respond to these new AppleShare Desktop
calls). There is a "workstation" implementation of this that is used to communicate with a remote server,
and a "server" implementation that is used by AppleShare servers.

The new Finder uses this call set for all volumes. In addition, some of this information will be main
tained by the file system automatically. The ol~ Finder reads bundles out of files and enters them into the
icon database, links files to their entries in the comment database, and maintains the application list as it
moves applications from folder to folder. Some of these (at least the application list) can be better han
dled by the file system directly.

The new Finder will also be written so that disks without desktop information can be used. Thus we
\\Till support locked disks without "desktop database" information.
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Keyboard

The new Finder makes more extensive use of the keyboard. When not renaming a file, the arrow keys
and name keys can be used as in the Standard File package, to navigate between folders. These include
the following:

Arrows move selection (through rows and columns of icons)
Command-Up Arrow open parent folder (and close current folder)
Command-Down Arrow open selected folder (and close current folder)
Other Keys seek typed name (as in Standard File today)
Return or Enter open file name for editing

Note that use of these keys is never necessary. If you click on a file, you will still be able to edit it's
name, just as in the old Finder.

Privileges

Windows

Windows have a small ic~~.~
looks like. We also have 0

Pull-Down List Of

e object that opened the window
windows:

When this preference is active, click and hold Ider name in the title bar of a Finder
window, a menu appears similar to the one in Standard File,-allowing you to select any parent folder.
Note that even with this option active, you can still drag the window, if you click in the striped part of
the title bar, or if you start dragging immediately.

Full Path In Window Tide

When this preference is active, instead of displaying the name of a folder, a full path leading to the folder
is displayed.
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Views

Much of the customization of the new Finder is accomplished with "custom views". These are settings for
the appearance of objects in Finder windows, similar to items currently in Finder's "View" menu.

Each view includes information about what is displayed for each object and how objects are ar
ranged. There two distinct kinds of views: ufree-form" icon views and Ulist" views. The list views are orga
nized top to bottom, and the free-form views are organized left to right, top to bottom on an imaginary
grid.

In the current Finder, using a list view also implies using some kind of sorting. In the new Finder, the
choice of sorting is separate from the type of view. In addition, any view (even a free-form one) can be
set so that it remains sorted (and "cleaned-up") all the time, like taday's "by Name", "by Date", etc. The
"Clean Up" menu item sorts and cleans up the active window, so that any window can have sorting asso-
ciated with it, even if it is not always sorted.

CJ TFolder
View Editing

MouseDown changes
4K
Thu .. Dec 8 .. 1988 .. 11 :39 PM

Last Modification To create a custom view, the "New
View" and "Show View Tools" menu
items are used. When view tools (for
mer y ru ers a e visible, each element
of the view ha a small handle on it,

sew-customizing controls
Ie. ustomized views can in

clu var' us elements from the stan
d d vi s (including elements from

e Ge Info and Get Privileges
boxe arranged as the user sees fit.
For ample, we will probably ship
the stem with a slightly customized

9 items (by Version) that shows the ver-
1======i::!!!!!I--iiiiiiiiiiii;;.-!!!!!!:======r==t"-~m number under the file name for

all objects in the system folder. Of
course, this view, once created, can
be used for any other windows as
well.

D Barcolounger

CJ Dresser

CJ Midnight on
1HH Notes

CJ NowFinder

CJ OldFinder code

Constant changes
1K
Wed l Dec 21 1 1988.. 3 :06 PM

App list changes
1K
Mon l Dec 19 1 1988.. 4 :30 PM
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Sofas

Sofas are Furnishing 2000's flavor of references between Finder objects. These are a special class of ob
ject, represented as file of type 'sofa' and creator 'ZSYS' containing information about the object refer
enced. We will define a file format that allows references for Finder objects. Specifically, to represent a
file, we store volume and file information.

Volume information includes:

local volumes: volume name
volume creation date

network volumes: zone name
server name
user name (for server log-on)
optional password (for server log-on)
volume name

File information includes:

To find a file referenced unt if it is a network volume), then
look for the file, first by c irID and fil name. e may introduce more information
to allow sofas to remain s uilt" (i.e., 11 did sand cNodeID change). We refresh a
sofa whenever we use i This t the c odeID, fil name dirID, etc. are stored again, giving the
search heuristic a better hance king next time

The sofa mechanism i' lemented s arately from he Fin r itself. This allows other applications
(and system software) to use t e - 0 owing heuristics as we as the sofa data structures for any file
linking they find necessary. For example, Microsoft could use them to improve Excel's inter-spreadshee(
linking. This mechanism is in the form of a set of calls which manipulate sofa handles which are normally
stored in 'sofa' resources. Any file can have 'sofa' resources in it, which would automatically be "fresh
ened" by the Finder when the file was moved, copied, etc. This "sofa manager" scheme is currently under
development in cooperation with the Diet Coke team, one of its clients.
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Searching

We are implementing two features to allow the user to search for files on disk. Note that this is the first
time the Finder will live up to its name; we currently have a Finder that doesn't know how to find!

Find

One type of searching is a quick find feature similar to the "Find File" desk accessory. There are two
menu items for this: "Find... " and "Find Again". The Find dialog will allow you to specify a string to
search for.

Better performance for this feature is possible with file system support (the SearchVol call). Direct
reading of the catalog file is much quicker than the GetCatInfo calls that the Finder would otherwise have
to make. In addition, searching a server volume is much faster if the server does a search.

Matching

cessories, and sounds as indi
s such as files and folders.

Mover is the part of Finder tha nsible or displ ying font
vidual objects. These objects a mani ulate just lik other Fin
Nlover also handles copying, re g, deleti these obje

Everything Mover moves within . s (the "System"Iotoi+f~M"'I-'suitcases)can be moved out of
these containers into folders or volumes. When an object is moved out it becomes a separate file.
Although the representations of these external objects are different, they still behave the same way as ob
jects in the Mover containers. This means that we define a "standalone" file format for each thing that
Mover moves.

Desk accessories will not have have to be moved into and out of special Mover containers often,
since they can be launched directly by the Finder, like applications. Note that this is true of a desk acces
sory in a special container, as well as a standalone one.

Note that Mover includes support for moving 'sfnt' resources for Bass (without crashing, if possible).

Mover

Devices

In addition to the trash, another icon will appear on the desktop, along with all of the disks. This is the
devices icon. It will contain an icon for each attached printer or other device. The connection to the de
vice will be established with a "connection" tool which will use a graphic interface (plugging cords in) to
describe which devices are attached to which ports on the machine. In addition, local devices can be
given names and renamed, much like files or AppleTalk devices.·
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Network

Inside the devices icon is an icon that represents the AppleTalk network (if one is attached). The network
works much like a disk or folder. At the top the network hierarchy (what you see when you first open it)
is a set of zones (in a multi-zone network). In each zone is a set of icons which represent named net
work entities such as LaserWriters or AppleShare servers. These are viewed much like files, and can be
rearranged, sorted, searched, etc. Positions of items within network windows are stored locally, but at
some future date they may be stored on the network. When a standard network map ("geography serv
er") is available, it will be downloaded and used to display network windows (if the user chooses "View
by Map").

Cross-Network Sofas

B
: ~:

Son of Cookie tvlonster

Q EtherKnott

ES 2nd· Floor ES De Anza III BRC Central

5 items

64 items

••••• ~i!!!ii!im•• • •
::: ..:

Gasseeville . EtherKnott

g g g
Global Chooser Strategy

g g g
Bubb 3 The Commies Net Com

Note that sofas are especially important for network objects.
A user can find a printer he prints to often, and drag it onto his hard disk. This creates a sofa for that

printer which can be used to print at any time by dragging a document there, or by choosing it as the
"current printer".

Another user might create a sofa for a document that changes often, or that is shared by multiple
people. If the document is on an AppleShare server, the server is automatically mounted when the sofa is
opened. Note that there i as word, .. Uy saved a password for that
server. (This goes away hen we have an au hentic tion server, since the u er will only have to type one
password for each sessio with su h a rve.
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Printing

Since printers appear as icons in the new Finder, we introduce the concept of dragging a document to a
printer to print it. This involves switching temporarily to that printer as current printer, and invoking the
application to do the printing. Opening the icon for a printer will show the queue of documents waiting
to print (replaces PrintMonitor). Choosing a printer is done by clicking on it and choosing a menu item.

The icons for printers are found within the devices container (discussed above), but sofas for the printers
can easily be put on a disk, or in a folder with files that are often printed on that printer.

Standard File

For many of the Finder features that we are adding, there is a related Standard File enhancement that has
to be made. In addition, we are reducing the size of the Standard File package by using the List Manager
and pop-up menus.

Note that we are duplicating most of the features of Standard File in the Finder. This is an attempt to
decrease the importance of Standard File, which is especially confusing, since it presents a second, less
flexible, view of Finder objects.

Stationery

We are implementing a Lisa-styl
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Icon Editing

The icon for any Finder object will be editable. This is done by selecting the icon in the "Get Info" win
dow, and copying the icon, or pasting a new icon over it. Any graphics program, such as MacPaint, can
be used to do the actual editing. In addition, we will supply a Finder extension that (using Steve
Horowitz' BitEdit package) provides FatBits-type editing of these icons.

Extension Mechanism

~
"El"1..~~....

--
(t1oUSI?)

OOO@
Slo"w F.ast

Doubll?-Click Spl?l?d

Mousl? Trackin9

i~

~ Mouse

(Tabll?t)

o
Very Slow

Programmabili

Note that control panels

to in ude th capability 0 reco commands from an application and
en desi ned for this feature, like the new

Finder. The Finder is the te for md of progra ". This "command bottleneck" is being
used to test the Finder as well as to improve the interface with MacroMaker and to experiment with fu-
ture macro and scripting projects. -

In addition, we expect other groups at Apple to use our exten
sion mechanism to implement system features tightly coupled
with the Finder, for example Mail and Backup. It mayeventu-
ally be possible for third parties to do this ell.

The new Finder has an extension mechanism. This provides a
way to create custom Finders that are smaller, but have fewer
features than the full product. We have designed the code so
that many key features can be removable extensions.
Extensions will appear as icons inside the Finder icon.
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File System Enhancements

Furnishings 2000 would benefit from some specific file system enhancements. The following are what we
propose:

"Desktop" Database

We must have something to replace the functionality of the resource-based "Desktop" file.

Must Have

scales well
public interface
AppleShare functionality

It must work well for many files, as the catalog does. It must have a public interface, since multiple appli
cations need to access it. It must have at least as much functionality as the AppleShare Desktop Manager.

Would Like

smaller/faster
extended file infor
automatic Applicatio

We would like the "Get Info" c
formation to be attached to a file

We would like the maintenance of the application folder cache to be automatic. This might involve
changes to SetCatInfo and Delete (at least) to call the Desktop Manager. Other groups have mentioned
that they would like this kind of lists for other types of files (Diet Coke publications).
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Sofas

We must have file system support for sofas in order to create a robust implementation.

Must Have

CreateReference
MapReference

We must have a CreateReference call to change a file so that it can be referenced by cNodeID. We must
have a MapReference call which maps a previously registered cNodeID to a parID and fileName.

Would Like

cNodeID calls
SwapFiles
additional "sofa" support

Other File System ~......&_&.&

Must Have

SearchVol

Would Like

Enumerate
file-system-only Open

cific f name sub-string. By doing a linear
i1'1mtt~nn like "Find File" by a factor of ten!

We would like a variation ofthe indexed GetCatinfo call which returns results for several consecutive
calls. This will improve performance for local volumes and especially for network volumes. We \vould
like a new Open trap which does not attempt to open resource or slot drivers. This will get rid of bugs
when manipulating files that are named the same as drivers.
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AppleShare Enhancements

Furnishings 2000 would benefit from some specific AppleShare enhancements. The following are ~\'hat

we propose:

Must Have

MountServerVolume
GetMountInfo

These two calls allow us to mount an AppleShare server volume programmatically. The Getl\10untInfo
call gives us a block of information which describes a volume so that we can auto-mount the volume at a
later time. Preferably, this block could be passed directly to MountVolumes so that we don't need to
know its format.

Would Like

SearchVol
Enumerate
"per-user" information.... __
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MultiFinder Enhancements

Furnishings 2000 would benefit from some specific MultiFinder enhancements. The following are what
we propose:

Must Have

custom Apple menu items
"Launch" for desk accessories

Since the new Finder allows users to customize the Apple menu for all applications, there must be a new
MultiFinder call that allows the Finder to control the contents of the Apple menu. Each Apple menu item
has a small icon and a name. When an Apple menu item is chosen, the Finder must be called to handle
the item.

The new Finder allows the user to launch a desk accessory anywhere, and each desk accessory will
occupy its own layer. We have implemented this in the Finder itself, but it belongs as a MultiFinder ser
vice, available to all applications. This would take the form of a "Launch"-type call for desk accessories.

Would Like

Currently, the Finder con
code has much specialize
MultiFinder puppet string
edge out of Finder and t'Vlra.1.L,"I-"y
uments.

In addition, the Find r impl e the Sh down an Restart enu items by cycling through each ac-
tive application, telling ea one to quit vi e puppet s ring me hanism. This causes problems for appli
cations other than the Finder t 0 restart the mac ne. or example, the HyperCard group has re
quested such a feature). This functionality should be moved -into MultiFinder.

Finally, to implement printing when a user drags a document to a printer, we need to create a new
puppet string mechanism to allow the Finder to cause an application to print a document. All of these
mechanisms can be built so that knowledgeable applications can use a new IPC mechanism, rather than
being "faked out" by the puppet string mechanism as they are today.
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Printing Enhancements

Furnishings 2000 would benefit from some specific enhancements to our printing interface. The following
are what we propose:

interface to choose default printer

Since we are integrating the functionality of the Chooser desk accessory into the Finder, we will need to
move the knowledge of how to "choose" a default printer there. This would be a good time to make a
simple interface for choosing the default printer, so that we do not build too much specific knowledge of
the printing system into the Finder.
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1/12/89
Donn Denman

MacroMaker 1.1 ERS
Abstract:

MacroMaker is a system utility program that allows a user to automate a sequence of actions.
MacroMaker 1.1 will be supplied with the Big Bang System on the Utilities II disk.
MacroMaker 1.1 will be an evolutionary step from 1.0, with mostly cosmetic changes and bug
fixes, but few enhancements or new features. Development of MacroMaker 2.0 (a radical en
hancement) will progress in parallel. This document specifies the changes to be made for
MacroMaker 1.1

Functional Enhancements

1. The MacroMaker window will be mode-less. (Yea!). The window will open up in the same
layer that the user is in. When the MacroMaker window is open, but not on top the buttons

. will be disabled. Also, selecting MacroMaker from a menu will switch you back to the
layer that the MacroMaker window was opened in.

'ng ford and playback, instead it will

3. MacroMaker will be added to the Apple menu.

4. There will be some changes to the way keystrokes are handled in the text fields. <Enter> will
just select the entire field. <Return> will do nothing, unless in a multi-line field, where it
will advance input to the next line. <Tab> will move to the next field and then select the
entire field.

5. Clicking on the editable field's labels will select the entire field.

Cosmetic Changes

1. The tape icon beside each macro in the menu, will be removed.

2. The tape player image will be adjusted slightly. We will fit 8 macros in the scrolling list
(clipping to a round rectangle) etc.
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3. The dialogs and alerts will be reviewed, with minor changes to the text, position of buttons, .
etc. We will use a MacroMaker Icon instead of the Stop Alert icon, so that it is clear that
the messages are coming from MacroMaker.

4. The help dialog will have an outline around the button used to terminate help. This button
was labeled "Cancel" but it will be changed to "Done".

5.. The "Another File" menu item will be split into "Open" and "New" under the File menu
(when MacroMaker is open).

6. Highlighting on the keystroke field will be in the text highlight color (instead of inverting the
field).

Bug Fixes

e way to put
usable.

other layer's window.

4. Change MacroMaker to

5. MacroMaker may be abl
hidden.

3. We will try to fix the bug giving some users
the resource map into in~~·~~~~

7. Ensure compatible versio

1. When storing over a duplicate item, MacroMaker now allows Cancel, but it doesn't cancel
previous duplicates.

2. The problem with tracking buttons that close the window they are in, will be fixed. This hap
Pens frequently with HyperCard...

Internal Changes

1. Patches will be added to AddResMenu, FindWindow, DrawString, MeasureString. For scroll
bars, we will patch FindControl, SetCtlValue, GetCtlValue, and TrackControl.

2. Patches will be removed from ClearMenuBar, SetMenuBar, TickCount.

3. The MacroMaker menu will go in the system heap.

4. The patch that MacroMaker puts on _Control to fix joumaling will be moved into the system
PTCH resource.
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Features Beyond the Scope of Version 1.1

1. Record mouse motion when the button is down.

2. High-Level event recording.

3. Editable Scripts.

4. A full programming language and environment for scripting.

Parallel Development Strategy

We plan to pursue a parallel development strategy for version 1.1 and 2.0. The feature list for
1.1 is rather conservative, so we have a high confidence that we can deliver on schedule. The
features planned for 2.0 are quite ambitious, so we want to get started on them right away, hence
the parallel development. The following list enumerates the pieces that will be a part of
MacroMaker 1.1.

Other Issues
• Should a High-Level Message interface be included?
• Moving functionality from the window to menus.
• Option to hide the menu.
• Option to record raw mouse motion.
• Option to give warnings in dangerous situations. (e.g. window, menu not found).
• Should we record Launch from Finder logically?
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Esprit Control Panel Device ERS
Steve Horowitz & Bryan Stearns

MIS 27-AK, x43082

Updated 13 January 1988, to describe Version l.Oa5
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Temporary Note: Later versions of the Esprit control
panel device will not appear in the Control Panel
when not running on a Esprit; for testing, this
version runs (nonfunctionally) on any Macintosh.

Overview
The Esprit control panel device contains controls for
all Esprit-specific functions: screen contrast, RAM
disk size, automatic wakeup, power settings, and
modem port selection (The modem-related controls
appear only when there is an internal modem in
stalled).

n the screen will appear
The control adjusts the

Battery Settings
To conserve the battery, Esprit can spin down the hard disk and put the machine to sleep after
a period of inactivity. The time periods involved are controlled by the user with these two
sliders. The checkbox controls whether this conservation should be ignored when the Esprit
is connected to the charger. (If no hard disk is installed, the hard disk slider is not displayed).

See the Power Manager ERS for more information on the Power Manager's interpretation of
these settings, and for definitions of such concepts as "idle time" and "sleep."

RAM Disk Size
This sets the amount of memory set aside for the built-in RAM disk driver. A pop-up menu
allows several settings (based on the machine's RAM complement), None, and Other... (a
dialog appears, allowing the user to set a specific value).

A message is displayed with the RAM disk size pop-up giving information about changing
the RAM disk size. Several messages are possible:
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• If a RAM disk is the current system disk, the message is The RAM disk is the startup
disk; its size cannot be changed now. The menu will be disabled, but the value shown
will represent current size of the RAM disk.

• If a RAM disk is mounted, but contains open files (other than those associated with
the Finder's Desktop mechanisms), the message is The RAM disk contains files that
are in use; its size cannot be changed now. The menu will be disabled as above.

• If a RAM disk is mounted and contains no open files, or if no RAM disk currently
exists, the message is Changes to RAM disk size will take effect when you restart. The
menu will be enabled. .

• If no RAM disk is mounted, and the setting of the RAM disk size is not "None", the
message is The new RAM disk will be created when you restart. The menu will be
enabled.

• If no RAM disk is mounted, and the setting is "None", the message is No RAM disk
will be created when you restart. The menu will be enabled.

•

•

If a RAM disk is moun
an alert will be presen ed:
contents will be lost. new
erase RAM disk name U

If the user clicks Cancel, the value will revert to the size of the current RAM disk. If the user
clicks OK, or if no RAM disk was mounted, the text of the message in the control panel will
change to either The new RAM disk will be created when you restart. or No RAM disk will be
created when you restart. depending on whether the setting is "None". Further changes to
the RAM disk size will result in no alerts or changes in messages (if the user closes &
reopens this control panel device, it will act as though no RAM disk had ever been mounted).

Refer to the RAM disk driver ERS for information on other aspects of RAM disk use.,

Automatic WakeU12
Hardware built into Esprit can tum on the machine at a specific future time, or whenever the
phone rings. These two features are mutually exclusive: you can specify neither, either, or
both features.

One checkbox enables the "time" feature: a time and date appear next to it that the user can
adjust (in the same fashion as the clock in the General control panel). The set time is
remembered even if the checkbox is not set; also, changing the time does not implicitly check
the box (though perhaps it should?).
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The other checkbox enables the "when phone rings" feature. It will only appear if a n10dem
is installed.

No wakeup action is implied by this control; at the appointed time or ring, the machine will
wake up exactly as if the user awakened the machine manually.

Modem Controls
These buttons toggle the state of the serial port, between control of the internal modem and
the external serial connector. If the "Internal" icon is chosen, the internal modem is powered
on and serial port A is routed to the internal modem, making the external serial connector un
usable (applications attempting to use serial port A will "see" a modem plugged into it). If
the "External" icon is chosen, the built-in modem is powered off and Serial port A is again
enabled for external devices. These changes take effect immediately.

These controls appear only if an internal modem is installed. Also, these controls-cannot do
any kind of arbitration for the ports (or tell that a port is in use), as drivers other than our
serial drivers are free to open the ports. Changing this control while a driver is open (not
recommended) will probably act as though an external modem were suddenly attached or
removed; this should be tested.

el evice are de ed s resources, either as part
01 nel device itself is a D ITL

ode is installed are controlled by
e controlled by the standard
file.
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Battery Desk Accessory
Steve Horowitz & Bryan Stearns

MIS 27-AK, x43082

Updated 13 January 1989, to describe Version l.Oa5

Overview
Temporary Note: The human interface of the Battery desk accessory is at this moment under
redesign, and will change significantly; thus, this "specification" is decidedly wimpy about
the actual appearance of the accessory.

The Battery desk accessory uses a thermometer-style indicator to show the relative charge
level of the built-in battery. An icon (currently a lightning-bolt), if as well as a state value
indicating whether charging is currently in progress. A "sleep" button is provided to allow
single-Finder users to put the machine to sleep without quitting the running application.
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Topanga Control Panel Device ERS
Bryan Stearns

MIS 27-AK, x43082

Updated 13 January 1988, to describe Version l.Oal

Overview
The Topanga control panel device contains controls
to change the width of the Topanga screen, for when
the Topanga is connected to an NTSC monitor.

Normally, the Esprit display is 640 pixels wide by
400 pixels high. Macintosh II monitors connected to
Topanga will correctly display the Esprit screen
image; however, NTSC monitors do not have the
horizontal bandwidth (the left and right sides of the
image would not be visible).
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PictWhap
ERS

Screen Snapshot as Pict
from B03b Johnson

WHO IT IS:
PictWhap is intended to be a replacement for the FKEY 3 screen snapshot. The old FKEY

saves MacPaint flies. PictWhap will save the screen as a PICf file instead.

DETAILS:
A full color PICT can be a huge memory pig if the image is not nicely packable, and can be

on the order of the size of the screen (307K for a standard Apple screen). In light of this and the
big monitors that exist, PictWhap will use the QuickDraw bottlenecks to write the picture data to
a file on the disk. This makes a memory monster into a quiet citizen instead. The PICTs that are
created will be PICT 2 types on Color machines, and will be PICf 1 types on older machines.
Thus color information will be saved on machines that support color, but the same nlechanisnl
will work for all Macs. For multiple monitor systems the entire desktop will be saved. A port
will be opened to do the saving operation, which will allow the save to include the menu bar as
well, since a port is full screen size. It will also be grown to include the other monitors, based on
the GrayRgn, so this should work on third party monitors for the Plus and SE. The files will be
created for Pat, which will open and display any PIeT file.
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ISSUES:
If feasible, PictWhap will try to recover the ability to snapshot the screen when the menus

are down. The idea is to set up a Time Manager task running in a block in the heap, so that it has
its own QuickDraw world that will run at interrupt time. The snapshot could thus be created
when the user let up on the Shift key. The Time Manager task (and block in the heap) can be re
leased by a Notification Manager request. None of this has been tried yet, but it should be feasi
ble. Ifnot, we are no worse off than before, and at least we will have PICf snapshots instead of
MacPaint snapshots. Use of MenuHook has been discouraged, which is why this somewhat
roundabout approach is being attempted.

The name of the file will no longer be Screen 0..9, to make it more obvious that something
has changed. A logical (to me) choice is Picture l..N, but I am open for suggestions as long as
there are reasons behind them. In addition, the name of the file will be in a STR resource in the
system file, so that it can be localized. When a number needs to be added to the end of the name,
it will be added with something like NumToString in order to get a localized number.

PictWhap. Pat will allow £
scrolling around the entire s
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Pat
ERS

Pictures and Text
from B03b Johnson

WHO IT IS:
Pat will be an application to display standard documents on the Macintosh:

1. PICT files.
2. MacPaint files.
3. TEXT flies.
3. TeachText files.
5. Styl TextEdit.

Pat is intended to simplify the user's view of displaying strange documents by creating a sin
gle program that can display a number of formats. Pat will be a read-only program, not an editor
of the various formats. In addition to dis laying all the document formats, Pat will allow some
conversion between . ip oard.·· cks of Text can be
Copied to the ClipB ard for use in editot .

WHY IT IS:
Specifically the

the 8.5 x 11 page fo
that the PICT file is t
PICT files.

The screen sna shotp oblem 's most I gically so ed by anging the FKEY to snapshot the
screens as a PICT ft instea. his wil low color napshot as well as big screens and multi-
ple screens, and will w . The next 10 s to have a PICT reading progranl
to be able to display/print/convert those PICT snapshots._ This is Pat.

Since Pat will do pictures, for compatibility it is also logical to allow Pat to read MacPaint
files.

TEXT is another standard format, so Pat should be able to show text files as well.
Again, logically, since Pat will show PICT files as well as TEXT, Pat should also show

Teachlext files to make a single display program from the user's view.
Finally, since we have defined the 'styl' standard for TextEdit, we should have some tool to

display it.

HOw IT IS:
Pat will be written using MacApp 2.0. This buys us a maximum of user interface for little

work, and Text handling almost for free. This also buys us a larger program than TeachText, but
with more universal functionality. Handling the Clipboard is a simple addition to a basic
MacApp program, including selections. The most difficult aspect of Pat will be implementing
the display of TeachText documents, but this should be relatively straightforward using the san1e
techniques as TeachText itself.
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DETAILS:
Printing of any of the documents will be done with the standard printing object of MacApp,

including the PICTs. This means that the printing will be on a Bitmap level for pictures.
Selections of a displayed PICT can be copied but will be converted to a CopyBits type of PICT,
which is a BitMap. If an entire PICf is selected, the printing and copy operations will use the
PICT as it stands. If it were a MacDraw style PICf it would remain that way. The PICTs can
easily be read using bottlenecks to minimize the memory usage. The pictures interspersed within
text in TeachText documents will be individually selectable. It will be possible to select the text
or the picture, but not both at one time. Pat will probably end up weighing in at about 90K, so
making room on the system disk should be considered in advance. Pat will use the MacApp fail-

. ure handling mechanism to make for a robust program that can function proper!y in small
amounts of RAM (like 128K). Due to the large size of potential Bitmaps being displayed, update
events will likely be done by reading the bottlenecks again. This may make updates slow.
Whatever RAM is available however will be used as an offscreen buffer to allow for CopyBits
type fast updates. The display will have a buffer that is the same size as the window (if avail
able), to allow for fast updates, but slower scrolling since the scroll will reveal new areas that
will need to be read through bottlenecks.
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CyberBash
ERS

System Testing via Applications
from B03b Johnson

WHO IT IS:
CyberBash is intended to conceptually test the operating system; as opposed to test programs

that exercise specific managers or ROM routines. CyberBash will be a large application that ex
ercises as much of the ROM as possible. Not incidentally, CyberBash will be a game.

HOw IT IS:
CyberBash will be written mostly in MacApp 2.0. This helps exercise our development

tools as well as the system. Since MacApp is one of our premier development tools, it also
makes sense to try to stretch the limits of how MacApp was expected to be used. The applica
tion will attempt to be as polite as it can, but use the system to the fullest.

DETAILS:
CyberBash will be an extension of an old Apple II game called RobotWar. The basic idea is

to write a control program for a set of robots. The robots run about in a square battlefield. This
is a gladiatorial contest, so the last robot standing wins. CyberBash is a programming sin1ulator.
The user of the application will write programs in a specialized robot language. Once the user's
program is done they no longer have any control of the robot during the battle. The outcome
depends upon how the robot was programmed. The premise is simple: write a robot program
that can defeat any other robot program.
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Pieces of the operating system that will be exercised:

MultiFinder to open documents, and to be able to utilize background time in a
transparent fashion.

'styI' TextEdit will be used for the editor. It will also include pictures in the text,
and real tabs (implies rulers).

The Notification Manager will be used to notify the results of the background
processing.

The Sound Manager will be used to generate noises and music. These will all be
set up as 'snd 'resources, and use the multiple channels to overlap sounds that
can happen simultaneously.

Color QuickDraw will be used where available to draw and animate color pieces
on a colored field. In addition, the editor will allow for the use of color fonts.
This includes QD-32.

The Palette Manager will be used to handle color arbitration for the environment,
especially 16 color mode. Color table animation will be used if possible.

Printing will be used by having to print document listings, including graphics and
styled text.

AppleTalk will be used to erform .
chines across th networ. I users

Bass fonts will be
A Finder extensio

ment. It will be
ments.

Diet Coke will be us
of the applicati. .ng data
always be up t date.

Glass Plus will b used \N'lW,l~nt

overriding the ap ate piece the MacApp W~;s..J
Ginsu printing will be use w en available.
Since Pink will be object-oriented as well, it should be possible to port the appli

cation when the Pink toolbox is functional.
Etc.

ISSUES:
Since a basic part of the CyberBash design is a compiler/translator of the robot programs, it

is logical to extend the model to include things like the communications scripting language being
implemented for MacTerminal, and a possible scripting language for macros that MacroMaker
could execute. Since this will be done in Object Pascal, it should be possible to extend the model
to include other languages (not just the robot language). This is another tool that might be useful
for developers if it were available in the System. Imagine a document that when played back
shows you exactly the sequence of operations you need to perform, by running a Macro to run
the application through its paces.

The animation section of the program must be high speed in order to produce a convincing
display. The display will also be double buffered to avoid flicker. Both of these pieces are
things that could conceivably be added to the System. The former to provide for better graphical
feedback, the latter to help all programs avoid annoying flicker.
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The translator also will be doing translation and parsing while the user is typing. It is con
ceivable that some of the lessons learned here can be applied to Q and future development sys
tems.

It isn't clear what to do if the System does not provide enough functionality in a specific
area. The current plan is to come up with a way to resolve the problem, and give the information
to the appropriate authorities to be included in future System revisions. At the same time, the ap
plication cannot be put on hold, so a workaround will be used until the System is revised. This
applies to things like required use of low-memory variables, being forced to be 32-bit dirty, writ
ing outside the window and so on. This technique can hone our set of Macintosh Rules, and
clear out some of the fuzzy aspects that developers currently have to risk compatibility using.

For more information about the design of the CyberBash game itself, contact B03b Johnson or
Darin Adler.
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LaserWriter Font Utility 2.0 ERS

FINAL DRAFT - 9/18/88
by Eric Babinet

Adopted by Dave Owens (x4·3391) 11/88

In order to accommodate the forthcoming LaserWriter IT NTX-J and a number of PostScript ROM
changes from Adobe, a few enhancements will need to be made to the LaserWriter Font Utility.
Version 2.0 of the LaserWriter Font Utility will be completely backwards compatible and will
incorporat~ the following changes:

1) Backup utility for Japanese font. The LaserWriter II NTX-J will be shipped with a hard disk
which will already have the Japanese Kanji font on it. One enhancement to the utility will allow
the user to backup the Kanji font onto 3 1/2" floppies or to another hard disk attached to the
printer. It will also allow the user to recreate the Kanji font on a hard disk attached to the printer
from a set of backup floppies. .

The visible changes to the program due to this enhancement will be as follows:

nJ+l~~".,.t-IM~~t-f+I~urrent1y selected printer
IT NTX-J, there will be

"Restore Japanese fonL.". If

c. Choosing the "Backup Japanese font. .." item will bring up a modal dialog that will require
the user to choose (using radio buttons) between backing up the Kanji font to 3 1/2" floppies or to
another hard disk attached to the printer. If there is only one hard drive attached to the printer, the
hard disk option will not be available and this dialog will serve mainly as a confirmation dialog.
There will be a help button if the user needs more information and a cancel button if the user
decides to abort the backup. The help screen will provide details of what is required for each
backup. If the user clicks OK, the application will verify that all the required files exist on the
printer's hard disk. If this succeeds, the process will continue as described below.

d. If the user has picked the backup to floppies, he/she will be told to label the first disk
"Japanese printer font - I", and to insert it into the disk drive. The disk will then be initialized, and
the application will begin uploading files from the printer to the disk. No indication as to what
specific files are being copied will be made. However, a message saying that the font is being
being backed up will appear. This message will also display the number of files that still need to
be copied. When the first disk is full, the application will tell the user to label the second disk
"Japanese printer font - 2" and to insert it into the drive. The application will initialize the second
disk, and will continue uploading files. This process will continue until all necessary printer files
have been copied. (The number of disks required will vary depending on what density disks the
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user is using.) When the last file has been written, the application will prompt the user to reinsert
the fust disk, "Japanese printer font - 1". The application will write some information on the first
disk indicating that the backup was successful. This is a program check so that backups which do
not run to completion cannot later be restored. After this, a message will appear telling the user
that the backup was successful. If ever the backup should fail, either because of a disk error, a
printer error, or the user canceling, a message will appear indicating to the user that the backup
was not completed.

e. If the user had picked the backup to another hard disk option, a different modal dialog will
appear requiring the user to select the radio button of the SCSI drive to which the font should be
backed up. The only buttons which will be selectable will be those that correspond to a SCSI disk
attached to the printer, however, not containing the font being backed up. There will be a cancel
button if the user would like to abort. If the user clicks OK, the application will initialize the hard
disk, and will copy all relevant files onto the backup hard disk. Status messages will appear while
this is being performed. If successful, a message will appear indicating that the backup was a
success, and that before using the printer again, the printer should be turned off and the backup
drive disconnected.

f. Choosing the "Restore~iNYl~t-MMM'l~

asking the user to select the
would like to restore the Jap
already have a composite fo

HM~8tMt-¥tiIti+o'ftP.~~l1!l up a dialog
which he/she

. e which does not

2) Enhanced printer disk initialization. Among the improvements to PostScript is the capability
of individually initializing hard disks attached to the printer. This capability needs to be capitalized
on by the utility so that a user of the LaserWriter II NTX-J who would like to add additional drives
to hislher system will not be required to restore the Kanji font.

This change will involve extending the Initialize Printer's Hard Disk dialog to include a check
box for each SCSI drive that can be attached to the printer (Le. boxes with drive 0, drive 2,... ,drive
7) and two radio buttons, "Initialize all disks" and "Initialize some disks". If the currently selected
printer has no hard disks, then everything will bedimmed. If the selected printer has hard disks,
but does not have the capability of individually initializing hard disks (i.e. the LaserWriter II
NTX), then the "Initialize all disks" will appear normal and selected, and everything else will be
dimmed. If the selected printer has the capability of initializing disks individually, both buttons
will have normal highlighting, and the "Initialize all disks" button will start off being selected. If
the "Initialize some disks" button is selected by the user, the appropriate box for each attached
hard drive will be highlighted, and the user can check whichever ones he/she wants to initialize.
Clicking on the "Initialize" button will then initialize the appropriate drives.
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3) Revised help screens. Help screens will need to be revised to reflect the enhancements to the
program. A second screen will be added to the help available when the application first starts up.
This screen will basically explain the Languages menu. The Initialize Printer's Hard Disk help
screen will need to be updated. Also, new help screens will be added in all of the places explained
above in the backup utility section.
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CloseView 1.1 ERS
Darin Adler

Saturday, January 14, 1989

CloseView 1.0 cannot be turned off permanently. This makes it difficult for a sighted person
who wants to use CloseView occasionally to use it. It has to be removed from the System Folder
to disable it. This was an intentional feature. The idea was that someone who needs CloseView
to see the screen of the Macintosh can't see the On/Off buttons and the Apple menu to bring up
the Control Panel and turn CloseView on.

To make CloseView more useful when a machine is shared between visually-impaired and
normal users, the On/Off state will now be saved, but a key equivalent (Command-Option-O)
will be created to allow the impaired user to turn on CloseView without seeing the screen, even
when CloseView is off.
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In addition, the CloseView creen will be redes'gned t include the new key eq ivalent and to
improve it's appearance.

CloseView 1.0 (Before) CloseView 1.1 (After)
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1/12/89
Donn Denman

MacroMaker 1.1 ERS
Abstract:

MacroMaker is a system utility program that allows a user to automate a sequence of actions.
MacroMaker 1.1 will be supplied with the Big Bang System on the Utilities II disk.
MacroMaker 1.1 will be an evolutionary step from 1.0, with mostly cosmetic changes and bug
fixes, but few enhancements or new features. Development of MacroMaker 2.0 (a radical en
hancement) will progress in parallel. This document specifies the changes to be made for
MacroMaker 1.1

Functional Enhancements

1. The MacroMaker window will be mode-less. (Yea!). The window will open up in the same
layer that the user is in. When the MacroMaker window is open, but not on top the buttons
will be disabled. Also, selecting MacroMaker from a menu will switch you back to the
layer that the MacroMaker window was opened in.

2. MacroMaker wi!
in the scroll b
recognize pag

2. The tape icon in the U.J:I:'~~-.rl

be animated.

3. MacroMaker will be added to the Apple menu.

ent problem with clicks
uld be able to

tt-dmTl~record and playback, instead it will

4. There will be some changes to the way keystrokes are handled in the text fields. <Enter> will
just select the entire field. <Return> will do nothing, unless in a multi-line field, where it
will advance input to the next line. <Tab> will move to the next field and then select the
entire field.

5. Clicking on the editable field's labels will select the entire field.

Cosmetic Changes

1. The tape icon beside each macro in the menu, will be removed.

2. The tape player image will be adjusted slightly. We will fit 8 macros in the scrolling list
(clipping to a round rectangle) etc.
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3. The dialogs and alerts will be reviewed, with minor changes to the text, position of buttons,
etc. We will use a MacroMaker Icon instead of the Stop Alert icon, so that it is clear that
the messages are coming from MacroMaker.

4. The help dialog will have an.outline around the button used to terminate help. This button
was labeled "Cancel" but it will be changed to "Done".

5. The "Another File" menu item will be split into "Open" and "New" under the File menu
(when MacroMaker is open).

6. Highlighting on the keystroke field will be in the text highlight color (instead of inverting the
field).

Bug Fixes

1. When storing over a duplicate item, MacroMaker now allows Cancel, but it doesn't cancel
previous duplicates.

nft4~ottw~MI@o~"'Wt+Pfl~fixed. This hap-

4. Change MacroMaker to

en when the menu bar is

6. Fix the bug causing MacroNnlMtN~~m

7. Ensure compatible versions of MacroMaker during switch-launch.

Internal Changes

1. Patches will be added to AddResMenu, FindWindow, DrawString, MeasureS tring. For scroll
bars, we will patch FindControl, SetCtlValue, GetCtlValue, and TrackControl.

2. Patches will be removed from ClearMenuBar, SetMenuBar, TickCount.

3. The MacroMaker menu will go in the system heap.

4. The patch that MacroMaker puts on _Control to fix joumaling will be moved into the system
PTCH resource.
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Features Beyond the Scope of Version 1.1

1. Record mouse motion when the button is down.

2. High-Level event recording.

3. Editable Scripts.

4. A full programming language and environment for scripting.

Parallel Development Strategy

We plan to pursue a parallel development strategy for version 1.1 and 2.0. The feature list for
1.1 is rather conservative, so we have a high confidence that we can deliver on schedule. The
features planned for 2.0 are quite ambitious, so we want to get started on them right away, hence
the parallel development. The following list enumerates the pieces that will be a part of
MacroMaker 1.1.

Dependencies
• Documentation to re c
• Staffing (no problem anticipated).
• MultiFinder, DA Handler, and System compatibility.
• Marketing delivery decisions.

Other Issues
• Should a High-Level Message interface be included?
• Moving functionality from the window to menus.
• Option to hide the·menu.
• Option to record raw mouse motion.
• Option to give warnings in dangerous situations. (e.g. window, menu not found).
• Should we record Launch from Finder logically?
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CloseView 1.1 ERS
Darin Adler

Saturday, January 14, 1989

CloseView 1.0 cannot be turned off permanently. This makes it difficult for a sighted person
who wants to use CloseView occasionally to use it. It has to be removed from the System Folder
to disable it. This was an intentional feature. The idea was that someone who needs CloseView
to see the screen of the Macintosh can't see the On/Off buttons and the Apple menu to bring up
the Control Panel and turn CloseView on.

To make CloseView more useful when a machine is shared between visually-impaired and
normal users, the On/Off state will now be saved, but a key equivalent (Command-Option-O)
will be created to allow the impaired user to tum on CloseView without seeing the screen, even
when CloseView is off.
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Overview

This document describes the software environment for the CMOS
68000 based Macintosh personal computer. The software comes in
two sections - 1) 256K of ROM on the main logic board, 2) one or
more 800K or 1.4M 3.5" disks.

The intent of this project is to provide the full functionality of a
Macintosh SE in a portable, battery operated package. Compatibility
with the current Mac SE software base is a primary concern and will
the highest priority whenever possible, except where it interferes
with full functionality or significantly degrades battery lifetime.

. This project· is currently known as the Esprit project. The system
software (sections 1 and 2) will be referred to as the EspritSSW in
this document......----"
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ROM Contents

ROM Image - The EspritSSW ROM image is 256 bytes in size. It is
stored as two 1Mbit CMOS ROMs on the motherboard. A ROM slot
exists on the motherboard that allows ROM upgrades in the field.

Mac SE base - The EspritSSW is based on the 256K Mac SE ROM. All
known patches are to be rolled in. New versions of TextEdit and SCSI
Manager are included, the addition of the EDisk driver, as well as the
inclusion of the Background Notification Manager in ROM.

General Port - The ROM has been converted to accommodate the
different hardware environment and to provide the features and
functions for portability. This includes relocation of the ROM,
relocation of the screen, the size of the screen, etc.

Power
the Mac

Apple Desktop Bus - Some changes to the ADB state machine code
are necessary to use the Power Manager as a smart transceiver.

Real Time Clock and Parameter RAM - As the RTC functions
have been taken over by the Power Manager, a new interface to the
clock and parameter RAM has been developed. A subset of parameter
·RAM (128 bytes) is stored within the Power Manager. Clock and
parameter RAM traps have been modified for the new environment.

Sound Manager - As Esprit has the same Apple Sound Chip as the
Mac ][, the Mac ][ sound manager is included. Some modification was
necessary for the driver to function in the portable environment and
for the Apple Sound Chip to function on a 68000 bus.
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SCSI - A new SCSI manager that simplifies use of the SCSI port
while retaining compatibility with the previous version. The SCSI
manager also contains modifications to correctly control hard disk
power and spinning down the disk when not in use.

AppleTalk - Like all other drivers, the AppleTalk driver has been
changed. In particular, to control power to the serial communication
system.

Serial driver - This driver will be modified for portability, which
for the most part involves adding calls to the Power Manager to
enable the- serial port system.

SWIM Driver - This is a completely new floppy disk driver which
includes support for the MFM compatible drive. Power control calls
are included also.

odem will be provi ed. See power
low,.___---.,..

EspnSW su ort the ability to send
DC, all RA an registers retained)

RAM and ROM Expansion - Memory exp~nsion can be accomplished
two ways. Internal expansion will be done using daughter boards in
the machine and is already supported by the ROM. Simple memory
mapping will be supported to add the external RAM to main memory.
As mentioned above, the ROM slot is available for ROM upgrades and
for ROM extensions.

EDisk Driver - Support for SLIM cards and internal RAM and ROM
disks is provided by the EDisk driver.

Diagnostics - New diagnostics and test routines are included from
Test engineering. The base for the Test Manager is the Mac II version.

Time Manager - A new Time Manager, recently released on System
6.0.3, is in ROM.
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System Tools Disks

System Tools Software Conversion • A possible stripped down
version of the system disk may be needed. This version would
contain only those item required for Esprit and would be easier to
place in the small (256K) battery backed up SLIM RAM cards that
substitute for floppies. If not, the universal disk will be used.

Control Panel • Several additional resources will need to be added
to the control panel Le. an Esprit CDEV: support for the internal
modem, time-out for sleep mode, battery and charger monitor, wake
up timer support, time-out for hard disk spin down, RAM disk sizing,
and screen contrast control. A battery monitor DA will be provided
that can be left on the desktop at all times.

Finder - The Find9f-~I-lil~NH"'[

Sound Synthesiz rs .......iIdoM~l¥A41R
the Sound Manage.
environment.
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Appendicies

Power Manager ERS
PowerMgr ERS
Sleeplldle/WakeUp and Sleep Queue ERS
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I Esprit POWER MANAGER

SOFTWARE SPECIFICATION

II
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ABSTRACT

This document describes the inner workings of the Esprit
Power Manager (herein known as the. PMGR) firmware. Included are an
introduction, a theory of operation, and a complete description of the
format and syntax of the PMGR command set. The intended audience
includes Macintosh as firmware writers and third party developers
interested in fully exploiting the unique capabilities of Esprit.
Readers should already be familiar with the Esprit External
Reference Specification.
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INTRODUCTION

The PMGR is an intelligent assistant to the 68000 CPU. It
monitors the battery state of charge, handles power consumption of
peripheral subsystems, contains the real time clock, interfaces to
the internal modem, and acts as a Apple Desktop Bus transceiver.
The PMGR is implemented in a Mitsubishi 50753 single chip
microcontroller. This chip contains 6k ROM, 192 bytes RAM, 36
general purpose I/O lines, three timers, and an eight bit AID
converter. The 50753 is fabricated in CMOS and consumes three
milliamps of current at 4Mhz.
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THEORY OF OPERATION

The PMGR firmware consists of three main sections; receiving
and acting on commands from the 68k, handling Apple Desktop Bus
communication, and timer and periodic system monitoring. The PMGR
waits for commands to be sent from the 68k, receives them, acts
upon them, then returns a reply (if any). Once every 1/60 of a second,
the PMGR stops receiving commands and executes its periodic
functions. These functions include updating the real time clock,
checking the battery, etc. The last periodic performed is to send the
auto poll ADB command, if one is pending.

Command Receiving
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to t1 t2 t3

68req

PMack

DATA ~MMAN~COUNT >-<

t4

DATA >-< DATA ):1---

to - 68req de-assert to PMack assert, command 

t1 - PMack assert to 68req de-assert-

t2 - 68req de-assert to PMack de-assert 

t3 - PMack de-assert to 68k assert-

50us min 100us max

10us min 20us max

50us min 100us max

10us min 20us max
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to t1 t2 t3

68req

PMack

DATA -< REPLY>-<COUNT>-< DATA >-< DATA )~--

to - PMack assert to 68req assert, reply

t1 - 68req assert to PMack de-assert -

t2 - PMack de-assert 10 68req de-assert

13 - 68req de-assert 10 PMack assert -

10us min 20us max

50us min 100us max

10us min 20us max

50us min 100us max

ADB and

all 0 the ADS trans eiver functions
normally fou d in the A S tran ceiver ip, b t does things in a
slightly diffe ent y. acket to be s nt out on the ADS bus are
sent to the GR within a mmand, ith th ADS data contained in
the data portion a ommand. Data received by the PMGR from
ADS devices is buffered internally and once received, the data is
stored until requested by the 68k.

If a new ADS command was sent by the 68k during the previous
command/execution sequence, the new command and its data is the
next ADS command to be sent. If the "auto-poll" bit is set for this
command, it will be sent automatically on all subsequent 60Hz
clocks (this is known as auto-polling).

If the ADS device has any data to return, the PMGR receives and
buffers it, up to the maximum of eight bytes. When the data is
completely received, the PMGR interrupts the 68k by lowering PMint
(a PMGR output wired to VIA input CS1). The 68k responds to the
interrupt by reading the PMGR interrupt flag register to determine
the source of the interrupt. Control is passed to the ADS interrupt
handler which requests the data from the PMGR. Data received from
the ADS device is returned by the PMGR imbedded in the ADS reply
along with the rest of the ADS reply command data.
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The 6Sk will also be interrupted if there was no reply from the
device and the "auto-poll" bit is cleared, or a Service ReQuest (SRQ)
condition was detected while sending the' ADS command.

Timer and Clock Functions

Sleeping and

As stated ea 'er, an impo nt requir ment f any portable
computer is to conserv y power. Espn accomplishes this in a
number of ways: powering off peripheral subsystems when not
needed, slowing the 6Sk clock when full speed is not required, and
powering off the whole system.

The PMGR will send the system to sleep under either of two
conditions, a very low battery, or by receiving the Sleep command
from the 6Sk. The 6Sk sends the Sleep command when the Esprit
operating system has determined that there is no user activity for a
given amount of time or when the user decides to stop work and to
shut down the system. Before sending the command, the operating
system and drivers save whatever state necessary in RAM. These
variables are used later to restore the system when power is
restored. The PMGR sets a flag indicating that the Sleep command
has been received and confirmed, then turns off all system power.

At the end of the PMGR sleep code are two instructions that
toggle one of the PMGR output lines. This line is connected to a
circuit that disables the PMGR processor's own 3.9Mhz clock. This
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essentially "stops time" for the processor, halting its execution and
lowering its power consumption by two orders of magnitude. The
processor internal state is frozen, with all internal RAM and control
registers remaining intact. This is defined as the PMGR's sleep
state, powered, yet stopped.

The 60Hz external clock used as the basic PMGR time base, is
also used to re-enable the 3.9Mhz clock. The rising edge of the 60Hz
clock re-enables the 3.9Mhz clock, which starts the PMGR processor
executing code. The PMGR resumes execution at the exact spot where
it turned itself off and begins the wake up check loop. First, the
clock and times are updated, then the environment is checked for a
reason to wake up.

There are three possible conditions that will wake Esprit once
sleep has been entered: if any key is pressed on the keyboard, if the
wake up timer is enabled and matches the real time clock, or if the
Esprit internal modem is i lied and set up to watch for "ring
detect". If an ese onditi I, R restores
itself and wak s the system ( ower up the 68k, RAM, ROM, etc).
When main p w r re urns, e 68 r tares its a the rest of the
system to wh re· as e the eep stat w entered.
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OPERATING SYSTEM INTERFACE

Traps and Parameter Blocks

One new OS trap has been added to support the PMGR: _PmgrOp.
This single trap provides access to all PMGR commands using the
calling convention described below.

Entry:
Exit:

Trap Macro:

AO = Pointer to PMGR parameter block
DO = Result code (integer)

PmgrPBlock =
Record

be executed and
by pm rXptr It is replaced by

mber of ytes f data pointed to
by pmgrXptr. Upon it, pm r is the n r f data bytes pointed
to by pmgrRptr. The pointers pmgrXptr and pmgrRptr, are the data
transmit buffer and the data receive buffer pointers, respectively.
The caller supplies the parameter block and buffer storage.

Result codes

noErr
pmBusyErr
pmReplyTOErr
pmSendStartErr
pmSendEndErr
pmRecvStartErr
pmRecvEndErr

o
-13000
-13001
-13002
-13003
-13004
-13005

; prngr stuck busy
; Timed out waiting to begin reply handshake
; Pmgr did not start handshake
; During send, pmgr did not finish handshake
; During receive, pmgr did not start handshake.
; During receive, pmgr did not finish handshake

The _PmgrOp trap disables interrupts for up to 2 milliseconds
for handshaking data. For a complete description of the Power
Manager interface and command set, see thePowerMgr ERS.
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COMMAND DESCRIPTION

Power and Clock Control

The Power and Clock Control commands ($1 X), are is used to
enable/disable individual Esprit subsystems. Esprit circuits that are
not needed are powered off by the 68k to save power. Bits in the
data byte sent with the command represent the PMGR output lines
that control power (or clock) to peripheral devices and support
circuits.

Esprit device drivers are responsible for powering on and off
their respective peripheral devices. The serial driver must
enable/disable the SCC and the line drivers,. the disk driver must
enable/disable the SWIM, etc. Device drivers are also responsible for
keeping the time that these devices are powered to a minimum in
order to con . G nera, . . ill enable
peripheral de ices when the river are opened and isable them
when closed. T . . can 0 n ower the SWIM
only when a tu or w are un rw . Device drivers
should try to cons powe whenever po Ible

The P G contr s the nable line for e following peripheral
functions: S ,SCC, intern I modem seri line drivers, internal
hard disk, s und ower, -5 vol ,+12 v Its, a d the 68k (the 68k
power grid i clud R ,RO, VIA, S SI, nd other circuits that run
whenever the k runs, ell as d ices t at are controlled by
their clock). Device enable/disable control comes in two forms,
power control and clock control. Those devices that have system
clock inputs are enabled/disabled by controlling their connection to
the clock. They remain powered even when the rest of the system is
off and therefore retain their state. Clock controlled devices do not
need to be re-initialized when re-enabled, when their clock is turned
off they retain their state. These devices are: SWIM, SCC,.

The devices that do not have a clock input or do not have any
state to retain are enabled/disabled by controlling their connection
to power. These devices are: serial line drivers, -5 volts supply, +12
volts supply, the ASC, and SCSI. In addition, there are two special
cases: internal modem, and 68000.

The internal modem has no clock input, and is enabled/disabled
by controlling its power. Once the modem is powered up and
initialized, it remains powered until it is no longer needed or until
the system goes to sleep. During sleep the modem remains powered
much the same as the PMGR, not functioning but retaining its state.
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Apple Desktop

Powering up and down the 6Sk power grid is known as waking
up and going to sleep. Included in the 6Sk power control are other
system sections that the 6Sk uses when it is powered. These include
the RAM, the ROM, and some of the control logic. .Because these
sections and the 6Sk receive power. from the same point, controlled
by the same PMGR output, they should be thought of as a single entity.

Before the 6Sk can be powered down, those internal states that
are not saved automatically must be. saved in RAM so that it is
available for restoring when Esprit wakes up (Esprit's CMOS RAM
remains powered at a low level and therefore retains its contents
even when the rest of the system is powered off). This includes
system variables, peripheral device internal registers, and the 6Sk's
own internal registers. The PMGR is then passed the command to
power off the system.

When power is restored, the 68k loads its internal registers
from RAM, directs the device dr" s to restore their devices, and
resumes execution s I no Ing ha hap ene .

When reset, he Power Man ger i itia._Iiz-e-s-----,.
enable all function e cep mo em pow r.

The Desktop com and ($2X) 1I0w the MG to function as an
intelligent interface the Apple sktop Bu. The PMGR contains
the same functionality 0 DS transceiver chip, but handJes data
transfer somewhat differently. Command and data transfer from the
Esprit operating system to the bus and data returned from devices to
the operating system are fully buffered. All ADS functions are
supported, including bus reset, service request detection, and auto
polling.

The command set for ADS operation consists of two functions,
setting up a new command and reading the results of the ADS
transaction. Actual ADS commands (talk register 0, listen register
3, etc), and data are sent to the PMGR for transmission within this
desktop command. Responses from devices are buffered by the PMGR
until they are completely received, at which time the PMGR
interrupts the 68k. Device data is returned in the ADS read command.

The PMGR's auto-polls, that is, automatically sends the last
command if the "auto-poll" bit has been set. As before, any data
returned from the device is buffered and sent to the 6Sk on an
interrupt basis.
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The other ADS command reads the current status of the ADS and
the ADS data last received from the ADS bus. This is the command
issued by the system ADS interrupt handler to retrieve the data from
an ADS device.

Real Time Clock and Parameter RAM

There are two real time clock functions: one to set ($30) and
one to read ($38) the clock; and four parameter RAM functions:
write/read the first twenty bytes of parameter ram ($31/$39) and
write/read extended parameter ram ($32/$3A).

The clock data is stored as a count of the number of seconds
since midnight, January 1, 1904 (unsigned long word, four bytes).

Only 128 bytes of the 256 bytes of extended parameter RAM are
supported by the Power ger. The table below illustrates the
mapping of e tended paramet r RA to PMGR paramet r RAM
addresses.

The original parameter RAM (20 bytes) does not map into the
first 20 bytes of extended parameter RAM, it is actually broken up
into two disjointed pieces within extended parameter RAM. The
read/write commands ($31/$39) that handle old parameter RAM,
automatically do the mapping into extended parameter RAM to
get the right bytes.

It is important to understand that the Power Manager does not
do the mapping for you when reading extended parameter RAM
(commands $32/$3A). If bytes $70 and $71 of extended parameter
RAM are wanted, the bytes that should be requested, as shown by the
above map, are $40 and $41. Generally, is is not necessary to call the
Power Manager directly when accessing extended parameter RAM.
The operating system calls, ReadXpram and WriteXpram, do the
mapping for you and should be the ones called when access to
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extended parameter RAM is desired.

LCD Screen

The LCD screen commands ($4X) , allow adjustment of the
screen contrast and reading of the contrast value. The screen can be
adjusted to any of 32 contrast levels with the set· command. The
contrast read command returns the current value of screen contrast.

Intern'al Modem

Battery and Charger

Battery and charger functions ($6X), consist of a single read
command. The read battery status command returns a status byte
indicating the presence of a battery charger and the state of the bulk
charge enable bit, a battery voltage measurement, and and machine
temperature measurement. The battery voltage and temperature
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measurement values are not processed in any way, they are the
actual values read from the internal A to D converter. The operating
system converts from raw value to battery voltage and temperature.

Esprit operating system software regularly monitors the power
level and alerts the user when it gets low. This allows the user
some time to finish his or her current job and shut down, or to
connect the battery charger. Two bytes of parameter ram are
designated as threshold values (called LowWarn and Reserve). When
the voltage value read from the A to D converter falls below the
LowWarn value, the PMGR will alert the operating system of the
situation by sending an interrupt. When the voltage value read from
the A to D converter falls below the Reserve value, the PMGR will

.shutdown the computer. The PMGR will not allow Esprit to operate
until the charger is connected and the battery has been restored to
greater than the LowWarn level.

The temperature out ange sensing mechanism is similar to
the battery th es 0 mec ani m. ne res 0 va u is stored in
parameter ra ,for low temp ratur (LowTem . Whe the
temperature v lu rea rom the A to above IS lue, the system
gets an inter up 0 au tic s u down wi oc ur for temperature
out-of-range .

Sleep

When the that Esprit should sleep,
from either a user request, a time-out, or a low power condition, it
sends the sleep command to the PMGR. Once the command is
confirmed, power to Esprit is removed within 48 to 64 milliseconds.

The Esprit operating system must be fully prepared before the
sleep command is sent. The preparations include: the 68k saving all
of its internal registers in RAM so they may be loaded when power is
restored, the device drivers being called to allow them to prepare
themselves, and any other precautions to insure that the system will
resume unaffected.

Interrupts

There are three sources of interrupts from the PMGR: ADS data
ready, low battery condition, and operating temperature out of range.
A single command exists ($78) to read the PMGR interrupt register.
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This register also contains a bit that indicates that either the
machine has been powered up or it has been reset since the last time
this register was read.

Wake Up Timer

The PMGR wake up timer may be used to wake Esprit at a
predetermined time. There are three timer commands: set time,
disable wake up, and read wake up time.

Setting the wake up timer automatically enables it. When the
real time clock reaches the timer value, Esprit will wake up. If
Esprit is already awake, no action is taken. Disabling the wake up
timer may be done by setting it to a time before the real time clock
(sometime in the past) or with the disable command. The timer may
only be enabled by setting a new . e. The wake up time and the
enable flag may aloe rea at a tim Wit t e timer re d
command.

The wake up ti
clock, the count of the
1904 {unsigned Ion w

There are two so 01 command , one to read the
state of the sound control bits and one to set them. First, a
description of the sound control hardware.

The key component in the sound hardware is a single bit latch.
This latch is set whenever the Apple Sound Chip (ASC) is addressed,
anywhere in its address space. The output of the latch controls
power to the amplifier section of the sound circuit, as a result, the
act of addressing the ASC automatically turns on the sound power. In
addition to the sound latch is another line that can enable the power
to the amplifier section independently of the sound latch.

How it works: code that uses the ASC continues to do so
unmodified. The auto enable latch automatically gets set when the
chip is addressed, which turns on the power to the sound amplifiers.
Sound is made.

As expected, leaving the sound on when not in use is
undesirable and a great waste of battery power. To remedy this, an
addition has been made to the Mac sound driver. There is a routine in
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the sound driver called a "sniffer" that periodically checks the state
of the sound hardware. The sniffer reads the state of the sound latch
to see if anyone is using the sound hardware. If so, it turns on the
sound power enable line then clears the sound latch. The sound power
enable line keeps power going to the amplifiers even when the latch
is cleared.

The sniffer now monitors the latch to see if anyone has
addressed the ASe (which sets the latch). Each time the sniffer sees
the latch set, the sniffer clears it and resets a timer. If the latch
stays cleared for 10 seconds, the sniffer assumes that the sound chip
is no longer in use and turns off the sound enable line. If the sniffer
is wrong, no problem. The next time the sound chip gets data written
to it, sound power will come on and the sniffer resumes its latch
monitoring.

ovide a way for the
I registers, and ports.

number of the PMGR

Direct
power
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PMGR COMMAND FORMAT

Data packets consist of a command/reply byte, count byte, and
optional data bytes. Generally, commands that have data to write are
in the range $XO to $X7 and commands that read data are in the range
$X8 to $XF. Reply bytes usually match command bytes from which
they are generated. Special confirmation replies are all in the form
$XF.

eNT is the number of bytes of data being sent with the
command. All packets contain a CNT even if no data follows the
command/reply. Data formats vary with the command type.

The command descriptions found below have the following
format:

Command Typep...-__--'

$XX - Comm
PmgrPBlock.

t b e. This is the
hen ending a

(if any) pointed
mber of reply

xmitbufflrecvbuff: Buffer contents of data to be read or
written. Each command type has a unique representation of
these data fields. Pointers to these buffers are supplied by the
caller. .

Power Control

$10 - Subsystem power/clock control. Activates and
deactivates Esprit peripheral subsystems.

{PMGR versions D5-A3}
CNT - 01, single data byte.

xmitbuff: [BITMASK]
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BITMASK - Power control data. Data is in bit mask form.

{PMGR versions A4 and up}
CNT - Number of data bytes in command, range 1-8.

xmitbuff: [00] ...[07]

DO » 07 - Power control data. Data is in bit mask form.

.BlI R)NCTION
o SWIM clock
1 SCC clock
2 Hard Disk power
3 MODEM power
4 SE drivers

ower

The . ta directly the outputs of the
power/clock control" port of the PMGR. This eight bit port is
tied directly to the control electronics. Bit 7 of the data byte
determines whether the functions are to be turned on or off.
Those functions with their bits set to 1 will be turned on if bit
7 is set or turned off if bit 7 is cleared. The state of these
bits is preserved across sleep.

Example 1 - To activate the SWIM chip for disk drive operation,
it is necessary to turn on bit 0 \of the power/clock control port
(the SWIM control bit). Functions are turned on by setting bit 7
of the data byte.

BITS 76543210
DATA 10000001 ; Turns on the SWIM chip

BITS 76543210
DATA 00000001 ; Turns off the SWIM chip
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Example 2 - To disable serial communication (no modem), three
bits must be set: SCC clock, SERIAL drivers, and -5 volts.

BITS 76543210
DATA 01010010 ; Turn off SCC, Serial, -5

BITS 76543210
DATA 11010010 ; Turn on SCC, Serial, -5

Serial communication (including the modem) requires
multiple bits to be set/cleared together. Normal serial
communication through the external serial ports requires the
SCC clock, the SERIAL drivers, and the -5 volt supply to turn on.
However, they do not need to be enabled within the same
command or in any particu order.

{B versio s A4 nd up}
Note1: Sou d clo k con 01 is ~ th~r un sual, ue to an
"automatic" t nome. henever the s nd chip is
addressed, its . sele 'e sets an et/Reset) latch
which enables the sound clock and sound power supply. When
the sound manager determines that the sound chip can be turned
off, it toggles (set true, then false) the sound clock bit. This
Power Manager line is connected to the reset side of the latch
and when toggled, turns off the sound clock and sound power
supply. When reading the power status, the sound clock bit
returns the state of the sound clock latch.

{PMGR versions A5 and up}
Note1 a: The sound latch functions have been consolidated into
a single command, the sound command ($90). This is the
preferred sound control method.

{PMGR versions A4 and up}
Note2: When either hard disk power or SWIM clock is on, the
PMGR also turns on a 12 volt power supply to run these devices
(PMGR port 1, bit 0). When both devices are off, the PMGRtuns
off this 12 volt supply. It is not necessary for the system to
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manipulate the 12 volt supply directly, but is possible through
use of the diagnostic commands (see section below).

$18 - Read power/clock line status. Returns the eight bit value
stored in the power/clock port's output register. Set bits
(bit=1) indicate an enabled (turned on) function, cleared bits
(bit=O) indicate an disabled (turned off) control line.
CNT - 00, no data.

xmitbuff : no data

$18 - Power/clock line status reply.
CNT - 01, no data.

recvbuff: [PORT]

Apple De

$20 - Set new Apple Desktop Sus cmd (command) with optional
data. The newcmd will go out as the next scheduled ADS
transaction.
CNT - Number of command data bytes, range 3-11.

xmitbuff: [CMO] [FLAGS] [LENGTH] [00]...[07]

CMD - ADS cmd to be sent.
FLAGS -

BIT INDICATION
2 Auto poll this cmd
o Initialization in progress (1 =true)

LENGTH - Number of bytes of ADS data (forms a Pascal
string with 00-07).
DO » 07 - ADS data to be sent with cmd (optional,
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depending on command, 8 bytes max).

If the initialization bit is set, the ADS command is sent
immediately. If the bit is cleared, the ADS command is sent on
the next 60Hz clock.

$28 - ADS transaction read. The status of the ADS and the data
from the last transaction are retrieved.
CNT - 00, no data.

xmitbuff: no data

$28 - ADS transaction read reply.
CNT - Number of bytes of reply data + 3.

recvbuff: [CM0] [STAT] [L TH] [00] ...[07]

=true)
1=receive)

(1 =true)
(1 =true)
(1 =true)
(1 =true)
(1 =true)
(1 =true)

LENGTH - Number of bytes of ADS data (forms a Pascal
string with 00-07).
DO» 07 - Data returned from ADS device (optional).

The new ADS cmd is stored as the next cmd to be sent,
then PMGR returns to continue receiving other commands. At
the completion of 68k to PMGR I/O period, the PMGR begins its
usual ADS transaction using the new command and data
received earlier. If and when a reply is to be returned, the PMGR
interrupts the 68k to initiate the command handshake.

The 68k is interrupted only if there is reply data to
return, no reply data and not auto-polling, an error condition, or
an ADS device has sent a service request.
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The auto poll bit is preserved across sleep.

Real Time Clock

$30 - Set real time clock.
CNT - 04, four bytes (32 bits) of clock data.

xmitbuff: [00] [01] [02] [03]

00» 03 - Hex clock data, number of seconds since Jan
1904. 00 is high byte, 03 is low byte.

$31 - Write parameter RAM bytes 0-19.
CNT - 20 bytes of parameter RAM.

$32 
CNT -

ST Ing byte nu , nge 0-127.
NUM - Number of bytes to write.
0(start) ... 0(start+num-1) - Parameter RAM to write.

$38 - Read real time clock.
CNT - 00, no data.

xmitbuff: no data

$38 - Real time clock reply.
CNT - 04, four bytes (32 bits) of clock data.

recvbuff: [00] [01] [02] [03]

00» 03 - Hex clock data, number of seconds since Jan
1904. 00 is high byte, 03 is low byte.
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$39 - Read parameter RAM bytes 0-19.
CNT - 00, no data.

xmitbuff: no data

$39 - Read parameter RAM bytes 0-19 reply.
CNT - 20 bytes of parameter RAM.

recvbuff: [00]... [019]

DO» 0 19 - Parameter RAM.

$3A - Read extended parameter RAM.
CNT - 02, two data bytes.

xmitbuff: [ST

START
NUM -

recvbuff:

, range 1-32.

D(start) ...D(start+num-1) - Parameter RAM.

Screen Control

$40 - Set screen contrast. LCD screen contrast can be set to
any of 32 values.
CNT - 01, single byte of data.

xmitbuff: [CONTRAST]

CONTRAST - Hex value of desired contrast, range $00-$1 F.

The screen contrast control uses the pulse width
modulated output of the PMGR to control the LCD screen
voltage. The video circuitry measures the duty cycle of the line
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and converts it into control voltage for the screen. The
frequency and duty cycle of the output are determined by the
values stored in two PMGR internal timers. Each timer controls
the width of its half of the square wave output. The CONTRAST
value is used as an index into a table of timer values that will
result in the desired duty cycle.

$48 - Read screen contrast.
CNT - 00, no data.

xmitbuff: no data

$48- Screen contrast reply.
CNT - 01, single data byte.

recvbu

Modem

xmitbuff: [CONFIG]

CONFIG - Internal modem configuration data, bit map
format .

.8.1I FUNCTION
2 Enable ring wakeup
1 Serial port A or B
o Modem power

(1 =true)
(1 =A)
(1 =true)

The function of bit 0 duplicates the power control
functions of the power control command ($10), but will
automatically turn on the modem and the -5 volt supply with a
single command. Bit 1 selects which serial port the modem is
connected to. The ring wake-up bit (bit 2), enables Esprit to be
awakened from sleep by a telephone ring.

Note that setting bit 0 will not enable the SCC or the
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serial drivers, that must be done explicitly using the power
control command ($10). This allows the user to set up the
internal modem (perhaps through the control panel) while or
before running a Macintosh telecommunications application.
When the serial driver is opened by the application, which in
turn enables the SCC, the modem connections will already be in
place.

The outputs from the SCC to a selected port are decoupled
from the external serial connector and rerouted to the internal
modem. Devices connected to this external port will remain
undisturbed during modem accesses.

The phone wake-up capability provides a way to remotely
access Esprit by telephone while conserving battery power.

$58 - Read internal mode atus.
CNT - 00, no a a. ,-------

xmitbuff: no

$58 - Mode
CNT - 01, si

recvbuff: [

statu..................

81T fUNCTION
{PMGR versions A4 and up}
5 Modem On/Off Hook
4 Ring Detect State

3
2
1
a

Modem installed
Enable ring wakeup
Serial port A or B
Modem power

(1 =on hook)
(1 =true)

(1 =true)
(1 =true)
(1 =port A)
(1 =true)

Battery, Charger and Temperature

$68 - Read battery state of charge and temperature.
CNT - 00, no data.
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xmitbuff: no data

$68 - Battery power/temperature reply.
CNT - 03, three bytes of data.

recvbuff: [STATUS] [POWER] [TEMPERATURE]

STATUS - Battery charger status, bit map format.

BIT fUNCTION
{PMGR versions A7 and up}
5 Charger connection state (1 =changed)

(1 =true)
( always 0)

overflow (1 =true)
=true)

(1-true)

~--'1c~e of charger s indi ated in .bit 0 of the
status. . h it is true r the PMGR has engaged
the hicharge circuit. Hicharging is more commonly known as
bulk charging. Bit 2 indicates that the charging circuit is
having trouble charging the battery and an overflow occurred in
the counter that times the recharge cycle. If bit 3 is set the
computer will be off, so it will never be seen true. The low
battery bit is set when the battery voltage drops below the
threshold value set in parameter RAM. The PMGR interrupts the
68k once per second during the low battery condition .

. {PMGR versions A7 and up}
Bit 5 indicates a change in state of the charger

connection, it either was just connected or just disconnected.
The setting of this bit is accompanied by a single interrupt
from the PMGR.

The battery state of charge is rather difficult to measure
accurately. This is due to the nature of lead-acid batteries and
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their fluctuating power levels. Temperature, load, and other
factors can alter the measured value by thirty percent or more.
The PMGR does try to take into account as many of these
factors as possible, however an error of ten percent is still
possible. The most accurate measurements are made when
Esprit has been in the sleep mode at least half an hour.

If the remaining battery power falls below the LowWarn
value in parameter ram, the PMGR will generate an interrupt to
alert the 6Sk that battery power is getting low. The as should
request shutdown or the battery charger be connected as soon
as is convenient. If either of these steps are not taken, and the
power falls below the Reserve value, the PMGR will shutdown
all systems and enter the sleep state without any previous
warning. When sufficient power is restored and the system is
powered up, rebooting will occur as the 6Sk and subsystems
will have been brought do without preparation. The low
power interru e er sor-t........+------...

To ins
temperature,
system if it
interrupt to t
temperature
interrupt fla
then read t

Sleep

$70 - Request CPU power shutdown (enter sleep mode).

{PMGR versions OS-A3}
CNT - 00, no data bytes.

xmitbuff: no data

{PMGR versions A4 and up}
CNT - 04, four bytes of signature password.

xmitbuff: ['MATT']

Signature is as shown, ASCII, all caps. If the signature is
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not sent or garbled in any way, the command will be denied and
the confirmation reply will not be sent.

$AA - Sleep mode denied reply.
CNT - 00, no data.

recvbuff: no data

The sleep denied response is unique, no power manager
command is in the form $AX.

$7F - Enter sleep mode confirmation.
CNT - 00, no data.

recvbuff: no data

$78 - Rvc:;;nl"'-Y.~....-p

CNT - 00, no data.

xmitbuff: no data

$78 - Interrupt flag register reply.
CNT- 01, single data byte.

recvbuff: [INTREG]

INTREG- Interrupt flags, bit map format.

BIT FUNCTION
{PMGR versions AS and up}
3 System Reset Occurred

Apple Computer Inc.

2
1

Temperature out of range
Battery low

Confidential

(1 =true)

(1 =true)
(1=true)
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o

Wake Up Timer

ADS data ready (1 =true)

$80 - Set the wake up timer.
CNT - 04, four bytes (32 bits) of time data.

xmitbuff: [DO] [01] [02] [03]

DO» 03 - Wake up time in seconds from Jan 1904. Format
is the same as the Real Time Clock (see Real Time Clock,
command $30).

This command disables the wake uP. timer if previously
set. Only resetting the wake up timer with a new wake up time
will enable it.

$88 - Read wake up timer.
CNT - 00, no data.

xmitbuff: no data

$88 - Wake up timer reply.
CNT - 05, four bytes (32 bits) of time data and a flag byte.

recvbuff: [DO] [01] [02] [03] [WTflag]

DO» 03 - Wake up time in seconds from Jan 1904. Format
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is the same as the real time clock (see Real Time Clock,
command $30).

WTflag - Wake up timer enabled flag.

81 T FUNCTION
o Enabled/disabled (1 =enabled)

Wake up time data is only valid if the wake up time is greater
than the current time regardless of the state of the enable flag.

Sound {PMGR versions A5 and up}

$90 - Set sound power enable line and sound latch control.
CNT - 01 sin Ie b data.....- ....

xmitbuff

1=true)
(1 =enabled)

bit is als ible from the power
control command ($10), however that command only sets or
clears the sound latch reset input. The power control command
would need two bytes of control data, one to set the latch input
and one to clear it. The above command automatically toggles
the latch reset input when bit 1 is set.

$98 - Read sound control bits.
CNT - 00, no data.

xmitbuff: no data

$98 - Sound co ntrol bits reply.
CNT - 01, single data byte.

recvbuff: [SOUND]

SOUND - Sound control data, bit map format.
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BIT fUNCTION
1 Sound latch state
o Sound power

(1 =set)
(1 =enabled)

The sound latch state bit is the output of the latch and is
the same line that goes to the sound amplifier control
circuitry. This is not the same as the latch input bit found in
the power control command (bit 5). The only way to read the
state of the latch output is with the above command.

Diagnostics

$EO - Write to internal PMGR memory.
CNT - Number f e (+2r-wfw.r......~~~"""""""

$E8 - Read PMGR internal memory.
CNT - 03, three bytes of data.

xmitbuff: [ADDRHI] [ADDRLO] [NUMBYTES]

ADDRHI, ADDRLO - Start address, 16 bits, high byte first.
NUMBYTES - Number of bytes to read, range 0-8.

$E8 - Read PMGR internal memory reply.
CNT - Number of bytes of data.

recvbuff: [DO]... [09]

[DO] ... [09] - Internal data.
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Using this command and the write command, bits and
registers can be tested and modified without PMGR knowledge.

$EA - Read PMGR firmware version number.
CNT - 00, no data.

xmitbuff: no data

$EA - Firmware version data type.
CNT - 02, single data byte.

recvbuff: [VERSION]

$EC 
CNT -

hex value signifying the version number.

recvbuff: [RESULTS]

RESULTS - Results of self test, in bit map form.

.BlI INDICATION
o ROM checksum
1 RAM addressing
2 RAM data

(1 =fail)
(1 =fail)
(1=fail)

Self test may take some time to complete. Plenty of time
should be allowed for the reply to be returned (5 milliseconds
or more).

$EF - PMGR soft reset.
CNT - 00, no data.

xmitbuff: no data
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$EF - PMGR soft reset confirmation.
CNT - 00, no data.

recvbuff: no data

This command does a soft reset of the PMGR. All settings are
returned to their default state and most variables are cleared. The
real time clock value and parameter RAM is retained. At the
conclusion of the reply handshake, the reset takes place and the I/O
channel between the 6Sk and the PMGR is closed until the next 60Hz
interrupt window.
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Power Manager Command Summary

Power Control

$10 - Subsystem power/clock control. Activates and
deactivates Esprit peripheral subsystems.
$18 - Read power/clock line status. Returns the eight bit value
stored in the power/clock port's output register. Cleared bits
(bit=O) indicate an enabled control line, set bits (bit=1)
indicate a disabled line.

Apple Desktop Bus

$20 - Set new Apple Desktop Bus cmd (command) with optional
data. -r. ill go a uled ADB
transac ion.
$28 - A B B and the data
from th I ST---W~~

Real Time

$30 
$31 -
$32 - ·te arbitrar
$38 - Read r Ime clock.
$39 - Read parameter RAM bytes 0':19.
$3A - Read arbitrary parameter RAM.

Screen Control

$40 - Set screen contrast. LCD screen contrast can be set to
any of 32 values.
$48 - Read screen contrast.

Modem

$50 - Set internal modem control bits.
$58 - Read internal modem status.
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Battery, Charger, and Temperature

$68 - Read battery state of charge, charger status, and
temperature.

Sleep

$70 - Request CPU power shutdown (enter sleep mode).

Interrupts

$78 - Read interrupt flag register.

Wake Up Timer

$80 - Set thA-'l~~+fII)-ftIII"'rl

$82 - Disabl
$88 - Read

Sound

$90 - Set so
$98 - Read

Diagnostics

$EO - Write to internal PMGR memory.
$E8 - Read PMGR internal memory.
$EA - Read PMGR firmware version number.
$EC - Execute self test.
$EF - PMGR soft reset.
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Sleep/ldlelWakeUp and Sleep Queue
ERS

Michael Hanlon
ext 4-6729
MS 27-AJ

Rev.l.lAII/I1/89

General

Normal is just that, the typical
operational state mach' here the CP 16Mhz. In the idle state, the
machine slows down to IMhz as a power saving method. The last state, sleep, is the off
condition of the machine. The screen is blank arid the CPU is not running (or even
powered).

The machine transitions from normal to idle when there is no activity for 15 seconds.
Activity is defined as follows: a call to Read or Write, posting an event, execution of an
ADB completion routine, or a call to SetCursor that changes the cursor. If any of these
things takes place, the idle timer is reset and the wait for 15 seconds of inactivity starts
again. If the machine is already in the idle state, these events take it out of idle and reset the
idle timer. The idle time out is not user setable but may be disabled using the Battery desk
accessory.

Sleep time out criteria is exactly the same as that for idle, except that the time out is longer
and user selectable. In addition, there are two sleep time outs. One for when the machine
is running on the battery and one for when its connected to a charger. Sleep due to time out
may only be disabled when the machine is connected to a charger and is set using the
Battery desk accessory.

The Idle code and Sleep time out code is embedded in the SystemTask routine. The Sleep
trap is found in the PowerMgr. See the PowerMgr ERS for more information.

Sleep/Idle/WakeUp ERS RevI.1Al 1
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Calling Sleep

A sleep request is called using the Sleep trap, <_Sleep or $A08A) and it takes one parameter
in DO, as shown below.

@didsleep

MOVE.L
Sleep

BNE.S

:#:SleepRequest,DO

@didnotsleep

SleepRequest = 1
$A08A

A sleep request is only that, a request. If the system determines that there are one or more
reasons why the system should not go to sleep, the request is denied and the EQ condition
code is set not equal.

Entities that request sleep: sleep time out.

A sleep demand is called using the Slee trap, <_Sleep or $A08A) and it takes one
parameter in DO, as sholl""'.....~I'oo-._--'

A sleep .nmY is called using the Sleep trap, LSleep or $A08A) and it takes one parameter in
DO, as shown below.

MOVE.L
_Sleep

:#:SleepNow,DO ; SleepNow = 6
; $A08A

A sleep now is unconditional, Esprit will go to sleep even if some processes may be
harmed. Any servers are unmounted and AppleTalk is closed. Sleep demand is generally
used to power off the machine when a critical low power condition arises.

Entities that demand sleep: low power alert.

The Sleep trap may not be called at interrupt level.

The Sleep Queue

As part of its preparation for sleep, the sleep trap goes through a queue of procedures,
executing each one and informing the procedure of its intentions. The sleep trap may be
trying to do any of three things: request pennission for sleep. alert of impending sleep, or
inform the procedure that wakeup is underway.

Sleep/Idle/WakeUp ERS Revl.lAl 2
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Entities that wish to be given cpu time before and/or after sleep must place themselves in
this queue. The sleep queue is a standard OS queue. Shown below is the sleep queue
record structure.

TYPE SleepQRec = RECORD
SleepqLink:
SleepqType:
SleepqProc:
SleepqFlags:

END

QElemPtr;
Integer;
ProcPtr;
Integer;

{type = 16}
{Pointer to sleep routine}

The sqF1ags field contains two flags to be set by the sleep routine before installing its record into
the queue.

#MyQFlags,SleepQFlags(AOr

#sQType,SleepqType(AO)

MySleepProc,Al

Al,SleepqProc(AO)

PmgrBase,Al

SleepQHdr(Al),Al

Example

MOVE

MOVE

LEA

MOVE.L

MOVE.L

LEA

_Enqueue

FIa~

Sleep
WakeUp

Bit

o
I

Indication

Call procedure at sleep
Call procedure at wake up

~pr.a~l.I.UJ:~~:atI~these bits as desired.

Fill flag field

Fill type field

Load pointer to my handler

Fill proc field

Lomem base of Pmgr locals

Pointer to queue header

Add to queue

To remove a record from the queue:

Load AD with pointer, to the record

Load Al with pointer to sleep queue header

Call dequeue

Example

Sleep/Idle/WakeUp ERS Revl.lAl 3
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MOVE.L

MOVE.L

LEA

_Dequeue

MyRec (A2) , AD

PmgrBase,Al

SleepQHdr(Al),Al

Pointer to my record

Lomem base of Pmgr locals

Pointer to queue header

Add to queue

Procedures in the queue may be called with any of values in DO. These values indicate the
type of call underway.

1 =Sleep request
2 =Sleep demand
3 =Wake up

Sleep Queye Calls

A complete sleep call to a sleep queue procedure consists of a single sleep demand call or a
sleep request call followed b a slee de all.

To OK the sleep request, the sleep queue entry procedure must clear DO. To deny sleep,
DO must be returned nonzero. Denying sleep is not a good idea.

The SleepDemand call cannot be denied. All entries in the sleep queue must do the best
they can to prepare for a sleep demand

Since the _Sleep trap is not called at interrupt, the procedure can do quite a bit to make
sleep possible (even use the memory manager!). In some cases it may be desirable to ask
the user for an OK or to alert the user of some problems that may occur, however this is
not recommended. It may be possible for many sleep queue procedures to be called and if
they all put up a dialog, things can get confusing.

The SleepWakeUp call is made to each sleep queue entry upon wake up. This call cannot
be denied.

Remember, choosy programs choose sleep.

Sleep/Idle/WakeUp ERS Revl.1Al 4
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INTEGER;
INTEGER;
ptr;
ptr;

PowerMgr ERS
Michael Hanlon

ext 4-6729
MS27-AJ

Rev. l.OAl 1/11/89

Introduction

PmgrOp

Access to the
single as trap. is tra
convention descri~~~~"",.,.

Entry: AO =Pointer to PMGR-parameter block
Exit: DO =Result code (integer)

Trap Macro: _PmgrOp

PmgrPBlock =
Record

pmgrCmd:
pmgrCnt:
pmgrXptr:
pmgrRptr:

END;

Upon entry, pmgrCmd is the PMGR command to be executed and uniquely
describes the data pointed to by pmgrXptr. The command is replaced by the reply upon
exit. pmgrCnt is the number of bytes of data to send (if any) pointed to by pmgrXptr.
Upon exit, pmgrcnt is the number of data bytes received (if any) pointed to by pmgrRptr.
The pointers pmgrXptr and pmgrRptr, are the data transmit buffer and the data receive
buffer pointers, respectively. The caller supplies the parameter block and storage for
pmgrXptr and pmgrRptr to point to.

PowerMgr ERS Rev 1.OAl 1
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Result codes

noErr
pmBusyErr
pmReplyTOErr
pmSendStartErr
pmSendEndErr
pmRecvStartErr
pmRecvEndErr

o
-13000
-13001
-13002
-13003
-13004
-13005

; pmgr stuck busy
; Timed out waiting to begin reply handshake
; Pmgr did not start handshake
; During send, pmgr did not finish handshake
; During receive, pmgr did not start handshake
; During receive, pmgr did not finish handshake

The _PmgrOp trap disables interrupts for up to 2 milliseconds for handshaking
data. For a complete description of the Power Manager interface and command set, see the
Power Manager ERS.

Interrupt Dispatcher

ADB Data

ADB data has the highe
time, the ADB interrupt

Battery Interrupt

The PMGR will send a attery nte
warning threshold, or w n the c
change interrupt occurs one ge. The low p pt occurs once per
second for as long as the battery power is below the warning threshold and the charger is
disconnected. The battery interrupt has second priority.

If the charger is connected at the time of the interrupt, then the interrupt is due to a state
change of the charger connection. and control is passed to the time outs updating routine
(see below). Ifno charger is connected at the time of this interrupt then the cause is due to
a low power condition. The interrupt routine detennines what level the battery is and
decides on what warning to post to the user. The user will get one warning at the onset of
low power, one at three quarters of reserve power remaining, one at half or reserve power
and one at one quarter reserve power remaining. The warnings consist of an alert box and
a small flashing battery icon. The text in the alerts apprises the user of the low power
condition and what action to take. Each succeeding message is stronger than the previous
one. The last warning tells the user that the machine is going to sleep shortly. The icon
flashing remains until the low power condition changes (by connecting the charger). The
small battery icon and the text within the alert boxes are stored as resources in the system
file.

SICN
STR
STR

-2000
-2000
-2001

· small battery icon
· first low power alert
· second low power alert

PowerMgr ERS Rev I.OAl 2
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STR
STR

-2002
-2003

; final low power alert
; shutdown eminent warning

The Background Notification Manager is used to provide the low power alerts.

If the machine is sent to sleep during a low power condition then it must be recharged
before it will wake up again.

Time Out Updating

There are two sets of time outs that the system uses to control spinning down the internal
hard disk and going to sleep, one set for when the machine is running on the battery and
one set for when its connected to the charger. The time out update routine reads the correct
values from parameter RAM and loads the time out counters.

These values are set by using the Battery Desk Accessory and saved in parameter RAM.
When any value is changed by the Battery DA, it sets a flag in memory. This flag is used
by the Battery Monitor (see below) tine to know when the values have changed and to
call the time out . ad he ne . . counters. Time outs
are also updated d time out counte reset en the charger goes fro connected to
disconnected or om disconnected to onnec 00. ---__

Batter

After the sound system is checked, the hard disk and sleep time outs get attention. First the
hard disk time out is compared against the time of the last disk access. If the time out has
been reached then the disk spin down procedure is called. Next the sleep time out is
checked against the time of the last activity. When this inactivity time out is reached a call
is made for a sleep request.

Sleep and WakeUp

The Sleep trap is call made by the system to send the machine to sleep. This trap does a
number of things to prepare the system for sleep. First it saves all the 68000 registers on
the stack. Next it calls the sleep queue routine to allow other entities to prepare for sleep. If
traversing the sleep queue results in sleep being denied then the 68000 registers are restored
and the sleep trap returns.

Sleep preparation continues with saving the reset vector, the contents of the VIA and ASC
control registers, and .RAM configuration register on the stack followed by saving the stack
pointer in memory. Next the wake up procedure pointer is moved into A3 and the call to the
PMGR to go to sleep is made. In the final milliseconds after the call to the PMGR and
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before sleep actually takes place, the wake up procedure is loaded from A3 and the sleep
constant is put into the warm start flag.

-

Upon wake up the process is reversed and the system is restored. The default wake up
procedure get the stack pointer from memory and restores the RAM configuration register,
the ASe and VIA, and the reset vector. Next the SCSI chip is reinitialized and the current
time is read from the PMGR. The sleep queue is traversed again, this time as a wake up
queue. Finally the 68000 registers are restored and the trap returns to the caller.

Sleep Qyeue

This routine traverses the entries in the sleep queue differently dePending on what type of
call it is, sleep request, sleep demand, or wake up.

In the sleep request case, each sleep procedure is called with the request parameter. If any
procedure denies the request, queue traversal is halted and all previously called procedures
are called again with the wake up parameter. The routine returns with a sleep denied result.
If the queue is completely traversed with no denials, the queue is traversed again except this
time the sleep demand parameter is assed t procedures. Once all the rocedures have
been executed using both arameters, e routi ret a seep grante resu t 0=0).

Power Off

The shutdown managercroffro . e as its las act. Th s simple routine delays
one second to allow for any s to· en does a sl . Immediately
following the sleep call is a jump to the start of the ROM, effectively resetting the machine
upon wake up.

PowerMgr ERS Rev 1.OAl 4
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Overview
The Spin and Cobra II are MC60830 based machines that are software
compatible to Landru, Cobra and Fafnir. The hardware design focuses around a pair
of custom VLSI parts, the Memory Decode Unit (MDU) and Ram-Based Video controller
(RBV) from which a family of CPUs can be developed. The MDU is designed to
support 20 MHz and 25 Mhz MC68030. The RBV is designed to provide on board
video support for multiple video monitors. The software for both Spin and
Cobra II are almost identical. The ROM is based on the integrated sources of the
Macintosh II ROM, overpatches for Landru, Cobra and Fafnir, and system
patches for all the bug fixes that are relevant. In addition to patches, several
major features are added to make these machines more competitive at the time
of introduction. This document describes features that must be included in the
ROM plus the necessary software changes for the MDU/RBV chip set. Other
features that may be included in the ROM will be added to this specification as
they become available.

Here is a brief summary

3) Start
bank
in p

changes required for the ROM:

the functions of
acintosh II, so

will reside

Th MDU split the memory
the video screen buffer resides

the

5) Memory manager changes to support real 32-bit addressing. This will
cause non 32-bit clean applications incompatible

6) Remote booting support requires changes to the Start Manager,
Appletalk driver and the file system.

There will be a new System Disk release to support Spin and Cobra II. The
features of the new System Disk are described in the System Disk ERS.
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2.0 Start Manager

2.1 MDU Support

Basically, the MDU memory controller is responsible for decoding· all the
memory accesses to RAM, ROM and I/O space. The RAM address space is divided
into two 64 Mbyte Banks. Address space for Bank A is from $00000000 to
$03FFFFFF and Bank B is from $04000000 to $07FFFFFF. Extra RAM expansion
space is from $08000000 to $40000000. ROM address space is from $40000000 to
$4FFFFFFF. I/O address space is from $50000000 to $5FFFFFFF. NuBus address
space is from $60000000 to $FFFFFFFF. Please refer to figure 1 for the memory
map and figure 2 for the I/O map. For more details of the MDU, please refer to
the MDU User Manual by Michael Dhuey.

2.1.1 Ram Sizing

:JJ,aJCQ.'iV1,;lQ"J~~.J.QI:....tS.WVIin th ree
Four
'zes are 256

2.1.2

2.1.3 Address Convertion Support

Since the logical address for most RAM address space is not the same as its
physical address, some low level drivers which rely on the physical address
will have to convert the logical address to physical address. A new trap
_GetPhysical will be implemented to provide the address convertion. The
logical address is passed to the trap through register AO, the physcial address is
returned through register AO.

2.2 RBV Support
The RBV is an on board RAM based video controller which provides support for
Macintosh II-style video on a number of different monitors as an integral part of all
Cobra-based CPUs. Unlike the current set of NuBus video cards which focus on high
functionality and maximum performance, the Cobra video hardware provides the most
useful subset of video functionality at extremely low dollar cost, but at some cost to
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overall CPU performance. Users who require advanced video features may easily add
them via NuBus cards (if their hardware configuration includes NuBus). The
following video monitors are supported by the RBV:

1) 9-inch Mac SE monitor (512 x 342)
2) 12-inch modified Apple II GS RGB monitor (512 x 384)
3) 12-inch Mac II B/W or 13-inch RGB monitor (640 x 480)
4) IS-inch vertical-format monitor (640 x 870)

For the first three monitors, the RBV can support I, 2, 4 & 8 bits per pixel while
the IS-inch monitor, it can only support 1, 2 & 4 bits per pixel. For reasons, see
section on Issues on MOD & RBV.

2.2.1 Video Address Mapping

2.2.2 RBV

2.2.2.1 Overview

This section describes the video software subsystem for the the Cobra II CPU ROMset
which will be used for Spin. The major component of the Cobra video software is a Mac
OS device driver which can identify the desired hardware and monitor configuration and
control the RBV accordingly. In addition, there is also a configuration data component
that identifies the characteristics of each video mode to Color QuickDraw, and a number
of new driver routines that are associated with ancilliary hardware functions of the Spin
hardware.

The implementation of the Spin hardware has a number of implications on areas of
system software both within and outside of the Cobra ROMs proper. A number of these
issues are discussed at the end of this document.

2.2.2.2Video Driver Implementation

The RBV and Color LookUp Table (CLUT) chip embody a fully functional video hardware
system that supports a number of video modes in a highly integrated manner. Unlike
NuBus video cards which each have their own configuration ROM, or Fafnir which has a
special video ROM for it's integral video hardware, the Cobra video driver will be
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integrated into the CPU ROM as a "slot-zero" motherboard device. As such, the video
driver must anticipate all possible hardware configurations, in many cases before the
actual hardware is built. Although the programming of the RBV hardware is
considerably simpler than the current crop of video cards, a large part of the code in the
Cobra driver will be devoted to identifying and appropriately supporting the particular
hardware configuration that it is installed in.

The RBV supports the following video modes:

1) 640*480 pixels. This supports the existing Macintosh II Hi-Resolution RGB and
Monochrome displays.

2 ) 512*342 pixels. This is a mode which generates video compatible with Mac SE
or Fafnir displays for use in compact machines. Unlike these machines, however, the
RBV can generate color displays at this resolution if the CPU is equipped with an
appropriate CLUT chip.

3 ) 512*384 pixels. This is a new video mode designed for medium resolution
monitors running at 60Hz vertical refresh, non-interlaced. This class of display
provides reasonable color capability at considerable lower cost than the 640*480 Hi
Res displays.

4 ) 640*870 pixels. This mode is int~~.

display.

The RBV does not sup
slave capability, or pro

512*342 512*384 640*480 640*870
9-inch SE II-GS RGB 13-inch Mac II 15-inch

1 bit/pixel 4% 5% 8% 16%
2 bits/pixel 8% 90/0 16% 330/0
4 bits/pixel 17°./0 1 9°./0 32% 66°./0
8 bits/pixel 33% 37% 64% n.a.

Table 1. Average loss in bandwidth for 20 Mhz MC68030 with different monitors

The amount of cycles required to support a given video configuration is constant, so the
available screen depths vary according to the master CPU clock of the processor- on a
16MHz processor (where fewer total memory cycles are available), most of the modes
cannot support 8-bit screen depth. This means that additional code and configuration
descriptions must be developed for each video mode depending on processor speed. The
video driver itself does not contain timing-dependent code and will not require any
special code related to processor speed.

To simplify the hardware design, the RBV's frame buffer always begins at physical
location $00000000 in the CPU's address space. After startup, the 68030's MMU is
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used to map the frame buffer into some other convenient address space. Color QuickDraw
can arbitrarily draw in to pixmaps located anywhere in the processor address space, so
this should not be a problem. To prevent screen glitches when performing a warm start
(doing a restart from the Finder for instance), the frame buffer memory should not be
cleared or modified.

It is possible that the user may decide not to use the embedded video hardware, opting to
use a NuBus video card instead. In these circumstances, the video memory accesses can
be disabled, improving the performance of the CPU. To support this feature, the video
driver includes a new disable control call (and a related status call that reports whether
the internal hardware is active or inactive). The Monitors cdev will be revised to allow
video cards to be selectively activated or deactivated. Part of the deactivation process
will be the issuance of this new control call to supress video refresh. The video software
itself will not be responsible for notifying the other parts of the system that the
processor execution speed has changed, however, it may call the appropriate system
notification routine if appropriate.

This machine does not require a special NUX video driver. All 68030 machines will
run with NUX 1.1 or later and this system uses the MacOS version of the driver. Since
the special NUX driver is used only by NUX 1.0, it need not be present in the Cobra
system.

2.2.2.3 Configuration ROM Implementation

The other main component of the video software is the configuration ROM information
that informs Color QuickDraw of the size and shape of the video display device. The Spin
video sRsrc information will be included in the main CPU ROMs as part of the "slot
zero" information, or information that describes motherboard devices. Generally, this
does not involve any substantial changes to the content of the Slot Manager information,
however, it may involve some modifications to the Primarylnit code to appropriately
determine base address, slot number and other information. Slot-zero support will be
new in the Cobra ROMset.
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.currently, all possible video mode sRsrc descriptions must be present and unmodifyable.
In the case of the Cobra video hardware, this would involve separate sRsrc lists for each
permutation of video display timing, processor timing, and memory configuration.
Under this model, the particular hardware/monitor configuration is determined at
Primarylnit, and all others are deleted. As an alternative, the Cobra Slot Manager may
allow the construction of RAM-based sRsrc lists at Primarylnit time. If this feature is
available, it may be preferable to the current implementation.

Outside of slot-zero considerations, the Cobra configuration ROM will not take advantage
of any of the new video features such as display families.

2.2.3 RBV registers

Other than supporting on board video, the RBV has eight 8-bit registers whose
functions include slot interrupts, second VIA, chip test and monitor
parameters. The following are the bit assignments of the eight registers. For a
more complete description, please refer to the RBV design document by Brian
Howard.

General Bit
Function ~

VIA2 Data

I 0
VIA2 I 1
Data I 2
Register I 3
B I 4

I 5
(pBO-7) I 6

L 7

Future Expansion

General Bit
Function ~ Name

Address: $5002 6001
Associated Reg.Bit is

Signal Pin is Read!
In- Of Output Write .=D=es~c=fi~p=tioll'.:.n~of~B.lUIit _

0-7 Reserved

Apple Computer Confidential
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Slot Interrupts Address: $5002 6002
Associated Reg.Bit is

General Bit Signal Pin is Read!
Function ~ Name In- or Output Write Description of Bit

0 SLOTl.IRQ* Input Real o= NuBus Slot 1 interrupt
1 SLOT2.IRQ* Input Real 0= NuBus Slot 2 interrupt
2 SLOT3.IRQ* Input Real 0= NuBus Slot 3 interrupt

NuBus 3 SLOT4.IRQ* Input Real 0= NuBus Slot 4 interrupt
Slot 4 SLOT5.IRQ* Input Real 0= NuBus Slot 5 interrupt
Interrupts 5 SLOT6.IRQ* Input Real 0= NuBus Slot 6 interrupt

6 SLOTO.IRQ* (Input) Real 0= Internal video blanking interrupt (when RBV
video is tri-stated, 0 = external Slot 0 interrupt)

7 Reserved (no pin) Real Always reads 0

Address: $5002 6003
Associated Reg.Bit is

Signal Pin is Read!
In- or Output Write =::D:.xes~cwri~p.l:£ti~on~o~f..:=B~itl:.-.. _

Interrupt Flags

General Bit
Function ~ Name

I 0
I 1

VIA2 I 2
Interrupt I 3
Flags I 4

I 5
I 6
I 7
L

Monitor Param ters
General Bit
Function ~

-
Bits I 0 COLORS1 (isb) I
Per I 1 COLORS2 I
Pixel L 2 COLORS3 (msb)J

- -
Read I 3 RD.MON1 (Isb) I
Monitor I 4 RD.MON2 I
Type L 5 RD.MON3 (msb)J

-
Video I 6 VID.OFF
Control I- 7 VID.3ST

R/W (Write 1 to clear)
(Write 1 to clear)
(Write 1 to clear)
(Write 1 to clear)
(Write 1 to clear)

R/W 000 =1 Bit, 001 =2 Bit
R/W 010 =4 Bit, 011 =8 Bit
Read lxx =Reserved (these values cannot be written or read)

Read 000,011, 100 =Reserved; x01 =15" portrait monitor
Read 010 =Mod'd II-GS monitor, 110 =Mac II 12/13" mon's
Read 111 =No external monitor ( =9" built-in monitor, in SE)

R/W 0 =Normal, 1 =Video orr (CPU gets all RAM cycles)
R/W 0 =Normal, 1 =All video outputs tri-stated
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R/W 0 =Normal, 1 =VDATA.REQ* & VADRS.RES* tri-stat,
R/W 0 =Normal, 1 =CI6M's, C8M, and C3.7M tri-stated
R/W 0 =Normal, 1 =30.24 MHz clock for all monitors
R/W 0 =Normal, 1 =Dot clock halted
R/W 0 =Normal, 1 =Reset video counters (also, see bit 0);

read latched video data from $5002 600(0-3)

Description of Bit

$5002 6011

o=Normal, 1 =COO clock runs 128 x normal. If
TEST.RES (bit 7) =1, vertical counters
also set to aliI's (illegal state)

00 =Normal (vertical counters increment +1 every line)
10 =Medium (+6 every line), 01 =Fast (+1 every 16 dot:
11 =Very Fast (+6 every 16 dots)

R/W
R/W

Address:
Read!
~

R/W

Chip Test
General Bit
Function ~ Name

0 COO.ILGL

- -
Test I 1 V.SPEEDI (Isb) I
Speed I- 2 V.SPEED2 (msb)-,

3 HNDSHKS.3-ST
4 IOCLKS.3-ST
5 C30M.ALWYS
6 STOP.DTCLK
7 TEST.RES

Slot Interrupt Enables
General Bit
Function ~ .L:N!.IIlawm~e _

Address: $5002 6012
Read!
Write Description of Bit

I 0
I 1

NuBus I 2
Slot I 3
Interrupt I 4
Enables I 5

I 6
L 7

Interrupt Flag Enables
General Bit
Function ~

I 0
I 1

VIA2 I 2
Interrupt I 3
Enables I 4

I 5
I 6
L 7

SCSI.DRQ.EN
ANY.SLOT*.EN
EXP.IRQ*.EN
SCSI.IRQ.EN
SND.IRQ*.EN
Reserved
Reserved
Set/Clear

R/W
R/W
R/W
R/W
R/W
Read
Read
R/W

1 =SCSI DRQ interrupt enabled
1 =ANY.SLOT* interrupt enabled
I =Expansion interrupt enabled
I =SCSI IRQ interrupt enabled
I =Sound Chip interrupt enabled
Always reads 0
Always reads 0
On Reads: Always reads I
On Writes: 1 =I-bits in bits 0-6 write l's;

o=I-bits in bits 0-6 write O's

2.2.4 Interrupt changes

In replacing the second VIA, the RBV devotes 5 registers to provide the same
functions, and they are VIA2 Data, Slot Interrupts, Interrupt Flags, Slot
Interrupt Enables and Interrupt Flag Enables. The initialization code in Start
Manager for the interrupt vectors and the interrupt handler routines have to
be modified to use the new registers.
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The two timers of the second VIA are not used by any current routines in the
Macintosh II and will not be supported.
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$ 6000 0000

$ COOO 0000

Normal Map
(after first access to

$4000 0000 - $4FFF FFFF)

~~!III!II!!I!IIIII!IIII!I!I!IIII!II!~!I!IIIIIIIIII~!11!1!llllil!II!II~!~I!I!!ljji~:
No Device Assigned

$ F100 0000

$ FOOO 0000

$ 9000 0000

Map on Power-Up
(before first access to

~~$4~0~00~0~00~0~- ~$4~F~F~F~F~F~F~F)~~ $ 10000 0000

:1~1!1!1!1!!II!IIII!III!I!I!I!I!!lllllllllillllll!1111!1!11111~1111!!III!!~III!!li
No Device Assigned

Expansion I/O Space

- $ 5200 0000

$ 5000 0000

Expansion I/O Space

Expansion ROM Space Expansion ROM Space

$ 0800 0000

$ 0500 0000

$ 0440 0000

$ 0410 0000

$ 0400 0000

$ 0200 0000

$ 0100 0000

$ 0040 0000

$ 0010 0000

$ 0008 0000
$ 0000 0000

Figure 1. Physical Memory Map
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$ 5000 8000

$ 5000 6000

$ 5000 4000

$ 5000 2000

$ 5000 0000

1++-±+±'*ffl'"t±~""tm7:0'i $ 5000 EOOO

R-#&ff'""7'±rrm7"7J'"""0"""J $ 5000 COOO

L.......g:,.::..l:~...:.:.;"****f- $ 5000 AOOO
.:VI~t·. ...q .. q

;!~~!I~II!~!III~II~11!!I!!~lr41"I~·:

IIIII
\J~II:!~!·!I~:I~lj!~I·ll!.!I~~!l~·!ijll:!·![~·!:~:!~!il[~1~~~~~.j'~[11!!!·11!~!1j!!·lj!·j:~[1i

MDU
provides

chip
select
only

-------r '$ 6000 0000

MDU $ 5900 0000

provides .: $ 5800 0000
chip ••

select JUBi.lIlIlIlI~ $ 5200 0000
only $ 5100 0000

.l..c••••mmeiJt. $ 5004 0000

IIIIIIII $ 5003 0000$5002 EOOO

$ 5002 COOO

'11I1I1lillll[ $ 5002 AOOOU $ 5002 8000

~~~~~~~r- $ 5002 6000

~~~j;i;j;j;j;j;j;j~~~r- $ 5002 4000

~~=::::;:::=:::='~~r&¥+H- $ 5002 2000

~••~•••• $ 5002 0000

tTI4.~7ld1""'08Rr $ 5001 EOOO

l.1.2:Z::~f/.444f44f.++.a- $ 5001 COOO

lLtwr.trr~.#li1J~~gJJ- $ 5001 AOOO

LZ:Z~~~~~~ $ 5001 8000

J-i~~=~~~':t.tr $ 5001 6000

~~~~~~~,.. $ 5001 4000

~~~~~~~T $ 5001 2000

~~~~~~~r- $ 5001 0000

MDU
provides
DSACKO

MDB
provid~
DSACKG-.

. MDU
..• provides

••.. chip

··.select
···9nly

Complete
Memory

Map

Figure 2. I/O Memory Map
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3.0 32-Bit Addressing Support

In order to fully utilize the capability of the MC68030 and extend the Macintosh
operating system to the future, 32-bit addressing is the first step that has to be
taken. Applications that rely on the internal data structure of the 24-bit
Macintosh operating system would have compatibility problems with the 32
bit addressing mode. Since all third party developers are seeded with an early
32-bit Macintosh II ROM, applications that have compatibility problem should
already been revised when Spin & Cobra II are introduced.

3.1 Overall ROM Clean Up

mode is
Memory

~~~~....QJ~b.a.&~~ define the
pplications
Macintosh

accesses

3.2 The 24/32

Since 32 bit addressing big compatl 1 Ity problem for most
existing applications and also our current System Disk 6.0.x. The 32 bit feature
of the Memory Manager will not be turned on until Big Bang System Disk is
introduced. On boot up, before any heap zone is established, the Startup code is
going to check a byte in Parameter RAM to check if it should tum on 32 bit
addressing mode. If the 32 bit addressing mode flag is on, the Memory
Manager will generate all heap zone for 32 bit addressing, otherwise it will be
set up for 24 bit addressing. The 32 bit addressing mode flag is also copied into
low memory, the Memory Manager checks the flag in low memory when it
manipulates any data structures that are different between 24 bit and 32 bit
addressing.

System Disk 6.0.x will support 24 bit addressing, while Big Bang System Disk
will support' 32 bit addressing. When user switch between 6.0.x and Big Bang,
the Startup Manager checks a new resource "adrm" on the System file, if the
value of the resource does not match. the value of the Parameter RAM, the
startup code will update the Parameter RAM will the new value and then it will
reboot. The reason for the reboot is that the system heap that had already
been set up is not right for the expected addressing mode. The checking of
the "adrm" resource will happen as soon as the Startup process can access the
System file so when the reboot happens, it will be before the "Welcome to
Macintosh" message. The reboot only happens on the very first time the user
switch from one System Disk to another.
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3.3 Memory Manager Changes

In order to support both 24 bit addressing and 32 bit addressing, the memory
manager has to handle both data structures at the same time. The low memory
32 bit address flag will tell the Memory Manager how to manipulate the
memory block header. There will be no changes to the memory block header
for 24 bit addressing.

3.3.1 32 Bit Memory Block Header Format

In32-bit addressing, all addresses are 32 bits long, so the high byte of the
master pointer can no longer be used as a flag byte. One solution is to relocate
it to the block header.

The current memory block header is eight bytes long as shown in figure 3.

The physical eans a zone can be no
bigger than 1 the past but it will be a
severe limitatio The soluf n is t expand the physical
block field size to also add a co s to the block header, one
of which is for the flag byte from the master pointer. The new block header is
twelve bytes long as shown in figure 4. Tag byte 1 (see figure 5) is the same as
the old tag byte minus the size correction field. Size correction field now takes
up a whole byte. Tag byte 2 (see figure 6) is what used to be the master pointer
flag byte.

tag byte1 tag byte2 reserved size corn~

physical block size

relative handle/pointer to heap zone

ction

Figure 4. New Memory Block Header
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7-- 6 5 o

used

free block

nonrelocatable block

relocatable block

.not
,..--

00:
01 :
10:-

Figure 5. Tag_ byte 1

7 6 5

by most app.

resource

purge

lock

o

Figure 6. Tag byte 2

All the routines that manipulates the memory block header plus the master
pointer flag byte have to be modified for the new data structure.
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4.0 Other Features

4.1 Script Manager

Script Manager is an extension to the Toolbox to support multiple writing
scripts and it is part of the Toolbox since Macintosh SE and Macintosh II
introduction. Although it is part of the Toolbox, it is installed into the system
RAM space during system bootup time. For this ROM, Script Manager will be
rolled into the ROM source and be part of the ROM code. A few extra resources
will be required by the System Disk for the keyboard and the Key Caps DA to
function probably and they should be covered by the System Disk ERS.

4.2 Remote ....__.-.-:i__--'

aggr ssive schedule of
-"'~~~~,. OM at time of

4.3 Async

U;:s-.........,)"I,.-li'f'ftlUager will be . 0 the Cobra II and Spin
ROM, the new SCSI Manager will allow a more. efficient way of handling data
transfer between the system and other SCSI devices. Please refer to the Async
SCSI Manager ERS for details.

4.4 32-bit Color QuickDraw

Color QuickDraw will be extended to support 32 bit per pixel output to Nubus
video cards. It will be able to access more than 1 Mbyte of RAM on those cards.
Please refer to the 32-bit Color QuickDraw ERS for details.

4.5 Notification Manager

Notification Manager provides a set of calls for applications to generate alerts
or warnings even if they are the background tasks under MultiFinder.
Notification Manager is a system patch on System Disk 6.0, it will be rolled into
ROM for both Cobra II and Spin. Please refer to the Notification Manager ERS
for details.
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Jaws ERS
Gary Davidian

ext. 4-4510
MS 27-AJ

Rev. 0.0 Dl 1/18/89

What is the Jaws project?

The Jaws project is a proposed universal Macintosh CPU ROM. There are at least two families of
Jaws ROMs envisioned. Jaws 16 is a universal ROM for the Mac Plus, Mac SE, and possibly Esprit
CPUs and possibly other future 68000 based 16 bit architectures. Jaws 32 is a universal ROM for the
Mac II, Mac IIx, Mac SE/30, Cobra I, Cobra II, 4 Square, Spin, and possibly F19 68020/030 based
32 bit architectures.

Jaws will allow a si..,..~WIIW~~"""

An additional goal of the Jaws project as time permits, is to gather performance statistics of the current
ROM code, and optimize the new ROM code as much as possible. I have already optimized the trap
dispatcher, and block move routine.

If we decide to do a field ROM upgrade such as a 32 bit clean ROM for the Mac II, or to support a
future system software release (eg Big Bang), we could produce just two new ROMs (Jaws 16, and
Jaws 32) to retrofit all of the machines that we produced from the Mac Plus on.

What the Jaws project isn't.

While there are a number of new system features that are being introduced with the Jaws ROM (32 bit
clean memory manager, on board video drivers, lOP based drivers, SCSI DMA, remote booting,
etc.), the implementation of those features is outside the scope of the Jaws project, although the code
to configure those features (if they are hardware dependent) is within the Jaws project.

Jaws ERS Rev 0.0 Dl 1
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Famous ROMs in Macintosh Hi$tory

The concept of a universal ROM is not new to the Macintosh. As described below, all of the ROMs
released to date have had some sort of universal features.

The very first Macintosh 64K ROM for the original 128K Macintosh (known as ROM 69), was
universal with respect to system RAM size, and was also used in the Macintosh 512K.

The Macintosh Plus and Macintosh 512Ke 128K ROM (known as ROM 75), had several universal
features. It was available as a field upgrade ROM, along with an 800K floppy drive, for the
Macintosh 512K, to transform it into the 512Ke. It supported the following features if they were
present.

• Memory size ranging from 512K to 4 megabytes.

• If the 53C80 SCSI controller chip was present, the SCSI manager would support it.

• It supported two different versions of the Real Time Clock / Parameter RAM chip. The original
one had 20 bytes of parameter ram, while the newer one had 256 bytes.

iversal. Unlike the Mac Plus
Jo¥Iiiii~""""iil1turesare as follows.

The' Macintosh SE 256K OM
ROM, it cannot be used earlie

• Memory size ranging from 1 to 4 megabytes.

• It contained limited support for the Motorola 68010 and 68020 microprocessors, even though
Apple never produced a machine using this ROM with those processors.

• The·Serial Driver supp rterPt-~"'I"fooioIFf"I-I.,.".I""'I"tT

The Mac Plus serial po s S pD(]J~P"i!IIara

this signal available.

• The Sony Driver suppo
double sided 400K/800

•

• The Sony Driver supported 3 type of disk drives, the original single sided 400K drive, the newer
double sided 400K/800K drive, and the slow non-SCSI Hard Disk 20.

• A later revision of this ROM has been produced which contains a new Sony Driver that will
support the SWIM chip and the FORD di~k drive if they are present.

Jaws ERS Rev 0.0 Dl 2
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The Macintosh II 256K ROM (known as ROM 78), was the first ROM for the open architecture
Macintosh, it required a 68020 processor, and contained many new features, and was not compatible
with any earlier machine. The universal features are as follows.

• Memory size ranging from 1 to 8 megabytes.

• Supported either the HMMU memory mapping unit, or the Motorola 68851 PMMU paged memory
management unit.

The Macintosh IIx ROM (also known as ROM 78, rev 1.3), is a fairly universal modification of the
original Macintosh II ROM. It can be used in the original Macintosh II, the Macintosh IIx, the
Macintosh SE-30, Cobra I, and is supplied with the SuperDrive upgrade for the Macintosh II. The
universal features are as follows.

• Memory size ranging from 1 to 128 megabytes.

• Supported either the 68020 or the 68030 microprocessor.

• Supported the HMMU, the 68851, or the built in 68030 memory management unit.

•

• A new Sony Dri
disk drive.

• Support for dete
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The Jaws 32 ROM

Since there is only one 68000 based CPU in development (Esprit), and it is very far along, it would
unfortunately be to disruptive to make it a Jaws ROM. Instead we will initially focus on the 32 bit
Macintosh family. The Jaws 32 ROM assumes that it is running on at least a 68020 processor, and
can be optimized to use the additional instructions and addressing modes that are not available on the
68000.

unit.

<M-~~for NuBus and other external• Support either the Mac I
interrupts.

• Supported the HMMU,

• Supported either the 68

• Support 680xO IWM/S

• Support 680xO SCC, or..u"",--,,,-

• M lOP based ADB driver.

Below are a list of the kinds of features that the ideal Jaws 32 ROM will support, and the envisioned
list of possible implementations to choose from.

If schedules permit, it would be desirable to include support for all prior machines that were supported
by the Mac IIx ROM in the Cobra IT ROM. This ROM could be used for a field upgrade to 32 bit clean
memory manager support for the earlier machines. In the Cobra IT time frame, it is unlikely that all of
the 4 Square, or FI9 features could be fully supported in that ROM.

• Memory size ranging from 1 to 128 megabytes.

• Supported either the 68020 or the 68030, and possibly 68040 microprocessor.

• Clock Rates of 16, 20, 4iI-~~MN__"""

• Support RBV based onboard video, or Mac SE-30 onboard video, or no onboard video.

• Take advantage of the SCSI DMA chip if present.

• If and external cache exists, use it. 4 Square and F19 caches.

• Possibly support the Big Ben clock/parameter ram chip. (if any CPU is going to use it).

• Support for detecting the Mac II, Mac IIx, Mac 5E-30, and Cobra I/II, 4 Square, F19, and Spin
logic boards, and the Columbo package.
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The Jaws 16 ROM

Since there is only one 68000 based CPU in development (Esprit), and it is very far along, it would
unfortunately be to disruptive to make it a Jaws ROM. But we could begin development of a
universal 16 bit ROM that would support all of the 68000 based 16 bit machines. This would be more
important if a new low cost Macintosh, or a ROM upgrade for existing machines is being considered.

Where things are

This project is currently in the early stages, and is mostly unstaffed. More investigation is needed, and
more progress is to be expected in the future when the demands of other projects subside, and more
time can be spent on this project.
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Overview
The FourSquare and F19 machines are high end Macintoshes with near workstation peIfor
mance. They include fast processors, cached memory architectures, DMA for the SCSI inter
face, and intelligent I/O processors for the sec interface and the Sony & ADB interfaces.
This document describes the ROM software being developed to support these new hardware
platforms.

Most of the software is common for both machines. Software specific to either one is identi
fied as such.

The ROM for these machines will be a 'universal' ROM. The ROM will support
FourSquare, F19 and all existing 68020/68030 Macintoshes as well. The software will de
termine the exact features of the. machine and select the appropriate hardware dependent rou
tines either at run time or at start time.
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Hardware Description

SCSIDMA

The SCSI DMA chip is an Apple-designed ASIC (Application Specific Integrated
Circuit) that provides a DMA interface to the SCSI controller. It also provides all the
features of, and supports the software written for, the 53C80 chip used in existing
Macintoshes.

The DMA interface consists of a 32 bit address register, a 32 bit count register, a pro
grammable watchdog timer, and control registers. It supports transfers to/from mis
aligned address, and non-modulo 4 counts.

The 53C80 cell used in the chip provides up to 3 megabyte per second transfer rate, and
automatic SCSI bus arbitration.

lOP's

~~~sTg1~2 z 6502-based intelli-
10 s, one for the 8530 SCC

The host 680 ommunicat au h set of control registers in host I/O
space. The host has r write access to the lOP's RAM through a 16 bit auto-increment-
ing address register and an 8 bit data port. The host can interrupt the lOP using a memo
ry mapped control register, and the lOP can interrupt the host 68030 using an interrupt
line.

For compatibility with existing applications/drivers that use the SCC, the lOP can operate
in 'bypass' mode where the host has direct access to the SCC. All th~ SCC registers are
then visible to the host processor.

The lOP also has two digital I/O ports. These are used to modulate the ADB bus, elimi
nating the need for a separate ADB transceiver.

FourSquare Unique Features

Processor

FourSquare uses a 25 Mhz 68030 and 68882. The 68030 synchronous bus is support
ed, with 5-2-2-2 clock burst accesses to RAM.
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lVIDU

The Memory Decode Unit is an Apple-designed ASIC that controls the DRAM in the
system and generates selects for the I/O ships. The physical address map for the
RAM is not contiguous - it consists of two banks of 128 megabytes each. The soft
ware is responsible for detennining what size memory is installed in each bank and
setting up a contiguous logical address space.

External cache

External cache flush*

CB1
CB2

60.15 hz input
1 second* input

cpu.id 3

vIA 1

PAO
PAl
PA2
PA3
PA4
PA5
PA6
PA7

CAl
CA2

FourSquare has t
follows:

The external cache is a 64k instruction-only cache organized as 16k by 32 bits. A
cache hit results in a two cycle read by the 68030. Burst reads of cache hits are not
supported, as they are inefficient for a fast cache.

A cache miss causes a retry from main memory. Burst and non-burst reads from
main memory are supported during retry, including both wrap and non-wrap bursts.
All writes (long word, word and byte) are cached to maintain coherency.

The cache is controlled by two VIA bits. One enables the cache, the other is for
flushing the cache....-----...."

VIAs

timer 1 (Sound Manager) timer 2 (Time Manager)

FourSquare's Cpu ID is $E (cpu.id 3 = I, cpu.id 2 = 1, cpu.id 1 = 0, cpu.id 0 = 1)

VIA 2

PAO
PAl
PA2
PA3
PA4
PA5
PA6
PA7

slot 1 irq*
slot 2 irq*
slot 3 irq*
slot 4 irq*
slot 5 irq*

PBO
PB1
PB2
PB3
PB4
PB5
PB6
PB7

External cache enable*
NuBus buslock*
Poweroff*

NuBus TM1a*
NuBus TMOa*
Snd.ext*
60.15 hz out
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CAl
CA2

NuBus slots irq*
SCSI irq*

CBl
CB2

Sound irq*
lOP SWIM irq*

timer 1

FI9 Unique Features

Processor

timer 2 generates 60.15hz on PB7

F19 uses a 33 Mhz 68030 and 68882. The 68030 synchronous bus is supported, with
?-?-?-? (to be determined) clock burst accesses to RAM.

Memory Controller & Cache

The F19 memory controller is an Apple-designed ASIC for controlling two banks of
DRAM and a high speed cache. A 32k instruction and data cache is used. The memo
ry controller is programmable for several different processor speeds, RAM access
speeds and ROM access speeds. It also provides accelerated page mode writes using
a 'dump , .

ass
The ass
Itimple
es, a 15.
device de
places m
II's.

VIAs

F19 uses one VIA, configuredas follows:

VIA 1

PAO factory* PBO rtc data inlout
PAl cpu.id 0 PBl rtc clock out
PA2 cpu.id 1 PB2 rtc select*
PA3 PB3
PA4 cpu.id 2 PB4
PA5 PB5
PA6 cpu.id 3 PB6
PA7 PB7

CAl CBl
CA2 1 second* input CB2

timer 1 (Sound Manager) timer 2 (Time Manager)

F19's Cpu In is $D (cpu.id 3 = 1, cpu.id 2 = 1,cpu.id 1 = 0, cpu.id 0 = 1)
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BIU's

F19 uses a two chip NuBus interface, BIU30 and BIU2, which replace the NuChip
and associated buffers found on Mac II class machines. These Apple-designed chips
provide a lower cost NuBus interface. The chips also support slave block transfer.
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Software Overview

Cobra ll/Macllx base

The FourSquare/F19 ROM will be a 'universal' ROM that can run on any of the
68020/68030 machines. As such, it will include all the Spin, Cobra II and Macintosh IIx
features. Many of these features have their own ERS. The features applicable to the
FourSquare and FI9 ROM are:

revised slot manager
32 bit Quickdraw
async SCSI manager
32 bit clean memory manager
32 bit cleanliness in the rest of the ROM
revised memory sizing for the new architectures
Start Manager changes to support the new architecture
remote booting support

Universal ROM eatures

The Univers
ferent hardw
termine whic
figure itself t

A new patching scheme that uses offsets within modules instead of hard coded ROM ad
dresses is also under consideration. This would allow us to make new versions of the
ROM for future machines without obsoleting patches for code that has not changed.

See the 'Jaws' ERS for more detail.

Hardware support

Many small changes are necessary in lots of places in the ROM to support either the
FourSquare or FI9 hardware. These include interrupt handler additions to handle the
new lOP chips and the ass's soft interrupt priorities and interrupt status register,
ShutDown Manager changes to support FI9's method of powering off, Start Manager
changes to set up the new hardware to a default-state, and changes to equate files to sup
port the new hardware architectures, etc.

See the 'FourSquare/F19 Hardware Support' ERS for more detail.

Async SCSI Manager

The Async SCSI Manager will already have shipped in the Harpo and Cobra II ROMs
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before this machine. Modifications will be made to use the DMA channel available on
FourSquare and F19. Using DMA is ideally suited to the asynchronous design of the new
SCSI manager, in that no processor intervention is required during the actual data trans
fer.

Since DMA occurs in physical address space, the Async SCSI Manager will also be mod
ified to detennine the physical address of the data transfer buffers. In FourSquare with its
physically discontiguolls memory banks set up by the MDU, the SCSI Manager will
break up transfers spanning the physical banks.

See the'Async SCSI Manager' ERS for more detail.

lOP Manager

The lOP Manager is a new system software service for setting up and communicating
with the two lOP chips present in FourSquare and F19. It provides the ability to down
load 6502 code into the lOPs and start them running, and a message based communica
tion mechanism using the host accessible 6502 local RAM. All drivers written to use an
lOP will use the lOP manager to communicate with the lOP.

Sony Driver

The Sony Driver is
mented in the lOP, ith a
Sony driver interfac .

~......~top Bus (see below).

See the 'lOP Sony Driver' ERS for more detail.

ADB Driver

The ADB driver will be modified to use the lOP SWIM implementation of the ADB
transceiver. The lOP code will modulate the ADB bus manually using two ports on the
lOP. This modulation will be interleaved with floppy activity.

See the 'lOP ADB Driver' ERS for more detail.

Appletalk

A new Appletalk LAP layer for Localta~, written in 6502 assembly, runs on the lOP
SCC. Since the see has two channels, two LAP drivers can co-exist on the lOP, or one
LAP driver and one serial driver. Other drivers can be written if they are deemed impor
tant - a possibility would be a MIDI driver.

The LAP uses the lOP's DMA channels to receive and transmit Appletalk packets. If a
serial driver is also installed, up to 56 kBaud can be simultaneously support with
Appletalk running.
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The two driver architecture allows the lOP to be used as a bridge which runs in the back
ground with almost no processor intervention.

See the 'Serial lOP' ERS for more detail.

Serial Driver

The Serial Driver is substantially modified to use the lOP SCC. The interface to clients
of the serial driver is unchanged from existing implementations.

See the'Serial lOP' ERS for more detail.
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Overview

The FourSquare and FI9 machines are high end Macintoshes with near workstation perlor
mance. They include fast processors, cached memory architectures, DMA for the SCSI inter
face, and intelligent I/O processors for the SCC interlace and the Sony & ADB interfaces.
This document describes. the miscellaneous small changes throughout the ROM that are nec
essary to support the new hardware architectures. Major new software efforts for the lOP
chips and the SCSI DMA chip are describes in separate ERS's.

StartTest

StartTest (start up diagnostics) will have a new memory sizing scheme to support both
FourSquare's MDU and FI9's memory controller. It will also test a small area of RAM and
use that RAM to return memory size information to the Start Manager. The information will
be formatted as a table of pairs of 32 bit physical start address and 32 bit size for each chunk
of memory found.

StartTest will also dow
throw the lOP into byp
be correct.

Iguration registers
speed.

Start Manager

Changes to the Start

1) Set up PMMU tab ontiguous logi s space from the various
discontiguous chunks of physical memory found by StartTest.

2) For FI9, set up interrupt priority levels in the ass control registers. The interrupt
levels will be:

Level Source Sub-source Where Seen Used For

level 7

level 6
level 5
level 4
level 3
level 2
level 1

debug

poweroff
lOP SCC
slots
sound
SCSI
lOP SWIM
VIAl CA2

CAl
SR
CB2
CBl
T2
Tl

68030
68030
ass int 7
OSS int 0-5
OSS int 8
OSS int 9
OSS int 6
ass int 11
OSS int 11
OSS int 11
OSS int 11
OSS int 11
OSS int 11
OSS int 11

debugging

power up/down
lOP SCC
interrupts from NuBus cards
sound
reselection, data transfer
lOP SWIM
1 second interrupt
(not used)
(not used)
(not used)
(not used)
timer 2 (Timer Mgr)
timer 1 (Sound)
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60 Hz ass int 10 fake vertical blank

3) For F19, change the interrupt vector initialization to match the interrupt priorities.

4) For F19, disable/re-enable slot interrupts using the ass.

5) Add an initialization call for the lOP Manager.

6) Do not initialize the SWIM, as the lOP Sony driver will do this later.

7) Set up the VIA(s) according to the new architecture.

Interrupt Handlers

The interrupt handlers must change to work with the new sources of interrupts, namely the
lOP chips. The SCSI DMA chip interrupt come in the same way as on the Mac II, so only
the SCSI Manager need worry about how to support it.

ShutDown Man

On F19, the shut ow
off the·machine.
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1. Overview

The purpose of this document is to present the issues involved in
implementing remote booting as a feature of the next ROM released
which will be used in Spin, Cobra II, and Four Square. It will be used to
help determine the resources and time required to implement remote
network booting. Issues that need to be addressed prior to design and
implementation are discussed in later sections. Although, this
document does not contain a design proposal for remote booting, it does
offer suggestions on ways of implementing certain aspects of remote
booting.

Since the Apple II group is currently re-designing their implementation
of remote booting, we may be able to coordinate our efforts with
theirs. Conceivably, the Mac II and Apple II could use the same
protocol. This will be evaluated when the protocol is designed.

The major areas r
1. ROM
2. System File
3. Worksta· n Ap
4. Server Apple~~""""'"
5. Utilities

Detailed information regarding the changes required to each section
will be given later. In general, the ROM must read the boot information
in a multi-stage process from a server. Each stage will provide the
information needed to go to the next stage. The system file and system
folder information stored on the server will be split into two general
pieces.

1. Resources/files necessary to boot.
2. Resources/files which are optional.

Among the optional resources are fonts (which are read-only even if
they are optional) and AppleShare prep files (which are read/write).
Most of the required resources are read-only.
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Remote booting will require a multi-stage log in. The stages for
booting are:

1. ROM reads boot blocks 0 and 1 from the boot server.
2. Blocks 0 and 1 are executed. They include reading of the

Appleshare external file system from the boot server.
3. The external file system (altered) then executed. It contains

enough information to log onto an AppleShare file server in a
potentially temporary way and access a generic system. The
generic system will allow booting of the workstation to the
point that a regular log on dialog can appear.

4. The user logs in and his/her specific system is loaded.

pleshare workstation
hich installs itself.
boot blocks 0 and 1,
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2. ROM Issues

The intent is to add a minimum number of hooks in the ROM to support
remote booting. Once minimum ROM support is available in the ROMs,
the rest of the code can be implemented at a later date. The initial
design must be thorough so that enhancements can be made to the
initial remote booting feature set.

Currently, a CPU will boot up from a floppy if it is present. If a floppy
isn't present, it will boot from whatever device is indicated by PRAM.
If PRAM is not initialized and a floppy is not present, the CPU will
attempt to boot off an HD20 or a SCSI device depending on which device
it finds first. How to handle network booting when PRAM is
uninitialized is unclear (refer to issue 4).

Information in PRAM about the boot up device is stored in a word which
indicates if the boot up device is 020, a SCSI device, or a slot
device. Within ea category additi nal bi s are reserve 0 e ermine
which H020, SCS device or slot s ould e se~cma...._.,

If the network is selected as the startup device, the ROM needs to call
code which "reads" boot blocks 0 and 1 via the network from a "boot
server". The boot protocol needs to be defined. Blocks 0 and 1 would be
executed and perhaps using the same protocol but a different image,
read in the Appleshare workstation external file system code. This
enables the workstation to access the AppleShare file server to get the
rest of the sytem information needed to mount the boot volume and
provide login access. The boot process would then proceed as normal.

If PRAM is set to identify the network as the boot device, the startup
code must be modified. The current implementation looks for a drive
queue entry. For a network configuration, the code must either

1. not look for a drive queue or
2. it must implement a phony drive queue with a driver

that reads blocks 0 and 1.
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3. System File and. Folder

The system file will be seperated into two parts :
1. Resources that are necessary
2. Resources that are optional

Some of the resources are read/write, therefore, a copy of the resource
must be given to the user. Those that are read-only need to have
"pointers" to the actual system file resource. To determine which
parts would be required for all users, each file/resource in the system
was evaluated (refer to Appendix A).

It is desireable that the common optional read-only resources such as
fonts be stored in one place on the server and that each user be able to
select which ones he wants in his system file. These are the "user
selectable" resources. The r must also be able to have private
read-only re ources 0 IS ty .

Each of the resources evaluated in Appendix A is loaded in at different
stages of the startup process. This information was used to determine
which resources were needed and when.

The system folder can also be split into required and optional parts.
Resources in either section of the system folder can be read/write or
read-only.
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3.1. System File Diagram

User System File

Minimum
Resources

II systems
(read-only)

User
electable
esources

read-only?)

User
Specific

Server System File

Reaj

Only

(Patches,
Misc.
Resources,
INITs<31)

Font File u,or"7 I :~u r ...T

"I
I ~ ............. --~ /
r

'" /
~ " 7--/ "

, , 'I
.-." , , j

.-.. I 7 I,
"' 7 7

I J J I I

I ~ ~ / I ,
I

~ ~ T 1
User"SiffiiCtable Resources
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3.2. System Folder Diagram

THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY BLANK
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4. Workstation Appletalk Booting

A major issue for workstation Appletalk booting is whether we should
make the protocol for the MAC II family the same as the protocol for
the Apple II. For the Apple II, 200K of code is brought in at boot time.
The MAC II would require about 70K of code to be loaded in at boot time
for patches alone. We need to evaluate how much code is essential at
boot time and how much of the code can be brought in later especially
for large files such as the Finder. The Apple II group is looking at using
a broadcast booting protocol. This protocol is not feasible for the Mac
II since AFP is used to read the System File, Finder, etc..

There are two methods to get the booting information from the server.
Broadcast : The server sends out all the information via the

network and workstations listening in can pick up the
blocks they need.

Serial : Send each w station the blocks of boot information
.....-;~~~~to eir rect:rest:------,

Below

Ited to ooting 0 a se er in their local
App e alk 1. e local z ne is t e zone to which the

network is conn owever, Apple . will allow any
number of devices to be hooked to a network. The zone the node is
in must be specified, but the server must still be in the
workstation zone. The boot zone will need to be specified in
PRAM.

SERVER : As there are potentially many servers that can be on a
network, the name has to be saved in PRAM.

USER NAME : The user can type this in given that we have some
system functions available (text edit and dialogs) or store this
in PRAM.

PASSWORD: Same as user name.
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Another way to do this would be to store the server name and an
integer in PRAM. This integer would be a unique 10 generated by the
AppleShare file server when a user set up his/her boot image on the
server. That number would be sent to the server and converted to his
name and that persons boot image would be sent back to the
workstation. This second scenario would obviously involve much more
work in the AppleShare server side.

If everything is stored in PRAM, memory allocation is as follows:
32 bytes server name
33 bytes zone name (for AppleTalk 2.0)
32 bytes user name (optional)

8 bytes user password (optional)

The same scheme as above except use 2 bytes for the user
name which requires nslation by the server software.
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5. Server Appletalk Booting

The AppleShare server side may require extensive changes for remote
booting. The amount of work required will vary greatly depending on
whether an ID is stored in PRAM and the server has to convert it or if
the entire name and password are stored in PRAM. The first scheme
requires 10 bytes (2=user ID, 8=pwd). The second scheme requires 40
bytes (32=user name, 8=pwd).

Another issue that needs to be addressed is how to administer files to
allow copying the system in one place. Lastly, we need to look at the
setup utilities and determine whether we can use utilities similar to
the ones used by the Apple II group.
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6. Utilities

Some of the utilities that will have to be provided for a remote
booting system are:

* Requesting the version number of the system
* Provide a utility for a user to set up his remote booting image.

Includes
-selection of resources and files on his/her system folder
on the server (fonts, DAs, Cdevs, etc.). This can be done
the way Drawll implements font selection which adjusts
the font menu.

-what version (6.0.2, 6.0.x, ... , finder version)
-where on the server it is to be kept

* Server side
setup system file and folder and update on the server so
that all boot f rs are updated.

istered.A major iss e for remote boo ing is
This issue ee s to be resolved pri
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7. Issues

For test purposes, a bit from the attributes bits in the Resource
Manager can be used to indicate whether we want to use resouces local
to our system or whether resources should be pulled from the server.

However, many unresolved issues still exist. A few of these are listed
below.
General issues:

1. Why is there a laser prep file? Does it just contain a name?
Can other printer drivers be changed to use a prep file?

2. Will this scheme of splitting the system file work with
NuFinder?

3. Why is there not default dctb O?
4. When a machine is first turned on (Le. PRAM has not been set

yet) and there is no floppy and hard drive or SCSI device,
should we automaticall t off the network?

5. How will he system folder e spl so as to stl 00 I

one fold r to a lications.

at oot time?
andled?

ata packets.
packets?
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8. Appendix A

To implement remote booting, the System File and System Folder
must be split into two parts, a required part and an optional part
for each user. Each section will have read-only and read/write
portions. This appendix shows the slit of the System File and
Folder.

Apple Computer Confidential Thursday, September 29, 1988 1 3



NFS 4.0 and/or Network booting

Holly Knigltl

• Apple Computer, Inc.

ABSTRACT

in a multi-vendor
orked woJtswion.

ea5lMO keep AJUX current

Diskless, "low-end" networked work stations sharing expensive high-end
diskfull servers are a low cost solution to office and educational computing
needs. Recent NFS under UNIXt developments make supporting diskless opera
tions for NFS based systems feasible. At Apple, network booting is being exam
ined and implemented for Macintoshes under the native Mac as. 'The AJUX
group should use these two supporting effons to create a diskless workstation
that runs AJUX and may serve and be by any type of remote host architec-
ture. I will discuss . . wi AltJX' . net-
work booting. the nd is diskless opera ons.

1. Motivation

The AIUX kernel provides
environment. serving and be
We need to upgrade AIUX 3.2
with industry standard ne orking dlities
In addition to being the g. seam expons, and
diskless operations. 'Ibe ne ease of NFS on a generic 4.3 BSD
system. and allow the system to eittie rve to. or be a client from. any remote machine architec
twe. Serving or clienting comes in two pans, booting. and what I wiD call diskless operations.
There are several implications of the latest NFS release. All machines nmninl the Sun 4.0 NFS
code will be able to act as servers. Diskless operations have been made available for any NFS
supporting UNIX system.. Interoperadon will be increasingly expected.

The Mac side of Apple is contemplating diskless booting. and Mac ROM suppon for this kind of
operation is to be added to Cobra n. Spin and Four-square. I presume that the suppon for net
work booting will also be ~luded in any subsequent ROM releases.

With the upgrade of AJUX to the 4.0 NFS release, we will be able to support NETdisk (diskless)
operations. Diskless operations allow us to sen diskless Macs, and operate diskless and ftoppyless
Macs running A/UX. 1be latter is very desirable in the higher-ed mmet.

2. System Requirements

2.1. ROM Support

The ROM support for network booting under the Mac OS is still in its design phase. An initial
ERS on Mac as network booting has been released. and some of the issues have been discussed.

t UNIX is • U'Idemut 01 AT&T BeIl1.abcnl.ariel.

./ .-.' ~
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is turned on. It is clear that
ssibJe that if an AIUX boot is

boot option will be the default
set during the boot sequence to

2.2. PRAM

Appended to this document is the Mac network booting ERS, and meeting minutes. The Mac
approach to netwolt booting is to use Appletalk over local- and ether·talk as the communication
protocol stack. The files to be bOoted will be stored on an Appleshare server.
Networking for AIUX is intended to allow the Apple machines to ron in a multi-vendor ethemet
environmenL Apple proprietary protoCols to not fit wen with this intent, hence the AIUX group
is primarily interested in the very early decisions made during the Mac OS boot sequence.·
Network booting, with respect to A/UX requires an Apple ethemet board. ••

We will need space in ROM to suppon at least RevARP orbootp. a minimallP (Internet protocol
layer). UDP (User datagram layer). TFTP (Trivial file transfer protocol) and an ethemet driver.
In addition. we will require the boot sequence to notice that there is an etbemet board. and try to
load and boot the system using the AIUX boot code in ROM.

The initial PRAM contents will specifiy that Mac OS is to be the default boot choice. If there is a
disk or floppy those will be used to boot. If there is no disk, then network booting is the fiiuJ. •
option.
In the booting sequence. when the network booting is being tried. the first chOice win be to try an
appletalk boot. the second an AIUX booL••• Unfonunately, if the user wanted an AIUX boot.
and gets a Mac boot. he will have to e Mac OS boot. and then ron a new (yet to be deter-
mined) Mac utility ·SIb r des· 1m PRAM now con-
taining the conect t selection. the user .

2.2.1. lnitlalizatl
Initialization happens
the Mac OS. not _'-".:'1'1

the ONLY option
for subsequent {froUi""lll~~

something other tIwi defaults?
The whole issue of what sequence is followed for booting needs wort.. In the educational
environment. do you want to prevent disk booting if netwoik booting is selected? What if you do
want to switch back to disk booting?

2.2.2. New UtiUtles
Under the Mac OS and AIUX, there needs to be a utility to manage PRAM. Tbe selections that I
can think of are:

• To select A/UX·or Mac OS for default network bootinl-
• To install bosmame. domain? name. internet address, keme1 name, machine architec

ture, autoeonfil options

• To change bostname. domainname. and intemet addras. kernel name. machine aJdU
teetwe. autoeonfil options

• U.ina appletalt proIDCOla wouldprecJude our beiDa able to boot and lUll off ofDOll-Apple laY...
•• 11m not sure this illIllICCCptiblelOluli-. Do we W8Ill to use drivas IocaIed in ROM OIl vendor supplied
boards? This hu dle problan that driven OIl boards may noc be compaII"" wiIb. cumalre.... of the OS•
••• We do nol yet have my apec:mau to -time out- dle appletaJt boot. or 8\'eft Jupport die mlion of III
MIX boot in ROM.
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2.3. Boot sequence
The anticipated boot~ence is:

• Use reverse ARP (or bootp) to determine the internet address that corresponds to our
ethemet address. 1be responding host will probably be the NFS root server for the
requesting client.

• Use TFl'P to get the boot program, in our case the whole OS? or some intennediate
standalone program?·

• Use bootparams or bootp to discover server name mt remote mount points for root
andswap.··

• NFS mount and access for normal OS operations.
• Reconfigure the kemel?
• Move to multi-user mode, mounting1he "standard" ftle systems via NFS.

Note that after PRAM has been initialized with host name and address, we do not need to do
RevARP step above.•••
At this point it is not clear if we want to try to boot sash and then have it boot AIUX, not a popu
lar view with the educational market,•••• or . t AIUX directly. Ifwe boot AIUX directly,
do we want to eliminatesiltsequ . ractive;; JSb
the boot program loaded us gTFI'P?
Not a111100ting informatio can
param can not be stored. ausc.....MI~""
dump live. The addlas of server

3.1. ROM software

At this point there is NO to exist in ROM is:

• Ethernet driver

• IP
• UDP

• TFTP
• RevARP
• New PRAM initialization code?

• Bootparam or~

• NFSIDOUDt
• Initiallzationc:ode for auto_data (see "What sash does for AJUr)

I am not sure what will be needed for the initialization code for auto_data. What is booted, a ker
nel, or some intermediate proiJ'llD, wiD. determine whether or not the new NFS mount code is

• The addresa of the laYer is available ill the raponIe to the RevARP or boocp request in It.ep one. If the
SlIVer does DOl respond, .... TFl'P requeat will be tiro....
•• Bootpanml md boocp IN Sun MiCIQIYltema mel StmCord University resepecdve IDSwen to die DetWOrt
bootin& queation on how to respmd 10 diJtJeu clienII queries for Iddru.... boot 61-. ec.
••• Note howeverm. if the holt is moved between .... we will Deed 10 timeout the -mown ....- boot. IDd
Iry 10 rediJc:over our inraDec .sdre&.
•••• Sub rqxesenll a Pmt aecu:rity hole.
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required.

3.2. Net Doolin. mechanisms

Using either bootp, or RevARP we figure out who we are. I have not yet decided which of the
two available approaches to getting our internet address we should use, but, let us assume that we
have now somehow figured out who we are, and are ready to load up a program, either a k.ernel or
some intermediate step that I wiD call Mllasla.

3.2.1. What sash does lor AIUX

In the current system sash is booted by the Mac OS ROM, and nms before A/UX. Sash builds up
a StNeture in low memory which contains the infonnation about the cards in the system. TIle ID
and version number from each card are stored. Sash also saves the SCSI m,sub ID and eschatol
ogy cluster of the root. In particular, sash initializes the structure auto_data defined in
systmodule.h. Sash then loads and boots AIUX•

. In either of the fonowing cases, "Boolin. AIUX" or "Booting Muash", either these sash jobs
must be done by the bootin. program, or the kernel must not expect them to be done.

3.2.2. Dootlnl
Usin. TPTP we 1 AJUX and stan it
I can see several w ys d work. I can not
even guess what one or combination of
several is the "right" so on. I am U

• Auto-l able Od installed

• Unloadable odules, re oved w
• Reconfi ofexi • • mod

• Enfo gurati
The first option will . linker-Io work, but w uld alIo the maximum amount of flexi-
bility. The idea is that you t some minimal keme and then load in desired modules
either from some son of configuration file, or on user demand. On the fly autoeonfiguration is
fairly frightening for me to coruemp1ale; it may not even be possible. The flexibUlity of loading
the modules you want. and baving ahem immediately available without a reboot sounds pretty
good tome.
The second option and dUrd options stan by loading a huge kernel with "everything" in it. This
notion may be unworkable due 10 object confliC1L
The second option would anow you to remove sections of the kemel, and the third option would
limit changes to me keme1to reconfiguralion of kernel software to match hardware
COnfiguraliODS, and pel'baps b:onfig opdons. One easy example of the kind of reconfiguration
intended is, for instance, if the etbemet boanI on the client system is DOt in slot 9. The ethemet**
driver would need to loot at coo1lguralion tables to determine the number and Nubus slots that
contain ethemet boards. This kind of n:configuration would not requiJe relinkin. of the k.erneL
but would require wort by every Nubus driver to determine Its location.

Enforced standard configurations, is less lexible, most easily do-able, and wiD probably be what
we end up with. The server maintainer would create several kernels supporting "interestiDl"
software and would make them available to network hosts. 1be software in 1be kemel could

•• Re.s all driven 1hIIcare about dleir slot Joc:adaa.
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include both Apple and non-Apple modules, supporting both Apple and non-Apple hardware.

• PROS
Simple model.
Small amount of new code.

•. CONS
Inftexible, unless one of the complicated options above is provided.
Most ofdie work to Implement Ibis must be done by the kernel, to the kernel.
All drivers must conform to a new "standard" to allow on the Ily reconftguration.

3.2.3. Bootln. Netsalb

Using TfTP we load Muash and start it. NetsQSh then mounts root, swap, dump and sundry
other filesystems. With an these niftily available me systems Muash locates one of, a
configuration file, a pre-bullt keme1, or a "standard" kerneL
The standam kernel contains some default set of modules; NFS, BNET, an ethemet driver, tool
box, and the tape driver, for example. A new mini-autoconfig (available on d1e newly mounted
file systems!) is envoted to reconfigure device for the client configuration, and the system
is started with the in-core cop 0

If Muash discovel1 a co guration file, then
modules found in some stand anon, a erne

• Kconfigurable ateJ.---
• Software modules, .
• Other stuff, that I ......~...i ....

'The kernel is also conJi .s newly. created ker-
nel may possibly be stored MU for this client. Some
possible concerns about storin mel 13ash are:

• Make the choice a user selectable opdon. by dialog box? as one paramater in the
configuration file?

• Store the temel by default because it is very slow to create a kernel, and who wants to
wait to buDd a keme1 each time the system boots.

Having a client specific kernel is dependent on bavinl the root filesystem on the server be unique
for each client-

If we are to support client cmfiprable kernels then this is one possible medlxl by which the
pre-bunt. client sped8c, kemells e:teated, and stored. Clent confiprable kernels could still be
created and stored usina what we mow and lOve, Le•• /eteJnewunix. autoeonfig. and kconfig.
Once any one of die above kernels is in core, Muash finishes with whatever other initialization is
required, and launches A/UX. Note that the user is not asked any questions while Muash is ron-

nin..--
• PROS

• I believe Ibis it the cue. but will need to raeIICh it tunt.•
•• Do we WIll1 to have.. interlCtion/diaJo. boua availahle It dUI imermedWe .t.ep1 1"be confiauralioD
file could be crealed II thia point ralher Ihm from a runnina AIUX box. 'ThiJ JDi&hl remove one more boot.
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No l.inldnI of the kemel while the kemel is ronning, a difficultfunpossible job.
Veryftexible for client specific requestslkemels
Most users would have a "standard" kemel available, no proliferation of kemels for
sliglU hardwar:e configuration differences.
Potential for user interaction at boot time.

• CONS
Potential for user interaction at boot time, a security risk?
Very slow boot possible.
Paidy complicated.
A fair number of changes and new code required.

I am inclined to think this is the most interesting path to follow. The booting is broken into
pieces, and not all of the work would necessarily have to be done at the same time. We could get
the ROM code through~ working, then get Mtsash working non-interactively. We could
then add netsash interactions, and kernel configurations done, etc.

4. Issues

4.1. Apple speci8c n General mechanism

Do we want to serve and be served'using the "internet standard" facilites. Do we want to use the
Apple scheme to boot (for example) and then use standard NFS for filesystems and root and
swap. Do we want act as aD. apple protocol boot server and then aet as an NFS swap. lOOt and file
server? .

De we want to use the apple scheme to boot sash. and then have sash launch AJUX?

4.2. sash, to be or not to be.
Il sash is to be eliminated as a step towards booting, do we want to continue supporting sash?
Do we want to use a 'ftoppy to boot SASH and then a keme1, but have an other files served via
NFS. This would mean a switch from the root on the ftoppy to the root over NFS, but only after
the boot.
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4.3. Error non-recovery.
If a server aoes down, bow do we let a user know that that is what has happened to his system?

4.4. How to support non-Apple ethernet cards.
If the ethemet driver Is in ROM, and the only board we know about is our own. Where does this
leave ethemet board vendors such as Kinetics?

4.5. Bootp VI Bootparamd
Which of the two incompatible boot protocol schemes should be supported? Bootp is in the pub
lic domain, but does not answer the NFS pathname for root, swap and dump question. Boot
paramd both passes back internet addresses, and NFS information, but is more complicated, and
example PROM code is not available.
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II. Changes between NFSSRC 3.2 and NFSSRC 4.0

This section describes the major changes between the previous release of NFSSRC
(3.2,3.2.1. or 3.214.3) and this release (NFSSRC 4.0). The purpose of this section is to
allow licensees with previous versions to easily tell what's new. Following sections
will describe all the differences between BSD 4.3 and NFSSRC 4.0 for new licensees.

NETdisk client and server suppon

A major feature of this release is the NETdisk client suppon. NETdisk server suppon
was released in DINFS 1.0. This release includes all of D/NFS 1.0 NETdisk server
code and the administrative utilities for installing a diskless client's ftles on an NFS
server (usr.etc/netdisk). In addition. it includes code to implement diskless clients.
Some of the changes to suppon diskless clients, such as the speefs vinual file system.
were included in the 3.2 releases.

hardware de~imrr:-nR!'"'C'C~

diskless Sun
figures very
release. In
described.
NETdisk m

ient that will boot and swap to an NFS server is very
brthi:rreft~Ms-the~M S code that allows

S. The boot PROM

In testing this release, the VAX was used as a NETdisk server to a diskless Sun.
Because booting is such a hardware-depcndent process, the VAX was not tested as a
diskless clienL The code included in this release to implement diskless client booting is
the SunOS code and may have to be changed to implement a particular licensee's
diskless client. ."

Theory of Operation

The general bootinl procedure is discussed ill the boot man page
(man/man8/netdisk_OOot) which should be read in conjuction with this description.

SlUt MkroSYSkMf.IItC. 5 lid., 18. 1988
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Booting consists of several interacting procedures:

J

)

same asOnce the client has its
its IP address represent
a dot and upper-case
request. but the tftp dae
to the server which ans
no response is receiv

- nd bootblack request (sun2 client only)
- Reverse up
- tftp get of the boot program

.- bootparams query to discover imponant identity infonnation
- nfs mount and access for loading operating system

The server daemons handling these requests in NETdisk servers are. respectively:
ndboot~ kernel REVARP handler. in.tftpd. rpc.bootparamd. and rpc.mountd and nfsd.
(Reverse arp is handled by a user-mode daemon in Sun NETdisk servers.)

Here's how these operations are used together. The client. when booting. knows only
its ethemet address. This is used in a broadcast reverse arp request to discover its IP
address. The NETdisk server will respond to this request ifand only if the arp mapping
has been loaded into the kernel arp table (as a pennanent entry) with the up command.
Note that ndbootd takes care of this au .cally for a sun2 client.

The tile to be downlo ed via
for infonnation passed be boo . ases, the boo will also do a revarp
request as above. Boot then sends a bootparams whoami request (directed rust to the
responding server. then broadcast, as with tftp). The result of this R.PC tells the client
its hos~ame, domainname, and IP address of an acceptable IP router. A second
bootparam procedure (ietflle) is then used to determine the NFS directory where the
operating system image can be found (i.e., the client's root pathname). This pathname
i~ used in an NFS mount request to get the direCtory tilehandle, which is then used in
nonnal NFS lookuplfead procedures to load the OS (default is vmunix). See the
bootparam* man pages for more info~

Once the kernel is loaded and running, it does revarp and bootparam requests. In
addition to getting the pathname for the root. the kemel also gets pathnames for swap
and dump. Default keys used in the getfile requests are root. swap. and dump, although
these may be overridden if the boot flag "-a" is given to the Sun prom monitor boot
command (i.e.,">b ie() -a). Ifbootparamd discovers that there is no value for the dump
keyt it returns a null value. The client OS will then use the swap device for this
function.

SUII Microsystewu.IIlC. 6 July J8. 1988
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Administrative differences to note in NETdisk

There is only one area where procedures have changed relative to existing NFS

administration; other differences are additions. This section describes the change and

lists the additions. See the netdisk_install (8) and exportfs(8) man pages, along with the

sample files in samples, for fuD description the overall administrative situation.

The change is in the way that tilesystems are exponed by the server. Previously, only

the root ofa local UFS partition could be exported. Oients were free to import (mount)

any sub-tree of the exported filesystem. but the server had no way to conaol this. In

addition, there was an unsupported (provisional) exportfs system call which allowed

the fuesystems to be exported read-only, and to allow an arbitrary uid to be provided

for mapping incoming requests with a client root uicL

New administrative procedures involve instaUation of clients and maintenance of the

letc/ethers and letelbootparams rdes (or yP maps), and the letc/exports file.

Obtaining Sun binary distribution tapes (SUNDIN)

For details on obtaininl copies of the current SunOS distribution tape for use in testing

your NETdisk server product. please CODtact the ONCINFS Technology Marketing

ManageratSUD (lC.c. ChaD). Derails on providing this disaibution will be handledon a

case-by-case basis.

Once your NETdisk Server product is released, your customelS must obcaiD a binary

distr!bution tape for the workstations they wish to support from your server. The

customers shouldorder this tape (in a fomw suitable for loading on the server) from the

supplier of the workstations. Alternatively, your company may wish to supply these

tapes to yourcustomers as pan ofa package arrangemenL Details of licensing SunOS

in this manner will be handled on a case-by-case basis. Contact K.c. Om for more

information on this, also.

7 JM1, 18. 1988
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Secure NFS

Aservercan now expon sub-<iircctories, not just whole physical partitions, and
those directories can be exponed with the secure option. If the client then
mounts the directory with the secure option, Encrypted RPC will be used as the
authentication mechanism. Secure NFS protects against a user masquerading
as another user. If a client mounts a ~ectory that has been exponed with the
secure option, but does nOI specify secure in the mount command, access will
be allowed by the user as an anonymous user (nobody). This access can be
denied on the export by setting the anon parameter to -1. A new system call,
exponfs, is used to handle the new expon options.

For more infonnation about Secure NFS, see the mount(8) and exportfs(8) man
pages, and the Secure Networking chapter in the "ONClNFS Protocol
Specifications and Services Manual". The source for the exportfs user program
is in usr/srclusr.etc.

Encrypted RPC

Encrypted
Procedure C
and Services
keylogjn(l), key~~~aRd

Unfonunately, the U.S. government does not allow expon of the source code
for the DES algorithm, so the lusrlsrcllibllibcldes library has been gutted on the
expon version of the tape. The structure for Encrypted RPC is there, but the
acmal encryption algorithm is not.

Domestic licensees should be aware that they must get a special license to

expon the DEs libraries, eve~ in binary fonn. Please see the letter that came
with your tape for more details.

Automounter

A new service has been included that automatically mounts NFS partitions.
Net-wide naming of directories is now possible (e.g.,/netJmachinelusrlbin).
See the automount(8) man page for details.

)

•

SIUI Mkrosystenu.lfIC. 8 July 18. 1988
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Miscellaneous

o Groups:

Groups handlinl by RPC and NFS has been fIXed to accomodate all 16 groups
in 4.3 BSD. This is not in compliance with the protocol specification, which
handles only 10 poups.

o in.*

In the 4.2 reference implementations, the non-RPC services that were under the
inetd were prefIXed with "inti. This is not the case in the 4.3 version.

o inetd: . .
Inetd no lonler consults the Jetc/servers ftle Cor configuration information but
instead uses the inetdconf ftle (as in BSD 4.3).

9 July 18. 1988



BOOTPARAMS (S)

NAME

BOOTPARAMS (S)

bootparams - boot parameter data base

SYNOPSIS
letclbootparams

DESCRIPTION
The bootparams tile contains the list of client entriesthal diskless clients use for booting. For each disk
less client the entry should contain the foDowinl inf'ormadon:

name ofclient
a list ofkeys. names of servers. and pa1hnames.

The first item of each entry is the name of the diskless client. The subsequent item is a list of keys, names
ofsavers. and palhnames.

Items are separated by TAB charaders.

EXAMPLE
Here is an example of the letclbootparams tile:

FD..U
letclbootparams

SEE ALSO
bootparamd(8)

7th Edition 16 February 1988 1



SUNBOOT (8S)

NAME

UNIX Programma-'s Manual SUNBOOT (8S)

sunboot - stan 1he Sun system kernel, or a standalone program

SYNOPSIS
>b [device [(c.u,p) ] ] [fiklltl1ne] [-a] boot-jft.J"
>b?
>b!

DESCRIPI10N
The boot program is started by the PROM monitor and 10Ids the kernel, or another executable Program, into
memory.
The form b? displays aU boot deW:es and their device arguments.

The form b! boors, but does not perfcml a RESET.

USAGE
BootIDl StaDdalODe

When booting standalone. the boot pogram (/boot) is lwught in by the PROM from the file system. This
program contaiDs driven for all devices.

BootiDla So;;u,SClIL1J!UI:..IIUliNetprol

When boodna rem PROM obtains a vasi of the boot program from.·
server using • KARP request containing its
Ethernet ad The c1ien1 then sends a TFTP
request for i the request). The filename
requested ( representation of 1he client's
Internet-.u~

192.9.1. 7 =C009011

req direc Itftpboot for file1llJ1nJ!. That file is typi-
ent's program, y LsuD3 in the same directory. The server

(8C), er the iiI 10 the c· to

When the tile is s in by the client. program jumps to the load-point and loads
vmUDix (or • standalone proaram). In order to do dUs. 1be boot program makes a broadcast KARP request
to find the c!iellt's IP address. and tIleD makes a second broadcast request to a bootparamd(8) booIpamms
daelDOll. for informaaioD necessary to boot the client. The boocparams daemon obtains this information
either from alocal/etdbootparams database file, ex from a Yellow Pages (YP) map. Tbe boot program
~ two requests to tho booIparams daemoD. the firsl. whoaml. to obcain its hosIname. and the second,
aetfile, to obIain the name of abe client's server and the pathname of the ctient's root partition.

The boot program thea performs a mouat(8) operarioo to mount abe dient's root partition. aft« whicb it
can read in IDCI execwe any program within that partition by pathname (mcluding a symbolic link 10
another me widUD that same panitioa). TypicaDy, it reads in the file lvaum.lx. If the program is DOt read in
successfully, raponds widl a short diagnostic messqe.

BoodD.a S 201' Sa....S,.. 0.... tile Network

Sun-2 and SIa-4 systems boot OWl' the network in • similar ftshioo. However, the filename requested
&om a semi' must have a suffix thal reflects the system architecture of the machine being booted. For
these systemS. tile requested 81ename has abe form:

ip-Dddru,.dt

where ip-ot/tlruJ is the machine's Inttmet Protocol (IP) address in hex. and areh is a suftix repesenting its
architecture. (Only Sun-3 systems may omit the Meh suffix.) These filenames are restricted to 14 charac
ters for compMibility widl System V and orha' operating systems. TbereCore, the architecture suffix is lim
ited to S characttn; it must be in upper case. At present. the following suffixes are recognized: SUN2 for

7th Edition 18 FebnJary 1988 1



SUNBOOT (8S) UNIX Programmer's Manual SUNBOOT (8S )

indi_~ type of device.

Intel Ethernet
3Com Ethernet
LaDce Ethernet (Sun 3-50 system)

One of:

Ie
ec
Ie
sci
It
IDt
sa
SJ

Contro

Unitn
Name °£ion such as staDd/cIIa& « VlDunm.
Note: file ted de and partition. It neWl' begins
with • uses a default value (nor-
mally nix). the boot executable file supplied
by Sun, but indicate another program loaded using adb(l).

Prompt interaetively for the device aDd name of the file to booL For more information OIl

how to boot from a specific device, refer 10

The boot program passes aU boot-jla" to me kernel or standalone program. They are typi
cally arpmencs to that program or, as with those listed below, mpmencs to progams that it
invokes.

-b Pass the -b flag through the kernel to lDlt(8) to skip execution of the letme-1ocaI
~

-It Hall after loading. the system.

-t Pass the -s flag through the keme1 to lnIt(8) forsing1e-oser opezaooo.
-IWt1lQlrW

Pass Ibe -I initlftllM to the kemel to tell it to run i1ait1uJnv as the first program
radlet than me default IsblDlld. .

- -a

Sun-2 system, SUN3 for Sun-3 system, SUN4 for Sun4 system, and PCNFS for PC-Nn.

Note: a Sun-2 system boow from its server using one extra step. It broadcasts an NO request which is inter
cepted by the user-level adbootd(8) server. This server sends back a standalone program that carries out
the same TFI? request sequence as is done for an the other systems.

System Startup
Once the system is loaded and IUIUling, the kernel petforms some internal housekeeping, configures its
device drivers, and allocates its internal tables and buffers. The kernel thea starts process number 1 to ron
IDlt(S), which perfonns file system housekeepiJig, starts system daemons, initializes the system console.
and begins multiuser operation. Some of these activities are omiued when IDIt is invoked with certain
boot-jltJ". These are typically entered as argumencs to the boot command. and passed aloog by the kernel
to ball.

OnIONS
device

FILlS
/boot
lU'tpboot/?1????n
lU'tpbootlboot.sua3
lusr/eteJlD.tftpd
IvmDDis

standalone boot program
symbolic IinIt to the boot program for a client
programs to boot from Ihe client's root partitioo
TPI'P server
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SUNBOOT (8S ) UNIX Programmer's Manual SUNBOOT (8S)

letclbootparama

SEE ALSO
adb(I), tftp(t), bootparamd(8), lnit(8), mount(8), ndbootd(8C), re(8), reboot(8), tftpd(8C), kadb(SS),
moDitor(8S)

BUGS
On the Sun-2 system, the PROM passes in the default name vmUDix, overriding the the boot program's
patchable defauiL

. 7th Edition 18 February 1988 3



BOOTPARAMD(8)

NAME

UNIX Programmer's Manual BOOTPARAMD (8 )

bootparamd - boot parameter server

SYNOPSIS
lusr/etclrpc.bootparamd ( -d ]

DESCIUPTION
bootparamd is a server JX'OCeSS that P'Ovides inf(X'I1ulIion to diskless clients necessary Cor booting. It con
sullS the bootparams database. If 1be client is not found there. or if the YeDow Pages semce is not nm
ning. then the letcJbootparalDl file is consulted. .

bootparamd can be invoked either by lDetd(8C) (I' by the user.

OPTIONS
-d Display the debugging infonnation.

nLr.s
letc/bootpanms

SEE ALSO
bootpanms(S). lDetd(8C)

7th Edition 14 December 1987 1





Item 0967572 1-Nov-88 07:51

From: ROTHSCHILDI Rothschild, Dave

To: GOINS Goins, Bill

cc: FIELD Field, Don
ROTHSCHILD 1 Rothschild, Dave

Sub: Remote booting memo

Bill,

The following memo describes some of my thoughts regarding the need for remote
Macintosh booting in the K-12 market. Since I'm not sure who the audience will
be for this memo, I have broken down into the following sections:

I. Summary

1. Remote Booting
2. Multi-launch AppleShare aware software
3. cabling bandwith

II.

1.
2.

III.

IV. res

* * * *

1. Summary

I have one central theme throughout this memo: satisfying the K-12 customer
need for reduced floppy disk management. Remote booting is an important part
of satisfying that customer need.

Schools set up most of their Macintosh computers in labs for increased access.
Most labs have 20 or more computers. Sometimes the labs have a lab monitor to
assist students and check out software. Often, a Macintosh startup disk is
left in each machine.

Usually, a teacher will schedule one of the open session for their class. For
example, an English teacher might schedule the lab every Tuesday from 9:30 a.m.
to 10:15 a.m. When the teacher brings the class in, time is spent handing out
application software and possibly a teacher developed file for use during the
session.

The teacher has 45 minutes total time in the lab. If 15 minutes are spent
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handing out and collecting application software and data files, only 30 minutes
are left for-instructional use.

In open labs that students can use during their free time, many schools have
trouble managing system software and printer drivers. Students bring their own
disks with old version of printer drivers. Or, someone will walk away or
damage the st~rtup disk that the school developed.

The burden of handling all these floppy disks is enough for K-12 customers to
install network systems. In talking with customers as to why they are
considering or have purchased network systems (workstations, cabling, printers,
file servers, etc.) one of the top three reasons will be the need to reduce
the amount of time spent managing floppy disks.

To effectively satisfy a customer's need to reduce the amount of time spent
managing floppy disks, I see a number of requirements. All requirements don 1 t
have to be available at the same time. Each one comes closer to meeting the
customer's needs.. These requirements are:

1. Remote booting
2. Cable bandwith
3. Multi-launch AppleShare aware software

1. Remote Bootin

Remote booting he
by:

floppy disks

d more importantly system
get more time for

spend more time creating

Schools have a d . ul managing s Student
access labs with LaserWriters are difficult to.manage when students bring in
their own disks with different system and printer driver versions. I have
talked to a number of schools that were considering installing file servers to
help manage their system software. They were under the impression that the
Macintosh already had remote booting capability

b) reduce the need to have a full time lab monitor to oversee the lab and
trouble shoot problems

2. Cabling Bandwith

For shared printing, LocalTalk does the job. But for reducing the amount of
time spent managing floppy disks, LocalTalk is a problem. Class sessions
should be able to go from cold boot to application software (via finder launch
from file server) in 2 minutes or less. Competitive pressure is forcing the 3
minute number down further.
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Assuming, that a Macintosh workstation only needs to be remote booted once in
the morning, then the relevant time is 2 minutes or less for 30 Macintosh
computers to launch an application from the file server. It is my
understanding that-Microsoft Word takes about 2 minutes to launch for 25
Macintosh computers from a Macintosh II AppleShare file server. (We need to be
testing this configuration with Spin as workstations and one of the new 68030
machines as a file server.)

According to various customer reports, a 30 workstation lab of IBM model 30
computers with a Novell server, takes 30 to 40 seconds to simultaneously launch
Word for the IBM workstation. So, our window is closing much below the 2
minute mark.

The current 2 minute mark will also be difficult to maintain. Schools
everywhere are looking for integrated learning systems (ILS). An ILS is
complete turnkey system that comes with 1500+ lessons which teach students
basic and higher order thinking skills. The lessons are very graphic,
animation and sound intensive. Lessons aIe managed from management software at
the file server. A lab of 30 students could all be working on different
lessons at the same time. The result is the network traffic will increase
throughout a lab session. That combined with larger lessons (larger files,
300k+) makes a faster cabling system even more important.

be

and
is a long way
II

St5....,..........-&....~Wilolior-...o(le bandwi th 0 f
stem that
ve and

network.
from this at
workstations

The structure needed to

From all my discussions.-~~~~~-we

LocalTalk will still be
uses the same cabling p
difficult to implement

3. Multi-launch AppleShare aware software.

The third component for reducing floppy disk management ,is application
software. Once a customer has remote booted their workstation in a
"reasonable" time, then they want to launch a application program on the
server.

To do this, developers have to modify their applications to be AppleShare aware
(well behaved on a AppleShare file server) and multi-launch. These developers
also need to come up with a site/server license and deal with the pricing
issue.

Apple II developers are successfully dealing with this issue now. For
Macintosh developers this will take a lot of work. As far as I know only
Microsoft Word and Excel are multi-launch and AppleShare aware. Schools really
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want Microsoft Works. I'm told that this is on the way but timing is unclear.

II. Computers in the K-12 Market

The K-12 market has two major market segments: administrative offices and
classrooms.

1. Administrative Offices

. All schools have administrative offices. The principal and his or her staff
are in the school building administrative offices. In school based management
structure (e.g. a decentralized structure), the principal and staff runs their
office much the same way as a small business runs their office. Word
processing - desktop publishing, general productivity tools, accounting tasks,
attendance, student scheduling, grading, host access, dial up telecommunication
services are common computing needs.

Other schools have a more centralized structure whereby a central office
performs many of the activities listed above.

2. Classrooms

Classrooms
classrooms

Today, the majori
concentrated, con
computers arrang d in
computer coordin tor
parts of the day d

uter labs for
configuration is 30

walls of the lab. Often a
pen for free access during

ther parts of the day.

In the past, we have sold Apple IIe and Apple IIGS computers in the classroom
segment and Macintosh computers in the administrative segment. This year we
expect the mix to be 75% Apple II and 25% Macintosh. Much of the Macintosh
growth will come from using Macintosh computers in the high school (9-12th
grade) segment. A number of schools are even using Macintosh in the lower
grades. We also expect a portion of the Macintosh increase to come from the
administrative segment.

III. Macintosh in the K-12 Classroom Market Segment

When customers put Macintosh computers in the classroom, they usually put 15 or
more in a computer lab. Since schools schedule class sessions in the computer
lab, you often find 25 Macintosh computers in a lab to accommodate an entire
class of students.

For reference purpose, I'll describe a customer situation that describes the
need for remote Macintosh booting. Lincoln High School in Stockton, California
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has 25 dual drive (2 floppies) Macintosh SE computers in one room. Some of the
Macintosh computers are arranged in a u-shape around the walls while the

others are in a square shaped group of 4 desks in the middle of the room. Each
group of four share an ImageWriter II printer (the most commonly sold printer
in the K-12 classroom segment) .

Each Macintosh has a pre-configured startup disk in one of the drives. The
disk has the latest system, finder and print drivers, as well as special
utilities like Pyro. A lab monitor is available at all times to help students
and to check out software from the software library located in the lab.

Most of the time the lab is scheduled for class use. Teachers sign up on the
lab calender to bring their class to the lab during a certain period of the
school day. Unscheduled time is available for walk-in students.

er constant
school(s) .

le for improved

ns to i test scores.
large s of mon mputers. Once

well as stud teachers) want
They will pay extra for products that increase

and (hopefully) result in improved test scores.

Many administrators se
Consequently, they are ending
purchased, those administr
maximum use of those computers.
the amount of time on computers

IV. Administrators and

Currently, Lincoln High School would like to move away from having to manage
floppy disks. It takes to much time to manage all the floppies. The startup
disks often "walk away" or get erased. Students sometimes copy other software
onto the disks. Also, the software is a hassle to check out and control. A
class typically has 50 minutes in a lab; if 15 of those minutes are spent
managing floppy disks (not an uncommon amount of time) then a whole lot of
instructional time is lost. (These are the same needs that we see in the Apple
II computer labs) .

School administrators (
pressure to improve the
Parents and legislators
test scores.

Many school administrators think that computers are a tool which can help to
increase test scores. To use the tools, students need access. Reducing the
amount of time spent managing floppy disks increases instructional access to
these computer tools. Remote booting is an important piece to providing
increased access and improved test scores.

* * * * ********************************************************

I hope this memo has been helpful. Please feel free to link me if you would
like any clarifications.

Regards,
Dave
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Gestalt ERS
Carl Hewitt

Brian McGhie

Summary

The Gestalt function provides a clean and efficient method for applications to re
quest information from the operating system. It is intended to supersede the current
implementation of SysEnvirons as the standard method of determining aspects of the
operating environment. Gestalt is designed so that applications can access information as
they need it, without having to request more than what is necessary. It also gives the op
erating system a degree of flexibility in deciding how the information should be deter
mined and/or stored. The primary design criteria is simplicity. Anything which
complicates the model goes against the original goal of Gestalt. The design also enables
Gestalfto be used as a simple IPC mechanism.

Description

Informatio
application calls

The Gestal unctio provid
everything currently ysEnvirons, Haws new function codes to be
added or changed externally <e.g. at init time). This is a great benefit to applications,
since it allows them to easily determine what features are available in the current
ROM/System environment, and it's a benefit to Apple, since we don't have to update the
Gestalt function to add new function codes. To illustrate, Jackson Pollack could register
itself with Gestalt at init time. Applications could then determine if Jackson Pollack is
present without the system knowing about Jackson Pollack.

Another benefit of this function is that it gives third-party developers a
"primative" way to provide access to their sof~ware from other applications (a.k.a. Inter
Process Communication). To provide this service to third-parties would require arbitration
on function codes, which DTS has informally expressed a willingness to do.

Operation

When an application calls the Gestalt function, it passes Gestalt a function code
and is provided with a result (long word) and an error code (word). For many situations,
this result could be stored in a bit-string for Boolean values or in a relocatable table for
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long values. However, in some situations, determining the result may require code to be
executed at the time the information is requested. To provide for this, the Gestalt
function can call a procedure to determine the result that is returned to the calling
application.

To differentiate between the results of function codes that need to execute code,
and those that can be stored, Gestalt divides the function code results into different types.
A function code result can fall into one of the following categories:

• Boolean
• Long
• Procedure Determined

FUNCTION Gest

Gestalt Interface

The following is a desc

A piece of information such as whether a machine has Color Quickdraw, for
example, would fall into the Boolean category. A piece of information that would fall
into the Procedure category would be a function that returned the working directory..
Since the working direct In run ti' ave to be a
dynamic one. Byallowi g a procedure to efine e result, INIT's or ot er software can
allow themselves to be c lle s via G co

The Gestalt function takes a code and a pointer to a long word. On return, it
provides an error code, and a result in the location pointed to by result. If there was no
error, the result will contain the appropriate information, otherwise it will always return
a zero for a result.

Assembly-language note: The trap number and interface for the Gestalt function are as
follows:

Gestalt

On" Entry:

On Exit:

$AOAD

DO = code
AO = ptr to long word for result
DO = error code
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Advanced Routines

The following routines are for advanced programmers who wish to add, change, or
remove Gestalt function codes.

FUNCTION NewGestalt(code: LONGINTi newValue: LONGINT) : OSErri

FUNCTION AlterGestalt(code: LONGINTi newValue: LONGINT)
OSErri

FUNCTION RemoveGestalt(code: LONGINTi VAR oldValue: LONGINT)
OSErri

The NewGestalt function will associate the specified value with the given unused code in
future calls to Gestalt. If the function code has already been assigned a number,
NewGestal t will zero the result and return an error.

The AlterGesta t function chang
to the specified ne v.....MIh-.................'"

will zero the resul an

articular function code
exist, AlterGestalt

Assembly-language note: The calling conventions_and interfaces tor the advanced
Gestalt functions are as follows:

Trap Macro:
_Gestalt, GNew
_Gestalt, GAIter
_Gestalt, GRemove

(adds a function code)
(changes value associated with a function code)
(removes a function code)

GNew and GAIter:
On Entry:

On Exit:

GRemove:
On Entry:

On Exit:

Page 3 of6

DO = code (long word)
AO = new value to be associated with code
DO = error code

DO = code
AO = ptr to long word for result
DO = error code
AO = ptr to long word for result
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Pre-Defined Function Codes

Gestalt predefines several function codes to provide the same information as the
SysEnvirons utility, and adds a few more (little thought has gone into the possible codes
that we should have here-these codes are trivial to add or change). The following
function codes are pre-defined by Gestalt:

CONST GVersion = 0; { Gestalt version
CQOExists = $20; { CQO exists? }
GMachType = $4000; { machine type }
GSystemVers = $4001; { system version
GProcessor = $4002; { processor type }
GKeyboardType = $4003; { keyboard type }
GFPUType = $4004; { FPU type }
GMMUType = $4005; { MMU type }
GRAMSize = $4006; { RAM size }

GROMSize = $4007; { ROM size }

GAtDrvrVersNum l1.4000; { Atalk version }
GSysVRef 1400 sys em refnum }

When Gestalt is called th
result. For functions wh se
When the size of a resul of
the least significant byte of

Following is a descripti

CaNST GVersion = 0; { Gestalt version

The CQDExists code returns a Boolean value indicating whether Color Quickdraw is
present in ROM.

CaNST CQOExists =
GCQDNotPresent =

$20;
0;

{ CQO exists? }
{ CQD not present }

The GMachType code returns a value indicating the type of machine currently being run
on.

CONST GMachType = $4000; { machine type }
GUnknownMachine 0; { New Macintosh }

GClassic = 1; { Mac 128K }
GMacXL = 2; { Mac XL }

GMac512KE = 3; { Mac S12K Enhanced
GMacPlus = 4; { Mac Plus }

GMacSE 5; { Mac SE }
GMacII = 6; { Mac II }
GMacIIx = 7; { Mac IIx }
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GMacllxc
GMacSE030

= 8;
= 9;

{ Mac IIxc }
{ Mac SE 030

The GSystemVers code returns the version number of the System file represented as two
byte-long number. For example, this function would return $0604 when running under
System 6.0.4. The upper two bytes of the result should be ignored.

CONST GSystemVers = $4001; { system version

The GProcessor function code reveals the type of processor currently being run on.

attached.

yboard type }
nknown keyboard

Mac keyboard }
Mac kbd and keypad }
Mac Plus keyboard }
Apple extended kbd }
Apple Std ADB kbd }

{ processor type }

,""""",~~~-point coprocessor installed, if

= $4002;
= 0;
= 1;
= 2;
= 3;
= 4;
= 5;

CONST GProcessor
GUnknownCPU
G68000
G68010
G68020
G68030
G68040

CONST

The GFPUType fun
any.

The GKeyboardT pe returns the t

CONST GFPUType
GUnknownFPU
GNoFPU
G68881
G68882

= $4004;
= 0;
= 1;
= 2;
= 3;

{ FPU type }

The GMMUType code returns the type of memory-management unit present, if any.

CONST GMMUType = $4005; { MMU type }
GUnknownMMU = 0;
GNoMMU = 1;
G68851 = 2;
G68030MMU = 3;

The GRAMS i ze code will cause Gestalt to return the number of bytes of RAM currently
installed.

CONST GRAMSize = $4006; { RAM size
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The GROMSize code will cause Gestalt to return the number of bytes of ROM currently
installed.

CONST GROMSize = $4007; { ROM size

The GAtDrvrVersNum function code will return the version number of the AppleTalk
driver currently installed. The three high bytes of the result should be ignored.

CONST GAtDrvrVersNum = $14000; { Ata~k version }

The GSysVRefNum function code will return the working directory ID of the folder
containing the System file (the "blessed folder"). The high word of the result should be
ignored.

CONST GSysVRefNum = $14001; { system vrefnum }
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MacVM
Virtual Memory for Macintosh

What MacVM Is

MacVM is system software that allows any Macintosh equipped with a MMU to extend the
perceived amount of RAM available. Memory can be extended up to 14 Meg on existing systems,
and up to 1 Gig on systems with 32-bit ROMs.

One cost of this extra memory is the use of an equivalent amount of storage on a backing
device. Typicall)' this would be a SCSI hard disk, although it could include other types of storage
devices as well.

The other cost of using MacVM is a loss of speed. This ranges from unnoticeable when less
than 2 times the physical memory (Le. the "real" amount of RAM) is used to severe degradation in
performance when virtual memory is heavily taxed. Two caveats are that in the former condition
the Mac might be even faster than before---due to a faster trap dispatcher, and that the latter
condition is difficult to cause using Mac applications.

What MacVM Is Not ,.., "«.,.,•.".u",••,,'""",•••••,.,•.,,,•...•.••.•i~'"""'7 , ",.,."""" , "", ""..,."",..", ,,,.,
:: i' ;:.0: .~

~ f -: :'
MacVM is not a cure-all for slnal~.~.Q9.!!l§..QLRdM, piggy applieatior:lSt·O;,J;· blo~ied system
software. The most obvious r~aso~ for this. is that the m~chiries most in ¢oo 9f virtual memory,
the MacPlus and SE, cannot tiJn ~cVNrsinee··.tQ.ey do nor:'(and can nJ)f) ha:y'e MMUs. In addition,
a Macll must be retrofitted wlth a 68.8.5.l...MMU iri"-qrder to run it. ."i· ./~

MacVM is not a completq viIlllai mei1'1Qry solui\pn, in the clas,slcal s9nse. It does not provide
for hardware protection. It does"liot support':P1ultiple~:;address spa~es. It q6es not explicitly solve
MultiFinder fragmentation p;eol~~.s, excep~ to ease them by pr9vidingittlOre memory.

MacVM is not a solutio," for us¢rs that.tun exis~ng intellig.ent Nu~us cards, such as Apple
smart cards using MR-DOS,\{U1d (ptQ.Q~.b.11) third-pfuty DMApards. l
User Interface ';\,···········,·····.·, :..w .•.•.•••, >••••<~ L J

To use MacVM, bring up the MacVM panel in the control panel. Use' the check box to turn
MacVM on and off. Use the slider to determine how much virtual memory to allow. The status
box tells whether MacVM has been installed, or else the reason it has not been.

The maximum amount of virtual memory in a 24-bit machine is 14 Meg. Unfortunately, for
each NuBus card the machine has, it loses 1 Meg of virtual space. For example, a Mac II that has 2
video cards and an Ethernet card has a maximum of 11 Meg available. This presents a small user
interface problem-how do users understand available slots vs. available memory?

* e.g. RAMDisks. etc. Basically. any device that allows block-level access can be used. This disallows VM with
an AppleShare volume as a paging device.
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Canonical VM Description

The virtual memory scheme implemented by MacVM is a demand-paged scheme using the
Motorola 68030 or 68020 with 68851 PMMU. The 32-bit address space is mapped by a 3 level
page table. The highest level divides the space into 256 16 Meg segments. The first of these is
actually the entire 24-bit address space. The other 255 segments are left untouched; right now they
are only used to map through slots, ROM, and I/O in 32-bit mode.

The first 16 Meg is broken down into 161 Meg segments. 2 of these segments, those
corresponding to ROM (segment 8) and I/O space (segment 15), must be mapped through; they
cannot be used for paging. This also applies to the 1 Meg chunks used by NuBus for slots in which
active cards reside.

However, the fIrSt 8 Meg and each Meg that corresponds to a card-less slot is usable for virtual
memory. Each of these 1 Meg segments is broken down into. 256 pages of size 4K.

These pages are shuttled between RAM and the backing store (Le. the virtual memory ftIe)
using a modified CLOCK page replacement algorithm. The only part of CLOCK not implemented
is the aSYnchronous writing of dirty pages; it is too expensive without DMA.

MacVM provides primitives for locking a given range of virtual memory into physical
memory. It also provides a primitive to allow the caller to tell MacVM he no longer is using a
range of memory.

MacVM runs all user-level code, all code IJ,ot'epcecuted as the result of an exception, in user
mode. This is necessary in ordefl<fprevenffne machine ffonfl5ClOng<iilfififouserrors onto a
stack that is itself paged out. ~acVM keeps a sup4rvisor ~tack that is locked into ~hysical
memory. Since all bus error e*ep~ort·fmmes··8f'e··thrownf'onthi'S'mCk;'iri:J~llot,J'lecessaryto lock
down all of the user stacks. N~te t&at..tbis...stil1..i~plies thcit.e.ifher no stacJf"swi~chingcan go on at
interrupt time, or else that thes~ stcicks must also···be. locked down. ./.... //

Reentrancy L".//""'--~·'\ \ // //
The basic mechanism for M~VM'r~fairly sJaightfo)ward. ThekCkY 1m is how to handle page
faults at interrupt time. The bfisic prQblem ~s" that th~/SCSI driv.tr is no~freentrant.But, to handle
interrupt-driven page faults i(Q?ust be~·················· ..../{ / l

There are two solutions to this·.pr.Q.Q.!~.m Thtffirst is simplY..to.chadge the SCSI Manager to be
reentrant. This will happen, in time. The new Asynchronous SCSI Manager will, in fact, be
reentrant. In addition, it is possible for MacVM to patch old SCSI drivers in order to put a
reentrant layer on top of them. The problem is that applications that use the SCSI Manager directly
cannot be handled by this scheme.

Another solution is to defer all user code while using the driver responsible for the backing
volume. The idea here is that only user code can cause page faults. Since low memory and the
system heap is locked into physical memory, only application memory (as well as memory above
BufPtr) can cause page faults. Of course, we define user code as any code that may touch this
memory.
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User code includes the following:

• VBL Tasks: These are scheduled at interrupt time, yet VBLs installed by an application have
full access to the application's code and data. Ideally, only the application VBLs will be
deferred. However, implementation details (Le. ease of programming) may cause all VBL
tasks to be deferred. In either we case we will guarantee that cursor code is never deferred,
so that the cursor does not jump around the screen while paging.

• Slot VBL Tasks: These are treated in the same fashion as are VBL tasks.
• Time Manager Tasks: These are treated in the same fashion as are VBL tasks.
• Completion Routines: Code that is run as a completion routine for a driver may very well be

run indirectly as the result of an interrupt Therefore, it might run in the middle of the
paging driver. .

• LAP Protocol Handlers: As with VBL tasks, we only really need to worry about application
protocol handlers. However, we must be more careful in this case because system protocol
handlers may tum around and call user code at higher levels (e.g. socket listeners).

The solution we will use is hybrid. At MacVM initialization time we will detennine whether or not
the driver for the backing volume uses the new SCSI Manager. If not, we will continue to defer
user code while in the driver. If so, we will let the user code run always, since the driver can deal
with the reentrancy. ApplicatiQ!1~J.h1UJ:t~~.!h~....peW··:~CSI ~~!!!!g~!<Qi!:~g<yy.<o~hQYJ4 work well
However, those that use the th:~ old interface mustlbe treated with kid gloves; they must be locked
in memory while doing SCSI transactions. l j .J

We will optimize in the "xFen,mey:·atto-wed'· case q.~ kyepfng'pages'Jduc9ed at interrupt level
in memory longer. :::i.;.;.: t ",.·······························,········,· "', t / :.." .i

l
.,: /l

Other Atroc."t.·es ..::' '\ ~. .J.. ..,.-:" ~. ..,:./•......,w....................... .

MacVM takes over "unused..,~,betwee~1$9~ and$F~.~(of these six 1 Meg
chunks is reserved by a Nub~(s card"ln a con;espondi~g slot. At lhitializ~tiontime MacVM makes a
SCkCardStat call to the slot ipanagef, an~...assumes<,that the slots Meg;~s free is it returns a
smCkStatusErr error. Later on.f:..MacVM'·patche~.,.~dsurethat tqe chunk$ that are used are encased
in large non-relocatable blocks fl1<o·the.,heap...(eitller the MultiFiDder,neap or the application heap).

"Where in the Mac are we?"

MacVM is initialized as MacsBug. It sets up the MMU and the virtual memory file, remaps
memory into the virtual space, and then installs its patches. Then, it continues the Mac boot
sequence, loading the real MacsBug (if it exists) as the Disassembler.

MacVM runs below all other software, except the driver for the backing volume (and
whatever code upon which it is dependent).
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Dependencies

The following dependencies exist in MacVM currently, but should be removed from the final
version:

• MacVM depends on trap CountADBs called from location $40807726 in the ROM. It needs
to find a trap called after system patches have been installed.

• MacVM tests to see if MultiFinder is around by looking at low memory location $B7C.
There are (poor) reasons for this, but it will be changed.

• MacVM assumes that its backing file is located on an HFS volume (as opposed to an external
file system). Actually, it could ron on an external file system, if it had an underlying
block-level driver and supported the HFS vector MapFBlock.

$A Most Frequently Asked Questions

Q: Why is it so slow?
A: Because it's VM, not PM. Actually, about 1/3 of MacVM currently is debugging code.

When this gets pulled it should be significantly smaller and.faster. We will also be adding more
optimizations. Thanks to Gary Davidian we may actually get MacVM running faster than non-VM
while the machine is not paging.

.i:·······..•·•·..~·

Q: Why do I get dropped lP~~··M~~~B~~..~~ ofJn, wit~··;;;~~~«;~~;;~~·;?····...··\
A: This is the 1/3 of Mac'(M tb.~.tj.~.g~QHgg.!~code ksee .the.pre~iQlls..ques~idn). Please let us

know (AppleLink, InterMail, ~ppteShare Drop Box...anythj'ng but Voic.f>Mailtwhat these
messages say. With the curre~~ vet.~i(JfrorMacV.¥: (0.07)"y6u should q.nly s¢' these under the
influence of AppleTalk. Ii ,............ \:.::.,;;:.. ./

Q: Will I have tons more Jiiifi~mem~with t~ new 32-bitj~M~;/
A: Not unless you have qtorcf·RI.\M and Jnore di* space. TlJining 2,/Meg of RAM into 80 Meg

of virtual memory will ron slpwer than a Li~h on Qu~aludes. /'/

Q: Why is the MacVM c~li>anet~gQ.OfY":ooking? ! {
A: Because our OS fiends would···htugh··ltfus if we spent tilncfofriE To quote a well known OS

figure, "User Interface is last on my list of priorities."·

Q: Who can I talk to about all my MacVM problems, questions, suggestions, hopes, fears, and
desires?

A: Darin Adler@ 4-3621 and Joe Buczek@ 4-6305.

Q: What happened to the other 5 questions?
A: Phil got sleepy. Besides there are only 4 missing.

Open Issues

This section is still open.

New Calls

This section and following sections describe the trap interface to MacVM. These services will be

* Ask John Meier for the reference.
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used by drivers and other code that need to lock pages into memory or know about physical
addresses. Any code using these services is responsible for "undoing" any of the effects caused
(for example, MacVM will not automatically unlock pages that have been locked down). The
result of not undoing these effects in a timely fashion will cause poor perfonnance and, in the
worst case, could cause the system to run out of physical memory.

MacVM memory services are entered through a common trap with register DO.W containing a
dispatch code to select the service desired. Appropriate MPW glue code will be, provided to allow
symbolic calls for each function. The trap word is defined as follows:

J1emoryD1spatch OPWORD $A05C; d1spatch for all VM calls

(Note that these calls are not specific to VM and may exist in the future independent of the
presence or absence of a virtual memory system.)

Apple Confidential
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Disabling Pages from Being Swapped

This function should be used by drivers that access user data buffers at interrupt level, whether
transferring data to or from them. Calling HoldMemory on the appropriate memory ranges
prevents them from causing page faults at interrupt level.

OSErr HoldMemory(void* address, unsigned long count);

In:
DO.W = selector (0 for HoldMemory)
ol.L = count
AO = address

Out:
DO.W = error code

Make the portion of the address space starting with address and continuing for count bytes
resident in real memory and ineligible for paging. The contents of the specified range of virtual
addresses can move in real memory, but they ar-.e,..g.paranteed to always be in real memory when
accessed (Le., no page fault c~rresulrby'ac'ce'ssin$ the adpresses):"tocking'is'apl'lied to whole
pages of the virtual address sp~ce. l l J

~ •.•'.-•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•- ~ ~. . ~ ~~!-. -:.

The address of the beginning ~f thb rang~ Qf.yirtual addr~,ss.:~pace to be tofke~~l If the specified
address is not on a page bounqary,tir"wIll be rouncl~d downHto the nem:,~t pagb boundary.

~ . ..:"'............................... ......~:~.. . ••.~:~... .~.1··

The size in bytes of the range b.f.ymual addt:~ss spac~ to be locked.l':",tf the.~Specified is not an
integral multiple of the system p.~ge size, it Will be ropnded up to:,thene~l whole multiple of page

::~~~mErr (~,~==:<://// {:, ..J
notEnoughPhys1ca lMem oryErr
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Enabling Locked Pages to Swap Again

The UnholdMemory function should be called by drivers upon completion of an I/O request before
jumping to jIODone.

OSErr UnholdMemory(void* address, unsigned long count);

In:
DO.W = selector (1 for UnholdMemory)
o1.L = count
AO = address

Out:
DO.W = error code

Make the portion of the address space starting with address and continuing for count bytes eligible
for paging again. Unlocking is applied to whole pages of the virtual address space. This facility
reverses the effects of HoldMemory. '

Returns:
paramErr
notHeldErr
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Disabling Movement of Pages in Physical Memory

This function is used by drivers whenever hardware other than the Mac CPU is transferring data to
or from user buffers, such as any NuBus master peripheral card or DMA hardware. This function
both prevents paging and physical relocation of a specified memory area. In turn, this enables the
physical addresses of a memory area to be exported to the non-CPU hardware. Typically, this
service would be used for the duration of a single I/O request~ however~ data structures that are
permanently shared between driver code and a NuBus master could be frozen using this service.

OSErr LockMemory(void* address, unsigned long count);

In:
DO.W = selector (2 for LockMemory)
Dl.L = count
AO = address

Out:
DO. W = error code

Make the portion of the addr~s-'spaee'siarting"wi~h addreps..and'GGAtmumg.,for..cpunt bytes
immovable in real memory aqd ineligible for pa~ng. Th¢ contents of the specifi~ range of virtual
addresses may be moved in r~al n;temoI¥.tQ..a..mQ.te conv~nie9tlocation.duPng Jlie kernel call
op~ration, but ?n completi~n,~theFO~~;!!!.~...~f .~he ~pe~ifi~,~.f.~nge of virt~ a~ptessesw~ll be
reSIdent and will not move In~ealtmemory. Free~lng IS applIed to whqle pages of the vIrtual
address space. This facility is~usefu!..for..·dPvers aiiq other applicatiops that,may need to handle
interrupts and I/O devices. t... ..f':.... .;..•.~. \./;"" /l

Pages frozen in memory are"'marked as ·hon-cacn.eable. The qiain~on to "disable movement
of pages in physical memory:~~"is'lo:;:~anslateivirtual~ddreses to physic. addresses. This translation
is needed by bus masters wllich mu.~t write/to mem9Ty in the Hllysical~dress space. To avoid
stale data, the memory is m~ked n6n.::o.c.aclleable. 'Note: a cal\br must~ush the cache prior to use).
Returns: ":: "." , ,, ,.0'.•.....•....•.•.,•..•,'> l " J

paramErr
notEnoughPhys i ca lMem oryErr
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Forcing Pages to Occupy Physically Contiguous Physical Pages

MacVM ERS Draft 2

{f-<--"-"------"<"<:~)

~ ::,//
~
.:. :

The LockMemoryContiguous service is used by driver and NuBus master or driver and DMA
hardware combinations where the non-CPU device accessing memory is unable to handle
physically discontiguous data transfers. This service may also be used when handling physically
discontiguous data transfers is possible, but causes performance problems.

OSErr LockMemoryContiguous(void* address, unsigned long count);

In:
OO.W = selector (4 for LockMemoryContiguous)
o1.L = count
AO = address

Out:
DO.W = error code

This is exactly like LockMemory, except that it attempts to get a contiguous block of physical
memory associated with the logical address range..specified.
Returns: r"·"··""""<"o""",,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,.,,,,,/· l

paramErr ~ {.w••••••m w ..!
notEnoughPhYSicalMemO~YEr~ " " .
cannotMakeContiguousErr)1 $;........ • ...

l::::,</'--~\ \l

("),~.~,/) /
~\. ..•.•...•.•.•.•.•....•......•....•.•..•.•..•..••..........•••.:......•:"./....,:.............. "
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Enabling Movement of Pages in Physical Memory

OSErr UnlockMemory(void* address. unsigned long count);

In:
DO.W = selector (3 for UnlockMemory)
D1.L = count
AO = address

Out:
DO. W = error code

MacVM ERS Draft 2

r-:~=~=~~7
L,,:;:~=<-~\
('.""t./)) t

-::.':......",............. : .:::-,(' l f
•..............•...•... ...........•......•....................•....•.•.~:. ~ ",,' L }

Make the portion of the address space starting with address and continuing for count bytes
movable in real memory and eligible for paging again. Unfreezing is applied to whole pages of the
virtual address space. Unfrozen pages are marked as cacheable. This facility reverses the effects
of LockMemory (or LockMemoryContiguous) discussed above.

Returns:
paramErr
notLockedErr
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Getting Page Mapping Information

The GetPhysical function provides drivers with actual physical memory addresses of pages in a
specified logical address range. This infotmation is necessary to permit non-CPU devices to access
memory mapped by the CPU. Mapping infotmation is needed to enable data transfers by non-CPU
devices to physically discontiguous memory via external software or hardware mapping
mechanisms.

struct MemoryBlock
(
void* address; /* start of block */
unsigned long count; /* size of block */
) ;

#define defaultPhysicalEntryCount 8 /* default # of physical blocks in table */

struct LogicalToPhysicalTable
(

MemoryBlock logica1; r ··<···.· ·<·<· < .l·~?lo·~l cal b1~}.cK<~L < <••<..< "m~;
MemoryBlock Physlcal[d~~aultPhysicalEntrytount];lI*equivalent blocks ~V

); i r·························..···...····} I",.".)
OSErr GetPhysi ca](LogicaITO~hyskarrabie*~esses.t ..../,-~,.._-"'-'~:7/-·
In: unsigned long* pt~,~~~J£f'Itr~\unt); '\ /// //

DO.W = selector (5 for 6e't'p'hY:SiCal)) :1 /,./l
D1.L = PhysicalEntryCo~nt (nutnber Q..f·;'entrie~lfor physidal in table)
AO = addresses (pointe:~;;::to Tdrn-slafionTab,.li) / t

···············<·~.·...•........~w.w.•.••.•.••••••·•••••.••.•••.•••:.. L ,1
Out:

DO.W = error code
D1.L = number of pairs returned

Translate virtual addresses to corresponding physical addresses. Passed into the routine is a
parameter block with a table to store physical address/count pairs and the size of the translation
table. The translation table is an array of ordered pairs (address and count). GetPhysical will
translate up to the size of the table or until the translation is completed, whichever comes rust.

If GetPhysical is called with a table size of zero, the number of table entries necessary to
translate the entire address range will be returned.

Upon exit, the virtual infotmation will be updated to indicate the next virtual address and the
number of bytes left to translate. If the translation is incomplete, the same translation table can
again be passed to GetPhysical to continue the translation of the remaining addresses. The return
value from the call will indicate the number of physical address/count pairs actually placed in the
translation table.

The translation parameter block consists of two different elements: the virtual information and
the physical translation table. The virtual infotmation is stored as an ordered pair of address and
count. The physical translation table is an array of address and count pairs which define sections of
physical memory representing the virtual address range input parameter.
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On exit, the virtual infonnation is updated to reflect the address range which was not
translated. The virtual address field will contain the next virtual address to be translated,' and the
virtual count field will have the number of bytes left to be translated.

The parameter count is used to indicate the size of the translation table array. The actual count
value is the number of physical ordered pairs that can be returned in the translation table. Passing
in the size of the table allows the calling software to adjust the table size to fit its application.
Calling software can then make tradeoffs between memory and complexity versus the overhead
for multiple calls.

Upon return, the physicalEntryCount parameter contains the number address/count pairs
which were filled into the translation table. In addition, if physicalEntryCount contained zero, the
total number of entries required to map the entire logical space is returned (and the contents of the
table are unchanged). The return value for GetPhysical is the number of address/count pairs which
were filled into the translation table. A value less than zero indicates an error.

Returns:
paramErr
notLockedErr

A If· G tPh · ...1· ~ ..".w.•.'"n examp e 0 USIng e ys}.C{.U.ID..M; <•• " /· ft f /""<"'''''''''''''''''''''''''',,«<<<<'''0''''''''<<'''<'''''''',\

OSErr error; { . i { :.
LogicalToPhysicalTabIe tab' e; [~=:::::.::2:~latiorf~~1e-;;-----;"~7 //

table.logical.address =bUff~rAddr:~.sS} 1* v1'r=t:yal address *1 /./~'/l
table.logical.count =bUffer$.j..;:;~.(· i\ bytes 1buffer */ ///'

while (tab le.logical.counVf;:···o··)···"'\ I~ more bytes to dea}/w lth?$*1

( \ { ,.•...../ ..,.;/ ;/ /
unsigned long numPhysic·alBlock"S··~··'defaultBJ~I'YsicalEntrY.tount; :1

error =Get Physica1(&tab l·e··;<'<8d:)um.f?..hy,s··lcalBlocks); L ....ww.w....l
DoSomething(&table, numPhysicalBlocks);
)
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Getting System Memory Configuration Information

struct SystemMemorylnfo
{

long logicalMemorySize; /* :# of bytes of logical memory */
/* (not necessarlly cont1guous) */

long phys1calMemorySize; /*:# of bytes of phys1cal memory */
long pageSize; /* size of each page in memory */
J;

MacVM ERS Draft 2

OSErr GetSystemMemorylnfo(SystemMemorylnfo* info);

In:
DO.W = selector (6 for GetMemorylnfo)
AO = info (pointer to Memorylnfo)

Out: } ~:.

DO.W = error code (alwayp·nofrr··fort·h·e·..tim' being' · ·· ·..· ·..·..1.

~ ! J ~
Get memory management infotmatian.abou.t..th.e..sYstem. fJe~.y&temMcmowInf9'+eturns the
l?gical memory size (which is ~qu.¥ t? ~.h~...¥?~~ am~unt q.f..~)Vapping sp~pt), t!'e ph~sic~ memory
size (actual RAM), and the page slze~"ThlS Infdrm~t10n can be used. to Jatlor ;~ apphcanon more
closely to the particular memoty env!f.0nm.~nton w~~ch it may find i~elfIV,hnl£1g.

(:":/:~~~~:~~~:;~/'~) {l:{~ ....//
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Interrupt Handling

During the time that the Macintosh is handling a page fault, it is critical that no other page faults
occur. Since no other work is explicitly done by the system during the handling of a page fault, the
only code that can cause this to occur is code that runs as a result of an interrupt.

The HoldMemory function must be called on buffers or code that are to be referenced by any
interrupt service routine. This call must be made at non-interrupt level since the MemoryDispatch
calls can cause movement of memory and possible I/O.

The use of ProcPtr's in specifying IOCompletion routines, socket listeners, etc., makes it
impossible for drivers to know the location and size of all code or buffers that may be referenced
when invoking these routines. However, these routines must still be restricted to being referenced
at a "safe" time when paging is not currently in progress. Because the locations of all needed pages
cannot be known, an alternate strategy is used to prevent a fatal double page fault condition.

The _DeferUserFn trap is provided to allow interrupt service routines to call code that may cause
page faults at a "safe" time. This trap determines if the call· may be made immediately and does so
if possible. If a page fault is in progress, the routine address and its parameter are saved and the
calling of the routine is deferred until p,age faultS"aJe again Eermitted. 'r· o

.,,,.,,,,,,,.,.,.,,,,,.,. "U·. ·.'•••".b·.·.·.···· l . i" ,..Uu" ,.,."•••,.." ".""." "".,.,..~:

OSErr DeferUserFn(ProcPtr, ~oig.~..9t9~f.!J.~.~.~2.:. .l I .,..w ,.. /1

In~gL : a~~~~~~ ~~ep~~~t~~t~!,~~~~~-~::~ L/ /l'/'::>/
o~~w 3 error code (::::~~,==:~~~.~/,/j L~,",""./
Returns:

cannotDeferErr

The routine specified is called with register AO containing the value of the "argument" parameter
to the DeferUserFn call. Note that the routine may be called immediately (before returning to the
caller of DeferUserFn).
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Pascal summary for all of the above:

FUNCTION HoldMemory(address: Ptr, count: LONGINT): OSErr;
FUNCTION Unho ldMemory(address: Ptr, count: LONGI NT):OSErr;

FUNCTION LockMemory(address: Ptr, count: LONGINT): OSErr;
FUNCTION LockMemoryContlguous(address: Ptr, count: LONGINT): OSErr;
FUNCTION UnlockMemory(address: Ptr, count: LONGI NT): OSErr;

TYPE
MemoryBlock =

RECORD
address : Ptr; (start of block
count : LONGINT; (size of block)
END;

MacVM ERS Draft 2

CONST:.,·.,·.·.·.·.,·
def au1t Physi cal EntryCount r;"g;'Ja(HalJrr'~""O<f p~~ysica1:1Dl·Ot:f(S<·1rrtatn~t""«O"····"···j.

TYPE I ~--_.__._J I )
LogicalToPhysicalTable = i ! ., w .•.•.•.•.••.• , •• " L.."./······ ·,,·""uu""u·""~~::~.::~7 /',../.

RECORD ! V" "'-. ..// I
logical : MemoryBlock; 1 i/"'--"~',; '\ ,/

physical : ARRAY [l ..def~i"iJt{PhysicalEDtryCou~t-l] OF Mel1)6ryBlqck;

END; (~"'\!)) / /
FUNCTI.ON GetPhysicaHVAR ~~,ddres~-e.~.LO·g·;icalTop.r)ysicalTabt~; ./

VAR PhysicalEn'tr:.y.C.ount:LONG.!.N-:r-1: OSErr; r f........- , •.•......•...:..... .

TYPE
Memorylnfo =

RECORD
logicalMemorySize : LONGINT; (# of bytes of logical memory)

(not necessarily contiguous)}
physicalMemorySize : LONGINT; (# of bytes of physical memory)
pageSize : LONGINT; (size of each page in memory)
10gicalAddressBits : INTEGER; (# of bits in logical address)
physicalAddressBits: INTEGER; C~ of bits in physical address}
END;

FUNCTION GetSystemMemorylnfo(VAR info: Memorylnfo): OSErr;

FUNCTION DeferUserFn( function: ProcPtr; argument: Ptr): OSErr;
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MultiAnder 7.0 ERS (first draft)

Introduction

April 11, 1989

This ERS pertains to the development of MultiFinder 7.0, with the notable exception of the
Interprocess Communication Facility (IPC), which is documented by Jay Moreland in a separate ERS.
Several of the items in this ERS have already been introduced in an intermediate version describing
MultiAnder 6.1 (which was released to APDA in January 1989).

There are significant changes to the general operation of MultiFinder that will not be readily
perceived by the developer or the user, but will help provide a substantial basis for future development by
Apple System Software and third party developers. Namely, they are the fact that it will be 32-bit clean,
and that it will provide support for MacVM.

Desktop management was enhanced with a feature (-set Aside., to reduce clutter by temporarily
hiding unused applications. Tentatively, MultiFinder 7.0 will also include a feature dubbed "hibemation
that supports a practical MultiFinder-only scenario for machines with less than one megabyte of RAM.
Both features are currently under review by the Blue InterfaCe Group.

Several changes were made to accommodate the evolution of the Finder. They include support
for customized small icons, more control of the Apple menu, and desk accessories being launched in
individual layers. .,~~....,...,.,.~.o.0,."" •."",~0,.o"".....•...i~""w···7 •••••••••••.'.0'•••"",•••••••••••••,••""•••••.",•••.,......'•••0'

The multiprocessing tnodel was refined in &J num~r of areas. First, multiple background
applications can now be lau~hedat MultiFinder startup tirjle. Second, developers' ~pplications now have
greeter control over their owti exeputiefl·aAd·th-at··ef applicftio~$·'tttey·may·taqr,tCh .. .>,1'hird, the temporary
memorl scheme was ~:(llOv~il&o qu, ~9...1aciJita.t.~ gailerai U$@.t,)y;thout placillfsPe.Pal requirements on the
application. ~ t······,······~······· ..<..../····· .i··

There are several prppos~ ...chaDges that ""re unfortunately ~mot~ to the "second string" as
realistic time constraints werfl.J.~y,ef· out. Tf't~re is notNng in the wish ;1iSt that,MII not some day be
accomplished. However, for Bi(fBang they will be implemented on~ whenJhe primary projects have been
safely completed./'r···.. ····.·...'::. j ;j .f./

Last, but not least, ~ wamiiJJ. Altho.agh scm,! items frorrvthe Multi'Finder 6.1 ERS remain
accurate, there have been •. few ch~~ge§,~ ..····Please Q.fScard that c;toaJmenJ:!

\~••••.•~.••~•••••••, ••• ,:••:.:.:::.~:.:.: _••.••.••.••.•••.•••,•••••,:="> Lw ..J
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General/Operational
• 32-Blt Cleanliness

MultiFinder 7.0 will operate in a 32-bit clean manner. Currently, there are many violations primarily
in MultiFinder's intimate knowledge of the 24-bit memory manager.

Most changes will be internal and therefore of no concem outside MultiFinder. There are a few
exceptions in that the current programmatic interface itself is not 32-bit clean. A complete list of these
exceptions and their resolutions will be forthconing.

The result is that MultiFinder 7.0 will support either a 24- or 32-bit environment, but not in a 50
called "mixed mode" (a scenario in which 24-bit and 32-bit applications could be executed concurrently).
This is consistent with the Memory Manager proposal for Big Bang.

• Virtual Memory Support
To be determined.

User Interface Changes
• Apple Menu Rearranged

The list of active applications will be moved close to the top of the Apple menu. Currently, this list
is near the bottom, which is inconvenient.

Also, a "Set Aside" menu item will be added in a position to be determined (see Set Aside below).

• Set Aside r··'·..·..,·,·,,··,·'",...,·..··,..,··,o,.,..'",••.•,•.•i~····..·..../ f· ....·..·.. ···........·..·........···.. ···...·....··.. ··!.

Opening several winbows from several ruJning ~lications has a tendency)o clutter the
desktop, making it difficult fot the~t:tsef·t&·distingutshwind4ws ~ssoctated·witt:l.:;anygiven application.
Currently, the only recourse i~ fo~th~ ....y$efJo....r.~~·c.r:!~I~' res.t~~.::end m')ve wi¢()\N~lor to temporarily quit
some application. ~ ~ ,... . ,,,,../... ./'

MultiFinder 7.0 intro4uces ~...new·..f.~ature, c"a(!ed "Oet Aside", ~_ ma~e=s it easy to hide all windows
associated with an applicatiOiJ.~ l:h'e appli~on remclif1s open, but it~"MndOyiS become hidden until the
next time they are needed. This~is strictly a 'tonvenier,ce for the us§!r, and.requires no effort by the
application(s) in question. It;:is··tjlckward conjpatible wjth almost alMtpplcations that work under
MultiFinder. i \ /' /./' ./

There will be sever., methd9s toJlide and r,cover the ~rrent application. Details to be
determined by the Blue InteH4~e GraUli:' ..,...../ ./ ~

.......;..:,: ~ ; ~. 1, :
• Support for MultlFlnder-Only System (aka Hibernation)

To be determined by the Blue Interface Group whether this will be included.

• Other Human Interface Issues
To be determined by the Blue Interface Group. Maybe nothing.

• Multiple Background Applications Launched at Startup
Under MultiFinder 7.0, multiple background applications can be made to launch automatically and

as soon as possible in the MultiFinder startup sequence. Currently, the only such application is the
Backgrounder; others must be launched by support applications. This is inconvenient.

To be launched at MultiFinder startup, an application need only be located in a new folder, called
Background Folder, that in tum is located in the system folder. MultiFincter searches Background Folder
and attempts to launch any application it finds.

This feature is backward compatible with startup disks that don' have the new folder. In this case,
MultiFinder attempts to launch the Backgrounder from the System Folder directly. If the Background
Folder does exist and contain appHcations, however, it should also include the Backgrounder (otherwise
Backgrounder will not be launched).
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~ew Services
• Small Icon Support

Applications will be able to define a "small icon" resource that will represent the application in the
Apple menu and in the right end of the menu bar. Currently, this representation is a shrunken version of
the full-sized icon, which means much detail is lost. While this method of representation will persist for
compatibility, we will provide an additional one.

An application will specify a small icon to MultiFinder in a mamer parallel to the method QJrrently
used for specifying the application's full-sized icon, via a series of resources.

To implement a small icon for MultiFinder 's use, an application should install the following
resources:

1) An SICN resource with a unique resource 10. The icon dimension is 16 by 16 bits. The icon
mask is ignored.

2) A BNOL resource with an entry of type 'leNt'. Store the icon resource 10 in the 'rsrcIO', and set
a '1oca1lO'. Note that this resource and entry will already exist if you have specified a full-sized
appHcation icon for the Finder.

3) An FREF resource of File Type matching your application file type (generally, 'APPl'). Store
the 'BNOL' resource '1oca1l0' in the 'locallconIO'. This resource, too, will already exist if you
currently have a Jull-sized icon for the Finder.

This is consistent wittl.lbi..smalLicgn..suppo·" proPO$.a.I..fI9.m.<Eind<erJ.oJ3jgJ~aog.

• Add/Remove Items Ifrom MUltlFlndJr poJlon.J?!.~pP-I~LMe'1~
Applications will be ~Ie t(faa(r~rremoviritemsin:~he,lX>rtionof the ~ppl~..."'enu that is under

~·.~t·,,~ond~r'~ control. Curren~y, tije.,APPfe···Menu....portion tHat..lfSts the activ';;=appl~¢ations can only be
adjusted by MultiFinder. ~ ::....... ....",... f"l

This change will ena~le the..Fintf~··to insert menu items that CQdid-be ,dsed as shortcuts to specify
objects so open (e.g. fOlders,~<tcx;U<inents, application~, OAs, and papils).../'

':: :~ ./' ..r
Details to be dete"1"ed"'8$\user int~~ace is1s are re~~ect. //

• Debugger Support:: <,..~ .....d"'··········· .J"l /' i
MultiFinder 7.0 provides..~upport for t~.~...new high-level ~ebugget, SAOE. Currently, no such

support exists. ······~·····~ w .•.•.••·.·······"'····· ,,, w .

SAOE is high-level in the sense that it is an application and is not exclusive of other system
activity, in contrast to system-level debuggers such as MacsBug and mONo Part of the support consists
of the ability to manipulate the trap, memory. and register contexts of other applications. Absolutely no
intertocking with the activity of the victim is made by these routines. This is the burden of the debugger
designer. The other part.of the support is the ability to "register" a process as the high-level debugger on
the system. This process then has first right of refusal for handfing system errors and hardware
exceptions. Should it choose to handle an error, the process then is switched into and may execute like
any other application. The only application that does not continue to execute is the one that was running
when the error occurred.

IMPORTANT: This interface is known only by SAOE. Conceivably, it could made public at some
future date.

Constants

Following are the error codes from the new debugger interface routines. Errors that "bubble
up" from traps called within these routines may be returned as well (for example, if
MFRegisterOebugger is unable to locate its support resources).

CONST
unknownCall
procNotFound

Apple Computer Inc.
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FUNCTION MFGetTrapAddress (procIO: ProcessIO; VAR trapAddr: Ptr;
trapType: TrapType; trapNum: INTEGER) : OSErr;

MFGetTrapAddress sets trapAddr to the trap address that the specified process is using for the
trap described by trapType and trapNum. This will be the user-defined address, if any, or the
aJrrent one. If an error occurs, trapAddr is not changed. and a negative error code is returned.
Result codes: noErr No error

paramErr proclD not within defined range
procNotFound No process with specified proclD

FUNCTION MFRecordTrapAddress (procIO: ProcessID; trapAddr: Ptr;
trapType: TrapType; trapNum: INTEGER) : OSErr;

MFRecordTrapAddress patches the specified process' address for the trap described by
trapType and trapNum. It is the interprocess equivalent of N5etTrapAddress. The previous
patch value is lost (use MFGetTrapAddress before this call if you want to restore the patch later).

If an error ocaJrs, the trapAddr is no!..recprded. and a negative error cod~ is retumed.
Result codes: ooErr""·,..·","'"",,,'«w,..,«",,······-No elior .:««""..«"u'''...."«w,<''<<<<<<<,,.'"'<<''''''''''''''.'"'"'"'<''''''''<<~:

~ramerr procf,b not w}thin defined range \

FUNCTION MFRat::r=;:~:C=~~~:Ptr;
'yteCount: LONGI~; callerMemPt~4 Pt~;
tea~91.'lirlt'·e...~ BOOL~) : OSE~r;..//' .it

MFReadWriteM~;:~ves a blo~ of byte~ount cons~ive b~~S from the specified process
to the caller, or *e ve~. No ~nters arelupdated. I~;,the reaqorWrite flag is True. the bytes
are moved from the P.s to t~caller (ye. a -read-.~rs).llf the flag is False, the bytes are
moved from the ~lIer to'the.prOcess (i.,la 'Write- ocpurs). TI)is is an interprocess 8lockMove.
If an error ocaJrs, 'ho....Q~es are rTl!?yed;'and a negati~!..!.m?!.99de is returned.
Result codes: noErr ····~·....w.·.·.•.w.····, No error

paramErr proclD not within defined range
procNotFound No process with specified proclD

FUNCTION MFReadWriteFPUReqs (procIO: ProcessIO; callerMemPtr: Ptr;
readOrWrite: BOOLEAN) : OSErr;

MFReadWriteFPURegs gets or sets the floating point unit (FPU) user register context for the
specified process. The registers are ordered fpO-fp7. fper, fpsr, fpiar. They are returned zero if
the most recent FPU context save did not require the register values. Furthermore, this
condition causes the fpcr, fpsr. and fpiar to be zeroed when the context is restored. See the
appropriate Motorola FPU manuals. If an error occurs. no registers are copied, and a negative
error code is returned.
Result codes: noErr No error

paramErr proclD not within defined range
procNotFound No FPU in machine, or no process with specified proclD

FUNCTION MFReqisterDebuqqer (procIO: ProcessID; entryRoutine: procPtr;
exitRoutine: procPtr; toAppRoutine: procPtr;
debuqKey: CHAR) : OSErr;

MFRegisterDebugger informs MultiFinder that the spedfied process is to be the registered
debugger.
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The proclD is the process descriptor of the debugger-to-be. If it is 0, the current debugger is
deregistered and any hung processes it was debugging are terminated with MFKiIi. If it is non
zero, the specified process becomes the registered debugger, superceding any current
registration without terminating any processes.

The entryRoutine is what MultiFinder calls when a system error or hardware exception occurs.
The registers are unchanged from when the condition OCQJrred. The low memory global
DSErrCode (SAFO) contains the error code. The stack contains the retum address (Ptr), the
aJrrent process descriptor (lONGINl), and a pointer to a BOOLEAN. These are followed by an
exception frame if DSErrCode is a hardware exception. The BOOLEAN being pointed to is a
flag that the debugger should set before it returns to MultiFinder. The stack for the
entryRoutine may be represented pictorially:

A7 --)

return eddress
4(A7) --)

p.t?ee·~ss descrl ptor
~.....>"'....,...."'••.•,.'''''''''''.. ,..,..".........: """..""".".w",.,,,.,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,••,.,.,,.. ",.."""""...""',..,,....,••

etA7) __ ) l / \

121~,~J~~= ~~~::~t~:::~~'->';//
c.·.·.·.··."t__~r) /~'f 8ny) / .l'

··., , .•.•.•.•w ••.•.•.••.••••,••.••••..••.••..•••,••••,,' t.,,"' :

Figure 1. Stack frame for registered debugger entryRoutine

The entryRoutine's sole purpose is to decide whether the registered debugger should handle
the error, set the pointed-to BOOLEAN flag appropriately, and return. If the flag is zero, the
system debugger, if any, is entered. If the flag is non-zero, the registered debugger will be fully
switched in so it can do the real work.

The exitRoutine is called to etean up and resume the machine after the debugger returns from
its work and is switched out. Its stack has a return address (Plr) and the aJrreilt process
descriptor (LONG). If the exitRoutine returns rather than resuming the machine, the system
debugger, if any, is entered.

The toAppRoutine is called just before the event calls return an event, indicating that control is
about to return to the application. The debugger should perform any necessary work such as
reinserting breakpoints. It gets no parameters: its stack contains only the return address (Ptr).
This routine is not called if the toAppRoutine procPtr is Nil.
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No error
proclO not within defined range
(bubbled-up resource manager error)

The debugKey is a key that the user can type together with the command and option keys to
enter the debugger asynchronously. The debugger receives a system error 69 (decimal) when
this occurs.

If an error occurs, MFRegisterOebugger does not register the debugger, and a negative error
code is returned.
Result codes: noErr

paramErr
ResErr

Programmatic Changes

• DAs Launched In Their Own Layer
Each desk accessory will be launched in its own layer. Currently, OAs are laJnched in a common

layer (that of the "OA Handler" system application).
This wiD alloW OAs and applications to operate in a IllJCh more similar manner, leading up to the

day when OAs are completely superceded by small appUcations. The implementation will support the
existing OA programming model, and does not require that new OAs be written differently.

• Enhanced AppllcaJ.l.g.o b@.y.n.~.b ../eo;ntrol ..« •••«« m«o «.««o •••«««o••••••««o.~.
MultiFinder 7.0 will ~lIow additional prograt\1mercqntrol of application lau~es. Currently,

MultiRnder extends the Segment Manager Launc~ trap ~rameters to let the progrc¥nmer specify
characteristics such as non-felfqestrodive'fattnctling anq mu.ltt-taoncnlng:·'Jhe n" scheme entends the
parameters even further. l ~ " "..... too.,./' i/" .i/

Specification of the ~pplicallon code re·Sou..rce fil& for Launch ha~"'alw~y!) been by file name with
the current directory assum~. Th.iS··js··GU.rnbersom8, and not consistepl'with Jhe specification mechanism
used in the File Manager. Tb.".f.it$t additio·~., therefo", includes a vqlUme r,terence number (or directory
10), and a working directory r~~.~rence numqer to corTtpletely speciW' the fil~·. Note that using zero in both
fields provides functionalitwEK1uiva.lent to the current trap. /~ / .

Speciality applicatiOns may have site requir~ments ina"ately represented by the algorithm
Launch normally uses to s.~ the P~~§J;'Verall si;S' and stack~ze. Th, second addition to launch
control, therefore, is the optiOlJ to ovemde this ~JG6rithm for eit~er or 00" sizes. For each, a new bit in the
launchFlags indicates whether ll're'callerJ$()V~mding. If the flag,is·FaIse, Launch uses the normal
algorithm. If the flag is True, a long word value elsewhere in the parameter block is used directly.

Constants

Following is a new error code from the LaunchApplication routine. Errors that "bubble up" from
traps called within this routine may be returned as well.

CONST
memFraqErr - -602;

Data Type

Following is the type definition of a process descriptor returned by LaunchApplication.

TYPE
ProcessID - INTEGER;
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Roytine

Launching an application. This is the high-level interface to the Launch trap.

April 11, 1989

FUNCTION LaunchApplication (name: StringPtr; vRefNum: INTEGER;
dirID: LONGINT; soundBuffers, fileFlags: INTEGER;
returnLaunch, setSize, setStack: BOOLEAN;
processSize, stackSize: LONGINT;
VAR procID: ProcessID) : OSErr;

Result codes: memFuliErr
memFragErr
resNotFound
paramErr
ResErr

No room to launch application
No room to launch application having special requirements
Can' find CODE resource 0 for application
Specified partition size too small for this application
(bubbled-up resource manager ennr )

Assembly Langyage Information
Proper identification of the parameter block is simple, yet crucial. It consists of specifying the
block length (bytes) in the extendedB~~n field. If a field is omitted by dint of this length, its
value is unspecified. rSpeeifyiflg,s"vAefNunJ, but nq<difla,"·i&·equivalem·t&·s~ifying a dirlD of O.
leaving the process$ize or stackSize unsPecified ~auses Launch to calcul$ the normal value
for that size, even if t~e ~.rr!.~2?~i.!!9 ..9.~~rride fI~ is 1r.ua ;:,.. ..",l

Consiants i i.~·-·-"" L/ :,///l
; New error code kir LauJlCff-"~" ~~ / /
memFragErr :: {l. EQU "\.-602 \. /....,/.

; New flag bits in tile I3lil1chFlags ~ed by Junch / /
overrideStac~Size l. EQU ..l'll ./; flag tb over~ide stack size
overrideProcS\ize \···.•.EQt(· 12 ,./'.. ; flag to ove~fride process size

Structure of newest ~;~ncn'l'aramefet"~'~ck L J

name Name of code resource file (long)
soundBuffers Sound buffers (word)
launchBlockID Specifies whether block is extended (word)
extendedBlockLen Length (bytes) of parameter block (long)
fileFlags fdFlags from application file information (word)
launchFlags Launch control flags (word)
vRefNum vRefNum/wdRefNum for application file (word)
dirID Directory ID for application file (long)
processSize Process size override (long)
stackSize Stack size override (long)

Trap Macro
_launch

On Entry
AO: parameter block pointer

On Exit
AO: parameter block pointer
DO: error code or pmcesslD (word)

• More Access To Other Applications
Applications will be granted greater access to active applications, inclUding their own. Currently,

there are few clues for a process that other applications are executing, and no methods for process
control. This is inconsistent with the process management facilities found in many rrlJlti-tasking
environments.

MultiFinder 7.0 will provide a number of basic routines, with associated data structures and field
definitions, to correct this. In addition, a new event will inform a process of the termination of any
application it has launched. They are outlined below. Note that most require a process descriptor as an
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input parameter to uniquely specify process. The caller should not randomly generate this value, because
many are illegitimate. Instead, use the values retumed by various existing traps such as Launch,
MFGetPIO, or the "all" variation of MFGetProclnfo.

The existence of process management calls will be determined from the SysEnvirons record.

Resources

The SIZE resource has a new flag defined. It specifies whether the application wishes to receive
notification upon termination of one of the applications it launched.

boolean ignoreAppOiedEvents
acceptAppOiedEvents

Constants

r no, do not receive notification·'
r yes, receive notification .,

Following are new error codes from the new process management routines. Errors that "bubble
up" from traps called within these routines may be retumed as well.

CONST
unknownCall .. -600; {trap or selector not defined}

~~:~~~~~~ng········"'······"·········=·····:·:~i';l j ,.!,
~ ~! \

Following are the v~UeS%fof·the·State·fie~ of the ~rcx;es·slntt'r·RECQRD r(Hd~ed by
MFGetProclnfo. Thp field r!.J)re$e.nt~.the currentt~~cution state ~e1' th~..process.

CONs~istateRlc:l:::-,:"2t~..:.:..;"'~dY to be s/:e~u/~ to aCPU)
piStateNult~ -. {dibqualifie4f fromjCPU scheduling}
piState~.a·c'jtR:~ - 3 ;:1 {e~ecuting i;.ti the .::background}
piStateilun '1: .. 4/ {f,'ontmost ;~ser ptocess}
piStateUpdate (.. ~ .s; {gbrrent, l;)ut onJ.N for an update}
piStateDEtb.~g ;;,;. 6; {moving fr~bm REAqY to RUN as debugger}
piSt ateMov£ltq,· !!!.!.••• 1.·.,.·····""'" {moving fiOm"'REIsEiY to RUN in foreground}
piStatePuppet .. 8; {getting scratchpad events}
piStateSleeping .. 9; {temporarily disqualified from CPU use}

Following are bit settings for the taskMode field of the Processlnfo RECORD returned by
MFGetProclnfo. The field is a copy of the task mode parameter (LONGINT) originally passed to
Launch to launch the application. The low order word will generally be a copy of the flags field
from the application file's SIZE resource. The high order word is 0 except for a copy of the
"multi-launch" flag from the launchFlags passed to Launch (which, in tum, is a copy of the
"shareable" flag from the application file information).

a 65536; {process may be one of ... }
{many for same application}

CONST
piModeMultiLaunch

piModeGetSuspResEvents
piModeGetBackTime
piModeActivateOnResume
piModeOnlyBackground
piModeGetFrontClicks
piModeGetAppDiedEvents

Data Types

16384;
4096;
2048;
1024;
512;
256;

{same as in SIZE flag}
{same as in SIZE flag}
{same as in SIZE flag}
{same as in SIZE flag}
{same as in SIZE flag}
{same as in SIZE flag.

Following is the type definition of a process descriptor, and a prototype of the record returned
by MFGetProclnfo.
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TYPE
ProcessID - INTEGER; {process descriptor}
ProcessInfo ~ RECORD

State: INTEGER; {see piStatexx constants above}
ProcID: ProcessID; {process descriptor}
Type: OSType; {application file type}
Signature: OSType; {application file signature}
reservedl: LONGINT; {reserved}
reserved2 : LONGINT; {reserved}
Taskmode: LONGINT; {see piModexx constants above}
SuspendResume: BOOLEAN; {taskmode has acceptSuspendResumeEvents}
Background: BOOLEAN; {taskmode has canBackqround}
MFAware: BOOLEAN; {taskmode has multiFinderAware}
Launcher: ProcessID; {launcher ProcessID, or O}
ProcessSize: LONGINT; {total application size}
StackSize: LONGINT; {application stack size}
Slices: LONGINT; {count of times process has used CPU}
FreemMem: LONGINTi {free memory in application heap}
Name: Str31; {application name (inline)}
VRefNum: vRefNuIt~l"""'-"'~' {application file vRefNum/WDRefNum}

ROUline:
ND

; ;:i.:."w""""''''.~...:=~~~~~_= .._..j :.~.l-·"--""·"·"·"--·----"·-.·.'·..:.). / ,.~, , :~.~.:?'..
Following are newlrouJn·es···a;;il;ble··j'n..~UltiFi~e{7.0. See \~,. errsi"~e constants above for
the numerical equJvalen~$ ...of····tne return d),des. /'" .,l

FWCTION MFG~~!(: proiSIO; ') ///

MFGetPid returqs the c4l1er's prC?Cess de~Criptor. Th,re are np possible errors.
\.. . \ \ ,.............. ../l ./ {

PROCEDURE MFS~eep (t~ckCoun~~·LONGINT)~ g
........,..:..: , :.................. f ~

MFSleep causes the caller's process to be ineligible for execution until tickCount event calls
have been made, or until another process calls MFWakeup against it. Use of the CPU is turned
over to the next eligible process or driver, if any. It is not allowed if the caller is being switched in
or out. If an error occurs, MFSleep returns and the process is still eligible for execution.

FUNCTION MFGetProcInfo (procID: ProcessID;
VAR dataRec: ProcessInfo) : OSErr;

MFGetProclnfo fills the dataRec with information regarding the process specified by proclD.
See the definition of Processlnfo RECORD above. If an error occurs, MFGetProclnfo returns
without altering the dataRec.
N.B. This routine will be altered to allow proclD to mean "selflO or "all processes".
Result codes: noErr No error

paramErr proclD not within defined range
procNotFound No process with specified proclD

FUNCTION MFKill (procID: ProcessID) : OSErr;

MFKiII removes the specified process from the system. The application is forced to terminate
with no chance to recover or perform any cleanup. The exit status is O. The application that
launched the terminated process will receive an ApplicationDied event with a copy of the exit
status.

If an error occurs, MFKiII returns an error code and the process is not removed.
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Result codes: noErr No error
paramErr proclD not within defined range
procNotFound No process with specified proclD

FUNCTION MFWakeUp (procID: ProcessID) : OSErr;

MFWakeUp revives the specified process from its "sleep" caused by a call to MFSleep. If an
error occurs, MFWakeUp returns an error code and revives no process.
Result codes: noErr No error

paramErr proclD not within defined range
procNotFound No sleeping process with specified proclD

Sub-application termination

Under MultiFinder 7.0, an application can elect to receive a special event record upon
termination of any application it has launched. To sign up, an application must have the
acceptAppDied flag set in its own SIZE resource before it is launched. The event record format
is defined below.

..~.'.'''''.''''':{'

The what field will tdentiiy'th'E;'event"';s a~ app4~t:<O'T"his;is'a'generarevef\t type that
encompasses sev,ral process situation$, such .s suspend and resume. .~ selector in the high
order byte of the n)esspge·fietd·must·~ exami'ed lO"[jnfiefloimJJY thf;t,'event.

The messa~e fieldl(a LbNG·i·NT)····;iif"oe;.d.ividedlint~.i'three part,(·i~or 1~;~licationDied the selector
will be 253 decimal ($FD ..be)(·ad~imal). tb,e second byte is r~serv~ and O. The low order word
will be the exit statU§..1tle eXitst~tus is the:;value of DSEr¢ode "fhen the application called
ExitToShell, orO if th,ftermination\was forced. .f./

The where field ~;;'~:;~n the prbcess dJcmptor. / /
~. ~. l l .:-

The when and~er fi~iOs 'Wi'il be 0,.....··",/ / t
........"' ; : :.................. ·r !

The message field of the event record may be represented pictorially:

31 24 23 16 15 a
I--$-F-D-~I--re-~-er-v-ed--I----e-xi-t-st-at-us-------,I

Figure 2. Message field of the ApplicationDied event record

• Mostly Transparent Temporary Memory
MultiFinder 7.0 will expand and simplify application access to temporary memory. Currently,

MultiFinder parallels a subset of the memory manager calls in a 'emporary memory- schemev providing a
pro tem solution for memory requests that can not be satisfied from the application or system heaps. It is
understood that the memory must be in use for extremely short periodsv and should be freed before the
next event call. Memory allocated under the temporary scheme rnJst be manipulated by speciaUzed calls
within the scheme, rather than by the general memory manager calls.

Some software writers object that the scheme requires that they track their memory closely
enough to determine which set of calls is appropriate for a given handle, which uses excessive time and
space.

The programmers' model under MultiFinder 1.0 is that the source of temporary memory remains
unknown, but that, once allocated, temporary memory now can be manipulated just like memory from the
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application or·system heaps. Therefore, tef11)Orary memory allocation and other heap operations are
specialized, but operations on existing tef11)Orary blocks are made from the general memory manager.
The life of the memory should be as short as possible, but will definitely end when the application
terminates (see Automatic Tracking of Temporary Memory, below).

The specialized subset of calls i~lemented in MultiFinder 6.0.x temporary memory scheme is:
1) MFTopMem
2) MFFreeMem
3) MFMaxMem
4) MFTempNewHandle
5) MFTempDisposeHandle
6) MFTempHlock
7) MFTempHUnlock

The additional specialized call implemented in MultiFinder 7.0 is:

FUNCTION MFTempNewPtr (loqicalSize: Size) : Handle;

MFTempNewPtr attempts to allocate a new nonrelocatable block of logicalSize bytes for
temporary usage and return a pointer tc;L~~w If an error OCQJrS MFTerJ1)NewPtr will return Nil, and
ResErr will contain ths,.,8tmc..co.de.,,'o o.l f """"""""''"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''0''",,,,,,,,,,; -

Result codes: nqErr No err$r ;: \
m'mFuliErr Not e~ugh r90m .._" 0 .." 0 ,. ..J

.~ ~.............................................................................. .~ ~ .~~~...... . ..:.. .

In MultiFinder 7.0, th$e g~~.§.ra~.memorymanage~..caHswill work ~yen if frrfe handle or pointer
being passed was allocated bY one~'of the tempor~f.Y memory rvut;;-,c-:s. ry6,~ th.•• this obsolet~J

MFTempDisposeHandle, MFlempH.Lock·;····and MFTeh~HUnlock (which·;WiIi re.rnain, for compatibility).

1) DisposHa~le·//·· ....\~ 11) ~nlock ..////,/:
2) EmptyHa.ndle·········'\.. :1 12) tiPurge/" ./
3) GetHandleSize 1: /' 13) ~NoPurge/' ./
4) SetHandJeSize ;<.......................... 14},HSetRBit l {
5) RecoverHan.Q~e - 1·5) HClrRBit / ~:
6) ReaIIocHandl8··············..······························...... 16) HGetState to :

7) DisposPtr 17) HSetState
8) GetPtrSize
9) SetPtrSize
10) Hlock

Important: Although you can determine the zone from which the temporary memory is
generated, DO NOT use this infonnation to make new blocks on your own. Doing so would be extremely
hazardousl

Note that some of these calls rely on the QJrrent zone if the handle has been purged. They have
been made to work correctly in this case even though the current zone is the application or system zone
and the handle is from a temporary block.

The existence of transparent temporary memory will be determined from the SysEnvirons record.

• Automatic Tracking of Temporary Memory
MultiFinder 7.0 will automatically free any outstanding terJ1)Orary memory blocks when the

application that allocated them terminates. Currently, applications are left to their own good graces, but
this is bad policy because the memory blocks come from a critical area and rTlJst be recycled.

Because memory is tracked per application, this restricts its use to applications, or at least to code
running on an application's behalf. In particular, drivers can not make temporary memory calls at accRun
time if they plan to keep the memory across event calls.
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This may break a few appleations that expect the memory to remain longer. However, it is a
necessary step that does not violate the basic assumption that the usage is to be truly temporary.
Developers were notified in the programmers' Gujde to MuttjBnder that the memory is to be disposed as
soon as possible, "before the next event call-.

The existence of temporary memory tracking will be determined from the SysEnvirons record.

Wish List (time permitting)
• Integrate Layer Handling Into Layer Manager (aka Glass Plus)

MultiFinder 7.0 will remove all of the layer manager patches that MultiFincJer uses. Currently, all
control of how windows are activated/deactivated during process switching is within MultiFinder. This
would be a significant cleanup to MultiFinder.

Because this fixes no bugs, and provides no new functiona6ty for MultiFinder, it will be
und~rtakenonly if all mandatoryERS items have been completed.

• Integrate Menu Handling Into Menu Manager
MultiFinder 7.0 will remove all of the menu manager patches that MultiFinder uses for control of

the Apple menu. In the past, it has been necessary for MultiFinder to patch the MDefProc to obtain
sufficient functionality to maintain the Apple menu. The menu manager has since been upgraded, and it
now makes sense go back to it.

Because this fixes no bugs, and provides no new functionality for MuttiFinder, it will be
nd rt kly if II . nd caIS . ......."'~- ~u e a en on a ma ato.(Y..JlI.I<. Jtems...have ,*",n cormlel~w.«..<.«..«w.,.<<<..<.<<..,,<<<<w..

• Desk Accessory LLunCh ! l 1
MultiFinder 7.0 will ptoviql·i··melns·t~narinch a dbsk ;~ssorydI~lY. y(irrently, the only way is

to call OpenDeskAcc. which prnt$ <;9.mrel··of·,the.Jaunch. In,particular, it m~C!hs ti}at desk a:.:....·~~:sorie$ must
be located in the system file ~ ~;...,.. ,.,~",.., .;./. ;/

Because of time coJ1;traints·-ttits··1e.~ture wilf~ undertaken onlY'if all glandatory ERS items have
been completed. t /;:::·· \;\ \ .l,;:,i.//'

• Puppet Strings /', ;.,..\ } l /l/'

MultiFinder 7.0 wil~.augme~ the pyppet striQb mechani~ with ~essage passing under the new
IPC facility. Currently, .pupPet strirfgs~.~a·'seriesof"clever respo.~ses to t~e event calls) tease an
application into correct layerSwJtehing and ott.l~f.,1frter.applicatio~ operations. It is rather awkward and
inefficient, but is compatible with applicatiOns that only know th'eUslngl~rapplication environment.

Because applications currently manage to work with puppet strings, and because of the lack of
development in this area, this project will be undertaken only if all mandatory ERS items have been
completed.
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INTRODUCTION

Apple Confidential

This document describes a collection of MacOS enhancements which permit the defini
tion and use of multiple foreign file systems on a single Macintosh. These enhancements
provide a systematic way to integrate and control the use of foreign file systems and ex
pand the potential of foreign file systems in the future.

These enhancements are:
The File System Manager (FSM)
An HFS Foreign File System Interface,(The HFS Component Interface, or HFS CI)
An Enhanced Disk Initialization Package (PACK2).

The File System Manager maintains information about installed foreign file systems and
provides a general framework for granting those file systems access to Macintosh OS or
Toolbox components. FSM is described in Section 1.
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Section 1.

File System Manager
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This section describes a new MacOS facility known as the File System Manager (FSM).

Overview

FSM is a new MacOS facility which manages the use of foreign file systems. FSM
provides a general means by which foreign file systems can be installed, identified, and
interfaced to the MacOS.

Installation of foreign file systems will usually be accomplished by an INIT at startup time.
The INIT 31 mechanism describe nside Macintosh vol. IV ch 29 will be used to load
and execute a fore gn file system inst 1/ pro edure.. This install pr cedure will make an
InstallFScall. A ore detailed desc Iption f for" m i tallation is given
below under "Insta lati n of Foreign File Sy te s".

For each installed Ie S}!

structure. Informa

Four service calls are provided by FSM to maintain and access information in the FSD.
They are defined as follows:

InstallFS Adds a new file system definition to the system. A new
FSD is created.

RemoveFS Removes a foreign file system definition from the system. The
FSD for the specified foreign file system is deleted.

GetFSlnfo Returns the FSD information about an foreign file system.

SetFSlnfo Sets the FSD information about a foreign file system.

A programmatic description of the each of these calls is given below under "FSM Calls".

FSM also provides a general framework for interfacing with foreign file systems to a previ
ously defined and exported Mac OS or Toolbox component. This framework includes the
FSD Queue which identifies known foreign file systems and provides storage for interface
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parameters.
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Concurrently with the development of FSM, a new interface mechanism known as a
component interface has been defined. A component interface can be any functional
interface exported by a given Macintosh OS or toolbox component, much like our current
HFS external file system interface. Each component interface is an independent
interface, defined and managed by the particular MacOS or toolbox component. This
includes the definition of the calls involved, the dispatching of calls to the foreign file
systems, and the execution environment in which those calls operate.

The connection between a given component and a foreign file system is defined by the
interface parameters contained in the FSD. A minimum set of parameters includes a flag
byte and a a pointer to a code resource. The flag byte enables or disables the component
interface and represents the busy state of the interface. The pointer represents a code
resource in the foreign file system which is responsible for processing redirected MacOS
calls. Which MacOS calls are redirected· rt of the Component Interface definition.
Other component interfa ,I a ,are ent interface.
The specific component i terface paramete s for e ch foreign file system are established
when that file system is i st rame rs e a er us by' e individual as
or toolbox components to dis lis to th reign file s ste . A detailed
description of the compo ent inte ce mec nism is given b w u der "Component
Interfaces".

Both the FSD and component interface mechanism are designed such that new
component interfaces can be added at a later time.
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FSM Data Structures

File System Descriptor

FSM maintains a File System Descriptor (FSD) for each installed foreign file system.
Included in an FSD is the name and id of the foreign file system, file system context
parameters, and some interface parameters for each OS and Toolbox interface used by
that foreign file system.

An FSD is created by the InstaHFS File System Manager call. Information in the FSD is
subsequently made available via a GetFSlnfo call to the File System Manager.
Information in the FSD is can be updated using a SetFSlnfo call. An FSD is removed by
the RemoveFS call.

is enabled}
is in use}
is orphaned}

even}

ComponentEnab e
ComponentBusy
FSDShutdown

The structure of an FS~'~~Mt8~

The FSDRec and supporting GetFSlnfo and SetFSlnfo calls are organized such that the
FSDRec can be extended at a later' e. Future versions of the FSM will support more
MacOS Compone er aps m FSM.

{length of an FSD}
{version number}
{a unique file system ID as defined in HFS}
{file system name string}
{Pointer to file system global area}

CompAdapter records }

Integer;
Integer;
Integer;
Str31;
ptr;

optional

FSDRec = RECORD
FsdLength
FsdVersion
FsdFSID
FsdName
FsdGlobPtr
{ 1 or more

END;

FsdLength is the length in bytes of the FSDRec.

FsdVersion is the lowest FSM version number the foreign file system can support.

FsdFSID is a binary WORD signature which uniquely identifies the foreign file system.
This is the same FSID(File System Identifier) used by HFS to identify foreign file
sys~ems. An FSID equal to zero designates Apple file systems (MFS and HFS), and is
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reserved. FSID values from 1 to 255 are reserved for foreign file systems that determine
their FSID's dynamically, Le., by searching the drive queue. FSID values above 255
should be registered with Macintosh Technical Support. This value is checked by
InstaliFS to insure that the FSID for a foreign file system which is already present in the
system is not duplicated. The FSID is passed as a parameter for all calls.

FsdName is a Pascal name string which is also used to identify the foreign file system,
although it is not guaranteed to be unique. This parameter is used by the Disk
Initialization Package (PACK 2). The name is displayed in a dialogue box that presents
the user a choice of file system formats with which a disk may be initialized.

The pointer to an optional foreign file system global area is kept in FsdGlobPtr. It is
passed as a parameter for all calls. NULL indicates that no global area is allocated. This
global area is allocated by the foreign file system install code.

ComplntrfMask is the dis at
the operation of the interfac .
contains state flags req . ed
interface to dispatch cal s to th
is dispatched to the forel file
control returns from the fore~~~8fem
system" that FSM is an orphan.

The meanings of the low-order three bytes of ComplntrfMask are interface dependent.

All MacOS calls involved with the Component Interface calls are dispatched to common
code pointed to by CompIntrfProc.

The number of offsets after ComplntrfProc is determined by the Component Interface.

Sections 2 and 3 of this ERS specify Component interfaces for the HFS CI and the Disk
Init Interface.

FSD Queue (FSDQ)

The FSDs for installed file systems are maintained in a queue known as the FSD Queue
(FSDQ). A pointer to the head of the queue is kept in a data structure known as FSMVars
(See "FSM Variables" below). FSDQ is a standard tv1acOS queue of type $81. The
queue is ordered in installation sequence.
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FSM Variables (FSMVars) is an new internal data structure maintained by the File
System Manager. It serves as the root of the FSM data structure hierarchy. A new low
memory variable (at location $888) will be used to point to FSMVars. For now, FSMVars
will contain a pointer to the MacOS Queue Header for the File System Descriptor Queue
(FSDQ).

The general structure of FSMVars in figure 1-1

$888

byte 0
2

6

10

FSMVarsPtr

Figure 1-1. FSM Variables (FSMVars)

Note: the pointer to the global area associated with each foreign file system is kept in the
FSD.
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FSM Calls
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The services provided directly by FSM include the installation and removal of foreign file
systems and the maintenance of information about those file systems. These services
will be implemented as four new calls: InstallFS, GetFSlnfo, SetFSlnfo and RemoveFS.
Each call is described separately below.

All of the FSM calls are stack based and execute synchronously. InstaliFS and
RemoveFS call the Memory Manager and thus cannot be used from interrupt level.
GetFSlnfo and SetFSlnfo are executed immediately with no intervening memory
management activities, and thus, may be executed at any time.

Note, the FSM calls are not HFS calls, thus they are not controlled by the HFS queuing
mechanism.

Function InstallFS(FSDRecBuf : P r) : OSErr;

1ii'ioooI...........~nent Adapter Records

While the InstaliFS call will be normally done by INIT code at system startup time, to
facilitate automatic installation of foreign file systems, this call may be made by any
application.

Note: InstaliFS initializes all ComplntrfMask high order bytes to zero. This means that
the foreign file system will not receive calls and that the interface is not busy (Le. FSM
will accept SetFSlnfo calls.) A SetFSlnfo call must be used to enable the component
interface.

Function RemoveFS(FSID : integer) : OSErr;

RemoveFS removes a file system definition from the system. This call removes the
FSD identified by FSID from the FSD Queue and deallocates the FSD memory. If
FSID does not exist in FSDQ, an error is returned. If ComponetBusy for any
Component Adapter is set, FSM sets FSDShutDown and and resets ComponetEnable,
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then returns an OSErr to the caller. The foreign file system may get the chance to poll
FSDShutDown and take appropriate action. The MacOS Component Interface knows
that the foreign file system is busy and has been informed of RemoveFS.

Function GetFSlnfo(FSID:integer; index:integer; VAR fsd:FSDRec;
size:integer; VARactualSize:integer) :OSErr;

GetFSlnfo returns the FSD information about a file system. If Index is zero, GetFSlnfo
returns the FSD information about the file system specified by FSID. If Index is non
zero, GetFSlnfo returns the FSD information about the n-th FSD where n is the
contents of Index. An error result is returned if the value of Index is too large.

size and FSDRec contain the size and location of the buffer in which to place the FSD
info. The actual size of the information is returned in actualSize.

; size:integer)

cified by FSID. This call is

The format of the buffer is the same as an FSD. The content of the target FSD is copied
into the bUffer. The amount copi ill be u to, but not exceeding the size of the buffer
specified in size.

Function Set

The format of the b me as an FS . rget FSD is modified based on
the contents of the buffer. FsdLength, FsdFSID, and FsdVersion cannot be modified by
this call. Also, the interface parameters for a component interface cannot be modified if
CompInterfMask has CompBusy set to 1. SetFSlnfo returns an error to the caller.
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An FSM component interface is a functional interface exported by a given Macintosh OS
or toolbox component to foreign file systems. Each component interface is an
independent interface, defined and managed by the corresponding MacOS or toolbox
component. This includes the definition of the calls involved, the dispatching of calls to
the foreign file 'systems, and the execution environment in which those calls operate.

FSM is not involved with the definition or operation of component interfaces, it simply
provides a general framework within which foreign file system can access these interfac
es. This framework consist of a set of interface parameters plus some conventions for
dispatching calls to foreign file systems.

Component Interface Parameters

As shown in Figure 1
flags pertaining to FS
interface.

r--3_1_3o 2......4 23 °
I ~M~e 1~ ln_t_e_rf_a_c_e_d_e_p_e_nd_e_n_t_f_l_a_gS ~I

Figure 1-2 Component Interface Dispatch Mask

Three flags are defined in the FSM byte, they are:

bit 31 enables / disables the use of this interface. Once enabled, the MacOS
component may begin dispatching calls to the foreign file system. The foreign
file system should set this bit (via SetFSlnfo) once it is ready to receive calls.

bit 30 if set, designates that the interface is "in use" or "busy", Le., one or more calls
are outstanding. This bit is maintained by the ~..~acOS component and used by
FSM to control the use of SetFSlnfo.
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bit 29 if set, designates that the FSM has processed a RemoveFS for this foreign file
system.

The bit definitions for the last three bytes of the dispatch mask are defined by each
individual component interface. For the new HFS interface the dispatch mask is known
as FsdHFSMask. For the new Disk Initialization interface the dispatch mask is known
as FsdDIMask.

Additional interface parameters other than the dispatch mask and code pointer may be
included in the FSD for a given component interface. These are component interface
dependent parameters and are not required by FSM.

Dispatching Conventions

In order to insure some degree of uniformity across component interfaces, FSM
imposes some co . ns or us dispatching calls to a
foreign file system Those conventi s are

1) The FiIe Syste
the foreign file
information in e F:
context informa

3) The component should set the "busy" flag (bit 3.0) in it's dispatch mask when the
interface is busy. This will prohibit modification of it's interface parameters by a
SetFSlnfo call.
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HFS Component Interface

Overview

The HFS Component Interface is a new version of the existing HFS external file system
Interface which operates as an FSM component interface. In addition to the benefits
resulting from being a component interface, the new interface also includes a number of
other significant enhancements. Those enhancements are:

1)

2) The AppleShare Sh
Currently these call

3)

4) The new interface maintains context variables for each foreign file system. This
includes the pointer to an foreign file system global area (FsdGlobPtI) plus an
alternate stack context supporting caching and asynchronous 10.

5) A new HFS utility call known as HFSUtii has been added. The call provides a set
of utility functions for use by foreign file systems. These utility functions are used to
access the HFS internal data structures, and to assist in the processing of the 10
parameter block. A detailed description of HFSUtii is given below under "HFS Utility
Calls".

6) foreign file systems can now utilize the HFS cache and 10 facilities. This capability
is provided by another via a second HFS utility trap known as CachelO. A detailed
description of CachelO is given below under "Cache 10 Calls".

The HFS Component Interface will maintain the existing HFS execution environment for
it's calls Le., the file system queuing via FSQueue and CmdDone, synchronous and
asynchronous iO, and interrupt level restrictions.
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The FSD interface parameters for the HFS Component Interface are shown below.

HFSCITagID
HFSCILen

ComponentEnable
ComponentBusy
FSDShutdown
doesHFS
doesAShare

doesASDTop

$01
$19

$80000000;
$40000000;
$20000000;
$00800000;
$00400000;

$00000400;

{Component interface is enabled}
{Component interface is in use}
{Component interface is orphaned}
{File system supports HFS calls
{File system supports AppleShare
Shared Environment calls}

{File system supports AppleShare
Desktop Database calls}

FsdHFS
FsdHFSL2P
FsdHFSSTop
FsdHFSSSize
FsdHFSSPtr
FsdHFSRsrv1
FsdHFSRsrv2 longint

. patch mask for Component Interface}
~-ee~~I!"e"l!~~P!'e"''''''Code}

nformation}

ysical conversion routine
ile system stack

zero)
zero)

FsdHFS.ComplntrfMask is the dispatch mask for HFS Component Interface. It is used
to manage the operation olthe interface. The high order byte of this long word is the
standard FSM byte. It contains the two flags required by FSM, ComponentEnable and
ComponentBusy. If ComponentEnable is set, HFS will begin using the interface to
dispatch calls. ComponentBusy is set each time a call is dispatched to the foreign file
system and cleared once the call is completed (at CmdDone).

Three interface dependent flags are defined for the last three bytes of
FsdHFS.ComplntrfMask. These flags refine the subset of the HFS calls that are
supported by the foreign file system. If doesHFS is set, all of the HFS calls (Inside
Macintosh, Yol. IV, ch. 19) will be dispatched. This includes the original MFS calls, the
extended MFS calls (those with the HFS bit set), and the HFS specific calls (trap AX60).
If doesAShare is set, the AppleShare Shared Environmentcalls (Inside Macintosh, Yol.
V, ch. 21 ) will be dispatched. These are the extended Ax60 calls added by
AppleShare. If doesASDTop is set, the AppleShare Desktop Database calls will be
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dispatched. These are another set of Ax60 calls added by AppleShare. Note, the
AppleShare _GetVolParams call is included with the desktop database calls.

All HFS calls are dispatched to a common code pointed to by FsdHFS.ComplntrfProc.

FsdHFSL2P is a pointer to a logical-to-physical translation routine used by the Cache
10 calls to convert a file relative address to a physical disk address.

FsdHFSSTop, FsdHFSSSize, and FsdHFSSPtr are optional stack parameters
supporting an alternate stack used by an foreign file system. The alternate stack is
used to store foreign file system context across asynchronous 10 operations.

The HFS Component Interface parameters must be initialized (via a SetFSlnfo call )
when an foreign file system is first installed.

Call Dispatching

The FSM foreign file system is called by:

Procedure FFS(FSID : Integer; FsdGlobal: Ptr; IOParamBlk: Ptr;
selectCode : Integer; Volptr : Ptr);

A standard stack frame is used to dispatch all calls. It is structured as shown in Figure
2-1.
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byte 0

2

6

10

12

FSID
(word)

Global Ptr
(long)

10 ParamBlock Ptr
(long)

Call Select Code
(word)

ReqVol
(long)

Apple Confidential

Figure 2-1

These paramete
asynchronous fil
parameter block.

This parameter i

HFS Utility Calls

HFS Dispatch Stack Frame

The HFS utility calls are a set of new calls intended for use by foreign file systems.
These calls provide access to the internal HFS data structures (VCB, FCB, WDCB, etc.
), and provide a collection of utility functions used to validate and process an HFS call.

All calls "execute "immediately" Le., are also not queued via FSQueue, and do not
involve any disk 10 activity. Thus, these calls can be used by foreign file systems during
the processing of other HFS calls.

The HFS utility calls will be implemented using a single trap called HFSUtil.. The call
will be stack based and use a "call select code" parameter to select a particular call.

Data Structure Access Calls
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This collection of calls provide access to the internal HFS data structures. In general
the new calls provide mechanisms which allocate, release, locate, get information, and
put information for each data structure.

Access to the following data structures will be supported: the Volume Control Block
(VCB) Queue, the FHe Control Block (FCB) array, Working Directory Control Blocks
(WOCB's), and the Drive Queue Elements (DOEs).

The calls are:

AllocateFCB
ReleaseFCB
LocateFCB
SearchFCB

AddNewVCB
RemoveVCB
LocateVCB
SearchVCB
GetVolStatus
SetUpOef

SetUpWOCB
GetWDCBlnfo
CmdOone

Allocates a free FCB.
Releases a FCB.
Locates an FCB given RefNum, VolRefNum/FNum, etc.
Searches the FCB array, Le., Get1 stFCB, GetNxtFCB.

These calls provide a collection of utility functions used to validate and process an HFS
call. The following calls are included:

ParsePN
ChkFRefN
TstFMod
ChkVRefN
TstVMod
CalFilePos

Parses an HFS pathname.
Verifies a file reference number.
Tests the modification status of a file.
Verifies a volume reference number.
Tests the modification status of of a volume.
Calculates current file position.

Note: A more complete and detailed description of the HFS Utility Calls will be
forthcoming at a later revision of this document. .

Cache I/O Calls
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This collection of calls provides access to the HFS cache and 10 routines. These are
the routines used internally by HFS to perform all reads and writes to/from disk. Using
the cache 10 calls, an foreign file system can utilize the HFS cache memory for storage
of disk blocks contained on it's volumes.

These routines may be used in two ways: to read and write individual disk blocks to/from
the cache, and for reads and writes in-place (directly to/from a user buffer). The in
place reads and writes may be any number of contiguous disk blocks. Optionally, up to
eight blocks of an in-place read or write may be retained in the cache. This option is
controlled by the calling application using noCache bit in ioPosMode of the 10 parameter
block.

10 may be performed synchronously or asynchronously depending on the nature of the
file system call currently being processed. If the file system call is asynchronous, the 10
is performed asynchronously. If the file system call is synchronous, then the 10 is
performed synchronously. The necessary program context for asynchronous 10 is
maintained using his st . by the foreign file
system when it is installed. The loc ion a size of this stack, a a current stack
pointer are part 0 th ent In rfa ke in the FSD.

r to a logical to physical

Tags are also sup b t calls. For w tions tag data is set up in a low
memory buffer for use by the target disk driver. FQr read operations, the disk driver
places tag data in the low memory buffer or in a user specified buffer. Note, even
though the Cache 10 calls support tags, the disk driver being used may not provide tag
support.

Please note: Support for tags may be removed in a future revision of this ERS.

The Cache 10 calls are:

GetBlock
RelBlock
FlushCache
MarkBlock
TrashVBlks
TrashBlocks
TrashFBlocks 
CacheRdlP
CacheWrlP

January 13, 1989

Gets a specified disk block.
Releases use of a specified disk block.
Flushes a cache queue to disk.
Marks a specified disk block dirty.
Trashes all blocks belonging to a volume.
Trashes a specified range of file blocks.
Trashes all blocks of a specified file.
Multiblock read into user-buffer.
Multiblock write from user-buffer.
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MS-DOS
Foreign File System

"Spam"
Karl B. Young

Jeff Hokit
Dave Feldman

Abstract

About this document

Spam Spec

This ERS is intended for a fairly broad audience, specifically those who are interested in
what Spam will do, and not how it will do it. It is broken up into three main sections: 1) User
Interface, 2) Programmatic Interface, and 3) Effects on DOS Disks.

The purpose of the section on User Interface is to provide anyone familiar with the
Macintosh an intuitive feel for how a DOS disk would appear to the user and what the user could
do with such a disk.

The purpose of the section on programmatic interface is to describe how an application
would deal with a DOS volume and its fues.

The purpose of the section on the effects on DOS disks is to describe how a DOS user
would view his disk after it has been on a Macintosh.

Motivation

With the SuperDrive (FDHD Floppy) the Macintosh is capable of reading MFM-encoded
diskettes, the same encoding used by ffiM PC's and compatibles. The Macintosh II and the
Macintosh SE also support an external 5.25" drive which can read MFM-encoded diskettes.
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Right now Apple File Exchange can take advantage of both kinds of drives to transfer fues be
tween Macintosh and DOS disks.

itialization up-

•

•

having to open e

• By supporting an "empty" desktop database, does the Finder provide the DOS disk with
enough icons and application mappings so that the disk appears natural?

• Should we support comments on writable disks?

• The SCSI Driver will need significant changes to allow for access to non-Macintosh
partitions, notably DOS partitions.

• File System M
date, the new File System

Open Issues

As useful as Apple File Exchange is as a utility, it would be even better for the user to be
able to access files directly from their favorite application. This is especially true for
applications which can read DOS data directly, that is, without any translation. For instance,
when a Lotus 1-2-3 file is brought over to a Macintosh without translation, Excel can read that
imported file directly.

Spam will provide this desired functionality; it will work in concert with the Foreign File
System interface of the File System Manager (ak.a "Shimmer") to present a DOS disk to all
applications just as if the disk were native to the Macintosh.

Spam will allow DOS partitions on SCSI disks and CD-ROMs. Currently Apple File Exchange
cannot handle large DOS disks.

Dependencies

• Disk Initialization Update - In order to accomodate initialization of disks to the DOS
format, Spam requires the resence of the n isk Initialization interface which allows foreign
flie systems to become an pnon or users when erasin IS s.
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User Interface

Spam Spec

Viewing a DOS disk

We will fust consider what a user can do with a DOS disk that has never been inserted into a
Macintosh drive before. If the user is in the Finder the disk icon will appear as with any
Macintosh disk.

~D Untitled MS-DOS
29 items 575K in disk

I~I~I II,o:~1 I~I~I- - - - - -
123.CMP 123.CNF 123.COM

r·o~~1 I~:~I I~:~I r,o:~1:-=:
. ~~ ~ ':..: - - ~ -..:

123.SET BLOCK1.FNT BLOCK2.FNT BOLD.FNT

fiOiOil 1101011 1101011 1101011

126K available

Figure 2. Some files from the Lotus 1-2-3 System Disk.

Icons have already been devised for files under DOS and these are illustrated in figure 2.
Since DOS provides no clue as to whether a flie is binary, textual, or whatever, all files from a
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DOS volume have the same icon. The extension part of the file name is just a hint as to the file
contents, not an absolute statement. In such a case, it may be that the best way for someone who
is familiar with DOS to view a DOS disk in the Finder is "by Name"-this is the closest to the
DOS DIR listing.

Untitled MS-DOS
Size Kind Last Modified

Mon, Mar 23 , 1987

Mon , Mar 23 , 1987

Mon, Mar 23 , 1987

Mon , Mar 23 , 1987

Mon, Mar 23 , 1987

Tue I Jan 1, 1980

Mon, Mar 23 , 1987

Mon, Mar 23 , 1987

Mon , Mar 23 , 1987

Tue .. May 13.. 198

!.-..a.wI.,....~........... 19

3 , 87

16K

12K

132K MS-DOS document

1K MS-DOS document

3K MS-DOS document

11 K MS-DOS document

11 2K MS-DOS document

34K MS-DOS document

6K MS-DOS document

1OK MS-DOS document

9K

Fi

CI 123.CMP

CI 123.CNF

CI 123.COM

D 123.DYN

D 123.HLP

CI 123.SET

CI BLOCK1 .FNT

CI BLOCK2.FNT

D BOLD.FNT

D CML0300 .FCL

D CML0300 .HCL

CI COPYH ARD .COM

Besides showing up normally under the Finder, a DOS disk is also seen through the standard
"Open..." interface. Figure 4 on the next page shows such an interface from Microsoft Excel.

I show Excel's "Open..." dialog in Figure 4 on purpose: Excel is the canonical example of
an application that can read a DOS ftIe without prior translation. In this case, Excel can directly
read Lotus 1-2-3 files and PC Excel files. Mac Microsoft Word can directly read DOS Word
ftIes (although the reverse is not true!) Other applications which have both Mac and DOS ver
sions (e.g., Multimate, Word Perfect) often have compatible file formats as well.
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Open Document

Irg) Untitled MS-DOS'

D 121.CMP ~

Cl 123.CNF
Cl 123.COM
Cl 123.DYN
Cl 123.HLP
Cl 123.SET
Cl BLOCK1.FNT

C5l Untitled MS-D ...

126K auailable

II1111 ~ (::::1 ~I ~ :~::~ :
Figure 4. Opening a file from Excel.

Reading a file from DOS

~D Untitled MS-DOS:INSTRLL.DUC 0=
1-#8 **00-01
D
D##V one
D{
D &&copst &&copstl !!SI8MOCPS-SI8M1COT
D &&copsc &&copstc !!SI8MOCOT-SI8M1COT
D &&camsm &&camsml !!SI8MOCMT-S18M1CMT
D &&camss &&camssl !!SI8MOCAT-SI8M1CAT
D &&gridt &&gridtl ! !SGCOS-SGC1S
D &&tosht &&toshtl ! !ST0011S-ST0111S
n &&toshtt &&toshtlt ! IST0031S-STO1PHRS
n ~~tn~h~nt ~~tn~ht~nn II~Tnnp~nl-~Tn1P~R~

Figure 5. Reading a DOS text file using MPW.

As another example, the next figure illustrates our big success story: Excel recognizes and
automatically loads in the spreadsheet from Lotus. Figures, formulae, formatting, everything.
The user doesn't even have to know that fue came off of a DOS disk.
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F

AGEHEAT
Gas
Oil
Oil
Oil
Elec
Elec
Gas
Oil
Gas

CURRENT L1STI NGS
BATHS LOT

4 0.25
2 0.40
2 0.60
1 0.30
1 0.25
1 0.20
2 0.60
5 1.33
2 0.30

REALTY.WKl
BCD

BDRMS
5
5
3
2
2
2
4
7
3

ADDRESS
12 BartholomeW' Sq
46 Prospect Pl
690 Rice Ave
903 Ray Rd
455 Daniels Rd
12 Garden St
203 Somerset Ave
34 Harley Pl
45 LYnW'ood Dr

A

Figure 6. A Lotus spreadsheet in Excel. Choose the houses you can afford.

How a flie "behaves" \.+R..................-IIII"t-i""""

makes it possible for the
will look exactly the same

Making changes to a DO

rte-the'ft1'l~~~etlE~ it. Spam only
FS disk. Files

om there.

L~t's look at a few examples. A user will be able to change the name of the volume to any
legal Macintosh name (Le., up to 27 characters, no colons). The figure on the next page illus
trates a DOS volume that has been given a longer, more descriptive name.
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Figure 7. A more friendly (and legal) name for the DOS disk.

A user will be also able to rename any files that appear on the disk. As usual, renaming
them does not change the kind of file they are: the icons remain the same.

-0
29 items

My MS-DOS® Disk
575K in disk 126K available

1"o:~1~:.:. ~

123 Compare File

It,O:~1
- -
short

I~:~I- -
NOTTEXT.TXT

r,o:~1:-:.:. ~

123.DYN

l~o:~1
.:. -:..:

Help FHe

Figure 8. We can assign any name we want to DOS files.

A file can have a comment associated with it which is shown in the "Get Info" window in
the Finder (see figure 9 on the next page).

In another sect"""~""""'''''"'''''!'l''W'II~

when it is viewed
window it may be
"short names" for
click on the nam
coincidence that t
under DOS.

for users who wi
view ("by short n

Ip~~1 Thurber Report- -
Lock@d 0

January 13, 1989

Kind: MS-DOS document
Siz@: 6~712 bytes used~ 7K on disk

. Yh@r@: Untitled MS-DOS ~ internal drive

Cr@at@d: Mon ~ Mar 23 I 1987 ~ 1 :22 AM
Modified: Mon I Mar 23 I 1987 I 1 :23 AM
Y@rsion: not avaHable

A book report on James Thurber's "My World
and Welcome To It"J
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Figure 9. A comment explains even better than a file name.

=0 Info

Locked D
Short Name: !Thurber.Re

Kind: MS-DOS document
!=ti7"· ~ 71., hit t,.< It<,.n 71< nn n;<1t

Figure 10. It's possible to see what DOS would have called the file.

lilll!

ason why they
allows just this

that has been cop-

~
~

Help File

126K available

123.DYNMacPa;nt 123 Compare Fne short

29 ;tems

Creating and writing files on a DOS disk

With Spam, files can be created and written onto the DOS volume without regard to
differences between the Macintosh and DO .gure 11 on the next page illustrates the fact that
a user can copy any filefr' di k to th

Figure 11. What's a nice application like MacPaint doing in a place like this?

A more likely behavior is that a user will attempt to save (or "Save As...") a file to a DOS
disk. In the aforementioned Lotus!Excel example, this is exactly the desired result, as illustrated
in figure 12.
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Irg) Untitled MS-DOS I
D 1,;r~,c~p
D 12'~,CNi:

l:j 12·5,(:(J~

D l.;r~,n~N

D 12·~JH.P

Saue Worksheet as: (g) Untitled MS-D ...
126K auailable

~ ( Saue D ( Eject 1

( cancel) (Driue)
QSYLK

@WKS

RE"LTY.UJK 1

o Normal

OTeHt

I.====-

Untitled MS-DOS
29 items 575K in disk 126K available

00 [1-_-:. ~~~~. ;;;=- }£~ ~WP~

SAMPLE.A REPORT .TXT RE ADME .DOC
00

SAMPLE.C

~ ~
~ ~

RE ALTY .WKS BONUS.WK 1

00
SAMPLE.P

I~:~I- -
123.COM

I~:~Iit:
123.DYN

Figure 13. What a DOS disk could look like if we take advantage of the fue name extensions.

Spam will allow the user to provide mappings between the DOS extension and the
Macintosh fue type and creator. In other words, we can guess that for a certain filename
extension (for example, ".WKS") there is an appropriate Macintosh application to open that file
(perhaps, Microsoft Excel or Lotus Jazz) and a particular fue type that the application would like
to see that file as..Apple can even provide a default set of mappings for well-known and popular
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file types.

The mapping of DOS filename extensions to Macintosh types and creators will be controlled
by the user through a control panel item known (for now) as the Spam CDEV. By using this
CDEV, the user identifies what application should open a file with a particular extension, and
even what icon should be used to display the file.

MS-DOS files and assigned
Mac icons

IIIII1

application.

.DOC
(MS 'w'orks Doc)

o
.'w'KS

(MS Excel)

Control Panel

"'"i,

~
Mouse

In
~

General

Keyboard

3.3
Figure 14.

DOS file types are identi 1 name's three Ie ion. For example, the ex-
tension COM identifies an executable DOS program. These types are not assigned by Microsoft
in the way the Macintosh filetypes are registered by Apple's Developer Technical Support.
Instead, there seems to be an informal registry system in the DOS developers world. For the
most part, unique extensions are maintained. Also, there is no mechanism in DOS to prevent a
user from giving a filename an inappropriate extension.

The information that Spam needs to map filename extensions to Mac information is con
tained in a file called "DOS Preferences" that is created and maintained by the Spam CDEV.
(Note: "DOS Preferences" may end up as a resource in the fmal version). At Spam initialization
time it reads in the preferences file and creates private data structures that describe the extension
mapping. Therefore, changes to the mapping preferences are not reflected in the Finder until the
system is restarted.

The Spam CDEV

The control panel item (CDEV) that allows the user to change file extension mappings is
sketched out on the next few pages. Keep in mind that the underlying purpose of this mapping is
to assign a Macintosh type and creator to a DOS filename extension. To the user it may appear
that the she is simply fmding a suitable icon, when in reality its the filetype and creator that are
important. The icon just comes along for the ride. When the user selects an application and an
icon, she is implicitly selecting a filetype and creator.
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As shown Figure 14, the CDEV's main window provides a list of DOS extensions and asso
ciated applications and icons. If the user wishes to add a new mapping, she is first prompted for
the DOS extension, as shown in Figure 15. The user can type in a file name extension directly,
or they can choose from a list of common extensions.

Select an MS-DOS
filename eHtension

ABT
BAT
CAT
FAT
FOR
FOB
GON

CJ Archiues
CJ Audi0 CD FST u1. 1F1
CJ Bill FST
CJ Deuelopment
CJ Documents
CJ MPW
CJ Newest Audio CD
CJ PiHel Paint

IIIII1

o
n OK J
( Cancel)

ending in .THT

G:::) Caluin

( i: j(~( t )

[ Driue )

( Open)

([ Application n
( Cancel)

Figure 16. An application is selected to open files of a certain extension.

Finally,the user is asked to choose which of the selected application's icons to display for
flies with the given extension. See Figure 17.
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Choose icon for (files ending .TXT)
MacWrite Documents

II
~ ( IIOK[I:.-::-.:

=.:.-:::

[ Cancel )
{)

Creator: MC'w'T Type: TEXT

Figure 17. Now we select which of the icons to display for the files.

By giving the user a series of modal dialog boxes, we lead her through the process of select
ing a type and creator without revealing the nasty details.

To edit a mapping, the user is presented with a dialog which allows them to selectively
change either the application which should 0 e file, and/or the icon to display for the fue.
See figure 18.

Figure 18. The user can change the desired application or icon.

Desktop Appearance

Spam will not normally store icon information on a DOS disk inserted into a Macintosh.
However, since the Finder uses the desktop information on other volumes available to it (the
system disk, any other disks attached, AppleShare volumes) and provides the missing informa
tion from there, things will look normal.

However, in the case that a user moves a disk from system to system the icons might change
as different Macs have different sets of desktop information. If an Excel document is transferred
to a DOS disk, the Excel icon appears as long as the disk remains on its original system. If the
disk is taken to another Macintosh system which does not have Excel, however, then the docu
ment will not have the Excel icon (Macintosh disks remember such icons, even if the parent ap
plication is not around). This seems a reasonable price to pay, expecially since DOS disks are
not likely to be used for file transfer between Macintosh volumes, and in this way the lower ca
pacity disks are not burdened with storing desktop info. For write-protected volumes (such as
CD-ROM) this is the only choice.
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This section discusses how MS-DOS files and volumes will appear to an application. The
tenn "MS-DOS file" refers to a fue written on an MS-DOS disk by an MS-DOS machine. An
MS-DOS file therefore has no Finder infonnation or HFS infonnation available for it. An MS
DOS disk which has never been mounted by a Macintosh has only MS-DOS files on it. The
tenn "MS-DOS volume" has an analogous meaning for volumes.

In contrast, an "Macintosh fue" refers to a file written by the Macintosh onto a disk (either
HFS or MS-DOS). It has a full complement of Finder and HFS infonnation. On MS-DOS disks,
this extra infonnation is stored in a second file separate from the "normal" data file. See the sec
tion on "Effects on MS-DOS Disks". A Macintosh fue will always appear to an application ex
actly as if it had been written on an HFS volume.

An MS-DOS volume and MS-DOS files are accessed via the MS-DOS FST in exactly the
same way as Macintosh files are accessed from an HFS volume. Since they do not have Finder
infonnation nor HFS infonnation, it is necessary to create or "synthesize" this infonnation from
the infonnation which does exist in t S-DOS file structures. The following sections discuss
how this infonnati . In ome c -DOS file structures is
presented, in order 0 understand where e info

Bytes per sector
The number of bytes per logical sector on the disk (also known as "sector size"). Typically

the sector size is 512 bytes. It must be a power of 2.

Sectors per allocation unit
The number of contiguous sectors that fonn an allocation unit (or "cluster"). Typically for

double-sided floppy disks, the cluster size is 2, while hard disks can have anywhere from 8 to 32
sectors per cluster. It must be a power of 2.

Reserved sectors, starting at 0
This is the number of sectors reserved at the beginning of the disk, usually for the boot

sector.
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$00

$03

$OB

$00

$OE

$10

$11

$13

$15

$16

$18

$lA

$lC

$lE

E9 XX XX or EB XX 90

OEM name and version (8 bytes)

l
BPB

Figure 19. Boot Sector and BIOS Parameter Block (BPB)

Spam Spec

Number of FATs
The number of File Allocation Tables stored on the disk (FATs). From The MS-DOS

Encyclopedia, p. 97: "The file allocation table provides a map to the storage locations of fues on
a disk...Additional copies of the FAT are used to provide backup in case of damage to the fIrst,
or primary, FAT; the typical floppy disk or fixed disk contains two FATs."

Number of root-directory entries
The number of 32-byte file entries in the root directory. The root directory size ordinarily

depends on the type of device; a single-sided floppy disk can hold 64 entries, a double-sided disk
can hold 112, and a fixed disk can hold 256.

Total sectors in logical volume
The total number of sectors on the volume. This is called the "logical" volume because there

may be several volumes (partitions) on a particular disk (usually a hard disk). Note that this
value is only two bytes, so the largest logical volume supported by MS-DOS is 65536 sectors x
512 bytes/sector = 33,554,432 bytes or 32 Mbytes. (Note: Version 4.0 of MS-DOS, announced
July 19, 1988 has broken this barrier).

Media descriptor byte
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The media descriptor byte (which also appears in the fIrst byte of the FAT) is used to
indicate the type of medium currently in a drive. The following table is from The MS-DOS
Encyclopedia, p. 96.

Descriptor

$F8
$F9
$F9
$F9
$FC
$FD
$FE
$FF

. Media Type

Fixed Disk
3.5-inch,2-sided, 18 sector
3.5-inch, 2-sided, 9 sector
5.25-inch, 2-sided, 15 sector
5.25-inch, I-sided, 9 sector
5.25-inch, 2-sided, 9 sector
5.25-inch, I-sided, 8 sector
5.25-inch, 2-sided, 8 sector

MS-DOS Versions

2,3
3.2
3.2
3
2,3
2,3
1,2,3
1 (except 1.0), 2, 3

Number of sectors per FAT
The number of sectors used in each FAT. This is a function of the number of sectors on the

volume and the cluster size.

for the volume (see

volume via PBGetVInfo or

Points the name which i stored as a label for the volume.
If abel is stor d, then eturn'UNTITLED MS-DOS' as

~ ~ e name.
The time and date _of the file which has the earliest
creation/modification date (determined at mount time).
The time and date of the fue with the most recent
creation/modification date (kept track of as the volume is
updated).
Contains the volume attributes, i.e., if one or more files are

, open on the volume, and whether the volume is locked (and
if so, locked by hardware or software).
The number of fues contained in the root directory, or, if the
refnum in ioVRetNum refers to a working directory, then the
number of files contained in that working directory.
First block of first volume FAT table.
Set to zero.
Number of clusters on the disk.
Size (in bytes) of the clusters on the disk.
Same as ioVAlBlkSiz.
The block number of the frrst cluster.
Set to zero.
The number of free clusters on the disk.
Set to appropriate HFS signature by Spam.
Set to appropriate value by Spam.

ioVLsMod

ioVAtrb

ioVCrDate

ioNamePtr

ioVNmFls

ioVBitMap
ioVAllocPtr
ioVNmAlBlks
ioVAlBlkSiz
ioVClpSiz
ioAlBlSt
ioVNxtCNID
ioVFrBlk
ioVSigWord
ioVDrvInfo, ioVDRetNum,
ioVFSID
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ioVBkUp

ioVSeqNum
ioVWrCnt
ioVFilCnt
ioVDirCnt
ioVFndrInfo

SpamSpec

Set to zero (There is no way to determine when the last
backup was made).
Set to zero.
Set to zero.
Number of fues on the volume
Number of directories on the volume.
Set to zero (all 32 bytes).

File Information for an MS-DOS File

The Macintosh has a rich set of fue information fields in its catalog, part of which is not
available from the MS-DOS file entry. First we will look at the data that is available from MS
DOS. _From The MS-DOS Encyclopedia, pp. 281-283, we illustrate in Figure 20 a description of
a file entry.

Byte

$00 SOB soc S16 S18 SIA SIC SIF

Name

11 bytes

File size

long word

ver from the CP/M flie

Attribute
MS-DOS has a limited set of file attributes available in its directory entry. From The MS

DOS Encyclopedia, pp. 282-283, we have the following for file attributes:

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 o

Figure 21. The bits for file attributes under MS-DOS.

Read-only File

This attribute maps directly to the locked attribute of HFS files. This locked
attribute is manifested in the Finder by the little locked icon and the check box in
the "Get Info" window. In a PBGetFileInfo call, this locked attribute is
manifested by setting bit 0 of the ioFlAttrib field.

Hidden file

This attribute is similar· to the invisible attribute of the finder flags (bit 14).
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On MS-DOS machines, it is used to indicate that this flie should not be listed on
nonna! directory searches. This can be overridden, however, and the user can put
an option on the directory listing that says to display even hidden files. On the
Macintosh, the Finder will not .display flies with the invisible attribute set and
there is no defined way to override this. (Note: knowledgeable users can see
these flies ina Standard File listing in such utilities as Apple File Exchange,
Resedit, and Fedit).

System file

This attribute is only vaguely similar to the System attribute of the finder
flags (bit 12). On MS-DOS machines, it is used to indicate that the file is used by
the operating system. In a manner similar to the "hidden file" attribute, files with
this attribute are not displayed in nonnal directory listings. On the Macintosh, the
Finder does display flies with the System attribute, but queries the user if they are
"sure you want to throwaway the system file" in question. In addition, it appears
that the Finder prevents the names of such files from being changed.

Volume label

Subdirect

tories on MS-D volumes ar implem nted in a similar manner to
ProDOS and 0 ms. A subdire . tered as a flie entry in its
parent directory, with this "subdirectory" bit s.et in the attributes field. The
location infonnation is then interpreted as pointing to another directory list
instead of pointing at the beginning of a flie. Although Macintosh subdirectories
are implemented in a substantially different manner, the functional mapping
between MS-DOS and Macintosh subdirectories is fairly direct.

Archive

On MS-DOS machines, whenever a flie is opened, written to, and closed,
the "archive" attribute is set in its file entry (it is not sufficient to set this bit by
just opening the file, reading from it, and closing it). Unlike the Macintosh flie
system,MS-DOS keeps only one time-stamp per file, which is updated whenever
it is written to. The "archive" attribute thus makes it possible to tell if the file has
been written to since creation, and-assuming some backup mechanism which
clears this bit-whether the file has been written to since the last backup. The
Macintosh keeps time-stamps for creation of flie, last modification, and last
backup.

TimelDate
The time and date fields initially indicate when the flie was created. Whenever the file is

written to, these fields are updated to reflect the new time. Due to the structure of the MS-DOS
time-stamp, the time/date is accurate to within 2 seconds (as opposed to 1/60th of a second for
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the Macintosh).

Starting Cluster
This field is very similar to the ioFlStBlk field that was used under MFS; it is the starting

cluster for the file (a "cluster" is the same as an "allocation block" on the Macintosh). For HFS,
however, the ioFlStBlk field is always set to zero.

File Size
The file size is a long word, indicating the logical size of the fue in bytes. The physical

size can be deduced by rounding up to the nearest cluster size.

Returning Information About an MS-DOS File

When returning file infonnation about an MS-DOS file via PBGetFInfo, PBHGetFInfo, or
PBGetCatInfo, the following mapping will be used:

ioNamePtr

ioFRetNum
ioFlAttrib

ioFlFndrInfo
fdType

fdCreator
fdFlags

fdLocation
fdFldr

ioDirID

ioFlStB1k:
ioFlLgLen
ioFlPyLen

ioFlRStBlk
ioFlRLgLen
ioFlRPyLen
ioFICrDat

ioFlMdDat
ioFlBkDat

ioFlXFndrInfo
ioFIParID

ioFlClpSiz
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Effects on DOS Disks

Spam Spec

The overriding goal of Spam is to provide a seamless integration of DOS disks into the
Macintosh world when the disks are inserted into the Macintosh system. When a compromise
must be strock between surprising the Macintosh user and the DOS user, the scales are always
tipped against the DOS user. However, since the DOS user and the Macintosh user may be one
in the same, it is essential that we do not make the DOS disk impossible or even difficult to use
after it has been to visit a Macintosh.

File Names

When a Macintosh file is created on a DOS volume, it is sometimes necessary to massage
the fue name to conform to the DOS standard of eight characters followed optionally by a three
character extension. AppleShare has already defmed a standard for converting Macintosh names
to what they call "short names." Although this standard is not documented anywhere, it is imple
mented in AppleShare 2.0. The following gives a flavor of the method for converting names.

If the Macintosh name is Ie al u
name.

FSEqu.a
Annual.Rpt
Program.c
Desktop

Macintosh Name

Departmental Report
Laserwriter
MacProject
SkAt
SkivSokare

DOS, then the DOS name is identical to the Macintosh

DOS Name

tDEPARTM.ENT
!LASERWR.ITE
tMACPROJ.ECT
!Skal
!SKIVSOK.ARE

If the first ten characters include spaces, then adjustments are made to where the artificial
break occurs, if the space occurs toward the end of the name. Otherwise, an underscore indicates
that a space was in the name. Characters which are illegal under DOS are dropped from the
name. -

Macintosh Name

Screen 0
Annual Report
Tiny Report
This is a test

January 13, 1989

DOS Name

tSCREEN.O
tANNUAL.REP
tTINY_RE.POR
!THIS_IS.A
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3/4 Time
*Status*

l34_TIME
lSTATUS

Spam Spec

In some cases, two different flies may synthesize the same name. When this occurs, the last
character of the file name is replaced with a digit which is increased until no conflict appears.
The following list gives an example: .

Macintosh Name

Laserwriter Fonts
Laserwriter
Laserwriter Prep
Laserwriter Download

DOS Name

lLASERWR.ITE
!LASERWR.ITO
!LASERWR.ITI
!LASERWR.IT2

Creating Macintosh Files

The DOS flie structure is a descendant of CP/M and inherits many of the latter's limitations.
The Macintosh Hierarchical File System has a much richer set of information about each fue, as
well as a multiple-fork storage mechanism. In order to simulate HFS without breaking the DOS
structure, additional information needs to be d in different places on the DOS disk.

MS-DOS Directory As seen on the Macintosh

PARENT.DIF PARENT.OIR filetype creator

~
REPORT.TX'I ~ BUDGET.WKS BINA mdos

BUDGET.WKS EMPLOYEE.DBF BINA mdos

EMPLOYEE.DBE PRIVATE.OAT BINA mdos

PRIVATE.DA'I REPORT.TXT BINA mdos

Figure 22. A subdirectory on both DOS and Macintosh. Just DOS files.
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MS-DOS Directory As seen on the Macintosh

PARENT.DIF

REPORT.TX'I

BUDGET.WKS

EMPLOYEE.DBE

PRIVATE.DAT

!DEPARTM.ENT

! !RSRC.FRK

L ! DEPARTM. REP

l ANNUAL. RPT

PARENT.DIR

Annual.Rpt

BUOOET.WKS

Departmental Report

EMPLOYEE.DBF

PRIVATE.DAT

REPORT.TXT

filetype

XLBN

BINA

WORD

BINA

BINA

BINA

creator

XCEL

mdos

MACA

mdos

mdos

mdos

ANNUAL.RPT

ory with two Macintosh files added to it.Figure 23. Same su

The!!APPLE.MA - a parallel direc ory st~ cture.

The "!!APPL . so pro . es a way ~ the fli in a directory to be listed alpha-
betically, as HFS doe. ou . s not required example, listed fnes in essential-
ly creation order), it is a desirable feature. If there is not enough room to build the
"!!APPLE.MAC" file, then file information can be retrieved by way of the AppleDouble re
source flie, although at the cost of performance.
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HFS Enhancements
by Joe Buczek, Dave Feldman, Kenny Tung

January 12,1989

Introduction
This section describes HFS enhancements planned for the Big Bang System release. These en
hancements consist of several components including File Links, a BTree Manager, a Catalog
Search facility, and other enhancements. All of these enhancements are required in support of
one or more other Big Bang projects. In general, these features enhance Macintosh's ease of use
with respect to the retrieval of a user's files or data.

The following paragraphs give an overview of the functionality of each of the individual en
hancements and how they relate to Big Bang.

This facility coul
Excel), data base
specific System s

ne in spreadsheets (Microsoft
pplications. File Links provide

BTree Manager _
The BTree Manager is a basic keyed access method for HFS data forks, providing efficient data
access through the use of HFS 's internal BTree package and disk caching scheme.

The BTree Manager provides an important "building block" to both internal and third party de
velopers who have a need for keyed data storage but don't need the generality or capacity of a
comprehensive data base. The BTree Manager will be especially useful in cases where the
Resource Manager is used (albeit inappropriately) as a data base and is a limiting factor in terms
of space or speed.

Big Bang components using the BTree Manager are Diet Coke and the Finder.

Catalog Search
The catalog search facility, CatSearch, is a new HFS function that permits high performance
flexible searching of an entire HFS disk catalog.

CatSearch will enhance the performance of any application oriented toward processing entire
volumes, such as a backup application or a "Find File" facility. It will permit such applications to
quickly process an entire disk's catalog to select files based on a comprehensive set of key crite
ria.
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The main Big Bang consumer of the new HFS CatSearch facility is the Finder.

Other Enhancements
Several other HFS enhancements that are under consideration but which are currently unstaffed
include:

• Catalog Extensions
This would pennit the storage and retrieval of extended infonnation for files and
directories.

• International Catalog Support
This would pennit the sorting sequence of file names to be customized as to case
and diacritical sensitivity on a per-volume, per-eountry basis.

• Remote Booting
Some support of the Remote Booting effort will be needed to insure smooth inte
gration of the Remote Booting AppleShare components with the File System
Manager (File System Manager mu ide in ROM for Remote Booting to work).
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File Links
by Joe Buczek

January 12, 1989

Introduction
This section describes what File Links are, the programmatic model they present, and the addi
tional HFS functions that are needed to create this new capability.

Purpose
The overall purpose of File Links is to enhance Macintosh's ease of use with respect to the re
trieval of a user's files. This is accomplished by providing a kind of "permanent address" for any
file regardless of its name or position within the folder hierarchy. This permits applications to
"remember" a fue so that, even if its name is changed or it is moved to a different folder, the file
may still be located quickly and automatically. .

the possible Human Interface issues related to the use of

Properties

Scope
The scope of a File to the files con . thin the volume that contains the link
itself. A File Link on volume "fred:" cannot be made to refer to file on volume "wilma:".

This document does not describe a
File Links.

Uniqueness
The uniqueness of the value of a link is guaranteed by HFS such that a link value, once assigned,
is for all practical purposes never reused.

The phrase, "for all practical purposes", in the paragraph above can be explained as follows: The
value of a file link is a unique internal value used by HFS. To generate these, HFS increments a
value kept in the volume header stored on every disk volume. Because this internal value is an
unsigned 32-bit integer, keys would only be reused every 232 - 1 file creations. At present, creat
ing this many files would result in more disk writes than any device can perform without exceed
ing manufacturers recommendations for reliable operation (media or drive hardware would fail
flISt).

Permanence
Once a link to a file is created, that link will always point to the target file until such time as the
target file or the link itself is deleted.

It should be noted that the behavior of most application programs is a problem when trying to
make File Links work transparently underneath them. This is true because of the HFS functions
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nonnally used in implementing an application's "Save"or "Save As..." commands.

Typically, the file a user is saving is written to a "temporary" fue, then that file is renamed to the
desired name. If the rename operation fails ("Save As..." case), the user is prompted for confIr
mation of replacing the existing version of a file. If confrrmed, the application proceeds by delet
ing the existing file, then does the rename operation again.

This above process would routinely destroy file links, so a new function is needed. The new
function, dubbed "replace", allows an application to replace an existing file's contents and file
attributes (type, creator, etc.) with a second fue's while keeping the link identity of the fIrst file.
This would atomically destroy the file's previous contents, replace it with the contents of a sec
ond file, replace its file attributes, and then destroy the second file. For more on this, see the sec
tion called "Replace File" below.

Format
A File Link is stored as a 32-bit unsigned long word. No assumption can be made about the actu
al value of a File Link. It may only be interpreted as an arbitrary key for retrieving the file to
which the link refers.' .

und" condition when ac-

o change is required to the structure of an
HFS Volume Compatib.....· ....,.. --'
File Links will be imple ented in such a w
HFS volume.

New HFS Calls
This section describes the programmatic interface to HFS File Links. Parameter block fields and
offsets have not been detennined yet, so only high-level language calls are shown.

Create Link
The "create link" call creates a unique link to an HFS file given a vRetNum, fileName, and
dirID, . The actual value of the File Link is detennined by HFS and is the result of successfully
creating the link.

FUNCTION HCreateLink(vRefNum: INTEGER; VAR fileLink: LONGINT;
fileName: Str255; dirID: LONGINT): OSErr;

Destroy Link
The "destroy link" call invalidates a file link. Any instances of this link stored by any application
become invalid. The next time any application attempts the "resolve link" call using the link
value specified, a "file not found" error is returned.

FUNCTION HDeleteLink(vRefNum: INTEGER; fileLink: LONGINT):
OSErr;
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Resolve Link
The "resolve link" call converts a valid file link to a didO and a fileName. If the link specified
has become invalid due to the file having been deleted or the link being destroyed (see above), a
"file not found" error is returned to the caller.

FUNCTION HResolveLink(vRefNum: INTEGER; fileLink: LONGINTj
VAR fileName: Str255j VAR dirID: LONGINT): OSErr;

Replace File
The "replace file" call is used when an application wishes to perform the "Save As..." function
while preserving any file links that may exists. Both the existing file and its replacement are
specified. If the file cannot be replaced because it is open, an error is returned. The replacement
file must exist on the same volume as the file being replaced. The file specified by destDirID and
destName are replaced by the file specified by srcDirID and srcName. Both files must exist on
the volume sPecified by vRetNum.

FUNCTION HReplace(vRefNum: INTEGER; destDirID: LONGINTi
destName: Str255j srcDirID: LONGINTj srcName: Str255):
OSErri
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BTree Manager
by Kenny Tung

Introduction
The capability of the internal HFS BTree Manager has been extensively used by HFS in
supporting the hierarchical catalog and file space. mapping to improve file system performance.
The internal HFS BTree Manager has really made our file system stand out against other
microcomputer file systems.

Because of the proficiency of Btrees in managing large databases, recently there has been a lot of
solicitation from other groups asking for a generic interface with the internal BTree functionality.
The purpose of this project is to export these internal routines so that the BTree functionality is
available to general applications; and the New Finder in particular.

BTree Manager Calls
A BTree file is a specific organIzatIon of the data fork. It makes no sense to read its contents via
a regular read routine; and a BTree file's organization will be damaged if you write directly to it.
Therefore, another set of functions are necessary for accessing BTree files.

Most of these routines can be executed either synchronously or asynchronously, but some
routines can only be executed synchronously for this release.

All these functions return a result code, a zero means no error. Result code should be consulted
after each call. In addition to the conventional File System's result codes, the following result
codes are added for the BTree Manager:

Name
NotBTree
BTsizeErr
BTFempty
BTRecNotFnd
BTdupRecErr
BTKeyAttrErr
BTKeyLenErr
BTMInvalid
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value
-200
-201
-202
-203
-204
-205
-206
-207

Meanjne
the file is not a BTree file
the record size is too big
no disk space has been allocated
record not found search error
record already exists
unsupported key type
key length to long
invalid place marker
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The result code values are picked arbitrarily for now. Appropriate values will be assigned later.

The HParamBlockRec, described in the File Manager chapter of volume N of Inside Macintosh,
will be extended by the addition of two param block types, BTParam and BTIOParam as shown
below:

HParmBlkPtr = ~HParamBlockRec;

LONGINT;
LONGINT;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
LONGINT;
LONGINT;
Byte;

QElernPtr;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
Ptr;
ProcPtr;
OSErr;
StringPtr;
INTEGER:

HParamBlockRec = RECORD
qLink
qType
ioTrap
ioCmdAddr
ioCompletion:
ioResult
ioNamePtr
ioVRefNum

CASE ParamBlkType OF
BTIOParam:

( .........",....---~

END;
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comparison routine}

pointer}
er}

mar er}
{place marker}
{position mode}
{key buffer size}
{key actual length}

{total number of records}
{node size}
{max key length in bytes}
{total number of nodes}
{number of free nodes}
{key attribute}
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BTree File Initialization

FUNCTION BTInit(paramBlock: HParamBlkPtr; async: BOOLEAN): OSErr;

BTree Manager

-> ioCompletion
<- ioResult
-> ioNamePtr
-> ioDirID
-> ioBTKeyAttr
-> ioBTKeyLen

pointer
word
pointer
long word
byte
word

BTInit initializes a new BTree file (the data fork), having the name pointed to by ioNamePtr on
the volume specified by ioVRetNum. The BTree Manager supports the HFS pathname
specification convention, that is, ioNamePtr can be pointed to either a full or partial pathname
used in conjunction with ioVRetNum and ioDirID to specify a target file. The file should be
already created and have disk space allocated for the data fork. If the file does not exist, a fnfEIT
error is returned. If there is no space allocated then a B1Fempty error is returned.The newly
initialized BTree file will be empty (contain no records).

If you try to initialize a BTree file and t
file to empty state. (all ecor s are os.

Ie has already been initialized, BTInit will reset the

Opening a BTree File

FUNCTION BTOpen(paramBlock: HParamBlkPtr; async: BOOLEAN): OSErr;

-> ioCompletion
<- ioResult
-> ioNamePtr
-> ioVRefNum
<- ioRetNum
-> ioPennssn
-> ioBTKeyComp
-> ioDirID

pointer (should be NULL)
word
pointer
word
word
byte
pointer
long word

BTOpen opens the BTree file pointed to by ioNamePtr on the volume specified by ioVRefNum.
As in BTCreate, ioNamePtr can be pointed to either
a full or partial pathname used in conjunction with ioVRetNum and ioDirID to
specify a target file. It checks to make sure that this is really a BTree file. If it is a BTree, a path
reference number is returned in ioRefNum, otherwise it returns an error (NotBTree).

Different from opening an ordinary file, when opening a BTree file, one new parameter has to be
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passed in the ParamBlk, that is the ioBTKeyComp, which is a pointer to a key comparison
routine used by the BTree manager for deciding the order of keys. When this BTree file is
opened, BTree manager saves this information in its internal data structure. Through this
mechanism, the user can define his/her own data structure for the key. If this parameter is NIL
then the default compare routine is used. BTree manager provides a default comparison routine
for users who don't want to write their own or for other reasons applications don't want to pass
the comparison routine as an argument; this routine takes the key as a string and uses the OS
Utilities RelString routine to compare the order of the two keys. In this case, the ioBTKeyAttr
field must be passed with meaningful value.

Note: BTOpen can only be executed synchronously for this release.

Closing a BTree File

RJNCTION BTClose(paramBlock: HParamBlkPtr; async: BOOLEAN): OSErr;

-> ioCompletion
<- ioResult
-> ioRetNum

-> ioCompletion
<- ioResult
-> ioRetNum
-> ioBuffer
-> ioReqCountlong
<- ioActCount long
-> ioBTKeyPtr
<- ioBTHint1
<- ioBTHint2
<- ioBTHint3

pointer
word

ord

pointer
word
word
pointer
word
word
pointer
long word
long word
word

All associated buffers are
y,.".Ioo.......~"""""'-IoI.....,.BTr file. You cannot close an

e to be flushed and memory

l~~,"""C: BOOLEAN): OSErr;

This function is used to insert a record in the open BTree file specified by ioRefNurn in the order
sorted by ioBTKeyPtr. The record is built by using key and the data buffer pointed to by
ioBuffer. The size of the data in the buffer is specified by ioReqCount . The flie is expanded (by
clump size) if necessary and if there is enough disk space. If the disk has no space to grow the
file, an error (dskFulErr) is returned. Note that there is a limit on the size of data plus the key
(see discussion below). If the record size is too big, an error (BTSizeErr) is returned and no data
is written.
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Upon a successful insertion, the ioActCount will contain the number of bytes actually written, it
should match the value in ioReqCount field; and the ioBTHint (10 words) will contain a place
marker within the BTree file where the record resides. The user can save this hint and pass it as a
parameter when accessing the same record later on. The ioBTHint,when discreetly used,
provides a cache mechanism that can speed up record look up. If you pass the ioBTHint
parameter which involves a search operation, for example BTInsRec, BTDeiRec, or BTSearch,
the BTree Manager tries to locate the record using the hint. If the record is not found, then the
regular search path (from the root) is resumed as in the case when the ioBTHint is zero. The
ioBTHint could become invalid if there are any record insertions or deletions between the time
you get the hint value and the time you use it later. Part of the place marker is a write count,
BTree Manager uses it for synchronization purpose to validate the hint.

If the record you want to insert already existed, (i.e., a record in the file has the same key as the
ioBTKeyPtr structure) an error (BTdupRecErr) is returned.

FUNCTION BTSetRec(paramBlock: HParamBlkPtr; async: BOOLEAN): OSErr;

FUNCTION BTRepIRec(paramBlock: HParamBlkPtr; async: BOOLEAN): OSErr;

-> ioCompletion
<- ioResult
-> ioRetNum
-> ioBuffer
-> ioReqCount
<- ioActCount
-> ioBTKeyPtr
<-> ioBTHint1
<- ioBTHint2
<- ioBTIlint3

pointer
word
word
pointer
long word
long word
pointer
long word
long word
word

This routine is the same as BTInsRec except that the record is replaced only iiit already exists
(not automatically inserted). Otherwise an error (BTRecNotFnd) is returned. See BTInsRec for
more detailed information.
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Retrieving Records

BTree Manager

The functions described in this section pertain to locating and retrieving records stored in a
BTree fue.

FUNCTION BTSearch(paramBlock: HParamBlkPtr; async: BOOLEAN) : OSErr;

-> ioCompletion
<- ioResult
-> ioRetNum
-> ioBuffer
-> ioReqCount
<- ioActCount
-> ioBTKeyPtr
<-> ioBTHintl
<- ioBTHint2
<- ioBTHint3

pointer
word
word
pointer
long word
long word
pointer
long word
long word
word

FUNCTION BTGetRec(paramBlock: HParamBlkPtr; async: BOOLEAN): OSErr;

-> ioCompletion
<- ioResult
-> ioRetNum
-> ioBuffer
-> ioReqCount
<- ioActCount
<- ioBTKeyPtr
<-> ioBTHintl
<-> ioBTHint2
<-> ioBTHint3
-> ioBTPosMode
-> ioKBufSize
<- ioKActCount

pointer
word
word
pointer
long word
long word
pointer
long word
long word
word
byte
byte
byte

BTGetRec searches for a record by using the place marker, which are ioBTHintl, ioBTHint2 and
ioBTHint3, from the open BTree file whose access path is specified by ioRetNum. BTree
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Manager gets the record pointed to by the BTHint plus the posltton mode specified by
ioBTPosMode. Before getting the read, the write count in the BTHint is verified with an internal
write count to validate the marker. If these two values don't match, BTGetRec will return
BTMInvalid as its function result. You can use the ioBTPosMode field to select the previous,
current, or next record relative to the place marker. You can use the following predefined
constants to set the position field:

CONST btPrevRec =-1; {previous record}
btCurRec =0; {current record}
btNextRec =1; {next record}

If the record is found, the data portion of the record is transferred to the data buffer pointed to by
ioBuffer, ioReqCount has the size of the data buffer in number of bytes. If the buffer is too small,
the data will be truncated. The number of bytes actually transferred into the data buffer is
returned in ioActCount. The key portion of the record is transferred to the key buffer pointed to
by ioBTKeyPtr, ioKBufSize has the size of the key buffer in number of bytes. If the buffer is too
small, the key will be truncated. The number of bytes actually transferred into the key buffer is
returned in ioKActCount. After the read is completed, the place marker is returned in ioBTHints.

d returns BTRecNotFnd

If the file is not a BTree
ioErr, nsvErr, and tiN

Deleting Records

FUNCTION BTDeIRec(paramBlock: HParamBlkPtr; async: BOOLEAN): OSErr;

-> ioCompletion
<- ioResult
-> ioRefNum
-> ioBTHint
-> ioBTKeyPtr

pointer
word
word
long word
pointer

This function deletes a record in the open BTree file specified by ioRefNum if the record has a
matching key (ioBTKeyPtr). The file size remains the same but the internal tree structure is
compacted. For this reason, when you 'want to replace an existing record, you should always use
the BT~eplace routine to perfonn the task instead of calling BTDelete and then BTInsert. Once
the record is deleted, it cannot be retrieved. If the record is not found an error (BTRecNotFnd) is
returned. If the file is not a BTree file, then a NotBTree error is returned. It may also return
fnOpnErr, ioErr, nsvErr, and rfNumErr errors.

You can pass a ioBTHint to speed up the search process.
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Miscellaneous

BTree Manager

FUNCTION BTGetlnfo(paramBlock: HParamBlkPtr; async: BOOLEAN): OSErr;

-> ioCompletion
<- ioResult
-> ioRefNum
<- ioBTClumpsize
<- ioBTKeyLen
<- ioBTDepth
<- ioBTFreeNode
<- ioBTNNodes
<- ioBTNodesize
<- ioBTRecNum

pointer
word
word
long word
word
byte
long word
long word
word
long word

BTGetInfo returns information about the open BTree fue specified by the ioRefNum. An error
(NotBTree) is returned if it is not a BTree file. This function returns the file's clump size in bytes,
the length of the key in bytes, the depth of the BTree, the number of free nodes available, the
total number of records in the fil d the node size in bytes in the fields of ioBTClumpsize,
ioBTKeyLen, i . ree ode, i . odesize respectively.

Open issues

1.

ytes. The user should be aware of this

2. We may need to provide support in Disk First Aid or a new utility for compacting and re
pairing BTree fues in the future.

Appendix

The following is an example of the key comparison routine (from existing ROM source). The
extent file key has a structure like this:

FXKey =RECORD
keylength:
forktype:
filenumber:
blocknum:
END;
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byte;
byte;
LONG1NT;
1NT;
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,
; Routine:
,
; Function:

,
; Input:
,

; Output:

FXMKeyCmp (FXM Key Compare)

Compares two extent file keys
(a search key and a trial key).

AO.L - search key pointer
A l.L - trial key pointer

DO.W - result code
+n search key> trial key
o search key =trial key
-n search key < trial key

FXMKeyCmp:
MOVEM.L AO-A1,-(SP) ; save registers

MOVE.L
CMP.L .....-..,.,..,P1"'I'......"
BHI.S
BCS.S

; fue ID's are equal, co

; fork types are equal; c

MOVE.W 6(AO),DO ; compare block numbers
CMP.W 6(Al),DO
BHI.S KCIsGT ; search block # > trial block #
BCS.S KCIsLT ; search block # < trial block #

KClsEQ
CLR.W DO ; result ="equal"
BRA.S KCExit

KClsLT
MOVE.W #-l,DO ;result ="less than"
BRA.S KCExit

KCIsGT
MOVE.W #+l,DO ; result ="greater than"

KCExit
MOVEM.L (SP)+,AO-Al ; restore registers
TST.W DO ; set up condition codes
RTS ; exit FXMKeyCmp
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CatSearch
Dave Feldman

CatSearch is a new HFS call which allows applications to efficiently search any
volume for files which match a specified selection criteria. The names and directo
ry ID's for the files and directories that match are returned to the caller. The call
supports multiple selection criteria, and allows a search to be broken up into many
calls, allowing the caller to maintain good user response.

Parameter Block

ioSpec

process

pointer to completion routine
result code
volume name
vRefNum or WDRefNum

ioCompletion
ioResult
ioNamePtr
ioVRefN

No l!n'eP'-~
External file system
I/O Error
No such volume
<all sorts of reasons>

pointer 12
word 16
pointer 18
word 22
pointer
long word
long word
long word
CinfoPBPtr
CInfoPBPtr
long word
long word
long word
long word

Result Codes
noErr
extFSErr
ioErr
nsvErr
paramErr

-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
<-
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
..,.->
-->

Volume Specification
IoNamePtr and ioVRefNum are used in the standard way to determine the volume to

search.
Return Values

IoMBufPtr points to the array where matching file and directory names are returned to
the user. The array elements are of type MbufEntry:

Const

Type
maxMatches = 30;

MBufEntry = Record
ParID: longInt;
CName: str31

{ arbitrary array length }

End;
Var

myMatches: array[l ..maxMatches] of MBufEntry;
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Control Paramters

CatSearch

IoReqMatchCount is the caller-specified highest number of matches to return.
CatSearch assumes that the array pointed to by iOMBufptr is large enough to hold
ioReqMatchCount entries. IoActMatchCount is the output parameter that is set to the actual
number of matches found. The elements of the MBuf array up to and including the
ioActMatchCount'th element will be set to a file or directory name. The rest of the array (if
any) will not be accessed nor modified.

IoQuant specifies a limit on the number of file records to process. It provides a mechanism for
the caller to place an upper bound on the run time of a single call to CatSearch. IoStart1 and
ioStart2 indicate where CatSearch should start searching from. To indicate that the search
should start at the beginning of the catalog the caller sets both to zero. To indicate that the
search should continue from the location where the previous call stopped the caller simply leaves
ioStart1 and ioStart2 untouched in the param block from the previous call.

Search Criteria
The motivation be ind th

searchable" catalog info tion t t 1

should be available as searc .teria.
block full of searchable items, so a Search strategy is to use t e same data structure which
is output from PBGetCatlnfo (a ClnfoPBRec) as input to CatSearch. Unlike GetCatlnfo,
however, CatSearch uses two ClnfoPBRecs, and limits their use to only the fields that make
sense as search criteria. The various fields in the CInfoPBRecs are selected with bits in
ioSpecBits. Each bit in ioSpecBits specifies a file or directory attribute that the search will take
into account. The following constants are added together by the caller to make ioSpecBits:

Const
fsSBPartialName
fsSBFullName
fsSBFlAttrib
fsSBFlFndrlnfo
fsSBFlLgLen
fsSBFlPyLen
fsSBFlRLgLen
fsSBFlRPyLen
fsSBFlCrDat
fsSBFlMdDat
fsSBFlBkDat
fsSBFlXFndrlnfo

fsSBDrUsrWds
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1;
2;
4;
8;
32;
64;
128;
256;
512;
1024;
2048;
4096;

8;

{substrings of names}
{full names}
{directories, locked files}
{Finder file info}
{data fork logical length}
{data fork physical length}
{resource fork logical length}
{resource fork physical length}
{file create date}
{file modification" date}
{file backup date}
{more Finder file info}

{Finder directory info}

{files only}
{files only}
{files only}
{files only}
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fsSBDrNmFls
fsSBDrCrDat
fsSBDrMdDat
fsSBDrBkDat
fsSBDrFndrlnfo

16;
512;
1024;
2048;
4096;

{number of files in directory} {directories}
{directory create date}
{directory modification date}
{directory backup date}
{more Finder directory info}

All specified criteria must be true for a file or directory to be returned as a match. For
example, if both fsSBFullName and fsSBFlLgLen are specified, only files of a certain name and
data fork logical size will be returned. Some constants are appropriate only for files and others
are appropriate only for directories, and some are legal for both. Some constants have two
names to match the naming conventions for ClnfoPBRecs.

pointer
byte
16 bytes
word

ioNamePtr
ioFlAttrib
ioDrUsrWds
ioDrNmFls

--> 72 ioFlCrDat long word
--> 76 ioFlMdDat long word
--> 80 ioFlBakDat long word
--> 84 ioDrFndrlnfo 16 bytes

es

word
word
word
word
word
word
word

long word
16 bytes

i lLgLen
ioF
ioFlRLgLen
ioFlRLgLen
ioFlRPyLen
ioFlCrDat
ioFlMdDat
ioFlBakDat
ioFlXFndrlnfo

54
58
62
64
68
72
76
80
84

Files:
--> 18
--> 30
--> 32

-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->

Fields in ClnfoPBRecs IoSpec1 and ioSpec2 are used together to specify the search
criteria. Different criteria use the fields in the two records in different ways. The date and length
criteria use their fields ioSpec1 and ioSpec2 to hold the high and low values of a range. If the
date or length falls within the low value in ioSpec1 or the high value in ioSpec2, the attribute is
true for that file or directory. IoFlAttrib and the Finder info criteria use their fields in ioSpec1
to hold their desired value and ioSpec2 to hold a bitwise mask indicating which bits in the field
in ioSpec1 are relevant to the curren ch. If the value from a file or directory, after being
masked (logical A agaInst t e value n ioS c2, equ s t eva ue 1n . oSpec1, the attribute is
true for that file or ectory. Target n estrin s are stored in the ioNa eptr in ioSpecl. They
are compared to the a ectory it 1 er a su s ng mparison or an exact
match comparison. ere s of the oPBRecs ar s fi ows:

FsSBPartialName and fsSBFullName detennine how ioSpec1'" . ioNameptr is used. If
fsSBPartialName is specified, the string pointed to by ioNameptr is used in a substring
compare against each file and directory name. If fsSBFullName is specified, only exact matches
will count. If both are specified, the search will be on the full name. All name comparisons are
case insensitive and ignore diacritical marks. If either fsSBPartialName or fsSBFullName is
specified and ioSpec1->ioNamePtr is nil or an empty string, paramErr is returned.

If fsSBFlAttrib is specified, ioSpec2"'. ioFlAttrib is used as a mask against the
attribute byte from each file or directory, and this value is compared with ioSpec1'" .
ioFlAttrib. If you set any bits in ioSpec1"'. ioFlAttrib other than bit 0 (locked) and bit 4
(directory), you get paramErr. The other bits deal with file open/closed infonnation, which is
not part of the catalog. Note that future attribute bits may be defined so currently undefined
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attribute bits must be set to zero in ioSpec2". ioFlAttrib. Note that the ioFlAttrib
parameter allows searching for only files or only directories, based on bit 4. CatSearch
determines whether or not any file- or directory-specific parameters are legal based on the value
of this bit. If fsSBFlAttrib is not specified, or if bit 4 of ioSpec2". ioFlAttrib is clear
(masking out the value), CatSearch assumes that the search is to include both files and
directories.

If fsSBDrUsrWds is specified, ioSpec1.ioDrNmFls and ioSpec2.ioDrNmFls are as an
inclusive range for the number of files in the directory. For example, if ioSpec1.ioDrNmFls is
12 and ioSpec2.ioDrNmFls is 27, directories with 12..27 files will match. The number of
subdirectories is included. Specifying fsSBDrUsrWds in a search that includes files will generate
a paramErr.

If fsSBFlFndrlnfo is specified, ioSpec2". ioFlFndrlnfo is used as a mask against the
Finder info from each file or directory, and this value is compared with
ioSpec2". ioFlFndrlnfo. FsSBFlXFndrlnfo is similar to fsSBFlFndrlnfo except that the.
values used are from ioFlXFndrlnfo. The constants fsSBDrUsrWds and fsSBDrFndrlnfo have
the exactly the same effect as their ftIe-specific counterparts, since the information used is in the
same place in the ClnfoPBRec. Note howev t the Finder information has different meanings
for ftIes and directories, so lnde info a d directories
will produce accurate but p ssibly not very me ingful

If fsSBFlLgLen, fs

corresponding values from
question. For example, if i
logical lengths of 23...99 w
search includes directories.

If fsSBFlCrDat, f SBFlM at Q fsSBFl kDat is sp cified, e corresponding values
from ioSpec1 and ioSpec e use as an inc ive range ti r the da in question. Zero and
MaxLonglnt are valid as the be . ndof time (Jan , d (whenever Mac dates
end) respectively. Using the same value in both the ioSpecl and ioSpec2 will match only the
exact date specified. FsSBDrCrDat, fsSBDrMdDat and fsSBDrBkDat are provided for naming
consistency only, as the infomation used comes from the same place in the ClnfoPBRec.

If the only criteria is fsSBPartialName or fsSBFullName, ioSpec2 is ignored.
Otherwise, if it is nil (or if ioSpecl is ever nil), paramErr is returned.

CatSearch does not search the catalog in hierarchical order. Therefore it is useful only
for searches of an entires volume. If a search of a directory is desired, then the matches from
CatSearch'S global search must be filtered by the caller to eliminate matches that are outside the
selected directory.

CatSearch will be made available under AFP. To ensure proper access protection, AFP
will postprocess the CatSearch call locally to ensure that matching records can be legally access
ed by the (remote) caller.

Note: Currently CatSearch only works when called synchronously. However, the final
version will operate both synchronously and asynchronously.

Since CatSearch uses the ClnfoPBRec for its search criteria, it will be very easy to
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acommodate future items if the definition of catalog infonnation is expanded.

Example

For the following example, assume the declarations that have appeared so far, plus the
following:

myName: Str31;
myParam: CSPBReCi
mySpecl, mySpec2: ClnfoPBRec;
myError: OSErr;
lengthl, length2: Longint;

To do a search for file and directories on disk 'Hard Disk:' with 'Dave' somewhere in
~kn~: .

'Hard Disk:';
O·

myError

myName := 'Dave';
myParam.ioNamePtr .=
myParam.ioVRefNum
myParam~'~~ ~~

myParam
mySpecl
myParam
myParam
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Introduction

This document describes a new Blue virtual memory facility. This new facility will be known as
"Big Blue".

Big Blue is the virtual memory solution started by Phil Goldman last summer, and currently being
developed by Phil together with Rick Daley.

Note, this document is not a complete ERS, a complete ERS will be forthcoming at a later time.

A general description of the virtual memory model provided by Big Blue is given first. This is
followed by a terse description of the three' possible implementations currently being considered.

Virtual Memory Model

. "Big Blue" is a specific virtual memory solution targeted for the Mac as. It utilizes a single
address space shared by the entire machine, causing the machine to appear to have more physical
memory than really exists. The Mac as, Drivers, MultiFinder, applications, etc. are all faked out.

Big Blue supports up to 8 MB of virtual mem , the maximum memory size for our current
machines. This size limit . . la er imp· ome 32 bit clean.

Note that Big Blue provides no protection facilities. Protection is generally provided using
multiple address spaces, one per process or task.

Implementation Options

- "fakes" re-entrancy for old drivers
- localizes the patches
- not proven to be workable
- depends on third-party being cleanly written



3) "Big Blue" friendly SCSI Manager and drivers

- modify SCSI Manager to work without interrupts
- modify SCSI drivers to be reentrant
- third parties must rev drivers to use the new SCSI Manager
- these new drivers can be positively identified





MultiFinder 6.1

Introduction

This document describes the MultiFinder 6.1 which is the latest versionof the MultiFinder
developed by Phil Goldman. It includes SADE support, set aside, support for a MultiFinder-only
system, and large application support.

The software for Ml1I~'!Mf'1Q@i~+-t!!Htf
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MultiFinder 6.1 ERS
User Interface Changes

• Apple Menu Item Rearrangement/Extensibility
(Dropped - not needed until newFinder)

• Set Aside
We will add an item that reads "Set Aside <xxx>", where <xxx> is the name of the

application in which the apple menu exists. When the user selects this item, the
application's windows are closed and a rectangular outline zooms from the outline of the
application's frontmost window to the apple symbol on the left hand side of the menu bar.

"Set Aside <xxx>" will be disabled if <xxx> is the only visible layer.
When the user holds down the option key, "Set Aside <xxx>" flips to "Set Aside

Others". In this mode all applications besides the frontmost are set aside.
An application that has been set aside will not be brought to the front via the menu

bar application icon (clicks in the icon in the right hand side of the menu bar normally
bring each visible application to the front). However, selecting <xxx> from the apple menu
of another application will zoom a rectangle from the apple menu title to the outline of the
frontmost window of <xxx>, bring <xx . front of all other layers, and open all of the
application's windows ore twas .

There will als be a "one-at-a-time' mode provided as a set aside s ortcut. If the
user holds down the 0 tio .. ing in e " e lication he
switched out of will a to ticall e set aside, w th 0 zooming r tan es. At the point at
which the user has cli ked ough time leave on y one visib lay further clicks will
cause the current appl ation set aside nd the "next" set side yer will be made
visible, thus giving th de . ed(?) 0 -at-a-ti e effect.

Support for Practical u ·Finde only
There are tw basic roble

accomodating very la: e ap . . ns (e.g. yperCard, ullWri e) and allowing larger
numbers of reasonably' a plicat' or alleviating memory
woes is:

• Include a mode in which MultiFinder quits all apps (including the Finder) and
gets rid of itself in order to run one very large application. When the application quits,
MultiFinder is restarted. Applications can take advantage of this feature by calling
_Launch with the extended launch block and setting bit 13 (15 is SUBLAUNCH, 14 is
TWITCHLAUNCH). The current Finder plan to utilize this feature is to only call the
standalone launch when no other apps are running and the app in question has both min and
preferred sizes> _TWMaxMemO.

Note that with this feature in place there is no reason not to have MultiFinder
running all of the time. It allows the user all of the benefits of MF and the cost is never
higher than that for UniFinder.

New Services
• New Events

If the appropriate bit is set in the SIZE resource, the application will be eligible to
receive a new event from _WaitNextEvent I _GetNextEvent I_EventAvail.

• childDiedEvent An app has died

Any app that has the receiveChildDied flag set in its SIZE resource will be notified
of the death of any other app that it has launched. The high byte of the message field in the
event record will be 253. The low word will contain the process id.
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• New Launch Routine
This routine has existed since MultiFinder 1.0, so there are no backwards

compatibility problems. Its interface is:

short
MFLaunch(namePtr, size, vRefNum, taskMode, stack)
StringPtr namePtr;
unsigned long size, stack;
short vRefNum;
unsigned long taskMode;

This routine will launch the app given by name namePtr in working directory vRefNum.

The app's partition size will be size and its initial stack size will be stack. The taskMode
parameter should have the flags as defined in the app's SIZE resource in the low word. The
low bit of the high word should be set if the app has the AppleShare multiLaunch bit set.
All other bits in the high word should be O.

The routine returns a process id if the launch was successful. If not, it returns
an error < O. Possible errors currently are:

SYSERR
TWITMEMERR
MEMFRAGERR
CODEOERR
APPMEMERR

• New Wakeup Routine
The format of this call is:

short
MFWakeup(pid)
short pid;

This routine will wake up the process specified by pid if it is asleep because the
timeout on its last _WNE call has not yet occurred. This is useful for the entire class of
applications that need to act on some "event" outside of those recognized by the as Event
Mgr or by MultiFinder events. Previously these apps were forced to specify a small or zero
timeout for _WNE and poll on the event. Now they can sleep forever, and have the code
associated with the event call_MFWakeup.

The most obvious example of this would be a communications app that does an
async _Read on the serial port. It would like to sleep forever, and have the completion
routine from the _Read call_MFWakeup.

The method to check for MFWakeup is.to check the version 2 _SysEnvirons record
to see if the flag hasWakeup has been set.

Note that to do this we would have to make the following (existent) routine public
as well:

short
MFGetPIDO
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This routine exists if _OSDispatch is implemented.

• New Temp Mem Routines
The following routines have been added to the set of temporary memory calls:

long MFfempGetHandleSize(Handle hdl, OSErr *pResultCode)
void MFfempSetHandleSize(Handle hdl, Size newSize, OSErr *pResultCode)
short MFfempHGetState(Handle hdl, OSErr *pResultCode)
void MFfempHSetState(Handle hdl, short state, OSErr *pResultCode)

These are the temporary memory counterparts of their respective standard memory
calls.

• MMU Support
(Dropped)

• ZDE Support
(Dropped)

• SADE Support
The new symbolic debugger runs only under MultiFinder. It requires specific

support in MultiFinder. The following new routines have been added for SADE:

short MFGetTrapAddress(pid, pTrapAddr, trapType, trapNum)
short MFRecordTrapAddress(pid, trapAddr, trapType, trapNum)
short MFReadWriteMem(pid, procMemPtr, cBytcs, callcrMcmPtr, doRcad)
short MFReadWriteFPURegs(pid, callerMcmPtr. doRead)
short MFRegisterDebugger(pid, pEntryRoutine, pExitRoutinc, pToAppRoutinc, dcbugControlKcyCode)

From the last routine, MultiFinder "knows" about the debugger's existence. It will
"call" the debugger on interesting exceptions. When the dcbugControlKeyCode key is hit we
will do a switch into the debugger, and give it a pseudo event informing it of what
happened.

All of these return a status word. 0 signals success and· a subset of the errors
defined for _MFLaunch above may be returned too.

This is currently defined only for SADE. If there is sufficient interest we can make
it public.
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Multifinder 7.0

Introduction

Tuesday January 17th, 1989

This document describes the MultiFinder enhancements currently planed for the Big Bang
software release. The new version of the MultiFinder will be known as MultiFinder 7.0.

Note, this document is not an ERS. It is a "blue" paper presenting our current understanding of
this project. .

The key features of MultiFinder 7.0 are described below. This is followed by an IPC proposal
developed by Jay Moreland.

MultiFinder Bifurcation

Additions to Kernel L

Interprocess Communicati

Improved MultiFinder Temporary Memory - This is a change to the MultiFinder temporary
memory calls. MultiFinder temporary memory handles will be managed with the normal memory
manager calls for handles (except for NewHandle). Also

System-Wide Memory Management - fast memory allocation (no compaction) used by file
system, graphics, printing?, etc.

Additions to User Interface Layer

Apple Menu Control - This allows an application (especially the Finder) to add items to the
Apple menu. These items would invoke the application, and send it a message (see IPC above).

Replacement For Puppet Strings - MultiFinder currently teases applications into opening
documents, quitting, deactivating windows, copying the local scrap into the system scrap, etc.
with a mechanism called puppet strings that simulates user events. The logical successor to this
would combine the puppet string mechanism (for compatibility) with the new IPC mechanism, to
allow new applications to better support these functions.
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Print Puppet String - A new puppet string will tell an (already open) application to open, print,
and close a document. Of course, an IPC equivalent would be created as well, for new
applications.

Shutdown/Restart - Finder currently includes code that uses the Quit puppet string to close all
open applications, and then calls the shutdown manager to turn off or restart the machine. This
code should be moved somewhere into MultiFinder so that non-Finder applications can do the
same thing.

Small Icon Support - Support for the "hand-tuned" small icons that the new Finder will support.
This makes the icons in the Apple menu and the menu bar look much better.

Enhancements to Both Layers

32-bit Clean - This is cleanup required to make MultiFinder 32-bit clean.
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Multifinder 7.0
Interprocess Communication Facility

(also known as IPC)

written by
Jay Lesswater

(also known a Moreland)
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Introduction.

Wednesday March 15th , 1989

Ch~pter 1

Applications

Event Mechnism

~..~.t.Y.f0rk IPC
.::t:o:o:o:o:.:o:o:.:-:o:o:o:o:o:.:. .;.;0;0:0:0;.;0:0.:0:0:".;0:0;0:0:0; :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:o.:.:.:.;.:.;.;~:

It,,,, .:'=~::::':,~.~b mm1~~,~)bOX"""> t;~./,)

/ layet / ,I
I\-..- i: "._, _.•..,~;' _ ~.. ; --.i~';' :/

: .~~<. ..~i::·};~

•••••••: ••: •• : 0' ••••••0 ••••• ••••••••
r , ~

Figure 1.

Interprocess Communications (IPC) is a low level operating system

mechanism that allows one application 1 to send raw, uninterpreted data to

another application. The IPC layer provides Apple and third party

developers the necessary functionality to bui Id multiple higher-level

message based protocols.

This ERS describes two interfaces to the IPC layer.

The MultiFinder 7.0 presents new events toa MultiFinder 7.0 aware

application 2
• This interface hides details of the Operating System IPC

1. Here application means double-clickable applications, drivers, CDevs, desk accessories and

INIT style 'dangling entities.'

2. Here and hereafter, until the next footnote, application means double-clickable application

with a bit in the SIZE resource set appropriately.
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layer from the application. MultiFinder 7.0 will manage the Operating
System IPC layer interface on behalf of the application. The MultiFinder
7.0 Event extension is referred to as the IPC Event Mechanism. Currently
under development is an InterApplication Communication Protocol which
is based on the IPC Event Mechanism. This protocol will des'cribe a
standard set of messages defined by Apple.

The Operating System IPC layer should be appropriate for Network IPC,
Comm Toolbox and others who are generally not driven by the standard
event manager. This low level mechanism provides services for creating
message queues, sending and receiving messages, a message buffer
manager and directory services for finding addresses of other message
que ues. This inte rf:;a.c.e js r.ef.e.lr-Er~ to .:a.$. .the Q.p.e..r..ating SYstem IPC
Mechanism. The IPC ~Event Mechani~m is/built using the Op;~rating System
IPC Mechanism. ~ r··············· ..·················,} l , "' m •• "'............././·

Chapters Two and Th~ee t~;:~:~:';:"iihSo~-;'~etail~/t~~~:,<wo interfaces.

(,l:~:::::l,_"./:) Of/) .::f.:~.:;.·.:.:.;:.:.:.:~.::.:.:.'.·.·;.:~.·.·:.:·.·. ·:.'.•.•.•.•.•.;:l/
..........-...•.••.•.•.........•.....•.•.......•:•...............•
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Chapter 2

The Event IPC Mechanism.

Wednesday March 1St h, 1989

"Messages are euents; euents are messages."

A New Event.

The pre-7.0 Multifinder aware application 3 saw lower level
events/messages nun through app4Event. Each of the sixteen possible
events has a multi-Qart messag"e-r which could be viewed in the
EventRecord. The se rl'~';';'~"""i~'~'~"i ei~entsl~'~';';'~'g"~~""'~~'~'ld"\ belmasked ,'
thereby allowing eve ni~ / rT)e.s.s.a.g.e f.i.It.~ ri ng .l" / "ou ~?<..//

A new event, kHighLJvJ:~:;~~~:"'~~'i'5ts, in L~~ltiFinc;l6;"/7.f( This event is

masked if app4Evertt. .....:/fs ma··s.ked4
• \\ The E:lentR,6cord variant for

kHighLevelEvent red~'ftn-~:s the; Poiriit memt;l:~r 9if the EventRecord

struct ure5. See figur(~, ,~~::.::~::::.'::'~,.~///' /. l

3. A yet to be defined bit in the SIZE resource indicates the application desire to handle High
Level Events.

4. If the SIZE resource does not exist or the appropriate bit is not set in the SIZE resource, the
application effectively masks kHighLevelEvent.

5. Redefining EventRecord.where (Point) as EventRecord.what3 (Longlnt) implies that High
Level Events don't contain the mouse position at the time of the event. Currently,
MultiFinder childDiedEvent don't contain a mouse position at the time of the event. This may
cause trouble for application that case off of EventRecord.where before casing off of
EventRecord. what.
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struct EventRecord ( struct EventRecord (
short what; - - short what;- -long message; - - long what2;- -long when; - - long when;........ -
Point where; long what3;
short modifiers; - - short modi fiers;........ .......

); );

Today'sEven l'··R·eee·r·Q············i·············lTo r11&f·F-O·WLs····e;·ve·n-t..·f.jl ecord

:

:.:.'1..1..:~=:.:::~::::~: ...u.. j if l:?j§.u.k.tI;.:.;..::~g ...L...../~..;JelEven t
....•.....•..••..•...•.•••

t :./ ;.. .. \fig ur~\ 2. .,..;/;.

The Event Record. (/ " 't, /) //
~. !

event/message. what2 can be thought of as the "class" of message and
what3 can be thoug ht of as a specifier within that class 6

. Apple third
party developers who have registered an application signature are given
the "class" of messages which have that signature as thei r what2 fie Id 7

.

Class can also be considered the signature of the 'fella' who decided what
the message means. The contents of what2 must be registered with
Developer Technical Services.

The Rest of the Event/Message.

Unlike other events, kHighLevelEvent has a number of fields which cannot
be viewed in the Even tReco rd. The pieces of information which cannot be
seen in the EventRecord are:

6. This 'two-tiered' message type system avoids message "type collision."
7. Apple reserves all values of what2 that contain all lowercase letters.
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• sender's id
• refcon 8

• data associated with message

After Receiving the event/message.

Wednesday March 15th , 1989

After receiving a kHighLevelEvent in the main event loop, an application
can "accept" or "ignore" the message. If an application wants to accept
the event, it must do so before the next Get/WaitNextEvent. In accepting
the event, the application is informed of the sender's id, refcon for the
message and the message is copied into an application supplied buffer. If
the application does not accept the event, the events is said to be ignored.
The system makes no\.e...Q.t ..a.c.c.e..pt.in:·g·······p rig n~Q.r.ln.g..J.b.e..«e.y.e.I1t..."Jhe fact t hat a
receiver accepted or ~ignored a eveJltis /available to the :~ender of the

: :esntt:~: sas:gee~en tImts.J;.;.~~~··::···~·_·J Ljr"~";,~>~?:>(/

When an apPlicationi~;~:s a ~\~~:J/event tOr de,lery it specifies an
EventRecorcf, receiv$r's id, a r..~fcon,.~/pointer ,lo thai data, length of data
and a set of flags d·:~.,$cri8lng·····....~ariO'.1J:~ delivery opti~bns. One of delivery
option will cause a me's's'a:'gelev'~fnr1o to be pd'Sle'd"lO the sender when the
target application accepts or ignores the message/event. Another option
will cause the system to post the event/message in such a way that the
message is delivered when the target application issues its next
Get/WaitNextEvent. The data is copied into system buffers.

Directory Services.

Directory Services allow an application to see a list of IPC clients and
appropriate information. The list associates a nar:ne with a long integer, a
resource handle and a long integer describing characteristics of the name.
The first long integer is used as a receiver's id or a sender's id. There is

8. refcon - reference constant. Generally 32-bits of information passed with a data structure.
9. All fields in the EventRecord are specified by the user except when. The system fills in

when with the time corresponding to the posting of the event.
10. The message could look like 'stdr' 'acpt' <receiver's id><refcon><Accepted> or 'stdr' 'nacp'

<receiver'sid><refcon><lgnored>.
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one directory entry for every MultiFinder 7.0 aware application. In
addition the directory entry may contain a handle to a resource describing
the High Level Events the directory entry is able to interpret. The second
long integer describes if the name is:

• registered on the network
• MultiFinder 7.0 friendly

In addition, an application can ask the system for the Longlnt associated
with a single name or ask the system for the single name associated with
a Longlnt.

Se Ie c tin gas pec i f i c m..e.s..s.a..g.eJEr'J'··~ nt . .".." " ".." ".." ~,

Select ingaspeeificl rrreSS'8g'e-fevJ~t JQone---b'Y'"'~~"p e.~y i ng a fi Iter
procedure. For each ~vd:.Pt······o·n····lhe.·.....J;vent ;ieu<eue the ....s'ystlm calls the filter
procedure passing a :fuser. -p·ar..~mete··r\. the Eventl1~{cor;¢:': sender's id, the
refcon,a pointer to thte· ....d·ata an"Q the I'~ngth of d.;a'ta. it-he system expects
the filter procedure ./to..·······r,f3turn irue Oi~ false . ./l If f.~lse is returned the
system calls the filte:r prodedur~':::with l:he next/~ntry:~bn queue. If no more
entries on the queue·>:4..~lse····l's··,·feturQ. ....:{o the apiPlicatipn. If true is return to
the system by the fiIte··r·····proe·e·d'IJf'e, the eve~lnfrEfs·~age is removed from
the event queue and returned to the application. With this scheme, an
application can scan the entire event queue or selectively remove any
element.

The Event IPC Mechanism Call Set

Function WaitNextEvent (eventMask :INTEGERj VAR theEvent :
EventRecordj sleep : Longlntj mouseRgn : RgnHandle) : BOOLEANj

WaitNextEvent returns kHighLevelEvent in theEvent.what. theEvent. what2
and theEvent. what3 identify which kHighLevelEvent. theEvent.modifiers is
event dependent. theEvent.when, the event's posting time, is the number
oft icks sincestart up.

An eventMask with app4Mask cleared masks kHighLevelEvent.
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Function AcceptHighLevelEvent (VAR senderID : LongInt; VAR
rnsgRefcon : LongInt; rnsgBuff : Pointer; VAR msgLen : INTEGER)
OSErr;

AcceptHighLevelEvent is called when anappHcation wants to accept the
rest of the message. msgBuff must point to a buffer at least 512 bytes
long.

Function GetSpecificHighLevelEvent (filterProc : ProcPtr; param :
LongInt; VAA theEvent: EventRecord; VAR senderID : LongInt; VAR
msgRefcon : LongInt; msgBuff : Pointer; VARmsgLen : INTEGER) :
BOOLEAN;

GetSpecificHighLevelEvent is uS~..d to filter events. The filterProc is
ca II ed by the system f~--f(:m15W~r~,,-j I r'----'--.-·,·--''--''',·-''--''--'·-'l
Function filterProc I (~AA····pa..ram·····l Lon~I!):{·;······ ..theEv~rit .,.A'·· EventRecord;
senderID : Longlnt; ims~.Re-·fe·crh'······~.· Longlftt··i msgBuf.f';> : .Pointer; msgLen
: INTEGER) : BOOLEMf; " f-'--<-., "\ /// ./

The filterProc is ca:;;'d'tor e:h ele\nent on lhe J:nt queue until the
fil terProc retu rns t{Ge ~:::~ the find of Ahe ever{t qu~~e is reached. If the
filterProc returns \\true':~·· th·6· eV~:'ht is r:~:~turn~:d to the caller of
GetSpecifiCHighLevel:E\rent a.n.d ·.s·6~nning of ithe eJ'ent queue stops. The
caller of GetSpecificHighLevelEvent must specify a buffer of at least
512 bytes.

Function PostHighLevelEvent (theEvent : EventRecord, receiverID :
LongInt; msgRefcon : LongInt; msgBuff : Pointer; msgLen : INTEGER;
postingOptions : Longlnt) : OSErr;

PostHighLevelEvent a kHighLevelEvent on the receiver's event queue. All
fields in theEvent are filled in by the application except theEvent.when.
The system fills theEvent.when with the ticks since startup when the
event is posted. postingOptions are bit flags which indicate to the sys
tem various options when posting and delivering a message.

Bit nReturnReceipt set to '1' causes the system to post a message to the
sender's event queue when the message is delivered to the receiver's
event queue. The message will indicate if the receiver accepted or
ignored the event/message.
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Bit nAttnMsg set to '1' causes the system to post the message as the next
event presented to the receiver.

All other bits are reserved for future functionality. There are no user
serviceable parts inside. Breaking the seal voids the warranty.

Function GetBlackBook (buff : Pointer; lengthOfBuff : INTEGER; VAR
numberOfEntries : INTEGER; VAR numberOfEntriesRemaining : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

GetBlackBook fetches a number of records. numberOfEntries contains the
number of records that were return in buff.

Eachreco rd associ ate~'~""~~~'~';";'~~~~:l a Ii~~'~;':~'~"'~-;:~~~';~~ handIe and a
LongInt describi ng c~ar~c"f{rrrsfrc's"'o~f the/, nq:·ri1···e·:·u·..·f·h~:~:;frr~t~'~'fong integer is
used as a receiver's i:id d..,.·'····a ..···s··e··n·'dE:fr-.:,.$. ide ·:····There is:(;rhe ..d·lrectory entry for
every MultiFinder 71.0 .,::..a\va'Y'~.. appl~.cation an9·/.... aq// entry for every
CreateMsgQ12. In addltl'O':r, the d:irectory entry rT}.Ay c9~htain a handle to a
resource describing ;t'h·e········'1igh L~vel Events th~/ dire¢tory entry is able to
interpret. The secon~ lond. int~..€{er de.$:bribes if/the n:~me is:

• registe~'~d"O'~::~:~'e~;;;~: rk L..,....,,,J
• MultiFinder 7.0 friendly
• various implementation dependent features.

Function GetQidFromName (name : Str255; VAR Qid : LongInt)
OSErr;

Function GetNameFromQid (Qid LongInt; VAR name
OSErr;

11 . name : Str255;

12. See "Operating System IPC Mechanism."

Str255)
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Chapter 3

Operating System IPC Mechanism.

Wednesday March 15th , 1989

The Operating System IPC Mechanism is for pieces of code which don't use
the Event Manager. The interface is also available to MultiFinder 7.0
aware applications.

During initialization, a message queue is associated with a name and
queue identifier. Some amount of memory is set aside for messages sent
from the message queue 13. Several implementation specific optio nsare
avaiIab leduri ng ere ali·en·;······Gu·rr·e··nfi""y}'the q·fl+y·"ept·tQ·A····avai·t·ap leis 'regist e r
this name on the n~twork: Theprog r~mmer must spec:~fy a receiver
message procedure w~ic~···rs···carre·a···5'ythe isy~fe··mu·w't:,..efj:::.:fh~./rne·ssage queue
is non-em ptY. The pr~g r~··rtfm··e···r·····B~tfl..; ....speclfY/ n ill f oJ'···;;f hi ~':/p ro cedu re . T his

informs the system :!thaJ..J·lh·lS..... mes's:'~ge queue //Wi II //'be polled by the
programmer. The Me'~'s'age Qu\:~ue id\ return by/thei/system is a unique
LongInt . ( ....".....,..,....., ,) ./ ././ i/

The message queue \Sll.Q,U~·"6{~~.s-t1'b·~ed Wh'~ the {programmer no longer
wants to receiver or send····m··e··s·s·ag··es. . .

Finding memory at interrupt time or during certain of critical areas of the
Mac's environment is discouraged. Hence, two routines are provided to
allocate and deallocate memory for messages. These routines provide
coordinated access to the pool. In simple terms, they produce correct
results when called from interrupt level and/or base level processing.
When the creator of the message queue wishes to post a message, he
request of message buffer from one of these routines. He should make no
assumptions about the buffer other than its starting location 'and length.
When a message is received by a process, it is the receiver responsibility
to call the other message buffer routine to deallocate the message buffer,
thereby permitting it reuse by a send operation.

The Operating System IPC Mechanism Call Set

13. This memory is set aside to ease the problems of getting memory for sending and receiving
messages at Deferred Task Time.
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Function CreateMsgQ (msgQName : Str255; reserveMem : INTEGER;
options : LongInt; receiveProc : ProcPtr; VAR Qid : LongInt) :
OSErr;

Function DestroyMsgQ (Qid : LongInt) : OSErr;

Function GetMsgEventBuffer (Qid
INTEGER; VAR buffPtr : Pointer)

LongInt; lengthInBytes
OSErr;

Function RelMsgEventBuffer (Qid
OSErr;

LongInti buffPtr Pointer)

Function GetNextMsg (receiverID : LongInt; VAR what2 : LongInt;
VAR what3 : LongInt; VAR when : LongIntiVAR modifiers : INTEGER;
VAR senderID : LongInt; VAR msgBeJ'con : LongInt; VAR buffPtr :
Point e r ) : 0SErr ; rH..'..,"',••.,.'.'.•H•.'''' ''',''' •.••.............::'' i t""'''·,·",,,,,···,,,,,,,,,,,,·,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,·,,,·,·,·,·,,,,·,·,·,·,,'.'."'."'.".:

Funct ion PostMsg (s!ndt=.rID ~....LonJInt :lpo~il1.g0pt..igns .) Longlnt;
what2 : Longlnt; wh~t3[i : ~Q.ng~nt; moq~fiers : Il'·rrEG;'-J:~.; receiverID
: LongInt; msgRefcon d...···L6'ngInf·}·······.t.(tsgBu:fr· : Poiny·er) }/: OSErr;

(·::·'t:~::::,)
.:.."'............... ......:::::.

......, •....•...•.................•....•.•...:...•.....•...•..•....
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System Segmentation
by Jim Straus and Joe Bw::zek

One of the issues affecting all areas of System Software is that the System RAM requirement in
creases with each revision. The number of features we are planning to include in Big Bang will
easily increase the size of the System to the point where applications, such as HyperCard, that
previously worked in a 1 Mb system will no longer be usable.

Before reading the following two proposals, Veg-a-matic and Monte Cristo, that deal with this
problem, there are a number of not-strictly-software related assumptions l that you should consid
er:

• 1 Mb systems will continue to be sold by Apple well into FY90 and perhaps much
longer. The solution we choose must cover 7.0, 8.0, ...

• Networks of Macintoshes must be able to share LaserWriters and other sharable
devices.

•

onality even after

o their systems that push up
.....,~...,.~.nimum.

The fOllowing proposals describe ways to use segmentation to help reduce the System's bur
geoning memory utilization. Both Jim Straus and myself hope these proposals will help us to
make the best possible informed decision, if and when we must make a choice between them or
even other alternatives2• Clearly, the impacts of both proposals are extensive.

Both proposals present quite a bit of detail with regard to their respective implementations. There
are a lot of subtle pluses and minuses, so you should read them both carefully and try to think
about how segmentation would affect your particular area of System software. For those who are
famili~ with the details of the both proposals, the following table presents a cursory comparison:

1. Excerpted from Charlie Oppenheimer's memo of November 17, 1988
2. Gifford outlined some of the alternatives at our last offsite. These included "do nothing",

"buy more memory", "Veg-a-matic", "Diet Apps", and "bifurcation".
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Unloads active code
Impact on Code Size/Speed
Can Be Added to Existing Code Automatically
Can Predetermine RAM Requirements
Requires Additional System Segmentation Effort

Finally, some of the less obvious points:

veu-a-Mafic
Yes

Bigger/Slower
Yes
Yes
Yes

System Segmentation

Monte Crjsto
No

SmallerlFaster
Not as easily

No
Yes

1. Any segmentation scheme will introduce a significant perfonnance penalty into the System
that everyone must pay, even those who have plenty of memory.

2. All existing patch code must be reworked to follow some segmentation scheme. This will
require a significant one-time involvement from all groups in System Software.

3. In the future, all new features must be designed and implemented with segmentation in
mind. System patches will become somewhat more complicated to write and maintain.

4.

5. We have yet to get i put
help us in a meanin
Macsbug, etc. modi
Macintosh.
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Veg-a-matic
by Jim Straus

ABSTRACT

This section describes the implementation of the Veg-a-matic proposal. Veg-a-matic is a
method of breaking code up into modules that will be loaded on demand and that may be moved
or purged. Specifically, it does not require that the entire calling chain always be resident. Its
purpose is to shrink the footprint of existing patches and also to allow Big Bang to fit into a 1
meg Macintosh.

INTRODUCTION

Veg-a-maric is a mixture of a variety of methods designed to modularizing code. It is intended
for both system patches and applications. For the purposes of this proposal, a module is a
section of code that can be moved or purged any time it is not actively being executed, and when
it is needed again it will be reloaded. -a-marie is similar to segmentation, in that code
modules are loaded aa that t d the routines in the
modules. The big d ference is that ther only eds to be the currently ecuting module in
memory at anyone .me' is bei g e uld I be purged) and that
the purging takes pI ce utom . 11.

When someone wants to ca tme in a module, t ey m e the call through a jump table. The
jump table will either jump directly to the routine in the module if the module is loaded or load
the module (with a trap) and then jump to the routine after the module is loaded. Because we
will need to potentially find every jump table, the system maintains a dictionary of jump tables.
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~·a.m8ticDesi2!l

Veg-a-matic

Lets start by looking at the data structures that Veg-a-matic uses. The frrst structure is the Jump
Table. It is used to find the entry points in a module and to fmd modules in general. It is very
similar to the Jump Table used by the Segment Manager. The only real difference is that the
module number has the high bit set and that in the unloaded state the module entries have
_LoadModule instead of _LoadSegment as the trap. In fact, for applications, modules and
segments can be mixed into the same Jump Table. This would allow an application to be made
entirely of modules if desired and still allow the launch process work unchanged. Also, there
may be multiple Jump Tables in use at any given time. Presumably there is one per application
and probably a few for the System. In particular, there is probably one per Extension as defined
by the Extension Manager.!

The Jump Table

The Jump Table
Dictionary

"Above AS"

"Below AS"

Number of Entrie
in Table
Ptr to Jump Table
File RefNum

/jPtr to Jump Table
File RefNum
OOOOo'OO(
OOOOOOO( IPtr to Jump Table
File RefNum

ked down. This is
~~lil@f~·vera module is moved or

Size of table

Entry for remembered Jump Table

Entry is free

The Jump Table Dictionary is used to find Jump Tables when a module needs to be purged. It
contains a pointer to the Jump Table and the file RefNum for the file containing the Jump Table
and its modules. This implies that there must be at least one Jump Table per file containing
modules. However, a file could contain more than one Jump Table (for example: the System).
The Jump Tables are added to the Dictionary by the trap _InitModule and removed by
_ExitModule. The Dictionary is searched for free entries (identified by OOOOOOOO) when a Jump
Table needs to be added. If none are available, the Dictionary is grown by some preset amount.
There is only one Jump Table Dictionary in the entire machine. It is shared by the system and
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applications.

Size of table

Entry for remembered Module

Entry is free

Number of Entrie
in Table
Ptr to Jump Table
File RefNum: ResIO

(JPtr to Jump Table
File RefNum: ResIO
OOOOOOO(
OOOOOOO( VPtr to Jump Table
File RefNum: ResIO

1 The Extension Manager handles "optional" traps. That is the traps may not always be
available, but are requested on an application to application basis. See Brian McGhie for details.

The Module Table

A Module

AltPush
BSR Foo
ADDQ.L i4,AltStack

Foo
JSR Bar
RTS

~........ Offset to JSR: Patch Table
BarModule, BarEntry ~ Offsets to JSRs and the

....O-f-f-s-et-t-o-JS-R-:--------; module and entry to call
Modulet,Entryt

Now that we know all about how to find the modules and the code within them, lets look at the
module itself. It starts out with a header that is used to find the actual entries in the jump table
(to be patched) and the offset needed to find the patch table. The patch table contains entries for
places that need to be patched within the module. The patehings take place when the module is
loaded in from disk. The frrst thing that needs to be done when loading a module is to point the
jump table entries at the correct places within the module. This is done in the same manner as
for segments. Then the module itself needs to be fixed up so calls from the module point to the
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correct places in the jump table. Each entry in the patch table specifies the offset to JSRs that
want to call other modules and the module number and entry they want to call. This implies that
modules can only directly call other modules that are refered to in the same jump table. After
the header there is the actual code of the module. We'll discuss the requirements of the code in
the module in a moment.

The last data structure is the alternate stack. It is used to find return addresses on the real stack
that refer to locations in a module. The reason we need to find these return addresses is so we
can modify them when a module is moved or purged.

The module number
(offset in module table)
we need to return to.

Real Stack

ointer to
return addres~.

ointer to
return addres~r--------~

ointer to
return addres~

The Alternate Stack

Alternate Stack

Of et ithin the mule
to where we shou RT

ake address odd so an
Ad ss Error will occur

Whenever the memory man eeds mor space i will need t call 0 PurgeProc for the heap
zone which will free up so e spa . Whe ever we eed to pu e a mule, we find the jump
table(s) for the heap zone eding he sp e (by I king thro h the j mp table dictionary).
Once the correct jump table are , we pi one of the odules efered to by the jump
table by some process (perhap ough the alte to the return stack and
finding a module that isn't in the calling chain). Once the desired module is selected, the pointer
to its jump table, its file RefNum and ResID (which is the module number without the high bit
set) are stored into the module table. Then the module's entries in the jump table are fixed up to
reload the module. Next we need to fix up the return addresses on the stack, so the alternate
stack is used to find and examine each return address on the real stack. Any that fall within the
module that we are about to purge are changed so that the high word contains the number of the
module table entry for the module that we are about to purge (that is, the offset from the start of
the module table). The low word contains the offset from the beginning of the module to the
point specified by the return address with the lowest bit set (that is: the return address minus the
start of the module plus one). The reason for the lowest bit being set is so that when some
routine tries to return to the purged module an Address Error trap will occur. Then the Address
Error handler will reload the module, fix up the jump table, module table and the return stack
and then resume at the fixed up address. It should be noted that when a (system) module is
purged or reloaded, all the alternate stacks will need to be examined and fixed up.
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Summary of the Infrastructure or...
Who Knows About Whom

Global

Global System C
AltPush MOVE.L Al,-~~---~

MOVE.L AltStack,Al
MOVE.L SP, - (Al)
ADDQ.L i4, (Al)
MOVE.L Al,AltStack
MOVE.L (SP)+,Al

System Heap
Jump Table
Jump Table

Veg-a-matic

Because Multifinder is switching stacks around, we will need an alternate stack per real stack.
For this reason, Multifinder should create the alternate stack when it creates a real stack for an
application and it should take care of switching alternate stacks when it switches the real stacks.

A final item, which isn't really a data structure is the global system code every module needs to
access. This is AltPush, which saves the stack pointer on the alternate stack. This needs to have
a low memory area or pointer assigned to it so that every module can know where to· find it. If
we decide that this is too distasteful, a trap could be used. The big problem with a trap is the
time overhead needed to make the call. -

Now that we've seen the basic data structures, lets look at the requirements for the code in a
module. First of all, whenever a jump table that contains modules is loaded, the jump table
needs to be registered with the Module Manager so the manager may register the jump table in
the jump table dictionary. This is accomplished by calling _InitModule(MyJmpTable:
PtrToJmpTable; ResourceFile: RefNum). This call installs the pointer to the jump table into the
Jump Table Dictionary along with the file reference number. Whenever a Jump Table is to be
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AltStack,Al
SP,-(Al)
Al,AltStack

disposed of (for instance, as when an application exits to the shell), it should call _ExitModule(
MyJmpTable: PtrToJmpTable) with the same jump table. This removes the jump table from the
dictionary. It would be nice if MultiFinder would make this call automatically on ExitToShell.
Or we could patch CloseResFile to check for a Jump Table (CODE 0) resource and if it existed,
to make the ExitModule call. Forgetting to make the call will be probably be deadly unless the
PurgeProc checks to make sure that the jump table is valid before trying to purge modules from
it.

Now lets see how a call from inside a module works. When a module routine wants to call a
subroutine and that subroutine (or any of its descendants) is outside the module or might cause
the memory to move then we need to be able to find the caller's return address on the stack so we
may change it if necessary. To do this we call a subroutine called AltPush that will record the
current stack pointer on the alternate stack. We then procede with the call. After the call
returns, the item on the top of the alternate stack is not needed, so we just drop it from the
alternate stack.

The code for a call looks like:
JSR AltPush ; save the current position of the stack on altstack
BSR Foo ; make the call
ADDQ.L #4,AltStack ; we ust throwaway the pointer from the altstack

~--_.....--'
And here is the code for Al
AltPush MOVE.L Al,-(

MOVE.L AltSta
MOVE. L SP, - (Al

ADDQ.L #4, (Al)
MOVE. L Al, Alt ack
MOVE.L (SP) +,Al
RTS

If we know that the callin
form of AltPush that goes
FastAltPush

MOVE.L
MOVE.L
MOVE.L
RTS

And on a 68020 or higher it might even be optimized further. Here is a picture of what the call
looks like and what is stored on the alternate stack and the real stack.
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Intramodule call.
When we are in Foo's module.

AltStack

Veg-a-matic

Offset into Jump Table

Number of entries in Jump Tabl.

Offset to atch tabJ

Number of patch entril

JSR AltPush
BSR Foo
ADDQ.L i4,AltStack

RTl

Alternate Stack

Pointer to
return addres~

~__+-- -+- +-Foo f S returJ
address
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Making a call to another module is basically the same. The difference is finding the other
module. To do this we make a call through the Jump Table.

Jump Table

Offset into Jump Table

Number of entries in Jump Tat

Offset to atch tab:

Number of patch entrit

Foo

AltStack

---------~ FooModule: JMP Fe

Real Stack

Alternate Stack

ointer to
return addres~

ffset to JSR:
ooModule,FooEntr

Offset into Jump Table

Number of entries in Jump T bl

Offset to atch tab:

Number of patch entrit

JSR AltPush
JSR Foo
ADDQ.L i4,AltStack

Intermodule call.
When we are in Foo.
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Things that need to be done:.

Veg-a-matic

• PurgeProc The purgeproc needs to define some sort of priority for purging
modules from a heap. This might include a built in priority (eg. least recently used)
as well as programmer hints (eg. I'm going to need this soon). It needs to add
infonnation to the Module Table and fix up the return stacks and the jump tables.

• Address Error Handler The exception handler needs to reload the module into
the correct heap and fix up the jump table and return stack for the reloaded module.
It should work closely with the purgeproc.

• MPW Compiler modifications The compilers need to be modified to create
module entries and when creating module entries to add the extra code around each
call (including trap) they make. Also, they need to not include (constant) data in the
modules, but put the data into a static segment

• MPW Assembler modifications The assembler needs some macros to generate
the correct calling code for modules and directives to generate module entries for
the linker.

• MPW inker modification The
generat modules (much lik it doe

•

•

•

ds to create the alternate stacks

• Module Memory management Where ever the system modules reside (Temp
Memory, our own Heapzone), the zone they are in needs to always have at least
enough room for the largest module possible as well be able to shrink and grow as
applications are launched and exited.

• Temp Memory rules A set of rules and protocols are needed for adding things to
temp memory and how they will be requested to be removed.
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Monte Cristo:
Dynamic Segmentation with Use Counts
by Joe Buczek

Goals
This proposal describes a possible solution to our increasing memory problem in 1 megabyte
Macintosh systems. The goals of this proposal are:

1. Provide an automatic way for code to be purged when not needed.
2. Minimize changes to the programming model and changes to existing development

tools.
3. Enable the System, Finder, and Hypercard to coexist in a 1 Mb Macintosh.

Jump Table entries will
each entry to a routine in 4!l-l"lllo1tY"""

ment their segment's u coun
cannot be moved or pur ed.

Monte Cristo requires that t Ing chain of c in memory for the duration of
the chain's execution. In order to minimize the memory resident footprint, analysis of code using
this segmentation method will need to be performed to minimize the set of segments that must be
loaded at any given time. This will probably require restructuring of the Finder, PrintShop, etc.

The total amount of memory available for loading segments will determine the depth of analysis
required: the less memory available the more analysis required. Additionally, the less memory
available the smaller the average segment size is likely to be. If functions are grouped into small
enough partitionings, "out of memory" conditions can be avoided because segments that are not ,
active can be purged to create space for those that are needed.

In addition to dynamic segmentation, a technique for reducing the size of Jump Tables called
"Entrypoint Multiplexing" (described in Part II) is proposed.
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Modification of Routine Calline and Return Sequences
All proposals for addressing the 1 Mb memory problem thus far have required modifications to
the routine calling and return sequences. Monte Cristo also requires such changes, but only with
respect to maintaining a module's use count. When a routine is called, its module's use count is
incremented by code residing in the Jump Table Entry. When the routine returns, its module's
use count is decremented by code residing in each routine at its return point.

In addition to dynamic segmentation via use counts, Monte Cristo also proposes a method of re
ducing the number of Jump Table Entries called "Entrypoint Multiplexing". Entrypoint
Multiplexing also requires a change to the fonnat of Jump Table Entries.

While the following sections describe the method of maintaining module use counts, details of
the changes to the Jump Table Entries needed for Entrypoint Multiplexing are described in Part
II of this document.

Use Count Incrementation
The use count for a segment is incremented each time a routine in the segment is entered via the
Jump Table Entry. The segment use count is incremented by an additional instruction in the
Jump Table Entry;-. __

e count upon function returns,. the
e segment use count.

Decrementing a egme
the language's n al r
for use as the segm co ould provide t impIe and efficient storage since the
address of the use count cell would be at a compile-time constant offset from PC. Hence,only an
LEA and a SUBQ would be needed for decrementing the segment use count.
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Part II
Entrypoint Multiplexing
What Is It And How Might It Help Us?

In considering the various segmentation proposals for dealing with the 1Mb Macintosh memory
problem, Jump Table entry size has proven to be one of several limiting factors. Some way of re
ducing the number and or size of Jump Table Entries would be very helpful in order to reduce
the non-relocatable memory footprint, and to relieve the current 4096 entrypoint limitation (see
below).

One way of reducing the number of Jump Table Entries is to use a single external entrypoint
(Jump Table Entry) to access multiple routines.

efteft-e~~ti-I'lettttfte-tft'.a module. To call a
would then branch

tr'i;~~.wQ~a..w.:se t routine selector to
Ie ntry. The basic prob

ro ine call in order to de-

Loader Jump Table Entries

The advantages of Entrypoint Multiplexing:

1. It reduces non-relocatable memory footprint by reducing the number of Jump Table
Entries required to just one per code segment.

2. It removes the current 4096 entrypoint Jump Table limitation imposed by the Segment
Loader. The current Segment Loader implementation of Jump Tables limits the number
of intermodule entrypoints to 4096 due to the fact that the Jump Table resides in a re
source (CODE '0', limited to 32k bytes), and each entry takes 8 bytes. Hence the number
of entrypoints is:

32k bytes (Resource Manager limit)

8 bytes per Jump Table Entry -- 4096 Jump
Table Entries

I believe this limitation has already been encountered by application code (written using
MacApp). I don't know whether or not a limitation of 4096 entrypoints is a problem for
the System.

The advantages described above are had at the cost of peiformance because each routine call
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must decode a routine selector into an effective address for the desired routine.

Monte Cristo

What Does Entrypoint Multiplexine Buy Us?
Using ResEdit, several common applications were examined to collect some statistics about po
tential savings using a entrypoint multiplexing approach in the Jump· Table. The table below
shows the possible savings that would be realized if these applications were to employ the entry
point multiplexing technique described above:

ApplicatjoD
FullWrite Professional
Expert 0.2

CODE 0 Size Jump Table # or
in BYTES Entries Segments
23080 2885 117
16648 2081 28

Savings
in BYTES
21208
16200

255
413
1075
594
235

12
10
20
32
26

1848
3144
8280
4240
1464
2264
2432
2440
8320
1696

Savings
jnByTES
6647
5144
3904

Generally, the more segments the greater the savings. _While this does not seem to apply to most
applications now, applications could conceivably be dissected into smaller pieces in order to
achieve a smaller footprint to implement a strategy such as Diet Apps.

1. FullWrite had 6 times more than the average number of segments, so it is removed in these averages as the "odd
one out".

2. This was the handiest, smallest, MacAPP application I could find. I'm not sure whether it is indicative of object
oriented applications in general with respect to the size of its Jump Table, so it is excluded here for illustration
purposes.
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Implementation
How can we do this and what does it cost?

Part III

Routine CalUnK Sequence
To make Entrypoint Multiplexing as efficient as possible, a JSR cannot be used to call a routine
through a multiplexed entrypoint. This is because the order of the routine selector and the caller's
return address on the stack would be in a non-optimal order. To avoid having to shuffle the stack
the following calling sequence would be used:

<push calling args>
PEA @1

selec,.........~"""- ...
< egEn

argument

etc ...

New Jump Table and Sement Formats
The Jump Table is the logical place to do some of the work needed for maintaining the segment
use count since entry to external routines is through a Jump Table Entry. This section describes
the changes needed in the Jump Table and Segment formats to implement Monte Cristo.

New Jump Table Code
The following code would reside in a module's Multiplexed Jump Table Entry. Basically, it up
dates the module's use count, calculates the effective address of the routine being called using
the routine selector shown in the stack description above, then branches to the desired routine.
The code to do this would look like this:

MOVE.L
ADDQ.W

ADD.W
JMP

Apple Confidential

t<segBase>,AO
. t1, (AO)

(SP)+,AO
(AO)

Point to segment base
Increment segment use count
Calc target routine's address
Go to it ...
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As in the current Segment Loader scheme, the value of <segBase> above would be maintained
by the Segment Loader when loading or unloading the segment. Because the Jump Table is mul
tiplexed, there is only one Jump Table Entry for the entire module. In contrast, the current
Segment Loader scheme maintains the equivalent of <segBase> for every entrypoint.

The use of register AO is assumed in the code above given that the target routine is a high-level
language routine. Routines that pass arguments in AO could not use this mechanism.

Calling Mechanism Overview
The diagram below shows an alternative format for Jump Table Entries that supports Monte
Cristo. There would be one Multiplexed Jump Table Entry foreach module. Routines would be
invoked by pushing all calling arguments, pushing the return address (via PEA), pushing a rou
tine selector, then executing a JMP to the module's Multiplexed Jump Table Entry.

The whole calling mechanism looks like this:

Apple Confidential

Multiplexed Jump
Table Entry

<segBase> <use count>

<segBase>(PC),Al
t1, (AI)
(SP) +,A1
t<argSize>,SP
(AI)

Monte Cristo
Dynamic Segment
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Analysis of the Callin2 Sequence
The calling sequence given below includes setup done by the caller as well as code in the
Multiplexed Jump Table Entry. The sequence below assumes that AO can be freely used to han
dle incrementing the segment use count.

First, let's look at the code that would be executed to effect a call:

<push arguments>
PEA @1
MOVE.W #<select>,-(SP)
JMP <segEntry>

Push return address
Push routine selector
Go to routine's module

{16(2/2)}
{12 (2/1) }
{10(2/0)}

@1:

The JMP to <segEntry> above would take us to the Multiplexed Jump Table J;:ntry, where the
following code would execute:

MOVE.L
ADDQ.W

ADD.W
JMP

The cost of a call setup in
tion clock cycles, and 9

The total calling execuf
curs an overhead of 3.3
are figured below.

#<segBase>,AO
#1, (AO)
(SP)+,AO

Point to segment base {12(3/0)}
Increment segment use count {8(1/I)}

. Calc target routine's addr {12(2/0)}
Go t {8 (2 / 0) }

bytes, 38 instruc-

o the desired routine is

Analysis of the Return Sequence
A Pascal-style return sequence typically returns through register A I after removing calling argu
ments from the stack. The sequence below assumes that A1 can be freely used to handle decre
menting the segment use count:

myReturn:
LEA
SUBQ.W
MOVE.L
ADDQ

JMP

segBase(PC),Al
#1, (Al)
(SP) , Al
#argSize,SP
(AI)

seg use count ptr
decrement it
get return addr
discard args
... return

(4,8(2/0)}
(2,8(1/1)}

The additional overhead (indicated by boldface) for a Pascal-style return sequence is 6 instruction
bytes, 16 instruction clock cycles, and 4 memory reference cycles, or 2.5 JlSec.

3. For the purposes of this proposal, all instruction and memory timing discussed below assume typical 1 Mb
Macintosh characteristics: 68000 processor, an 8MHz clock, and zero wait-state memory.
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Oyerall Call and Return Performance
The total additional overhead for entry and exit of a Pascal-style routine using Monte Cristo
would be:

Per Call

Per Return

Total per routine

12 J.1Sec

2.51lSec

14.5 JlSec

Intra-Se2ment Callin2
Intra-segment calls can be done by simply using BSR instructions without incurring any of the
overhead described in the previous sections. Only routines that are external need to update the
segment use counts.

It should be noted that if a routine is externally callable and needs to be called from within the
segment it resides in, the Multiplexed Jump Table calling seque;nce must be used to insure that
the segment use count is properly updated. This is true since code to decrement the segment use
count is embedd' . , e u sequJliMi.... -.
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Conclusions

Part IV

The techniques described in this document are certainly not ideal in tenns of a programming
models or perfonnance. Ideally, we would instruct users to purchase additional memory and/or
upgrade their equipment to be able to support virtual memory. However, for the purposes of this
proposal, these alternatives are not being considered as the solution because no concrete deci
sions have been made yet as to what we will do and when. Also, since products currently under
development will continue to exhibit the il] Mb problem", so we must do something.

The following are observations that have presented themselves to us along the way. While not
conclusions, they are certainl relevant an· ortant:.....-------..,

•
ficed to give the use
ing and swapping c
selling?

•

•

With respect to Monte Cristo, if code is properly segmented, a dynamic segmentation technique
could afford the greatest perfonnance with the least impact to programming model and develop
ment tools.
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AdyantaGs and Oisadvantaees of Monte Cristo
The following is a list of the advantages and disadvantages of Monte Cristo:

Advantages
1. Doesn't swap live code. Reduces thrashing.
2. Minimizes performance impact. Only needed for intersegment calls..
3. No "AltStack" or stack crawl needed.
4. EntrypOint multiplexing saves Jump Table space. Removes Segment Loader's 4096

entrypOint limitation. Makes Jump Table use by System code more manageable.

Disadvantages
1. Can be difficult to establish the minimum footprint. You can still run out of memory

if the worst case segmentation is not thoroughly understood.
2. Requires significant modification to development tools, including compilers, linker,

and assembler.
3. Would require establishing a Jump Table mechanism for the System.
4. Would require thorough understanding of code segmentation needs by each develop

er and group.

The following is
order to implemen

1.

2.

3.

Monte Cristo

4. Create a patc ory Manager that ch for and purge unused segments

upon encountering an "out of memory" condition before actually returning memFullErr to the

caller.

5. Devise a Jump Table management scheme for System code.

6. Review segmentation and partitioning requirements of existing code (the effort required to re
view code partitioning requirements and make necessary changes could be substantial).

AckDowledKements
Brian McGhie, Nik Bhatt, Andy Henninger, and Chris Moeller provided their help, insights, and
suggestions. Chris McFall also provided interesting insight as to what happened in the days of
the Lisa when a similar problem was encountered.

"A retentive memory is a good thing, but the ability to forget is the true token of greatness."
- Elbert Hubbard (1856-1915) Epigrams
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Desktop Manager will be a re-implerrie'liied, enhanced version of the existing AppleShare
Desktop Manager TNIT. The new version will utilize the new BTree Manager interface being
developed by Kenny Tung.

The enhancements for the new version are not yet known.
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The Macintosh Desktop Manager Interface

by Patrick W. Dirks

June 22nd , 1988.

NOTE: This document is a draft of a design in progress, and may
change without notice in the near future. It is not meant to
define the final interface to the proposed facility.

1. Introduction.

The Finder presents Macintosh user with a unique user interface
centered around the use of icons to repr.e.~ent objects on a disk volume. To
present this interface tO~jth"e"US'er'th~r'Ftnd~r ma~~s··trS'e··Ol·~r·nlJmber~fdata
structures separate fro~ the File System'S vOlur;he catalog, all of whigh are
maintained as resource$ of~vaflO,[lS··tYP·es~ in an lnvisi6i'e"res'Ou'ree fi,.l.S"·called

'Desktop'. . i L:::.·-_·,·,.···,,,..\ <·_i ///,. /'/

The Desktop file is··.cplrently u'·$.ed to p~rform three./separate functions:

1. To associate!ti~~~fhents aJd apPlibations w}f( partltular icons
through its 'bU:.ndle' hJ..~9.n.anism,.,~s well as :~toring .~the actual icon
bitmaps, ..,..: , ..:. c.•••:.·····:·· t ~:

2. To locate the corresponding application when a user opens a
document, and

3. To store the text of comments associated with files and folders as
part of the information displayed by 'Get Info'.

The management of icons centers around the concept of a bundle, stored
as a resource of type BNDl in an application's resource fork. The BNDl
resource, which is identified with a particular FileCreator type can, among other
things, refer to a number of FREF resources, which can in turn indicate that a
file of a particular type should be displayed using a particular icon. Together,
BNDLs and FREFs can be used to determine the icon to be displayed for a
given file 'from the Creator and Type information stored as part of its Finder Info
in the catalog.

In addition, the Desktop file is used on HFS volumes to hold a list of
applications stored in subfolders on the volume. The desktop contains an
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APPL resource which is used by the finder to find an application to launch
when a document is selected, given the document's FileCreator information.
The APPL resource basically maps a particular Creator type to a list of
applications that can open documents of the specified type.

Finally, the Desktop file is used as a repository for the text of comments
associated with files and folders on the volume. Comments are retrieved when
the user selects 'Get Info' for a fHe or folder, a1 which time the comment text
can also be changed.

The use of the current Desktop file structure in a Network Environment
(Le. on File Server volumes) has proven unsatisfactory: resource files, such as
the Finder's Desktop file, are ill-suited for sharing among multiple users on a
single File Server. In addition, the use P.f....r..~source-file based Desktops is
unsatisfactory for large yolumeg··dtJe·td'·a ¢.ombif1a11·on·ofHHmtt-atiofls··o·~ the
Resource Manager itself and efficiency of/the re.~ource structure with lrundreds
or even thousands of erltrie~:«"«""@<···""'.J f "/~""""""'''''~::7 //"

A new meChaniS~ forlfh;:;~~;;'ahQ m~~"~Ulation P.(thiS,,6:SktoP
information has been im!p,le.rrfented···fQr the AppleShare Fi,le SerVer in the form
of a Desktop Manager, vv..hJ9h implements a humber of "leW _VlFSDispatch
($Ax60) traps. This m~'Chanl$m could be u&~d transp~rently/for local as well
as remote volumes. The rerr{aindel"of this."documentloutlinfJ's the new Desktop
Manager calls. \;;< :~.: :::~:~:~:.: :::..: ······,······::=",·t J

The Desktop file is replaced by two new files:

• A B*-Tree file containing the information required to link files on the
volume with their icons and comments, as well as to suitable
applications to open a document, and

• A data file containing the actual icon images to be displayed.

The reason for their separation is related to the size of the icon images to
be stored: they are too large to be kept in the B*-Tree. Since icons are never
removed from the Desktop file in the current implementations, it is
straightforward to allocate space for the icons in another file, and retain a
pointer to the storage in theB*-Tree.

This note concentrates on the interface to the Desktop Manager; it is not
intended as a detailed discussion of the Desktop Manager's implementation.

2. Call Interface
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The Desktop Manager interface includes three groups of calls:

1. Icon calls (Addlcon, Getlcon, and Getlconlnfo),
2. APPL calls (AddAPPL, DeleteAPPL, and GetAPPL),
3. Comment calls (AddComment, DeleteComment, and

GetComment).

Each call can be mapped into a corresponding AFP command. The
semantics of the AFP calls parallel the semantics of the interface routines; for
File Server volumes, little more than packing of the procedure arguments and
unpacking of the results is required.

In the descriptions of the individu9.:.!....9..allsin the following sections, the
data type ResType ref~-rs·te,the,·4-byte signatur~s,that-,are··r:>ar-t,ef.,ev~ry file's
Finder Information. Ea4h file is assignedia 'File/Type' meant to be \
representative of the na~ure:"0fthe"eenterhs of t~e tHe"{PNTG';'·reX};f"etc.) and
a 'File Creator' , which i~ a 4~.ique····stgnat~re indi'oat'ing the a8p1lca}i6n which
created the file (such as. MPNT1.....MACA, e1G.)..l/'/~

2.1 Desktop Mana~et ~cc:~\; ~ // //

DeskloPManagJ; call:lc:an Jmad~/lom pasl~l. (orb) and from
assembly language. The...asse··rii'bly lan..gd'age interfdce is a j~parameter block
based interface, quite simila't·lo,·'thef·'Fl'fe System's. De'sfRf6'p manager calls can
be made synchronouslyor asynchronously. The Pascali calls are simply "glue
routines" that set up a parameter block on the stack and make a synchronous
_HFSDispatch ($A260) call with DO set to the appropriate selector for the call.

The assembly language interface to the Desktop Manager uses the
following basic parameter block layout:

General DTMgr Parameter Block layout:

):
ioTaglnfo

40($28):
ioActCountioReqCountioBuffer

o 0): ( :

32($20):

Before any Desktop calls can be made, the user must make an OpenDT
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call, as follows:

Function OpenDT( VRefNum: Integer;
Var DTRefNum: Integer): OSErr;

APPLE COMPUTER

This call cannot be made from an interrupt. The file RefNum returned for the
Desktop Database must be used on future calls to indicate the Desktop
Database being referred to. If an error occurred on the call, the refNum
returned will be zero. Ifthe Desktop Database was already open, no error will
be returned to the caner, and the ioRefNum field will contain the same
DTRefNum returned on the origi nal OpenDT call.

When all Desktop operations have been completed, the user should
make a CloseDT call (which takes a singb~ argument,the DTRefNum) and
returns an OSErr. This ~iH"free'"all're's6urbes allpcated·as·part·'ot·the~[,OpenDT
call. CloseDT cannot b~ called from an ibterrupt. This call' is generally made
only by the Finder or at :$ys.tem·'Shutdowh timej' CI;:O'seDT"wnrlrrfm~d'lately
close all Desktop files ajnd ~r..~,e·"at1'··tn~·me ..rnory datatstructure~./" ur)li~ss you're
sure you're the first and~only lJ.,s.e.r...qf the t>~sktop Databas~<' it's .b'est to leave it
open, which is what theLF.i.rJder cur'r'~ntly do~s, even acrQ,g's app'lication

launches. i/ o
.:',\)) // /

In the assembly i~nguageiqte:'rlace, ..p:h an Op~nDT c~1I (which is made
as an _HFSDispatch $AxQ.9 ca]rwith Q.O~t$20), the ipVRefN!um/ioNamePtr
fields are used to indicate t'Fi'e"'volutrfe'''whose Deskto'p"[5'aIiibase is to be
opened. If the call is successful (ioResult=NoErr), the ioRefNum field will
contain the DTRefNum. This call must be made synchronously and cannot be
made from an interrupt because it allocates and deallocates some memory in
the system heap.

The CloseDT call LHFSDispatch with 00=$21) takes is OTRefNum
argument in the ioRefNum field and returns a result in ioResult. Like OpenDT,
thiscall must be made synchronously and cannot be made,from an interrupt.

All other calls can be made synchronously as well as asynchronously.

2.2 Icon Related Calls

Function Addlcon ( OTRefNum: Integer;
FileCreator, FileType: ResType;
IconType: Byte;
IconTag: Longlnt;
BitmapSize: Integer;
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Bitmap: Ptr): OSErr;

APPLE COMPUTER

Addleon adds a new icon bitmap to the Desktop database. The FileType
and FileCreator arguments (4 bytes each) specify the set of files this icon is
associated with, while the IconType argument may indicate a specific kind of
icon (such as color vs. black and white). Note that for a given

, FileCreator/FileType, there may be a number of icons available, each with a
different IconType. The JconTag argument indicates a Longlnt value to be
associated with the icon which will be returned along with the icon bitmap when
it is retrieved. This could be used as a timestamp, for instance, to associate
the creation date of the application with the icons it exports. Finally, the Size
and Bitmap arguments provide the actual bitmap in questions. Note that the
transmission protocols impose a limit of roughly 4.5Kb on the size of individual
icons.

If an icon of the sJ~~;;;:;";~~'~;~::~lreaJ":<:~;~";~~";"~~";'~~~~~led
FileCreator and FileType, 4ddfc'on'wltl'r~plac~{th~r'6rfmap"sfQr~'do/fththe new
Bitmap. An error will be. re1u.rned····Wthe····size of the/new bitmap is J1ifferent from
the size of the old bitmap..,.' .., \ i··/' ../:'"

Function Getlcon( ~I-g;~~Num~';~teger~\ /,/ /i
/~ileC':r~ator: F;tesTyp~; // ./'
\Fi leTyp~.; .....B·~sTyp~,(· ./. i
feo.n.Type: By~.~.; .....,·····<:·· t.... no ••••••••••• }

Var Icol.,·Ta~r:··Long;

Var ActualType: Byte;
Var Length: Integer;
BitMap: Ptr): OSErr;

Getleon retrieves the bitmap for a given icon, given its FileCreator,
FileType and IconType. If no icon of type IconType is available, an
ItemNotFound error is returned. On return, the ActualType argument is filled in
with the type of the icon returned [this is really there only for historical reasons 
should it be removed?j The IconTag argument is filled in on return with the tag
associated with the icon when it was added to the Desktop database. The
length argument used on input to indicate the size of the buffer pointed to by
the BitMap pointer. When the call is completed it is overwritten with the actual
size of the bitmap returned.

Function Getlconlnfo( DTRefNum: Integer;
FileCreator: ResType;
Iconlndex: Integer;
Var IconTag: Longlnt;
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Var FileType: ResType;
Var IconType: Byte;
Var. Size: Integer): OSErr;

APPLE COMPUTER

Getlconlnfo retrieves a description of an icon, given its FileCreator type
and a numerical index. It can be used to determine the set of icons associated
with a given application without knowing the FileTypes in advance. Successive
calls with increasing values of Iconlndex will return information on all icons
associated with a given Creator type.

Assembly language Addlcon, Getlcon, and Getlconlnfo calls use the
following parameter block fields in addition to the basic fields shown earlier:

~($34): i 56($~8): , ..
f fFile·Cfeaf6f.. ·········· :f fileType
:~ ;: ' -...... ;L /·

Addlcon is madq/~~'::~!~:::JiS:~:J trap:i:~:'~~~:~(~etlcon is
made with DO=$23, and. Getlcon.Jnf·o is m.~de with D:O set tot$24.

2.3 Application Re~';te'(fCaHs"'~/ L_""_",,.,J

Function AddAPPL( DTRefNum: Integer;
FileCreator: ResType;
DirlD: Longlnt;
CName: String[31];
APPLTag: Longlnt): OSErr;

AddAPPL adds an entry for the application specified by the DirlD/CName
under the indicated ResType. The APPLTag argument is an additional Longlnt
stored with the mapping information. The application in question must exist
when the call is made.

There may be more than one application with same FileCreator ResType,
although the DirlD/CName should uniquely identify the file. The Tag
information might be used to decide among many possible applications which
one to launch for a particular document (if the tag of the creator were stored in
the Finder information of the document, for instance). The application's
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creation date might be a useful tag.

APPLE COMPUTER

Function RemoveAPPL( .DTRefNum: Integer;
FileCreator: ResType;
Di rl D: Longlnt;
eName: String[31 ]): OSErr;

RemoveAPPL removes the mapping information for a given application
indicated by its DirID/CName'. The file need not exist any more when the call is
made. Note that while the FileCreator type~ be specified to locate the
entry, the application tag is not required to remove an application entry.

It is the responsibility of the Finder (or whoever is creating or deleting
applications) to add and remove APPL,:..en~ries for applications which are
copied to the volume orrdel-eted;··resp·ectiy.'ely. F1oT'entrtes"whi'ch"are"f!l0ved or
renamed, the Finder shpuld remove the ~'ntry b~fQre the operation add add a
new entry with the upd~ted~tnform'ati'on"afterth~ ope·falro·n"ha~,~Be~.J{'completed

successfully. This will ~voi~.J-Aeo·n·slste·ncies in;the' Desktop ..D'ata.p;ase.

Function GetAPPL( IQ;Fi~fN~;n; Int~~~r; i// I i
/'

....F1.i.~Creator:\ResType; ./('./.
It IndE~)C InteSer; /: j/ /.

\. Var :~PP.LTag: LQhglnt; /. /
\;<V.~r DTifb: LQ'p.g1nt; l f
CNart'U~":""SfrrngPtr): OSErr·;········..... ···.....

GetAPPL looks up an application given its Creator ResType. The index
argument is used to enumerate all application mappings stored. Indices 1
through n will retrieve the 1st through nth application mapping stored which are
accessible by the caller (i.e. on an AppleShare File Server, to which the user
has Search and Read access). Unless the caller wishes to implement a
special selection algorithm over..all available applications, a single call to get
the first mapping should suffice to find an application which can be launched to
open the selected document.

Assembly language AddAPPL, RmvAPPL, and GetAPPL calls use the
following parameter block fields in addition to the basic fields shown earlier:

AddAPPl, RemoveAPPl, and GetAPPl:

ioDirlD
52($34):

FileCreator 1111"lflltll'11
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AddAPPL is made as an _HFSOispatch trap with 00=$25, RmvAPPL is
made with 00=$26, and GetAPPL is made with DO set to $27.

2.4 File Comment Related Calls

Procedure AddComment( DTRefNum: Integer;
DirlD: Longlnt;
CName: String[31];
CommentText: StringPtr);

AddComment stores a comment string associated with a particular file
on the volume. Unlike icons, there can:...b.e.. no more than one comment
associated with anyfile~r"lf'Addeomrri'en,~ is calted·for·a·itt{!rwhtch·atn~ady has
an associated comment, the existing conj'ment tS replaced. The max~;mum
length of a comment stdng i~·S··t9·9··Ch·ara·cters. l /....,..w." .. " ....... " •..••.:.:>:". ...//

Function Removeco1,::~i~::,~,::~~i~~~~~j~~~eger;///'////
/.................... djName: ptring[31 If: OSqrr;

RemovecommJ{lt re.rl.Qy'~,s-'f~e corp~ent ass,6~ialedi~ith a particular
file. An error is returneCi···..if..D.? ..~~..~.~.~.n.t.-·yias stored !~.E..!.b.~ ..!f1e.

Note that while the Finder will call RemoveComment to remove
comments for files or folders when they are deleted, it does llQ.1 call
GetComment, RemoveComment and AddComment whenever a file is
renamed or moved. If the implementation of comments relies solely on the
DirlO/CName to keep track of comments associated with files or folders, the
File Server will have to update its Desktop Database as part of the execution of
the FPRename and FPMove calls.

Function GetComment( DTRefNum: Integer;
DirlD: Longlnt;
CName: String[31];
CommentText: StringPtr): OSErr;

GetComment retrieves the comment associated with a particular file. If a
comment is stored, the comment text is returned. If no comment is stored for
the file, an error is returned.

Assembly language AddComment, RmvComment, and GetComment
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calls use the following parameter block fields in addition to the basic fields
shown earlier: .

AddComment, RemoveCornment, and GetComment:

148($30~ ~D~D

AddComment is made as an _HFSOispatch trap with 00=$28,
RmvComment is made with 00=$29, and GetComment is made with DO set to
$2A.

(':~::"'''~~::~~\-''''''.'.'..)
'::" .: : :...............••..•

...., " ,.•.•../::.
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Desktop Manager will be a re-impleme'ii"ied, enhanced version of the existing AppleShare
Desktop Manager INIT. The new version will utilize the new BTree Manager interface being
developed by Kenny Tung.

The enhancements for the new version are not yet known.
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The Macintosh Desktop Manager Interface

by Patrick W. Dirks

June 22nd , 1988.

NOTE: This document is a draft of a design in progress, and may
change without notice in the near future. It is not meantto
define the final interface to the proposed facility.

1. Introduction.

The Finder presents Macintosh user with a unique user interface
centered around the use of icons to repr.:e.~ent objects on a disk volume. To
present this interface tOIth'e"LJS'etlh~r'Frnd~r ma~~s··trS·e··O'f'~rrrOmberqfdata
structures separatefro~ the File System'$ volurj,e catalog, all of whigh are
maintained as resource$ oHvarll)Us·'tYl~j'eS~ in an Jnv!si6i'e"res'oLi'ree filE{'called

'Desktop'. . I L~::~~~:=:-""·",,,,,;,~j/,./ /l/

The Desktop file is··.cqtrently u"'~ed to p~rform three/separate functions:

1. To associatei6'~~~~ents aJd apPllbations WJ{~' parv{~lar icons
through its 'b~:.ndle' tn.~9.banism, ..:~s well as :~toring ;1the actual icon
bitmaps, .;;< :.....•:.. t "'J

2. To locate the corresponding application when a user opens a
document, and

3. To store the text of comments associated with files and folders as
part of the information displayed by 'Get Info'.

The management of icons centers around the concept of a bundle, stored
as a resource of type BNDl in an application's resource fork. The BNOl
resource, which is identified with a particular FileCreator type can, among other
things, refer to a number of FREF resources, which can in turn indicate that a
file of a particular type should be displayed using a particular icon. Together,
BNOls and FREFs can be used to determine the icon to be displayed for a
given file 'from the Creator and Type information stored as part of its Finder Info
in the catalog.

In addition, the Desktop file is used on HFS volumes to hold a list of
applications stored in subfolders on the volume. The desktop contains an
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APPL resource which is used by the finder to find an application to launch
when a document is selected, given the document's FileCreator information.
The APPL resource basically' maps a particular Creator type to a list of
applications that can open documents of the specified type.

Finally, the Desktop file is used as a repository for the text of comments
associated with files and folders on the volume. Comments are retrieved when
the user selects 'Get Info' for a file or folder, at which time the comment text
can also be changed.

The use of the current Desktop file structure in a Network Environment
(Le. on File Server volumes) has proven unsatisfactory: resource files, such as
the Finder's Desktop file, are ill-suited for sharing among multiple users on a
single File Server. In addition, the use P.t...r.~source-file based Desktops is
unsatisfactory for large yolumes··dtJe·tc{a 40mbiryaUofl·of·ttmtt-ations··t)·Q the
Resource Manager itse1t and efficiency of/the re~ource structure with ':pundreds
or even thousands of eritries:·..························..····} l .( " w ••••••• " •••••• " •••?:".. /,/'

A new meChaniSJ. forlfh;:Slp.ra~~'ahQ m~~~'ulation ¢'{~;S/6:SktoP
information has been irri~p..I.~JTfented···f~>r the AppleShare FJ.tt~ Se¢er in the form
of a Desktop Manager, whI¢h implements a number of i{ew _ftFSDispatch
($Ax60) traps. This m~Chan'l$.m cou.ld be u$:~d transp6rently/for local as well
as remote volumes. T~e rem?in~~l"of thi~.",documenfoutlin~sthe new Desktop

Manager calls. :: : :::~::~:.: : :,;-. l f

The Desktop file is replaced by two new files:

• A B*-Tree file containing the information required to link files on the
volume with their icons and comments, as well as to suitable
applications to open a document, and

• A data file containing the actual icon images to be displayed.

The reason for their separation is related to the size of the icon images to
be stored: they are too large to be kept in the B*-Tree. Since icons are never
removed from the Desktop file in the current implementations, it is
straightforward to allocate space for the icons in another file, and retain a
pointer to the storage in the B*-Tree.

This note concentrates on the interface to the Desktop Manager; it is not
intended as a detailed discussion of the Desktop Manager's implementation.

2. Call Interface
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The Desktop Manager interface includes three groups of calls:

1. Icon calls (Addlcon, Getlcon, and Getlconlnfo),
2. APPL calls (AddAPPL, DeleteAPPL, and GetAPPL),
3. Comment calls (AddComment, DeleteComment, and

GetComment).

Each call can be mapped into a corresponding AFP command. The
semantics of the AFP calls parallel the semantics of the interface routines; for
File Server volumes, little more than packing of the procedure arguments and
unpacking of the results is required.

In the descriptions of the individu?Lg,allsin the following sections, the
data type ResType ref~.,..s-·to,the··4-byte signatur~5··tha-t··are··par-t·ef.·ev~ry file's
Finder Information. EaCh file is assigned.~ia 'File/Type' meant to be \
representative of the na~ure:"o.f.the··eof1terhs of t~e fUe""('PNTG';·'YEX-r,{,"etc.) and
a 'File Creator', which i~ a 4~.i.que'···stgnat~re indt'eaflng the a8p1lc~}i6n which
created the file (such as. MPNTl....MACA, alG.). /,/' /'.

2.1 Desktop Mana~e{~cc:~'~' ,/i
l

;ll
Desktop ManagJ; call:lcan Jmade,lom paS¢~I, (or£) and from

assembly language. The..,asse'·rrl'"6Iy lanQ·d'age interfGlce is aiparameter block
based interface, quite simi'iatlo··th's'··Fffe System's. Ds'sUdO'p manager calls can
be made synchronously or asynchronously. The Pascali calls are simply "glue
routines" that set up a parameter block on the stack and make a synchronous
_HFSDispatch ($A260) call with DO set to the appropriate selector for the call.

The assembly language interface to the Desktop Manager uses the
followi ng basic parameter block layout:

General DTMgr Parameter Block layout:

):
ioTaglnfo

40($28):
ioActCountioReqCountioBuffer

o 0): ( :

32($20):

Before any Desktop calls can be made, the user must make an OpenDT
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call, as follows:

Function OpenDT( VRefNum: Integer;
Var DTRefNum: Integer): OSErr;

APPLE COMPUTER

This call cannot be made from an interrupt. The file RefNum returned for the
Desktop Database must be used on future calls to indicate the Desktop
Database being referred to. If an error occurred on the call, the refNum
returned will be zero. Ifthe Desktop Database was already open, no error will
be returned to the caner, and the ioRefNum field will contain the same
DTRefNum returned on the original OpenDT call.

When all Desktop operations have been completed, the user should
make a CloseDT call (which takes a sip.gl~ argument, the DTRefNum) and
returns an OSErr. This ~iH"free"al+'re"sburces allpcated"as·'Pa·rt-·otthe~1:0penDT

call. CloseDT cannot b~ called from an iAterrupt. This call is generally made
only by the Finder or at :$y~em"Shutdowh timei CI~,,'seDT"wnrUft'm~drately
close all Desktop files aihd ~r.e·e·,·aH·'tn~m~.rnory dat'alstructure~.(::· Ur)H3SS you're
sure you're the first and~only y.s.er.pf the 'D~,sktop Databas,~;:: it'5),'est to leave it
open, which is what theLF.i.lJ.der curr~ntly do~s, even acrQ'ss application
launches. ..... \ :~ /l.i'

In the assembly "~:~~e in,te'~ace,pi~ an O~~T cJ~1 (which is made
as an _HFSDispatch $Ax6.9 carr'with Q.O~·$20), the i¢VRefNium/ioNamePtr
fields are used to indicate t"h·E:f\lo·turri'e····whose DesktO'p"O'afa"base is to be
opened. If the call is successful (ioResult=NoErr), the ioRefNum field will
contain the DTRefNum. This call must be made synchronously and cannot be
made from an interrupt because it allocates and deallocates some memory in
the system heap.

The CloseDT call LHFSDispatch with 00=$21) takes is DTRefNum
argument in the ioRefNum field and returns a result in ioResult. Like OpenDT,
this call must be made synchronously and cannot be made from an interrupt.

All other calls can be made synchronously as well as asynchronously.

2.2 Icon Related Calls

Function Addlcon { DTRefNum: Integer;
FileCreator, FileType: ResType;
IconType: Byte;
IconTag: Longlnt;
BitmapSize: Integer;
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Bitmap: Ptr): OSErr;

APPLE COMPUTER

Addlcon adds a new icon bitmap to the Desktop database. The FileType
and FileCreator arguments (4 bytes each) specify the set of files this icon is
associated with, while the IconType argument may indicate a specific kind of
icon (such as color vs. black and white). Note that for a given
FileCreator/FileType, there may be a number of icons available, each with a
different IconType. The JconTag argument indicates a Longlnt value to be
associated with the icon which will be returned along with the icon bitmap when
it is retrieved. This could be used as a timestamp, for instance, to associate
the creation date of the application with the icons it exports. Fi nally, the Size
and Bitmap arguments provide the actual bitmap in questions. Note that the
transmission protocols impose a limit of roughly 4.5Kb on the size of individual
icons.

If an icon of the sJ:~~;:~"I~~~~~:e !~Ireaqf~~';~;~";~;";~~~i~"~';~~\ed
FileCreator and FileType, 4ddfc'on'wltl'r~plac~f'thE?"''D1fmap''sfq,f~'do/ffh the new
Bitmap. An error will be. retvrned··lfthe....$ize of fhe/new bitmflp is ,different from
the size ·of the old bitm~p..,.' . \ .}'··/.,l/

Function Getlcon ( ~iR:~Num;'~hteger:\ // i/
{FileC'rf3ator: ~esTyp~; // ,/'
\FileTyfpe: ..B·~'sTyp~,(· ./ l
fco.oIyp·e··: B~!.~.; , "".. t J
Var Ic6h'Tag':' Long;
Var ActualType: Byte;
Var Length: Integer;
BitMap: Ptr): OSErr;

Getlcon retrieves the bitmap for a given icon, given its FileCreator,
FileType and IconType. If no icon of type IconType is available, an
ItemNotFound error is returned. On return, the ActualType argument is filled in
with the type of the icon returned [this is really there only for historical reasons 
should it be removed'?j The IconTag argument is filled in on return with the tag
associated with the icon when it was added to the Desktop database. The
length argument used on input to indicate the size of the buffer pointed to by
the BitMap pointer. When the call is completed it is overwritten with the actual
size of the bitmap returned.

Function Getlconlnfo( DTRefNum: Integer;
FileCreator: ResType;
Iconlndex: Integer;
Var IconTag: Longlnt;
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Var FileType: ResType;
Var IconType: Byte;
Var Size: Integer):OSErr;

APPLE COMPUTER

Getlconlnfo retrieves a description of an icon,given its FileCreatortype
and a numerical index. It can be used to determine the set of icons associated
with a given application without knowing the FileTypes in advance. Successive
calls with increasing values of Iconlndex will return information on all icons
associated with a given Creator type.

Assembly language Addlcon, Getlcon, and Getlconlnfo calls use the
following parameter block fields in addition to the basic fields shown earlier:

Addleon Getleon an'd"Getl'C'ot,'i~'f~:, ., ~ .:.

2($34): l 56($~8): " ,..
if (File'Creafof.. ······ n

••• / ;:f"ileType //.
~~ ~: ., - -.. t u •. /" ./~.

Addlcon is mad¢;~~,i~I:_HF:~iS:~::) trap :i:~:~:~:i(~etlcon is
made with 00=$23, and. Getlt:on.Jnfo is m..ade with 0;6 set to{$24.

2.3 Application Re~;te(fCalis' .// L.....""".....!

Function AddAPPL( OTRefNum: Integer;
FileCreator: ResType;
OirlO: Longlnt;
CName: String[31];
APPLTag: Longlnt): OSErr;

AddAPPL adds an entry for the application specified by the OirlO/CName
under the indicated ResType. The APPLTag argument is an additional Longlnt
stored with the mapping information. The application in question must exist
when the call is made.

There may be more than one application with same FileCreator ResType,
although the OirlD/CName should uniquely identify the file. The Tag
information might be used to decide among many possible applications which
one to launch for a particular document (if the tag of the creator were stored in
the Finder information of the document, for instance). The application's
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creation date might be a useful tag.

APPLE COMPUTER

Function RemoveAPPL( ,DTRefNum: Integer;
FileCreator: ResType;
DirlO: Longlnt;
eName: String[31 ]): OSErr;

RemoveAPPL removes the mapping information for a given application
indicated by its DirIO/CName. The file need not exist any more when the call is
made. Note that while the FileCreatortype 1!11.l.S1. be specified to locate the
entry, the application tag is not required to remove an application entry.

It is the responsibility of the Finder (or whoever is creating or deleting
applications) to add and remove APPLren~ries for applications which are
copied to the volume orrdeleted;'·re·spe<ctiy.ely. Fpr-entrtes·'whtch·ars··t;T10ved or
renamed, the Finder sh~uld remove the fi'ntry b~fQre the operation add add a
new entry with the upd~tedi;tnform'atlon"'after th~ ope·falfo'i1l1a~,:·Be~J(Completed
successfully. This will ~voi~.jneonslstencies in;the Oesktop ..O'ata.p;ase.

Function GetAPPL( I.Q;R;iN~ri1; Int~'~; ////
....Fi.i.~Creator:~~ ResType; ./:"'./'

// IndE3:~: InteSer; /: //:,/
\. Var :~ppJ,..rag: LQhglnt; /. /
\<V.~r oTffb: ·LQP·glnt; /' f
CNam'~f:""SfrrngPtr): OSErr·;·······.. ···········

GetAPPL looks up an application given its Creator ResType. The index
argument is used to enumerate all application mappings stored. Indices 1
through n will retrieve the 1stthrough nth application mapping stored which are
accessible by the caller (Le. on an AppleShare File Server, to which the user
has Search and Read access). Unless the caller wishes to implement a
special selection algorithm over.s!! available applications, a single call to get
the first mapping should suffice to find an application which can be launched to
open the selected document.

Assembly language AddAPPL, RmvAPPL, and GetAPPL calls use the
following parameter block fields in addition to the basic fields shown earlier:

AddAPPL, RemoveAPPL, and GetAPPL:

ioDirlD
52($34}:

FileCreator 11'lili~11I1111
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AddAPPL is made as an _HFSDispatch trap with DO=$25, RmvAPPL is
made with DO=$26, and GetAPPL is made with DO set to $27.

2.4 File Comment Related Calls

Procedure AddComment( DTRefNum: Integer;
DirlD: Longlnt;
CName: String(31);
CommentText: StringPtr);

AddComment stores a comment string associated with a particular file
on the volume. Unlike icons, there can..,b.e.. no more than one comment
associated with anyfile~r··lf·ltddeomm<enl~ is calted·for·a·itte«whtch·alr~eady has
an associated comment, the existing corrlment ~s replaced. The maxlmum
length of a comment sttJng JS··t9·9··characters. l / , , "w •••••• :.:,::~~:".. •..f/·

Function RemovecoJmekt.~:::::,H~;~~tf'{um ;~~:eger; /// //
t /"";·.... 'lVirID: L~nglnt; ./,.l./l

/................... OName: ptring[311r: OSij:rr;

RemovecommJ:nt reJpves-1~e coJ~ent asstiated!~ith a particular
file. An error is returned··..it.Q.~ ...~~.~.~.~..D..t ..was stored t9.E..!,~.~ ..!Jle.

Note that while the Finder will call RemoveComment to remove
comments for files or folders when they are deleted, it does not call
GetComment, RemoveComment and AddComment whenever a file is
renamed or moved. If the implementation of comments relies solely on the
DirlD/CName to keep track of comments associated with files or folders, the
File Server will have to update its Desktop Database as part of the execution of
the FPRename and FPMove calls.

Function GetComment( DTRefNum: Integer;
DirlD: Longlnt;
CName: StringI31];
CommentText: StringPlr): OSErr;

GetComment retrieves the comment associated with a particular file. If a
comment is stored, the comment text is returned. If no comment is stored for
the file, an error is returned.

Assembly language AddComment, RmvComment, and GetComment
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calls use the following parameter block fields in addition to the basic fields
shown earlier: .

AddComment, RemoveComment, and GetComment:

148~30~ ~o~o

AddComment is made as an _HFSOispatch trap with 00.=$28,
RmvComment is made with 00=$29, and GetCommentis made with DO set to
$2A.
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SCSI Manager ERS

Introduction:

The SCSI Manager is undergoing major changes. A number of new routines are being added to improve
performance, as well as simplify the interface to SCSI devices.

These changes are being made for four reasons. First, the new SCSI Manager routines will provide a
phase-driven approach to SCSI transactions, which will make the SCSI bus interface more reliable. Second, the new
routines will provide a general interface to the SCSI hardware. Third, the changes will allow the use of
asynchronous I/O calls. Finally, the new SCSI Manager routines will allow Disconnection/Reselection for SCSI
devices. The overall performance of the SCSI interface will be improved through decreased transaction overhead.
The raw data transfer rates will remain the same, although SCSI bus utilization will be increased.

The new SCSI Manager routines will be provided as a RAM patch for the Mac Plus, the Mac SE, and the
Mac II. It will also be provided in the ROM of future machines.

The "SCSINewPB" and "SCSIDisposePB" Routines:,

The "SCSIRequestIO" and tt SCSIKiIlIO" Routines:

The routine that allows the user to request an atomic SCSI transaction by passing the SCSI Manager a
parameter block is currently being called "SCSIRequestIO". The "SCSIKilIIO" routine halts an asynchronous
request.

The SCSIRequestIO routine provides bus-level error handling that must normally be provided by a driver.
This will help improve the reliability of the SCSI interface. In addition, use of a parameter block facilitates the use
of Disconnection, as well as, a phase-driven approach to SCSI transactions.

An added benefit of this new routine is the hardware independence it provides. The old SCSI Manager
interface expected to deal with the hardware directly (SCSIStat), while the new SCSI Manager interface is
hardware-independent, allowing new hardware to be used.

The interfaces to the routines are given below:

OSErr SCSIRequestIO(ptr, async)
scsiPB *ptri
Boolean asynci

OSErr SCSIKillIO(ptr)
scsiPB *ptri

The "ptr" is a pointer to the SCSI parameter block that describes the transaction. The function returns a
result that reflects that the request was successfully queued. For SCSIKillIO, it kills the request pointed to by "ptr".
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The parameter block required by the new routine is given below:

typedef unsigned char
typedef unsigned short
typedef unsigned long

uchar;
ushort;
ulong;

struct DCInstr {
ulong dcAddr;
ulong dcCount;
long dcOffset;
ulong dcStore;

/* buffer addr. or special opcode (dcLoop, dcStop) */
/* no. of bytes to transfer (dcMove) or loop count */
/* buffer address offset (dcMove) or loop offset */
/* reserved storage (part of Saved Data Pointer) */

} ;

*/

*/
*/

*/

*/
*/
*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/
*/
*/
*/

*/

*/

*/

4)

instr

/* <-
/* <--

/* --- link to next request block
/* --- version of the parameter block
/* <-- return code from SCSI Manager
/* --> address of completion routine
/* 'nter to local storage

I bus
SIlO

gical ~n_u_mb_e...r~....~..."
P-----~~~~u~ser·s 0 ~on flag

typedef struct {
QElem *scsiQLink;
ushort scsiVersion;
OSErr scsiResult;
uchar *scsiCompletion;
uchar *scsiLocalData;
ulong scsiBus;
uchar scsiReqID;
uchar scsiReqLUN
ushort scsiUsrFla s;
ushort scsiSelTO;
ulong scsiReqTO;
uchar *scsiCmdBu
ushort scsiDCType
ulong *scsiDCInstr;
ulong scsiDataL
ulong scsiData
uchar *scsiStat uf;
uchar *scsiSnsBu·
uchar scsiSnsLen;
uchar scsiSnsXfer;
uchar scsiSnsStat;

scsiPB;

Parameter Block Fields:

The fields in the parameter block are described below. Included is a description of the values necessary
when the SCSIRequestIO routine is called, as well as any default values the SCSINewPB call returns. Unless
otherwise noted, SCSINewPB sets fields to zero as a default.

The "scsiQLink" is a reserved field. It must be set to zero when calling SCSIRequestIO. The
"scsiVersion" field is set by the SCSI Manager when the parameter block is allocated by a SCSINewPB call. It
must !lQl be altered.

The "scsiResult" field is used to return the actual result code of the SCSI transaction. It is used to report
any errors in the SCSI protocol. It does !lQl reflect the status byte returned from the target during the transaction.
The status byte from the transaction is~ returned in the "scsiReqStat" field. If status other than "Good" status
is returned from a target, the "scsiResult" field will have a "bad status" value.

The "scsiCompletion" field is the address of the driver's completion routine, if any. If the SCSI Manager
is being called synchronously, this field will be set to zero. The "scsiLocalData" field is intended as a pointer for the
driver's own use -- typically, a pointer to it's global data. This field is not inspected or altered by the SCSI Manager.

Addressing the target device is the purpose of the next three fields. The "scsiBus" field is used to identify
the physical SCSI bus that the target device is on. This field is set during the "SCSINewPB" call. The "scsiReqID"
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This will allow slow devices (tape

Disconnection I

The new S
drives, for example)
Interrupts will be su

and "scsiReqLUN" fields are the target ID and LUN, respectively. Legal values are 0-7 inclusive.
The "scsiUsrFlags" field contains flags for controlling~the transaction. Currently flags control the speed

of the data transfer (fast vs. polled), control parity checking, and control device disconnection.
The "scsiSeITO" is the select timeout for the target in milliseconds. (This field is set to 250ms by

SCSINewPB.) The "scsiReqTO" is the overall timeout for the entire request in milliseconds.
The ttscsiCmdBuf' field is a pointer to the command bytes for this request.
The ttscsiDCType" field describes the type of data-chaining block pointed to by "scsiDCInstr".

(Currently, the only valid type is ttscsiLogical".) The ttscsiDCInstr" field is a pointer to an array of data-chaining
instructions. If no data transfer is expected (Test Unit Ready, for example,) then it can be set to NIL.
(Data-chaining instructions are described later.)

The "scsiDataLen" and "scsiDataXfer" fields are the number of data bytes requested and transferred,
respectively.

The "scsiStatBuf" field is a pointer to the status buffer for the transaction. The buffer's length in bytes
must be equal to the number of commands in the command buffer.

The "scsiSnsBuf' field is a pointer to the autosense data buffer. If it is zero, then the autosense feature is
disabled. (The autosense data buffer must be at least four bytes long.) The "scsiSnsLen" field is the allocation
length of the autosense buffer, and the "scsiSlisXfertt field is the actual amount of sense data that was transferred.
The "scsiSnsStattt field is the status byte f: e autosense Request Sense call.

(Vendor u . b-l ical uni~iPe"'ll'If'Ito~""'t"lIl"tPJ"---,

Support for the

TIB interp eter will ontinue to be supported. The new SCSI
upport the use of ta-chaining itruction which are a restricted subset of the TIB

instructions. The data-c . . ctions provide the lity of TIB's, while providing a cleaner
architecture. If an old SCSI Manager call is made, it is not serviced until all new SCSI Manager requests are
serviced. This is because the SCSI bus cannot be freed up while the old SCSI Manager calls are being serviced.
While the old SCSI Manager calls are being serviced or are waiting to be serviced, new SCSI Manager calls will be
queued. After the old call is serviced, the queued calls to the new SCSI Manager routine are serviced.
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Data-Chaining Instructions:

Data-chaining instructions are a restricted subset of the Transfer Instruction Block instructions. There are
three instructions, "dcMove", "dcLoop", and "dcStop". The structure of a data-chaining instruction is given above.
The "dcAddr" field specifies the instruction type, and is considered an address unless it is one of the constant values,
"dcLoop" or "dcStop". The "dcCount" field is a generic count, either representing the number of bytes to transfer
(dcMove) or the number of loop interations to perfonn (dcLoop). It must be set to zero for the "dcStop" instruction.
The "dcOffset" field is a generic offset For the "dcLoop" instruction, it is the number of instructions (not bytes) to
jump if the loop count is not exhausted. For the "dcMove" instruction, it is the offset to be added to the buffer
pointer after the data-chaining instruction is completed. It must be set to zero for the "dcStop" instruction. The
"dcStore" field is reserved for SCSI Manager use, and must be set to zero on entry.

The fust example is a TIB and the corresponding data-chaining block to move 4 blocks of data to disk.
Using the fast data transfer mode, it is necessary to resynchronize at the beginning of each block. I am assuming
512 byte blocks. -

TIB Data-Chaining

~ ~ ~ dcCount ~

seInc bufaddr 512 0
seLoop -10 4 0
seStop 0 0

locks to a tape drive in the fast
f each block.

TIB

~ eamm.1. ~ dcOffset ~

seNoInc buf(*) 4K buf 4K 8K 0
~ (*) 8K
seNoInc buf+4K (+) 4K buf+4K 4K 8K 0
~ (+) 8K
seLoop -40 4 dcLoop -2 4 0
seStop dcStop 0 0 0

Ifno data transfer is expected, the data-chaining block is simply a "dcStop" instruction.
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..,~~:-"""""""~'

:::::~::: Time Mmg[al:~:~~~·;~Pter ti~:::::~2:~~:~Ol N, is ooing revi~
for the 6.0.3 and later SysteriJ Di:~kf'iind"'~l new OpU System R9M. ¥he current time manager was
introduced with the Macintosh··Plus ROM~, and w.s intended tsibe u~:ed internally by the Macintosh
Operating System, and was::$uffi~ient for that purpose. It is 96wev~f documented externally, and is
used by others. The purpo~e of thi$ revisiql1 is to fjx a numbe" of bugS in the existing implementation,
improve the timing accuracy, and1Jo aqd";'some Qtw capabil~ties to tJle time manager to make it more
usable by applications. .:.\....... ".......... ....:.....:::;:.. l 1:

.....:..:..:•.......•....••.•....; ;........•.•..•....•:............... {, :

Although the new Time Managerwas included with the 6.0.3 system disk to code around a bug in the
Rockwell VIAs, the new features that were also included are not being advertised, since 6.0.3 was not
supposed to introduce new features, so until Big Bang, or the next major system disk release these
new features don't really exist, even though they do.

There have been several requests for additional enhancements to the time manager to better support
sound and multi-media applications. These enhancements.would also allow the Sound Managerto use
the Time Manager, instead of directly accessing VIAl Timerl. For Big Bang and the new CPU ROMs
(Esprit, Cobra II, F19, etc.), the System 6.0.3 Time Manager has been extended to implement a
solution that should support these requests. The section entitled The Exte,nded Time Manager at the
end of this document describes just these extended features.

Documentation Errors

There is an error in the documentation for the existing Time Manager, which has not been addressed in
a Tech Note, although I seem to remember reading about it somewhere (maybe in an MPW release
note). The error is in the defmition of the tmCount field of the TMTask record This field is really a
LONGINT, and NOT an INTEGER as documented. This has been corrected in the MPW AInclude
files for quite some time, but needs to be communicated to the development community.
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New Features

•

•

•

•

•

•

_RmvTime and _PrimeTime now return a result code (noErr) in register DO, as the published
documentation states.

Time can now be represented in microseconds, as well as in milliseconds. Negative time values
represent negated microseconds. Positive time values continue to represent milliseconds.

The high order bit of the qType field of the TMTask record is now a flag to indicate that the task
timer is active. It is initially cleared by _InsTime, then set by _PrimeTime, and cleared when
the time expires, or when _ RmvTime is called.

The tmAddr field of the TMTask record may now be set to zero to indicate that no completion
routine should be called. The task active bit described above can be used to determine if the time
has expired.

The completion routine is now passed a pointer (in register Al) to the TMTask record associated
with it. This makes it possible to locate ~pp~cation globals, and more usable under Multi-Finder
(see' Tech Note #180). r·'··"·",··,··,········,··".",··,·,·"",···,,,.,········/·· l / .,.."" "' "...,.."" "".". " "."."..".\
When RmvTime is cal~ed pn..an.aeliv-e..taJk, thefmG..eun·t··field..qf~·the/r:MTask record will be
returned with the amour* or:remaining...ti~e that had..Jiot been us~~t(in.~rt'egativemicroseconds, or
positive milliseconds). To provide the t>e·st·.'!ccuracy, the unus~~rtim~r\vill be returned in negated
microseconds, if it is sm~l eg.oagl't"'tQ fit in tfi~ tmCount field (arqund 35 minutes), otherwise it
will be returned as positive millise~onds. ~;his is true ~ven i~/the original delay time was
represented in milliseco,nds·~.·...Jf the tillie had alfeady exp~td, tIt}Count will contain zero. This
allows the Time Manag~r to ~ used t9 compuJ~ elapsed times (qescribed below), which is useful
for performance measut,ementS:. . / / /. l

\,." :..: :.::.:::.: ::: ·····:·····j:·t "' j~

New Restrictions

• Calling PrimeTime on an TMTask record who's time has not expired yet will yield
unpredictable results. This is not really a new restriction, but it was never explicitly stated before,
and yields different unpredictable results in this version. In this situation, you would need to call

RmvT ime to cancel the prior request, Ins Time to reinstall the timer task, and then the
_P rime Time may be performed. It however is possible, and sometimes even desirable, to call
_PrimeTime in the completion routine of the TMTask that you want to re-prime, since the
TMTask will have expired before the completion routine.is called.

• In order to provide resolution better than one millisecond, the maximum delay time was reduced
from about 24 days (which was not explicitly documented), to about 1 day. Larger delay times
may still be specified to _PrimeTime, but they will be converted to the largest possible time
instead. It is unlikely that this will cause any problems.

• The meaning and usage of Time Manager's private variables in the system heap, has changed
completely. Nobody outside of the Time Manager should ever depend upon their prior, current, or
future usage, or even access them.

• The Time Manager now uses some of the bits in the QType field of the TMTask record, usage of
this field was not previously documented, and should now be considered reserved.
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Range. Resolution· and Accuracy

The Time Manager represents time in several ways. The external programming interface uses a 32 bit
longword value, which when positive represents milliseconds, and when negative, represents negated
microseconds. This representation is used as the delay time input to _PrimeTime, and as the
unused remaining time output byRmvTime.

The VIAl (6522) Timer2 is the 16 bit hardware timer used by the time manager. On all current
machines, it decrements at a rate of783360 Hz, and generates an interrupt, and keeps counting, when
it counts through zero. This provides resolution of 1.276 Jlsec, and a range of 83.660 msec. Times
longer than the VIA maximum are broken down into several intervals of maximum time, followed by
an interval of the remaining time.

Internally the time manager represents time as a virtual unsigned 36 bit VIA timer, which gives a range
of about 1 day. However, since we only have 32 bits to store time in, we drop the low 4 bits of the
timer, which reduces the resolution by a factor of 16 to 20.425 Jlsec.

Converting between the external and internal forms of time is done by multiplying by the proper fixed
~~;~:t~onstants, and shiftingrIh~..!?!.n~..P.Q!nr·Ofithe 64lQ.!l.I~.~Ylt.tQ.<g~ljY§lJb.~ integer portion of the

All internal time computatio!s a(e'dOi'ie'USiliInr!~ inteJal (Oilii-ortime,:~1ric;h1~an improvement over
the old time manager, since p.artiW".milliS'econ.d.~ are nof-log!, however...1nere."i~ potential for small losses
of accuracy due to truncatio* in tim~, ...~9mputatioQs, but they shoul.~Fbe l~prited to a few of the 20.425
Jlsec internal ticks. The tin)e rryttfaget'aJ.so need~ to momenUi91y stqp and resume the VIA timer,
whenever _P r imeTime, ~RhtvTirne,or a time~ interrupt 09curs. }:When this happens, the Time
Manager will try to accurat~ly"ac~ount forJthe time:~that thetiqier wa~lstopped, and should give fairly
accurate long range results./ " ,-:= ://' ./

Although I have justdOCU~~thtc;;;;en~~a~~internal lange anb resolution of the time manager,
this information should be considered··und6C'umented, and rriOderdependent. This is so that we· are not
tied to the current VIA clock rate, in case future hardware changes this, and so that we have flexibility
in the future to change the range / resolution tradeoff. It would be safe to document the range as
"Several hours", and the resolution as "better than 250 Jlseconds". It should be OK to disclose exact
information for people who want to do performance measurements on a specific machine / system disk
combination, with the understanding that it may not apply on other configurations. Third Party
Applications should NEVER depend upon the exact times, since they are expected to run on a variety
of hardware / software configurations.
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neg.l
PrimeTime

movea.l
InsTime

move.l

Computing Elapsed Times

An exciting feature of the new Time Manager is the ability to compute elapsed times, which is very
useful for performance measurements. This is done by calling _P rimeTime at the beginning of the
interval to be measured, passing in a delay time greater than the expected elapsed time, and calling
_RrnvTime at the end of the interval, and subtracting the unused time returned in tmCount, from the
original time passed to _PrimeTime. For best accuracy, all timing should be done representing time
in microseconds (which has a range of35 minutes), and the overhead associated with the time manager
should be computed and subtracted from the final result. The following code sample demonstrates the
technique.

Allocate and clear a tmTask record on the stack, tmAddr := 0, no handler.
moveq.l i(tmQSize/2)-1,dO setup loop counter to clear tmTask

@clear clr.w -(sp) allocate and clear a tmTask
dbra dO,@clear clear it a word at a time

move.l i60*lOOO*1000,d7 07 := delay time in~secs (1 minute)
movea.l sp,aO AO points to the tmTask

InsTime install the task
move.l (p.;-d6...........•..............·.···/:·············}' D.!6'···:·"""·e'Opy··'Of'··i·n·±t'±a:x'··delay time

move.l ¢7,dO :f do := delay time \

neg.l d.;:.~0 ..:=.~ j ~egat.~ i.t., t.o :r:.e.p.:r:~sent/,~seconds
_PrimeTime ; }kt~tf the timer",,"/' / ../'.

RmvTime 11 :~ ; Tifflr\ediately st.Op it/

Unused time will be ret ur~ed r~ n~.9.ated mi~·~·(,.$,econds, so the a.~& is.,s;~btracting
add.l imCou.,r-rt···t~O·)····;··d.7 .:\. ; 07 : = init¥'~l del~y - time remaining

07 now contains the Pr im~'Tin:!~ / RmvT~hne overh:~ad in micro~;,~conds:/
- -:~ 1 .il ../

:(:;.~.:.:.~.:::\ / .:' AO points to t.:he tmTask

':. :: .../ ./ installl the t~sk

\da:,~.~.~"'·.. ···/ ... /"·// ~~g~~L~:~~IQ1r::resent I'seconds
...................... start the timer

; code to be timed goes here (in this example a TimeOBRA loop)
move.w TimeOBRA,dO number of OBRAs per millisecond

@dbraLoop dbra dO,@dbraLoop waste a millisecond

; Register 06

_RmvTime
add.l
sub.l
adda.w
contains

tmCount(aO),d6
d7,d6
itmQSize, sp

the number of microseconds

stop the timer
06 := time used in ~seconds

subtract the time manager overhead
de-allocate the tmTask

used by the timed code.

Ifyou actually run this code, you may notice that on some models of the Macintosh, register D6 is not
very close to 1000 (1 millisecond). This is illll due to a problem in the Time Manager, it is because
TimeDBRA is the number of DBRAs per millisecond when executing out of ROM, and RAM accesses
have different timing on some models. Additionally, this example should not be run on a Mac Plus,
since the variable TimeDBRA is not supported by that ROM.
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Resolved Issues

The frrst issue is which register should contain a pointer to the TMTask record when the tmAddr
routine is called, when the timer expires. Register AD makes the most sense, since it is the register
used in all of the calls to the Time Manager.. However, on page 8 of Tech Note #180, in pointing out
the deficiency in the old Time Manager that is being addressed now, it states "a Time Manager task is
not called with AO pointing to the task block(AO points to the task's routine instead)". This statement
now documents what was previously undocumented, by stating that AO will contain a pointer to the
routine. Additionally, a system file patch for ADB mouse de-bouncing, uses the Time Manager, and
assumes that AD contains a pointer to the task's routine. This patch can be modified to not depend
upon this "feature" at the same time that the new time manager is incorporated, but it makes you
wonder who else might depend upon this. So the question is, should the pointer to the TMTask
record be passed to the task in register Al, or AO?

Resolution: Use the most compatible solution, passing a pointer to the TMTask record in Al, and
continuing to pass a pointer to the task's routine in AO.

.•.•:.,.;.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:".:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:•.•.•.....•..;~:··· ....········]r• .~.:"".:.:""O(.:".:.:o:.:".:o:.:".:o.:.:.:.:"'.:.:..:.:.:o.:.:o.:"';':0:';0:"':"':0.:':';':':0:':.:.:':0;':';";'

The second issue has to do Jith where the unusJt time .lhould be returned to th~ caller of RmvTime.
Register DO is documented jias qonrai:rrin·g·'the··fesult SPd~l"'anlioU'gn':tkmvr:lme had never actually
returned a result code. The '¢mCP,lJ·n-t··field··o(~heTMTas:k record is Ji6cutpented as being "reserved"
(although it has always been!lused in~~!pally biUl.~ Time Manager)v,::lt wguld be possible to return the
unused time in register DO, $d qpf'deflne.:.a use fot. the tmCount:./fleld.:./·

Resolution: The unused till}e";~;kpe retu~ed in tJcount, aJ}(i/the rliult code will be in register DO,
which seems like the most haturarway. S·ince we.:are now o~ly defi~ingthe usage of trnCount after
the TMTask record is remov;~ frdm the···tontro~}Jtthe time ~anager:t' it seems unlikely that this would
cause problems in the future , ·······'····L J

The final issue is the resolution vs. range tradeoff. Since we only have a 32 bit field to store time in,
we have to trade off between fine resolution, and extended range. The old Time Manager had a range
of about 24 days (which seems excessive), and a resolution of one millisecond. Better resolution was
desirable, and range needs to be sacrificed to obtain it. How much range should we sacrifice to get
better resolution (2 day/41~s, 1 day/20~s, 12hrs/l0~sec, 6hrs/5~sec)? Better resolution provides
more accurate time computations, and better elapsed time measurements. Sacrificing range may start
running into compatibility problems. What is the best tradeoff?

Resolution: The Time Manager will use a range of 1 day, with resolution of 20JJ.Sec.
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Bug Fixes

There were a number of bugs fixed in this revision, most of them were never reported, and probably
difficult to reproduce. They are documented here for the benefit of those who may run into them with
older system disks, or have decided not to use the Time Manager in the past because of them. All of
them are fixed in the new Time Manager.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The size of the trnCount field is incorrectly documented, it is a LQNGWQRD.

If the tmCount field was non-zero when InsTirne was called, the task may sometimes run,
even though _P r irneTirne was never called.

_ RrnvTirne did not return a result code in register DO.

If _ RrnvT irne is called on an active task, and other Time Manager tasks are also active, it is
possible that the other tasks may run as much as 83 milliseconds later than they were scheduled to
run.

Pr irneTirne did not re~l:l1ll a r0sult'GadlIn··Jegister:<D-O\' ".«"' .•••••....•.......••"'." :

- :~ ~ 1 ~

If _PrimeTirne was caI~ed ~ith..timerjntebpts Jsa~~ed,.it-.was..p~SSib~9'ihat other active Time
Manager tasks could run~ at "n in~~IT1.!pt level higq~r pian the timt;r;' ev~ri though timer interrupts
were disabled ~; '1.................... . ."',..' ./'

_PrimeTim~ may somlmes'd;~;~);"regis~\A3and D3. ,/'/ //

Prime Time with a titne d~ay of z1 wou~ never rui"it noi runs as soon as interrupts are

enabled. (\ t"",,~../·/ .f'/ / f

If _ P r irneTime is calle((on··a..new...task;···ahdanother ta~k·is··a:lre~dy scheduled to run sooner, it is
possible that the later task may have run as much as 83 milliseconds earlier than it was scheduled to
run.

In _P r imeT irne when the VIA timer isread, it was possible to sometimes have an error of 256
ticks (326~sec).

If a higher priority interrupt, interrupts the timer interrupt before it has a chance to disable
interrupts, and the higher priority interrupt handler calls _PrirneTime, or _RrnvTime. When the
higher priority interrupt handler returns, it is possible that the timer interrupt handler will run a task
as much as 83 milliseconds too early.

There appears to be a bug in VIAs manufactured by Rockwell, and some other vendors, which
would cause a timer interrupt to get lost, which would cause the Time Manager to not run any
tasks. A software work around for this problem has been incorporated into the new Time
Manager.
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The Extended . Time Manage~

There have been several requests for additional enhancements to the time manager to better support
sound and multi-media applications. These enhancements would also allow the Sound Manager to use
the Time Manager, instead of directly accessing VIAl Timer1. For Big Bang and the new CPU ROMs
(Esprit, Cobra II, F19, etc.), the System 6.0.3 Time Manager has been extended to implement a
solution that should support these requests. The new functionality provides the ability to have drift
free fixed frequency timing services. The implementation of these features requires an expanded
TMTask parameter block, and an alternate trap (which has the same trap number, but uses different
flag bit encodings in the trap word) to install the expanded timer task, which are only needed if the new
features are desired. The extended TMTask record and trap are defined below.

TMTask
qLink
qType
tmAddr
tmCount
tmQSize

record
ds.l
ds.w
ds.l
ds.l
equ

a, increment
1

1
1
1

*

next queue entry
queue type {used internally by Time Manager)
pointer to service routine
time remaining from _RrnvTime
size of standard TMTask

; new fields used by extend~d:··time··m8'nage:r··",'~·;·~·lbelow.t··«···,,····· ...············«······,,··· ... ········,,·,:
tmWakeUp ds.l h ; 4akeup time, (used internally ~y Time Manager)
tmReserved ds.l !~ ; ieserveh for ..,,t.u:t.ux:e. \l.s.e........ ..):

t~:::: ::e ::::RD ~~: ;;::~::.:.:::,:~:~~~~~:.::.~~ a:~:~::::~{~~:-~'~//·,
With the standard time man.ager~..Jhe delayItime pa~sed to _ P :x;;d.rneT.iine indicates a wakeup time that
is relative to current time. [This Presents problem.$ when a djift fre~(fixed frequency timer service is
desired, by having the timer servid.~rou.ti·rie reiss\.lea PrimeTirne,/since time consumed by the time
manager, and any interrupt'lalency""(which is...not predictable), would cause the service routines to be
called at a slightly slower and unpredictable"frequency, which'would drift over time.

The extended Time Manager solves this problem as follows. When an extended Time Manager task
has been installed (using . In sXT ime) the behavior of Pr irneT ime is changed slightly. If the
trnWakeUp field is zero when _PrimeTime is called, the delay will be relative to the current time
Gust like in the standard time manager), but the Time Manager will set the tmWakeUp field to a
non-zero value which indicates when the delay time should expire. Non-zero values in tmWakeUp are
in a fonnat that is only used internally by the Time Manager and may·be subject to change, applications
should never use the values stored in this field, and should either set it to zero, or leave it unchanged.
When an extended TMTask record is frrst created, care should be taken to ensure that the trnWakeUp
field is initialized to zero, otherwise the time manager may interpret it as a prior wake up time.

When _PrirneTime is called with the trnWakeUp field non-zero, the delay will be relative to the time
that the last _ PrimeTime on this TMTask was supposed to expire, instead of being relative to the
current time. For example, if a I millisecond delay is requested, but the last PrimeTime was
supposed to expire 100 microseconds ago, the actual new delay will be for 900 miCroseconds.

Similarly, the extended Time Manager can be used to read the time remaining for a TMTask, using
_RrnvTirne, and then by issuing an_InsXTirne, and a_PrirneTirne with a delay of zero specified
in DO, leaving trnWakeUp unchanged, the task will continue delaying until the time specified by the
original_P r irneTime has expired. This can be used to acquire high resolution time stamps.
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There is a situation that can occur when using the extended Time Manager, that was not possible
before, and may lead to undesirable results. It is now possible for a _PrimeTime to be issued where
the desired wake up time is in the past, instead of in the future which is the only possibility in the
standard Time Manager. This situation arises from the case where the tmWakeUp field is sometime in
the past (which is most common in the tmAddr service routine), and a new _PrimeTime is issued,
with a delay value that is not large enough to cause the wake up time to be in the future. This may
occur where fixed high frequency wake ups are required, and the time needed to process each wakeup,
including the Time Manager overhead, is greater than the delay time between wakeup requests.

When a_PrimeTime is requested with a negative delay time, the actual delay time will be zero, and
tmWakeUp will be updated to indicate the time that the task should have waken up (which is in the
past). By continually issuing _PrimeTime requests for times in the past, all of the processor cycles
will be consumed by the Time Manager, and the tmAddr service routine, and no time will be left for
the application to· run. This situation is a function of processor speed, applications that use these
features should be tested on the slowest processor to ensure compatibility. or perhaps vary the wakeup
frequency depending upon the power of the machine.

Determlnlng Iime Mjha'gef"'Fi'aJ~";Js ang···'ClmltS·UCifiS····«···«·· ..·\

The following routine c~ be llSectto'd~eat exkU1;i6nbme'WIiiCJi"'Ve~of the time manager is
available, and what it's li.mi$ti9n.s····arth.....J~. will retrim.:dle time m8:.n'aget;/version, and the maximum
number of milliseconds Qf dtlay that can 6e··u,sed. The Standar4<iim~:'Managercontains just those
features documented in :/nsi4e·····MQ;c-i.~tosh Yb:!ume IV. The (tevise:d Time Manager contains the
additional features described::in this doC~ment, e~cept for thos¢"descrjbed above in the Extended Time
Manager section. The E~lend~dTime Manager c,ontains all Qf the a9ditional features described in this
document. /' "'\ ;:: l://

If an application needs l'a,pse v~i"6ri~ Till)C'~anager dtayS (sJeral hours), it should check to see
what the maximum delay ·time.Jh~....!i.me·:·n1·anager suppoxfts-is,..and may need to issue several shorter
delays in order to delay the desired amount. This is needed because the Time Manager has a limited
delay range, and if a request exceeds the limit, the maximum supported delay time will be used instead.

Although the Time Manager. now supports delay times represented in microseconds, this feature is
mainly intended to allow measuring of elapsed timing with finer resolution. Developers should be
aware that repeatedly specifing very small wakeup times to acheive high frequency wakeups, will use a
considerable amount of processor time which.will vary depending upon the perfonnance of the CPU,
and may leave little or no time for other processing on the system (like moving the mouse, or running
applications).
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include
include
include

'Traps.a'
'SysEqu.a'
'TimeEqu.a'

TimeMgrInfo - Pascal callable routine to get Time Manager Information

TYPE TimeMgrVersions =
(Standard,
Revised,
Extended) ;

original pre 6.0.3 version}
version introduced in 6.0.3, better resolution, elapsed timing
new ROMs, and Big Bang version, drift free timing features }

PROCEDURE TimeMgrlnfo
EXTERNAL;

(var version : TimeMgrVersions;
var MaxMilliseconds : Longint);

export
ttmQSize,sp
sp,aO
TMCount(aQ}
fSFFFF,QType(aO)

allocate a TMTask
pointer to task for time manager traps
avoid bug in Standard Time Manager
set all bits of QType
install the task

f$7FFFFFFF,dl max time of standard time manager
#0, d2 ir·····~~sume version is standard version
~Typ·~·t~·6r·;·d(ru"",,/; SPOUld q~wu?i2Ea·ng~·cron···~Ecr·tT~ mgr.
~Remove ; if still negative, must be std\ time mgr.

h: f~::~==::'::=~:1::~m::~~':f;~:~:':~;~:::;:~~;~Zised version
@Prime ~l··ll be cleared on/~·xten¢~d version
h, d.l'······· \ ve:~:::~ion must be e,.itendei version

di;"bo ::: att~mpt to use r~rgest./:millisecondsvalue
::·t'mA'od.:):' (aO) :~ no ~ompletioni~utine./

:. t... // :~i~ ~~:e~ii~ remote the task
':cl,z ; .,...·6heck for sthndard ·dime mgr.
@D~·n~···· ·.·············;· if standard,Lmaxu·t·.ttrle is constant

addq.l
add.b
bmi.s
addq.l
move.l
clr.l

PrimeTime
RmvTime

tst.b
beq.s

move.w
InsTime

move.l
moveq.l
move.b
bmi.s

proc
suba.w
movea.l
clr.l

TimeMgrInfo

@Prime

@Remove

move.l
bpl.s

tmCount(aO),dl
@Done

get time remaining, which is close to max
if positive, it's already milliseconds

neg.l
move.l
clr.w
swap
divu.w
eor.w
eor.w
eor.w
divu .w
swap
move.w

dl
dl,dO
dO
dO
flOOO,dO
dl,dO
dO,dl
dl,dO
flOOO,dO
dl
dO,dl

make it positive microseconds
save a copy
clear low word
get high word, zero extended
convert high word to milliseconds
exchange low words of dO,dl

convert low word to milliseconds
move high word of result to high word
insert low word of result

@Done adda.w
movem.l
move.l
movea.l
move.b
jmp
end

ftmQSize, sp
(sp)+,aO/al
dl, (al)
(sp)+,al
d2, (al)
(aO)

deallocate the TMTask
pop the return addr, max delay pointer
return the max delay time in milliseconds
pop version pointer
return the time manager version
return
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Code:
Version
Date:
Author:

Hose Setup
2.xd1
Sat, Jan 14, 1989
Andy Gong x4-6595

Abstract:
HDSC Setup is Apple's application to fonnat, test, and partition hard disks. Current
system disks, shipped with each Macintosh, contain this utility program on both the
System Tools disk and the System Utilities disk. For a user to begin using their new
Apple hard disk drive, he or she must fITst execute the HDSC Setup application.
HDSC Setup initializes and fonnats the disk. In addition to those two actions, HDSC
Setup loads a driver onto the hard disk. The driver will be used by the system to access
the hard disk. The application consists of a user interface (written in Pascal), and lower
level intennediate code (written in C and assembly) which does the actual interfacing to
the system SCSI Manager.



2. Introduction

lIDSC setup 2.0 will be undergoing various changes to enhance its current capabilities.

2.1. Disk Driver Changes
The HD SC driver is currently part of the lID SC setup application. Changes are
being made to enhance the drivers feature set. These changes are detailed in the
'HD SC driverERS' document.

Besides just the driver changes itself, lID SC setup will have the ability to 'find' a
disk driver file in the system folder. This would allow updates of the driver alone.

2.2. New SCSI Manager Trap
HDSC Setup is written to interface with the system SCSI Manager. As dictated
by the current SCSI Manager design, the calling software handles most aspects of
a SCSI transaction manually. The code consists of multiple calls to SCSI Manager
routines, and extensive error checking to insure correct transactions. A new SCSI
Manager routine (or trap) will provide an easier, more consistent, and more
flexible interface for both the calling application and the SCSI device on the bus.
HDSC Setup is being revised to utilize the new SCSI Manager trap.

2.3.

2.4. HD SC a to co )
With th numb arket, Apple is beginning to
rapidly i ease use in products. These drives
are used as urces and new . products. At the moment,
support for each additional new drive requires changes to HDSC Setup. Although
the 'drive resource' change mentioned above will ease the impact of the changes,
the timing of releases of HDSC Setup coincides with the system disk. This
unnecessarily ties the schedule of the hardware drives to the system disk. To
change this interdependency, a new method of supporting hard disk drives will be
used. Additional infonnation will be stored on Apple approved drives. This
infonnation will be similar if not the same as the infonnation currently being stored
in the Disk Drive Data resource (as mentiqned above). Given this information, the
software will immediately be able to support the new hard disk drives.

3. Interfaces
3.1. User Interface

In general, the user interface of HDSC setup will not change. All of the changes
will be a restructuring of the existing HDSC Setup code, and enhancements
outside of the HDSC Setup code. Note that this statement is true for the 6.0.4 (?)
release of the.application. For 'Big Bang', there will be changes to the application
and its user interface. The decision to update the user interface was just made so
there is no specifications on what will be the new user interface.

3.2. Software Interface



4. Description

The proposed changes to HDSC Setup are completely invisible to all users. Changes to
the disk driver and internally to HDSC Setup will have NO user visibility. The user
will not notice any difference from the old HDSC Setup. The enhancements are to allow
easier maintenance of the code, support of the new SCSI manager, and (hopefully) more
reliable code.

4.1.

4.3. SCSI Disk Resource
The current version of HDSC Setup uses an internal 'hard coded' table of disk
drives to recognize and deal with. Other tables contain the detailed information
about all the different disk drives we support including what we consider 'generic'
Apple approved disk drives.

In an effort to separate the algorithmic part of HDSC Setup from the drive
configuration information, a new resource will be created to contain all the
information which describes the unique parameters for each disk drive. The
creation of this new resource allows for the addition of new drives without
recompiling and retesting the code. To add a new drive to the list of supported
drives takes only a few minutes. It involves creating the new resource entry
which describes the new disk.

4.4. HD SCauto configuration (PROPOSAL ONLY)
Auto configuring hard disk drives is a new concept being investigated. Right
now, support for hard disk drives is directly tied to HDSC Setup. The concept for
auto configuring hard drives, and thus providing immediate software support,
stems from extending the resource information into the disk drive. Basically, the
unique disk drive parameter information would be stored in ROM within the drive.



With the resource type information on the drive, the software will be able to read
the parameters Gust like reading the drive resource), and initialize the drive based
on this information. The SCSI command (mode select) which would be used to
read the information is REQUIRED by all Apple Approved disk drives.

Since this information will only reside on newer drives, the disk initialization
routines (HDSC Setup) will support two different methods of getting disk drive
parameters. The fIrst place the software will search is the disk resource
information in the system file. If the information is not found there, the software
will proceed to attempt to read the information from the new page on the drive.
The order for which we search for information is important. It allows the "hard
coded" parameters on the drive to be overridden. This may be necessary if, down
the road, a problem is discovered with the built in parameters.

5. Issues
Currently there are no open issues on lID SC setup.
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2. Introduction
The SCSI disk driver code is implemented as a standard driver with additional code
necessary to make the driver bootable. The additional coded is used to install and
configure the driver. The driver install code surrounds the entire driver code.

Apple's hard disk driver is currently undergoing modifications to support the ever
changing world of system software (in particular, the new SCSI manager and SCSI
rover), fix bugs (of which one corner case was found), and provide new features. This
document will provide a general description of the "features" which the new lID SC
driver will support.

The lID SC driver is written to interface with the SCSI Manager. As dictated by the
current SCSI Manager design, the driver handles most aspects of a SCSI transaction
manually. The code consists of multiple calls to SCSI Manager routines, and extensive
error checking to insure correct transactions. The new SCSI Manager will augment the
feature set with a new entry point (routine, trap, ...) which will provide an easier, more
consistent, and more flexible interface for both the calling application and the SCSI
device on the bus. The HD SC driver is being revised to take advantage (when
possible) of the New SCSI manager.

'. In the future,
ialize hard disks.

3.

3.20

ark the driver 1 u , ow the driver to initialize.
- Mark the driver free, release resources.
- Change aspects of the driver or hardware
- Current state of driver or hardware
- Data transfer routines (ReadlWrite).

Software access to these entry points are made via the 'OPEN', 'CLOSE',
'CONTROL', 'STATUS', 'READ', and the 'WRITE' traps.

The parameters which are passed into these different entry points are a pointer to
the called DCE and a pointer to the I/O parameter block. These pointers are passed
in via the Al and AO register respectively.

4. Description
4.1. Driver Installation

The installation of hard disk drivers is similar to that of drivers on NuBus cards.
The boot code explicitly makes a separate effort to search for hard drives on the
mother board SCSI port. If a drive is found, the boot code validates the drive by
reading block 0 on the drive (this is the Driver Descriptor Block). The 'Erich
Ringewald' memorial signature is then checked. If the signature is correct, the
blocks containing the prospective driver and its install code is read into memory.
The boot code then passes control to the install code.

The install code has two main functions. The first is to check for errors during the
read of the driver. Checking for errors is done via a checksum. If the checksum
matches up, the code installs the driver into the unit table. The new driver will be



using an AUXDCE as its DCE. This is to provide more flexibility and information
of the driver. The second function of the install code is to open the disk driver to
allow system access. Since nothing else is responsible for 'opening' system
drivers of this sort, the install code must open the disk driver.

4.2. Open
4.2.1. Function

As in all drivers, this is the fITst routine called before the driver is usable. In
the disk driver case, the open occurs automatically at boot time as described in
the 'Driver Installation' section of this document. The open routine basically
allocates private storage, obtains a SCSI parameter block for communications
with the SCSI manager, initializes the state of the driver, sets up a VBL and
Shutdown task as needed, and post a disk inserted event if requested.

4.2.2. Errors
No Error (0)

This is the standard return valid if all went well.
openErr (-23)

An openErr is return to the caller if one of two things fail. On open, the
driver will attempt to allocate local private data storage necessary for the
driver to function. If the attempt to allocation the memory fails, the
openErr will be returned. The other reason for a failure to open is if no
valid driver or partitioning infonnation is found. This would mean that
either the descri tor ma DDM is invalid, or the partition map is
inconsistent.



disk. And last, if the partition information on the disk was found
invalid. Any of these three errors would cause this error to be returned
to the calling software.

controlErr (-17)
If an unsupported control call is made, this is the error which will be
returned to the calling software.

4.4.2. Accessory run
The SCSI driver uses the accessory run call to signal the driver that patches
are installed. The driver uses this signal as an indicator that the system is
reasonable stable. With patches in, the driver checks for the existence of the
Shutdown Manager, and the New SCSI manager. With the existence of
either, the disk driver will take action to reconfigure its method of operations.

4.4.3. Verify
The verify routine has the job of validating all the physical blocks on the disk.
This control call will be necessary to correctly support the disk formatting
package in PACK2. There are two different methods of validating a block on
the disk. If the Disk supports the SCSI 'verify' command, then the SCSI
command would be sent for all the disk blocks. If the SCSI 'verify'
command is not supported, then the code will 'read' all the blocks on the
disk. The action of reading the blocks will cause the disk drive to perform a
checksum on the blocks being read. If errors are found, the drive will attempt
to correct the errors if ·ble. In either case, if recoverable errors are
foun , . . em p the s .. d.

the n mb
verif beco_~~

4.4.4. Fo t
Just as in the verify all, the isk driver \\-.l 1hay to support the 'format'
con 01 ca in order 0 suppo t PACK2 sk fo atting. Unfortunately,
sup orting e fo t co dis mor involv than just formatting the
dis . Actio 'ch must ccur when ormat i call are listed below.

Should at?
One questton which must be determined BEFORE any formatting occurs
is whether the entire disk should be formatted. Since the control call will
be made from both pACK2 and from the 'erase disk' pull down menu, a
determination must be made when the disk should be formatted. Only if
PACK2 makes the call should the format occur.

Configure Drive
Before formatting a disk drive, control information must be written to the
writable control store on the disk controller board. This information in
the writable control store may be used by the disk controller during its
execution of the format command.

Fonnat
The actual formatting is simply done by sending a SCSI 'format'
command. Results of the format command will indicate whether the
format was successful or not. If the format was not successful, the
format control call is immediately terminated with an error.

Partitioning
Mter formatting a disk drive, the disk remains useless to the system until
certain information is placed on the disk. Among the information which
must be written to the disk is the partitioning data. These data structures
act as a directory describing how the disk drive has been divided into
groups of blocks (or partitions). The complete set of partition map
entries MUST account for all the blocks on the disk except for BLOCK
O. The disk driver will layout a default partition map which will include
4 entries,



4.5.

1) Partition Map Area
2) Driver Area
3) HFS Area
4) Free Area (from the old days, may be removed).

Write Driver
As was mentioned in the 'Driver Installation' section, the driver for the
disk comes from the disk itself. This method is used to allow auto
installation of the driver on boot, and therefore allowing booting from
hard disks. The Driver Descriptor Map is written onto BLOCK O. The
DDM is used as a data structure which describes the location and size of
the driver on the disk. The driver and driver data which is to be written
to the disk is obtained directly from the driver currently being called to
perfonn the fonnat.

4.4.5. Icon
This control call is used to provide the caller with a custom icon for the media
which the driver communicates with. The driver will return a pointer to the
hard disk icon.

4.4.6. Eject
This call should never occur. Since the drive is marked as non-ejectable, the
system should never make this control call. (This routine may be removed on
in the future).

4.4.7. Physical to L

support is the 'Drive Status' call.
ar to that of the Sony disk driver.

4.5.1.
No Error (0)

This is the nonnal return code if the requested action is completed
correctly without error. This return code implies that the status call was
implemented in some way. The implementation could be a no op.

statusErr (-18)
If an unsupported status call is made, this is the error which will be
returned to the calling software.

4.5.2. Driver Status
The drive status call is used to be general (up todate) infoImation on the disk
drive.

struct DrvStsSC
{
char writeProt;
char diskInPlace;
char installed;
char sides;
DtvQEI qel;
};

/* bit 7=1 if write-protected */
/* 8, for non-ejectable disk */
/* 1, for drive installed */
/* 0, unused (same as HD20) */
/* the nonnal drive queue element */

struct DrvQEI
{

struct QElem *qLink;



short
short
short
short
unsigned short
unsigned short
};

qType;
dQDrive;
dQRefNum;
dQFSID;
dQDrvSz;
dQDrvSz2;

the drive number
driver ref number
file system ill
number of blocks low
number of blocks hi

4.6. Prime
Prime is the main entry point for all data transfers. The 'Read' and Write' traps
will eventually call the prime routine to perform the required action.

4.6.1. Function
The prime routine basically checks for errors, moves the requested data,
retries on errors, remaps bad blocks found, and updates the iopb on exit. On
receiving the I/O parameter block, the prime routine does a cursory check of
the parameter block for any obvious errors. If no errors are found, the
read/write is attempted. If recoverable errors are encounter during the
transaction, the transaction will be retried a maximum for four times. If a bad
block is encountered during the retries, the prime routine will attempt to
relocate the back block before continuing to retry. The retry count is reset
each time a new block is remapped. If the prime routine finally completes
without error, the I/O R eter block is update to reflect the completion.

ortant new fea added to t driver' the ability to support
asynchron e disk driver WI e a e to support asynchronous call
if and only if the New SCSI manager is installed. If an asynchronous call is
made to the disk driver, the disk driver will call the SCSI manager
asynchronously. In this case, retries will not function and the completion
routine will take care of updating the I/O parameter block.

4.6.2. Errors

ioErr (-36)
I/O error is return for only two different reasons. One is if the 'disk is
unformatted, the driver will not allow prime routine calls. Instead, ioErr
is returned. The second reason is if the SCSI transaction failed and was
not recoverable, or the number of retries has been exceeded.

nsDrvErr (-56)
Since this is a driver for a hard disk, the I/O parameter block should
include the drive number which is being called-: If the drive number in
the parameter block differs from the drive number assigned by the driver,
this error is returned to inform the calling software that the is no such
drive.

parameterErr (-50)
Parameter block errors are the result of failing the bounds checks. The
frrst bounds check is made to insure that the request is on a block
boundary. The amount of data requested must be an integral value of
512 bytes. The second bounds check is made to confine the read/write to
only the HFS partition. If the read/write is outside of the HFS partition,
the request will be rejected.



4.6.3. Completion
The completion routine has the responsibility of checking the result of the
SCSI manager request. If all went well, then the I/O parameter block is
update to indicate the data was moved. nODone is then jump to with the
result set in DO.

5. Issues
5.1. Reentrancy

The major issue with the current driver is its ability to be fully reentrant. The need
arises from the onset of Virtual Memory. The VM system will have to be able to
call the disk driver prime routine immediately on a fault of memory. Currently the
only obstical for full reentrancy (without qualification) is the method in which
parameter blocks (for the new SCSI manager) is generated. Some compromises
will have to be made. This may mean qualified reentrancy (the prime routine can
only be reentered n different times), or some other change.
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.A.bstract
In the current I/O model, device drivers are configured into the system in various ways.
The simplest method is used by drivers like the floppy disk, apple desktop bus, and
other system drivers. These drivers are fundamental to the system and are installed in
the start code of the roms. The second method is used by the driver of hard disks.
Again in the start code, a special routine is called to scan all possible SCSI address for
hard disks. If a hard disk is found, the start code reads a driver from the hard disk and
installs it into the I/O system. The final method of installing drivers is to have special
'init' or application which installs the driver into the system. Examples of this method
could be easily found in the case of CD rom, Laserwriter SC, Scanner, and the tape disk
product.



2. Introduction
The SCSI Rover is targeted to solve/ease the process of installing drivers for SCSI

devices. The SCSI rover will be a general tool used to dynamically bind a driver to a
device on the SCSI bus. Driver files(in the system folder) , which follow a predefine
structure, will given the opportunity to install itself if its hardware counterpart is found
on the SCSI bus. Rover removes the need for separate init's such as the one used by
the CD Rom, Scanner, and possibly the Laserwriter SC (??).

In solving this problem, the current method of initializing hard disk can be migrated to
PACK2, the same method used by floppy disks.

3. Interfaces
3.1. User Interface

The rover is a background task with no user interface.
3.2. Software Interface

The software interface consist of files which follow the Rover format. The files
must have the following to function correctly with the rover:

(possibly

(possibly 'scdr')
resource with a

'Creator' must be of a defined type



~ SCSI devices

Known devices nm~~~~~m
SCSI

ROVER

~ttemPt counters

id's Used

Look for
driver file with
id string matching
inquire response

inquire possible addresses

str[peripheral]
• id string

4. Description
The rover is responsible for perfonning a very specific task. It is to search the bus
periodically for new devices. When a new device is detected, the rover will then search



for the corresponding driver file in the system folder. The rover will read and execute
the installation code of that driver flie. These three simple action comprise the entire
function of the rover. By design, the rover could be used by anybody who supplies a
driver flie which conforms to the minimum requirements of a standard rover driver file.

4.1. Scan
The SCSI rover is targeted to allow the dynamic "binding" of a driver to a SCSI
device. The soul purpose of the ROVER is to "scan" unused SCSI address
looking for possible new devices. SCSI address will be considered unused if the
unit table entry associated with the SCSI address is NULL. The unit table is used
to make this determination since it is the only data structure in the Mac which
provides a one-te-one mapping between device address and all recognized devices.
To detennine the existence of a new device, the rover 'blindly' send a SCSI
'inquire" command to the unused addresses. If no device exists, the SCSI
command will fail. Otherwise, identification information will be obtained fromthe
new device. This information will be used as a key in detennining the correct
driver to link. All Apple approved SCSI peripherals currently implement the SCSI
Inquire command which returns the id string and the peripheral type

4.2. Find A Driver
With the information gained from the 'scanning' operation, the rover will search
the system file for the correct driver to link. The id information returned from the
scanning is compared to id information stored in each driver file. Detennination of
which driver file to use is done on the basis of the SCSI id string and peripheral
typ e n w dev' . . ill be reserved to allow
eas er driver binding be een a (hiver and a multi sourc d peripheral. If the
sp ial ill is used, then e bUIi en of .. g is laced on the drivers
ins all 0 e.

4.3. Insta
If driver· 's found, e ROVER will b . g in ode from the resource 'sein' of
tha fil is c e is a s contained mule ich knows how to install the
drive. All action require to fully inst the ·ver is the responsibility of the
in e. This ay inc de allocati g me ry, queuing data structures, or

atever If suc ssful, t s install c e will eturn 0, any other return value will
b consi ed ITor. Shan error ill pro pt the rover to continue the search
for ·ver.

5. Implementation
The SCSI rover could have been implemented in four possible locations, a VBL task, a
Time Manager task, a Deferred Task, and a driver/DA which needed periodic time. The
SCSI rover is implemented as a driver with the needstime field set to the interval
between scans on the bus. The reason for making the rover a driver is driven by the fact
that the rover will have to allocate memory. This ability is needed to bring in drivers
into the system heap. The other three possible implementations would run at interrupt
time not allowing memory management calls.

A final possibility is to make the rover a 'patch' to system task. This possibility is still
under consideration.

5.1. Open
The open routine for the rover will initialize the array counters which indicated the
ids the rover attempted to bind drivers to. (NOTE: the array counters are used to
restrict the number of attempts to bind a driver to a device)

5.2. Control
The control call is the heart of the rover. The rover will ignore all control calls
except the "accRun" code. This will be the calling code which will trigger the
rover to scan the bus for new devices. The rover will then poll addresses which
are considered unused. Both the unit table and a array counters of "SCSI
addresses attempted" will be consulted to determine addresses to poll.



6.

All unused address are polled for possible new devices. A SCSI "inquire"
command will be sent "blindly" to the address in an attempt to determine the type
of device. If an error occurs, it is assumed that no device is at that address or the
device is not ready. If no error occurs, a string ill and peripheral type will be
obtained from the device. This infonnation will be used to determine which driver
file to use when linking a driver to the device.

Based off the infonnation obtained from the Get ill call, this routine will search
through possible driver files in the system folder. Driver files which are used by
the rover will have a unique ID as the creator. This allows for fIrst level filtering
of non driver files. The ROVER will then check driver file candidates to see if it is
the right driver file. This determination is made by looking in the #STR resource
of the driver file. The peripheral type return from the "inquire" command is used
to determine which resource in #STR to look. If a string match is found then the
driver file is determined to be highly likely candidate. Its install code is brought in
and executed. If the return value from the install code is zero, we have found our
driver and it is installed. If it comes back non-zero, then the search for a driver file
continues until the files are exhausted. If a driver is not found, the ROVER will
take no farther

5.3. Status
Not implemented.

5.4. Prime
Not imple.~~g..__..,,1

5.5. Close
The close

Running continuously will promote user power cycling and connection changes
DURING a power up situation. Although this is generally done with success,
failures can be induced by these actions. Failures include destroying hardware
driver circuits. Running continuously will provide the user with the ability to
mount hard disk drives after power up. Currently either Paul Mercer's DA is
used, or power cycling of the machine is required. This benefit will probably not
be utilized by a majority of the current Macintosh users. (I could be wrong!)
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Slot Manager 32 bit Quickdraw ERS version 1.0

Introduction

Page 2

The slot manager is being patched to support 32 bit quickdraw,video cards which need to be addressed in 32 bit

mode, and video cards with configurable modes. External changes are four new routines added to the slot
manager: _SecondaryInit, _sSetsRsrcState, _sInsertSRTRec, and _sVersion. Internally, the entire slot manager

is being patched out with a new substantially re-written version. All the slot manager internal data structures

have been changed to allow dynamic space allocation for addition of slot resources. All old slot manager calls

will be supported other than those used only for initialization (they will be unavailable). Incorporated
within this patch is also support for Mac II 1.0 ROM's which would only address NuBus in 24 bit mode. The

NuBus slots will be re-scanned in 32 bit mode, and any additional cards seen will be added to the slot manager's
data structures.

Patch Installation

Modified Slot Manager Parameter Block

The current spBlock used by all slot manager calls is being modified slightly. The field spStackPtr is renamed

to spParamData. It remains a long. The purpose of the field is for general input and output parameter passing.

Modified Trap Calling Convention

The current slotmanager trap is an as trap with the trap word being $A06E. The optional bit flags in the trap

word will be used to differentiate between slot manager calls which use the old parameter block, and slot

manager calls which use the new parameter block.

Apple Computer Confidential



Slot Manager 32 bit Quickdraw ERS version 1.0

New Calls

Page 3

All new slot manager calls continue to support the assembly language calling conventions spelled out in Inside

Macintosh Vol. 5. On entry, register AO contains a pointer to an spBlock. On exit, the low order word of register

DO contains the status result.

Trap Macro: _sVersion

Required Parameters
selector $08

-> spsPointer
-> spParamData (formerly spStackPtr)

-> spResult

Return the version number of the slot manager in spResult. spsPointer and spParamData are set to NIL, but may

in the future return additional information. The version number is meant to indicate a functional level. The

patched slot manager for 32 bit QuickDraw turn version 2. Old versions of the slot manager do not have

this call implemented, and ill return call status rror -3 8 (smSelOOBErr - selecto out of bounds error).

Trap Macro: _sSetsRsrcSt te

Required Parameters

Set the state of an sResource as enabled or disabled. The sResource is identified by spSlot, spId, and spExtDev.

The state of the sResource is determined by the value of spParamData: 0 =enable,l =disable. spResult will
return the status of the call.

A disabled sResource will not be found by any slot manager routines unless a flag bit in spParamData is set (yet

to be defined) indicated to these routines to search for disabled sResources.. Otherwise, disabled sResources are
ignored by the slot manager. This feature allows sResources to be ignored by the slot manager, but still be

remembered and enumerated later. An application or driver controlling a card with selectable modes, might

want to enable only the sResource applicable to the current mode, but still be able to list all available
(Le. disabled) modes.

Other routines in the slot manager affected by this feature are: _sRsrcInfo, _sNextsRsrc, _sNextTypesRsrc,

_sReadDrvrName, _sDeleteSRT, _sSearchSRT, _sUpdateSRT, _sGetDriver, _sFindsRsrcPtr, and

_sInsertSRTRec. These routine will accept the flag indicating whether to search for disabled sResources.

Apple Computer Confidential
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Trap Macro: _sInsertSRTRec

Required Pa!ameters ->
->
->
->
->
->
<-

selector $OA

spSlot
spId

spExtDev

spsPointer

spRefNum
spParamData (formerly spStackPtr)

spResult

This routine adds the sResource identified by spSlot, spId, and spExtDev, to the slot resource table. If
spsPointer is NIL, and the sResource is found in the spSlot's declaration ROM, then the ROM sResource is

added. If the sResource identified is not found, then an error is returned in spResult. If spsPointer is not NIL,
then it is assumed to contain the address of an sResource, and it is added. The state of the sResource may be

determined by the value of spParamData: 0 =enable,1 =disable. If spRefNum is not NIL, and contains a valid
driver reference number, then that reference number will be associated with the sResource, and the dCtlSlotId,

dCtlExtDev, and dCtlDevBase fie ev ce cont dated. spResult will

return the status of the call.

This call allows previously delete

sResources may be sResources in
directory, or sResources defined i

supported and may not be added.

Trap Macro: _sSecondarylnit
Required Parameters - >

This routine is internal to the slot manager and should never be called by anyone other than the slot manager.

It invokes execution of Secondarylnit records in board sResource lists. spFlags is passed to the SecondaryInit
code via seFlags in the sExec parameter block. Within that byte, the fWarmStart bit (bit 2) will be set to 1 if a

warm start is being performed. No errors are returned.

SecondaryInit records in the board sResource list have the same format as PrimaryInit records. They are code

blocks which are executed after patches are loaded, and with interrupts enabled.

Apple Computer Confidential
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Introduction

The Modern Victorian architecture, and Four Square and F19 implementations, contains two Input
Output Processors (lOPs), formerly called Peripheral Interface Controllers (PICs) which are
programmable input / output processors that have a shared memory interface with the main CPU
(68030). By off loading some of the input / output tasks to the lOPs, the main CPU will have more
free cycles and better performance in a multitasking environment. This document will describe the
method of passing messages between the main CPU and the lOPs, and other lOP related functions.
Specific information about how certain drivers interpret the contents of these messages are covered in
separate documents. Much of the information in this document is very technical and detailed, and is
provided for mainly for those people who will be writing and debugging drivers on the lOPs. This
document will also serve as the design specification for the lOP Manager.

lOP Numbering

The lOP Manager data structures are designed to handle multiple lOPs, and an upper limit of eight
lOPs per system has been set. lOPs are numbered from zero to seven, with zero and one assigned to
the SCC and SWIM lOPs respectively. The remaining lOP numbers are available for future
expansion, and the possibility of lOPs on add on NuBus cards. The following constants are defined
for referring to the lOPs.

CaNST
SccIopNum
SwimIopNum
MaxIopNum
NumberOfIOPs

D; {sec IOP is number D}
1; {SWIM IOP is number I}
7; {8 IOPs supported, numbered D.. 7}

= MaxlopNum+l;
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Accessing lOP MemQry Data

A routine is provided to copy data to and from a lOP memory, or compare HOST memory with lOP
memory. Additionally it provides a special mode to allow a series of patches to be applied to lOP
memory as an atomic operation (during which time, all other processing on the main CPU and on the
lOP being patched will cease), in which case imHostAddr is passed a pointer to a series of packets,
terminated by a zero length packet, that have the same format as the contents of an initial lOP code
image resource, and the imByteCount and imIopAddr fields are ignored. To copy lOP data, the
_IOPMoveData trap should be called with parameters passed as follows.

CONST

imlopToHost
imHostTolop
imCompare
imPatchlop

TYPE lOPMovelnfo
RECORD

imCopyKind:
imlOPNumber:
imByteCount:
imHostAddr:
imlopAddr:
imCompRel:

imReserved:
END;

Trap Name: IOPM

On Entry:

0;
1;
2;
3;

{imCopyKind encodings}
{Copy from lOP to main CPU}
{Copy from main CPU to lOP}
{Compare Host memory with lOP memory}
{Patch lOP memory}

of copy}

pt Patchlop) }

Patchlop) }
= HOST,

AO Address of IOPMove Info record

On Exit:

DO result code as follows
NoErr Operation was successful.
ParamErr Operation was unsuccessful for one of the following reasons.

imCopyKind is out of range.
imIOPNumber is out of range.
The specified lOP does not exist, or is not initialized.

Message Passing in General

The lOP Manager provides an asynchronous message passing mechanism to allow tasks on the Host
and lOP processors to communicate with each other. Message transactions may be initiated by either
the Host or the lOP processor. There can be as many as seven message transactions occurring
concurrently in each direction (for a total of 14 messages per lOP). The message data can be up to 32
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· bytes in length, and its contents is not dictated by the lOP manager. The message format, as well as
the message number, is agreed upon by the sender and receiver of the message.

A message transaction actually consists of four phases. In the frrst phase, the transmitting processor
copies the Message into a shared memory message buffer, and notifies the receiving processor that a
message has been sent. In the second phase, the receiving processor will read the message and take
whatever action is necessary to process it In the third phase, the receiving processor will write a reply
message into then shared memory message buffer, and then notify the transmitting processor that the
message processing is complete. Finally in the fourth phase, the transmitting processor will copy the
reply from the shared memory message buffer, and indicate that the transaction is complete, and call
the completion handler associated with sender of the message.

The _IOPMsgRequest trap is provided to handle all message passing operations.

CONST
MaxlopMsgNum
MaxlopMsgLen

7;
32;

{Message numbers range 1 .. 7}
{Message length range is 0 .. 32 bytes}

Msg}

ssage request}

0;irSendXmtMessage
irSendRcvReply~ ~ ~

irWaitRcvMessa e
irRemoveRcvWai

TYPE IOPRequestln a
RECORD

irQLink:
irQType:
irIOPNumber'
irRequest nd:
irMsgNumb
irMessageL
irReplyLen:
irReqActive:
irMessagePtr:
irReplyPtr:
irHandler: address}

END;

Trap Name: _IOPMsgRequest ($A087)

On Entry:

AO Address of IOPRequestInfo record

On Exit:

DO result code as follows
NoErr Operation was successful.
ParamErr Operation was unsuccessful for one of the following reasons.

irRequestKind is out of range.
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irIOPNumber is out of range.
The specified lOP does not exist, or is not initialized.
irMsgNumber is out of range, or not supported by this lOP.
irMessageLen is out of range.
irReplyLen is out of range.
irSendRcvReply when another receiver already exists.
irSendRcvReply while request is still active.
irWaitRcvMessage when another receiver already exists.
irRemoveRcvWaiter when no receive waiter exists.

Host Initiated Message Passing Transactions

To send a message from the Host to the lOP, the IOPMsgRequest trap is used with the
IOPRequestlnfo parameter block setup as follows. -

irRequestKind should be set to irSendXmtMessage.

irIOPNumber and irMsgNumber should to indicate the receiver of the message.

When the _IOPMsgRequest is made with the parameters described above, the following operations
occur. The parameters are checked for validity, returning with an error if invalid. The request is now
marked as being active (irReqAct i ve will be set to $FF). The new request will be placed at the end
of the transmit message queue associated with this message. If there was already an active request in
progress for this message (the new request is not at the head of the queue), it will return now, with
NoErr, and the request will be processed when the request ahead of it completes.

The first phase of the message transaction now begins, by copying irMessageLen bytes of
message data pointed to by irMessagePtr, into the shared memory message buffer in lOP
memory. A message state byte is also updated to indicate that a new message has been sent, and the
Host processor will interrupt the lOP to notify it that a message needs processing. This trap will now
return with NoErr indicating that the request processing has started.

The lOP will now go through the second and third phases of the message transaction, while the Host
processor is free to proceed with other processing. At the end of the third phase, the lOP will interrupt
the Host to notify it that a transmit message has completed.

The Host interrupt handler will process the fourth phase of the transaction, by searching the message
states to find which message has completed, and then locate and de-queue ~he IOPRequest Info
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parameter block at the head of the queue for that message. It will copy irReplyLen bytes of the
reply from the shared memory message buffer in lOP memory to the buffer pointed to by
irReplyPtr. The message state byte is also updated to indicate that a reply has been received. The
completed request will be added to a queue of completed requests that will be processed by a deferred
task which will run after all other interrupt processing has completed.

If there were any other message requests queued up for this message, the request at the head of the
queue will be initiated now.

Finally the deferred task will run, still at interrupt stack level, but with interrupt priority lowered to
zero, so all the rules about causing heap moves, and use of unlocked handles, etc. still apply. It will
go through each entry in its completion queue, de-queuing it from the queue, setting irReqAct i ve
to $00 to indicate that the request is complete, and will call the procedure pointed to by irHandler,
unless the pointer is zero. Register AO will point to the IOPRequest Info parameter block
associated with this request, which will allow the handler to find its private storage (by appending or
prepending additional data to the parameter block, or by embedding the parameter block within the
private storage, and address other data relative to the parameter block). The handler, like most other
Macintosh interrupt handlers, may destroy registers AO-A3, and DO-D3, and must preserve all other
state.

For the Host to rec .
ways. Two of thes
IOPRequestInf

'PiiW...........~....................~ be sure that the pointers
nfo record itself, point to
of the stack that might be

For the frrst required call, J.r equestKind should be set to irWaitRcvMessage. This call is
used to install a handler to receive messages initiated by the lOP.

irIOPNurnber and irMsgNumber should be set to indicate the sender of the message.

irMessagePtr should point to the message buffer to receive the message, and irMessageLen
should indicate the length of the message buffer (which may be zero in the unlikely case when no
message data is needed, in which case irMessagePtr is not used).

irHandler should point to the procedure to be called when the lOP sends the message, or should be
set to zero if no handler is needed.

When the _IOPMsgRequest is made with the parameters described above, the following operations
_ occur. The parameters are checked for validity, returning with an error if invalid. If there was already

a handler installed to receive this message, PararnE r r is returned. Otherwise, the request is now
marked as being active (irReqAct i ve will be set to $FF). The request will be installed as the
receive message handler associated with this message, and it will return now, with NoErr.

When the lOP wants to send a message, it will initiate the first phase of the message transaction by
copying the message into the shared memory message buffer in lOP memory. The message state byte
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is also updated to indicate that a new message has been sent, and the lOP processor will interrupt the
Host to notify it that a message needs processing.

The Host processor will now go through the second phase of the message transaction, while the lOP is
free to proceed with other processing. The Host interrupt handler will process the second phase of the
transaction, by searching the message states to find which message has completed, and then locating
the IOPRequest Info parameter block associated with that message. It will copy irMes sageLen
bytes of the message from the shared memory message buffer in lOP memory to the buffer pointed to
by irMessagePtr. The message state byte is also updated to indicate that a message has been
received. The request will be added to a queue of requests that will be processed by a deferred task
which will run after all other interrupt processing has completed.

Finally the deferred task will run, still at interrupt stack level, but with interrupt priority lowered to
zero, so all the rules about causing heap moves, and use of unlocked handles, etc. still apply. It will
go through each entry in its queue, de-queuing it from the queue, setting irReqActive to $00 to
indicate that the request is complete, and will call the procedure pointed to by irHandler, unless the
pointer is zero. Register AO will point to the IOPRequest Info parameter block associated with this
request, which will allow the handler to find its private storage (by appending or prepending additional
data to the parameter block, or by embedding the parameter block within the private storage, and
address other data relative to the parameter b ). The handler, like most other Macintosh interrupt
handlers, may destroy regis 0- 3, an tate.

re that the pointers
record itself, point to

the stack that might be

The same IOPRequestIn ameter that was us ve the message must be used to
send the reply, with irRequestKind modified to be irSendRcvReply. If the request is still
marked as being active (ie. waiting for the lOP message), PararnErr will be returned.

irReplyPtr should point to the buffer to send as the reply to the lOP, and irReplyLen should
-indicate the length of the reply buffer (which may be zero if no reply data is needed, in which case
irReplyPtr is not used).

The Host processor will now enter the third phase of the message transaction, by copying the reply
message into the shared memory message buffer, and updating the message state to indicate that the
message is completed. The Host will now interrupt the lOP to notify it that a message has completed.

The Host processor will now again prepare to receive messages initiated by the lOP, by repeating the
same operations as above when irRequestKind was set to irWaitRcvMessage.

The third call, which, depending upon the situation, mayor may not be needed, is used to remove a
receive message handler.

The same IOPRequestInfo parameter block that was used to wait for the message must be used to
remove the handler, with irRequestKind modified to be irRemoveRcvWaiter. otherwise
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ParamErr will be returned. If the request will marked as being complete, and there will no longer be
a handler associated with that message.

lOP Installation and Removal

The lOP Manager provides an interface that allows lOPs to be dynamically added and removed. This
routine would most likely be used to install an lOP that resides on some sort of expansion card,
although it is called internally by the lOP Manager initialization routine at system startup time to install
the two currently defined lOPs. The following data structures and calls are used to install, remove,
and access the infonnation about an lOP.

TYPE IOPMsgEntry =
RECORD

RevMsgInfoPtr:
Reserved:
XmtMsgQHdr:

END;

Ptr;
Word;
QHdr;

{Ptr to rev msg handler info (IOPRequestInfo)}
{unused, reserved}
{queue of transmit requests (IOPRequestInfo)}

TYPE IOPInfo
RECORD

IopAddrReg
IopDataReg
IopCtlRegP
BypassHand
MaxXmt:
MaxRev:
Reserved:

MoveReqIn
MoveReqBu

MsgTable:
END;

CONST
iaInstallIOP
iaGetIOPInfo
iaRemoveIOP

0;
1;
2;

{P IOP
{P :;.-_.IO_.P...... ;;,,;;.
{P r 0 IOP
{ ss Mode I
{Highest
{Highest
{unused,

0;

of I OPf+.oJ'e'@~'Pb' {message handler info}

TYPE IOPAeeessInfo
RECORD

iaAeeessKind:
iaIOPNurnber:
Reserved:
iaIOPInfoPtr:

END;

SignedBytei
SignedByte;
Word;
Ptri

{kind of request to perform}
{IOP Number (O ..MaxIopNum)}
{unused, Reserved}
{pointer to IOPInfoReeord}

Trap Name: lOP lnfoAccess ($A086)

On Entry:
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AO Address of IOPAccessInfo record

On Exit:

DO result code as follows
NoErr Operation was successful.
ParamErr Operation was unsuccessful for one of the following reasons.

iaAccessKind is out of range.
iaIOPNumber is out of range.

When iaAccessKind is iaInstallIOP, the following are possible
iaIOPNumber already exists.
The 'iopc' resource for iaIOPNumber could not be found.
iaIOPNumber failed its RAM test, or failed to initialize.

mit and receive messages for
quest Info record which is

The IOPAccessInfo record is used with the IOPInfoAccess trap to access or change
information associated with a given lOP. iaAcce s sKind describes the operation to perform,
iaIOPNumber is the lOP to operate upon, and iaIOPInfoPtr is a pointer to an IOPInfo record
that is either passed in, or returned, depending upon the operation.

When iaAccessKind set to iaGetIOPInfo, iaIOPInfoPtr will be returned with the pointer
to the IOP Info, or will be zero if there is no IOP Info for that lOP.

When iaAccessKind set to iaRemoveIOP, the IOPInfo for the specified lOP will be removed,
and a pointer to it will be returned in iaIOPInfoPtr.

To install a new lOP, iaAccessKind is set to iaInstallIOP, and iaIOPInfoPtr should
point to the IOPInfoRecord for this lOP. The IopAddrRegPtr, IopDataRegPtr,
IopCtlRegPtr, and Bypas sHandler pointers in the IOP Info record must be setup prior to
making the _IOPInfoAccess trap. The lOP will be installed, and initialized as follows.

Since a lOP doesn't have any ROM, it will execute code out of part of its 32K bytes of RAM. The
main CPU ROM will contain the code for each lOP, usually stored as a ROM resource.
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_RGetResource is used to locate the resource, so that is may be overridden by a resource in another
resource file. If the resource is not found at all, paramErr will be returned. The ResType is
'iopc' and thelD corresponds to the lOP number. The lOP Code resource will be organized as a
sequence of variable length packets, terminated by a zero length packet. A packet will have a three
byte header followed by 0..255 bytes of data. The first byte of the header contains the length of the
packet data. The remaining 2 bytes of the header contains the lOP memory starting address where the
data from this packet should be placed. When the code gets loaded into lOP memory, any bytes that
were not loaded will be set to zero. This should allow a significant saving in the size of the lOP code
resource, since long strings of zero bytes (3 or more), can be compressed out of the load image.

The Host CPU initializes the lOP hardware by first putting the lOP into the RESET state, which
prevents it from executing instructions. It will then write a pattern of $FF to each byte in lOP
memory. It will then read each byte of lOP memory, checking it to make sure that it was written as
$FF, and replace it with a value of $00. Next it will check all of lOP memory to make sure that it was
correctly set to zeros. Finally, the lOP code will be loaded, and read back to verify that it was loaded
correctly, and the main CPU will put the lOP into the RUN state, to allow it to start executing the now
loaded lOP code. The Host CPU will wait for the lOP to finish executing its initialization code, and
then install the Move Message Request handler which will be described later. If any of these
operations fail or timeout, it will be considered a fatal hardware failure for that lOP, and any future
calls to the lOP Manager to communicate with the faulty lOP will return an error status indicating that
that lOP does not exi~st:;:.. --'

Move R

to a ess the main CPU memory, it is
having the lOP send a message to

mory. lOP to Host receive message

Initialization

Early in the boqting process (before any drivers are opened) the StartManager will call the lOP
manager routine lnitlOPMgr which will create the lOP Manager global data structures in the system
heap, and make lOP InfoAccess calls to install and initialize the lOP hardware for the two
currently definediOPs. Additionally, it will start up a VBL task that will monitor the lOPs every few
seconds to see that they are still alive. This is a debugging aid, and will not be part of the final
production version of the lOP Manager.

The globals data structures used by the lOP Manager are as follows. Note that IOPmgrVars does not
point to the beginning of the record, instead it points to the IOP InfoPtrs field of the record, so that
this data structure may expand in both directions in the future.
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CONST
IOPmgrVars

TYPE IOPMgrGlobals
RECORD

Fillerl:
VTask:
DTask:
Filler2:
DTaskQueued:
CompleteQHdr:
IntHandlerPtr:

$OC28;

Word;
VBLTask;
DeferredTask;
SignedByte;
SignedByte;
QHdr;
ProcPtr;

{low mem ptr to IOPInfoPtrs field of
IOPMgrGlobals record}

{force nice long word alignments}
{IOP polling task}
{completion caller deferred task}
{unused, reserved}
{-l if task queued or running, 0 when done}
{queue of completed requests}
{pointer to IOP Interrupt handler}

{IOPmgrVars points here}
IOPInfoPtrs: Array [O •• MaxIopNum] of Ptr;

{Ptrs to IOPInfo records for each IOP}
SCCIOPInfo: IOPInfo; {info for IOP 0 (SCC)}
SWIMIOPInfo: IOPInfo; {info for IOP 1 (SWIM)}

END;

d no action is needed by the
processor that this message is

New Message Sent - This indic the receivin r that the message data is now
valid, and that it may now receive It, and start processing it. The sending processor also interrupts
the receiving processor to indicate that there is a message that is now in this state. The receiving
processor now owns the message data, and the sending processor can no longer modify it. This
state is only set by the sending processor.

Message Received - When the receiving processor has received a message, and has started
processing it, the message state changes to this state, to acknowledge the the interrupt, and to
indicate that i~ has started processing the request. This state is only set by the receiving processor.

Message Completed - This state indicates to the sending processor that the receiving processor has
completed processing the message, and any returned message data is now valid. The receiving
processor also interrupts the sending processor to indicate that there is a message that is now in this
state. The sending processor now owns the message data, and the receiving processor can no
longer modify it. This state is only set by the receiving processor.

Idle - When the sending processor has acknowledged the message completed interrupt for the
message, and processed any message data that was passed back by the receiving processor, it
changes the message state to I dIe to release the message. This state is only set by the sending
processor.

•

•

•

•

•

A message can be in one of OUIl'S't'2m~Clt'(tT'J3~rt

is as follows. This protoc I ·11 ~.Mi!lfi~~

indivisible memory operati ns,
associated with each messa .

Me
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While the des~ed order of state transitions is the order listed above, it may be desirable for some driver
implementations to skip some state transitions. It is allowable to transition directly from New Message
Sent to Message Completed without going through Message Received. It is also allowable to
transition directly from Message Completed to New Message Sent without going through Idle.

The message state will occupy 1 byte for each message, the encodings are as follows.

CONST
Msgldle
NewMsgSent
MsgReceived
MsgCompleted _

= 0;
= 1;
= 2;
= 3;

{message buffer idle}
{new message just sent}
{message received, and being processed}
{message processing complete, reply available}

Shared Memory Data Structures

The 65CX02 organizes its memory into pages of 256 bytes. Page zero is used by special addressing
modes, and page one is used for the 65CX02 stack. We will allocate a total of two pages (pages 2 and
3) of shared memory for message passing, where the first page (page 2) will be used for messages
sent from the main CPU to the lOP, and the second page (page 3) will be used for messages sent from
the lOP to the main CPU. The la out h of these a es will be as follows.

~ Length

$00 1 mber used by this lOP.

$01 1
$02 1

$06 1
$07 1

$08 24 Reserved

$20 32 Message Data for message 1
$40 32 Message Data for message 2

$CO 32 Message Data for message 6
$EO 32 Message Data for message 7

In addition to the message passing, there are two special bytes in lOP memory (lOP addresses $021F
and $031F) which are used as follows.

lOP memory address $021F will be used to synchronize patching of code in a running lOP. When a
lOP is otherwise idle, it will check this byte, and if it contains the value New Message Sent, it will
disable all interrupts, and change the value of this byte to Message Completed, and then wait in a loop
(with interrupts still disabled) waiting for the value in this byte to change to Idle. It will finally
re-enable interrupts, and continue with its idle loop. When the lOP Manager wants to patch code in a
running lOP, it will disable all interrupts, and store the value New Message Sent into this patching
flag byte in lOP memory, then it will poll the byte, waiting for the value to change, at which time it
will know that the lOP is in a state ready to be patched. The lOP Manager will then apply the patches,
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and finally store the value Idle into the patching flag byte, and re-enable interrupts.

lOP memory address $031F will be used to allow the main CPU to check to see if a lOP is still alive (it
may have hung or crashed, due to hardware or software problems). The lOPs will store $FF into this
alive flag byte when it is otherwise idle. The VBL task in the lOP manager will read this byte, and
clear it, every few seconds to make sure that the lOPs are still alive

Interrupts

When the Host processor detects an interrupt from an lOP, it needs to call the lOP Manager's interrupt
handler routine, and pass the interrupting lOPs number in the low word of register DO, and flags
indicating which messages completion routine must run immediately, and which ones can be deferred
in the upper 2 bytes. The highest byte refers to Host to lOP message completions, and the next byte
refers to lOP to .Host message requests. Each bit of the byte is associated with the corresponding
message number, and a zero bit indicates that the completion routine can be deferred, while a one
indicates that it must be run immediately. This allows message processing to proceed in an
environment (like the keyboard polling code for MacsBug) where interrupts are disabled (which
prevents deferred tasks from running), and the lOP interrupts are polled, and the interrupt handler is
called to service the request, without ever en .ng interrupts. The address of the interrupt handler
may be found in field Int OP grGl~~~---- .....

other interrupt (INTI) will e
CPU message pag~. If ne· her int

Implementation

The lOP Manager is being implemented in MPW 68020 assembly code (using newer addressing
modes and opcodes where appropriate). It is expected to use less than 1.5K bytes of ROM space, and
less than 500 bytes of RAM space in the system heap to support the two currently defined lOPs.
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lOP SWIM Driver ERS
Gary Davidian

ext. 4-4510
MS 27-AJ

Rev. 1.0 Dll/18/89

Introdyction

The Modern Victorian architecture, and Four Square and F19 implementations, contains two Input
Output Processors (lOPs), formerly called Peripheral Interface Controllers (PICs) which are
programmable input / output processors that have a shared memory interface with the main CPU
(68030). By off loading some of the input / output tasks to the lOPs, the main CPU will have more
free cycles and better performance in a multitasking environment. On the current lOP based CPU
projects, one lOP will be connected to a SWIM disk interface chip. This lOP will contain the code to
support the SONY Driver, which supports all disk devices that can be connected to the SWIM chip.
The basic message passing protocol between the Main CPU and the lOP is described in the lOP
Manager ERS document. This document will describe the format of the messages used to
communicate with the lOP based disk driver. Since the existence of lOP Manager is model dependent,
and given that no user written code s ever execute on this lOP or need to call the lOP Manager,
the information in t s ocument s ould ot be d umente outs! eo A Ie Computer, specifically, I
feel that this infor ation should N T ap ear in Inside Macint h.

ONY Driver F

There is one new feature that is needed to support the Golumbo package. Columbo will have a key
operated switch to lock the system in an unattended server mod~. While in this mode, all I/O to the
floppy drives will be disabled, to prevent tampering with the system.

The Macintosh IIx SONY Driver allocates its track cache (9K Bytes) in the system heap. On SWIM
lOP machines, the track cache will reside in lOP RAM, freeing up some system heap space, and may
be larger (18K Bytes), so that it can cache two tracks (one from each side of the disk). This has both a
positive and negative performance impact. On the positive side, it frees up 9KB of system heap· RAM,
which can be put to better uses, and it has a larger cache so the chances of a hit in the cache are greater.
On the negative side, since the cache is managed by, and resides in the lOP, you nlust pay for all of the
overhead associated with cross processor message passing and data transfer, even when you hit in the
cache, but overall, I think that the positives will out weigh the negatives.

The Macintosh IIx SONY Driver that supports the SWIM chip, uses the IWM half of the SWIM chip
for all access to GCR disks (400K/800K), and switches the SWIM chip into ISM mode when
accessing MFM disks (720K/1440K). The lOP SWIM Driver will use ISM mode exclusively, and not
use IWM mode at all. The reasons for using just the ISM are ;1S follows. Only ISM mode provides
the hardware handshake signals used by the lOP DMA hardware, the IWM has no handshake signal.
The only way to access the HeadSelect control line from the lOP is through a register in the ISM
register set, it cannot be accessed in IWM mode. The ISM provides a much nicer interface to software
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than the IWM, which will make the driver code, faster, smaller, and easier to understand, than if the
IWM mode were used. Mode switching is not required if only one mode is used, and ISM mode is the
only mode that will support all of formats and drives that we need to support, IWM mode only
supports 400K/800K OCR and HD-20.

There is some risk associated with this decision. No other project has used the OCR capabilities of the
ISM mode of the SWIM chip within Apple, since prior machines use IWM mode exclusively for OCR
mode, and just use ISM mode to access MFM encoded disks. However, I understand that the
consulting fmn that designed the ISM has tested, and does use the OCR capabilities of the ISM
successfully. Additionally, the implementation of the lOP SWIM driver has progressed to the point
where OCR reads and writes are implemented, and they appear to be working without any problems.

There is one extension that is being considered if development resources exist, and if it appears to be a
desirable extension. That extension is the addition ofHD-20 (the old slow non-SCSI ones) support.
Support for the HD-20 was not included in the Mac II ROMs, but was later implemented in a RAM
based version of the SONY Driver, which along with a special cable (the Mac II does not have an
external disk connector), or using the built in external floppy connector on the Macintosh SE-30 or
Cobra I, allowed access to the HD-20 (the intention was to allow users who upgraded to Mac lIs to
transfer their data off of old HD-20s onto newer SCSI hard disks). If this type of upgrade path is still
popular, the only way that it could be supported would be through the lOP based driver, it would be
best to have it implemented in the standard . er, instead of having two drivers. If development
resources.do not exist, then t e may not b imple en a a .

Compatibility Impact

Since the new SONY Drive
the Macintosh IIx SONY
SONY Driver through the D
based implementation.

The SONY Driver has sev llow
used by the driver. This was t the R ode could ju t through these RAM locations,
which could be patched to fix potentIa bugs in the ROM code. If there are any applications that use
these patch vectors to directly call these internal SONY Driver routines (or worse yet, to change the
way these routines work), or access an of the internal data structures of the SONY Driver, they will
probably not run correctly on SWIM lOP based machines. Inside Macintosh does not document these
data structures, vectors, or the routines that they point to, so anyone who is doing this is probably also
doing other sleazy, model dependent things and is asking for trouble.

Many Copy Protection schemes access the disk in ways other than by accessing the SONY Driver
through the Device Manager, and may do thing such as patching portions of the SONY Driver, or
directly accessing the IWM hardware. Since the 680XX CPU, or SONY Driver on SWIM lOP based
machines will not be accessing the disk interface hardware directly, it is to be expected that many
copy protected applications WILL NOT RUN on SWIM lOP based machines!

It may be possible to support some copy protected software, if they are just making minor patches to
the SONY Driver, such as changing the values of Address Marks, or the OCR encoding tables. This
type of support, if implementable, will not be added until after the driver is fully implemented, and
debugged, and we are able to determine which applications might benefit from this type of kludge. I
feel that this should only be done if there are some very strong business reasons to support it. Another
approach might be to work with the copy protection developers (and to be fair, the developers of copy
protection copying/defeating software), to establish a driver interface to accomplish what they need to
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do, and implementing it in this and all future SONY drivers.

Pages 2 and 3 of Macintosh Technical Note #2 (May 1986) and pages 21, 24 and 25 of Macintosh
Technical Note #117 (March 1987) address using undocumented low memory globals, directly
accessing the hardware, and copy protection. It's not like we haven't been warning developers that
somethi~g like the lOPs might come along someday.

Message Passing Overview

The 680XX based SONY Driver will communicate with the lOP based SWIM Driver using the
message passing interfaces provided by the lOP Manager. The format and contents of these messages
is described below. Developers should access the floppy drives by using the File System or the
SONY Driver, and should~ communicate directly with the lOP based SWIM driver, just as they
>shouldn't directly access the IWM/SWIM chips on other system. The information below is to be used
internal to Apple for the Macintosh SONY Driver development, and possibly for the A/UX floppy
driver development.

Additionally, the 10
memories, using 10
document.

Main

rna' CPU, which will be used to
lly Jected. The lOP to main CPU

ent between the lOP and main CPU
scribed in the lOP Manager ERS

By convention, the fIrst byte of any message associated-with the lOP based SWIM driver will be a
request kind. The request kinds for the main CPU to lOP SWIM driver messages are as follows. The
error codes returned by these calls are the same error codes that the current Macintosh SONY driver
returns.

• $01 Initialize

• $02 ShutDown

• $03 StartPolling

• $04 StopPolling

• $05 SetHFSTagAddr

• $06 DriveStatus
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• $07 Eject

• $08 Format

• $09 - FormatVerify

• $OA Write

• $OB Read

• $OC - ReadVerify

• $OD - CaeheControl

• $OE - TagBufferControl

• $OF Getleon

Initialize

~ Length Dir

$00 1 In yte ($01)
$01 1 In/Out
$02 2 Out
$04 28 Out

This needs to be the first call rna SWIM driver, a ally made by the SONY driver
when it is first opened at system startup time. It causes the lOP SWIM driver to initialize its hardware
and data structures, and return a list of drives that are connected to the system, what kind of drive they
are, and an indication of the drive number to use to refer to them in future calls.

The driver can theoretically support 28 drives, numbered 0 through 27. The corresponding byte in the
List of Drive Kinds returned by the lOP indicates the drive kind for each of the 28 possible drives.
The encoding of the Drive Kind byte is the same encoding used by the SONY driver control call 23, as
follows.

o No such drive
1 Unspecified drive
2 400K only drive
3 400K/800K drive
4 400K/800K/720K/1440K drive (FDHD)
5 Reserved
6 Reserved
7 Hard Disk 20
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ShutDown

Offset Length Direction Description

$00 1
$01 1
$02 2
$04 28

In
In/Out
Out
In/Out

ShutDown request byte ($02)
unused
Error Code
unused

This call used to shutdown the lOP based SWIM driver. It is not currently implemented, or needed,
and may be removed in the future.

StartPolling

Offset Length DirectiQn Description

$00 1
$01 1
$02 2
$04 28

This call used to en
Macintosh OS SO

StopPolling

Offset Length

StartPolling request byte ($03)

or d· insertion / eject requests. The
, a starts polling at driver open time.

$00 1
$01 1
$02 2
$04 28

In
In/Out
Out
In/Out

StopPolling request byte ($04)
unused
Error Code
unused

This call used to disable the lOP based SWIM driver polling for disk insertion / eject requests. It is not
currently implemented, or needed, and may be removed inthe future.

SetHFSTagAddr

~ Length Direction Description

$00 1
$01 1
$02 2
$04 4

In
In/Out
Out
In

SetHFSTagAddr request byte ($05)
unused
Error Code
HFS Tag buffer address
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$08 24 In/Out unused

This call used to support the extended 20 byte HFS file system tags that are used on the HD-20. The
frrst 12 bytes are also used by the 400K/800K floppy fonnats, and are passed in the message buffer,
but there was not enough room for the 8 bytes of extended info, so instead the lOP is notified of the
address of those 8 bytes, and when the lOP needs to access them it will send a move request to the
main CPU requesting them. If this call is never made, or if a buffer address of zero is passed to it,
then the lOP will not make requests for HFS tag data.

DrlveStatus

Offset Length Direct jon Oescriptjon

$00 1 In
$01 1 In
$02 2 Out
$04 2 Out
$06 1 Out
$07 1 Out
$08 1 Out
$09 1 Out
$OA 1 Out
$08 1 Out
$OC 2 Out
$OE 4 Out
$12 1 Out
$13 1 Out
$14 1 Out
$15 1 Out
$16 2 Out
$18 2 Out
$1A 4 Out
$1E 1 Out
$1F 1 Out

Returns Drive Status information for the disk and the drive specified. The meanings of most of these
bytes are the same as those used by many of the control and status calls to the SONY driver. Bytes
$02 through $OD are used for status call 8. Bytes $OE through $11 are used for control call 23. Bytes
$12 through $15 are used for status call 10. Bytes $16 through $18 are two 16 bit masks which are
used to indicate the current format and formats allowed, for status call 6. The bits have the following
meanings.

Bit 0 HD-20 disk format
Bit 1 400K OCR format
Bit 2 800K OCR format
Bit 3 720K MFM fonnat
Bit 4 1440K MFM fonnat
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The Disk Size in Bytes $IA through $ID also used for status call 6. Byte $IE is used for control calls
21 and 22, to detennine if the lOP based driver needs to supply the icons, or if the default icons used
by the SONY driver is correct. This is used for the HD-20 drive which supplies its own icons. The
bits have the following meanings.

Bit 0 0 - use default Media icon, 1 - call lOP for Media icon
Bit 1 0 - use default Drive icon, 1 - call lOP for Drive icon

Eject

Qtf.sfH Length pirection Rescrjption

$00 1
$01 1
$02 2
$04 28

In
In
Out
Out

Eject request byte ($07)
Drive number
Error Code
Same as DriveStatus request

Ejects the disk from the drive specifie returns updated drive status reflecting the state of the drive
after the disk has beftt"~·ieetM~ee1rhe riveSt nings of the returned status
bytes.

Format

~ Length

$00 1
$01 1
$02 2
$04 2
$04 28

Formats the disk in the drive specified, using the specified format kind, which the bit number of the
format-kind to use, as described in the DriveStatus request. After the format is complete, it returns
updated drive status reflecting the state of the drive after the disk has been formatted. See the
DriveStatus message for the meanings of the returned status bytes.

FormatVerify

Offset Length Direction Description

- $00 1
$01 1
$02 2
$04 28

In
In
Out
In lOut

FormatVerify request byte ($09)
Drive number
Error Code
unused

Verifies that the disk in the drive specified is correctly formatted, and that each block of the disk can be
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successfully read.

Write

Offset Length Direction Description

$00 1 In Write request byte ($OA)
$01 1 In Drive number
$02 2 Out Error Code
$04 4 In Main CPU RAM address
$08 4 In Disk Block Number
$OC 4 In Block Count
$10 12 In/Out Tag Data
$1C 4 In / Out unused

Writes Block Count disk blocks, using data starting at Main CPU RAM address, to the disk in the
drive specified by Drive number, starting at Disk Block Number, using Tag Data for the first block
written, and updating it for ea i' ock. .. ete, error status is
returned in Error Code, and Tt Data is updated to eflect e tags of the last block ansferred.

Read

Offset Length Direction

$00 1 In $OB)
$01 1 In
$02 2 Out
$04 4 In
$08 4 In
$OC 4 In
$10 12 Out
-$1C 4 In / Out

Reads Block Count disk blocks, into the data area starting at Main CPU RAM address, from the disk
in the drive specified by Drive number, starting at Disk Block Number. When the read is complete,
error status is returned in Error Code, and Tag Data is updated to reflect the tags read from the last
block transferred.

ReadVerify

~ Length Direction pescription

$00 1
$01 1

In
In

ReadVerify request byte ($OC)
Drive number
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$02 2 Out Error Code
$04 4 In Main CPU RAM address
$08 4 In Disk Block Number
$OC 4 In Block Count
$10 12 Out Tag Data
$1C 4 In / Out unused

Reads Block Count disk blocks from the disk in the drive specified by Drive number, starting at Disk
Block Number and compares the data from disk to the data in the data area starting at Main CPU TAM
address. When the read is complete, error status is returned in Error Code, and Tag Data is updated to
reflect the tags read from the last block transferred.

CacheControl

Qffs.et Length Direction Description

$00 1
$01 1
$02 2
$04 1
$05 1
$06 26

T

Qffs.et Length pirection Description

$00 1
$01 1
$02 2
$04 4
$08 24

In
In
Out
In
In / Out

TagBufferControl request byte ($OE)
Drive number
Error Code
Main CPU RAM address
unused

Specifies the Main CPU RAM address of an alternate tag buffer. And address of zero is used to disable
the alternate tag buffer. The meaning of parameter is the same as the csParam bytes that are passed to
control call 8 in the SONY driver.

Getlcon

Offset Length Direction Descrigtion
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$00 1 In Getlcon request byte ($OF)
$01 1 In Drive number
$02 2 Out Error Code
$04 4 In Main CPU RAM address
$08 2 In Icon Kind (O=Media, 1=Drive)
$OA 2 In / Out unused
$OC 2 In Max Byte Count
$OE 18 In / Out unused

Specifies the Main CPU RAM address of a buffer to receive the icon data, the Icon Kind and the Max
Byte Count of the receiving buffer. This call should only be used when the Drive Status indicated that
the lOP should be called for icon data.

lOP SWIM Driver to Main CPU Request Kinds

By convention, the frrst byte of any message associated with the lOP based SWIM driver will be a
request kind. The request kinds for the lOP SWIM driver to main CPU messages are as follows.

• $01 - Disklnserted ......-----'

• $03 - DiskStatusC

O1'SflW.R.eerrea request byt
Drive Number
Error Code
Drive status information

Out
Out
Out
Out

$00 1
$01 1-
$02 2
$04 28

~ Length

Disklnserted

• $02 - DiskEjectBut on

Informs the main CPU that a disk has just been inserted in the drive specified by DriveNumber, and
the new status for that drive is returned in Drive status information, which has the same format as the
DriveStatus request.

DiskEjectButton

~ Length Direction Description

$00 1
$01 1
$02 2
$04 28

Out
Out
Out
Out

DiskEjectButton request byte ($02)
Drive Number
Error Code
Drive status information
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Informs the main CPU that the eject button has been pressed on the drive specified by DriveNumber,
requesting the system to eject that disk. The current status for that drive is returned in Drive status
information, which has the same format as the DriveStatus request.

DiskStatusChanged

Offset Length Direction pescription

$00 1
$01 1
$02 2
$04 28

Out
Out
Out
Out

DiskStatusChanged request byte ($03)
Drive Number
Error Code
Drive status information

Informs the main CPU that the status of the drive specified by DriveNumber, may have changed, and
the main CPU copy of the status may now be incorrect. The new status for that drive is returned in
Drive status information, which has the same format as the DriveStatus request.
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lOP ADS Driver ERS
Gary Davidian

ext. 4-4510
MS 27-AJ

Rev. l.0 Dl 1/18/89

Introdyction

The Modern Victorian architecture, and Four Square and F19 implementations, contains two Input
Output Processors (lOPs), formerly called Peripheral Interface Controllers (PICs) which are
programmable input / output processors that have a shared memory interface with the main CPU
(68030). By off loading some of the input / output tasks to the lOPs, the main CPU will have more
free cycles and better performance in a multitasking environment. On the current lOP based CPU
projects, one lOP will be connected to a SWIM disk interface chip. When the floppy disk is not in
use, this lOP is fairly idle, and can be used to directly control the Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) which
supports all input devices like mice and -keyboards. This produces both a cost savings and a
performance improvement by eliminating the need for, and cost of, the ADB transceiver processor
used on the Macintosh IT, and by reducing the amount of processing and number of interrupts that the
68030 performs. The basic m s SSl g proto . U and the lOP is described
in the lOP Manager 'RS document. Thi docu nt will describe the fo at of the messages used to
communicate betwe n the Macintosh B M nager and the lOP bas d ADB driver. Since the
existence of lOP Mage tlent, d· en at no u r . ten code should ever execute
on this lOP, or nee to c Manag , e informal" n i this document should not be
documented outside of pple Comput specifically, I fe that is information should NOT
appear in Inside aci s.

The ADB Manager lOP
the Macintosh II ADB III be modified essages to an lOP based ADB Driver,
instead of accessing the ADB transceiver processor through VIAl. Although the code will be
modified, the functionality of the ADB Manager will be unchanged. Additionally, the code for the
mouse and keyboard drivers will not need to change, since they use the ADB Manager to communicate
with their devices.

In addition to processing the low level ADB transactions, and Auto Polling, the lOP based ADB driver
also handles Service Request (SRQ) Polling without intervention from the 68030. SRQ polling
usually occurs when alternating between multiple input devices (eg. switching between typing and
moving the mouse), and requires polling all of the connected devices, searching for the device that
needs service. The lOP code is written to optimize this process, by searching in Most Recently Used
(MRU) order, so that devices that are rarely used will be searched last. This of course is not a real
advantage unless you have three or more ADB devices (most systems have exactly two), but it will
look great in some marketing spec sheet ("Advanced MRU based SRQ search algorithm. tl).

There is one new feature that is needed to support the Columbo package. Columbo will have a key
operated switch to lock the system in an unattended server mode. While in this mode, all ADB
operations will be disabled, to prevent tampering with the system.
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Compatibility Impact

Since the modified ADB Manager and lOP based ADB Driver will implement exactly the same
functionality as the Macintosh II ADB Manager, any application or driver that runs on the Macintosh
II, and accesses ADB devices through the ADB Manager, or through the Apple Mouse and Keyboard
drivers, should not have any compatibility problems with the lOP based implementation.

The ADB Manager has several low memory globals that point to internal routines and data structures,
which are not documented in Inside Macintosh. Although their usage and structure is mostly
unchanged, there are some changes, and any code the was directly accessing any of them may no
longer work. This is also the case with the Harpo Power Manager based implementation of ADB.

There is one area where I will make every attempt to avoid compatibility, and that is performance. As
every Macintosh user is aware, when the Floppy Disk is active (especially when formatting a disk), the
mouse isn't. This is due to the amount of uninterrupted processor time needed by the SONY driver.
This situation can still occur on this lOP, since it is also servicing the floppy disks, but I am confident
that with some fine tuning of the code, taking advantage of the DMA features of the lOP, and
co-operation between these two lOP based drivers, a significant improvement over the "look and feel"
of the Macintosh II can be achieved.

An lOP based driver can re 've messages fr the main C U, and ill notify the main CPU when
processing of the message requ' eted. It can al information in the completed
message. This method will be used for the main CPU to request ADB operations to be perfonned.
The main CPU to lOP message number 3 will be used for this purpose.

It is also possible for the lOP based driver to send messages to the main CPU, which will be used to
notify the main CPU that an ADB device has some input data available. The lOP to main CPU
message number 3 will be used for this purpose.

lOP ADS Driver Message Format

Offset Length Direction Description

$00 1 In/out Flags
$01 1 In/Out Data Count
$02 1 In/Out ADB command
$03 2...8 In/Out ADB data
$OB 21 In/Out unused
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The Data Count byte indicates the number of valid bytes in the ADB data field, which may be zero, or
in the range 2 to 8 bytes. Its size does not include the ADB command or any of the other bytes in this
message. The ADB command is either the command byte to be sent over the ADB bus, or the
command that was sent that corresponds to the data that was received from an ADB device. The bits
of the Flags byte are used as follows.

Bit 7 Explicit Command =1, Implicit Command =0
Bit 6 Auto/SRQ Polling Enabled = 1, Disabled = 0
Bit 5 unused
Bit 4 unused
Bit 3 unused
Bit 2 Service Request Detected =1, no SRQ =0
Bit 1 Receive Timeout = 1, Received Valid data = 0
Bit 0 unused

How the Messages are Used

ill i tiate an lOP to Main CPU message

When the lOP ADB driver is Auto Polling, it will poll the most recently used device until it 'receives
data, or until another device asserts Service Request. To handle a service request, it will start polling
all of the other devices in most recently used order until it hits one that returns data. Once the lOP
actually receives data from a device, it will notify the Main CPU, passing a message which will have
the Explicit Command bit cleared, and the Auto Poll bit set. The Device address in the ADB Command
byte of the message will indicate the device that sent the data, and the byte count will indicate how may
bytes of the receive data buffer are valid.

This method will reduce the interrupt traffic on the Main CPU when auto polling, to one interrupt each
time a device has data, and requires no interrupts to direct the service request polling. This will
hopefully reduce some system overhead.
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EDisk Driver ERS
Gary Davidian

ext. 4-4510
MS 27-AJ

Rev. 1.0 D1 1/18/89

Introduction

For the portable system environment, we have introduced several forms of Electronic Disks (EDisks)
which appear to the user as very fast, silent, and low power disk drives. The data storage media for
EDisks is RAM or ROM, unlike floppy or hard disks which record data on rotating magnetically
coated disks. The EDisk driver su s ee kinp.w.~...,.,,·IiWllillA.-__-,

SLIM cards are the
RAM, or nonvolatil

The final kind of EDisk is the internal ROM Disk. These can be produced by third parties, and
connected to the system using the internal ROM expansion slot. There is a four megabyte address
space allocated for this type of expansion, and can support any number of ROM disks, as long as they
start on a 64K byte boundary (but their size can exceed 64K bytes). They behave just like the internal
RAM disk except that they are read only, and cannot be reseized.

The EDisk Driver

The EDisk driver provides a system interface to the EDisks that is similar to the interface provided by
the Sony and SCSI Disk drivers. It supports 512 byte block I/O operations, and does not support file
system tags. It will be a ROM DRVK"'resource, whose ID is 48, and RefNum is -49, with a driver
name of " . ED isk". Since it is a disk driver, it will also create a Drive Queue Element for each EDisk
drives. Information about how these driver calls apply to the Sony Driver already appears in Inside
Macintosh, and in the Sony Disk Driver External Software Specification by Steve Christensen, and
much of the information is duplicated (and copied) here.
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Open

The driver will allocate its global variables in the system heap, and setup a pointer to them in the
DCtlStorage field of the DCE (Device Control Entry). It will detennine which EDisks currently exist,
or could possibly exist in the future (SLIM cards being inserted later), and creates Drive Queue
Elements for each of them. If no Drive Queue Elements are created (no EDisks can exist), then the

. EDisk driver is not needed, and it will not allocate any storage, and will return openErr. The EDisk
Driver is opened by the start code in the system ROM, so applications should never need to open it.

CIQ!ie

The EDisk driver never closes, and will return closErr if a close is requested.

Prime (Read. Write. ReadVerify) Calls

Read and write calls to Macintosh drivers are described in general in the Device Manager chapter of
Inside Macintosh. Volume II, but for completeness they will be described here too. The device
manager prime routines expect the following fie .n the I/O parameter block to be set up :

ioComp/etion
ioVRefNum
ioRefNum
ioBuffer
ioReqCount
ioPosMode

ioPosOffset

When the EDisk driver's Pri e rOULI'RIo__~
and register Al will point to ill 'ver's Devic
the ioTrap field of the parameter 0 eIther $AOO2 for a read request or $A003 for a write
request so the driver can detennine what to do. Also, the detlPosition field of the driver's DCE
will be set to the starting byte offset relative to the beginning of the EDisk.

The EDisk driver can only be called synchronously or asynchronously. Immediate calls to the
driver are not supported. Since the EDisks are accessed at memory speed, the driver is not
interrupt driven, and the entire request is processed at the time it is issued. When the request is
completed or aborted, it will return one of the following result codes:

Result Codes: noErr
wPrErr
paramErr

nsDrvErr
oftLinErr 
dataVerErr
badOCksum

o no error
-44 write to a write protected SLIM or ROM EDisk
-50 some of the requested blocks are past the end of the

disk or ioReqCount is not a multiple of 512 bytes.
-56 no such drive number supported by this driver
-65 read/write request made to an ejected disk
-68 read verify compare failed
-72 incorrect checksum while reading a block
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Control Calls

Control calls perform all of the non read/write operations on a particular disk associated with this
driver. The control opcode is passed to the driver in the csCode field of the I/O parameter block (byte
26). Control calls that return information, pass it back starting at the csParam field of the I/O
parameter block (byte 28). A description of each control operation is given below along with any
result codes it returns.

The Drive Queue is searched to file the DQE (Drive Queue Element) associated with the I/O request,
returning nsDrvErr if not found. The following Control calls are supported, or controlErr is
returned.

Kill I/O (csCode=1)

Kill I/O is called to abort any current I/O request in progress. The EDisk driver does not support
this control call and always returns a result code of controlErr (-17).

Result Codes:

Verify Disk

Result Codes:

Format Disk

controlErr -17 Kill I/O not supported by EDisk driver

erify that all blocks have·been
ediately and returns one of the

(csCode=6)

An index into a list of possible formats (or zero for backwards compatibility) is passed in the
csParam field of the I/O parameter block to indicate how the EDisk should be formatted (see the
Format List status call for details). The EDisk is then initialized, destroying all previous data,
and writing valid checksums and data to each data block. A memory test is also run on the
EDisk RAM to check for hardware failures. There is a special case supported for the internal
RAM EDisk which allows an index of -1 in csParam, which in addition to formatting the EDisk,
will remove the EDisk from the Drive Queue, preventing any further I/O operations to that EDisk
(used when reseizing the internal RAM EDisk).

Result Codes: noErr
wPrErr
paramErr
nsDrvErr
oftLinErr
FmtlErr

o no error
-44 format request to a write protected SLIM Of ROM EDisk
-50 format index in csParam is out of range
-56 no such drive number supported by this driver
-65 format request made to an ejected disk
-82 RAM test of EDisk storage failed
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Eject Disk (csCode:7)

For SLIM drives (DiskInPlace field =$02,which means ejectable), if there is a card in the drive,
it will be ejected, and when a card is reinserted in the drive, a disk!nserted event will be posted
so that the EDisk will be remounted by the operating system. Until then, any attempts to access
that drive will return offLinErr.

For the internal RAM EDisk (DiskInPlace field =$48, which means non-ejectable, but make
eject calls anyway), the drive will be marked as offline, and when next polled by the driver (at
least once a second), a disk!nserted event will be posted to remount then disk. This provides the
effect of the RAM EDisk "popping out" of the trash can in the Finder.

Internal ROM EDisk (DiskInPlace field =$08, which means non-ejectable, and do not make eject
calls), the drive will remain online, and when next polled by the driver (at least once a second), a
disklnserted event will be posted to remount the disk. Eject calls are not expected for these
EDisks, but if received, the EDisk will be remounted.

Result Codes: noErr
nsDrvErr

o no error
-56 no such drive number supported by this driver

no error
-17 no icon available for this drive
-56 no such drive number supported by this driver

noErr
controlErr
nsDrvErr

Upper SLIM Drive

Result Codes'

This call returns a po'
by a text string (whic
"where" field of the" et in

Return Physical Driv Icon

Return Media Icon (csCode:22)

This call returns a pointer to an icon describing the selected drive's media type, followed by a
text string (which can be patched for international translations) that the Finder uses in the
"where" field of the "get info" window. The supported media icons and strings are:

o o
Upper SLIM Drive Lower SLIM Drive Internal RAM Disk Internal ROM Disk

Result Codes: noErr
controlErr
nsDrvErr

o no error
-17 no icon available for this drive
-56 no such drive number supported by this driver
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Return Drive Info (csCode=23)

This control call returns a 32-bit value in csParam that describes the location and attributes of the
selected drive.

O=primary11 =secondarY
O=removable media/1 =fixed media

O=IWM/1 =SCSI
O=internal/1 =external--...I

The drive types supported by this driver are as follows:

16 RAM Disk Drive
17 ROM Disk Drive
18 SLIM Disk Drive

Below is a list

Result Codes:

Status Calls

The EDisk driver currently supports two status calls which are described below. As with control calls,
the status opcode is passed to the driver in the csCode field of the I/O parameter block (byte 26). The
returned status information will be passed back starting at the csParam field of the I/O parameter block
(byte 28).

The Drive Queue is searched to file the DQE (Drive Queue Element) associated with the I/O request,
returning n s DrvE r r if not found. The following Status calls are supported, or s tat usE r r is
returned.

Return Format List (csCode=6)

This call returns a list of all possible disk formats that may be done with the current combination
of disk controller, drive and media. On entry, csParam contains a value specifying the maximum
number of formats to return, and csParam+2 contains a pointer toa table which will contain the
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list. On exit, csParam will contain the number of formats returned (no more than specified), and
the table will contain the list of formats. If no disk is inserted in the drive, the call will return a
offLinErr code.The fonnat information is given in an 8-byte record as follows:

7 o 7 o 7 o 7 o

l:number of tracks,sldes,sectors IS valid, 0 fields can be user dermed

disk capacity~in BLOCKS

# of sides I# of sectors per track side I # of tracks.
LL O=single-density, 1=double-density

reserved (0)
- l=eurrent disk has this format- . .

= --

Since an EDisk is not a rotating magnetic storage device like other disk drives, it does not have
tracks, sides, and sectors, so the TSS valid bit is set to 0, to indicate that those fields are
considered to be a "don't care" as far as describing the format of the disk. The disk capacity, and
"current disk has this fonnat" fields are the only meaningful fields supported by the driver.

pported)

(18) drive size (low)
(20) drive size (high)

~~_.__ is bei ejected
O=no disk· urrently in e drive

~~~.~lble disk is in the ve s)
8=non-ejectable disk is in the drive (ROM disks)

$48=non-ejectable but call driver with ejects anyway (RAM disk)
( 4) drive installed? l=drive installed
( 5) number of sides: always = 0 (not supported)
( 6) drive queue element: (6) qLink - pointer to next queue element

. (10) qType - 1=long drive size format
(12) dqDrive - drive number
(14) dqRefNum - EDisk,driver's reference number
(16) dqFSID - file system ID=O
low 2 bytes of 4 byte disk size (in blocks)
high 2 bytes of 4 byte disk size (in blocks)

Drive Status returns in"""-r'rn'.lllf1

Result Codes:

Drive Status

Result Codes: noErr
nsDrvErr

o no error
-56 no such drive number supported by this driver
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Implementation Details

The remainder of this document describes some of the implementation details, data fonnats, and
algorithms used by the driver that may be useful for third parties who want to produce ROM EDisks,
and for the CDEV which is used to control the internal RAM EDisk. In general this information is not
needed by other clients of the EDisk driver.

Data Checksumming

In order to provide better data integrity, the EDisk Drivers supports checksumming of each data block,
which is computed when a write is perfonned to a block, and Ghecked on every read operation. For
each 512 byte block, a 32 bit checksum is computed by adding each longword in the block to a
running longword checksum which is initially zero, and is rotated left by one bit before each longword
is added in. The following assembly code example demonstrates the algorithm.

lea
moveq.l
moveq.l

@loop rol.l

add.l

dbra

Internal RAM E

TheBlock,aO

to,dO
t(S12/4)-1,dl

tl,dO
(aO)+,dO

dl,@loop

AO is pointer to block to checksum

DO is checksum, initially zero
loop counter for 1 block (4 bytes per iteration)

rotate the checksum
the data to the running checksum

1 op thr ugh each longword in t block

6 of arameter RAM. A value of zero
and n-zero values indicate the size in

ontrol panel CDEV is used to allow
p tim the startup code reads the size from

disk a the top of system memory (ending at

Internal ROM EDisk Details

When the EDisk driver is opened, it searches the address range from the base of the system ROM to
$OOFOOOOO for internal ROM EDisks. An internal ROM EDisk must begin with an EDisk Header
block, which must start on a 64K byte boundary (but may be any size). If a valid header block is
found, it is compared to all other headers that had been found, and if it identical to one that was
already found, it will be ignored, to eliminate duplicates that are caused by address wrap around. If it
is unique, a drive queue entry will be created for it, and the driver will support it. Any number of
internal ROM EDisks can be supported by the driver, limited only by the address space allocated for
ROM.
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EDisk Header Format

There is a 512 byte header block associated with ROM based, or ejectable EDisks. This is used to
describe the layout of the EDisk, and to uniquely identify it. The general fonnat of the header block is
described below. The EDisk Header marks the beginning of an EDisk, and should occur at the
beginning of the device that is used for the EDisk storage (eg starting at the first byte of a ROM SLIM
card).

The size is

layout of the slim signature block
scratch space for r/w testing and vendor info
size of header block (512 bytes for version 1)
header version number (this is version 1)

45 44 69 73 6B 20 47 61 72 79 20 44
size of device, in bytes
time when last formatted (pseudo unique ID)

ticks when last formatted (pseudo unique ID)

offset to CheckSum table if present
offset to first byte of data storage
offset to last byte+1 of data storage
offset to media Icon and Mask if present

offset to drive Icon and Mask if present
.... .......ll"<"et 0 GetI sent

longwo d for present

rest 0 block
_---'l!""~~ EDisk

HdrBl ockSi ze is a 2
currently 512 bytes.

HdrScratchisa128byre
memory is ROM or RAM.

Computer, Inc. System T

EDiskHeader record 0, increment
HdrScratch ds.b 128
HdrBlockSize ds.w 1
HdrVersion ds.w 1
HdrSignature ds.b 12
HdrDeviceSize ds.l 1
HdrFormatTime ds.l 1
HdrFormatTicks ds.l 1
HdrCheckSumOff ds.l 1
HdrDataStartOff ds.l 1
HdrDataEndOff ds.l 1
HdrMedialconOff ds.l 1
HdrDrivelconOff ds.l 1
HdrWhereStrOff ds.l 1
HdrDrivelnfo ds.l 1

ds.b 5
EDiskHeaderSize equ *

endr

HdrVersion is a 2 byte field that indicates the version of the EDisk header block. The version
number is currently $0001.

HdrSignature is a 12 byte field that indicates that this is a valid EDisk header block. The
signature must be set to (hex) 45 44 69 73 6B 2047 61 72 79 20 44.

HdrDevi ceSi ze is a 4 byte field that indicates the size of the device in bytes, which is probably
greater than the actual usable storage space. For example a 5I2K byte ROM SLIM card would have a
device size of 5I2K, even though some of those bytes are used for the header block, and checksums.
One might also think of the device size as the offset (from the beginning of the header block) of the last
byte of the storage device.

HdrFormat Time is a 4 byte field that indicates the time of day when the EDisk was last fonnatted.
The EDisk driver will update this for RAM based EDisks when the fonnat control call is made. This
infonnation may be useful for uniquely identifying a RAM based EDisk.

HdrFormatTicks is a 4 byte field that indicates the value of the system global Ticks when the
EDisk was last fonnatted, which should be a fairly unique number. The EDisk driver will update this
for RAM based EDisks when the fonnat control call is made. This infonnation may be useful for
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uniquely identifYing a RAM based EDisk.

HdrCheckSumOff is a 4 byte field that is the offset (from the beginning of the header block) of the
checksum table, or zero if checksumming should not be perfonned on this EDisk.

HdrDataStartOff is a 4 byte field that is the offset (from the beginning of the header block) of the
frrst block of EDisk data.

HdrDa t aEn dOff is a 4 byte field that is the offset (from the beginning of the header block) of the
byte after the end of the last block of EDisk data.

HdrMedi a IconOff is a 4 byte field that is the offset (from the beginning of the header block) of the
128 byte Icon and 128 byte Icon mask, which represents the disk media. An offset of zero indicates
that the EDisk driver should use the default media icon for this EDisk. Ejectable EDisks must set this
field to zero, since the icon is needed even when the EDisk is ejected.

HdrDrj ve IconOff is a 4 byte field that is the offset (from the beginning of the header block) of the
128 byte Icon and 128 byte Icon mask, which represents the disk drive physical location. An offset of
zero indicates that the EDisk driver should use the default drive icon for this EDisk. Ejectable EDisks
must set this field to zero, since the ico . eeded even when the EDisk is ejected.

Open Issues

At the time of this writing, SLIMs have been de-coupled from the Harpo CPU projects because the
initial design of the SLIM connector design did not provide a software controllable eject or locking
mechanism. This document describes what I think may be implemented when they are redesigned,
and how the driver may behave at that time. If enough information about how the redesigned SLIM
will work, and some sort of prototype hardware are not available by the time the ROM has to go Beta,
it would be unlikely that the driver could support booting off of SLIM cards.
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DebugUtil ERS
Gary Davidian

ext. 4-4510
MS 27-AJ

Rev. 1.0 D2 1/18/89

Introduction

Over the years, as new hardware designs were developed, we have been faced with the problem of
needing changes to the debugger (MacsBug) every time there is a change in the hardware design of the
keyboard or ADB interface. This can be avoided by removing the knowledge of how the hardware
works from the debugger, and putting it into all of the new system ROMs. An trap interface can be
provided for the debugger to use, so that it can be isolated from the changing world of hardware.
While we are most concerned with MacsBug, this interface could possibly be documented for use by
third party debuggers.

Function Sele

o

1 Allows the debugger In orms the system that it is entering the debugger, to allow it to
do any cleanup that may be needed (like maybe switching out of idle mode on Harpo).

2 Allows the debugger to informs the system that it is leaving the debugger, to allow it to do
any cleanup that may be needed.

3 Asks the system to run the keyboard interrupt handler if an interrupt is pending. Note that
the actual keyboard data is MQI. returned by this call, so the debugger should continue to
use whatever means it used before (like patching PostEvent) to get the actual
keyboard data. -
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How to use it.

A debugger must first determine if a machine supports this trap by comparing
GetTrapAddress ( DebugUtil) with GetTrapAddress ( Unimplemented). It may
want to do this both before and after patches are installed (to allow it to be retrofitted into older
machines, or add functionality to newer ones). If it doesn't exist, then you're out of luck, and will
have to use the older hardware dependent way.

If it does exist, call it with function selector zero to see how much of it exists. If it doesn't meet
your needs, you're out of luck (see above). If it meets your needs, use it as follows. When you
are entering the debugger (eg. from a breakpoint, stepping, interrupt button), you should call
function one to inform the system that it is in the debugger, before asking it to poll for keyboard
data.

Once you are in the debugger, and expecting input from the user, you should continuously call
function three to allow keyboard polling, and use whatever means necessary to get the actual
keyboard data.

When you are about to leave the debugger and return back to running application code, you should
call function two to inform the system that you are done.
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There is currently no ERS for the Device
Manager revisions.





There is currently no ERS for the serial
driver revisions.





1.0 Project Overview

1.1 Overview

Apple5hare-l989 is a server suitee It includes two products that are tied
closely together (so close that they share a large amount of code). These two
products both provide AppleShare file service; one, a smaller sized, less
feature rich, Personal AppleShare server that will be available on every
Macintosh (code named Killer Rabbit), the other in a form very similar to
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what we now recognize as an AppleShare file server (code named Holy Hand
Grenade).

The first product, Killer Rabbit, is file service built in to every Macintosh, thus
enhancing the Mac networking experience. It is smaller, less performance
oriented, simpler and has fewer· features than 'full-blown' AppleShare.
Killer Rabbit is MultiFinder friendly so it can run as just another application
as well as running in the background with the Finder. The server software is
small enough that it will be feasible to run it at all times on any Macintosh
with at least 1 Meg of memory. To do this we are making a number of feature
and performance to size trade-offs. Some of these include:

• limiting the number of concurrent sessions to 5
• reducing the number of exportable entities to 5 and
• decreasing the number of open files on the server.

Our current estimate is 175K for the personal version of AppleShare but we
are working on shrinking this. Some other primary features that are part of
Killer Rabbit are: ~.w.,".w.'

• eveTVthing thcU'ls"on:"Y"'6Uf"O~ .iA'acint(5Str··i!··Vistbt~!,·to"(md accessible.. J '. ~Y£ ~ ;:

by) you, no ma*r who created itl l j
• it is easy to in$tall,"a:na"mamfain (plug-aI)d:playl....·..·::<~~7· .,..l"'·
• it must work¥~...9?6···(tne'dial.:up acees~ product)...·/./i

The second product, JoIY,/F~d~enad:~sthe next ~i09r~f the
centralized file server !bat....~e havejtoday. :iIt is inten~ed to/replace
AppleShare 20.1 in t~e fielq. It pr1bvides ~e capab!llty fo~{the file server to
run in the backgroun\:i of a ~aqptosh aI}d is MultjFinder/friendly so that the
machine can be used fbr..a mUltitude Qf·tasks besietes file.ervice (such as Print
Server, Mail Server, 976 ·server;····A.aIDinistration, ..{:)':··..AU··the features that
currently exist in AppleShare will be available in this version in addition to
others that are listed below. Holy Hand Grenade's features improve our
current product significantly to provide a more flexible file server solution
and a basis such that other servers can run on the same machine.

The primary goal of AppleShare-1989 is to provide a platform of fIle service
that leads a user from AppleShare infancy to adulthood; from a small
network of three or four users sharing files on their own machines to a full
sized network containing many servers that are central resources for a large
number of people and services. File service from either server looks the
same to clients. i.e. accessing a I<iller Rabbit (personal) server looks the same
to a client as accessing a Holy Hand Grenade server.

1.2 Hardware Requirements

Both Holy Hand Grenade and I<iller Rabbit will run on a Macintosh Plus,
Macintosh SE, Macintosh SE/030, Macintosh fi, Macintosh IIx and Macintosh
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nex as well as all new Macintosh 68000-based CPUs with 1 Megabyte of
memory or more.

As in previous versions, AppleShare-1989 server volumes can be any of
Apple's hard drives that are compatible with Macintosh, or a variety of third
party drives. A list of third-party drives that are "compatible" with
AppleShare will be prepared by SQA.

1.3 Implementation

The Holy Grail is made up of several software pieces: the file server itself, the
AppleShare Control program and the client/workstation. The workstation
software is the same for both servers. It is made up of:

• an External File System which traps file system calls destined for the
server and converts them to AFP calls
• a Chooser.device package which is called by the Chooser when a user'
wants tologon to an AppleSh~e...flle server. It puts up dialogs to guide
the user througlrth~'tOg:trf'pr6ces~fand erovides"capabitity'tq
change/set user passwords. l l .J
• an AFP transI4tor~drtver··tha:f··~nds tije ~"reques~J;~lo ~e server as
well as receivin$ att~tions·····and ~erver;m~sages f·/,l

The actual server soJ@!~'r~lf{"hich)ovides file ~cfj:haring) is an
application called App!e.S~.are File ~rver. I(We will ~ecttivo appropriate
names for the two se1{Ver prpduets.' This .pplicatio~ installs itself as a
background task und~r sing(e Fi~er or I)ins as ani~pplic.tion in a
MultiFinder partition.\"t1..:nder··:&ful~!.J1der,the m4nu barl! associated with the
file server contains the standard··-:Apple, File and Emf"menu items as well as
the ability to shutdown the file server. When a Macintosh is running only
single Finder, the File Server is running as a background task, much as it does
now, allowing one other application, such as the Finder, MacPaint, Print
Server, etc. to be launched. To shutdown file service in the Finder case, the
'administrator' must either shutdown his/her machine or launch the
AppleShare Control program to do a server shutdown.

The AppleShare Control Program for these two products will be somewhat
similar" This program combines the functions of the current fa~ade
(displaying connected users, the activity indicator, the server volume list)
with some features such as server messages and server preferences as well as
any Administration functions that occur for that particular server. This
application is separate from the actual file· service. It can run with or without
the actual file server running. It is launchable in the Finder as well as with
MultiFinder. More details for each case of the control program are discussed
in the following sections.
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1.4 Compatibility

AppleShare-1989 software is compatible with the existing AppleShare. PC
and Apple n compatibility are maintained in Holy Hand Grenade and Killer
Rabbit, except that Apple n booting is not supported with the personal server,
only with Holy Hand Grenade. AFP 1.1 and 20 are supported. In addition, as
many of the major Macintosh applications as possible that run under the
current Finder and MultiFmder will also run with the AppleShare file server
on the same machine.

1.5 System Software

AppleShare-1989 software runs with System Software release 6.0.4 and System
Software release 7.0. Neither I<iller Rabbit or Holy Hand Grenade can run
with a previous system because of changes to the Finder and MultiFinder that
are necessary for the server to run. The new Time Manager that was put in

~~;l~=e-;~:d.thf~~~sW*t:1ns~~~~~)Z.in

(.·.',·,·,·.·.·.·..·.:.·.·.··.·.··."<1 /

••••••••.•.••.•..•..•.•, "'"•.•.....••.••..•••,••••,,,<'
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2.0 Common Features of Killer Rabbit & Holy Hand Grenade

2.1 Server: Finder and MultiFinder Support

Both servers in The Holy Grail run as background tasks on any of the above
listed machines without limiting the type or number of other applications
that can be launched (aside from the limitations imposed by the memory
used). The servers run with both Finder and· MultiFinder. Running as a
background task in the Finder provides a low end, economical solution in the
case where a server is on a Macintosh with 1 Meg of memory. Being
MultiFinder friendly provides a more versatile solution for the current
centralized server as well as the personal server.

The reasons for providing MultiFinder support are twofold. ;First it will
allow a number of other services to run concurrently with The Holy Grail
servers in a standard environment. Second, everyone using a Macintosh is
encouraged to use MultiFinder. Ap~}eS,are-1989 must be part of .that trend.

2.2 Si:lD!J: : Mount po~:"-_·-'_·-- / l-·"--·"-------'-'"'"'--\
~ . ~!, :.. .~~ ..

Killer Rabbit and HoIYhJ:~:~;~~ers~export .y(~r pCt of a hard
disk. The export poin\1s (orJlloUX!t points), can be folder~··;on tJ,le disk or the
entire volume. A moUnt.{point irl~udes ~ the obj~$/con~ained within it.
There will be one P~ ....an4. one serYer fol4er per vo!mne qt\ an AppleShare
1989 server. See next sections on details of how this is dohe in both servers.

2.3 St:mt: Startup, ~hutPk·;;:d.JJlf~ty / l
.: , :...... .

The Holy Grail servers are convenient to startup and shut down. Startup is
automatic if requested so that merely turning on the Macintosh results in the
server being started automatically and the volumes and folders being
exported$ This startup happens quickly because the checking and repair of the
Parallel Data Structure (POS) is done on the fly rather than at server. startup.
This is very important in the Killer Rabbit case because a user does not want
to wait long for his/her Macintosh to become available.. Another important
reason for doing this check and repair on the fly is that as we are no longer
limiting the number and type of applications that can run on the same
machine as the server, the chances of server ·outages increase with the .
decreased predictability in the server environment. The PDS integrity must
be preserved through this$

This 'on-the-fly' checking can be done in part beacuse the structure of the PDS
has been changed in The Holy Grail servers. There is no longer an entry in
the PDS for every object in the server; only for those entries whose extra
attributes have specifically set or requested (such as short name, ProDOS info,
etc.). Thus, if there is an error in trying to locate a specific entry (this error is
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usually 'entry not found') the entry is created at the time that it was
discovered missing.

Shutting down file service does not mean shutting down the machine with
The Holy Grail. When the user quits the server application, the memory that
the server has reserved for its use is released. Also, when Restart or
Shutdown is selected from the Finder, the server (if running) does an orderly
shutdown; closing sessions and resynching its data structures.

2.4 Workstation: Deadlock

The AppleShare code fixes a deadlock problem that occurs if multiple
Macintoshes are running one of The Holy Grail servers as well as acting as a
workstation. If Mac A issues a synchronous request to a Holy Grail server· on
Mac B at the same time that it is receiving a request for its server from Mac B,
a deadlock can occur while the workstation is waiting for its outbound request
to complete. The fix is a change to ~~'··sqheduling of File System I/O requests
by the workstation. lJiis""fiX'Is"'aone in the Al1pleSIiarifco(Ie;<'noflhe Mac File
System code. ~ l f )
2.S WmkalalioD: ExtU:~~~~~untIkt£::-'-'-!~~;7_/'
We are creating a Moly6f;:~~p th~ be useq,~oy{~oftwareas well
as others who need aIld··w,~t to ~ount v9lumes wi~out '}ising the Chooser.
The mount trap bringS up t\te st~,aard C~ooser D~~ice P~ckage mount
window(s) if all the ¥ormat!QP" ..riecess~ to mo~t a vqlume is not
specified. This makes ~,.~~r in~~!.f.~·as consist~!!,t~"Possible. The
programmatic interface to th"ese""calls is :

volStuffRec = RECORD
zoneName
serverName
volName
volPswd
userName
userPswd

EN'D

..getVolMountlnfo

: STR32
: STR32
: 5TR21
: STRB
: 5TR32
:STR8'

{if there is one}

{encrypted?}

Inputs:
Outputs:

Page 6

volRefNum : INTEGER
volStuffPtr: pointer to a volStuffRec
errorCode : INTEGER

volNotMounted (if the volume asked for is
not in the VeB queue)

(••• fill in other error codes ••)
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{ This trap returns a pointer to the data structure needed to mount a volume.
It is called when a volume is already mounted and you want to save the
information needed to mount it again at a later time. }

_VolumeMount

Inputs:
Outputs:

volStuffPtr : pointer to a volStuffRec
errorCode : l1'ITEGER

notEnoughInfo {if the zone and server
names are not passed in}

Ct•• fill in other error codes ••)

( The mount trap mounts a volume using the information provided in the
volStuff record. It brings up the standard Chooser Device Package mount
window(s) if all the information necessary to mount a volume is not
specified. At a minimum, the zone name and server name must be

provided.) r~·"--···-/7 r·_·_·--_·_-_·..······..······,,\
2.6 WorkstatioD: Setter fdessages.on.......J l l ..··.,·"..·..·....··· ..·........~.~:?~·,·~",/~:

The workstation now Lan~es-~1ptand~Play of ~~a.J~sages,
described in the next ~QI1;···H\at.. are sertt from the s~er. /The.maximum
length of a server mess'ag' is 255 c1?aracte~. An exaqtple ~thow a shutdown
message with a servef:"':fiiess:~ge att~ched is~ ,// /:.

{ l ..i l
./: ./' /

"~'::.. ....•.....,....,::.
....,••••••; ; ••: : ~ 0: •••••••

"Monticello in Nets-R-Us·

,
.f :

The file seruer is closing down in 10 minute(s)
(11 :00 RM on 3/22/09).

The seruer will be down until 10 o'clock tonight.

I OK J
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Workstation ShutDown Dialog
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2.7 Control Program : Server Messages

The Holy Grail provides the capability to send messages from the server to
logged on workstations/users. The different kinds of messages that can be
sent are:

• Shutdown : As well as sending when the server is going to
shutdown, a message can be entered explaining, for example, why the
server is going down, how long it will be down, etc.
• Broadcast : allows a message to be entered that will be sent to all
users that are currently logged onto this server.
• User : allows a message to be entered that will be sent to a specified
user or users. The user(s) is(are) selected via the Connections list of the
Server Status Window in the Control Program.
• Login : allows a message to be entered that will be sent to any
workstation when it logs onto this server.

i:':':':O:e.:o:e.:e.:e.:o.:.:o:o:.:.:.::.:e.:.:.:e.:.:.:.;.:o:.::.:.:.:o.:.:e.:e.:o:o:.:.:oo:.:e.:o:.:e.:.::o.;.:".:o.;o:.:"o:o:o:l

f ~

Number of minutes
until shutdown?

Accompanying Message:

C~b.rn.t

L.irningl)isc

Connections:
Pat Dirks
<Gu.st>
Ruth H.nnigar
Chris Zul••g
G".9 Vaughan

.. File

Volumes:

----III ~
Mon, Aug 22, 19 I ~

ActiYity: ( Cancel) ~ OK JJ

An example of how these server messages look from the server side is shown
in the shutDown dialqg..be!ow.."" ·.l'''·····}

~ f
r7""--;;;:-;;::;;;-......

Server Shut Down Dialog
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2.8 Control ProlJ'am: Disconnecting Users

There is a new command available via the control program that provides the
capability of disconnecting a user session. This is accomplished by selecting a
user or multiple users from the Connections list in the control program and
choosing 'Disconnect' from the Connection menu item. This will look like:

Volumes:

Ruth HIMig.
Chris Zul••g
Grct9 Vaughan

Connections:
Pat Dirks

<, ~.umb.er···o·f. minules UD.til , , ,..I <Guest> isl disc.nnected1 .. ..

I C:~·==~:,~~I/~'---·_~~:~?~//.

..... lll:·:t::J
1ng

:rsage:/I/ i/~
M;:~1:~;y~2, 19 "'l'trncel/) OK ~ D

• File Edit Seruer

!D Monticello

Disconnect Us~ Dialog

2.9 Control PmlJ'am : Server Stats

Some very rudimentary server statistic information is available in the two
servers in The Holy Grail. The connect time and idle time of each logged in
user is calculated and displayed in the connections window in the control
program. These stats can be displayed or not by selecting ShowI Hide Statistics
from the Server pulldown menu.

2.12 Server: Timeouts

There are three places that the server has to change in relation to timeouts.
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1) tRelease timer which is currently always 30 seconds, is being made variable
in AppleTalk 2.0. It will be changed in The Holy Hand Grenade servers to be
1 minute.
2) Retry timer should be set by the server using the echo protocol.
3) 976 timer changes : •• kludge to handle 'non-echo' based calculation of
retry time

3.0 Killer Rabbit Features

3.1 Server: Installation

One of the key goals of Killer Rabbit is that of 'plug-and-play'; i.e. that when
the server application comes out of the box and is put onto a machine, it is
very easy to start using it. That means no special Admin program to run to
prepare volumes, etc, jY§!...!.<.~>!ID.Q!~f. ..§.tragptfo~!!~«~~~t~!<.9!.!!28.~< ..!~; guide the
user through his/her ~rst personal ApBieShar~ file server experietlce. What
that means in terms of~chang~.JQ..!h~ ..~rver aFe a§.JonQWSo'l...... ::~.. ~):

FlfSt, the server appliJtiO~fuS~(>n th£~·s diSk,.~4f~a an Install
script or by .dragging ~e ap.plicati9n froU\\~ floppy to th,~"dis~,/'Double-clicking
on the server applicatiOn·..,iton for ~e first ':pme cause~/an ~J1'oductory

message to come up a,.···weq as the followit}g actions.;fo ocqir. The user's
Chooser name is ass~ed t~ be hi~/her ~er name:and is iput into the
User&Group file as su:fh with.<all····privile.g~s (i.e. ~th Sup.rUser capability).
This name and the perSon...~sodat~ ...with it is noW.Jb!tQlVner or key user of
the Killer Rabbit server. Theiitlogin password is null. The name of the
server that is running Killer Rabbit is, by default, the Chooser name with the
words 'File Server' appended to it" <Guest> is also added as valid user at this
time. The following dialog will come with the server name and owner
name information in it so a user can view and and/or change it
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( CaRcel ) I

~ Seroer Setup

Seruer Name:

IDick Ntis. Fi~ Swv.,.

Seruer Owner:
r D;ck Ntis.

Password:

___---...II

OK J
r'<·'·'··'"·.,.,,,·,..,,.,·,·,,,.·"'·<..'..'·n'.'•.•.•.••.•~/ l f«..<·«..·,,·,,«""·....""·'"·......·'""...""·«·..•..·«··~~

~ Server SetUp Dia10g /)I ~..;m••••••••••••••••• m m ••} ll·····~··,~ · ·..~:.:;7·· ..,...:>
If the owner of the se*er~.}Y·aIns·····fcf~ge thts-~iDformati9rl atlA'later time,
selecting the Setup itejn ofJhe....~rver rit~u of the Co~.)fol ~ogram will
bring up the following...<u~og. ....\ '\ if /l

Next, a mechanism ~ip;~ted fr~m w~~ the o./er cal select what
portions of the disk(s>. are tQ be......~porte9i The m~mun1 number of volumes
and/or folders thatcah·..~ shiiect in ~er Rabbit JS 5. lltese are then
prepared much the same'waY"'as'~olUmesare now'prepared. This is done via
the following dialog. This can be changed via the Control Program with the
ltJtShareltlt item of the Server menu as well as from the Finder (see next
section for details).
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Folder: New Documents

I 6 Gregas SE

CJ apps 8' utils
CJ cd remote stuff
CJ ClickArt
CJ Old U&G
o Nell' OOfuments
CJ All my things
CJ System
CJ try this to see if it

TylM'; Fold.r

Short N..,.: !N.'WDocu.men

o Yolunw Pusword: 10...- ---1

• Exclusive acc.ss to ~ou

a Fun acc.ss to you & read onlv to an others
a Fun acet'ss to ~ou " full access to all others

(includin9 gu.sU)
a .OtMr

I:$;~~~ng ..'b'Og /,/'//
The owner of the servb.,-n6~~'~ect~ the moU¢ poqi{iS to be shared.
We have defined a fe"'····def~ults wl}ich are;1: i f .;:/

Exclusive access.' to yo, - the.,owner t!lf the se~er is the only one who
can 'see' this ~punt :point·····remot~ly I l
Full access to yo'U······6:.....read only..,·ttf···all others -LQQy!gys..
Full access to you & fUlr'access to all others (including guest) 
obvious..
Other - will bring up a new dialog (shown below) with the full set of
access privilege options so a more sophisticated user can set appropriate
access.

Volume password (ItIt should we change this to 'mount point password' .11')
capability is provided with Killer Rabbit so if the owner of the server does not
want to bother with users&:groups he/she can set up specific mount point
passwords which will limit the access to the particular exported entity.
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folder: New Documents

o NeLU Oo(:uments
CJ All my things
C System
CJ try this to see if it

i

___I_~__G_re_g_·'_S_S_E ~ .z.l 0 TIl~: Folder
Short Nam.: IN.\\Il)ocu.m.n

CJ apps & utils z.1 0 VolurM Pusword: 1'--- _
CJ cd remote stuff -I _ , _

CJ CUcleArt I . Own.,. Group EV.ryOM

CJ Old U&G I s•• Fo~,.s: rgJ 0 0
i SM Fil.s: fBI 0 0
ii Mak. Ch__g.s: 181 0 0
I Chang_ An EnclosH Folders: 0I .----------.------------------..------------
i (R~~u~rt 1 l....._S_<J_lte_:l_l
:
::

-----(--o-p-e-n--r-··}-,·",,-m,,-..,.'.-."H"-.'.'.......,-t-/'7 ::'i~-ri:g;~~-~~\ ..
:: . •

I A~:;~':;aringi.-&:~~-'-~7//
At this point, file sJ~':;illa'vle ~}~e owner 9f/~eker or a Guest
can log in remotely. / , ":.. ~~ ;j ./ /;:

3.2 SeryerJEinder: ~po~_f.oders ./ / I
As part of making Kill:;Raob1f"an~;;; to use apt1icatio~, we are making the
sharing of folders an easy task for a user to accomplish. In addition to the
installation process and the control program, we allow the user to select a
folder in the Finder and choose ···Export··· from a pull-down menu. The
following dialog will be presented.
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New Documents

Typ.: Fo'kMr

Short Nanw: !N.wDocu.m.A

o Yolum. Password: , _

Share with:
• Exelusiv. ace.ss to you
o Fun aee.ss to you & r.ad on'" to an othws
o Fun ace.ss to you & full ace.ss to all othrs

(including gu.sts)
o Oth.,.

Simple ·*Sha:r:;e!!.~.Folder Dialog

You will notice that J:"~~:;:;'~:~rkark4~~-~~-:"~-;~seen
above. The options~ alJ"'lnEfsame;"oUt the ~ef""'oilIy"gefS"~"'se~/fhemfor this
one particular mount poiI}.t.,······If·th~'use{.seleds··(jther, he/~.sfte ¥es the
following dialog (agaip, re~arki.!,ly si~ar to the one ~&v~)(

t. //'.. .\ \~. /'/./~

mt /'Typ.: 101dl!r / l
." ,~.~.·:·:~;~.!:! ~.am~··~<::'!N."'oocu~n .., , f

o \lolum. Pass'N'ord: I I
------------_._-

O",n.,. Group Ev.,.yon.
S•• F'old.rs: rgJ 0 0

S•• Fil.s: 181 0 0
Mak. Chang.s: 181 0 0

Chang. All Enclos.d Fold.rs: 0
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Once a folder has been exported, it's icon on the desktop will change. Perhaps
looking like:

The opposite action is also possible from the Finder, i.e. when a user·selects a
folder that is already being shared, the ··export" menu item is replaced with
the ·-Unexport·· menu item. Choosing ·-unexpor~· revokes all other users
access privileges to that entity. The server code has an interface that the
Finder can call to set up a folder as exported or to 'unexport' it. This can only
be done when the server is running. NOTE: This feature obviously requires
some Finder support.

3.3.1 Server {Control ProllSm : Server Preferences

Since the performance of applications running locally can be impacted by
activity generated by the I<iller Rabbit server running in the background of
the same machine, it is important for the local user to be able to customize
his/her machine. Customizing the response time (local versus remote) as
well as setting auto-startup at boot is done via the Preferences option from the
Server menu of the control program. These changes take place automatically.
The following dialog is displayed"
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~ Monticello

Seruer Preferences:

o Open at startup time

Response Time

F~st.,. R.mot.
Slow.,.. Loo~1

( Cancel ) I~(;;;:;;;O_K ~]
..::~:'.'.'''.'.'.'.'~'

l!=:=;:::===~=*==:::;:=!~!!!!!!!!!!!!dI.«<HH««,.,<.;

j' ~

I # ~

l5erver..Prefeiencesf /----·..·-·-~;7 "./
The response time can\bebi;;:;b-;~~;-dte Vertipilb¥'" the display.

3.3.2 Control Ptoamm~it~:o~~feren\es /'./

An owner of a pers~al se1er rt}i~ wanl~ teDtpiarilY~ge his/her
identity while accesslhg... the···5ervet ~.~ne locany. I<ill~ Rabbit provides a
mechanism via the ConuOl-'progralli to do this. theufoUbwing dialog is
shown when the user selects Personal Preferences from the Server menu.

~ Pat DIrks File Seruer

Personal Preferences

Yo. ar.:

l_c_h_r;_s_Zu_l_"_9 ......la

( CanceI) l'liiiiiiiiiiiiiiOKiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~J

Personal Preferences
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The possible choices for 'you are' are the list of valid user names which will
be presented in a popup menu. When the owner of the server changes
his/her identity in this fashion, he/she now assumes the access privileges of
the new person until he/she changes back.

3.3.3 Control PrQaram : User &c Group Management

The user whose machine is running the server must have some way to
manage users and groups so that others can logon to, and share files on,
his/her machine.. This is done via the Users&tGroups menu item in the
control program.. When User List is selected from this menu, the following
dialog appears..

~o User List

Double-clicking on the name of the user, or selecting the Get Info button,
brings up the following dialog, so the person who is managing the users can
set the login and change password options for this user..
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User: Ruth Hennigar

D ...m.. :I~ HeM1gar I
P.assword : J I Login En~b~d l8I

~9. P~ssword En~bl" l8I

Undo

~ FunP.op~

rn ski bums

rn Appl~Sh•• T.~

Groups:

.....O<:.....:.:.:.:.:.:.;O':.;.;.;.;.:.~:.:.;.:..:.;.:.;.:".:.:.:.:o.;o.;..:•.•.••••••~~. t :=':;':0.:"::".:':'::"'::':0:.:".:,,..:.:.:-:.:..:.:.:..:.:0.:':':,,': .•:t.;..:.:".:.:.:.:o;o;".:.;.:.:.:.;"...;.;~:

!; ~
.- ~ ~

User"-Informitlon l ,.." ~~:..../.):

When auser is to be a~d1:;~;;~~~fth~~erRaQlS(:~:selects the
Add User item from tli~ llsers met;\u in the control prq.gram.~/· This brings up
the preceding dialog ~~:l.i;)he nam~ and p.sword fie}6s bl¥u<.

When Group list is ~~~ froJthe uJs&GroJ: mer/.~ item, the
following dialog appear.~. , "............ . , /. l !

•..•.;..:..: :.............. { :

~D-Group List
Nam.

l]] Fun PlOP1. ~
[D ski bums

~ App1.Sh... rliM

~

1 [ )( Open Delete

Group List

Double-clicking on the name of the group, or selecting the Open button,
brings up the following dialog, so the person who is managing the user
information can add or remove users to/from a group.
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Group: Fun People

Undo]

Members: [) Chris Zu1e~

[] Gr~Y~
[) p~t Dirks

D Ruth H.migr

( Rdd Member ] ( O.~h~ te ~"~l'nb..~r]

r'G;;;;;w;;'~7 r--""·-------'---'--'--'1
~ ~ .1 t , ~"."""""."u.u.•......::;;;~.. .l/

Adding a user to a gro,p ij; g,9ne b:y.: ..:~lecting tb~/Add Use~)juttpne The list of
valid users is presenteq. aner'from this 1ist... a user (or user~,>lCan ,J;;)e selected to be 0

added to the groupe D~leqJlg···iS'·dQ.ne by ~leeting the ~er n;me in the group
info window and choosing the D~l,te butt9ne ~/' /l

3.4 Server: Ejedable,:~~ ) l ,/ /
Floppies are exportab~~m~~i~'Both ctlarni10PPies
are ejectable while the server is running. A dialog is displayed if there is
activity on the CD or floppy so someone does not eject it without knowing
that helshe may be affecting someone else. (NOTE: This does not mean you
can reinsert another CD and have it become an AppleShare volume
automatically.)
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4.0 Holy Hand Grenade Features

4.1 Server/Control PrQsram: Mount Points

Folders and volumes are exported via a mechanism in the AppleShare
Control Program. The total number of exportable entities (folders and/or
volumes) on a Holy Hand Grenade server is SO. The dialog that will be
brought up to choose what volumes and folders are to be exported and the
privileges they will have is:

Ty~: Volum.

Short Nam.: !G,.eg's .SE

Uolume: Greg's SE

I8 Uolume List I
I~ Greg's SE ~

i
I
! 10i ~---'

:
~ i
. LearningDisk~ ~ ~<o t :.:;~~~r--- ~ o,,~.:::.:G;~;:4~.,.yo~;-

~ i st.. FOldJ,.s: 181 0 \ 0I r:= ::=t=~~.~~/_uu:/:g,,/.J B
j~ :,.., _.' ....~.... i ··;",·· Ch..g. All Enclos~'Fold~s: 0
t. .f"··········· '. ··;·t~ "\ GOO.. ."" n i~ _ _--

--" l\ ( R1eUi.>f t l/ t S<llIe

(J
u
"
u
,\ ",V /:YDer: I~ GriYau'lhan

'--------~.;"- -."-."-" ,-J~.// Group:(m~
( EHPort ... ) ( Open JI _..........-..._... . ......-----

"'-- -J. i Cont.nts: 3"5571(,, 92 fil.s" 7 fold.,.s
i CI".~t.d: Thu, J~ 5, 1989 at 3 :41 PM
i Modif,": Mon, F.b 27, 1989 at 6:10PM

ED

Mount Point Selection

Choosing Open on a selected item will present the list of folders in that item
(much like standard file) so that a user can select a folder as well as an entire
volume to export. Once a folder or volume has been chosen for sharing, the
owner of the server can set the appropriate privileges for that mount point.

4..2 Server: Guest Access

Holy Hand Grenade will come up with Guest access disabled. (Note: this is a
change from the current AppleShare file server where access is currently
enabled by default.) This means that it will require a proactive decision on
the part of the 'administrator' of an AppleShare-1989 File Server to allow
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guests to login, by insisting that they run the AppleShare Control program to
do this. The reason for doing this is to prevent the situation where an
administrator sets up a server and, without realizing it, allows anyone to log
in with guest access. Basically we are trying to provide a more secure server.
This default will only occur on new servers, not on those that are being
upgraded. A dialog is displayed when upgrading an existing server that tells
the user that Guest access is currently en/disabled and gives them a chance to
change it at this time.

4.3 Control PrQltam : Introduction

The AppleShare Control program in Holy Hand Grenade is a combination of
the current fa~ade functionality <shutdown, show message log, etc), current
Administration and new features such as server messages which are
described in detail in the following sections&

4.3.1 Control Program: Server Sta~,..w.w••

The current faQlde ~d~:'~-~~;~~lt~ bt·~·;;;··~~<"~~ow that
comes up automatically V{hennthe·Gentfol Pr~gr~lIris"ta:un:~ a,s"'well as' by
selecting Show Status ~Wi'\(;!.o:w·····fr-9111....the Serier./menu. It...;lfeh~*es like all the
other windows in thad it i~'" moveable and. closeable. Th~/Win(l{ow that is
displayed is : t... l"':·/,,·······,·················,,···.\ \\ ;;:"" •.l .il '

~O 'jMonti~ello e j.f ?
V~)um.,.': ...il .i/ /'

\;<"I<~""';;t .. /' L.......J ~
~"nin90iSO'~ IQj

Connections:
Pit Dirks
<GUlst)
Ruth Hennig..
Chris ZullI,
Grl' Ylughan

Mon, Aug 22, 1988 9:55:40 AM

Activity: ~ I
I I I I I I I I I I

idl. buSlj
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Status Window

It can be closed by either clicking in the close box or choosing Hide Status
Window in the Server menu.

4.3.2 Server IControl Procram : Server Preferences

Holy Hand Grenade provides a mechanism for the server to be configured
depending on how the machine running the server is to be used. The things
that can be configured are:

• number of user 100ins
• response time of the local user vs the remoteI server user
• automatic startup (provided in case the machine is running with the
Finder)

Customizing the Holy Hand Grenad~....~!'Ver will be done via the Preferences
option of the Server ~\i«frem·.the...·tol1trol p~-egram •....,.+he..f.Qllowipg dialog is
displayed. ~ f l \t ::;~~::::~ ~~..(~._.:/:~~~~>,/

,./~., on ~e 0 \ ".!

S"ru"e'r Pref~rence.: ../ /'

~pe~-a1/~!tarJ"~ time / I
use;L~'Qki';~"'''- liiir'
Response Time

(Ii"lliii !! &
I • I I I 1""Q...U!i'!1

Slow.,. Rtmot. Fast.,. RtmOt.
Fut.,. Loc~l Slow.,. local

( Cancel ) «no a OK aa "')

Server Preferences

The response time can be adjusted by dragging the vertical bar in the display.
The number of user logins is any positive integer. Changes to the number of
user logins will take effect when the server is restarted. This is indicated to
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the user by a dialog. Any response time changes take effect immediately.
(NOTE: The only difference in the two server preference dialogs is that in the
Holy Hand Grenade case an administrator can change the number of
concurrent logins.>

4.3.3 Control PrQaramlSeryer : Server Stats

The connect time and idle time of each logged in user that is calculated and
displayed in the connections window of the control program can be
optionally saved to a file. There is a menu item (Save User Statistics) under
the Server menu that allows the administrator to enable or disable saving of
user statistics. He/she is prompted (via Standard File) for the name of the rue
where the information will be saved. When a user logs off the server,
his/her name, connect time and idle time will be saved in this file.
(WARNING : This file can get very big. It will be up to the Administrator to
manage this, i.e. removing it when it gets too large and starting.over with a
ne~ file.)

L:-·----·""·"-····..-~:~~,~\

/ ::/'
~
.:. :
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4.3.4 Server/Control Program: Group Membership

The number of groups a user can be a member of will increase to 42 in this
version of AppleShare.

4.3.5 Control PrQll'am: SuperUser

Multiple SuperUsers are allowed, that is, users other than the Administrator
can be granted SuperUser Privileges. Such a user, when logged in, has full
access to all folders on all volumes regardless of the actual Access Privileges.
This is done via the User Info window in Admin as shown below.

User: Greg Uaughan

D 11_.: 1....IG_r 9 y_~_U9__h_~ _

p ~5'W' "~+0<"'o,,,..,,, /;· . "71 f ..·""'..·""'''""·,,,,·,'',,··,,,··..·,..· "··..·,,..0<·""···..".."'~1:

~ .f Log'" En~bl.d I8J \

I [==,~~~~u:~~:-~'~?T//
:: U~ld(J··············,l.. r'" \\ ">.~UP] //'.i~" .f'/'·
., (. \. \ /' //

Gr.~~;;···:··,:\. ~ EO P 1f!
\. l~ ..../.~ fO

P,/"':. .... ··m slc1 bums
····:,·············.,•••.v ••••.•.Cj...ApPl.~~w. T.~

User Info Dialog

4..3.6 Control ProlJ'am IServer : Application Launching

Holy Hand Grenade allows administrators to limit the concurrent number of
times an application is launched. An internally stored count is incremented
whenever an application is launched and decremented whenever it is close(t
The server checks this number before launching an application to ensure that
the maximum has not been reached. The Control program interface is as
simple as pulling down the File and Folder Info of any multi-launch
application on the server and entering the number of launches allowed.
Developers can add a resource to their application that specifies the
maximum number of times it can be launched. When the Control Program
brings up this dialog, it will look for this resource in the application and set
the inital value in the menu to the maximum specified. We will not allow
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the maximum to be increased via this dialog. The following dialog shows
how an administrator changes the user limit.

File: MacPaint

Lock" 0
Copy-Prot.ctM 0

Mam. :1 MlcPlint I
Short N.arM: M~.aint

Conourr.nt Us.r Limit: 1....__....1

Undo) ("--_~B_u_e..-...ll

Siz.: 149,,281 b..,t.s
W'h.r.: .apps & u!.iIf."on C~.rMt

~NtM.: ...,:r.hu)..0.6· 17~ 1987 ~t..l,t,.:o:l,RM,m"......"....""w.~
t1odifi.d: Thu" M.a.., SL1988 ~t 2 :07 PM \

U Prim Sm": Fm~~5k~;:=\:~~~~-::l~;~~'//
The Print Server app~~~~' runs1an aJplicatioi~del~ultiFinder and
Finder. This means that a ~r....will be ~le to laufich the{Print Server
application from the tmd~!: w .•••••.•.•.••••.••"""""··········>····••> L J
4.S Utility: Creating a User List

A utility will be provided to create AppleShare users from an existing online
list of names (say a classroom attendance list). The online file or list will
have to be in a format of (for example)

<name> <separator> <password> <separator> <groupl> <separator>... <groupn>

with the password and groups being optional. The password would default to
the first eight character of the user name if it is not specified.. The first group
specified will be used as the primary group.

Note: This item is only included here for completeness. It will be a separate
effort from the actual Holy Hand Grenade product.
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5.0 Outstanding Issues

Are server messages (specifically with shutdown) worth the disk/memory
spacein Killer Rabbit?

There should be a way to reserve a login for the owner of the machine so if
he/she does not get locked out when trying to login remotely. Optional?

Sharing Floppies.. are these worth the trouble? The general impression at the
meeting was that they are not. Just how are we going to handle ejectable
media anyway?

Are we going to increase the maximum number of open files in miG as we
increase the.number of simultaneous users? Do we have to have a
maximum or can we dyanmically allocate the space we need?

With Killer Rabbit, is there some way·,a····!<ey user can easily temporarily disable
any other logins (exceprror"liiDi5e1I)? I~ it u~ffirtcrOEriDnrt(r-teffiporarily
'unexport' a folder? ~ l I .,),. - :...... ..~

~ .~ , ,................................... J ~~.... .:f~""''' •••~:- ..

The roots of all volUIllb ~U-a·dlea····fO'···a....I<iller Ra~bit servet.···tnU$tlbe accessable
to the key user remot~ly. ".IsA;h~.autoti\·a,~c? Optional~//'//

Do we want the r~;;:~e r~telY ~ go to abs?{~telw6~ . logged in
workstations will hapg. ..\ i/ ./ ./: /

We need good phras~r~~;~, ~rt' aniMount point.
-- : ~........................... • .

New Finder is not currently scheduled for 6.0.x release. This implies that our
Share command from the Finder will only be there in 7.0.

We need to define the resource for limiting application launches.

Should we decrease the maximum number of users and groups in Killer
Rabbit?

Guest being automatically disabled is a big issue. Can we get some customer
feedback?

Group level messages as well as user level.

There is a new chooser for Big Bang. Can we make the changes to work with
it to the Chooser Device Package?

Should we use dragging in Killer Rabbit Admin stuff?
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Project 976

ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT

External Reference Specification

This document provides an external reference specification for ''976''. "976" is the code name for a project
to provide remote AppleTalk access. The resulting software must integrate seamlessly into and enhance the
existing AppleTalk Network System. Indeed, remote access is one of the components of the AppleTalk
Network System.

976 is a software intensive project. 976 is not dependent on any new hardware. A minimum set of
functionality will be required for modems used.

The ERS is organized as follows:

o 976 Project Overview

o 976 System Requirements

o The 976 Remote Workstation

o The 976 Server

o Automated Connection Control

o

o

o
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Project 976

976 PROJECT OVERVIEW

External Reference Specification

Remote AppleTalk access is a key component of the AppleTalk network system. A complete AppleTalk
network system needs to provide access to both local and remote resources. Ideally, remote resources and
services could be accessed in the same way local services and reSOllOCes are accessed, with no burden on the
user for setting up complex connections and configurations. 976 will provide this capability to the user by
extending the AppleTalk network system's data highways without compromising the "plug and play" nature
of the AppleTalk system.

Currently, there are three or four third party products providing remote AppleTalk access, and others may be
in development. Yet, this does not solve the problem for Apple. If Apple is to own and control its
network architecture, it is strategically necessary that Apple provide a solution for remote AppleTalk access.
976 will provide distinct advantages over current third party offerings. 976 will run on a Macintosh Plus,
Macintosh SE, and a Macintosh II, with any AppleTalk lap, without the need for an external hardware box.
976 uses an efficient remote procedure call interface on the remote link to minimize unrieeded traffic on the
link, resulting in data transfer rates faster then similarly configured third party products. 976 will integrate
with the Apple Communication Server. 976 can be extended to provide multiple connection types (e.g.
X.25, ISDN).

976 will include the key building blocks for remote A leTalk networking. The following functionality is
included in 976:

•

multiple remote nodes per

Remote Workstation

976 Server

976 Configuration

976 consists of two major pieces: the 976 workstation and the 976 server. The workstation and server are
connected via the remote link. The 976 server is connected to an AppleTalk network, and when the 976
workstation connects to the 976 server, the workstation is connected to the AppleTalk network.

02/04/88 Apple Confidential 2
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976 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

External Reference Specification

Both the 976 workstation and the 976 Server require a Macintosh Plus, Macintosh SE or a Macintosh II
running System 6.0 or greater. Mac 512's and 128k Mac's will not be supported. All new Macintosh
CPU's will be supported. Also, 976 will be shipped with current system software, so older versions will
not be supported. 976 is designed to work with any AppleTalk LAP type. This includes LocalTalk,
EtherTalk and TokenTalk which are produced by Apple. It is not clear at this time what subset of third
party produced LAPs should be tested. With input from Marketing and Product Management, the list of
third party LAPs supported (and therefore tested) can be compiled.

Modems are required by the 976 Workstaiton and the 976 Server. The minimum requirements for the
modem are TBD (to be determined). Transmission rates supported are from 1200 bps to 64 Kbps. The .
internal modem of the portable Macintosh will be supported.

The protocol used on the remote link by 976 is MNP (MicroCom Networking Protocol). MNP provides
error control, data compression and adaptive packet sizing. In order to work with a wide range of modems,
976 will provide MNP in software. 976 sends data to the modems asynchronously. MNP modems support
synchronous communication across the remote link. 976 will support this optionally if both sides of the
connection have MNP modems.

976 is designed to be
which work on Apple
data much slower and

On both the Remote WorKs' e Server, 976 will run In e system heap. The 976 Workstaion
code requires about 20 Kbytes of memory. The memory is allocated when 976 is installed by the lap
manager (either at boot time, or from the control panel). The Server requires approximately 512 Kbytes of
memory.
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THE 976 WORKSTATION

External Reference Specification

The 976 Workstation software will be packaged as an "ADEV" that the user places in the system folder.
The "ADEV" is recognized by·the Network control panel device (CDEV).

Control Panel

02104188

Keyboard

e
Map

...~

[OJ
Mouse

'~E~~-• •~ .
IJEO

3.3

IIIII1

I1II11

~
Built-;n·
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The user invokes 976 by selecting the Network control panel device, and then selecting the "976" icon. At
this point the user is presented with the 976 control dialog box shown below.

976
Remote AppleTalk Network

Destination Network: Default Network

(Select Network: ... )

9120188 Apple Confidential 5
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The user can choose the destination network, connect if disconnected, or disconnect if connected.
Additionally, the user can control the connection using the Chooser AppleTalk "Active" and "Inactive"
buttons. If the user wants to change the destination network, the "Select Network..." button is pressed and
the Black Book is invoked. For general information on the Black Book, see the Black Book ERS by Rick
Holzgrafe. The Black Book presents the list of destination networks available. Destination network entries
can be modified or deleted, and new entries can be added. An entry consists of two subrecords. There is a
log on subrecord and a connection script subrecord. The log on subrecord contains the user name, password,
destination phone number, and connection options. The user has the option to choose automatic
connection on boot up, and the user name an password can optionally be saved to fully automate the
connection sequence. The connection script subrecord contains a HyperTalk/Com script. This connection
script allows 976 to work with many modem types and PBX types which require different commands and
configuration. The HyperTalk/Com language is part of MacTerminal II and will also be used in
MacWorkStation. The Black Book and the editors are shown below.

r F_i_le__E_di_t 1
Black Book

Engineering Int
Headquarters
InfoNet

Info ..:::::=__~_____...

€ Open 1)

( Concel ) ([MOmine)

The Black Book, examining Chicago Sales Office Entry
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Connect to 976 seruer II Chicago Sales Office II as:

Name: IScott Leahy

Password: I.... I (Scrambled)

Network phone #: 19,3126855023

Connect at system startup time ~.

@ Saue My Nome Only
o Saue My Name and Password

Script of II

dsplyms
matchSt
xmit AT
wait 200
jsr 62 ! hangup
inctries
if tries 2 59
jump 1
!
!
! 2-19: cal I server
!
!
-label 2
pause 30
dsplymsg "dial ing the server"
xmit ATSO=OEOMOS12=20DT A USR3\13
!

( Find ) (print)

Script Editor

( OK ) ( Cancel)
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When the connection sequence starts, the user is updated on the progress of the connection by the
connection progress dialog box shown below. Any error or problem encountered in the connection sequence
is reported to the user. The connection sequence will involve call back for security purposes if the 976
server is configured for call back. Call back can be enabled on a per user basis. Once the remote link is
established, the remote machine is a node on the network and capable of accessing all network services.

Connecting to Chicago Sales Office Network...

.... ;00;; ~ ~~ .

I ni ti aIi z ing /YM!!H!t4!M+tIoftop---

976
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THE 976 SERVER

External Reference Specification

The 976 server is a software package which runs on a Macintosh Plus, SE, or II. The function of the server
is to connect remote workstations to the AppleTalk internet on which the server machine is a node.

The 976 server runs as a background process which may be started as the result of the system INIT file, or
by the 976 desk accessory. This server process lives independent of any applications that may be running.
All of the server's actions are the result of interrupts such as AppleTalk calls completing or timers expiring,
or direct calls from the 976 desk accessory.

In 976, a simple single-user mode will allow individuals with modems at their desks to dial into their
network. In this case, the workstation will double as a 976 server, and the node identity of the workstation
machine will be shared with the remote workstation. A caveat is that the workstation on which the server
is located may encounter some problems if it tries to access AppleTalk services. For instance, two
processes are not allowed to open the same socket. Certain well-known sockets, such as the echo socket,
would have to be owned by either the 976 server or by the server's local AppleTalk software, but not both.
In later Phases of 976, the 976 server will also support several remote workstation connections on multiple
serial ports. .

The 976 desk accessory will act as a front-end for the 976 server, providing a user interface to the server, and
allowing an administr. mo itor the ry will add a menu to
the menu bar as sho

Print ...

Edit User List... 3€U
Setup Ports... XP
Edit Scripts ...
Show Log ~

I nstall Server... X I
Shut Down Seruer... XS
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The 976 desk accessory will provide a server logging facility. By selecting "Show Log" from the 976
menu, a pop-up menu allows the user to chose which ports to monitor. A window is created for each serial
port to display a status line and log of all server activity associated with that port. There will be only one
active port per server. Attempts to connect to the server - whether successful or unsuccessful, duration of
connections, and any errors that occurred will be recorded.

~D 976 log: Built-In Modem Port
status: Calling Timba @ 9,255-3386

Fri, May 20, 1988 9:00:23 AM Hayes~ V-Series Smartmodem 9600
Fri, May 20, 1988 9:00:45 AM remote login enabled
Fri, May 20, 1988 9:02:12 AM connection establ ished w~th Timbo
Fri, May 20, 1988 9:52:33 AM disconnected
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The 976 server will maintain a database of users, their passwords, and privileges. To add, modify, or delete
users from the user database, the administrator selects "Edit User List" from the 976 menu. A list of users
will be presented in a window. For each user, the administrator provides a user name, password, an
optional call-back number, and a list of zones the user has access to.

~D~ User list ~8J~ User: Timbe

Zone list

Name: ITimba
;::::::=======

Pass'W'ord : I•••••••
~=======

Call-Back Number: 19 I 255-3386

Zone Access: • Ye-B-Nets
• Timba-Zone
• T'Wilight-Zone
• Bo-Zone

Name

Zone Name

• Ye-S-Nets
• Timba-Zone
• T'Wilight-Zon
• Bo-Zone
• U-R-Here
• Cal-Zone
• Toucb-Zone
• Zone Buddis

L.~·; <Guest)

[]
~
[1
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Automated Connection Control

External Reference Specification

Due to the requirements of different modems and PBX's, a connection control language is required to
facilitate automated configuration, dialing, connect seqpences, and usemame I password negotiation for the
user. The language is also used by the server to control modems, validate usemames and passwords, and
accept connections. The connection control language can be used in the implementation of security features
such as a DES encrypt password and call-back. In fact, call-back can be implemented entirely in software
without the need for expensive hardware. The connection control language to be used in the 976 product is
HyperTalk/Com. This is a subset of the HyperTalk language and is being used by MacTenninal II and
MacWorkStation. The scripts are created and modified by using the Script Editor in the Black Book. For
completed documentation on HyperTalk/Com, see the MacTenninal II ERS.

THE 976 PROTOCOL

The 976 protocol is one of remote procedure calls made by the remote workstation to the 976 server. The
server perfonns the various AppleTalk requests on behalf of the remote workstation. The server can be
thought of as a surrogate.

being passed. The header contatn
reference number. Addition"'Uif~""" ..
contain a two byte result c e.

onal part the AppleTa
pertains to. The class number fo ........".... ,."'." m Delivery Pr'Ole88t'~1!H'

class number for the AppleTalk Transaction Protocol (ATP) is 6.

Below are a list of the currently defined classes:

976
DDP
RTMP
EP
NBP
ATP
ADSP

976 Maintenance Protocol (undefined)
Datagram Delivery Protocol
Routing Table Maintenance Protocol
Echo Protocol
Name Binding Protocol
AppleTalk Transaction Protocol
AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

The message id is used to specify a particular command or event within a class. Message ids ranging from
1 to 127 are for command messages sent from remote workstation to server, while message ids 255 down to
128 are for message events sent from server to remote workstation. The reference below lists each defined
message by class.
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976 976 Maintenance Protocol 1

UNDEFINED - RESERVED FOR BJIURE USE

DDP Datagram Delivery Protocol 2

Commands

Open Socket

class
i:I
refnum
socket number

byte =2
byte =1
long
byte

Close Socket

byte =2
byte = 2
long

class
id
refnum
socket number

Events

Open Socket Result

class byte =2
i:I byte =255
refnum long
result word
socket number byte

Close Socket Result

class byte =2
id byte =254
refnum long
result word
socket number byte

Write Datagram Result OPTIONAL

class byte =2
id byte =253
refnum long
result word
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Read Datagram

class
it
refnwn
result
received ddp packet

byte =2
byte = 252
long
word
variable

RTMP Routing Table Maintenance Protocol 3

Commands

Get Net Info

class
it
refnwn

byte =3
byte =1
long

Get Net Info Result

class
i1
refnwn
result
network num
nodenwnber
bridgenum

EP

Commands

Echo Packet

class
it
refnwn
destination address
echo data

byte =4
byte =1
long
long
variable

Receive Echo Packet

class
i1
refnwn
result
echo data

byte =4
byte =255
long
short
variable
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NBP Name Binding Protocol 5

Commands

Register Name

class
n
refnum
interval
count
verify flag
socket number
entity name

byte =5
byte = 1
long
byte
byte
byte
byte
variable

Remove Name

byte =5
byte =2
long
variable

class
n
refnum
entity name

LookupNam

ConfIrmN

class byte =5
n byte =4
refnum long
interval byte
count byte
confmn address long
entity name variable

Kill Outstanding NBP Command

class byte =5
n byte =5
refnum long
kill call refnum long

Events

Register Name Result

class byte =5
if byte =255
refnum long
result word
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Apple

class
it
refnum
result

Remove Name Result

class byte =5
id byte =254
refnwn long
result word

Lookup Name Result

class byte =5
id byte =253
refnwn long
result WOld
number returned short
entity names variable

ConfIrm Name Result

class =5
id =252
refnwn
result
socketnum r

ATP

Commands

Open ATP Socket

class
id
refnum
socket number
request fIlter address

byte =6
byte =1
long
byte
long

Close ATP Socket

class
it
refnum
socket number

byte = 6
byte =2
long
byte
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Send Request

class
it
refnum
socket number
atp flags
faux request tid
destination address
user bytes
timeout
retries
number of bds buffers
filler - reserved
request length
request data

Send Request Through Socket

class
id
refnum
socket number
request buffer size

Send Response

class
id
refnum
socket number
atp flags
destination address
number of response pkts
number of bds buffers
transaction id
internal control flags
response number
user bytes
response length
response data

9/20/88

byte =6
byte = 3
long
byte =0
byte
short
long
long
byte
byte
byte
byte
byte
variable

=6
=4

byte =6
byte = 5
long
byte
short

byte =6
byte = 6
long
byte
byte
long
byte
byte
short
byte
byte
long
short
variable

Apple Confidential
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Add Response

External Reference Specification

class
id
refnum
socket number
atp flags
destination address
transaction id
response number
filler - reserved
user bytes
response length
response data

Release TCB

byte = 6
byte =7
long
byte
byte
long
short
byte
byte
long
short
variable

class
jj

refnum
request desw\l;ll,Y,,)~~~-.w~,
request traIl

Release Response CB

class
id
refnum
socket number
filler - rese
request so
request

Kill Get Request

=6
=8

class
id
refnum
kill call refnum

Kill Send Request

class
id
refnum
kill call refnum

Open ATP Socket Result

class
id
refnum
result
socket number

byte
byte
long
long

byte
byte
long
long

byte
byte
long
word
byte

=6
=10

=6
=11

=6
=255
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Close ATP Socket Result

class
il
refnum
result

byte = 6
byte = 254
long
word

External Reference Specification .

Send Request Result

class
it
refnum
result (element number)
bit map
atp flags
faux request tid
number of responses
filler - reserved
user bytes
response element data

Send Request Through Socket Re

class
it
refnum
result
bit map
atp flags
requestor address
user bytes
transaction id
request length
request data

Send Response Result

class
it
refnum
result
transaction id
release packet user bytes

byte
byte
long
word
byte
byte
short
byte
byte
long
variable

byte
byte
long
wOld
byte
byte
long
long
short
short
variable

byte
byte
long
word
short
long

=6
=253

=6
=251

=6
=250
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Add Response Result

External Reference Specification

class
id
refnum
result

Release TCB Result

byte = 6
byte = 249
long
wold

class
id
refnum
result

Release Response CB Result

class
id
refnum
result

byte
byte
long
word

byte
byte
long
wold

=6
=248

=6
=247

Kill Get Request Res...... _

class
id
rcfnum
result

class
ii
refnum
result

ADSP AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol 7

UNDEFINED - RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

THE REMOTE LINK

976 supports asynchronous dial up connections for the remote link. Other link types can be added in later
releases. Due to slow transmission rates and high error rates characteristic of asynchronous voice grade
connections, the protocol used on the asynchronous link will support error control, data compression, and
adaptive packet sizing. The current plan is to use MNP (MicroCom Networking Protocol). This code is
not developed yet, and we are exploring the possibility of contracting with MicroCom to assist us in
developing the MNP implementation. Details on MNP can be found in the MicroCom Networking
Protocol Specification.

DIAGNOSTICS AND TESTING SUPPORT

Special calls to the 976 drivers will be provided to support diagnostics and testing. The exact calls
supported are TBD. Calls will be provided to dump state, send packets (bypassing the preteee!), and to
introduce errors to check the protocols error control capabilities.
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Calvin & Hobbes Intro

1.0 "Calvin and Hobbes"

1.1 Introduction

"Calvin and Hobbes" consists of two major services; software backup and
restore (Calvin), and software distribution (Hobbes). Together they provide
the user with a powerful combination of network tools.

Calvin provides users with a fast and powerful backup and restore facility.
The backup service p_rovides both local (e.g. hard disk -> floppy) and remote
network backups. For remote backups, Calvin utilizes an AppleShare server
as a remote "spooler" to speed up backup operations. The administrator can
optionally download information to a tape drive or other device for archival
storage. Full AppleShare compatibility is provided including the saving and
restoring of user and group in alion. Calvin is device independent for all
devices that ar unta e.

Calvin and Ho

• User's workstation software
• Administration software
• AppleShare server (described and furnished elsewhere)

Both services rely on the concept of one administrator and multiple users.
The AppleShare server is used as a receptacle for files and folders. By using
AppleShare, there is no need to develop new products; instead we can
leverage off of existing ones. If a user wants to use Calvin's local-only backup
service, no administrator or AppleShare server is required.

1.2 About This Document

This document consists of three major sections:

1.0 "Calvin and Hobbes" OvervIew
2.0 Calvin ERS
3.0 Hobbes ERS

Calvin & Hobbes ERS 1.0
Page 1
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Calvin & Hobbes Intra

Since both Calvin and Hobbes are standalone applications, this document
contains a separate mini ERS for Calvin as well as one for Hobbes. Each was
written to stand by itself so some information is repeated in both sections.
This document does not attempt to dwell on implementation or network
protocol details.

Both the names of files & folders and icons used throughout this document
are fictionalized.

1.3 System Requirements

Calvin and Hobbes have the following system requirements:

Calvin & Hobbes ERS 1.0
Page 2
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Calvin Backup and Restore Service

~"-t-,

2.0 Software Backup and Restore (Calvin ~)

2.1 Overview

The software backup and restore application provides a familiar, yet powerful

utility to backup and restore volumes, files, and folders from both local and

remote (networked) volumes. The entire software backup and restore system

consists of a workstation agent, administrator agent and a specially setup

AppleShare server volume to be designated as a Server Spooler.

For local backup and restore services, only the workstation application is

necessary making the use of the administrator agent and AppleShare volume

optional.

d folders for multiple

2.2 Architecture

The architecture of Calvin allows each agent in the backup and restore system

to be a separate process, though nothing prevents one or more agents from

residing in the same system and running simultaneously.

2.2.1 Network Protocols

Since Calvin uses AppleShare for transferring files, the Apple Filing Protocol

(AFP) is used as the filing protocol for AppleShare. AFP provides a fully

implemented and tested filing protocol. By using AFP, development of a new

network filing protocol is unnecessary.

Calvin & Hobbes ERS 1.0
Page 3
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Calvin Backup and Restore Service

rn
~

Workstation
Agent

4__
N=P

AppleShare
Server

-+
Backup

Communications-" .r- N=P
Protocol "..--.....- .....

Remote
Management

Utility

The only new protoc
messages between t
in Figure 2-1 as the
include simple text ~~~

Detailed information on AFP and BCP can be found in their respected
documents.
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Calvin Backup and Restore Service

2.2.2 Server Spooler

The Server Spooler folder structure is as follows:

~
Tennis

/ ,-
LJ lilliliJ

Server Folder C.alvin & Hobbes
I

mmD--
LJ/B~~kUP'~LJ

Admin C~rr Tyack.

I /" / "-o rillilil filiID LJ LJ
Admin Info HD HD2 Vol1 Vo12

~LJ

Us.r n...
I

LJ
Volume n...

Fi r Spooler Folder Structure

Once files have been spooled to the Server Spooler, the files are accessible by
the administrator. The files can then be backed up to another destination
such as Tape, or even another Server Spooler volume. It should be noted
that the user always has full access to his files through the Finder; the
AppleShare owner of the file's directory is the user.

2.2.3 Administrator Application

The administrator application contains a superset of the workstation
application. It can backup local or remote (AppleShare) volumes, but it is the
only one that can backup Server Spooler volumes. Every time the
administrator performs a backup of files on the Server Spooler volume, a
special file is created or updated in the user's folder in order to keep track of
which files and folders were copied to a particular media. This file, known as
an Evidence File, is present for each volume that a user has placed on the
Server Spooler that the administrator has backed up.

Calvin & Hobbes ERS 1.0
PageS
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Calvin Backup and Restore Service

2.2.4 Evidence File

The Evidence file contains a directory of files/ folders that have been backed
up from the Server Spooler as well as the destination media information.
The file allows the workstation application to determine which files have
been actually removed by the administrator, but are still available on some
other media, such as tape. It does this by a comparison of which files are
actually present on the server versus which files the Evidence files contains.

If the workstation wanted to restore files or folders present in the Evidence
file, but removed from the Server Spooler, a message would automatically be
generated to the administrator application asking for the files to be restored to
the Server Spooler. If the requested information is immediately available, it
is automatically copied to the Server Spooler and the user can continue with
the restore. If the administrator is not online the user would have an option
to cancel the operation.

2.2.5 Space Requirem

On the other hand, if the Server Spooler volume was very small <e.g. 20MB)
and a user had a large volume to backup <e.g. 80MB), it may make more sense
to use a local backup mechanism instead of Calvin's networked backup
service.

In the normal case, a middle ground must be reached; that is, there will
probably be sufficient space for small incremental backup operations, but not
enough space for saving every user's entire volume.

To do this, Calvin incorporates an automatic smart download feature. This
feature provides for the administrator application to automatically download
and remove files off the Server Spooler when space requirements justify it.
The administrator must still provide remote storage in order for this to work.

Calvin & Hobbes ERS 1.0
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Calvin BacJ<up and Restore Service .

2.2.6 Background Operation

Since backup and restore operations can take long periods of time, Calvin will
be able to provide backup and restore operations in the background (under
MultiFinder only). No user intervention is necessary to activate this; by
switching to a new application in MultiFinder, current operations will
automatically continue (albeit more slowly than if the user stayed in the
Calvin application). If necessary, background operations can be easily turned
off by pausing or cancelling the backup or restore from within Calvin.

2.3 Features

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.4 Setup

ckup 1.0 & 2.0 files)
es

Since Calvin's Backup and Restore services cari be either local or remote in
nature, there are two possible configurations: Local only or local and remote
services. For local only workstations, the setup is as simple as copying and
then running the workstation application.

Setup of the remote portion of the software backup and restore system
requires three main steps:

• Install the workstation software on workstations
• Setup the AppleShare server
• Install the administrator software on the administrator's machine

It should be noted beforehand that the actual setup of each of these pieces will
be done by some type of installer mechanism. The descriptions of the setups
below includes details the user may not need to know.

Calvin & Hobbes ERS 1.0
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Calvin Backup and Restore SeMce

2.4.1 Setup of the AppleShare Server

To provide remote (network) backup & restore functions to workstations, an
AppleShare server volume must be chosen to act as a Server Spooler for
Calvin. The Server" Spooler will provide a storage area for each user of
Calvin, as well as separate administrator functions. Enough storage space
must be provided in order to serve all the needs of all users of the Server
Spooler. For example, for three users each having 20 megabytes of local
storage, at least 60 megabytes of storage space could be used by just these three
users.

For ease of administration, both the Calvin's administrator and the selected
AppleShare server administrator should be the same individual. In fact, it is
a requirement that the administrator of Calvin must be a superuser of the
AppleShare server. The superuser is a necessary requirement for Calvin due
to the fact that each user owns his own folder on Server Spooler. Owning the
folders provides securi from tam by other users but in order for the
administrator to bac up each user of t e Ser er Spooler, the admi istrator
must have complete ccess to that use's fol r.

An INIT file, called "Server ac up Prep", must be copied into the server
folder of the AppleShare server. This file provides a naming mechanism for
the Calvin workstation and administrator applications to find those
AppleShare server volumes setup as Server Spooler volumes.

After restarting the AppleShare server, the AppleShare server will be named
on the network as a Server Spooler volume.

2.4.2 Workstation Installation

The workstation installation is in two parts: the Calvin workstation
application and its accompanying INIT file, called "Workstation Backup
Prep".

The workstation application can reside anywhere in the system, including on
another volume or even launched multi-user from an AppleShare volume.
All workstation application preferences and other information is stored
locally in the system folder of the startup volume.
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The Calvin INIT file must be in the system folder of the user's startup

volume. This file includes routines for executing 'automatic (timed) backups,

as well as administrator initiated backups.

2.4.3 Administration Installation

The administration installation is similar to the Calvin workstation in that

there is an administrator application and an accompanying INIT file. Since

the administrator is a superset of the workstation, all the same rules apply

when installing the administrator application and administrator INIT, called

"Admin Backup Prep" which is contained in the system folder.

The administrator also includes routines to setup the Server Spooler. This

setup should be performed as soon as the AppleShare server volume has its

"Calvin" group name added, the "Server Backup Prep" INIT file added, and

the server restarted.

2.5

cin sh application that
me resent iri the system.

e a ed up r restored in de ppleShare servers and

table vol meso dditionall, the orkstation can backup

pleSha serve previous set to be a Server Spooler

e is j t an pleShar serve volume that has special

al"'lB-1"1[)lders ded by t back p/restore administrator

application. The r provides . emote backup mechanism

for storage, plus the added benefit of having ~e ability for an administrator to

download files stored on the Server Spooler to tape or some other media

which normally would not be a good candidate for remote file transfer. All

backup and restore operations are essentially media independent and require

only that the volumes be 'desktop mountable'. Calvin also provides the

usual local volume backup to floppy diskettes; dividing files across diskettes

if necessary.

Volumes containing the files and folders that are to be backed up or restored

need to be specified, and this is done from windows known as a backup and

restore sets.

First a new set window is created, and source and destination volumes are

specified by dragging the desired volumes from the Volumes window on to a

backup/restore set window. As a source volume is chosen, the file list of the

set window becomes active and displays the volume and a hierarchical view

of the files on that volume.

t
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Initially, the list of files defaults to the entire volume, but a finer control to
the backup/restore process is provided by using series of filters to create a
selective list of the files intended for backup/restore. The list is built by
specifying certain criteria from the filter menu. The filter criteria consists of:

<) File Types
<) File Colors
<) File Names
<) File Dates

Application file types [MacWrite, MacPaint, etc.]
Finder colors
Partial or exact match to any file name
Files later or earlier than Modification, Creation,
Backup date

Once a filter is created, it is saved in the backup/restore set. Additionally, files
can be selected in the file list and manually removed (cut). A full undo
facility is provided so that all files that were previously removed can be put
back one at a time until the entire list of the volume is displayed. There is
also an option to sho . av been . . with the
ability to replace each entry by selectin and d uble clicking.

Once a backup or restore set is made, it can be saved on the startup volume
for later use or immediately started.

For Server Spooler volumes, each user owns a single folder on the
AppleShare volume which is used to store the backed up files and folders
(Figure 2-2). For each volume backed up, there is a single folder named the
same as the volume's name representing the entire path of that volume. It is
necessary to preserve entire pathnames in order to perform incremental
volume backups.

A backup or restore process is started by creating a new backup or restore set
and selecting source and destination volumes for the operation. Backup and
Restore sets are distinct from each other as the restore operation is based on
files that have already been backed up to a particular volume.
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2.5.1 Workstation Flow

Initially, when the workstation application is started up, an untitled backup
set window appears (Figure 2-3) which has been preset to backup from the
startup volume (source) to some default destination volume (destination).
Two other windows which the user may wish to open are the Status window,
shown in Figure 2-7, and Volumes window in Figure 2-8.

2.5.1.1 Backup Sets

Q
~

Last Modified

Thursday I September 29, 1988 4:

Figure 2-3 : Initial Backup Set

G::::J HI>

Method:

Time:

List:

The backup set window (Figure 2-3) has three major sections: The upper area
displays the source and destination volume specification 'slots' separated by
the Start Backup button. The middle area indicates the backup method,
source volume file/folder filter, an automatic backup time, and information
about what is contained in file/folder list below. The bottom displays the
file/folder list which specifies the actual files and folders of the source
volume that should be backed

As shown in Figure 2-3, the source volume is titled "HD" and the destination
volume is "Drive 1" (a set of diskettes will be used in this case). The user can
change either volume by either dragging a new volume icon from the
Volumes window or by clicking on the icon area directly to cycle through
currently mounted volumes and devices. The backup method is Incremental
Append which means if the user is backing up to a previously backed up
destination, new files will be appended instead of replaced (see menus for
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further discussion}. No filtering of files has been specified, i.e. IIAll Files" will
be backed up. No automatic backup time has been specified. And the
file/ folder list contains, and therefore will backup, the entire volume "HD".

Backup Set - "Untitled 1"

::.::. ( Start BaCkUP) ::.»

Method: Incremental Append Filter: All Files

Time: No Automatic Time Specified

Figure 2-4 : Starting the Backup Process

QlliiRJ

Method: Incremental Append filter: All files

Ti me: No Automatic Ti me Specified

Figure 2-5 : Stopping the Backup

Clicking the Stop Backup button suspends the backup process and a dialog
(Figure 2-6) appears querying whether the backup process should be stopped
or paused.
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Q Are you sure you want to stop the
bt,- current backup in progress?

( pause) ( Stop ) «concel D

Figure 2-6 : Stop Backup Alert

When the backup process begins, an entry will appear in the Status window
(Figure 2-7). The user may have to open this window by using the Windows
menu if it is not currently visible.

vin User: "Carr"

Figure 2-7 : Status Window

The Status window contains information specific to the workstation's status
as it pertains to backup and restore. Currently active backup and restore set
files are displayed in the list area and provide an at-a-glance view of the
backup and restore operations.

t
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The progress of any set in this window can be displayed by selecting the entry.
The progress information is displayed in the bottom of the window. The
percentage complete will be indicated by the bar graph.

Double clicking any entry in the Status window will open the set listed by that
entry or bring that set to the front if it is already open.

The Volumes window (Figure 2-8) displays the all desktop mountable
volumes currently online in the system as well as SCSI devices, such as Tape,
and floppy drives with or without media inserted will appear as icons. This
window can be opened using the Windows menu.

Tennis

Tennis

Uolumes

Figure 2-8 : Volumes Window

As each volume icon is selected, information pertaining to the volume will
appear in the information area as shown above. The types of icons displayed
include, but are not limited to:

1....----1.

Figure ~-9 : Some Device Icons
~I

Icons that represent volumes or media not online are grayed in the icon list
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Since Server Spooler volumes are actually AppleShare volumes, both
volumes will appear in the volume list. This means that the user can
actually backup his accessible files in an AppleShare volume to the user's
Backup folder on that same volume. When a Server Spooler is selected, it
will show the same information as its corresponding AppleShare volume
would, but the Kind field will display: Spooler. .

Server Spooler volumes are added to the Volumes window by clicking the
Add Spooler... button or by choosing its menu command. It can be removed
by selecting the Server Spooler volume and clicking the Remove Spooler
button.

Adding a Server Spoole( volume displays a dialog in Figure 2-10 similar in
some respects to the chooser, but only displays AppleShare servers that have
volumes setup as Server Spooler volumes. By using this mechanism instead
of the Chooser, we are able to keep track of spooler connections and update
status information directly to the administrator. There is, however, nothing
preventing a u . 0 ·ng Q rver S coler volume using
the Chooser.

If the network
area of the Ad
network will a
name and pass

I D
,

Name: IJohn Doe OK

Password: I····· ( )Cancel

Figure 2-10 : Server Spooler Connection Dialog

If the log on is successful, another dialog (Figure 2-11) appears displaying the
Server Spooler volume list.
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g Twl

Volume Name:

Nam l)ns~uJord: I OK

Pass n J )OK ( Cancel : 'In.:(~J

Figure 2-11 : Spooler Volume Connection Dialog

As mentioned earlier, there wo ways to speci y 1 erent source and
destination volumes in a backup set. The primary way is to click and drag a
volume icon from the Volumes window onto one of the volume 'slots';
source volumes are always on the left, destinations on the right. This is
illustrated in Figure 2-12 below.
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Backup Set - "Untitled 1"

>:. ( Start Baclc:up ) >>>----------

day, Septtmber 29, 1988 4:

files

Modified

for 741 files

'-tl~

.lmt,,~=

Uolumes

,§ Tennis (,._~

> <
'~l;

Kind: Spoole... .:mf,,~::

Size: 29).,,:7!~O,160 by tes used,
2~,8~OK on disk

Yhere: Fi'fe..$ttve... : We-B-Nets in
".-.... NI{~"'Us

> <
,•...~r.~: Mon Feb 1,1988,2:44 PM

h-ClA.aII1J&11'L:,·..:Jf.Jl.(J, t 26, 1,...~.....wa.""""""'&-_;:~ -+--I

,.
HO

....................,n area of the backup and
restore set like you would a button control. 'fl1is will switch the volume's
icon to the next one in the list. Depending on the number of mounted
volumes and devices, this mayor may not be better than the click and drag
method described above.

The example shown above specifies the Server Spooler volume IITennis" as
the destination of the backup. If the set was subsequently saved, the new
destination volume will be saved with that set.
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~o Backup Set - "Untitled 1"

»» ( S_t_8_rt_B_8C_k_U_P_-,J »:.

Method: Incremental Append Filter: All Files
Ti me: No Automatic Ti me Specified
List: 17,117,184 bytes used, 16,716K on disk, for 741 files

The size and locati of t .. ".....~_
column header area 0 e desired umno Clic On the edges will allow the
column width to be change, and clicking in the inner area allows the
column to be moved. Figure 2-14 below illustrates moving the Size column
to the right of the Kind column.

Local Disk
folder
application
document
application

r-+ [.'~~.'~~.'.'~~~~'~]~

Kind

19 ..680K
41K

10K

31K
18K

G::::) HD
el font
~ font
CJ (one.p
~ Futon Test Application

Figure 20 14 : Moving Column Headers

Backing up AppleShare volumes automatically saves the user and group
information for folder's to which the user has access. Subsequently, the
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restore operation will automatically restore the user and group information
when restoring to AppleShare volumes.

2.5.1.2 Restore Sets

Restore Sets (Figure 2-15) are similar in appearance and" function to Backup
Sets, but they can only view source volume files and folders that actually
have been backed up to it.

Restore Set - "HO"

I,~I :.:. (Start Restore) :.:.
Tennis

Method: Incremental Append

List:

Name

G::J HI>
G::J HD2
tI!!lI Le;a

Filter: All Files

Specifying the source and destination volumes for restore sets is the same as
backup sets. As the source (which the files and folder are restored from) is
specified, the list area fills with the volumes that have been backed up
previously.

Grayed volumes indicate volumes, files, or folders that have been archived by
the administrator application. If one of the grayed entries was present in the
list when a restore process begins, a message is generated automatically to the
administrator. The user will, in turn, see an alert message (Figure 2-16)
notifying him of possible delays.
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Some files on "lela" are not immediately
available. Amessage has been sent to the
administrator. Do you want to Wait for them
or Continue the operation without them?

n Wait J ( continue)

Figure 2-16 : Unavailable Files Alert

He can either wait until the files become available or continue with the
restore without the unavailable files (Figure 2-17).

Figure 2-15 displays an example of three volumes that have been backed up to
the Tennis Server Spooler volume. If the user wanted to restore the volume
known as HO, the user would select (by clicking in the file list) and remove
(via the Cut command in the Edit menu) the entries HD2 and Leia and click
the Start Restore button (as in Figure 2-18).

=0 Restore Set - "Ho"

,~ ': Start Restore ~

Method: Incremental Append fi 11er: 1.11 files

Figure 2-18 : Starting a Restore Operation

At the start of the restore operation, it immediately checks the destination
volume, and if the size is a fixed size, determines whether the restore
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operation can actually take place. Appropriate warning dialogs, such as Figure
2-19, are displayed if there is not enough room to complete the operation. .

There isn't enough space on the destination
uolume to complete the operation.

Please remoue some files from the file
list or choose a different destination.
(additional 124K bytes needed)

t OK J
Figure 2-19 : Not Enough Space Alert

An appropriate status message will be displayed in the status window until
the operation C.......~iiIoWIIIII~_""

Access Priuileges
Calculator
Chooser
Control Panel

About Caluin ... displays an about window which provides information
about the application. A help facility is provided in this window.
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Saue XS
Saue As ...
Reuert to Saued

Open Messages Log
Choose Remote Rdmin ...
Add Spooler...

Page Setup ...
Print ...

Quit

New ... displays a f m
creation of both back
startup volume, and ar
startup volume's sys m

@Back

o Restore

r.~ Ol~ilt.4 Bnl~kuJ}

r.~ HO
r.~ I: rld<)y IJ<J( kUI)
r.~ MPUJ Bn.~kuJJ

r.~ U., tHh~d

Name Set as:

IUntitledl

~Q

Q

I New D

( Cancel )
~
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Ope n ... displays a form of the standard file dialog, in Figure 2-20, which
allows opening of both backup and restore sets. The dialog only lists backup
and restore sets indicated by the corresponding backup or restore radio button.

@ Backup

o Restore

eJ Daily Backup
~ HD
eJ Friday Backup
eJ MPW Backup
~ Untitled

n Open J
( Cancel)

Close closes a
window has
save changes.
saved, such as
showing wind
close box on

ent (fro cst) backup e set window to the
startup volume. This menu item is disabled ~hen no changes exist or there
is no set window in front.

Sa ue As ... displays a standard file type dialog, Figure 2-22, for the Save
operation. Backup sets cannot be saved as restore sets and vice-versa. As
with the Save operation, sets can only be saved to the startup volume.
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Saue Backu~ Set:

r.) I) C~UcJ BC} t: ku ~J Q
r.) HI)

n Saue Dr.~ I: rjd<J!) 1)<)( kUI)
r.~ !'11>UJ Bc}c;k UJI

[) IJnt(U~d ( Cancel l
R5

Saue Set 8S:

IUntitledl

Messages log
Messa eo

Backup Set MDaily Backup· starttd...
Backup Set MDany Backup· compltttd...
Backup Set MDaily Backup· starttd...
Backup Set MDaily Backup· compltted...
Backup Set II' HD • stoPPtd. 12SK needed" 1OOK free in disk...

Figure 2-23 : Messages Log Window

Tue, Nov 15, 1988 6:
Tue, Nov 15" 1988 7:
'vied" Nov 15" 1988 6
'tied, Nov 1S" 1988 7
Fri, Nov 17" ,1988 4:

The messages log is useful for finding out whether a particular backup
operation completed successfully or track the progress of automatic backups
occurring on a regular basis. The log begins to remove data posted past 90
days. This is to prevent the log file from becoming too large. The messages
log is saved in the same folder as backup and restore sets.
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Choose Remote Rdmin ... displays a dialog (Figure 2-24) to allo\v selection
of backup sets to be used for remote administration of the workstation.
Initially there is a default set selected, specifying the startup volume as the
source and any administrator's Server Spooler volume as the destination.
This is useful to provide for administrator assisted remote backup of
vvorkstations, without having to install special backup sets on each
workstation.

Choose Remote Admin Sets:

[8] Startup Uolume Backup <Default>
[8] Daily Back.up
o MPW Shell Backup
t8I Friday's Backup

g remote ini tiated

Add Spooler ... is equivalent to clicking on the Add Spooler... button in the
volumes window, and displays the same series of dialogs, as shown in
Figures 2-10 and 2-11, to allow the adding of Server Spooler volumes into the
Volumes window. To remove a Server Spooler volume, you must bring the
Volumes window to the front, select the desired Server Spooler, and click the
Remove Spooler button.

Page Setup ... displays the standard page setup dialog.

Print ... displays the standard print dialogs and allows printing of frontmost
windows, including the message logs.

Qui t exits the application, querying first whether to save any changed
documents.
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Undo

Cut
Copy
Paste
Select All

Uiew Folder Contents
Delete Files/Folders

Format... XY
Display List Columns ...

Find ...
Find NeHt

Preferences •••

from backup or
mand (below).

Cut removes a file or folder Item from the backup I restore file list when a
backup or restore window is the frontmost otherwise Cut functions normally
for those windows, dialogs, or desk accessories that have text edit records in
them.

Files manually removed from the volume's file list are saved in the backup
or restore set. If a source volume is changed in a current backup or restore set,
information pertaining to files or folders manually cut from the file I folder
list will be lost.

Copy, Paste menu items function normally in text edit records & desk
accessories.

Select RII selects all files and folders in backup and restore set windows.

Uiew Folder Contents descends into a folder that appears in the list area of
a backup or restore set. This is equivaient to doubie-dicking on a folder in the
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list. The selected folder will open and the files and folders within that
directory displayed. If the folder is already open, the menu item will change
to Hide Folder Contents and the folder's files and folders will be hidden
from view in the list.

Delete Files/Folders allows any selected files and folders in a backup or
restore set to be deleted permanently from the source volume specified in the
backup or restore set. A confirmation dialog is displayed, as shown below in
Figure 2-25, every time this menu item is chosen.

~ You are about to permanently delete
12 fUes/folders from uolume "HO".

Are you sure you want to do this?

OK

Fi

Monaco - . ~

Format:

Font:
Auant Garde
Bookman
Chicago
Courier
Garamond
Geneua
Heluetica IIIII1

SiZ8:

1--1 ~ OK ~ D
( Cancel)

Indent: [g

Figure 2-26 : File List Format Dialog

Display List Columns ... displays a dialog as in Figure 2-27 which controls
which column headers in the file list area of backup and restore sets are
visible.
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Display:

~Name

~ Size

DKind

Calvin Backup and Restore Service

[ OK D

( Cancel)

I8J Last Modified Date

.t8I Creation Date

t8I Backup Date

Figure 2-27 : File List Column Selection Dialog

This Filen

@Name

o Kind

Figure 2-28 : Find Dialog

( cancel)

~ Find J

Find NeNt repeats the Find ... function again, starting off where the last file
or folder was found.

Preferences ... displays the dialog in Figure 2-29 which contains global
preferences for the application.
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Preferences:

Append file Deli miter Character: [JJ
Example: Filename! 1

'"

Defaults for Backupl Restore:

o Rlways Uerify Writes
o Open Folders Rutomatically

n OK D
( Saue )

( Cancel)

Default Backup Desti nation Vol ume: I· - l' I
Untitled

- ion to verify the integri ty

Open Folders Rutomatically is an option that controls whether folder
contents should be viewed automatically. If the checkbox is on, all folders on
the source volume will be opened displaying the entire directory of the source
volume, as an example below displays:

Figure 2-30 : File List Folder Calculations

Kind

Local Disk
document
document
folder
applieation
document
application

19~680K

4K

3K

41K

10K

31K

18K

Name

G:::) HD
D fil. list
D file list!1
6 fone

q. fone
D fone.p
~ Futon Test Application
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To select the default backup destination volume when a new set is opened or
when the application is opened initially, dick on the icon button. This will
cycle through the various mounted volumes and devices.

V"Files changed since last backup

File Types
File Colors
File Names .
File Dates .

Uiew Current Filter... ~F

The Filter menu allows the creation of a selective file/folder filter for a
Backup or Restore Set. Each filter selection is specific to the Set and is stored
in the Set. The Filter . t s nsitiv . dow and
the entire menu is dis bled if the front ost w dow is not a Backu or
Restore Set. For new ts ults t A I.oofi'lms.:~-~

Files changed sine
changed files in the se
backed up or restored.

All File Types
File Colors
File Names .
File Dates .

Uiew Current Filter...

Rdd. file Type~.:.. " '.

File Types displays a hierarchical menu that lists a set of application file
types. Only those types checked in the menu are actually listed in the file list
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of the Backup or Restore Set. Choosing a file type item will toggle the check
mark on and off.

Initially, the application comes with some standard types, but provides the
ability to modify what types appear in the menu by choosing the Add File
Types... menu item. A dialog appears (Figure 2-31) which lists all of the
applications known by the startup volume.

( OK )

( Cancel)
Control Panel Documents
HygerCard

Add File Tyges:

nu, select which type and
click the Add 0 move bu . The nex· e hierarchical menu is
displayed, the file type WII added or removed from the menu. File types
already in the menu are indicated by underlined entries.

vlFiles changed since last backup All Colors

Uiew Current Filter... XF

File Types

File Names .
File Oates .

~ Orange

Pink ~
Light Blue
Dark Blue
Green
Brown
Black

File Colors allows the ability to list only files that have been colored via the
Finder. Initially, the default selection is all colors.
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File Names ... displays the dialog below in Figure 2-32 which allows the
ability to list files only matching character strings in this dialog.

ter: lis t. Either
eans that a

( OK )

( Cancel)

K Add J
(Remoue)

o Inactiue

File Name Match:

@ Actiue

Filter:

Rdd: ILedgerl

Match: • Partial

Files are compared
the files can match t e str'"Jl1III'I"'I't!'.....~

matching filename n

Choosing the Fi Ie
provides a filter to low n;"~ro

Active radio button to . ~-....

File Date:

@ Actiue

Date: lliil
10/13/88

o Inactiue

Time: @
1:24:g PM r;)
@ 12hr. o 24hr.

~ OK J
( cancel)

Using: IModification Date I
@ Later o Earlier

Figure 2-33 : File Date Filter Dialog
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The popup menu displays criteria in which to match either dates later or
earlier. Only files that match criteria in this dialog are displayed in the set file
list.

~Modification Date
Creation Date
Backup Date

Uiew Current filter ... displays a dialog in Figure 2-34 that shows the
current filter criteria for the frontmost backup or restore set.

-

Filter status:

.a

.p

.h
Ledge

Match: Partial

File Colors:

U OK D

Figure 2-34 : Filter Status Dialog

Note that this dialog only displays the filter criteria, and does not allow
editing.
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Options

Show Remoued Files
vlCalculate Folder Sizes

vii ncremental Replace
Incremental Append
Entire Backup

Compress Files
Encrypt Files

Set Automatic Time ...

HFS Files/Folders
Partitions

backup or

ol5D
Method: Incremental Append Filter: All Files

Ti me: 1:20:00 AM Everyday: Monday., Wednesday., Friday

List: 25 files/folders 6400K out of 19.,680K bytes total

Name Size Kind Last Modified

G::::) HD -- Local Disk Thursday., Sep\ember 29., 1988 4:
::: 0 :f1~ ~~$t:::::::::::::: ::::::: :~:: :oti~tn.n~:: :::::::::: ::i1i~;'$d~~:; S~pt~~r:i'9;:1gea: ~:

::: ti ;fit.t ~,sl:!i:::::::::::::::::: :!J<:: :d~t.i~.tit::::::::::::: :rilt.ir~~~:; S~P~~~;':2:9~:1 S,S9: ~: ;mH
B fone 51 K folder Monday., September 12., 19SS 9:2 mm
~ fone 1OK application Saturday ., February 5., 1988 12:1 111m

() fone.p 31 K document Thursday., March 24., 1988 5 :22 P mm
<$a Futon Test Application 18K application F'riday., May 27., 1988 3 :06 PM

-c:g·'''e 2-'lc; • n,snl ~y,ng ReTnl\vQd ~ilpc;J. 1 t.."lJ. ttJ...J • L.o''' t'&""'" ..... ... •• ,,"-'..... .. .....-
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The files with the gray pattern indicate removed files, and can be placed back
in the list by either double clicking each grayed list entry or by selecting the
Undo menu command.

Calculate Folder Sizes is an option which enables calculation of the size
in bytes of every folder displayed in the file list of the set window. If the
option is checked in the menu, folder size will be shown in the Size column
of the list area. This is typically a time consuming operation as each folder
that is displayed must be completely enumerated. The default for a new set is
unchecked.

Incremental Replace, Incremental Append, and Entire Backup are
options that control how the backup or restore operation is to transfer files
from the source to the destination volume. The Incremental Replace option
when enabled causes each matching destination file,to be deleted and replaced
by the source file. Incremental A end always appends new or changed files
and never delet . d ntire rs every file in
the file list of e· hera backup or store set to the destination no comparison
is made to see i a f and he .. Ide IS cleared of all
previous files f r t at~......~

Compress Fil
possible size an
longer be ope
be opened by he ap

Encrypt Files is at encrypts e data and writes it out as a
new file. The file must be restored by the Calvin application as if the file was
compressed, (by using the Compress Files option) in order for the file to be
opened again.

Set Rutomatic Time ... displays the dialog in Figure 2...36, which allows the
automatic timed execution of a selected backup set.
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Set Backug Time: Backup Set - "Daily Backup"

@ Actiue 0 Inactiue

Time: fC\ 1:24:18 PM r:' @ 12hr.
\Y ~ o 24hr.

¢ OK D

. e of day. To
tton and select the

Time Only button

o One Time Only

D~te: IIi!l
10/13/88

@ Recurring

D~ys: I8J Monday
DTuesday
I8J Wednesday
o Thursday
I:8J Friday
oSaturday

unday

The HFS Files/Folders an r itions menu options toggle between using
standard Macintosh HFS files and partitions on volumes. When the
Partitions menu command is selected, the file list of the source volume will
change to a partition list. The user can then select which partitions will be
either backed up or restored.

To use this option, s
backup a set on a reg
days desired. To b
and enter the date.
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llJindom

Tile Windows
Stack Windows

Status
Uolumes

"",Backup Set "Daily Backup"

The Window menu provides two commands: Tile Windows and Staclc
Win dows which will arrange visible windows into a tile format or stack all
windows. All other entries in this menu correspond to windows that are
either open or can be opened by the application.

The Status andpool-)~lWl.Wi-...,J~"""v

•
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2.6 Administrator

The administrator application is a superset of the workstation application as it
contains all of the workstation functionality of backing up or restoring any
volume, along with providing the routines necessary to create and setup
Server Spooler volumes.

Server Spooler volumes are actually AppleShare volumes with a special set
of files and folders installed and a special network naming routine that
registers the AppleShare volume on the network with a specific Server
Spooler type so that workstations can identify the Server Spooler on the
network as a speCial form of an AppleShare volume.

The administrator application contains routines to send and receive messages
between workstations, get the messages log of any workstation user on the
network, and initiate remote backups of any workstation.
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2.6.1 Administrator Flow

2.6.1.1 Status Window

Once a Server Spooler has been setup, the administrator application keeps
track and displays the currently selected Server Spooler in the status window
(Figure 2-37).

Caluin Rdministrator: "SuperUser"

-

~~~~~~~~
(IfdM;J/llm(!{T{pJZilj~

Version 1.0 - Aug. 23 I 1989 Admin Server Spooler

Set: N Daily Backup U

ercent Complete: 62%

Figure 2-37 : Administrator Status Window

The administrator application controls only one Server Spooler at a time. A
new Server Spooler can be chosen by dragging from the Volumes window
similarly as when specifying a source or destination volume in a backup or
restore set. If the Server Spooler is not present in the Volumes window list,
choose Add Spooler... from the Edit menu or click the Add Spooler... button
in the Volumes window.

2.6.1.2 Monitoring

If it is anticipated that Server Spooler space problems may occur while the
administrator is away from the machine <e.g. at night), the administrator can
go into a monitoring mode where the automatic smart download feature of
Calvin can be activated. This feature, available through the Admin menu,
constantly monitors Server Spooler space requirements. If additional space is
required on the spooler, this download feature will copy and remove files
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from the Server Spooler to the administrator's requested local device media,
updating user's Evidence files as necessary.

2.6.2 Administrator Menus

The administrator portion of Calvin is a superset of the workstation
application in that it provides an additional menu called Admin for setup
and other functionality related to the utilization of Server Spooler volume
services.

The • menu for the administrator application is present in Calvin just as in
most other Macintosh applications. The standard set of menu items
representing the set of currently installed desk accessories is present as usual.

File Edit Filter Options Window Rdmin
Rbout Caluin Rdmin ...

Rccess Priuile
Calculator
Chooser
Control Panel

This command displa an about w' information about
the Calvin administrator app ca Ion. A help facility is provided and will
display information in a topical list including text and graphics.

The administrator application is a superset of the workstation application,
and the menus File, Edit, Filter, Options, and Window operate similarly.

The Rdmin menu provides the needed controls to perform various
administrator functions such as setup of the Server Spooler or performing a
workstation remote backup.
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.:rlmTITII

Setup Spooler...
User Status/Messages...
Remote Backups...

Enter Monitoring Mode...

Rdd Evidence ...
Remove Evidence ...

Scan Evidence files .
Print Evidence Files ..

Setup Spooler ...

This comman
an AppleShar
adding the ne

o

Name: I....J_O_h_n_D_o_e _

Password: 1__-_-_-_-_- _

Figure 2-38 : Server Connection Dialog

n OK D

(cancel)

First a zone is chosen, which then displays a list of AppleShare servers on the
network. Note that both AppleShare volumes and volumes which have
been setup to be Server Spooler volumes will be displayed in the server list.
Select the desired AppleShare server, enter a user name and password and
dick the OK button. If the log on is successful, the dialog in Figure 2-39 will
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appear requesting that the user select a volume, entering a volume password
if necessary. Volumes which are Server Spooler volumes show up with a
mini spooler icon.

0-

0-

OK

Server:

l>f~S~U1t)rd: 1..... _

o BananaFish
Volume Name:

Nam

Pass

g Twl

Zone:

~ Uolume "Bananaflsh" has not been preuiously
setup for Backup and Restore operation.
To setup uolume, enter an RppleShare group
name and click Setup.

Group Name: ICaluin Group

nSetup D ( Cancel)

Figure 2-40 : Server Spooler Setup Dialog
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If the selected volume was previously setup for backup/restore use, a
different dialog is displayed (Figure 2-41) allowing the reinstallation of the
administration files and folders.

2 Uolume "Tennis" is already setup for Backup
and Restore.

To change or initialize preuious setup, click
initialize.

( Initialize) n Cancel J
Figure 2-41 : Reinitializing Server Spooler Volume Alert

One more war ng
button is clicke .

Group Name: IHobbes Group

Initialize

( OK ) n Cancel J
Figure 2-42: Last Warning Alert

The spooler can be cleared of the backup services by manually deleting the
Calvin folder from the AppleShare volume.

User Status/Messages ...

This displays a dialog (Figure 2-43) which always displays current information
and status about users of the Server Spooler. The administrator info file on
the Server Spooler is opened and all pending messages that have been'
generated by the workstations, if any, are indicated in the user list. Messages
include errors and requests to restore files to the Server Spooler volume.
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User Statusl Messages;

Messages

John
Fred

Restore
Offline

nGet User Messages B ( Get Workstation log 1
Message to Send:
This is a test of the erne
broadcast

Each user's current stat to the right er name. The
workstation Messages log is displayed if the 'Get Workstation Log' button is
clicked.

:0 Messages Log of "Bill"
Messag.

Backup S.t ...OaH~ Backup M started...
Backup S.t "'Oai1~ Backup M completed...
Backup S.t ...Oai1~ Backup M started...
Backup Set "'OaHy Backup M completed...

Oat.

Tue" Nov 15" 1988 6:10
~

Tue" Nov 15, 1988 7:
Wed, Nov 15, 1988 6
Wed, Nov 15, 1988 7

K;J I Jmm!jlml!~!l!!il!ljmmm!ljmmmmljlmmj!jmlljlj!~ljljliljljljljl!lmmm~jlmm!ljljl~!jljlml!l!!jl!l!!!mmmmljl!!!mmll~mmmml!iHlil 0 Q]
Figure 2-44 : User Messages Log Window

This log allows the administrator to monitor the state of each user of each
Server Spooler, and for example: check if each workstation is or has been
backing up files on a regular basis.
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By clicking the 'Get User Messages' button or double clicking on an user entry
displays a window, as below, that Hsts messages from all users.

::0
M.ssaq.

User Messages
Oat.

Bill: Pl.ase restore • Tape 2 .... of • Daily Backup .... Tue .. Nov 15 .. 1988 6:.0-

.-

Q[ Jmmmmmml1!ml1!mmmmmmmmmm1!!~!!m!!!!!!!1111!lllm1!!m!!!11!mmH!mmmmml!!!l!1!!!111!!!1!1!l1!11!!!!!!11!l1111l!1l1!111!1!11111111 (> £2J
Figure 2-45 : All User Messages Window

Remote Backups ...

Done)

( cancel)

Choose Set(s):
Startup Uolume <Default>

nBaCkUP»

Figure 2-46 : Remote Backup Set Selection
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The workstation user has an option to disabled this function by not selecting
any backup sets. These users will be shown in gray.

-

The default set for the workstation is always a backup set that has the startup
volume specified as the source and the administrator's current Server
Spooler as the destination. The default set always backs up files in an
incremental fashion, and includes every file on the volume.

Select the user and the user's backup set(s), and click the Backup button. If
any of these backup sets are timed backups, this will override the time and
start the backup immediately.

Enter Monitoring Mode...

Free Space: 118,OOOK
Used Space:
Percent Used:

Status: Stopped

t start J( S1()J1 ) (cancel)

Figure 2-47 : Entering the>MonitoringDevice

Media contained in this device will first be initialized, renamed (through an
unshown dialog) and then the monitoring will begin. The dialog (Figure 2
48) will change to show additional monitoring status and information for the
device.
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Monitoring "Tennis":

Destination:

Free Space:
Used Space:
Percent Used:

Status:

.....................,
: .
I 1001 I
honitor-li, ..

118,OOOK
129K

1%

Waiting...

( S1 ar1 ) t Stop D(€:an( pI )

~I!J""oCii!otoPrJl""'+'~o Information on
ministrator backed

whenever the
ler. If, for some reason,

~""""""nce and Remove Evidence

• The administrator wishes to give User A's file to User Band
User C. Just use the Add Evidence command to add evidence
information to both User B's and User e's evidence files.

• U~A leaves. the company and all his files are to be given to
user B. Ybuwotild use Add Evidence to copy aU evidence
information from User A to User B, and then you would

.delete ljser A's evidence by using the Remove Evidence
command.

• The administrator loses User A's archive Tape #2. You could
Remove Evidence of Tape #2 so User A would not think he
still had access to those files.

Both of these commands are menu items that control what files will be
visible to the workstation application when viewing the Server Spooler.

"·t
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Both menu items, when chosen from the Admin menu displays the dialog in
Figure 2-50, asking what user to add or remove evidence:

Rdd/Remoue Euidence:

Choose User:

John
Fred

I OK D
( Cancel]

Figure 2-50 : Add/Remove Evidence User Selection Dialog

Add Euidence ...

After choosing a use , a
and folder list. Afte sp .
dragging the media ver .~.........
entries from that me .
folders displayed in
Server Spooler. Th
up from a spooler,
removed from the

Add Euidence ... for "Bill"

IHI ( Add Euidence )
Bill's ·1

Kind L~$t Modified

G::)HD Thursday, September 29, 198

CJ MP'w'~n Thursday, September 29, 198

•
6 Documents 41K Folder Monday, September 12, 1988

~ fone 10K Application Saturday, February 5, 1988 1
[) font.p 31K Document Thursday, March 24 I 1988 5:

G::) HD2 19,680K Disk Thursday, September 29, 198

Figure 2-51 : Add Evidence File List Selection
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The administrator can remove (cut) files from the Add Evidence... list in the
same way the files can be removed from a backup or restore set. By clicking
the Add Evidence button, ~e Evidence file for the user is updated and the
contents are now available (visible) from the workstation. Note that the files
and folders will· appear grayed in the list until the administrator actually
restores the files to the Server Spooler. ..

Remoue Euidence ...

After choosing a user, a window appears (Figure 2-52) that lists the volumes,
files, and folders already in the user's Evidence File on the Server Spooler.
Any entry can be removed manually in the same way as removing files in a
Backup or Restore Set.

iD

a Oocum.nt
~ ton.
[) ton•.p

Figure 2-52 : Remove Evidence File List

Clicking the Remove Evidence button will remove the files and folders listed
in the Evidence List from the user's Evidence File stored on the Server
Spooler. This acti()rtprevents the user from viewing those files or folders as
part of the ~rverSpooler restore set. At first glance, this may seem awkward
since the adfuiriisttatot is cutting away files that will not be removed in the
user's Evidence File; instead they are preserved, but it follows the same user
interface which. is in use throughout the application.

By carefully using the Add and Remove Evidence commands, the
administrator can control which files are available to which user and can
actually allow other users to restore files that were originally placed on the
Server Spooler by another user. Remember though, that the administrator
only changes evidence information. The files are kept on their respective
archive media.
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Scan Euidence ...

This menu command displays a window, as below in Figure 2-53, that allows
the administrator to scan a specific backup media or volume and see if any
Server Spooler user .has links to that media. What this provides is a utility to
enable the 'administrator to tell if a media is no longer pointed to by a use~'s

Evidence File so that the media can be reused. Without this command, the
administrator would have to search each user's Evidence files by performing
a Remove Evidence... command and then searching this user's Evidence list
for a specific media reference.

Scan Euidence Files ...

Us.,.
Bill
John

After clicking the an f,
Server Spooler user

( Scan for Euidence )

Print Euidence Files ...

This command enables:· 'the administrator to know what Evidence
information is available to a selected user of the Server Spooler. A dialog is
displayed (Figure 2-54) when the command is chosen from the Admin menu.
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Print Euidence Files:

Choose User:

John
Fred

t Print D

( Cancel)

-

Figure 2-54 : Print Evidence User Selection Dialog

Select user(s) and click the Print button to print the Evidence file information
for each user.
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3.0 Software Distribution

3.1 Overview

Hobbes provides a simple, but efficient automatic software distribution and
updating service. Its purpose is to distribute new software and to ensure that
software on a user's system is the latest available.

The software distribution system consists of workstation agent, an
administrator agent and an AppleShare server. Any existing AppleShare
server can be used and space is claimed dynamically on the server volume
ensuring full utilization of the disk. Unlike Calvin, there is no "local-only"
mode. All pieces are required to use Hobbes.

The administrator aol:Wl.........c:

software scripts us
created to allow Ii
AppleShare adminis
administrator.

A quick note about virus infections. Since all software distribution folders are
write protected, the only way a virus can infect a user's local volume is to be
already contained in the software before it is installed onto the server by the
administrator. The documentation should instruct the administrator to
check softwilre before placing it onto·the server.

3.2 Architecture

The software distribution system consists of one or more workstation agents,
an AppleShare server and an administration agent. Each of these agents
reside ~ a separate process in the system, however nothing prevents one or
more agent from residing in the same system. In fact, it is likely that the
administrator's system will contain both AppleShare and the software
distribution adIninistrator agent software. The administration agent does not
need to be online in order for the workstation to access its software.
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Workstation
Agent

4__
AFP

Hobbes Software Distribution Service

AppleShare
Server

_ 4
Messages, r- AFP

- qt
Neon Lights

LJ~
Sf...ve... Folder Calvin & Hobbfs
~

LJ CJ
Hobbes Calvin

LJ~
Scripts Files

~ ~
D D LJ LJ

M~cP~;nt Script Syst.m Script M~cPa;nt Fold.... Syst.m Fold....
I ~

~ ! !
MacPaint 2.0 System COEVs

Figure 3-2 : AppleShare Server Volume Directory

J
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In order to speed up the implementation process, a standard AppleShare
server is used for script and file storage. One directory in the root of the
server volume ("Calvin & Hobbes") will be dedicated for use by both the
software backup service (Calvin) and the software distribution service
(Hobbes). For the software distribution system, a folder called "Hobbes"
contains scripts and the script file folders. (Figure 3-2). These folders are
available read-only to the users; the administrator is the owner of the folders
and has complete access to them.

3.3 Feature List

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.4 Set Up

• Set up. the Apple'~~H=Q.~I=¥er:-

• Install workstation software on all workstations
• Install administrator software on the administrators machine.

3.4.1 Setting up the AppleShare Server

The Apples~e serveri~ an integral part of the software distribution system.
If an existing AppleShareserver cannot be used as the software distribution
server, "the adminis"trator must setone up. For ease of administration, both
the software distribution administrator and the AppleShare administrator
should be the same individual. Unlike the backup service, the administrator
does not need to be a superuser of the server.

Once the AppleShareserver is up and running, the administrator should run
the AppleShare Admin application and set up one or more groups for use by
software distribution. Each user of the software distribution system must be a
registered user on the server and belong to one of these groups. Each script
can have oniy one group associated with it. For exampies used in this
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document, the group "Hobbes Group" is used to represent the standard
software distribution group.

If the administrator wishes to hide scripts from some users, additional
security can be obtained by setting up specific groups for specific update scripts.
The administrator can assign these groups to various scripts.

US4tr Group Ham.

Jo. Hobbes Oroup
Bill Hobbes Oroup, P~geM~ker Oroup
Frank Hobbes Oroup, Pag.M~k.r OrouPJ C++ Oroup
John Other Oroup

Example 1

Once the grou
copied into th
handles speci

3.4.2 Workstation Installation

er Update Prep" is
des code which

t

The workstation installation consists of two files; the workstation application
"WKS Updates" and a combination INIT and script storage file called "WKS
Update Prep".

~ . .

The WKS Updates application can be placed anywhere on the user's disk.
Since it is AppleShare friendly, it can even be a multi-launch application on a
server volume.'

The WI<S Update Prep file must be in the users system folder. It contains the
WIT code for handling system startup update checks as well as names of
currently active update scripts.
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3.4.3 Administration Installation

Like the workstation installation, the administration installation contains
two files. These are called "Admin Updates" and "Admin Update Prep". The
locations of these two files follow the same rules as the workstation's files.

3.5 Workstation

3.5.1 Workstation Flow

The workstation application is used primarily to activate scripts and set up
their destination directories. Most of the time the actual updating will be
done automatically at system startup time, although the updating can also be
done from within the application itself.

Server Zone:
g Etherkn

Name: I....J_O_h_n_D_o_e .....

Password: I•••••
n OK B

( cancel)

Figure 3-3 : Selecting an Update Server

If the log on is successful, another dialog (Figure 3-4) appears showing the
update server volumes. Only volumes which have been set up by the
software distribution administrator will appear. The user selects a volume
and, if necessary, types in the volume password. Finally the user clicks the
OK button.
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Server Name:

o

OK

~ Neon Lights :!]
Volume Name:

~ Ether
~ Nets
g Twlig

Name:

Server Zone:

Passwor P<Ji-su~(Jrd: 1 _ <JJl( .~I

,-
o AppleLjnk 3 128K
1:81 Excel 4 350K
o Fll eMaker 15 729K
181 Font/DA Mover 1 37K
o Lotus 1-2-3 3 240K
1:81 MacPalnt 4 385K
~ MacTermina13 190K
C8J MacWrl te 5 103K
1:81 P1xe1Pal nt 9 1,239K
IZI Word 6 783K I2J

Figure 3-5 : Script List Window

The window list contains script entries set up by the administrator. Each
entry contains:

1) A status check box indicating whether or not this script is
active for this user.
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2) The scipt's name
3) The total number of items in the script - both files and folders
4) The total size (in kilobytes) of all items.

Only scripts which the user has access to will be displayed. The user can
rearrange the view by selecting appropriate options in the View menu. If the
user wishes to edit or just look at a specific script's information, he can either
double click on that script's line or select it and choose the Open Script menu
command. This brings up the script information window (Figure 3-6).

ED Word

status: @ Rctiue 0 I nactiue

181. Notify me before updating

Files: 5 Folders: 1 Changed: 1

Script Las a e : 10/ 4/8

Size: 183K

Figure 3-6 : Script Information Window

The user can then make changes to the active status or change the destination
location. If the "Notify me before updating" check box is selected, pending
updates will cause a dialog to appear right before the update occurs'. If the
check box is off, no dialog appears and the update occurs immediately. This
can be useful in systems which have no monitor or keyboard <e.g. Routers}.

Files either changed since the user last updated or are new are shown in bold.
The user may wish to use the Get File/Folder Info... menu command to check
on file information.

When the user is done editing the script, he can either click on the close box
of the script's window or choose the Close menu command. 1£ changes were
made, a save dialog will appear asking if the user wishes to save those
changes. If he decides to save them, the information will be written out to
the main file.
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To initiate an update, the user can choose one of the two update commands
in the Update menu: Quick Scan or Complete Scan. Since updates occur
automatically at system startup time, this is only necessary if the user requires
the update immediately. Quick Scan will do a scan of the active update
scripts, lo<>kingonlyfofchanges made recently by the administrator.
Complete Scan willinitiate all active scripts enswing the user that the
software on the user's system is the latest.

The workstation may also receive an update notification directly from the
administrator. When the administrator is finished with a script change, his
application will look for all software distribution workstations. If the changed
script is active for that workstation, an alert will appear on that user's system.

If, either after initiating a scan or by an administrator change, the application
detects that an update is required, an alert appears (Figure 3-7).

The user can choose to do the update immediately by clicking the Yes button.
If not, it can either beignored by clicking on the No button or postponed until
the next time a scan takes place. Note that if you click on the No button, the
only way to update later is to choose the Complete Scan menu command.

When the user has finished, he selects ·the Quit command. If information
needs to be-saved, an·appropriate save dialog appears and the information is
written out to the file. The update system is now active.

At system startup time, a quick check is made to see if any active scripts
require their files to be updated. The algorithm followed is the same one as
the Quick Scan menu command in the workstation. If an update needs to be
made, the same dialog appears as in Figure 3-7.
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3.5.2 Workstation Menus

File Edit Options Uiew Update
About Hobbes WKS...

Alarm Clock
Calculator
Chooser
Control Panel
Find File
Key Caps
Scrapbook

About Hobbes WKS...

Open Script
Close

Page Setup...
Print...

Quit

Open Scrf.,t .

88Q

If a selection is made in the server volume's script list, the Open Script
command opens a window for that script as was shown in Figure 3-6. As
mentioned earlier, information in the window includes the status of the
script, a notification flag, and information about the files and folders which
belong to the script. -

The "Status" buttons indicate whether or not this script is active. If the
Inactive radio button is selected, no updates will occur for this script. The
"Notify me before updating" check box is a flag which indicates if an alert
should be displayed when an update needs to occur. If this check box is not
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selected, this script will be updated automatically. This is useful for systems
which may have no user interface <e.g. AppleShare servers or bridges). The
number of total files, folders and the number of files changed are shown on
the following line along with the total size of all items. The "Script Last
Updated" line tells when the script was last updated by the administrator.

The pop up menu (Figure 3-8) describes the destination path which will be
used to store the folder's contents. Like the standard file dialog's pop up, it
shows the path back to the root of the volume, however it does not allow you
to alter the path using the pop up. Instead, the user will have to choose the
"Set Script Destination..." menu command under the Options menu.

eg Word
.!::::~ flJ)~)li( l~ Uons
,:;:::) H() t!1) (~ ~

Figure 3-8 : Script rmation Window Pop Up Menu

indented hierar hi
changed or are e

Close

The Close me
standard save

If the front window is a script list, this command would log the user off of the
server and close all windows associated with that server volume.

Saue
,".. ." . , . - ...

Save saves:die:current.~tateof a script to the main file without closing the
window or dialog.

Page Setup..., Print...

These commands bring up the standard print dialog boxes.

The Print command will either print the a volume's script list or a script's file
information depending on the window currently in front.
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Quit

Exits the application, asking the user to save any changes made.

Undo XZ

Cut HH
Copy XC
Paste HU
Clear

All Edit commands follow the standard Macintosh user interface guidelines.

Seruer Connect ..
Get File/Folder nf
Set Script Desti atio

../ Search All Uolu

Seruer Connect...

This command is used to connect to a software distribution server using a
Chooser-like mechanism. When chosen, the dialog in Figure 3-3 appears
allowing the user to select the zone and server name. <Note that only servers
and volumes which have been set up by the administrator will show up in
the server name list.) Next the user enters his user name for that server and
his password. Guestlog on is not supported by this application. Finally the
OK button'fould be pressed to confirm the user's identity. If the user logs on
successfully/the volume selection dialog (Figure 3-4) appears.

If there is no volume password, that field is grayed (we may decide to hide it
completely from the user). The user then selects a server volume and clicks
OK. If everything goes well, the script list window for this volume would
appear.
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Get File/Folder Info...

This command is available only if the user has a script information window
open and has selected a file or folder in the list. It brings up a window
(Figure 3-9) containing information about the file or folder.

::0 File/Folder Info

I!J M.ain Oiction.ary

Kind: 'Word 3.01 document
Size: 164 .824 by tes used. 161 K on disk

Created: Sat, Jan 31, 1987,6 :01 AM
Modified: Sat, Jan 31, 1987,6 :01 AM
Version: not available

Figure 3-9 : File/Folder Information Window

If this menu item . checked}, an . tion script will scan all
mounted volumes for updates instead of just the script's selected destination
volume.

All Scripts

../ Rctiue Scripts
New Scripts

The View menu allows the user to specify which scripts will be shown in the
script list. All Scripts specify exactly what it says: all scripts will be shown.
The user also has the capability of showing a subset of the scripts. This
currently includes active or new scripts.
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QUick Scan
Complete Scan

Q~ick ScaR

This command does a manual scan of last modification dates on any active
scripts to see if any files need to be updated. This is only necessary if the user
suspects that a modification was made to the scripts by the administrator after
the user last started up his system or if the user has just made a script active.

If no updates are needed, under normal circumstances this command should
only take a short time to execute.

Complete Scan

IJi\'E~l!et!'tH~~~-Mlf.1 executes
anual

}if!tetinR""'ti1les; an wants to be
a few

how much

t Concel D

Figure 3-10 : Complete Scan Status Dialog
:\\ :":::: ::< "::.. '::: ".::::..

.... '.. .' .,.

A status dialog>(Figure: 3-10) appears allowing the user to terminate the
operation by clicking on the Cancel button.
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3.6 Administration

3.6.1 Administration Flow

After starting up the ad~inistrator application, the menu bar ispresented.
The administrator chooses the Server Connect menu which brings up the
server connection dialog (Figure 3-11):

Server Zone: Server Name:

OK

( Cancel)

Marquee
DataFile

g Etherknott

Name:

The administr or en
appear in the se (Remembe e workstation's server
connect dialog only showed the servers who had already been set up by the
administrator.)

-

The administrator chooses a server, enters his superuser name and password
and then clicks on the OK button. If the log on succeeds, the volume
selection dialog appears (Figure 3-12):
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Server Zone: Server Name:

OK

o

BananaFish

Volume Name:

g Ether
~ Nets
£;! Twlig

Name:

Passwor

n OK J ( Cancel)

t up as a software
13).

Server Zone: Server Name:
o

This uolume has not been set up for Software
Updating. I f you wish to set it up, enter the
AppleShare group name and then click OK.

Group Name: IHobbes Group

n OK J ( Cancel)

Figure 3-13 : Volume Not Set Up Alert
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If the administrator decides to set this volume up, he types in the group name
to be used by this volume and then clicks on the OK button. If this volume is
not to be used, the Cancel button can be clicked to exit and log off the server.

After a successful log on, the administrator's script list window is displayed
(Figure ~14).

il Scripts on "Neon Lights"
N.am. Ittms S;Zt

AppleLink 2.0
Excel 1.5
Fl1 eMaker 3.0
Font/DA Mover 3.4
Lotus 1-2-3
MacPalnt 2
MacTerminal

This window
its total size.

3.6.2

File Edit Script Options
About Hobbes Admin...

Alarm Clock
Calculator
Chooser
Control Panel
Find File
Key Caps
Scrapbook

About Hobbes Admin ...

128K
3S0K
729K

37K
240K
38SK
190K

The About menu command displays the name and version of the program.
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New Script... KN
Open Script 380
Close 38W

Suue 38S
Suue As...

Page Setup...
Print...

Quit 8€Q

New Script...

.This command brin
for the file name of

This name is used by the application to create a folder on the server volume.
After clicking on the OK button, the script will automatically be opened (a la
Open Script).

Open Script

Once the administrator selects a script name from the script list, this
command will open a window (Figure 3-16) and display that script's
information:
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Hobbes Software Distribytion Service

Server Zone: We-B-Nets
Server Name: Marquee
Server Volume: Neon Lights

IQl ResEdit 2.0 ~

q. ResEdit
CJ ResEdi t Templ ates

CI Templates

Q

ported to the
ated with the

"i

The pop up menu (Figure 3-17) shows the destination to the script files on the
server. Like earlier pop ups, this one only shows the path. The administrator
cannot change it without choosing the appropriate menu command.

Close

The Close menu·command closes a window. If any changes were made, a
standard save dialog will appear, asking the user if he wishes to save the
changes. Note that the close box in any window operates the same as the
Close menu command.

If the front window is a script list, this command will remove the window
and log the administrator off the server.
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Saue, Saue Rs...

Save saves the current state of a script to the file without closing the window
or dialog. Save As will bring up a small dialog, permitting the administrator
to save the script under a different name.

Page Setup..., Print...

These commands bring up the standard·print dialog boxes.

The Print command will either print the a volume's script list or a script's file
information depending on the window currently in front.

Quit

Exits the application, asking the user to save any changes made.

s andard Macintosh user interface guidelines.

Cut 38H
Copy ~c

Paste XU
Clear

Undo XZ

Get File/Folder Info...
Set Destination...

Copy Files .
Select Files ..
Options...

Get File/Folder Info ...

If the administrator selects a file or folder object in a list, this menu command
will display a small window (Figure 3-9) containing information about that
object. This comman.d works exactly the same for both \vorkstation and
administration applications.
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Set Destination...

This command brings up a dialog (Figure 3..18), allowing the administrator to
change the location of the script file's directory. It also can be used to remove
unlinkedscript °cfuectories (see below). Allscript directories are kept on the
server. The administrator can add a new empty directory by typing in its
name and clicking on the Add button. To select a directory, select it's name in
the list and click on the OK button.

Set Destination:

Please choose the script file's directory:

O CJ RppleLink 2.0
D CJ EtherTalk
0 ....
D·
0....a ~_~&IiI~

fJdd

The document/folder icons specify if a C1lrrent script link exists; that is, if at
least one script is currently associated with the specified directory. If the
double arrow is missing, the directory is unlinked. Unlinked directories can
be deleted with the Remove button. Linked directories can only be deleted by
opening it's associated script and then using the Delete Script menu
command.<.

Copy Files...

The Copy FUescommand is used to copy objects (file or folder) to the server
volume. A dialOg appears (Figure 3-19) containing two lists; one is a standard
file-like list which allows you to select a source object. To copy the object to
the script's server folder, select it and dick on the Add button. The object will
immediately be copied to the script's fold_er.
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COllY Files:

IesI Utilities I
[) Macsbug

CJ Templates

Files currently in .. ResEdit It:
~ ResEdir-----,."
CJ ResEd1 Templates

CI Temp at....--_....
D More e

When finished, click on the Done button.

Select Files...

c:::::J Hobbes

( f: j(~( t )

( [Jrh·(~ )

( Done)

e script's server
click on the

ts contained in it.

Select Files allows the administrator to select a subset of files in the script's
folder for use by this script. A dialog appears (Figure 3-20) which displays a
list of the fil~:currentlyin the script's server folder. By selecting files or
folders, you can choose which files will be linked to the script.
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Select Files:

~ ~ ResEdlt
181 CJ ResEdit Templates
o CJ Templates
181 CJ More Templ ates OK D

-

( Cancel)

Figure 3-20 : Select Files Dialog

Clicking on the ·to gle it it·mmtrTJ!-mm!ttn!r-ot not the item is
selected. The K button confir utton will exit
without saving chCC~!tt"'~et:ttofi

Options...

Each script can be grouped into one of three script types: Application, General
or Installer. Each script type may have its own specific options.
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.5lllgt Ogtions

~~;::t @ Application 0 Installer 0 General

Group: IHobbes Group

Copy: @ Euerything
o Rppllc8tion Only

Use: @ Applic8tion's Creation Date
o Application's Last Modification Date

Two flags are specific to this Application script type. The Copy flag indicates
whether or not the application will only be copied. The Use flag indicates
which date to compare for the updates. Normally the creation date is used to
compare applications~
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SeriDt Dgtions

~~~:: 0 Application @ Installer 0 General

Group: IHobbes Group

Script Name: ISystem Installation 12.0

o Rllow User to Specify Destination

The script sped . lions for Installer s i t e are the Installer 3.0
script's file name an a c eCk box which 9ptionally allows the administrator
to let the user specify the destination location of the Installer's script (instead
of the existing destination contained within the Installer script>.

The Installer script must be copied into the folder along with its associated
files.
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Scrlot Ogtions

Script 0 Rpplication 0 Installer @ General
Type:

Group: IHobbes Group

Use: 0 Rpplication's Creation Date
@ Application's Last Modification Date

Fi

The general script typ
administrator to set u
types. The only option

Bridge Deuelopment Group
Figure 3-24 : Group Pop Up Menu

The group pop up m~u can be used by the administrator to provide a simple
security mechanism for the script. The pop up menu (Figure 3-24) displays
the list of available AppleShare groups. The administrator selects one of
these groups to be used by this script. Normally the group selection will be
the standard software distribution group (e.g. Hobbes Group), however it can
be changed to any existing AppleShare group... Remember that only members
of the selected group will have access· to the.scipt•.

Since folders can only have one group assigned to them, the administrator
may get an alert (Figure 3-25) if he attempts to change a group when there is
already a group assigned to that folder. This can happen if the script's folder
has already been assigned a group by an earlier script. The administrator can
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overrule the group assignment, however all script's groups linked to that
folder will also be changed.

n The script's folder has already been assigned to
r-i group "Networking Group". Are you sure you

want to change it?

[ OK ) UCancel D

Figure 3-25 : Group Change Alert

and if he
ialogs as ho in Figures 3-11, 3-12

rithm w s des Ibed earlier in the

SeruerConnBPP---~-

Delete Scrip

Seruer Conne

Delete Script

If the frontmost window is a script list window and a script has been selected,
this menu command allows the administrator to delete the script and it's
associated files. Files are only deleted if no other script is linked to the script's
files. A confirmation dialog appears before the delete occurs providing an
escape mechanism.
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AppleTalk 2.0 Macintosh ERS
September 13, 1988

What is it? AppleTalk 2.0 Mac involves changes to the Macintosh AppleTalk drivers
and utilities to implement AppleTalk 2.0 protocols. AppleTalk 2.0 protocols will permit
more than 254 nodes to reside on the same AppleTalk network. In addition, in the
presence of a router, such networks will be able to be divided into a number of different
zones. AppleTalk 2.0 will also be more efficient in its use of broadcast traffic, and will
attempt to eliminate the extra network hop currently involved when sending an internet
packet. See"AppleTalk 2.0 Protocol Specification Proposal" for details.

EtherTalk 2.0 Mac and TokenTalk 2.0 Mac are the two deliverables of the AppJeTalk 2.0
Mac effort. Each will be shipped on an Installer disk, much like the current EtherTalk
1.0 Installer.

......~~........~~~_-+-.&.000.01~...,...... ~~~~...,. Appl alk 2.0 defines two types of
2.0 i ternet. Non-extended, or

maxi urn of 254 nodes (e.g.
LocalTalk, EtherTa ed network port greater than this number.
Non-routing nodes on non-extended AppleTalk n~tworks will not have to change at all.
This includes all devices on LocalTalk, unless they're running a router. Non-routing
nodes on extended AppleTalk networks will need to change, as will all routing nodes
(even if only directly connected to non-extended networks). Thus any Mac wishing to
use EtherTalk 2.0, TokenTalk 2.0 or North 2.0 will have to change.

What will these changes involve? The most significant change will be replacement of
the ROM-based MPP driver with a RAM-based one, which will be loaded out of a file
named"AppleTalk"_ in the system folder. This is expected to use about 6K of RAM. The
ATP driver should not have to change. Nodes upgrading from EtherTalk 1.0 will also
have their LAP Manager and Network CDEV replaced. Additionally, the appropriate
ADEV (alternate AppleTalk device) file will be needed (Le. an "EtherTalk 2.0" or
"TokenTalk 2.0" file in the system folder).

Macintosh module details: The picture below illustrates the structure of the
AppleTalk code in a Macintosh (either 1.0 or 2.0). The boxes in bold are part of
AppleTalk 2.0 Mac.
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North DA

North code

MPP

LocalTalk
ADEV

EtherTalk
ADEV

TokenTalk
ADEV

~ MPP has always been the core of the Macintosh implementation of AppleTalk.
The Mac Plus, SE, and II all contain MPP in ROM. In these machines, MPP includes an
implementation of the LocalTalk Link Access Protocol (LLAP - formerly ALAP). In the
EtherTalk 1.0 product, a low-memory hook was used to replace LLAP with a call to a
new piece of code called the LAP Manager. The LAP Manager was then responsible
for calling the current ADEV.

MPP also includes a dynamic-address assignment algorithm, DDP, NBP, the RTM?
stub, and EP (the echo protocol). For AppleTalk 2.0 Mac, changes to MPP are too
extensive to consider patching out part of MPP. For this reason, the ROM-based
version will be replaced by one read out of the "AppleTalk" file. The "AppleTalk" file
has been used by AppleShare and other products whenever it was found necessary to
replace the AppleTalk drivers.

Changes necessary to MPP include: a new address assignment algorithm (possibly
including choosing a zone name if none is currently configured), changes to the DOP
forwarding algorithm, changes to NBP to verify the zone name on incoming packets,
addition of calls for obtaining new information, and the addition of a ZIP stub. It is also
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deemed desirable that the same version of MPP run on North, so some changes will be
necessary to accomplish this.

It is undecided at this point whether the new MPP will include an implementation 'of
LLAP in it, or rely on a LocalTalk ADEV to perform this function. North will certainly
require a LocalTalk ADEV, as it always has.

MPP may need to include some user interface code. For instance, if MPP is opened on
an extended network, and no zone name has previously been selected, MPP may wish
to query the user at that time. Alternately, a zone name could be picked at random, and
the user could be required to use the Network CDEVto select the zone (which he
should have done at some point anyway to select the extended network in the first
place).

It may also be desirable for MPP to alert the user as to changes in the status of the
internet. Specifically, under certain rare conditions, the user may need to restart MPP
to be able to communicate on the internet after a router comes up. He could be notified
of this event through the notification manager.

ke new calls to the LAP

to allow the user t ch
extended network.
clicking on its ico
on that network.
This selection wil
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LocalTalk

product. The rest of
~1oIoIoo&W.l.lilmentation of the

II
[I1MiM

NewHeven
PC Engl neerl ng

Control Panel

kQ;]
Built-in

Pleose select on AppleTalk Zon-e:

C OK l ( Cancel)

IIIIII

...~

~
Mouse

General

Ke\jboard

TQkenTalk Mac: Token alk Of'W.I:1Qoll'lM

this document is devoted t ilin t
TokenTalk ADEV and support utilities.

The following figure diagrams two potential implementations of TokenTalk Mac. In the
first one, the majority of the TokenTalk functionality is implemented on theTokenTalk
smart card itself. The processor on the card removes some of the load from the main
CPU, especially the processing of AARP (AppleTalk Address Resolution Protocol)
packets. However this implementation would require third-party developers of Token
Ring cards to ie-implement this functionality for their cards. The second approach
implements TokenJalk on the motherboard; third-parties would only have to provide a
compatible Token Ring driver for their cards.

The bold boxes indicate where most of the TokenTalk functionality is implemented.
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TokenTalk ADEV
Developer

TokenTalk ADEVInterface

Apple IPC TokenTalk Driver
Motherboard- - -- Apple IPC
TokenTalk
Card , Motherboard- - --(/)

0 TokenTalk
d>C Card Src route &SNAP,
0a:

:E Q
I

a:
802.2 IPC interface ..) 802.2 IPC interface ::E

..)

TILLC TI LLC

Scheme 1: TokenTalk on Card

Control Panel

o§s
ToktnT<llk

Scheme 2: TokenTalk
,..----......~~lerboard

~
Bunt-in

lEJ::··
Ii:
:::::..

Monitors

1~::::~:::~1

KtYb<.~d

'~II~SiIiil -I •- .
~

3.3
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Apple IPC and MB-DOS; MR-DOS is the operating system running on the Token Bing
smart card. It provides scheduling, timing and IPC (inter-process communication)
services. Apple IPC is a Mac as driver used to communicate between the
motherboard and processes running under MR-DOS.

TokenTalk process: Under scheme 1, when the TokenTalk ADEV on the motherboard
is called by MPP to send/receive a packet, it calls Apple IPC to send a message to a
peer process running on the Token Bing card. This process, the TokenTalk process, is
responsible for most of the implementation of the TokenTalk Link Access Protocol. The
two main aspects of this are MBP and the encapsulation of AppleTalk packets.

802.2 LLC Interface and SNAP/source routing; The TokenTalk implementation makes
use of two general purpose processes running on the card, both of which are also used
by other services (e.g. 3270 emulation). The 802.2 LLC Interface process provides a
standardized message-based interface to an implementation of 802.2. The
SNAP/source routing process provides support for IBM source routing bridges and also
SNAP (sub-network access protocol) demultiplexing.

~..:.a.:.:.~~~~~~~~r.&f-lI~i.......· he To enTalk 2. prod ct will consist of one
800K diskette. In additi n to t cu nt sys m, it will' clude n Installer Script for
purposes of installing Ap Talk 2.0 and enTalk so ware nto any Mac II. The
installation process will install enTalk ADEV, an t e current versions of MPP,
the LAP Manager and the Network CDEV. It will also install two files, currently called
"TokenTalk Prep" and "Apple IPC", containing TokenTalk specific items such as the
TokenTalk process and general purpose items such as the MR-DOS operating system
and downloader and Apple IPC.

Issues; A major issue revolves around the co-existence, on the same Token Ring
board, of this product with other Token Ring products. The most immediate one is 3270
over Token Ring. The current card only has 512K of memory. TokenTalk will take less
than 100K, and 3210 se~ms to be able to fit in the remaining space. Issues of
co-existence with MacAPPC and 5MB also need to be addressed.

External components: The Macintosh TokenTalk software is dependent on a number of
components not being developed specifcally as part of the TokenTalk Mac effort.
These are listed below:

(1) The TokenTalk/NB Token Ring card
(2) The implementation of the 802.2 LLC from TI (Type I only)
(3) The 802.2 Interface (Type I only)
(4) The MR-DOS operating system and Apple IPC
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The Serial lOP has been provided in Four Square primarily to offload the real
time LocalTalk processing from the 68030. This allows the transmission and
reception of packets without the need for the 68030 to disable interrupts for
extended periods of time. This will also be a benefit for any other synchronous
drivers which may be implemented on the builtin serial ports.

There are two modes the Serial lOP can operate in, lOP and Bypass Modes. In
lOP mode the Serial lOP has control of the SCC. In Bypass Mode the 68030 has
control of the SCC. Bypass Mode provides a compatible operating mode for
those drivers which are not supported by the lOP. A Serial Control Panel
Device is used to control the Serial IOpts operating mode. The operating mode
setting is stored in Parameter RAM. For the user the lOP Mode is designated the
"Enhanced Communications" mode and the operating mode is controlled by
either enabling or disabling the ItEnhanced Communications It (or lOP) mode.

I lOP is operating in
Bu Error. This Bus Error

in lcating that the current
b disabled on the Builtin

xecuted thus aborting the

on previous MACs, namely the Serial
the lOP. These drivers are able to

.......JJu:U1.cJ~:L..a.ew¥1ine at open time
setting and then

while th
CC will result in

will be post tl
ommunicati s"

Shell wi
the SC .

L

The Builtin LocalTalk Driver is imbedded in the MPP driver and supports
AppleTalk communications on the Printer Port. LocalTalk is one type of
AppleTalk LAP, Link Access Protocol, which is supported by AppleTalk, with
EtherTalk being an example of another AppleTalk LAP. . Normally, the
application does not access the LAP layer directly but only indirectly through
the use of higer layer protocols such as ATP, AFP and ADSP. However LAP
services can also be accessed directly in order to send and receive packets
directly on the cable.

The LocalTalk Driver on Four Square is able to run in either lOP or Bypass
Mode as mentioned above. In either mode the Four Square LocalTalk LAP
Driver will provide compatible LAP Services and compatible LAP Protocol
Handling as that provided in non-lOP MACs. Consult Jnside Macintosh Volume
II Chapter 10 for details on LAP services. Consult Inside AppleTalk for a
description of the LocalTalk protocol.
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Serial lOP ERS

Serjal Drjyer

The MAC's Serial Driver provides basic Asynchronous Communications
Services. The primary clients of the Serial Driver are Terminal Emulators,
Serial Printer Drivers and Telecommunications Programs such as AppleLink.
The Serial Driver supports communications on both the Modem and Printer
Ports with two drivers provided for each port, an input and an output driver.

The Serial Driver provided on Four Square will be able to operate in either lOP
or Bypass Mode as described above. In either mode the Four Square Serial
Driver will provide compatible services as those provided by non-lOP Serial
Drivers in previous MACs. Consult Inside Macintosh Volume II Chapter 9 for
the specification of the standard Macintosh Serial Driver.

Serjal Control Panel Deyice

The Serial Control Panel
user to change betwe ass
when Enhanced Com unications is Ena ed.
when Enhanced Com unications is Di abled.

It basically allows the
,....-+t~+Wrc-8@04~~-t.n lOP Mode

ypass Mode

1/11/89

Serial Control Panel
Figure 1
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Serial lOP ERS

Both ports must be inactive before the user is allowed to change the mode. If
the user attempts to change the mode while a port is being used an alert will be
posted as shown in figure 2.

You cannot change the Mode of
Communications while a Port is
actiue. Quit any current Serial
Applications and try again.

1/11/89 Apple Confidential 3
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Executive Summary

Plan Road Map
This plan for Blue System Software is divided into three parts:

• Section I Plan Overview: Overview of direction, priority features, and summaries of new features

• 5eaion II DetaDs of Implementation: Tactics, user and developer impact, one-megabyte support, and competitive

position
• Seaion III DetaBed feature Discussion: Desaiptioos d each software pro;ect under development and investigation

For an overview of FY89 Development, read the ertire Executive Summary and Section I.

Release SCheduling
The rascal Year 1989 development plan is designed to maximize effort toward the delivery c:l a major feature release in

October. Three interim releases will also be delivered in FY89 to support new CPU prcxiuets and to support 32-Bit

QuickDraw/Color PostScript printing. However, virtually all of the feature extensions will be delivered in the October

release,codenamed Big Bang. Users benefit by our grouping features into one big release in that the majority of users

will have to upgrade their software only once next year. To the extent that we minimize the interrelationships of Big

Bang features, we can reduce the 1.~~1QP.~!!t!~k~ i~····"·'7

~~em software covJ thek··i~;··fu;;~;ILas: l.·.·.·.....:.~~~~~~~~~~~.·,· .."..:·..·.:~~
~ ~ ",-. ,-, ..•....::, //:'.
!i t······,.... ;:..,... /

optratlttg System ~ ,...\ ;:' ../

The three priorities for operating~develoP~nt in~ are 32-Bit Addf~singlA:~terprocess Communications

(Ipe), and Virtual Memory. 32-Bit...Addf~sing will al~w our 6$20/030 machiri~ to ac~bmmodate more than 8

megabytes el address space, w~~ch will sppport la~ger appliqtions and rncie concu#ently active applications. IPC will

provide the means for applicatid(ls to ser!lQ...!t.!.~ges to ol!p:~another andtio leverage elf each other's functionality. IPC

will also act as an enabling techn01ogy,.. for user saipt~.&.,.ahd will allow dtveiopers ~b write more modular applications.

Virtual memory will allow users of 6802blO30'madimes to use more conCurrentlY-aCtive applications by Lj~ating the hard

disk as an extension of physical RAM.

'JUg"'g
In the spring, we wDl ship 32-bit QuickDraw as a user installable extensions to System 6.0.3. This will extend Apple's lead

in color functionality and provide for photo-quality color on high-end systems. With Big Bang, Apple will also deliver an

open-format outline font system and the -Layout- manager. Outline fonts will give users more flexibility in dealing

with font sizes and styles. The layout manager will give developers a standard way to attractively layout text on a line.

The highest priority extensions beyond these are thnse that cannot reasonably be added by developers on an

application-by-application basis.

Deslaop services
Desktop services covers all standard programmer and user tools like the Finder, User Interface Toolbox, and tther user

and application utilities. With Big Bang we want to simplify system setup and system management funaions as well

z to provide new tools to give applications additional power. New Finder is our highest priority in Desktop 5ervices.

New Finder will unify mnst system functions into one consistent interface and will provide both more power in dealing

with large volumes of fdes and the books for Finder expansion. Other important 1989 Desktop Services projedS include a

new Installer program (easier system setup), the Language Manager (standard text-processing services like spell

checking and thesaurus for applications), an API for access to remote SQL databases, user interface extensions, and

InterApplication Communications (-hotlinks" for applications). . .

April 6, 1989 System Software Product Plan FY89
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SysteM ''''egrlllio.
Several System Integration efforts are underway for 1989. These include the new Print Architecture (codenamed Ginsu),
which wUl allow Macintosh to support a greater range of output devices and will provide improved device control, and
the File System Manager in combination with the DOS File System, which will provide Macinl~h desktop access to M5
DOS disks with Superdrive. The other System Integration feature will be a Color P~tScript driver scheduled for release
in the Spring d 1989.

Traasltlon to 7.0/One Megabyte Systems
The new features cI System 7.0 will cause Macintosh memory requirements to grow by lQO-300K. To run adequately,
Apple will recommend that System 7.0 be installed on machines with at least 2 Megabytes of RAM. To allow user and
developers to make appropriate plans, the transition to System 7.0 wnl be spaced out over 6to 9 months. During this
period, System 7.0 will be shipped with higher end configurations of Macintoshes, while System 6.0 will be shipped with
one megabyte entry configurations.

Competitive Position
1be 1989 sortwareplan will strengthen Apple's competitive position. While certain areas of our system will lag
competitive functionality (operating system services is the most naable example), our overall system will continue to
provide lasting advantages to the user. (See Section 11). .l··········..·~·

FY89 System Softwatt Devel~;~~;~~~~.~t r~~~~-~~~=--~···_~)
~jec:t :::;:;:t:~.a.lil:lns-!.orapPIi~tt&: // //
32-Bit Addressing ~20/0ao dass,.machjpes to adci~ up to 4gigabytes (e;1'rrent Jfulit is 8 megs)
Virtual Memory ~20/0ao~machines. can use ~ir hard disks as ~·btensi~ to physical RAM
32-Bit QuickDraw Photo qu.,~iy. color; up to':;~6 mnlion~ors per pixe~/ i/
Color PostScript Driver Color ~Ostscript printing;t-:apability/ ./'/'
Outline Fonts Mathe~tical f~t desgtPtion prqYldes increas¢ flexibil~ty and quality (Bass)
Layout Manager Impro~~. readal>UitY"of text ag& devices ancl characte~ sets
New Finder Unificatioo···(j·-system..utiHtieS'into consistent fnterfaeetimproved file management; extendible
Installer 3.0 Simplified software installation and update
Database support Standard application access to remote SQL and non-SQL database services
Language Manager Standard application text services for spell checking, thesaurus, etc.
lAC InterApplication Communications; dynamic update of data between documents
Script Manager Enhanced Script Manager with International Control Panel and Key Caps
Multiple SCript System Support for concurrent, multiple Roman and Non-Roman character sets
MenulWindow Extensions Tear-off menus and floating windows
New Print Architecture Allows for easier development of output drivers and extended device control (Ginsu)
File System Manager Foreign file system integration with Macintosh desktop

April 6,1~ System Software Product Plan FY89
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Mission and Goals
Our system software mission is to create platfonns which inspire and support the development of the best personal
computer applications. Macintosh should always be characterized by providing an intuitive user interface, powerful
tools and seamless integration of applications, hardware and data. The rombination results in a superior user experience.

Current Future

v. 1.More

lDePth

Ranlware(Apple a3n1 Patty) r~---·---"-"··j7 r--~=H
To meet this mission, our~~~;: ahead &"J~;::"::;:{:~ge applations to do

more. However, the needs of todays dev~!9pe~,. frequentfy...FXceed the bounds o!.,6ur cu.ftent software foundation. As a
result, some developers have take~J~ upOn thems'eLyes to buU'Q. around us, creating appl~tions that can be unreliable
and that are likely to be incompati~!~::::With future SYstem~re and futur9,ilardwa,f. For other developers, the
decision has been to limit applqdons ei\ensions u~il our srlem catches ltP. And sct; while Macintosh applications are
still considered the best available~ they a~: no longef the best,.Possible. / /

Our goal is to devdopsystem~~~~take full ad~eDf"iur hardware and provide software
that challenges applications to grow. We will add breadth to our software that will result in new capabilities for
developers to take advantage of. We wiD also increase the depth of our software to provide more capabilities
transparently to current applications. The net effect will be to provide more power to users.

We already have extensive lists of the capabilities that our developers seek. We also have great ideas that will enable
2J>Plications to do more than they thought possible. However, since we cannot deliver everything at once, we must
decide how to best spend our valuable software development resources. The purpose of this plan is to explain our
priorities and focus for FY89. The plan also briefly discusses blue system software development priorities beyond FY89.

April 6, 1989 System Software Product Plan FY89 6
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Where We Are Headed
The major functional areas of development are Operating Systems, Imaging, Desktop Services (including Finder,

MenuIWindow routines, and other toolbox services), and System Integration (the code that unites applications,

hardware, and data wlh each other and with the system in a natural and seamless way).

The chart below summarizes the 1989 ~velopment priorities and knovm development projects for 1990 and beyond.

The projects chosen for 1989 development are those projedS that are most important in terms r:J overall developer/user

impact, ability to extend our competitive advantages and our ability to deliver with Big Bang. Discussion about each

func.tional area follows the summary chart. (Note: This chart only covers the major efforts; other projedS are also

discussed in following sections).

Blue Systenl Software Priorities

Functional Area 1989 Development Priorities 1990 Development Priorities

Protection

r«'"'''''''''''''''''' .",..««.....",..Ne.~Q[~.Booting
! Pre-Emwve Scheduling
! ~... ~~~.:-...:.

Imaging Device Manager

Data Format Standards

WYSIWYG Color

DOS File System

., f"~pi6~ed Drawing Engine

.f..l /,' .~·rdware Acceleration

j/File Formats
l

/ / Integrated Electronic Mail

/ f User Scripting
.~...................... . :

Help
Navigation tools

Color PostScript Driver

CPU ROMs

Video ROMs

New Print Architecture

File System Manager

!PC

r"" ,·,·,·,·,·,·,·,·,·,·,·,·,·,3~Bit.AddreSiing

I Virtual MemJy
~ -:' ' ~ i·

..

:

.

.[:::.1 :'L"-'3z:nir~raw'. ....·/·····OUtllne Fonts '\~

./:., Layo~t;:Manage~\
...~:.•.......• _......••.~;. ~ ::

(\ l Ne~J~der //
.;::...... "''Installer 3.0./"'"

·,,·,·····,·······oatal5as~···~I

Language Manager

lAC

Script Manager

Multi-Script System

Menu/Window Extensions

Operating Systems

Desktop Senices

Imaging

System Integration
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Operating System

Key 89 Goal

• Increase available
application address
space and proVide
application to appl
ication communications.

1989 Development Priorities

IPC

32-Bit Addressing
Vutual Memory

1990 Development Priorities

Protection
Network Booting
Pre-Emptive Scheduling

Operating system services of the Macintosh are probably the weakest of the four functional areas. MultiFinder is a great
step forward, but we must push further. Wlh MultiFinder, users can quickly switch among several RAM-resident
applications and have several background tasks running concurrently. Examples of background services available today
include printing, spreadsheet recalculation, remote fde tr:msfer, and others.

...... _ ".. . _:" i:· •· ·..•·..~'

However, many highly desirabllf;:~~~··~~·~;·;~ndajds ci 0~~2·;~d·UNix·;;;·;~ill·;;;i~~;;gl In FY89 the key
goals for operating systems deveJoriment.are..to.proy.ideJorian enlar~ed ~9dr.essing.4'apab'jty an.~'\nterprocess
Communications ~ ~ j / /' ..f

. l:':i.· t·····················..······························,..,;...... ~ / ..:,// :://

'.;•.•..:.....:-.................................... ....•~., .'

-, ...::.

1989 Devdopment Prior~!~~:", ) 1 // /
Enlarged Address Spacel32-~it Ad~ini/:: ..;/~ ./: i'
On today's Macintosh II and all ~3Q. MaciniOSfi···~nachi~S{the telal amo~t of merrfory that can be accessed is 8
megabytes, no matter how much mernory··is···iMtalled·'iirihe machine. eorrlpmtes'are: already selling 4 MB SIMMs
(allowing up to 32 MB for a Mac II), but the Mac OS only allows use of 8 megabytes. While this limitation is now
apparent to only a few users (image processing, artifICial intelligence, engineering design applications, and such), within a
year this memory limit will become a common concern for many mainstream users-particularly those who want to
use a set of the latest productivity and publishing applications under MultiFinder. Also, to successfully stand up to Sun
and NeXT workstations, our new, high-end Macintoshes-Aurora and 4-Square-must be able to address more than 8
megabytes. The 32·Bit Addressing project provides the solution by giving ~20/030 Macintosh machines the capability
to address up to 4 gigabytes c:l address space, including up to 128 megabytes of RAM. The 32-Bit Addressing project is
also a necessary prerequisite to developing virtual memory to support large applications.

InterProcess Communications
InterProcess Communications OPO is a low-level, deve1oper-oriented mechanism that allows one application to send
data to another application. The need for IPC is aitical. Multiranderallows many applications to coexist in one machine,
but it does not provide any means for those applications to talk to one another.IPC delivers on the promise of
MuhiFinder by allowing applications to leverage off the special services of other applications. With IPC, huge monolithic
applications such as FuIlWrite can give way to smaller, more specialized functional modules (for example, aword
processor that uses a separate telecommunications process). Developers recognize this need; IPC is the most frequently
teqUested feature. IPC also paves the way for future Apple development By building on IPC, applications can send
commands to one another; this feature is the enabling technology for system-wide user scripting. (Note:
JnterApplicatlon Communication, a desktop services project described later on, is a user tool for connecting documents
in a persistent way.)
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VIrtual memory
with virtual memory, the operating system can run more applications and larger applications by moving inactive
portions to the hard disk in a manner transparent to applications. To users, virtual memory provides a software solution
to the RAM shortage. To developers, the lack of a virtual memory capability has been a common concern for some time.
Without an Apple solution, these developers have been forced to develop their own virtual memory mechanisms.

Other 1989 Development Efforts
Beyond the key development projects lie numerous other areas for improvement. Included in this tier of projeas are'
Input/Output Enhancements and File System Enhancements.

Input/Output Enhancements
Improving the I/O subsystem is a large FY89 effort. Arewritten SCSI Manager will provide a more general SCSI system
interface and wiD offer asynchronous operation and greater reliabnity. In addition, future Macint~h hardware (4
Square/F19) will permit offloading d certain CPU-intensive activities to specialized processors. Among these activities
are disk I/O (SCSI DMA), AppleTalk processing, and keyboard and mouse processing. Adapting the operating system to
take maximum advantage of these new capabilities will be achallenge in FY89.

v:_:o.;-:OO:"''':'':'':..;.;.;.:.:.: ..:..:.:.:...:..:.:-:o:.:.;.:.:.:o;.:o.; .:.:•.•.••••.•.:~i::..•·......·•·..·!'
file System Enhancements ~ l r'..'· ..' ···,···'..··'m'«<'..'., \

Several modifications to the file sjstem;are.planned,.prim!rily to s~ppor;t..athef'0p6r-atin&~yste.pt~;and desktop service
projedS. With a new File Link me~han~m, ,!p'plica1iQ.~s will be ablt~?lOeate docume¢~eveJt;after a folder move. Afast
catalog search primitive will perm~ thejpinder and other"applications to quickly ~.ch a h~d disk for files matching
specific criteria. Finally, a finely-tuPed ~;.tree"p~clqge will t>e\~vailable for appli~i6n us~//

::.···.. ·· ..·..i·;:·· \;;~:..~ .~,:;;;:~ .,.../l ,;.;./1
..•: : ~ ~::.;.. ;-

1990 Development Priorities l ....f i/ / / '
We should strue.ture the Macint~ ..,~pe~i'jnrsY~tem 19,.pf~ot~ systelllreliability/through protected address space
operation. In higher level terms, the sYstem·Gln.·bu·itd··twalls· around applications"by running each application in its own
address space. Then, an application that runs amok cannot corrupt tther running applications, user data, and system
data strue.tures-a problem that can occur today.

We should realize the -diskless Macintosh" by implementing network booting-the ability to start a Macint~h

from a network device. Certain markets, such as K-12 education, require network booting to make classroom networks
manageable. Network booting is thus an essential component for our low-end product line. It is important to note that
the while the hooks for network booting may be implemented in a CPU ROM, there is no current 1989 effort to develop
a system level network booting feature. Network booting ranks lower in priority than other mainstream OS projects
because of its technical diffICUlty and its more limited audience.

Further out, the operating system should provide preemptive CPU scheduling. While MultiFinder already implements
a coopeI3tive CPU-sharing scheme that meets many needs, everyone can benefit from a finely tuned, more regular
preemptive scheduling capability. Users will notice that applications run more smoc1hIy and more responsively (for
instance, wlhoot stutter during background printing) and will also fmd that more applications can accomplish work
while running in the background. For developers, preernptioo releases them from the burden of proactively cooperating
to ensure system responsiveness-applications able to run in the background become easier to write. Preemption will
probably not be available until Pink.
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Imaging

Key 89 Goals

• Significantly increase
the number of
drawing and V4phics
manipulation commands
available to developers.

• Improve imaging
integration with input
and output devices.

1989 Development Priorities

32-Bit QuickDraw
Outline Fonts
layout Manager

1990 Development Priorities

Improved Drawing Engine
Hardware Acceleration
File Fonnats

Over the last two years, Apple's imf.&.ing..mlml.,(~lJ.r.et1i3~ fallen ~.bj!!Q.l~«g~ID!gQ ..Q[.£Y.~!Q~rs and developers
encountering increasingly sophislicilted applications and m4rkets. IqI:tenns of basic textbook dra#lg engine features,
the Macintosh ~ weak in its suppo* ci ~~~:!.~~~~~~icoordin#te s~~...fJXedJ').{..OQ.fting ~int coordinate
systems, basic transformations sucll as rptationand skewing, curvelprUpltives, and hargware ~cceleration. Although no
canpetitive system is Jet able to c!jallenge··tfie·'Miciniash..Q.O breadili"'5f graphics apptieatiqJtS, Presentation Manager
and PostScript do already offer a s$erset.pf.·OOf.··araphics fObQdation. In addition~ibecauS9"~upport for imaging devices
has been built device by device, out...iQ!.~Wation ci ~cint~h ~ging applicatio~' and ¥dware is becoming
fragmented. Since we have not ~ged ...9uickDraw\or the output model in ~AY signW~nt way since the introduction
cl the Macintosh II, the market ~i'ceptio~ is that Adple is staifding still in graphics. /

\'"". C.,,,..///,/' ( {

1989 Development Priorities

Improved Color: 32-Bit QuickDraw
Our highest priority in FY89 is to ship 32-Bit QuickDraw, extending the color capabilities of the Macintosh from 8 bits, or
256 coloo,to 32 bits, or 16 million colors. Apple is already late on this capability; we publicly committed that we would
deliver this functionality in the fall of '88. This product will attract new developers and encourage new applicatiom for
the Macintosh in markets not currently supported. As part of the 32-Bit QuickDraw project, we would like to improve
QuickDraw's accessibility to standard graphics coprocessors; this would allow customers ci such devices a potential for
2 to 3times original speed on sane routines.

Improved Text: OutUne Fonts, Une Layout Manager
We are also developing an outline font capability, compatible wkh Pink, that will give users access to more font sizes
and styles and will make fonts on QuickDl3w printing devices (ImageWriters, Fax Modem, LaserWriter IISC) have a
higher-qually appemnce. Many developers are currently trying to implement application-specific versions of this
teehnologyand will benefit from a single standard Simultaneously, we are developing a centralized, device-independent
mechanism for line layout that will improve the readability ci text across devices and international markets. These two
projects will help reestablish the Macintosh on the forefront of text handling.
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1990 Development Priorities

Strategy to Evolve to a FulIy·Featured 2D Graphics Engine
The highest priority for development beyond 1989 is to extend the 20 graphics fundionality with features that cannot
be reasonably added by developers on an application-by-application basis. These are features that Apple must provide
for them to become pervasive features of the Macintosh. These key features are:
• Varied DPI Bitmap Handling-allowing varied resolution images to display at the appropriate size. This is particularly

inportant wlh scanner technology and in image visualization markets.
• World vs. Device Coordinates-allowing mathematical mapping dan offscreen coordinate space to the device space.

This enables applications to be -device independent-
• riled and/or Floating Point Coordinates required for precision graphics common to the workstation world.
• True Hardware Acceleration-hardware acceleration allows graphics commands to be ofT·loaded to another processor.

Lower priority feature extensions include those features that developers can and have already implemented
themselves, but could become pervasive if Apple supported them in the basic graphics engine:
• Rotation.and Skewing of Text-allowing mathematical manipulation of our outline fonts.
• Full Transformations of Objects-allowing mathematical manipulation, including skewing, of any object.

~..,•.".,." , ~•.,.,••••."•.,•.,•.,." l'" .OW,} ~.•,.,.••, , , ,•.,••....,.,•.,••••.;

This functionality is crucial to ttte longevity of Macinto{lh. Appl1 has already lost many leadi~ edge applications
developers to their own graphics 1ood~jn.se.arch.oLgJ:eater fean;es alJ.d-pedOlman~~.J;lowey.et, modifying portions
d QuickOraw to support this t~ of fun~!QnAUty'.~?uld be techP..i.9ltY difficult (if 9~'(im~sible in some areas) and
would require developers to re-iniplerriefii their applicitie.Q,s with changed interfac~:' Our)rtlplementation choices are to
either implement a new draWing qngin~".gr··t('rte3$.~bly ~.nd QuickOraw or ~~{pursu9;~both.

implementation with New~gEn~~ ) /1 /
An effort to implement a new d~wing e~gine is al,~ady und¢tway under ¢e code ~me of Skia. In addition to
proViding all of the aoove featur~, Skia *o.lJld.also provid~$'/ l l
• Hairlines-a draw line commailth.b.~L~~ws at.~~ ..piXel resolution r~~~..~!.fdevice
• Curves--a consistent spline-like primitive'w~"",,,,,

• Error Checking-a mechanism that flags the application if the graphics routines fail
• Path--coonected line segments and curves, along which text objects can be placed
• Improved Hit Testing-a mechanism to deted which objed the cursor is on
• EditablelParseable Pictures-a file format that allows the application access to specific objects
• Specialized Typesetting-a way of connecting lines through end caps and line joins

Taken together, the aoove features would provide an extremely compelling graphics environment. Open issues for
this project exist in the implementation of the interfaces, its integration with the rest of the Blue system including
Printing, and the delivery mechanism if it fails to make the Big Bang schedule.

implementation with QulckDraw
While it aimpractical to get all of the new graphics functions that we want within the current QUicICDraw model, there
are substmial advances that could be made. These additions to QuickDraw are pradical and would provide the greatest
positive impact to developers and customers:
• Performance Improvements, including Hardware Acceleration (see below).
• Varied DPI Bitmap Handling
• Rotation of Text
• Full Transformations of All Objects
• Editable /Parseable Pictures
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We are currently pursuing some d both implementation paths, Aetua11990 deliverables are to be determined and will be
heavily impacted by resource constraints.

Impro'Rd Performance
The weaknesses ofour graphics programming model are made even more glaring by its performance for specialized
applications and markets. As part of the 32-Bit QuickDraw project, we would like to improve QuickDraws accessibility
to standard graphics coprocessors; this would allow customers of such devices a potential for 2to 3times original speed
an some operalials. Another relatively small project involves making some minor additions to QuickDraw that would
flag an additional coprocessor, such as that on the SEG card, on an application'S programming techniques. In addition, as
bardwue for block transfer modes may become a reality, the graphics model must take advantage d such relatively
appIicatioo-transparert performance improvement. Finally, it is possible that software improvements could be made to
the perfamance of the basic -move to---line to· sequence.

Color Iotegration
Apple must maintain its edge in manipulation of shared color between applications, the system, and the customer.
Potential projeds in this area include improvements, extensions and enhancements to the Color Picker and the Palette
Manager. A simple change would be to implement a -reallifewtransfer mode to support CYM color combinations as
most people learn them: red + yellow makes orange, blue ,:!.,.y.~Jlow makes green, red + blue makes purple. This would

:ro:::WYGo i"~~=~~~=~:~o~_oj r-=~~~~~:~~~:~~~-"_O"~-:J
It is possible for us to make headw*y od f9.r.roats·.·in...l.9.B.9 by Simplylpll.b1~hing a list ot:;;t~en$i6~s to the file format
without necessarily supporting it with e&le; while 10ng~ietm,support of our file f~t in tP~ clipboard and otherwise
is important, progress can be made py si91ptf"detenpining ouhpireetions and tellY;l~ the ,6rld about them, Resources
for file format work are nOl currentf}"-available. '\ \ ..,./. ./'

Other Opportunities «o"') / j / /
• Font Manager-the code everybQe lovd·te.hat~·: .,i/··· / {

• GraphEdit-the -rextEdit- of graphia..QQ!:.~JQr ...buaa'ing graphics ap~.ugliQ!l$.,J
• Alpha Channel support-using the last eight bits of 32-Bit QuickDraw for transparency.
• Error checking in QuickDraw-a mechanism that flags the application if graphics routines fail.
• Anlmation-low level tools to support applications t animation systems.

April 6, 1989 System Software Produet Plan FY89
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Desktop Services

Jeey 89 Goals

• Improve the User's
Experiences with
Macintosh

• Standard Access to
Common Resources
and Functionality

• Create New. Enabling
Technologies

1989 Development Priorities

New Finder
'Imtaller 3.0
Database API

language Manager
IAC

Script Manager
Multi-Script System
MenulWindow Extensions

1990 Development Priorities

Integrated Electronic Mail
User Scripting
Help
Navigation tools

The key emphasis for our deskto~rservrceraevelop'~~~"', to giveiffiore"powe'fwliile'sfriVing"fQr more simplicity.
Desktop services encompasses a b}oad range of bOO1 user Jnd deve/6per tools. One user tool is tI!~ Finder, a superior
system management tool. With i~ in~ItiVe';"l1irett;rmnlpulation rflod~J··5ruser:comPijJ.er in~.,faction, the Finder forms
one of Apple's strongest competifive +9,y.aflt:ages~·"···,""""""'~"~ ~".,...J ./....f·/,.l

~~ .. ~. l,i' /l

Developers, on the other hanct..loo,J"lO the toOlpox mana~rs, which provid9~the ~k building blocks for application
user interfaces, to make powerful applications dev~opment ~y. While our ~sktop ¢rvices are already first-rate, we
have an opportunity to change $tp'iay~g field bytedefmingl'ease of use"lor users;:ind by delivering new
functionality to developers that ~halleng~s and entices thern.~io create nevi applications.

Development of desktop~~~~~1h~s. Key J,projecl5.L discussed under each.

1989 Development Priorities

• Improve the User's Experience wIth Macintosh
The Macintosh, famed for its ease of use, is still a difficult machine to use. More specifically, our users are befuddled by
system software that is hard to installj by inconsistencies in concepts (for example, dragging a disk to the trash to eject
the disk); and by the lack d tools to organize and to navigate through information in desired ways.
The users fU'Sl hour with the Macintosh must reinforce his or her decision to buy; the single most important result of
that first hour is a user's sense of control, mastery, and ~ibility. We can simplify the user interface and extend its
power throogh greater intuitiveness; increased interface consistency among System Utilities; more features for the
apnizatk>o, search, and retrieval of dataj more intelligent opef2tion; and an integrated help capability.

NewFlnder
New f"mder is the mes important and largest desktop services project for the year. New Finder wDl bring together
mous system services utilities, such as FontlDA Mover. Control Panel and so forth, under one consistent user
interface. In addition, New Finder will add new features that help the user better organize, search for, and retrieve files
and folders both locally and over a network. New Finder wDl be extendible so that both Apple and third-party
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applications that provide desktop services, such as electronic mail, can use the Finder interface. Astandard on-line help

capability will aid the user's introduction to the Finder.

lasta11er 3.0
Installer 3.0 wnJ make installation and updating of system software easier for users. This ease will come from a more

k1tuitive user interface and more inteUigent operation. Por less experienced users, Installer 3.0 will automatically install

the right system resources by detecting what configuration d hardware is present. More experienced users will be able

to customize their installations.

• Standard Access to Common Resources and functionality
1beMa~h should provide standard access to common resources and common functionality such as databases and

fexl services. When the Macint~h embeds common functionality in system software, application developers can forge

ahead and concentrate on implementing innovative new features. Users benefit from this arrangement by having a

single, consistent interface to these resources or services. The perfect example is the StandardFile, which provides one

stop shopping for opening and saving ftles.

Database API
The Oa12base API project will provide applications with~rd toolbox-level access to remote database hosts, A

single, consistent user interface for a~Ing"C!au~"~ild Pbrvasive.tabase·eapibtlity·4G.mar+y.~pplications are the

chief user benefits. ~ / / ~

language Manager i r-"::~=~"W""J l /-_.'._'_.-.;>- /'
With Language Manager, apP1ica~ w~··t;;~~ ..a<;~ess t~";tart41rd te~';~ices such .~S··~~II7;c1'Cking, dictionary look

up, and thesaurus. Users wDl benefltl~uSe'more"'ap'plicationS~",m support text ~ices, ¥ld all applications will have a

richer set of text services. Users can ~~~':~ne interface':~d one dlFtionary acrosslrriany app1 ications. Developers will

benefit by having a standard way \6:'add 'aqditionaJ tti~ processJng modules../;' ./'

SCript Manager \<", t_~// /,/ / /
The SCript ~.~ger pro;ect enhances filnctionality...gf.··1i'ie· script manager aoo"relate.d software associated with

supporting international writing systems and localization issues.

Multiple SCript System
Multiple Script System will allow applications to concurrently support Roman and non-Roman writing systems, such as

kanji, Al2bic, and Croatian.

• Create EnabUng Technologies
By ·laying the fundamental groundwork, the toolbox should entice developers to create powerful new applications that

hJild on the foundation of desktop services. The toolbox should act as a bridge, ntt a barrier.

JnterAppUcatioD Communication
JnterApplication communication (-lAC·) brings data sharing to Macintosh applications. With lAC and lAC-aware

applications, users an aeate -ha links- between application documents so that designated data in one is updated

automatically in anc:1her, eliminating repetitive cut-copy-paste routines. lAC could also be used to link several users to

the same data on an Apple5hare server.

Menul\Vlndow Extensions
Also under development are several user interface extensions that prOVide tear-off menus for all applications and better

handling of application windows.
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1990 Development Priorities

Beyond FY89, we want to implement integrated electronic mail, more comprehensive user scripting, standard on-line

help for all applications, and better tools for navigating through information.

-"''''\

('U~~~~~~) )
"\:.;... • ••••••••••.•••••.•.••••u •••••••.•.•••••••••.••••••.•••••••••••: •••••••••:-......-i~•••..,......... ~'. ~~ .. ."
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System Integration

Key 89 Goal

• Improve integration with
shipping products and
near term hardware
products.

1989 Development PrIorities

Color PostScript Driver
CPU ROMs
Video ROMs

New Print Architecture
File SystemManager

1990 Development Priorities

Imaging Device Manager
Data Format Standards
WYSIWYG Color
DOS File System

System inlegratioo is one of the unique ways Apple provides value to the Macintosh user while taking advantage d its
unique industry position in owning both the hardware and the system software. Through the establishment of
standard software interf2ces 2nd definitions, we make it easy for users to seamlessly integrate a wide array of
hardware. applications. and data. For example. our video Qar(;Hnterfaces emure that any application will be able to have
its window drawn across multiple m6oitorS':'XS'more'tYJ}es 0/ hardwate<are"aOife(rt(ftti!"~eiftttjSh. and as the types

:: . ~ ;:

d data that the Macintosh deals witll become more varied, vje need tp extend our integration cap~.~ilities.

The ROMs integrate the low IeV~S J;:;;::~:th neJGIlis~:-~;~e ,~gurations. The ROM
development effort h2ndles many of the:'harc!.y@e-dependent., aspects of system sqftware,~particularly as they relate to
new types of chips or I/O systems qb the.:,iiiOthe~rd of a CP~. In addition, it l)arldles OPU-dependent functionality
such as the boot process and diagncitics' for manufa~uring. Firt~lJy, by placing~-'s muct{of system software into ROM
as possible, we maximize the am~n(orth\M availablt for appli:~tions. Thus~:iihe ROMS are at the crossroads of most
aspects of CPU development and $lany asp,eets of ~y$tem So~are develop,ihent. ~use of the ROMs' close
rebtionship to CPU design, ROM d~elopnlent"is·'eontinuo~},-throughout tIl~ prototvr!e as well as near-production
phases. A critical trade-off exists in ROM·de.~~J.9.PJ!~nt:, ..developing more C;.U.ROMs"COmes at the expense of system
software features.

1989 Development PrIorities

Color Postscript LaserWriter Driver
In FY89t we will ship aColor PostScript LaserWriter Driver that will allow color applications to produce color output on
color PostScript printers; an Apple-endorsed standard mechanism for color output has been ncnbly lacking since the
introduction of the Macintosh II in 1987 2nd has hurt our credibility in the Publishing, Presentations, and Scientific and

. Engineering markets.

CPU ROMs
1be ROM prDities are based on CPU Engineering priorities. Shipping products, which have highest priority and for
which ROMs are expected to be built, are fsprit and Aurora. In additial, protttype ROMs for F-19 will need to be built in
this timeframe. ROM development alsoindudes implementing system software features. The two key system
software features falling in this category are 32-Bit Addressing and network booting. As previously mentioned, 32-Bit
Addressing is an essential part of the Aur0f2 ROM so that the Aurora can handle more than 8 megabytes of memory.
Network boWng, 2S has already been highlighted, is considered important for the education market

ApriJ6,1989 System SOftware Product Plan FY89
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Video ROMs
Video ROMs and the Slot Manager architecture playa key role in our ability to integrate our graphics software with our
<J>Us' displays, in addition to our ability to tum out NuBus cards and, in FY89, new CPUs. The driver for each card is
placed in the Video ROM and is critical for various functions rl the system during boct time. We are working on
redesigning our video ROM and Slot Manager architecture to support new configurations. Key projects that will be
handled are:
~ reduced, shipping NuBus video card
Cost reduced, large grayscale, NuBus card
Small black and white NuBus card
Large black and white NuBus card
Prototype cards for new slots

With the advent ofon-Inrd video, we will also be doing video ROMs for Esprit and Cobra II.

New Print Architecture
The difficulties of developing a Olooser-seleetable output (printer) driver for the Macintosh are well known. Because
the mechanism for development has not been publish~9..) ...!bird parties have been unable to write drivers except by
disassembling Apple's, and Appl~«veIoped~iver5'~h~ve ~ways be,erHime..coo&uming..endeavO(S. The New Print
Architecture (codenamed Ginsu) ~ill make development pf outpu~'drivers much easier and will result in Macintosh
being able to support an enlarge4 range·ef.-output-dev~. Gimu till al.§e--make·it·-easier:~coq.tr6I the devices in a
standard way. Apple will seleaiv~y l~e~.tbe ...G.in$!J toolbox in~.r.f.~~e to third-part¥Aievelpt>ers who have products
that complement our output dev~ rahiu'y (such as fi1'nf'rt~ders and plotters). ~ Gil1$O' project is expected to break
all shipping third party printer dr~ers ..,:/...."............................ \\, {.f i/

Flle SJstem Manager /:~::::'~", 1 ) ,//
The File System Manager (FSM) project ;Viii ano~/ror foreig.~ file struetur~ (such at MS-DOS, Apple II, UNIX, 5MB,
NFS) to be viewed and manipuJaJed on tbe..Madiitosh de§kfop like any ~acintosh :file. With FSM, we will enhance the
user's ability to deal with data in":;multi-vendor envir.ontlients. f I:..............................................;..... .
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1990 Development Priorities

Imaging DevIce Manager
Agraphics system with superior output ~ only as good as its display system and input capabilities. The imaging device

manager project wDl provide a standard way for developers to access scanners, frame grabbers, and video overlay cards

in a natural and seamless way. This wlll do for input devices what Ginsu does for printing and other output devices. It

5 also expected to allow third parties to provide image analysis packages , such as character recognition, in a seamless

way to aU applications. Use of these technologies wlll becane pervasive as a result ci this effort.

WYSIWYG Color
Another pro;ea we expec1 to begin work on in 1989 is that of picking a universal color model that will allow acCUr2te

ammunication of color information between devices d different color models and ranges. Throughout the world

today, no personal computer or workstation company has been able to tackle the problem of ensuring that the color

scanned in is the same as that which is displayed on the screen or ~ printed. The first step in this effort is to define a

standard; the second is to implement routines that handle these color translations for the applications and device

developers. .
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Where We Will Be
With the delivery of Big Bang, we will have delivered a major step Forward in the evolution of Macintosh system
software. We will reap these important benefits:
• Macintosh will have the ability to support larger, more complex applications. (32-Bit Addressing)
• We will see applications beginning to work cooperatively. OPC, lAC)
• We wiD have the best color support in oUr product class. (32-Bit QuickDraw, Ci>lor PostScript Driver)
• Users will have much greater flexibility in dealing with font sizes and styles. (Outline Fonts)
• Macintosh will be easier to set up and use. (New Finder, Installer 3.0)
• Spell-ebecking and other text services will be a pervasive Macintosh application feature. (Language Manager)
• Many applications wilt support dynamic data insertions or -hot links.- (lAC)
• Applications wilt begin to make use of remC1e SQL databases.
• There wilt be a greater range of output device choices for Madntosh. (New Print Architecture)
• Non-Macintosh file systems will be better integrated with Macintosh than on their native machines. (File System

Manager)
• Users wit have new capability in using and managing menus and widnows. (MenulWindow Extensions)

With this set of expanded features, we will have major prcxiuct introduction opportunity.

/,../ ..,•...........,'\

~~"~."._._-".,/,./!
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Plan Overview

Tlmellne
The development time line is very aggressive. It is important to recognize that there are always two disks in

development concurrently. While ordinarily this would be impossible to manage, the fact thal6.0.3 and 6.0.4 are

hardware-only releases minimizes the number d development engineers that need to be involved with them. Most

software engineers can continue to work on Big Bang. Also notice that the Alpha release d Big Bang is timed to

slightly precede the May Developer Conference where we hope to disclose the entire Big Bang plan to developers and

povide them wlh development code.

Tiolclinc

Calendar

Software

ROMs

Hardware

April 6, 1989

Q1FY90
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System Disk Release Strategy

The FY89 plan is designed to meet three major objectives:

• Deliver meaningful new functionality as soon as possible.

• Accommodate needs of new and existing CPU and peripheral products.

• Minimizing the.update burden for the customer.

The new system disk release strategy departs from a policy d twice-yearly releases to one d feature-driven major

releases, with interim minor releases solely to support new hardware. With the 6.0/6.0.2 experience behind us, ,.,e changed

the twice-yearly policy due to the following observations:

• The installed base and developers accept the transition burden ofone software release to another only when the

Meased functionaJ benefit is apparent. For example, the transition to System 5.0 was far more tr3umatic than the

transition to 6.0, but because System 5.0 gave users MultiFinder, there was a far greater willingness to deal with the

bumps in the road Major new features provide sufficient rewards to compensate for the pain of an upgrade.

• We have recognized that the amount d software that we want to do far exceeds wr resource capabilities. Since we

cannot do all that we would like, we must plan our resources so that the greatest ponipn of our time is dedicated to

new features. System releases with anything but minor changes require tremendous engineering and testing

resources. By lumping major functional changes intQ.'~' release, we use our engineering and testing resources more

efficiently. 1",0.,••"'•••••••"''''0''..''..0''..'0'' ''•.•.",· l / ,."." " 0, 0<., ", ,,'\

This stnltegy wnt focus all wo~ otlthe.t>tfoner"89'release anJ mil)ittfize"~lt'etfotts'J,hat d9,'6~ directly contribute

10 that release. CPUS and networijing pr.~··require ..Jnterirn rel~; however, th~s6'gh ~ration with the other

aroups, we have minimized the ainoulirof.~9rk requirea't~ support the new prqd\J·cts. tJ6wever. it is critical that

hardware and networking proje~ ma~e"iccoinrnQdations to.:.software prioriti~';:This iQtludes minimizing the number

d new ROMs and interim System··ars's. Without ~ese acco~tions. ne}\lSoftw¥f Features will slip.
/.., ,'::;. } J ./' .f·

By focusing on one feature-~ch relea$e only, *~ installe4:hase will nofheed to ~pdate to interim releases, such as to

6.0.3 a 6.0.4, because these rel~es sup~.onfY· new Q>l,Vproducts.~ update p'~oduct and shipping CPUs will always

contain the latest version of the sYsttm.)..J?~Y..~~p~r.s ..:wit(;lso be generalt:y.J!nl[~.g~d by 6.0.3 and 6.0.4. Thus, most

Qlstomers can remain with the 6.0.2 release currently being shipped. Specific guidelines for who should update are

oontained in the individual descriptions accompanying each release.
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Overview of Each Release

Release 6.0.3· ~JID •
Rdease 6.0.3 ~ a maintenance release that provides support for the Macintosh SF/30 and an update to Apple File
Exchange. Although 6.0.3 will be shipped with all new Macirtosh CPUs, the installed base will generally have no need to
upgrade to 6.0.3. Networks ofsystems with a mix of 6.0.2 and 6.0.3 will work fane. System 6.0.3 will be released at
january MacWorld.

interim Kdeases: 32·Blt QuickDraw and Color PostScript Driver (in Beta)
52-Bl QuickDraw, which will be a patch fde that a user drags into the 6.0.3 System Folder. and its accompanying
Monitors CDEV and General File will be released for licensing to developers irterested in shipping them with their
products. It will be made available to dealers, to licensed bulletin boards and through user groups to the widest number·
ciend userS that would like to have it. The 32-Bit QuickDraw fate, when installed, will appear as a color icon in the
System Folder; otherwise, it will pe..a,standar.d,.black::ana:Fite icC}':,.",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,.,.,,.,,,.,,,,...;

~. ~: J' ~

The Color PostScript LaserW~ter Driver will be licens~ to de*lopers of color PostScript oqu,ut devices.
~ ' - -....•.............•.•....' ....•...•.•.•.•.•..: ~ :...... ...

This interim software will shb in be.--spri1'1S·:···Produft plans fJ~'·'3-2:~it QUickDraYl~~ JJi{~lor PostScript
laserWriter Driver are available from the..f.r.oQ~ct Manager$. for the products. ..,..f~· //

LJ /"'\ \ /' /

Release 6.0.4 (in alpha):'"""'· ....:::\,.: .:' // /:
Release 6.0.4 currently assume~ ..that Es~{.~ ang..,AGrora wil!".6e supporte(\lhy this or/e system disk.

':;.". ..:••••-.;......... .or:-" ;~ ~

Anew version of Macintosh ;;sieftrSGftw.are··iS'···re~~~red to supporlEsprit"and Aurora. The changes are necessary to
support the new ROMs, in the fonn of ROM patches, and new hardware features such as Esprit's Sleep and battery
features as well as Aurora's on-board video.

Like System Software 6.0.3, 6.0.4 will provide no additional benefits to the installed base of Macintnsh customers and
Apple will nC1 recommend that users in the installed base upgrade to 6.0A

Release 6.0.4 wnI be included in all Macintosh CPUs as of the announce date ofEsprit and Aurora.

Overview ci changes:
• Esprit ROM patches
• Aurora ROM patches
• Achange to the Finder to support Esprit's Sleep feature
• Esprirs Cootrol Panel Devices
• Esprit's Desk Accessory to control battery usage
• An updated Monitors Control Panel Device for Aurora
• Anew version of HOSC Setup to support Esprit's Asynchronous SCSI Manager
• lnsWIer 3.0 (multidisk installer)

Acomplete produa plan is under development for 6.0.4.
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BIg Bang
Big Bang is a major system software release and will include support for the Spin CPU (minus remote boc1ing). It will
include numerous new features for new CPUs and the installed base. There will be a major push to move the installed
base up to Big Bang. While all the features of Big Bang wiD probably not fit in one megabyte, there will continue to be
one-megabyte system support (see One-Megabyte Support section). The new features in Big Bang include:

InterProc:ess Communications ope)
32-Bit Addressing
Virtual memory
32-BI QuickDraw
Outline Foots
Layout Manager
New Fmder
Installer 3.0
Database API
language Manager
lnterApplication Communications (lAC)
Script Manager

~§}gi;~Dri.r.~~-.r.i~ ..:.~~;~-~J C=~~~=~;:<~J
file S~em Enhancements 1 ...····_""'·, ..,//'/ /
Music Sequencer L / ...../~'~'\:;: .'\ /
Audio CompressionlExpansion ....::.:.:::. :1 if i/

"We upect to ship Big Bang JJ(~o~ of 19~tHowevJ. aUeXl~ disclJ:ures 0/Big Ballg IIIDl state a
caleIular Dl delivery date. "'\. ..,..................... <i""< I l

··:···,·······"·,··, w,.., ,, , ,.... L,,"w }
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~ DOS File System
i Network Booting
~ System Security
~ New Graphics Architecture
c:: Imaging Device Manager....

Project Status
The projects scheduled for the Big Bang disk have different levels of risk that have an impact on the overall schedule of
the system disk. The following chart summarizes the risks of the projects based on staffing and technical difficulty.

Projl"Ct Status (~hart

list Stafllng DUI1cu1ty Team Size

tI32·Bit QuickDraw 0 0 0 0
Col PostScript Print Driv 0 0 D 0.s or er er

Inter Process Communbtions OPC) 0 0 II D
Virtual Memory 0 0 II 0
32-Bit Addressing 11- 0 It· II
Outline Fonts 0 {J---II---'--"'II

~:;=ger r---l--/- r8F~'~'-=i~~::=~

.8 ::U~~~Uhidi5k) I r~:~~=::J ~i:;L~~~tB
, Language Manager l :,..' o-----=:·;~·o 11"/' '--0

InterApplication COmmunfcati0!l.S'········'···II·····... \'\ o· .11···~f.··-·_··-D
Script Manager ., /. o+---1D---·-ib+---a
Menu/Window Extensiogs····················'\. II ;~ ---iII-----I--Il/----O
New Print Architecture ~~ ,~: II').::./ II'" ./' till -___
File System Manager '\".,,:.,... ·:· ~.vllll.... ...:.....::..,/" II .l .: -'-"0

......;:..: :................ l :

II··· -11'__"'-11""_'-"-0
11-----11 II·· II
II -II -11--'-,0
II 0----11·-·---·-..0
III- 11-. ..11-.-_......- ......-0

RIsk Stafllng DUllcu1ty TeamSlze

]=
IDw Fully Staffed Well Understood 1·2 Engineers

Medium Partly Staffed Partially Understood ~5 Engineers

High Investigation Not Understood 5+ Engineers
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Quality and Testing
• ReliabUity and compatibility
• Funclional and esthetic superiority
• Afeature set that benefits users directly or pushes forward our development platform

• Managing perceptioM given unavoidable incompatibilities

Guamleeing software quality is a continual challenge to Apple as our system software becomes more complex and

NOS on more varied hardware configurations. A less important but vexing problem is guaranteeing that quality

software is perceived as such and that the inevitable application problems associated with system releases are not

perceived by our customers as poor qually.

Our nc:tioo of quail}' encompasses the assurance that a product works as advertised; is functionally and

aesthetically superior; is of SignifICant benefit to our developers. our customers. or beth;·and is as compatible as possible

with our application base. The primary burden d delivering quail}' falls on Product Marketing, Engineering and Testing,

and Developer Services. and those organizations are committed to produce highly reliable. innovative software.

Our customers' naion d quality includes frequent ~'"{unctionality (delivered when we say we will), but primarily

demands reliabUity and a system upgratt~'tmllS·J)fobtefu-fr~. And ~use·we·c:an·never·guarant'¢.e complete

compatibUitywith every MacintQSh~pplication and hardwaie dev~~on the market-a source of dpnfusion and

sometimes great inconvenience for pur qustomers·(and·de*lopers>t-we....eal'rnever·compJ:eteIY~t our customers'

expectations. I l.-------·""'""-,,,- L.J ,/-/ ,1/
Given the reality of incompatib~ities,:::we···h;;e"'tQ be sure ~t the value adde4;~.6f new;kvices for developers and

new features for users is worth the paii{ Where the~'s a clear "in, customers ¥let deve}6pers wUl see incompatibilities

as a price they're wUling to pay aJ}d"pe'rCeJve the qu~1ity we are offering. To ¢at end, .~e shifted the system release

policy from twice-yearly releases to featu~-driven r¢leases an~tconsequent~f reducectthe number. Interim releases will

support hardware and should haJe".little irhpaa.d1'·appli~!jon compatibil¢y (see Sy~tem Disk Release Strategy).

Beyond restructuring our release";:;;;;Y.~we-ne;d;;;~ucate inlemall;;IAPpl~-~Where the quality rumors always
start). the press, and the public that incompatibilities do not necessarily mean poor quality. In educating we must be

very careful not to blame developers, but instead emphasize the process of software development as making some

problems unavoidable. Again. when great features are perceived as the trade-off for incompatibilities, the customers will

not complain.
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System 7.0 Transition and One-Megabyte Machines
The new features of System 7.0 will cause Macintosh memory requirements to grow by 1OG-300K. While System 7.0 will
be fully compatible with all one megabyte Macinloshes, larger software programs Oike HyperCard) will na run in this
memory configuration. To run adequately, Apple will recommend that System 7.0 be installed on machines with at least
2Megabytes of RAM and a hard disk.

System 7.0 will be compatible with all Macintosh Plus, SE, SE-30, II, IIX and IICX computers. Machines that use the
~30 (or 68851 PMMU wlh a Macintosh II) will also have the benefit of virtual memory. Virtual memory will na be
required to run System 7.0. .

Transition to 7.0

To allow developers to create the best applications software for users, it is critical that Apple establish System 7.0 as a
standaJd. However, with the large number of one megabyte machines in the installed base and because customers have
asked us to maintain a low entry price point, transition to System 7.0 wUl take some time.

Transition Plan

1betransition to System 7.0 acrosfffie"MaCinfOSfi"prcxt:;"'6Ian has ~~VfFcit""Step~:",,«w"'<'<""<'<''''''''''''''l

• When System 7.0 begins Shipp~g, it..Y(.i.U..i.njliill.Y..~..P!Jkaged vAth high.e.r~end ..conftgu:ration~,,1nlY (those with more
than one megabyte of RAM). $yste$l6.0 w.ill continue shipping wilfl'lower-end cOJtfl8ur~,t1onS (one megabyte
machines). All customers whQ~receive··S'yste~'·6]rW'ill.tlave the"oPPortunity to 1W~~ade~.t6 System 7.0 if they choose.

• During the second half of 1m! Apple··ViiIfrotl'·;t1le SYS~~':V'O features into tl1e;:"'~M ~;l~ne or more of the entry
Macintosh computers. We expecftbat this will ~Iow these\machines to ru~t:System.i1.0 in one megabyte. Once
System 7.0 is in ROM of entlXJdaant~hes, App\e will roll :$ystem 7.0 intJ{all Macjhtosh computers offered for sale.

• The installed base maych~ to upgkde to.S~em 7.0 .at' any time. V& machi~s with one megabyte or RAM, this
win also require a memory uP8r9Qe. , ,.., ..: ",J ./ (:'

••• '1..:••:••: :••.-.............. .~ ~
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Impact of New Features
The new features that are under developmentJor FY89 have differing impadS on users and developers. Some features
will be immediately apparent to users (such as New rander). whDe other features will not be apparent to users until
developers take advantage of the feature (such as InterApplication Communication). The following chart is an impact
spearum for some of the new features in development

functional Area

operating
System

Imaging

Desktop
Services

System
Integnltion

)
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Developer Impact
The chart on the next page illustrates what the developer impact of each system software feature is likely to have. The
effed is categorized using the following factors:

Breaks Unclean Applications Certain applications that have failed to obey Inside Macintosh programming guidelines
will be incompatible with th~ new feature.

No Effect on Apps This feature bas no effect on existing applications and does not change the programming
model.

Pree functionality for Apps This system software feature transparently adds new functionality to the existing base
of application software.

Write for Feature Applications must be specifically written to take advantage of this feature. Often, these
features wDl provide new application programming interfaces for the application to call to
obtain the new services. The Easy, Medium, or Hard qualifier describes the relative
difficulty associated with implementing the feature.
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----..---------·-·-------·t EASY I
•._- - &···----·----·i EASY I'

I)evelopcr Impact

t I32·Bit QuickDraw
i Color PostScript Printer Driver

Breaks
Uodean
Apps

HoMed
onApps

Free
PundJonallty
for Apps

Write
for Feature

Easy-Hard

-.---+----------- ---~--t M£DMI. IInter Process Communications (IPC) .
V'utual Memory ~

32-BitAddressing 1--+-------0--------
Outline FonlS ----1----------9·---------
Layout Manager ----+---------&--------1 MEbiL'M I
New Finder O------------·t.t-!.EA~sl.Y.....JI'

IlnslaJler 3.0 (Mulridisk) &-----------.----
Database API .--1 MEDIUM I'

Scc Language Manager ----- ·-----·--·-·-·---·--··..·---..- ...·--········-·-·1 EA 5Y I

::\~~~~n C~Unic2tir·""==l7-~~l=~~:~:~F=!--~~.~._?
MenuIWmdow ExtensiOns ~ f··,.·~...~-~·....·.........-..-····--·t·····-;::"·_,---e···-:,;~~···_ ..·;~,:···_·········--I EA5Y I

! 005 File System
~ Network Booting

CIS
.. System Security....E New Graphics Architecture
.5 Imaging Device Manager

Note: The New Print Architecture is expected to break all shipping third party printer drivers.

MEDIUM
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Customer Impact
No Impact No discernible impact to customers; primarily a developer feature.

Improves ProcesslVisual This feature simplifies an existing process, has an improved user interface, or generates

better WYSIWYG displays.

New User Capability This is a major new user-ol'iemed capabDity.

Greater f1exibUky This feature incrementally extends an existing capability or standardizes a capability to

provide more user choice.

Customer 1mpact

Nolmpad

Improves
Proat:ssl
VIsual

New User
('.apabWty

i I~:~=;rinterDrikr-----=~' f t-----======J
c: .~ .~ ~ ~

..... :: !? i

~ ~ ~ f .., <'....................................... ., ,l•.·'~;

Inter Process Communicat~ns de.c}.·······.:·:~:·· -_..--L/.. --------+:~~.-.. ..,.00--

Virtual Mde
dress
mory I "~-~~"l , \ / // -e

32-BitA ing t., ;:"'> . ':; G)
\ ..1
~ ·-··-e

I (~~:~:::==~,. l-·----·..
s Database API e·-......-----·..
= Language Manager ---.-&-..----&-.-..--e

Inter Application Communications e-.----.-.-
Soipt Manager ....- ..--._.......

MenuIWindow Extensions ·..-·----0

New Print Architecture ----. .---------0
File System Manager e-- .._ ......._-_.--

; DOS File System
~ Network Booting
.I System securityI New Gl2phics Architecture

c: Imaging Device Manager....

April 6. 1989

---------IQ)t--o---()

-------------G
----------ce..----,
e~-------------

------I0..-----------,-C
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Evangelism
The objective d evangelizing systems 6.0.x is to ensure that developers have had time to test their applications'

canpatibOity with a version of the system that contains very few changes, except for those specific to new hardware.

32-Bl QuickDraw has already been seeded and ~ expected to have quite a few third-party produdS developed for it by

the time eX introduction.

The objectives d evangelizing the Big Bang release are:

• To ensure that applications exist at introduetioo that take advantage d the features we have planned.

• To ensure compatibility of applications introduced in the next release with the future system reQUirements.

• To ensure that key devdopers know about these projects in ader fa them to feel secure about Apple's future

software direttions.

At the Spring Developer Cooference (May) we intend to throw open the doors to developers and announce all of the

major developments that wnt affect them, along with dates. WhUe we are interested in preventing the kind of media

speculation that has occurred around the delivery of Presentation Manager, we also want to ensure that as many

developers as possible that need to know about the project will be involved.

Scheduledsessions for the Devel~~coo1erence"ina\i~;""""l r...·«.......·..,,· ....·..•..•....···•...··..•· ........·\

:=r~:e':n:ro~~~J~_·J Lr /~_._--_._-.? /)

• InterApplication Communicatiops t., ~ ~.·.····················· ..·, ,. l ..•, :::..,/.// ..

• Window and Menu Manager ~nsions . \. ,,1/

• Text services (Layout Manager, Q~~9((Fonts, U~guage Ma~ager) ~ ./l

• The International Macintosh: Ch~p.ies to the International Software Archi!eCture./

• Future Output: Printing in 198~:'and Beyond l l/~ ;:=/

• 32-Bit QuickDraw and LaserWt1ter Drw. 6.0 ...i' /. / l
• Standardizing Sound on the ~:cjJltosh "" ,/ ,."" l Ii
• New Finder and opportunities foi"'ihirQ..party...expansloo; new InstallerL." ..f

• Database API
• Compatibility
• Support and documentation
• System Software Futures: Beyond.7.0
• System Software Feedback Forum

There will also be a small feedback forum to discuss changes to the video architecture and slot manager. Discussion of

the Finder is stUl under consideration.

We plan to distribute technical documentation on Big Bang features at the conference. Ae.tual seeding d Big Bang

software will not take place at the developer conference. Evangelism and Product Marketing are fanalizing plans for Big

Bang seeding. To avoid problems with potential schedule slips, we will announce a Big Bang delivery date d at least one

quarter later than our internal schedule.

While regular development system updates will be sent to a select number d developers ch~en by Evangelism, it is

CEpeCted that the initial Beta version of the system wUl also be distributed to all certified developers.

Approximately two months before Golden Master, Apple should host a ·Show Apple- technical demonstration

'Where the original developers come and demonstrate their versions of applications using the new features to Product

Marketing, Evangelism, Engineering, and SQA This demo is expected to motivate bexh developers and engineers in

pulling the fmishing touches on all products.
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Golden Master will be shipped to all Developers approximately one month before general availability.

jt«·«···«···«··"""o<<<··<<······,··<<·,··<<,,·o<·<<·,,<<.·,\

l .........;:-..~

.~:

~
~ .

L.wv J
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Marketing and Introduction Plans

Impact of System Software In the Market

It is important to recognize that unlike new hardware products, new system software affects virtually all of the

installed base. And yet historically, Apple System Soflware product introductioos have been extremely quiet. The

inpact d this bas been to leave many developers and users in the dark as to exactly what we are doing with a new

mease. 'Ibis will change in 1989. Every new release d system software wnl be dearly articulated to the press, users,

developers, and others through a variety of media. This will also give us an opportunity to reinforce our competitive

advantages.

Marketing System Software
Macintosh System Software Product Marketing, Evangelism, and the Marketing and Sales channels need to cooperate in

getting information about system software out emcien9¥-,···~ystem Software Product Marketing will provide tools to

various Apple groups so that they ~n'aTS(raenveraiieCfion~<and prOdUl.1<"Specttkpresentations:«··~t

~::;.•:: :.~.':."""""" n .•.••.•.•.n .•.•.•j~· ..,.l :.): / ••••"'•.•,~..~,..'''.u.....~~~::~:~~~~. ,

Positioning of System Dislls ~; :,........... , , ,..... <" ,.:. / ;., .//

Minor system disk introductions will aC<;Qtnpany"Apple' har(j'~re introductions.;S~stem;sbrtware Product Marketing

and CPU Product Marketing will joinily"participate in~,ny press ~eaks or produ9{annou;~ements. We will explain the

content of each system disk as W~H"2S'Whp needs to;!upgrade tp ensure that )fle syste¢ disk is ~itioned correctly.

\\, C..// ,/./ / I
Announcement of the Big Bang···Release··..······ L .........~".~j

The rust announcement c:l the Big Bang release will take place at the Spring Developers Conference (May). Since it will

be nearly impassible to ·nondisclose- all 2500 developers in attendance, our announcement will be public as of May. To

conttol the informatiOn flow, Apple will hold a press conference concurrently with the Developer Conference. To

prevent a Presentation Manager ·preannouncement- situation, we will announce that we expect to release this system

by the first quarter of 1990.

Intemaltarget completion of this system is expected to take place at the end of October. If the product slips much

past that, it will be better to introduce i with a Press Conference at MacWorld than to release it between late December

and earlyJanuary. We will be expecting to involve the same key third-party developers in the inttoduction, perhaps

. baving anodler -Mini-TradeshoW' like that held at the Mac II introduction. Brochures spelling out the advantages of

the new system to our customers will be distributed.
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Competitive Position
We are frequently asked to answer the question "What will Apple do to catch up?- This is especially disturbing when the

question is asked from within Apple, because the simple fad is that at an overall system level, Macintosh is still ahead

and will stay ahead.

The advantages the Macintosh offers produce a superior user experience; this is the key to the competitive battle. It

• also true that on a feature-by-feature comparison, Macintosh is ahead in some areas and behind in others (operating

system services is one area where we do have notable weaknesses-we are doing detailed analyses across the board with

Markellnle11igence). However, to win in the market, we must take the higher ground It is our overall system

~antages that are furthest ahead and most leverageable.

Nine Unbeatable Macintosh Advantages

AppUcation Consistency
Virtually all Macintosh applications offer the same coO§ister}t, intuitive user interface and can readily exchange data with

aher applications. Even with OS/~'MS:DOS'ap'priCiiions v.;11 cont~jie<t()'eiisfiiiTorce<Un'faa:<'alfuture version of OS/2,

05/2'386 is billed as offering evenfbetter MS-DOS compati~ility iharf'today's OS/2). These MS-DO$applications will never

have a graphical interface and can~ qcnaiige'aati'witli'ooe anoq\er Q,..wlih"6Slfappratiogs:'~The benefit of

applications consistency is lower irainihg--eostS·;····oetter-.·.pr,oductivitt;··atl'd more effe~~ve us~A)f the computer.

System integration L..~ .._/-.,,~,\ "\ ,/f ;/
A hallmark advantage of the MaCirlt..o~b. ... iS the seami:~ss integration of applicaVbns, ha~d'ware, and data. Examples of this

are AppleShare servers, which ar~::accesS~ in the ~et same nfanner as 1~'~torage;~serWriters, which are accessed the

same way as ImageWriters and ~en Fax inodem§.Ahe Clipb¢ud that allo';s data ex:thange between almost all

applications; keyboards and monitQrs ttUt"Offe'tplug-aq9-'play setup. Ncl other sys.(em offers this level of integration.

The benefit ofsystem integration is'''that~'MacmtQSh·,use'~s can do more ~ith·~ess·-eiTort and support.

Control of both Software and Hardware
No other personal computer manufacturer controls both the system software and the CPU hardware. The advantage is

that when we want to offer new hardware functionality, we can ensure that it is well integrated into the environment

with system software. This integration capability means that if we want to extend our sound hardware, for example,

we can also create system software that allows developers to seamlessly integrate sound into their applications. In the

MS-DOS world, the mainstream hardware environment can only evolve when Microsoft and the clone makers choose to

suppott it. rousers this means that Macintosh can evolve more dramatically am more quickly.

No Competition with AppUcations Developers
Apple does ott generally compete with applications developers. This means that developers have every reason to

provide standard support for our Macintosh software extensions. In the Microsoft world, applicatioftS developers also

compete with Microsoft, and so applications developers may wish to do nonstandard extensions in their applications

(which violate Microsoft-specified OS/2 conventions) to better compete with Microsoft·s applications. Users then

suffer the consequences of applications that may not work well together.

Product line Range
Madntosh func.tionality is available from a relatively inexpensive one-megabyte~lass computer. OS/2 requires a

very fast '286 or a '386 machine with 4 megabytes of RAM and at least 40 meagbytes of hard disk storage. UNIX
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platfonns require even more hardware. This difference mea~ that not only does a Macintosh do more, but it is also
available in a low-end platfonn costing less.

Upward CompatJbillty
Macint~h applications that run on our low-end machines (almost all of them) run even better on our high-end
machines. In the IBM-cornpatible world, low-end MS-DOS applications actually perform worse in the high-end OS/2
environment (this is due to the limitations of the ·compatibility box"). The benefit to Macintosh users is a superior
growth path.

FInder
1be Fancier aUows Macintosh users to perform complex system tasks like fde copying, moving, deleting and program
launching in an imukive manner. No aber system provides this level of access to system functions. OS/2 and UNIX
environments require the user to have far more sophistication. While those environments may eventually solve those
problems. Macirtosh users continue to have a superior system environment

HyperCard
HyperCard is an unmatched advantage. HyperCard offers users unique specialized tools and an accessible development

:=:~~=;:/~~~~::t:C1.ttk1iara1~lre~r~~:':v~:nt
MacIntosh Enthusiasm I r·····--··-···_.l l /'·-'--"'-'''-7 /)
Macintosh users are evangelical. Wf kndw·-ofno'Offief"'J)rQQuct tha{ev6kes such lo~tf'. USyt~ have fun with
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Issues
These are some of the issues we will need to address. See Spring Developers' Conference materials for additional issues:

• Do we have the infrastructure in place to support all developers on all ri the new features?

• What will we do for Blue in 1990?

C··'.··..·:.::.'.:.·f· :..//).,,:.•.,.......... .'
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32·Bit QuickDraw

Brief Description (product Manager: laurie Glrand)
Extensions to QuickDraw that support drawing with up to 16 mnIion colors, instead of only 256.

SChedule
Spring '89 release

Benefits to Users
• With anew video card, the screen will.oo longer be constrained to 256 colors at a time.

• The price d high-quaJity color will be driven lower in the Macintosh market

Benefits to Developers
• Developers will be able to support applications with access to over 256 colors in adevice-independent fashion.

• Third-party devices will proliferate, taking advantage of the consistency in the programming model.

Benefits to Apple ~ " " m " " .•.••••••'/····w",} ~ " ".."o< o< ,

• 32-Bit QuickDraw wnI substan~ally raise the competitivk stakes bf color in the personal com~uter market since

Display PostScript and NeXT ~ep ~ve..yet.to,demonslrate thislcaP3;bijtY~"""'''''''''''''''7' /,1

• Apple will be able to continue Posit*,n~g..tbe ..Maf.~ntash as thej~.~qer in high-qualiW:"Pe~Ohal-computer image

graphics. 1.1 .~.'i./.· ".,,'\:.:. .•. ...;,./'/ "./i
~ <::•••••, ••••••.•••••••••••.•••••.••••••••\

functional Objectives (by piibrlty) ':; \ ./ /;

1 .Support 24 bits of color on th9"scretn, with an a4ditional eikht-bit pad b#. }/

2. Design new Monitors controlf'panel. ):;/ / ./' /.

3. Support the 16-bit subset. \~; \ ,......... ."ll l l
4. Fix regions so they don't fail unaer.J.Q~ memory.~ondliions. i 1:

5. Put in hOOkS for hardware acceleratioo'doiitby"standard coprocessort..·..·
w

•••••••••

6. Support the alpha channel byte.

Dependencies and Assumptions
• The Palette Manager will be revised.

• Suffkient PQS resources.
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Color PostScript Printer Driver

BrIef Description (Product Managers: lauric GlrandlMlchael Hopwood)

Development of a printer driver for PostScript devices that. support color"

SChedule
Spring '89 release.

Beneflts to Users
• Users will have a single driver they can use for interfacing between the Macintosh and color P~tScript printers.

• This will be the fU'Sl Apple-endorsed mechanism for achieving color output from the Macintosh.

Benefits to Developers
• Color PostScript printer developers will be supported on the Macintosh without having to design their own drivers

ex' having to write PostScript directly.

Benefits to Apple r···'·'·,··"'".,·"·,·,·,··,,.,·,·,,,,·,·,,··,,',,·,,·,·,·······•..~/"w·····l t·····..····,,···········..····,,············,··,,··,,·,,",·,..,.~

• Apple's lead in color applic2tiods wUl be signifJCantly egbnced ~y the support of color printini.

• High quality color output wnt t:ieco~·2·reatity;················j l ....···...·"'''·''''''''·''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''·~:7· .//:

functional Objectives (by pboJiYi::"--"""-'",, Lj //" //

1 Work between applicatiom suppot\idi"oolor'GrafPorts arld printers suppon..;color P9~tSCript.

2 Work with all applications. .. :' \ \ /l /'

3. Support grayscale printing on;:ciirreni>~pple Lasc;tWriters. /.,/' ./,.

4. Make OR transfer mode (unsi~pporte4 by PosJScript) wo.~k for Draw It:' /

5. Support 32-Bit QuickDraw printing. \, ,..... j:/' ./ j

..............".,.., " , /..... L.""'."""''''"" "",,I:

Dependencies and Assumptions
• Will run on 1MB machines
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InterProcess Communication (IPe)

Brief Descrlpdon (Produd Manager: Steve Goldberg)

IPC allows one application process to send data to another application process on the same machine.IPC is engineered as

an extension to the M2eintosh Event Manager.

SChedule
Specifacalion: March '89; Alpha: May 189.

Benefit to Users
• Applications that work together will become more pervasive

Bendlt to Dcvdopcrs
• Developers can construct applications that use the services c:J antther application.

Benefit to Apple rwm'r

In addition to providing much netfCEcroperaUng'sysfem ~abilitYI :tPC·-atSO<·I'WVides<the'''fou~tion for both inter-
l . ~:: ~

application communication and ~r scripting. f f ~.

~ ~ ~ ~ i <:!~ :- .

functional Objeetlves (by phori¥l-·····,..··,····················."',........... L,...,./ ../" ..l
1. Delivery of messages fromp~ t~ Bf.oces.§.,in same···m~chine. //

Assumptions and Depen~es L.""",/ // I /
• InterApplication Communication afRt--Yser...Scriptm·frequire IPC facilit1es·...·· ..·····-1

• IPC requires a MultiFinder environment

• Engineering resources from N& Cwill be available to complete the networking component d IPC
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32-Bit Addressing

Brief Description (Product Manager: Steve Goldberg)
Permits Mac II-dass machines to address more than 8 megabytes of memory.

SChedule
Aurora ROMs and all following CPU ROMs wDl be 32-bit clean and support both 24- and 32-bit worlds, selectable on

startup. Big Bang disk wOl run in 32-bit mode.

BeDef1t to Users
• Opens architecture to 128 MB d System RAM and 4 GB of logical address space.

• With more memory or VM, users can work with larger amounts ci data.

• Users will eventually have access to a new dass of high-end, memory-intensive applications such as artifICial

intelligence, graphics, and simulation software.

• Users will eventually be able to run more applications in a MultiFinder environment.

Benent to Developers f·,·,···,··~·,·,·,_·,·,·,,··· ·,·,..·,,~..,·,·····y·····i····'·····l· j ,., ,..,.""'·"·'1:

eI I ~ I tha b $ : ~

• Dev opers can write app icatiops a~8~.~ _..~.~.~~ ¥.Jes. i ..y." " :.,. .J

• 32-Bit Addressing pennits full atces~to NuBus Super Slot me~ry ../" .//;/i L,··················..····w , ,.... ~·····"..•l ,,"..l'· //./ .

Benent to Apple i ..~........................... "\. /..... .,/'

Gives credence to our high-end prdcNas:"(4-squar~.19) since ~!ocesses can no"have at}:'~pplication space greater than 8

MB. 32-Bit Addressing also suppqns·bigp·end syste~ with mpre than 8 MBlof physilAI RAM.

~:=a:= (by,~~....]/ /// /' (

2. Run more applications in a given phys1al·space:············:........··..·········....·:

3. Run applications greater than 8 megabytes.

4. Protect one application space from another.

5. Support applications that are not 32-bit clean.

Assumptions and Dependencies
• Hardware upgrades will allow 68020-dass machine owners to move to virtual memory/32·bit addressing machine.

• Apple will provide tools and information to push developers to 32-bit clean applications.

• The product should strongly encourage developers to write 32-bit clean applications.
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Virtual Memory (Yellow Pages)

Brief Description (Product Manager: Steve Goldberg)
MultiFinder extensions that allow users to work with more applications and data that can fit in RAM by swapping
inactive parts to disk.

Benefit to Users
• Software solution to expensive RAM upgrades
• Users can run more applications simultaneously and work with larger amounts ci data.
• Users can run applications larger than avaUable RAM.

Benefit to Devdopers
• Developers can write applications larger than 8 megabytes.
• Developers are relieved from having to develop custom virtual memory systems to handle large amounts ci data.

Benefit to Apple lv ,:. .

Gives credence to our high-end prfXIuas·(~·squarersiriCe pt.Ocesses ¢arfnow'navelifapptiealfOrfspace greater than 8MB.
Also VM legitimizes the use ci thd68030 microprocessor ir/our nevlest machines. %.

~~=aC;l: (by+o~:~:~:~ L/'--'--'~~~;::I//
2 Run more applications in a givehp~ySlCtJ spac'e-~::.. ·\.l( ./~

3. Run applications greater than 8..~gabytes. \ i /'. i/
4. Protect one application spac~;::(rom iih:other.;1 / /,:' /.

~~ t /' .,,/. ./l
Assumptions and DependeiK:!.es ., ,. .., ,i"" f 11

• Presence of VM does not change tn~·'3ppt.icatk>n"n'iOde1. {.....".."'...".."':
• Hardware upgrades will allow 68020/6803(k1ass machine owners to move to virtual· memory machine.
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Outline Fonts (Bass)

Brief Desaiptlon (Product Managers: laurie Girand/Jim Gable)

Development d an outline font system on the Macintosh. The current Macintosh model stores text characters as

bitmapped fonts. The ability to produce fopts algorithinical1y from outlines allows fonts to be manipulated

mathematically.

SChedule
Alpha inJanuary. Beta and Final dependenton Big Bang.

Benefits to Users
• Bass delivers the best rendering d type on monitors and printers at any resolution. Therefore, the user should be able

to obtain very high quality output without paying the prices of PostScript.

• Because l aeates an open-font format, hundreds of typefaces should be available to Macintosh users over time.

Benefits to Developers l'"·""'~'

• With the open-font format, any ~naor'wurli"i61e"io pr~vide higli:qua1itY'r6iitS·1Cfm~·Mae-·ft\1rketplace.

• There will be a single font srandatd so that each developc;~r is not dependent on defining or buyihg his own.

Benefits to Apple I C~=~~===~:~~ L/~-"-'--~~7'/'/
• Because it is being created in-ho$e. ApPle.··w.al..be able to"'Crmance and improve .J,He Mac~.6utline font technology in

future System Software releasesL /',..... ""'\., \ .~..;"... ./~'

• Fonts rendered on QuickDraw pr,inter,s will have i~ same high quality as tQ&e on I}6stScript printers, at

significantly lower cost. ./'.... .,'\ / / .~/.. /:

FundJonal Objectives (by p~ty)C,,~".--,/ // I l
1 Run with significant backward compatibmty~.·.························" L w ..i

2 Printing sUpJX>rt.
3. Development of an open file format with wide third-party support.

4. Reasonable support for developers who want to encrypt their hints.

Dependencies and Assumptions
• Will it run on 1MB machines?
• Requires extensive testing, as fonts are used in all appliations.

• SQA needs to develop test plan.
• Outline fonts will be substituted for bitmapped fonts. Developers do not have to rewrite.

)
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Layout Manager (Boffin)

Brief Description (Product Manager: Mike Wallace)
Allows the laying out of lines with special effedS such as ligaturing and kerning in a device-independent environment.
Such functionality wOl be optimized for device-dependent environments.

SChedule: Alpha
May '89.

Bend'lt to Users
• Bass text on thesaeen will be laid oot in a more attractive manner.
• Printed text will be laid out identically to displayed text (or improved).
• More international users will have line layout support.

Benefit to Developers
• Developer will no longer have to put line layout into their packages.
• Font developers will be able tOrdiffer.entiate.their...pt6du¢ts based;.on.added.(eatures.., ;

Benefit to Apple I r-·_·-M_....-.J l /·------·--;7 )
• Apple will improve its compet_we ,dv~~e ..or..'WYSIWYG. t ..,,/ ../~. //
• More CPUs will be sold into iniernational markets prev~usly unsupported by ~SI~ff

Functional Objectives (by p~ot1~;_w"\ \ // /
1. Provide line layout support tba(uses; new Bass ;fonts.;1 .,/' .f'·
2 Provide high-level line layou~' support:~o appli9tions. ./l'· /
3. Provide low-level line layout ~l}pport for...Mae··graphics pid printing. /' {
4. Ensure support for international·ease.~.!l~ ...9:1.!.!:~DtJ.Y·ll·andled by the ~§!~!!LvvJ

Assumptions and Dependencies
• Will work in both Pink and Blue environments.
• Bass compatible with international requirements.

• Ginsu.
• C++; layout core wnt be object oriented
• Unicode and. graphics issues resolved in Pink in same timeframe.
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New Finder

Brief Desaiptlon (Product Manager: Charlie Oppenheimer)
Next generation Finder that increases ease or use through more powerful disk organization and document location
mechanisms, user customization. and direct integration or loday's stand-alone utilities.

SCbedule
FeaIure Set: 11188; Bela: 5/89; F'uraI: 10189.

Baleflt to Users
• Easier use through greater consistency and moreintukive access to fonts, desk accessories, network resources and

mntrd panels..
• Tc:ds to quickly fmd and organize documents.
• Background copy operations.
• Context-sensitive help system.
• Greater abil ity to customize the ~~.rar1ce.of F,illd~'obiects.
• Third-pany extensions will add j)Ower~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''' l /..,..·«· · ..• "'·« ,..• ····· ..····"'... ·.·\.1:

j { 1 1 , , ;~~. ,,' ,.'
Benefit to Apple ~:~ } /., ./" ../'
• New Finder will revitalize the ~cintbsh)fease··oru·se·.~ reasse1t''$ple's lead in)rih~vatt~ user interface

technology. i , " w •.••.••.•,.. ••••••\. ../.f //

• An extendible Finder provides ah.~i& develoPt:pent model for adding our~~ servi~ and ensuring interface
consistency. /,../ ,..;'\)., ./li ii"

functional Objectives (by ~riOrity~. ., /l i
l ~/' l~

1 Integration of FontIDA Movet"',f.Y.~ctionanfy· into ~.~...ffnder interf2C~ f
2 Integration of Chooser and Contror~anet···into··th·faireet manipulatiort"Pinderinterface.
3. Standard interface for device connections currently done by various software components.
4. New volume Mount!Dismount model.
5. CuSlomizeabie Apple menu for faster, easier access to favorite files.
6. Built-in help facility.
7. Integration of Backup functionality into the Finder.
S capability of having multiple views dan'object by having copies of an object that point. back to the original.
9. Provide capability for the user to customize views.
10. Internal and public program interface to allow external units to use Finder services and to provide utilities that

integrate naturally with the Finder (such as backup).

Under investigatioo: flItering capability, access privUeges for local folders, stationery, drawing on Folders.

Dependendes and Assumptions
• Target platform is 68000, 1 MB Macintosh; MultiFinder standard. Os this viable?)
• Desktop Dalabase and Exlended Catalog services from file system group wUl be available. .
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Installer 3.0 (Multidisk)

Brief Desaiption (Product Manager: Ken Feehan)
Asecond generation -Installer" with the capability to read information from more than one source disk enabling the

mtallation of Systems larger than EOOK. The new Inslaller will simplify the process ri installing the •Apple

teeommended- system files, and will provide power users with complete control over exactly what is installed/updated.

SChedule
MultiDisk Installer should go alpha before December '88 May ship with system 6.0.4.

Benefits to Users
• ·One button- approach to the installation of Apple's System Software.

• The new Installer will incorporate built-in intelligence, freeing the user of numerous choices necessary in the past

• The MultiDisk Installer will also provide users with more infonnatioo about exaaly what an Installer does.

Benefits to Developers ...m .•.•.•.•••

• Ability to license the MultiDisk tastJlBef·f~·tlleir··M u~.

i l .~/.----"---_··_-"·"-".·.·.J

Benefits to Apple ~ ~ } _ " " ,?. • -

• Apple will no longer be constraiPed ~y.!be.800K.limJ~.:... L /·· ..f"·/<./·.l·

• Apple will be assured that use~wi1l bive a complete'·Sy'5.!.em folder rich in print~tarivers';' fonts, utilities, etc.

Functional Objectives (by pki)~;~"-'·\ \ ;/ /
L Provide the ability to grab fil~:from··m.ore than ope source disk. ./' /

2 Include ability to poll the RO~ and 5QsI bus tq/{oquirea~ hardwaret'vailabili~Y.

3. Further include capability to tis~ this ittfotmation to degde what system files shq\Jld be installed.

4. Provide capability to decide whethervth~ ...~~.~m...tlleff~und in the S~~m.f.9J.~ (an existing Macint~h system)

should be updated with the most recent versions of system software, or to create and install system files in a new

System Folder (new Macintosh system).

5. Provide an Installer with a straightforward interface.

6. Provide a modular installer offering two levels of user interaction.

7. Allow access over an AppleShare server and update of a local Macint~h booted from the target disk.
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Remote Database API

Brief DesaiptIon (Product Manager: Michael Wallace)
Toolbox extensions that give applications standard access to remtte databases.

5cbedule
EBS: 1I89;Alpt8: 5189; f'm: 10189.

Bendtt to users
• Users can access remote databases in a standard way with a consistent user interface from any supporting

application

BenefIt to Developers
• Developers can easily add database access to their applications
• Remote Database Access allows developers to access the special capabilities ofvarious SQL databases.

• Benefit to Apple f"""··'··"·""·,,,··,··,",·,.,·,··,,·,,·,,,,·,,',,·..,,,·····,··/F"w"'l l"..·'..,.,.."..,..,.'w,.."w,..'w".....,.,..."..."".,.,.." ....,.,.,.~

Remote Database Access improves .pple'sa~i1ityt().compej~ in mu~ii-ven~~r,~,~YXr~~.~~. by alJ~wing applications to
access popular database servers. M4cintQ.:sh·beComes·tne··oOly persqhaI ~<5mputer to inte.g(ate q,ata across any database
management systems. i t/··~-~·",,~ '-~! // Ii
FunctIonal ObjectIves (by prlbrityj···································· ~\. ..,./< ./'~

1 Implement Data Access Manager...routJnes. ..\ :1 i/./
2. Define and implement higy-lev¢l queri::,>nly API. / / /"./

Assumptions and Dependen~. C...//./// / I
• Remote Database Access is dependeiit'ofrthe··Wrproject.:·....·....·.. ·······..:
• Seperate 0/1 language from the API.
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Language Manager

Brief DescrIption (Product Manager: Mlchad Wallace)
Standard application imerface for spell-checking, thesaurus, hyphenation, and other utility services.

SChedule
SpecifICa1ioo: OCtoberlNovember '88; alpha: May '89; Ship: October '89.

Benefit to Developer
• Easy, standard way to provide spell-checking and related services in all applications.
• No need for each to developer to re-implement these services on their own.

Benefit to User
• Ultimately, this will provide for spell-checking and related services in all major Macintosh applications software.

Benefit to Apple .i·W'W'~'
• Same as benefit to developers. r""""m_"",,~ __. l rm",,,,,,,m_,,,m,,,,,,,.m_'''''''''.'''"j

Punc:donal Objecttves (by prtrltY)_...._"·"·m.........."J i ;r"'.....m··.._·7 /
1 Simple programming interface tt+t alli.~ppticanooron ..~1 to obtail'rhigh-Ievel t~..~ervicFS:with user interface.
2. Simple programming interface fot all seryic.e···PtQ:viders (sPel!-checking, thesauru~(hyph~nationt and so forth are all

services). t.., ;:";:":;··· \'\, \~ ,.ff .//

3. Low-level interface for applicatiems..tQ access text '$ervices directly. ;,/;/

PrIorities (").j'/ ,/ /
Both funtti0n21 objeC1ives are re~1re.Q to ~hlplh'~ fea~.~e(// l l

.4.;••: ••: :............. t :

Assumptions and Dependencies
• service modules will be third-party products available separately from applications. Evangelism of these products and

the application interface will be needed.
• service modules will use the interface as the exclusive means to talk to applications so that all applications and service

modules will work together the same way.
• May ship with bundled dictionary/thesaurus to promote usage.
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Script Manager

Brief DescrIption (Product Manager: Michael Wallace)
The SCript Manager Project canprises the Control Panels (Keyboard, Map, International), the DA Key Caps, and the core
script manager itself, which provides a standard application interface to international formatting utilities (sorting,
dates, time. number formats) and a framewOrk for writing systems such as kanji or Arabic, called scripts. Changes
b:Iude enhancemeru to the International CDEV, Map, Key Caps, and the core Script Manager.

Schedule
Specfatiat.Feb '89; Seed: 3QFY89; Ship: OCtober '89.

Benef1ts to Developer
• Slandard way to provide script services in all applications.

Benefits to User
• International CDEV provides more selection among d.iffer.ent international customization resources and limited

editing of the resources. r··'··'···,····,..,···..,·'"""··..,,..···,·····w.,l l t·····,,·········,··················,········,·········....,~:

• Key cap's interface changes to~ake dead keys visible t~allow~ user to see the character sequences to create
accented characters ~ .n••·•· ·•· ·•·•·•·•·••·•·•·•·•·•.•·•·•·•·••.•.•.•.•.••.•J t. ~ ""...... ",l

• Map changes add ~gular time ~one! 3:QQ..b€:tte·r...bqUl3n interfacL......//· .,' .. ,::?~.. /,.../,.
Functional Objecttfts (by p~rl;~0~-~"., .,"\ // ,//
1 CustomizaUon options in the International CDE\\. '\ ./;~/ l/

2. Additional charaaers for the MacintOsh characterl set. ij ./ .f·
3. Dead key support in Key Capsf J: ;:"/ .f i/'/
4. Irregular time zone support fo~::~~p. \........................... ..,;l,i / l

•••..••••·•••..·,····.•·•.••••• w ,.·.•.•••.•••••.•••,.... r J
Assumptions and Dependencies
• Mover support for international resources.

)
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Multiple Script System

Brief Desaiption (Product Manager: Michael Wallace)
Allows multiple script (e.g., Roman, Arabic and kanji) installation and provides a standard application interface for using

multiple saipts in a document (provides for multiple scripts for file and icon names in the Finder). The MultiScript

project includes the multiscript system software and a script system core to help speed and standardize script system

development.

SChedule
Spedfation: 2/89; alpha: Mays9; Ship:10/89.

Benefit to Developers
• Standard way to provide multiple script services in all applications.

Benefit to Users
• The user can install and use several different languaa~ ...f~araeter scripts in a document.

functional Objectives (by l~~~;,,,_···~·_j! I-··_.._······_"_·······,~.·'.·.·.~·.· ...)
Provide: ~ r·w •.•.•.••.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.••.•.•." .•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•} I "".""" u.u.u.u. ::~:;".. ./

t Aprogramming interface that ~l appli9tioos.·can...~~1I toobtairLlm~ltiple script sel)iites
2 Installation of the language s¢ripts::········, ."...."....,.. /...... ..,.:(

3. Scripts that function in a mul~ple ~riprenvir.9nment \\ ./( f/'

( FinderlFlle System· support to "proVide multiple\~cripts foi\pbjeet names. .i l
//

Dcpendende5/AssumPtlO'~·····) ) } ,/ I
• Requires Finder and File sys~~~=:~:~~ ../,,/ L....._.J
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InterApplication Communications (Diet Coke)

Brief DescrlptiOD (Product Manager: Steve Goldberg)
Automatic data-sharing between Diet Coke-aware applications. Diet Coke allows documents to always contain the
most recent update c:J information originating from another source.

SChedule
Project ~ staffed; prototyping stages; alpha: May '89; Beta: 3QFY89.

Benefit to User
• Automates repetitive cut-copy-paste.
• Documents always contain the latest information even aaoss networks.
• User an leverage multiple applicatioos to solve problems.
• Networked users an work colIaboratively on joint projects.

Benefit to Developers
• High-level mechanism for interJ\pp.Ucat.iao"cammuni&tlQh permits..ap~J.i.~t.i.Qn.dey"I~I~.lQ..geate applications that

work together. ~ l' { \
I ~ .! l .,/,):

functional Objectives (by prJOritY) ~ , ,. L /··/'·~ · ··~~:>~7 ..f ....

1. Automatic transfer of informatipn tti(6ugh ·publication.s.- "'/i/

2. Persistence of links. ~ ...•....................., , '\. ...:,.::,..;::.././ I
3. Support application-initiated link···aeafion. " \ . it
.{ Support publications residing Qr}.a"'file.~rver."\ i i'
S. Unk Management and Map. (I j ) / /
DcpencJendes and AssumPtl~",_>~·"/.,__/#/ L.__..J
• Applications must be written to take advanfage"of Diet Coke.
• Diet Coke does not fundamentally alter the programming model.
• Target platform is a 2 MB, hard disk machine running MultiFinder.
• Expanded data types will provide richer forms of transferring informalion.

)
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MenuIWindow Extensions (Glass Plus)

Brief Desaiptlon (Product Manager: Michael Wallace)
Glass Plus enhances the window and menu managers to provide standard tear-off menu capability and toolbox support

for floating windows.

Benefit to Users
• System-wide standard capability to tear off menus.

• Encoul2ges standard irterf2ce for objects such as TearOffs and floating Windows.

• Better supports Large and Multiple Monitors.

Benefit to Developers
• Standard toolbox support for aeation and management of floating windows.

• Glass Plus prOVides standard integrated ways to add floating windows to applications. Developers don't need to

solve the .intricacies of floating windows implementation.

Benefit to Apple r'"'·"'··,,",·,·,,·"'·'·'M'."'"'"'"'."'"'.M."'"'." •.•.•.••.•/~···· •.•.•.•./ r",",",","''''"",''''''O<""'«",'«",",",",M'",",",",",","",O<",''",'O<",''",,,''«",'",'~

• Glass Plus proVides standards (or such constructs as fldating wi;bdows and TearOfTs, curbing\the proliferation of
diffi '. ~ . ! ~ ,{;

erent Developer ImplemenfillOlJs:""~m"",_-",m,,,",.m,,,' i/.--------'''7' ,/

Functional Objectives (by pkojyC~~---'-"","" i.-.! ,/ //

1 Application-1t3nsparent ability~ tear61T'a men~, hierarch;k;aJ menu or menu...plece (i:i, group of items or individual

item). .:.:::':'::::' \ :~1 /l,//

2. Ability to aeate custom me~~f'palett~s, i l // ./'
3. Aoating window support in too1box.j= .../. .j: /.. /

Assumptions and Dcpende~dts~.~:=::~--_/// L,.. .l
• Substantial compatibility with existing application base,

• Target platform for Glass Plus is 2 megabyte machine.

• Glass Plus must be coordinated with the Video Overlay project which also involves significant changes to the

window manager.
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New Print Architecture (Ginsu)

Brief Desaiptlon (product Managers: laurie Gltand/Michael Hopwood)
A unifted printer driver mechanism to sup~rt aU past and future Apple printers, and some third-party devices as well
through selective technology licensing. Greater functionality will become available including background printing across
all devices, beuerpaper handling, differing page orientation, custom page sizes, and so on.

SChedule
Alpha: April 1. Ship with Big Bang.

Beneftts to Users
• Because developers will be facing a more consistent programming interface, users should ultimately face a more

consistent printer interface.
• More devices, including film recorders and plotters, will ultimately be available for consistent use with the

Macintosh.

Benefits to Developers r""·"o'.o,o".""•••.,.."."." •.,•.,., /l··"·····J r ..·· ··· · · ·.."" 1

• Developers will be presented 'tith a consistent prograt1ming in¢rface for accessing printers. \
• Access to modifying the Page ~up ~d.P.r.in1.diaJogs ..id a cons~ent ~ACr': ..·....·..·....·:7· /,.~

Bcndlts to Apple I L,.,'NN'''.'''--"""", L/ // /,/
• The lead time for printer driver ~evel.9Pfnenf;·'W~ich untifl~cently was over a)'n-yql should be reduced to a few

months. ~".' /" '\ \ ./~'./

• Common functionality for priqlmg'w~l be kept iP a modul~r (orm, signiQtantly iq&easing the maintainability of
printer drivers. {"~:./' / /~. /

• Support for Significant third-~y devi~Jba('fulfill ou.F~trategies will become .~ reality.

Functional Objectives (by p:;:;ritY''f'."~'N-// L......_..J
1 Work with applications that are not guilty of ·print crimes.·
2. Support all non-PostScript printers in first release.
3. Suppon PostScript printers.
4. Support key film recorder, key low-end color printer, and key plotter.

Dependencies and Assumptions
• Dependent on features d New Finder (such ~ Chooser modifications) and Bass.
• Dependent on memory model.
• Good developers should not have to rewrite.
• Will run 00 1MB machines.
• 'FiJI break aU shipping third party printer drivers.
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File System Manager (External File System)

Brief Description (Product Manager: Steve Goldberg)
The File System Manager (FSM) introduces a new architecture that suppons attaching multiple file systems to the
Macintosh Operating System.

SChedule
ERS: 1189; IRS: 11188; Alpha: 3QPY89; Beta: 4QFYB9; Ship: Ott '89.

BeneftttoUsers
• Users will benefit when Apple or third parties deliver well-integrated file systems so that foreign volumes can be

manipulated in standard Macintosh ways.

Benefit to Developers
• Application developers can write to a standard -Virtual- file system.
• Third party me system developers have means to ti&n!:!y integrate their software into Macintosh architecture.
• Developing a file system is easie-r·-d\;l@·t&·bette-r..intenace~nd utilit¥·.setv.ices.. ", "..w •••••••• ~; ~

• FSM defines an architecture thai is expandable to acco~te ~er services such as databas~ access.

Benefit to Apple I r:=:-=-~··J L-I/,.....~-~-----:;r //
• Same as benefit to developers. I V" "'--"'-\ ' /1// /

~~~::m~~~::.~r~~~~~:~:)~~) /' //
2 Disklnit rewritten to suppott~ File Sys~m Man~~er.,$' /' /
3. SLandard utilities (cache ac~~name ~r.$ing·;···queue ~~pulation. B-t~e manip~lation) accessible to all file systems.

·:····<o·····,,·~,~· •••.•.•••..•.....w ·····,••.••••••,... L J
Assumptions and Dependendes
• Project needs adequate staffing.
• DOS File System Project requires FSM.
• External FSM architecture is supported for compatibility reasons.
• FSM architecture and services are published for third parties.
• AppleShare should be converted to operate under FSM to make the fde system more reliable.
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Network Booting (Investigation)

Brief Description (Product Manager: Steve Goldberg)

Investigation only. Anew ROM feature will enable future Macs to boa up and run without access to either local hard

or floppy disks.

Bendlts to Users
• Macintosh users with access to this feature will not need to coofigure their own System.

• Updating their local System Folder with newer version avaBable over the network.

• Macintosh axnputers will have a lower cost.

Benefits to Developers
• By entering these new marlcets, Apple aeates new opportunities for third-party developers to create special

software and hardware for the education, banking, general purpose (exhibit type), and government markets.

Benefits to Apple
• Ability to ship a lower-cost Mafint-esh.dlat.oft'cE&..edstoij)ers a hiSh.lellel.oLmedia..and"data..$~~rity.

functional Objective I , _.._j / )
• Allowing for the operation ofadis~I~ Madntosb.. L ~ :.~:~ ''''' ~:,?~~. /./

Assumpdons and Depende~es,,~::~·_~'\·,·_,·\ ..' ////

: ~tw;~ ~=~a::US;::~~~:kten.) ) ,/ /

f\~"._.~::~~,~.//,' { /
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System Security (Investigation)

Brief Description (Product Manager: Steve Goldberg)
Investigation Only. Blue Operating System enhancements that allow a user to protect documents from unauthorized
access.

Benefit to Users
• Helps prevelt unauthorized access to sensitive infamation by casual snoopers.
• WeD-integrated Apple solution in existing user model wIh logical extensions.
• Optional securily-users not desiring system security are ntt bothered by its availability.

Benefit to Developers
• None perceived.

Benefit to Apple
System Security addresses a major Macintosh shortcqmtng that slows penetration of some market segments including
caporate. defense. and govem~nrSystem"securHy, ho;"ever, ~1rnorprovKre'aDml\Ite«~ity of trusted systems.

fWlctJonalObl~ (by JrlOifiy,.~_·_m.....,._,J / /----'---'--·-7 ./)
L FBe Cabinet Security-user sh~uld ~.able"io··sele'cti\!.e.IY secure~~ertain documen~"2nd f~ders while leaving other

it ot d ~ ...., ;/ ./ems unpr eC1e . ~ w.,·...... '::. .( {

2 A single password gains accesk.tQ,.:~t1'··protect~d:)tems; us~ does not have t9;:~nter ~~arate password for each
protected item. ..... ..... . .:; :1 ,il

3. System security Architectur~/iS muiii~tiered per:fnitting th~ addition by.Jhird paf'Jiies of higher-degree security

solutions, \" l,~.// // / !
Dependencies and AssumptI~iis······,·····,w , ·.·········· ,>. L."""""..".J
• System security design should not promote the development of generalized cracking tools.
• System security functionality should be fully exportable to foreign countries.
• Third·party developers will provide solutions for situations requiring higher degrees of protection.

• ThirdProteetion model should coordinate with AppleShare and Personal AppleShare models.
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New Graphics Architecture (Skia) (Investigation)

Brief Description (Product Manager: lauric Glrand)
Significant extensions to QuickDraw with a QuickDraw-like interface. Skia wUl provide resolution independent graphics,

a new curve primitive, fancier typesetting commands, transformation routines to handle primitives and fonts,

acceleration support, and comprehensive error detection and recovery.

Benefits to Users
• Transformed graphics will be bandied consistently aaoss all applications.

• Awider variety cioutput devices will become available, since the drawing model used for the screen can also be used

for the printer.
• Finally, signifiant hardware acceleration will become a reality.

Benefits to Devdopers
• Developers wUl have the option of writing to new graphics features.

• Handling of superior graphics functionality in a consistent manner.

lIeIlefits to Apple [""-«,,,,,«..,·,,-,,··,,,,/'7 r----""«'--'-'-'--'---'--"\
• New applications, with enha~ fuQClianaUty..oLs.upedor perfoPn3Oc.~,.3li1l ..be.deYelQped fC?J,the Macintosh, raising

the desirability or the platforrn.~ ~ . / ./'" ./~,.....:, ../

Functional Objectives (by pbOrl~~~~,-.,', '''''''", '-_.' // //

1 Transformations of fonts and plimiiives. \ \ / /
2 Hardware acceleration. /.., \ .i ~./~~ ./

3. Resolution independence in system 304 pattems/~nd hairlipe apability./~· /

4. New curve primitive. \,.. \ ,......... .// / l
5. Error ddection and recovery.>:'··,,, ,,.... . ," l f
6. Fancier typesetting commands. . ,.."..".....................: :

Assumptions/Dependencies
• QuickDraw-like interface.
• Virtual memory handled by someone else.
• Printer drivers done by Print Shop.
• Ccompder is substantially improved.
• The two additional people needed have not been hired

• Developers must write for new functionality. Some QuickDraw calls may draw slightly differently.
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DOS File System (Investigation)

BrIef DesctJptlon (Produd Manager: Steve Goldberg)
Desktop and applic3tion access to MS-OOS and OS/2 volumes.

5cbedule
Design: 2QFY89; Alpha: 3QFY89; Ship: Oc1'89.

Beneftt to Users
• Easily move information between MS-DOS and Macintosh environments.
• Manipulate PC disks just like Mac disks-same tools and ways.
• Direct import and export of PC data to Macintosh applications.
• No intermediate step ofApple File Exchange.
• Greater reliability than Apple File Exchange.

Benefits to Developers .: .
.,:, ~

• Standard interface to ·virtual·fife··syste-m:······ ··········· i r ·wH
• ..• • .. • .. • • .. ·1.

• Easier recognition of PC docu~nts through file types} ! l
• Developers who create applicaf.ion ~twa-re·on··both·ptatforms~ilI penefirbylh~··:t~ntty tq,develop a single

~::~::. I :::~~~~"""'\ Lj 1<//
• Apple's PC file system software"'wilf simplify APRle's goal Qf competing in.i· multi-y~ndor environment. No longer

will a media format barrier prtvenrus.~rs c:J diffe.rent machines from excltanging ~ta.

Functional Objectives (by ktOrl~~'~"--'/ .// ( l
1 Read/Write access to PC volumeS··througb $.1andard·HFs interface. L w •••• .J
2 Standard desktop access to PC volumes through the Finder.
3. Support for Mac-specific me infonnation such as resource forks, longer file names, Get Info comments and Finder

Information.
4. MS-DOS disk initialization integrated into standard Disk-Init Package.
S. Ability to assign Mac application and document type information to PC fdes.
6. Support for both FDHD and PC 5.25-inch drives.
7. Desktop database support for PC volumes.

Assumptloos and Dependendes
• Currert functionality in third·party produdS will be taken into account.
• Target platform ~ 2 MB machine equipped with FDHD.
• Requires File System Manager and HFS Utilities.
• Functionality and quality are more important than performance or size.
• New version may be necessary when Microsoft creates a OS/2 me system.
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Imaging Device Manager (Investigation)

Brief Description (product Manager: laurie Glrand)
Investigation only. Integrates Macintosh graphics input by providing access to composite video in the Window
Manager and by defining anew, more complete, flatbed and real-time scanner interface that enables image analysis.
Supports SEG projects that will ship in FY90 and third-party devices.

Beneflts to Users
• 5canning and overlay technology wUl be as well integrated with all applications as Apple's current printer drivers.

Benefits to Developers
• Applications developets benefit but remain device independent.
• Device developets wiD sell more devices when more apps are supported
• New market opponunilies will become available in areas d chara<.1er and pattern recognition and image processing.

Benefits to Apple
• More developers would be attra~<t&·a··sta9le ..pla1fbrmJproduc~..innavative<ptoduClS.JQr ..Yi.hat would otherwise

be a riskier market ~ i l \
• wm extend Apple's advantage oter t1le~petitionJn.bilmappecfgraptu~....·......··....···..·.. ·;~,·· .,,)
• Apple will substantially increase~its V~ib}.!.!ty..as..a..m~ltimedia pla[<?.r.g{.f/"·· .l'·/·

• Providing a mechanism for imagt analySis such as chira~r recognition, Apple wiWfmprqye the likelihood of success
for such new technologies. ~ ., ; ; \\ /0.... }f

• System Software will prevem ~··piecemeal desi~ of image\input and displa{by prow:iding a ground up architecture,
aabstantiaUy improving long-tepn"maiptainability~of input ~vice code. ./' ./~

[' "'\ ../ ./ it' /.
Functional Objectives (by p~orityj , ·····/ // /. /
1. Develop a O1~-seleaabl~ lIia:~ittl.!!m-color sca.Qnert~river and inte~ce for var:iable resolutions that can be

accessed from all applications. ".,.............................. , ...

2 Support real-time scanning devices.
3. Support plug-in modules for character or pattern recognition.
4. Window Manager should be rewritten to support video in window.
5. Support translations from alternate color models.

Assumptions and Dependendes
• Third-party device designs will also be taken into account
• Driver defmitions will be published to third parties.
• QxJe will be written in a patable fashion, so as to be transferrable to Pink.
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More Projects (Investigations)

&prit support (Product Manager: Ken Feehan)
The Esprit hardware wUl require changes made to the system software in order to support Esprit features such as Sleep
and battery control. Esprit also contains new ROMs which wUl require system patches. Esprit and System Software 6.0.4
are scheduled to ship in the summer ci 1989,·

file System Enhancements (ProdudManager: Steve Goldberg)
Under investigation are several ftle system enhancements to support other projects, primarily New rlOder and
InterApplication Communication. These changes will ntt directly affect users; 1'3ther, users will only see improvements
IS Apple and developers take advartage of the new features. Among the possible enhancements are: the capability of
locating a file even after it moves folders, a fast catalog search by file name, a public B-tree package, and a desktop
manager which handles the additional file infonnation currently stored in the Desktop fUe,

Sound (Product Manager: EDccn Hart)
Two major sOund-related projeas are under development for Big Bang. The sequencer (code name: OJ) is a developer
tool that enables applications to hapdle.multiple..tracksr.6fijUsic, In ~ggi!iQO.l ..~...~m!'~gf:.~Ll?!Qy'.!des new facilities for
editing, manipulating and playing Ptusic. The project is stafed and ,roduet definition is underway.

~ {.·.n.·.·.·.·.·..·•·.·•.•.•..· 1 l ,.~ "" " ;~,'. /,1
The other major sound project ~ AU~iO 9?~.p.~.i.onlExpansio!,,~C~e named: Mas¥'y·Th~".Mace software toolkit

provides 3:1 and 6:1audio cornpre$,sionfofihe Macini&h,p'.~us, SE ancfn families. W!th·>audi9~compression, developers
will have greater flexibility in hancn~g so~.o(:Hn·th~ir applic3tiQns. An alpha versior}1S avail,abJe today and Quality
Assurance is oJrrently developing j·.·te$,oplan, ....\. \ i/ it

(:~:"::~t~:~~!_./,~) L~:.__"../
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~ Product Plan for System Software 6.0.4

Macintosh
System r-l

SoftJare~~-~·",...I !r-~_. ~ll-'""'''' !~!. '
ProdhEf":iiih·...fotr/~~~Imll!
SystJni~f~i~€-/6.0.4
Codename: Antares

Page 1

Ken Feehan
4-4567!Feehanl

As infonnation changes, this document will be updated and redistributed.
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" Product Plan for System Software 6.0.4 Page 2

This Product Plan provides detailed infonnation related to the release of Macintosh
System Software 6.0.4.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Macintosh System Software 6.0.4 is a Product Support Release of System Software to
support. 2 new Macintosh computers: Esprit and Aurora.

• 6.0.4 will be required when using Esprit or Aurora.

• 6.0.4 will work with all Macintosh computers with at least 1 megabyte of

RAM. r"·~-"'--·"'"'-'-'./l' t--'-"'"""'--_·"""_·,,,,,--,,\
• It will not be nec¢ss.ry··-for·the··in~talleJb~se"of'·MaciptosJ1·,·tsersto upgrade to

6.0.4. System S4ft~~e···-6:(l:·2·,····6..0.3 arld-··6.o.4 can J:6exjs't on networks.
~ 'c· .,•...•.....w.............. ..; \ .;:".f"' ./~i

• 6.0.4 will be inclbd~d"with "aU Macintosh compu'ters .nd all System Software
Update Kits as O~"aI1Q.ouncedate.;~ ii' if

• 6.0.4 will be rel~asedlwith'~sPrit.ld Aurcla, Which are currently scheduled
for August 1989 relea$..~.~, ·······"":· :· L .J

• 6.0.4 will contain no new features for the installed base of Macintosh users.
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• Product Plan for System Software 6.0.4

Release Overview for 6.0.4
Who needs 6.0.4?

Page 3

• 6.0.4 will be necessary when working with either Esprit or Aurora.

6.0.4 will also offer limited additional functionality to applications using the Sound
Manager (some priority 1 Sound Manager bugs will be fixed).

Who does~ need 6.0.4?

• As a rule, the installed base does not need to upgrade to 6.0.4.

Even in situations whe(e"iiUiiierous"'r:;f;'dktoslfcompule'rs"are'''SIUiting network printers
and file servers, users ~J'tOl!.!Q...~n.~.Q~!~5f no prPbl~Jll~...mj~!!!g ..,.co~uters operating
6 0 2 6 0 3 d 6 0 4

~· ~ .~ /"./.• •.., .•.• an.. ....~ ~: '. .i /' .........~~. .~i·

Rtgpirements fQr USinJ,,~:~;=<\'-'~"\ <-..-' ///:/'/

• 6.0.4 will ruql"'(iii"'\~l1 M~cintos~ Plus 9'f lat¢'~ computers.
t: ( /. i/l /'

Apple recommends a har..~ di'slt·and/~J."tWo 800k f1oppie~ when using 6.0.2, 6.0.3 or
6.0.4. All applications that"'ctltTently work with S'yste·m':6.0.2/6.0.3 on a 1 megabyte
Macintosh should also work with 6.0.4 and a 1 megabyte Macintosh.

Schedule for 6.0.4:

Availability of a golden master 6.0.4 is tied to the ROM schedule for Esprit and
Aurora. If the schedule for either CPU slips, you should expect the 6.0.4 schedule to
slip too.

Esprit ROM Golden Master
Aurora ROM Golden Master

6.0.4
6.0.4
6.0.4

Alpha candidate:
Beta candidate:
Golden Master sign-off

February 24th
May Sth
July 21st

Late May·
JunelJuly

.
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• Product Plan for System Software 6.0.4 Page 4

Developer Impact:

Apple should expect virtually all applications that operate properly with 6.0.2/6.0.3 to
work with 6.0.4.

Note: Whenever Apple releases new hardware, a very small percentage of
applications do· not work on the hardware. .This is usually not related to the
System Software and developers usually quickly revise their applications to work
on the hardware.

Approximately 250 key Macintosh developers will be seeded with 6.0.4 at least 3
times during development via Federal Express. 6.0.4 is planned to be delivered to our
certified developers 2 week before public announce date so that developers can
prepare for customer questions dealin.gw~ith 6.0.4 and their applications.

]be Preu and 6.Q.4: r~~~;;~:~:: L~;~=~:~:~~;~::~~\
6.0.4 will be released wIth psPiit'apd Au't~ra and is to/be il1;~luded in all Esprit and
Aurora Press Sneaks. . ( .\ \ i f ./

6.0.4 will be announce(~:~ SP!ilg DeY~lOpers ¢{nfe~~ce.
As with the release of 6~O:~:'.;;lewi1l·~~scloseatmucn-1detail about the actual
changes as is appropriate. It is likely that the Press will have access to the changes in a
similar level of detail as is outlined in the section entitled "Actual Changes" later in
this report.

1be basic message for the Press will be:

• 6.0.4 is the latest version of System Software and is required when using Esprit
or Aurora.

• 6.0.4 will work with all Macintosh computers with at least 1 megabyte of
RAM.

• It is not necessary for the installed base of Macintosh users to upgrade to 6.0.4.
System Software 6.0.2,6.0.3 and 6.0.4 can coexist on networks.

-
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• 6.0.4 will be included with all computers and all System Software Update Kits
as of announce date.

Cosed Issues for 6.0.4:

• A new version of Script Manager will be available in Esprit and Aurora ROMs
and a software version of this revised manager will be available for all
Macintosh computers through 6.0.4.

• the hook in System 6.0.3 for 32-Bit QuickDraw is still present in 6.0.4.

The following projects will not be a part of 6.0.4:
• 'LaserWriter 6.0
• 32-Bit QuickQ.r.aw".,.,.,..,.,.,.,..,.,.".,.."., ·.·.·.·.··,l·"'··"'} ,.."." ,..",.." , , ,.,,"","",•.,..,,"".,

• AppleTalk 2.<) l ~I C")• MultiFinder 6.1 r·······..m ...•.••.•••.••••......•J ~. ~ ,n"••".m ?'.. ...-

• HD SC SetU~ v t...O·~··l(veTS-iQItnumbe·f/inay be ".fon.~1··
• ASYNC SCSI%Man~ge[.... ......\ ..//./~
• the new TextEditl "·.... . \\ .il,l/

<men bliues for 6.0.4:(--:'--\ ) ) /' /
. : l ... .~ t :.

• ' .\\,:.. ··,..·:•••H •••••••• ••••/,/.. ?./ t
• will a hook be phteed.l!! §.~g 4···.for Bass. L " 1

6.0.4 Risks:

Yes there are some potential risks associated with this release.

• Esprit and Aurora run at new clock speeds for Apple, and it is likely that
during testing we may uncover some unforeseen problems. In the past
Network & Communications products have been very sensitive to changes in
clock speed.

• 6.0.4 will be in testing concurrently with Big Bang.
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'* Product Plan for S¥stem Software 6.0.4 Page 6

Distribution of 6,Q,4:

6.0.4 will be available in all Macintosh CPUs and System Software Update Kits as of
announce date. Apple will also send the disk set to the following people:

2,000 retail computer stores
400 Apple System Engineers (SEs)
400 Apple Value Added Resellers (VARs)
100 Higher Ed Marketing Service Reps (MSRs)

+100 Business Marketing Service Reps (MSRs)
3,000

Product Marketing should budget approximately $50,000 for this program,

Evangelism will be respr~ibl;I~;~~stsa~~"ci~~;d";jilid~li~dpngthe disk set to
the certified developers ~ VVeeks··prior··tti rele~se'/""The""Cost'9f" th,js<"'program is

approximately $100,001" l.-~::~·""",\ L-I //-' /1
AWle will not be impletnerttin& a pro&ram. to up~rade/:C;hanrtel inventory,

6.0.4.will be available fi~;-') ) ,) /' /
Compuserv ":'. <"C ~ ~

• AppleLink ..;;;: -. ,,"'.,......... , ," E" J• Genie ..-. ..

• User Groups
• Apple's Software Subscription Program,
• APDA

User Manual Cban&es necessary for 6,0,4:

Installer 3.0 will require a rewrite of chapter 9, "Startup Disks" of the "System
Software User's Guide".

The new disk configuration may require a revision to chapter 1, "Tutorial:
Learning Macintosh Basics", in the "System Software Users Guide".

The combination of Installer 3.0 and the new disk configuration will also require
a substantial revision the 'Open Me First',

.
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• Product Plan for System Software 6.0.4 Page 7

Appendix A of the "System Software User's Guide, A History of Macintosh
System Software" will also need to be revised to accommodate 6.0.2, 6.0.3,
6.0.4, Macintosh llX, SE/30, Cobra, Esprit, and Aurora.

System Software extensions for Esprit, such as the Esprit 'Battery' Desk Accessory,
are documented in the "Esprit User's Guide" and require no changes to the "System
Software User's Guide."

.A schedule for the revised "System Software User's Guide" will be distributed world
wide in March.

International and 6.0.4:

All countries planning qn"introducing;~'E~'pritqr"Aurora..·w-i.y"1ul·t-e~atically be signed
up for 6.0.4. An Inte"*tional Product (:onfisuration Plan (IPC~) will go out in

March. I [~-=::.:'=~.~~::: L/~-··_···-~:7,//

Open International :lIssy~s"~""""""""'" '\:;~. ..f.... i/
• Are user manual~"changesn~essa~~for Install.,·f 3.~:t
• The US has decjded";llot to u;.clude ~2-Bit Ql}i'ckD~wl LaserWriter 6.0 with

6.0.4 although Europ, may.;:decideJ)therwi~e. /

• Wil16.0.4be ro~~~~~~:!:y~1 L..._..J
Actual chan&es in 6.0.4:

While every rue on the disk set will be updated with the System Software 6.0.4
version number, the only files that will actually change are the System file, Finder,
MultiFinder, Installer, Monitors CDev, Calculator and Chooser DAs.

The changes made to support Esprit are:

System File:
• Modification to FKeys for Screen Shots
• revised snthresources
• revisions to itlb resource
• Esprit ROM patches
• a Script Manager bug fix for the "Wake-yp" feature
• Low Power alerts
• AppleShare alerts
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'* Product Plan for System Software 6.0.4

Finder:
• "Special" menu changed to include 'Sleep'

Page 8

New Control Panel Devices
• Esprit CDev.for control of contrast, RAM disk, Wake-Up and video output

Calculator Desk Accessory
• the Calculator will be updated to work with Esprit's numeric key pad

New Desk Accessory
• Battery for the control of power

The changes made to 6.0.4 t.g...,,~upport Aurora are:
r'."•.,.,.,••••.,••,.,.,••••.,...'o,.,.,•••••••·•·•.••.••i· f

SyAstem FilReO: M I h / ;:::.".t,f.:.~..·.·.·.·.·.·:·:·.••.•..·.·.·.·.·~=~~~=~~:~:.....'.....~..'....,...,....'...'...~.:.)• urora PC\tc~S'··~ ..·....···············....·····; ...' .' ;~

• revised snth resbur¢o-"--~.. . ,//

Monitors Control ~an~fr;;:i~ "\ //;/
• Monitors will qe'-'ch~ged tq work ~ith Aur9ras video

The other charkes tL ".-()'~~ a!:i ( /
System File: ············,··"·, w .••.,,•.•..•.•· ·••··..••.••..•••:.. [.." ",,0.0 0.1

• Gestalt-- the new Sys-Environs
• selected bug fixes to the Sound Manager
• revisions to the Script Manager to further support localization. (word-breakage

and accented characters)

MultiFinder:
• Change to support for future products

Installer:
• a completely new Installer

Responder:
• updated to support Esprit and Aurora
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Page 9

Disk Confi&uratioD of 6.0,4:

6.0.4 will ship with 4 disks-- System Tools, Printing Tools, Utilities 1 and Utilities 2.
Because there was no free space on System Tools disk, we have removed virtually all
non-system Fonts and Desk Accessories from the System Folder on the System Tools
and Utilities 1 disks. These Fonts and Desk Accessories are available on the Utilities 2
disk and will be installed automatically by Installer 3.0.

Apple USA has no plans to make 6.0.4 available on 1.4 meg floppies.

System Tools Size approximately 750K
System Folder

Backgrounder
t·······Clip.b.aard...file··"}' .
~ DA Handler i / "«0 \.'

~. §
~ FIDa.er.·············..·····} versi0ft..6~·1 ....···......7· .~,/:

I Q~n.elal-····...................... l;/ ./,,··(f

i M~.!t;iFj~der "'\ ~~sion 6...,.y4".:/I"
~ ¥bnltors\ \

., s.ystem Fne i versiol1:/6.0.4./:

( ..,~,:~~=:~~:~~~~hao i.21~~L.w.l
Monaco 9, 12 pt

Desk Accessories
Chooser
Control Panel

Esprit Patches
Aurora Patches

Teach Text
ReadMe
Apple HD SC Setup
Installer 3.0
Installer 3.0 script

Printing Tools Size approximately 385K
AppleTalk ImageWriter
ImageWriter version 5.2
LaserWriter version 5.2
LaserPrep
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Size approximately 700K

• Product Plan for System Software 6.0.4

LaserWriter IT SC
PrintMonitor
LQ ImageWriter'
LQ AppleTalk ImageWriter

Utilities #1
Apple HOSC Setup
Disk First Aid
HDBackUP
Responder
Teach Text
System Folder

Access Privileges
Ap 1 Sha '·.w.v·w, "' ,p. ,C , re·,,"- i

I Clipboard File.!
~ Color ..!
I E$p.rit..GDev .

L~~~ee;:ai'\ "\
,: K~yLayoti~ :~

I': Keyboar4/ ./
\ Monito.rs·';: //
',~=, //f

Startup Device
System

Fonts
Chicago 12 pt
Geneva 9,12 pt
Monaco 9, 12 pt

Desk Accessories
Chooser
Control Panel

Esprit Patch
Aurora patches

Utilities disk 2 Size approximately 77Sk
Apple File Exchange Folder

Apple File Exchange
DCA-RFr/MacWrite

Page 10
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" Product Plan for St.;t.em..S.o.ft.w.are..6•.0•.4.. ....P~ag::..e_1_1_

Font/DA Mover Folder
Font/DA Mover

Desk Accessories
Alann Clock
Battery
Calculator
Chooser
Control Panel
Find File
Key Caps
Note Pad
Puzzle
~Cf.a:Pbook

r··';"~·~~~~~~~Jns I ,~-;;~~~==~:~--")
I lr'~-'~-~~e~8~£!{O 12 1¥'~8/24 pt
:: '.. ' '.,.;.' ."
i.:,::·····,·····,···w.............•.•... GeneVa 10, 14, 1~l··20,:2·4 pt
.: /. \~: Helvelica 9, 10, $l2, 1f~ 18, 24 pt

:/ :; i Londqn 18 pt if . it

=i :1= /' Los ~ngeles ~2, 24 pt
\\... ., ,..... Mo1Sile 18 ptl l

....... .,.... ~:

,,······,·..,...w.w···········~·······New York 9,;"10;"12, 14, 18, 20, 24 pt
San Francisco 18pt
Symbol 9, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24 pt
Times 9, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24 pt
Venice 14 pt

MacroMaker Folder
MacroMaker
MacroMaker Help
Macros

System Folder Additions Folder
Color
Esprit CDev
Key Layout
Keyboard
Mouse
Sound
Map
CloseView
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• Product Plan for System Software 6.0.4

Easy Access
Scrapbook file
Startup device

Appendix A:

Page 12

As of announce date, Apple will recommend the following System Software versions
for the following Macintosh computers:

System Software 6.0.2 6.0.3 6.0.4

~ Macintosh SE f
~ !

Yes
~

tes
§

Yes Yes

Yes Yes \
. ~':--::

.......' .

Esprit

Aurora

••> f'>-

No .. Yes Yes{

l,

Yest.'

Yes .' Yes::
;~

~

No No Yes

No No Yes

* Macintosh nx computers acting as AppleShare file servers
should use System Software 6.0.3 or 6.0.4.

.Appendix B: Overview of Installer 3.0.

Installer 3.0 is a completely rewritten version of Apple's System Software Installation
program. Besides being significantly easier to use than the current Installer, Installer
3.0 allows_Apple to configure a Macintosh with a more complete System folder than
we do currently.

Installer 3.0 is intelligent. It can tell if it is installing on a new disk, or if it is
updating a disk which contains a System folder. Installer 3.0 can also tell a floppy
disk from a hard disk, and it knows what type of Macintosh it is installing on. The

.
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installation script makes decisions as to what software should be installed based upon
what Installer' 3.0 knows about the Macintosh.

Example #1: A customer wants to install 6.0.4 on an empty hard disk. Installer 3.0
will install the following software:
• all necessary System Software
• all Printer Drivers
• all appropriate Desk Accessories
• all appropriate LaserWriter Fonts

Example #2: A customer currently has System Software S.O on their hard disk and
they waqt..tOJJ.p.aal~ ..t.olttQ.4. ~Sl~U~.[«3.:Q ..~Jlt.m.y~ntory their System
folder ~d see the following fil~s: \

~~~~ I C=~:=~~fl{~nde[_f/~--.·..·.;.,,~/~7/'/
General t :../·/'········,··················~asy A~~ss i/l

LaserW9.te.,r ~serW~iter Prep/i /;'
AppleS)iare .\\ ~ppleSljare Prep/" /.

Installe~"3..Q.~ill'~t§1}6tw versi~s of all these files. Installer will in
most cases rior~l'dd""any files to their"Sys'iem.

Example #3: A customer wants to Install 6.0.4 on an 800k floppy. In this case,
Installer 3.0 will install a System Folder and an ImageWriter printer
driver on the Floppy. If the floppy does not have enough room, the
user will be asked to insert an empty floppy.
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Virtually of our customers will see the following 2 screens when they ron Installer 3.0

~ WelcOIIie to the Apple Installer

(I'J-'I) Your Macintosh needs certain software to start up.

The Installer places this software on your ~

disk in the System Folder. This makes your ~ LJ!.J

:~::~l!::~::]t~~::~~ds for
your Macitito~B.·aad·,··er.e.!esa startup disk (Gr yo·u.

(Use Custo~.~'WiffYOU~ sure yo~t{~override
those recommendations.):~ /' /:'

("~~~~:=:~~~~e~"/'/ t:' .."""./ € OK ~)
This welcome screen is not fmalized. The copy will be slightly reworked to address
those users not installing on a blank disk.
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The Easy Install screen is where the users will actually make a decision as to what
drive they will install on, and ..also verify that the decisions made by the Installer are
correct.

K Instell D

( Custom ... )

( Quit ))

---------------_._.._--_ __ _ .

Help(

Easy Install
II ----
I Click on Install to place:
!
:i • Macintosh SE System Software
I Uersion6.0.4
!
I • All Printer Software
I
I on the hard diJlf'"n·aRi·s·o ···i"·w···l r«'"«.".......«..«.«·«·«·«········......·,,····t

I ~ SE Herd Disk , _ .1 ! .-............................. )
L.... ..__ _ _ L .l. ........-...__ _ __._L.__..i~::~ _._ .- _~~:.......•L. .

~ t , ······················.·.......... t / /",. .,/
~ ..:~.:- ( Ie. • I)' 1, )

L..~/\ l / : J<H ,. IS ..

( ....:<~:.' ...•....•.•~) ) /1/ // _~.~.:~.~.:.~_.~~._
\:•.•;;,........ -. ...-i~" t :1....., "' , ,,:',. l J

3.0a6
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Installer 3.0 also contains the Custo~ Install option for those users looking for
complete control over the installation process.

Custom Install

)

I ns1 <Ill

(~..•~ '•..•......'..'•.....•.'.............•...)
\",:......,... .

Mac II Family System Software
Macintosh SE System Software

::~::::~::~~:!:~;T~:oftwore !:;:I..lj:.':i.i..!.::

Macintosh Family System Software .
M in1m81 .Mac II ~.~.~.~~~.~ ~.H.~,!..~m.·~~ 0 ft~.~..r~ I g $E Hard 0isle
Minimal MaeSE ~ystem Softw're l K7 \

~ l .l····'··~..·........···...u..u::~:?:.. '~i/'·'!il-~:j-.~ .-:1-['-j~-k-)

'-~-! /,/ .//( Switch DiSk)

./,l l,l .

;/ / ( Eosy... )

L..__.__...J ( Qui'~
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